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Preface

Overview and Goals

Wireless communication technologies are undergoing rapid advancements. The last
few years have experienced a steep growth in research in the area of wireless mesh
networks (WMNs). The attractiveness of WMNs, in general, is attributed to their
characteristics such as the ability to dynamically self-organize and self-configure,
coupled with the ability to maintain mesh connectivity leading, in effect, to low
set-up/installation costs, simpler maintenance tasks, and service coverage with high
reliability and fault-tolerance. WMNs also support their integration with existing
wireless networks such as cellular networks, WLANs, wireless-fidelity (Wi-Fi), and
worldwide interoperability of microwave access (WiMAX). WMNs have found use-
ful applications in a broad range of domains such as broadband home networking,
commercial/business networking, and community networking – particularly attrac-
tive in offering broadband wireless access with low initial installation and set-up
costs.

Even though WMNs have emerged to be attractive and they hold great promises
for our future, there are several challenges that need to be addressed. Some of the
well known challenges are attributed to issues relating to scalability (significant drop
in throughput with the increase in the number of nodes), multicasting, offering qual-
ity of service guarantees, energy efficiency, and security.

This handbook attempts to provide a comprehensive guide on fundamental key
topics coupled with new ideas and results in the areas of WMNs. The book has
been prepared keeping in mind that it needs to prove itself to be a valuable resource
dealing with both the important core and the specialized issues in WMNs. We have
attempted to offer a wide coverage of topics. We hope that it will be a valuable ref-
erence for students, instructors, researchers, and industry practitioners. We believe,
this is particularly an attractive feature of this book, as the very limited selection
of books available on WMNs we are aware of, are written primarily for academi-
cians/researchers. We have attempted to make this book useful for both the academi-
cians and the practitioners alike.
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Organization and Features

The book is organized into 19 chapters, each chapter written by topical area
experts. Chapter 1 is devoted to the basics of WMNs and their relationship between
MANETs. Chapter 2 is devoted to issues concerning medium access. Chapters 3–8
discuss about various issues concerning routing and channel assignment in WMNs.
Chapter 8 is worth mentioning, as it introduces a very interesting and important
chapter on routing metrics. Chapters 9–11 center on congestion and other transport
layer issues. The issues of multinetwork convergence and scalability are very key
issues in WMNs and they are discussed in Chaps. 12 and 13. Chapter 14 is dedi-
cated to the issues concerning mobility. The rest of the chapters, Chaps. 15–19, are
devoted to some of the specialized topics relating to WMN such as the WiMAX
metro area mesh networks, the symbiosis of cognitive radio with WMNs and the
construction and evaluation of testbeds in WMNs.

We list below some of the important features of this book, which, we believe,
would make this book a valuable resource for our readers:

• Most of the chapters of the book are authored by prominent academicians/
researchers/practitioners in WMNs that have been working with these topics for
quite a few years now and have thorough understanding of the concepts.

• The authors of this book are distributed in a large number of countries and most
of them are affiliated with institutions of worldwide repute. This gives this book
an international flavor. The readers of this book can get absorbed by perspectives,
suggestions, experiences and issues projected forward by authors from different
countries.

• Almost all the chapters in this book have a distinct section providing direc-
tions for future research, which, particularly, targets researchers working in these
areas. We believe, this section in each chapter should provide insight to the
researchers about some of the current research issues.

• The authors of each chapter have also attempted to the extent possible to provide
a comprehensive bibliography, which should greatly help the researchers and
readers interested further to dig into the topic.

• Almost all chapters of this book have a separate section outlining thoughts for
practitioners. We believe, this section in every chapter will be particularly use-
ful for industry practitioners working directly with the practical aspects behind
enabling these technologies in the field.

• Most of the chapters provide a list of important terminologies and their brief
definitions.

• Most of the chapters also provide a set of questions at the end that can help in
assessing the understanding of the readers.

• To make the book useful for pedagogical purposes, almost all chapters of the
book also have a corresponding set of presentation slides. The slides can be
obtained as a supplementary resource by contacting the publisher, Springer.

We have made attempts in all possible way we could to make the different chapters
of the book look as much coherent and synchronized as possible. However, it cannot
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be denied that as the chapters were written by different authors, it was not fully
possible to fully achieve this task. We believe that this is a limitation of most edited
books of this sort.

Target Audience

The book is written by primarily targeting the student community. This includes the
students of all levels – those getting introduced to these areas, those having an inter-
mediate level of knowledge of the topics and those who are already knowledgeable
about many of the topics. To keep up with this goal, we have attempted to design
the overall structure and content of the book in such a manner that makes it useful
at all learning levels. To aid in the learning process, almost all chapters have a set
of questions at the end of the chapter. Also, in order that teachers can use this book
for classroom teaching, the book also comes with presentation slides and sample
solutions to exercise questions, which are available as supplementary resources.

The secondary audience for this book is the research community, whether they
are working in the academia or in the industry. To meet the specific needs to this
audience group, most chapters of the book also have a section in which attempts
have been made to provide directions for future research.

Finally, we have also taken into consideration the needs to those readers, typically
from the industries, who have quest for getting insight into the practical significance
of the topics, i.e., how the spectrum of knowledge and the ideas are relevant for real-
life working of WMNs.

Supplementary Resources

As mentioned earlier, the book comes with the following supplementary resources:

• Solution manual, having sample solutions to most questions provided at the end
of the chapters.

• Presentation slides, which can be used for classroom instruction by teachers.

Teachers can contact the publisher, Springer, to get access to these resources.
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Chapter 2
Medium Access Control in Wireless Mesh
Networks

Feiyi Huang and Yang Yang

Abstract In wireless mesh networks, ad hoc and infrastructure modes are both used
to support multihop data transmission from mesh clients. Because of the hybrid net-
work architecture, existing problems and challenges in centralized or distributed
networks become even worse and severely damage the network performance. In
this chapter, we first analyze the network architecture and identify some technical
challenges on the design of medium access control protocols in wireless mesh net-
works. The corresponding solutions are reviewed, followed by a brief discussion of
some open issues.

2.1 Introduction

In recent years, wireless mesh networks (WMN) [1,2], together with related applica-
tions and services, have been actively researched. New applications include digital
home, broadband, and wireless home Internet access, community and neighborhood
networking, enterprise networking, metropolitan area networks, building automa-
tion, health and medical systems, public safety and security surveillance systems,
intelligent transportation systems, emergency and disaster networking, etc. Gener-
ally speaking, a WMN is a group of self-organized and self-configured mesh clients
and mesh routers interconnected via wireless links (Fig. 2.1). Mesh clients can be
different kinds of user devices with wireless network interface cards (NIC), such as
PCs, laptops, PDAs, and mobile phones. They have limited resources and capabili-
ties in terms of energy supply, processing ability, radio coverage range, etc. Wireless
mesh routers can be access points (AP) of wireless local area network (WLAN),
sink nodes of wireless sensor network, base stations (BS) of cellular network, or

Y. Yang (�)
Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering, University College London,
London WC1E 6BT, UK
e-mail: y.yang@ee.ucl.ac.uk

S. Misra et al. (eds.), Guide to Wireless Mesh Networks, Computer Communications 31
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Fig. 2.1 Infrastructure of wireless mesh networks [1]

furthermore, a special kind of hardware device that has multiple types of radio tech-
nologies and able to work properly in each of these networks. Mesh routers are
usually much more powerful than clients in terms of computation and communi-
cation capabilities, and have continuous power supply. They usually stay static and
supply connections and services for mesh clients.

Ad hoc mode interconnections via wireless meshing among mesh routers (router-
to-router RR links) construct the wireless mesh backbone network. There are several
Internet gateways located at the edge of the backbone network so as to provide Inter-
net access for the mesh network. For efficiency, wired line connections are usually
used for these gateways between a gateway and the Internet, as well as between a
gateway and mesh routers. A universal radio technology is usually used for the entire
backbone network although there might be a number of heterogeneous networks,
e.g., WLAN, cellular, WPAN. To join in an existing mesh network that is using a
different radio technology, one additional wireless interface has to be equipped on
the mesh router that does not use the common radio. On the other hand, multiple
radio technologies coexisting in one wireless mesh backbone network are also pos-
sible. However, difficulty in implementation and costly requirements of hardware
make it less attractive in a real network. When a new/existing router joins/leaves the
backbone, the network will be self-organized and self-configured accordingly. As
the mesh routers usually stay static, and the backbone topology changes only when
new routers join in and existing routers fail or leave.

2.2 Background

The structure of a wireless mesh access network is very different from the back-
bone network. Figure 2.2 illustrates the conventional centralized network structure
wherein clients access to WMN through a client-to-router (CR) wireless link. The
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Fig. 2.2 Infrastructure of centralized networks

Fig. 2.3 Client meshing in wireless mesh access networks

mesh router manages all access requests from clients within that access network,
and supplies an Internet connection for them. The access procedure from clients
to the router follows the corresponding access mechanisms of that access network,
e.g., CSMA/CA.

On the other hand, a wireless mesh access network enables ad hoc mode peer-
to-peer interconnections among mesh clients, namely “client meshing.” It can be
achieved among any type of client that shares the same radio technology. As shown
in Fig. 2.3, with “client meshing” mesh clients that stay outside of the radio cover-
age range of a mesh router can rely on other intermediate clients to relay packets for
them to get WMN access network connections. Thus, packets from a mesh client
that stay far away from the mesh router have to travel through a multihop hybrid
client-to-client (CC) and client-to-router (CR) wireless link before reaching its des-
tination. The number of hops is determined by the geographic position of the mesh
client and organization structure of the access network. In this case, a wireless mesh
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Fig. 2.4 Wireless client meshing

access network operates in a hybrid ad hoc and infrastructure modes. Client meshing
enlarges the coverage range of WMN access network, improves flexibility for clients
to access a WMN. More importantly, it enables direct interconnections among mesh
clients without the support from mesh routers.

As illustrated in Fig. 2.4, a mesh client, e.g., client C1, can communicate with a
client within the same access network, e.g., C2 via direct CC link, C1–C2, rather
than a two hop CR link of C1–R1 and R1–C2. A multihop CC link enables direct
access to a mesh client that stays within another access network, e.g., C1–C2–C3.
As a result, traffic load on mesh routers can be efficiently released especially when
network traffic load is heavy. However, mesh routers are usually strong enough to
handle a huge amount of requests and supply simultaneous service for clients. But
mesh clients are relatively weak and have constraints on processing ability, power
supply, etc. Thus, they are not suitable for relaying too much traffic for other clients
unless client meshing connection has fewer hops, e.g., traffic from client C1 to C2.
According to the research in [3], transport capability, especially the TCP throughput,
drops dramatically when the number of CC hop increases. Therefore, too long a
multihop CC connection in WMN is not attractive at all. In other words, within a
wireless mesh access network, the mesh router still takes the major role to manage
the access and packet transmission procedures for mesh clients. Client meshing is
an efficient supplementary access method for neighboring clients, e.g., C1 and C2
or C2 and C3 in Fig. 2.4. Pure client meshing constructs a complete distributed
network that has the identical characteristic with the conventional ad hoc network
and is less attractive in WMN.

The WMN network structure and connection characteristics determine a num-
ber of problems and challenges in medium access control (MAC) process. In
WMN backbone network, mesh routers are usually powerful enough and have no
constraints on computation, communication, and energy supply. Thus, multiradio,
cognitive radio, and multichannel MAC methodologies [4–6] are possible to be
implemented to supply flexible and robust WMN backbone interconnection with
good fault tolerant and QoS capabilities. In WMN access network, MAC protocols
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Fig. 2.5 Infrastructure of wireless mesh access networks

have to manage both CC and CR access procedures with as less cost as possible.
Generally speaking, mesh clients are relatively weaker than mesh routers, so that
simple but efficient medium access solutions with collision avoidance and energy
conservation capabilities are more attractive in WMN access networks. Figure 2.5
illustrates a typical wireless mesh access network with seven mesh clients (A–G)
and one mesh router (R). The radio coverage area of a mesh router is larger than
that of a mesh client, which are bounded by circles with radius r1 and r2 (r1 ≥ r2),
respectively. The two-hop transmission path from client D to router R contains one
CC and one CR connection. Therefore, the intermediate mesh client, i.e., client C,
on the path has to relay traffic for its neighboring clients, as well as transmitting its
own packets. During the CC communication procedure, the “hidden terminal” prob-
lem still has not been well addressed and severely degrades the access successful
probability and system throughput. Terminals that stand within the radio coverage
range of the receiver (client C) but out of the coverage of the sender (client D), are
hidden terminals of the sender (client B). Transmission from client D to C is inter-
rupted if client B transmits packets to client C during the same period. On the other
hand, traffic will be accumulated from multiple directions when it traverses through
the network until it reaches the mesh router. This phenomenon makes the clients
closer to the router become traffic hot-spots and thus induces some critical problems
such as unbalanced resource use and unsustainable system connectivity. Together
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with the hidden terminal problem, constraints of energy supply and limitations on
computation and communication capabilities on mesh clients make MAC protocols
quite a challenge to address these problems for CC and CR communications in wire-
less mesh access networks.

2.3 Thoughts for Practitioners

As the wireless mesh access network has a hybrid structure of centralized and ad
hoc architecture, the MAC layer access mechanisms proposed for wireless ad hoc,
sensor and WLAN are potentially suitable for mesh networks. There are a number of
papers that study the possibility of implementing existing MAC protocols to WMN,
e.g. IEEE 802.11 MAC protocols. The existing MAC protocols have been well stud-
ied and analyzed by many researchers, and classified by several methods. From the
aspect of channel division, they are classified into single channel and dual/multiple
channels, whereas from the aspect of session initiator, they are classified into sender
initialized and receiver initialized. In this chapter, we study the targets of MAC pro-
tocols and provide a general solution to achieve that. Then a number of contention-
based MAC protocols are reviewed, discussed, and classified according to the func-
tionalities of the protocols and the problems resolved.

2.3.1 Collision Avoidance

On MAC layer, packet level collisions usually happen when more than one packet
arrives on the same channel, at the same receiver and at the same time (or within
a certain period of time). The basic functionality of a MAC protocol is to avoid
and resolve packet collisions as much as possible. As the “hidden terminal prob-
lem” is the major collision causer, most of existing protocols attempt to resolve this
problem, e.g., RTS/CTS handshake-based and busy-tone-based mechanisms.

To illustrate the access mechanism clearly, we take a hypothetic conversation
scenario as an example and describe the general access procedure according to this
example. In Fig. 2.6, when more than one speaker (A, B, and C), who speak the
same language (packet transmitted on the same channel) try to speak to the same
listener (R), MAC protocols coordinate their transmissions and try to avoid colli-
sions among them.

When A, B, and C intend to speak to R, they listen to the environment for any
ongoing conversations (carrier sense). If any ongoing conversation is heard they
know some other person is speaking, and they will keep silent until the environment
become silent again (the CSMA/CA [7] mechanism). When A is talking to R, B
can rely on this mechanism to prevent from interrupting the conversation from A
to R. Because of limited coverage range of voice, C cannot hear both A and B as it
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Fig. 2.6 Contending environ-
ment

stay’s quite far away from them, and vice versa (the “hidden terminal problem”). To
resolve the “hidden terminal problem,” packets are separated into control message
(RTS and CTS) and data payload (DATA). To reserve the channel, RTS is usually
transmitted without enough protection and easy to fail. In this example, the con-
trol message refers to the “hello” word, and the data payload refers to the content
of conversations. The “hello” word contains the brief information of the outgoing
conversation content, such as location of the speaker and listener (source and des-
tination address), conversation duration (packet length), etc. There are a number of
protocols that operate, based on the RTS/CTS handshake, to reserve the channel for
safe DATA transmission.

2.3.1.1 RTS/CTS Handshake-Based MAC

The Multiple Access Collision Avoidance (MACA) [8] MAC protocol was proposed
in the early 1990s. The RTS/CTS handshake process was proposed to improve the
payload transmission successful probability in packet radio networks. The general
access procedure of this series of protocols is illustrated in Fig. 2.7. When a speaker
talks, he transmits a “hello” message (RTS) first of all instead of the conversation
content directly. This “hello” message is used to contend for the conversation oppor-
tunity. In Fig. 2.7, speaker C succeeds in the contending phase and gets the right to
talk to the listener R. He then receives a short “yes” message (CTS) from R. The
CTS contains similar information with RTS such as source and destination address
and duration of the transmission. When the CTS packet arrives at other contending
senders (speaker A and B), they are aware of the busy period length of that listener
and keep silence for corresponding duration. When the CTS arrives at the successful
sender (speaker C), he regards the “yes” message as the permission of talking and
start transmitting his DATA. A confirmation message (ACK) is sent back from the
listener when the transmission is finished.

The existing MAC protocols with sender initialized RTS/CTS-based handshake
process follow the general procedure described above. The multiple access colli-
sion avoidance wireless (MACAW) [9] protocol tries to adapt the MACA in the
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Fig. 2.7 RTS/CTS handshake

unreliable wireless network by introducing an acknowledgement control message,
ACK. The ACK is transmitted back from the DATA receiver to the sender to confirm
a successful payload transmission. The access procedure of MACAW is improved
to a RTS–CTS–DATA–ACK four-way handshake. Then, the floor acquisition mul-
tiple access (FAMA) [10] further improves this four way handshake by perform the
CSMA before transmitting the RTS packet.

The separation of control message and data payload greatly improves the suc-
cessful probability of data payload. The system performance is then improved as
the payload is usually longer in transmission duration and more vulnerable in col-
lisions. Vital drawbacks still exist in the RTS/CTS-based MAC protocols as RTS
packets are usually transmitted without efficient protections. Collision among RTS
packets is very difficult to avoid. According to the analysis in [11], frequent RTS col-
lisions can also severely degrade the system performance. How to avoid or alleviate
RTS–RTS collision as much as possible becomes an open issue of MAC protocol
design and optimization.

2.3.1.2 Receiver Initialized MAC

There are a number of protocols that let the receiver initialize the communication
process rather than the sender. When the receiver becomes free, a control message
named RTR (ready to receive) is transmitted to encourage potential senders to access
the receiver one by one. These polling-based protocols follow a general access pro-
cedure as illustrated in Fig. 2.8 as follows.

The invitation message is dedicated to one of the neighboring speakers of the
listener, say RTR-C in Fig. 2.8. Non-intended speakers will hear the invitation mes-
sage and then keep silence according to the information contained, e.g., speaker A.
After exchanging DATA between the speaker and the listener, an acknowledgement
message is sent to the speaker and the listener will continue to invite other speakers
to talk.

The multiple access collision avoidance by invitation (MACA-BI) [12] proposes
the receiver initialized mechanism based on the MACA protocol. This polling-based
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Fig. 2.8 Receiver initialized protocols

access mechanism has excellent collision avoidance capability. Data payload col-
lision is completely avoided and control message collision is also efficiently alle-
viated. Unfortunately, the collision among control messages (RTR) still exists. In
Fig. 2.8, if listener R and R′ transmit invitation packet at the same time, the RTR
packets (RTR-B and RTR-C) will collide with each other at speaker B and failed.
The RIMA-SP/DP/BP (receiver initialized multiple access – simple polling/dual
polling/broadcast polling) [13] follow the same line of receiver invitation and
improve this kind of mechanism one step further. The RIMA-SP mechanism
employs a RTR–DATA–ACK handshake. And the RIMA-DP mechanism further
improves the protocol by change handshake process to RTR–DATA–DATA–ACK or
RTS–CTS–DATA–ACK. The first DATA transmission is sent from the RTR receiver
while the second DATA is sent from the RTR sender. More payload transmission
is enabled by allowing a reverse payload transmission from the RTR sender to the
RTR receiver. If the invited RTR receiver does not have packet to transmit, it replies
with a CTS packet to wait for the upcoming DATA. RIMA-BP utilizes a broad-
cast polling mode and the RTR receivers have to transmit RTS to further reserve
the channel. When RTS collision happens, a No-Transmission-Request (NTR) is
broadcasted to forbid the subsequent DATA transmission.

2.3.1.3 Dual/Multiple-Channel-Based MAC

Compared with single-channel-based MAC protocols discussed above, there are a
number of protocols that use more than one wire less channel for each wireless
user to exclusively transmit their own packets. Two-channel separation is another
important implementation issue wherein both channels are used to transmit control
messages and data packets separately and are shared by each terminal. This type
of protocol has inherent collision avoidance ability between control and data pack-
ets. By implementing random access MAC protocols on the control channel only,
the contending process happens on control channel only, so as to achieve collision
free data payload transmission. One typical multichannel implementation issue is
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assigning a separated channel to each user for exclusive usage. There are usually
several channels in a system, which can be achieved by multiple access mechanisms
like TDMA, FDMA, and CDMA. As a result, collisions and interference among dif-
ferent users are efficiently alleviated or even avoided.

The IEEE 802.11 DCF (distributed coordination function) [14] can be classified
to a CDMA-based multiple channel solution realized by a spread spectrum mecha-
nism namely DSSS. Each node that communicates with the access point is assigned
a pseudo noise (PN) code. The base band signal is then spread to a wide transmis-
sion band. The PN codes are orthogonal with each other so as to avoid interference
among users. Each PN code is then considered a separated channel.

Busy-tone-based MAC protocols are usually regarded as a special type of multi-
ple channel issue. Busy-tone signals occupy a separated and small (compared to the
data transmission channel bandwidth) range of total available frequency bandwidth.
As a result, busy-tone detection time is on the microsecond (ms) level. Busy-tone
signals can be transmitted with very simple methods, for example a power impulse
to indicate a busy tone is on without the conventional modulation and coding pro-
cess. Thus, busy tone setting up and detecting time is considered as the major cost of
busy-tone-based MAC protocols. Busy-tone signals have only two statuses “on” and
“off” so as to indicate the status of the channel(s) or indicate the state of individual
terminals, “busy” and “idle.” In Fig. 2.9, a general access procedure of busy-tone
base random access MAC mechanism is provided. Speakers still use “hello” mes-
sages (RTS packets) to contend the listener. When one of them succeeds, instead of
CTS, the listener broadcasts a busy-tone signal, which can be considered as “wave
hand” by the listener. This action indicates the RTS transmission is successful and
the listener is waiting for the conversation. Note that the “wave hand” action can be
performed along with the packet transmission. Thus, busy tone is able to be contin-
uously broadcasted when the sender (speaker C) transmitting DATA until finished.
Any other potential speakers (A or B) will then recognize the “wave hand” action
and gets aware of the busy status of the listener. They will keep silence and try to
send RTS again until the busy tone is set off.

One of the most successful busy-tone-based MAC protocol is known as the dual
busy tone multiple access (DBTMA) protocol [15]. In DBTMA, the control and
data packets are transmitted on a single shared wireless channel. Two out-of-band

Fig. 2.9 Busy-tone-based
protocols
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busy-tone signals are employed to indicate the status of terminal. BTtψ indicates a
terminal is transmitting RTS message and is broadcasted along with RTS transmis-
sion; whereas the BTrψ indicates the terminal is receiving the data payload and is
broadcasted when receiving DATA. According to the analysis, it is shown that the
performance of DBTMA is much better than the RTS/CTS-based protocols.

Unfortunately, busy-tone-based MAC protocols have not been widely imple-
mented so far. This is because how to define the out-of-band channel for busy
tones is not well addressed. Furthermore, busy-tone-based MAC protocols usu-
ally require full-duplex communication. But this functionally is not enabled on
every NIC card. However, good performance of the busy-tone-based MAC proto-
cols makes the implementation issue become an attractive topic.

2.3.2 Energy Conservation

In the wireless communication environment, mobile terminals always have limited
energy supply, which makes the energy conservation become a continuous require-
ment. Generally speaking, the energy conservation capability is able to be optimized
on each layer of protocol stack. Here we consider the energy conservation only from
the MAC/physical layer’s perspective.

On mesh clients, energy is mainly spent on computation and communication,
wherein the communication energy consumption takes the major part. The medium
access procedure should be carefully designed to reduce the energy cost during the
communication process: first of all, packet collision is the major energy waster,
especially when traffic load is heavy. If collision happens, all involved packets are
failed when capture effect [16] is not taken into account (from the pure MAC layer’s
perspective). They are scheduled for retransmission after a random back-off delay
and contend to access the channel again. This involves a complicated process of
sending, receiving, rescheduling, and resending, which wastes a large amount of
energy at both sides of senders and receivers. Thus, the packet collision is expected
to be avoided as far as possible.

Second, mesh clients have to keep active and continuously sense carrier at all
times to avoid missing any possible incoming packet (control or data). Thus, the
idle listening procedure consumes a large amount of communication energy, e.g., the
Idle:Receive:Send ratio is measured by 1:1.05:1.4 in [17]. The idle listening energy
waste can be tackled by making mobile terminals wake up and sleep alternatively
[18]. Thus, energy conservation can be alleviated with the cost of increasing access
delay. Time slot scheme [19] is also able to reduce the energy cost on idle listening
by dividing the time into equal sized slots and let the transmission be conducted at
the beginning of each time slot. Then, packet receivers do not have to keep active
all the time, but only at the beginning of each time slot. Time slot scheme requires
the system to be perfectly synchronized. Thus, it is more suitable for the centralized
structure networks rather the distributed ones.
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Fig. 2.10 Packet overhearing
problem

Third, the packet overhearing problem is another energy waster illustrated in
Fig. 2.10. When speaker A is talking to the listener R, speaker B stays within the
radio coverage range of both the sender and the receiver. Therefore, it has to keep
silence during the conversation period of A and R. However, it is quite unnecessary
for B to keep active during this period, which would make it overhear the packet
sent by A and waste energy on packet receiving. The power aware medium access
with signaling (PAMAS) [20] protocol is designed to avoid overhearing unneces-
sary packet transmission by letting mobile terminals switch off according to their
own judgment: if a terminal can hear both the busy tone from the listener and the
DATA from the transmitter, he can then confirm he is not the intended receiver of the
DATA packet. That terminal will then power itself off until the DATA transmission
is finished so as to solve the overhearing problem.

From the physical layer’s perspective, if the transmission power level is appro-
priately set, the packet is then able to arrive at the intended terminal with minimum
power level required, then the energy spent on packet transmission is reduced and at
the same time the interference to other terminals, which might induce collisions is
reduced as well. With this methodology, MAC protocols are usually designed along
with physical layer parameters, such as capture effect, signal to interference plus
noise ratio (SINR), taken into account. This type of MAC protocol is summarized
and discussed in the following section.

2.3.3 Interference Resistance

From the pure MAC layer’s perspective, any simultaneous transmission in which
more than one packet arrives at the same receiver at the same time on the same
channel will induce a packet collision. The unwanted packet is considered as the
interference of the intended packet as illustrated in Fig. 2.11. This phenomenon will
make the transmission from speaker A to listener R1 fail. However, while consider-
ing the radio propagation characteristics, the power level of packets and signals will
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Fig. 2.11 Transmission interference

progressively fade when transmitted further. Thus, if the speaker B that transmits
interfering packets stays far away from the listener R1, the interference is some-
how tolerable. The interference tolerance capability highly depends on the SINR.
Interference is regarded as tolerable if the ratio between the intended signal and the
interference plus noise has a larger value than the required threshold.

According to this characteristic, carefully designing the transmission power
level can reduce the interference among mobile terminals. One typical imple-
mentation is use of the power adaptive/interference aware mechanism over the
pure MAC protocol. In Fig. 2.11, when the listener R1 is receiving DATA from
speaker A, he is able to hear another DATA transmission from speaker B. If
speaker B carefully adjusts his volume to make sure that only the listener R2
can hear his speech clearly rather than being too loud so as to interfere with lis-
tener R1. This type of design methodology is based on the assumption that Rrecψ
(the transmission range of a packet to be correctly received), Rint f ψ (the range to
cause interference), and Rsenψ (the range to be sensed) follow a general equation
Rrec ≤ Rint f ≤ Rsen. The power control medium access control (PCM) [21] pro-
tocol is designed based on the MACAW RTS–CTS–DATA–ACK four-way hand-
shake mechanism. At the sender side, the RTS is transmitted at the maximum power
level. This power level is reduced to a necessary level when transmitting DATA
according to information included in the CTS packet sent back. The receiver trans-
mits the CTS with the maximum power level as well and transmits ACK with
reduced level according to the information included in DATA packet. This mech-
anism let the packet listener feedback to the speaker to inform minimum power
volume required, and vice versa. As a result, radio transmission energy consump-
tion is efficiently controlled with interference reduced at the same time. In [22],
the DBTMA protocol is improved by selecting the appropriate transmission power
level for busy-tone signals and data packets. Busy-tone signals broadcasted by
the receiver are transmitted on the maximum power level to provide good protec-
tion of DATA protection during the packet receiving phase. The RTS and DATA
packets are transmitted on the minimum power level to avoid interrupting other
transmissions.
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2.3.4 Rate Adaptation

When packets are transmitted on the unstable wireless links, unpredictable link fluc-
tuation and interference determines the transmission rate is not able to be fixed to a
constant value. The rate usually varies according to the link quality and network
environment. Generally speaking, a bad radio propagation environment requires
packets be modulated by a more redundant mechanism to improve the interference
resistance capability. The transmission rate is reduced at the same time. In Fig. 2.12,
if there are two ongoing transmissions from speaker A to listener R1 and from B
to listener R2, their transmission will be affected by the speaker C. If packets are
transmitted on the same power level, the listener R1 suffers more serious interfer-
ence as it stays nearer to the interferer (speaker C) and farther to the intended sender
(speaker A). As a result, speaker A has to transmit packet with much lower rate than
speaker B to reduce error rate and retransmission times.

To deal with this problem, a number of solutions try to adapt the transmission rate
according to the real-time SINR ratio at the receiver side. By monitoring the SINR,
the optimal transmission rate can be selected to maintain the system throughput and
minimize the transmission error rate. In [23], the authors propose a power control
mechanism (distributed power control with active link protection) combined with
the rate control (adaptive probing) and flow control (pipelining) mechanism. The
first control frame is transmitted with an initial power level, which is progressively
upgraded until reach the required SINR ratio. Then the transmission data rate is
selected according to the SINR determined.

Rate adaptive MAC protocols try to reflect the physical layer radio channel qual-
ity to the MAC layer and adjust the modulation method to satisfy physical layer
requirements. Using a more redundant modulation mechanism will increase the
packet transmission delay at the same time. As a result, the vulnerable period of

Fig. 2.12 Rate adaptive protocols
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packet transmission increases when transmission error rate decreases. Therefore,
to balance transmission error rate and access delay, an appropriate modulation and
coding mechanism should be carefully selected.

2.4 Directions of Future Research

In wireless mesh access networks, ad hoc and infrastructure modes are usually both
used to support multihop data transmission from mesh clients to a mesh router. How-
ever, in case that all mesh clients stay within the radio coverage of the mesh router,
they can communicate with the mesh router directly. The network topology is then a
pure centralized architecture, as illustrated in Fig. 2.13, rather than the hybrid struc-
ture. If the transmission power of some clients, say client C3, is lowered down, the
number of reachable neighboring terminals of C3 is decreasing. If the communi-
cation range of C3 is not able to cover the mesh router, some intermediate clients
have to relay a packet for it. Then, the network topology becomes a hybrid structure.
By carefully adjust the power level of several clients within a wireless mesh access
network, the network topology and packet transmission route are indirectly affected
and controlled.

A number of benefits can be provided by the topology and routing control. As
an example in Fig. 2.13, client C3 and C4 stay quite far away from the mesh router.
Thus, their packet transmissions are quite sensitive to interference and noise at
the receiver side and they usually have lower transmission data rate. If they trans-
mit their packet through a multihop path of C3–C1–R and C4–C2–R respectively
with radio coverage reduced, several benefits can be achieved: the transmission
rate is improved with the interference reduced, the transmission successful rate is
enhanced, and the traffic load on the mesh router is released.

Fig. 2.13 Topology control
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2.5 Conclusions

In WMN, because of the special network architecture, it is quite a challenge to
manage MAC process for mesh clients and mesh routers. To avoid packet colli-
sions among contending terminals, not only data payload, but also control messages
should be protected against packet collisions as far as possible. Energy conservation
capability is preferred by any mesh client related communications. Power aware,
interference aware, and rate adaptive capabilities are usually considered at the same
time by combining the MAC layer and physical layer characteristics together. To
achieve high rate, energy saving and collision free transmissions, a number of open
issues described in this chapter should be addressed.

2.6 Terminologies

ACK Acknowledgment
AP Access points
BS Base stations
CC Client to client
CDMA Code division multiple access
CR Client to router
CSMA Carrier sense multiple access
CSMA/CA Carrier sense multiple access/collision avoidance
CTS Clear to send
DCF Distributed coordination function
MAC Medium access control
NIC Network interface card
PC Personal computer
PCF Point coordination function
PDA Personal digital assistant
PN Pseudo noise
QoS Quality of service
RR Router to router
RTR Ready to receive
RTS Request to send
SINR Signal to interference plus noise ratio
WLAN Wireless local area network
WMAN Wireless metropolitan area network
WMN Wireless mesh network
WPAN Wireless personal area network
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2.7 Questions

1. What is the infrastructure of wireless mesh backbone network?
2. What is the infrastructure of wireless mesh access network?
3. What is the major difference between wireless mesh network and wireless ad

hoc/sensor network?
4. What is the hidden terminal problem?
5. How does the RTS–CTS handshake-based MAC solve/alleviate the hidden ter-

minal problem?
6. Please specify the major characteristics of busy-tone signals.
7. Please specify the major energy consumer and waster during the MAC protocol

operation process.
8. Please specify the difference between packet collision and interference.
9. Please specify the relationship between SINR and transmission rate.

10. Please provide one promising topology control based MAC solution.
11. Please specify the major difference of MAC protocols that used in wireless mesh

access network and in wireless mesh backbone network.
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Chapter 3
Hierarchical and QoS-Aware Routing
in Multihop Wireless Mesh Networks

Paolo Bucciol, Frank Y. Li, Nikos Fragoulis, and Juan Carlos De Martin

Abstract This chapter presents a novel approach to provide scalable and service-
oriented communications over multihop mesh networks. In such a scenario, the
performance of existing routing algorithms can be impaired by problems related
to scalability, stability, and service-awareness. We start with a survey on existing
solutions including commercial proposals. Then a novel framework, targeted at pro-
viding a reliable set of services in multihop mesh networks, is presented. Within
this framework, several extensions to the OLSR routing protocol are proposed,
such as hierarchical routing, power aware routing, multihoming, load balancing
and multiple interface support. A cross-layer design technique is described to take
the advantage of additional information, such as link-layer notification. A heuristic,
service-oriented Quality of Service (QoS) approach is also proposed, aiming at pro-
viding QoS among both different nodes (via IEEE 802.11e standard) and different
flows within a single node (via the Hierarchical Token Bucket mechanism).

3.1 Introduction: Motivation and Challenges

Today’s broadband communication systems are more robust and far more ubiqui-
tous than they used to be 5 or 10 years ago. The increment in bandwidth allows
spread delivery of high bit-rate multimedia content and high Quality of Service
(QoS) demanding services, such as Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) and Voice
over IP (VoIP). However, remote areas of the planet – such as rural and mountainous
areas – still cannot benefit from the advantages offered by broadband access. This
usually happens in areas where broadband connections (or even low-speed con-
nections) would not be deployed because of technical and/or economical reasons.
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The resulting so-called “digital divide” prevents the inhabitants of such areas from
accessing many services, also impairing the types of services that they can receive
and how fast these services can be accessed.

To provide broadband access to residential customers, various technologies, such
as optical fiber, twisted pair cables, cable TV, digital subscriber line (DSL), satellite
communications, and various kinds of wireless networks can be used, depending on
a specific service provider and on the location of the end users. Although the DSL
technology appears as probably the most popular technology for broadband access
in urban areas, its deployment in rural and mountainous areas appears problematic
because of its very limited coverage in terms of maximum distance between the
Internet gateway and the user premises. Wireless networks, for instance Wireless
Local Area Networks (WLANs) based on the IEEE 802.11 standard protocol [1],
are promising to provide access in rural areas. At the same time, WLANs can also
be attractive in urban scenarios because of lower infrastructure costs and greater
ubiquity [2, 3].

However, one-hop wireless networks are either costly and usually require chan-
nel licenses (e.g., 3G networks and licensed WiMAX) or have limited coverage
(e.g., 802.11 WLANs). The challenge of designing wireless networks aimed at pro-
viding broadband access and QoS has then to be revisited by resorting to multihop
broadband wireless networks. Such networks, when connected to the Internet, and
designed in a mesh network form, are called multihop Wireless Mesh Networks
(WMNs). Multihop WMNs can be considered as a promising solution to bridge the
digital divide [4], and to provide ubiquitous access in a rural scenario in a cost-
effective way.

Current deployments of mesh networks are mainly targeting at urban areas and/or
university campuses (please refer to Sect. 3.3 for more details). Compared to rural
regions, these environments are more friendly to network deployments, maintenance
and operations, compared to their rural counterparts. They are for instance charac-
terized by spatial node proximity, easier node accessibility, better weather condi-
tions, shorter links, different electromagnetic scenarios, smaller network size, and
typically higher cost. Furthermore, the hardware, the routing protocols, the soft-
ware and the security strategies employed in these networks are not suitable for the
deployment of WMNs in remote areas – where the diversity in terms of environ-
mental conditions is much greater than the urban scenario. Last – but not least –
particular care shall be taken in the choice of the routing protocol when the number
of end-users is high. Routing protocols, which are currently being deployed, are in
fact not scalable and not reliable when running over a huge WMN with thousands
of nodes.

Many of the technologies described in this chapter has been investigated,
deployed, and tested in the context of the ADHOCSYS research project. ADHOC-
SYS [4] is an Information Society Technologies (IST) Specific Targeted Research
Project (STREP), supported by the European Commission in the context of Sixth
Framework Programme (FP6), under the strategic objective “Broadband for All.”
This 2-year long project started in November 2005, and aimed at providing reliable
broadband access in rural and mountain regions via multihop WMNs.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 3.2, background infor-
mation on multihop mesh networks and the OLSR routing protocol are presented.
In Sect. 3.3, a survey of the already existing mesh networks – both academic
and commercial – is presented. Section 3.4 illustrates a proposed framework for
WMN deployment in rural areas, which has been implemented in the context of the
ADHOCSYS project. In Sect. 3.5, a few enhancements to the standard OLSR proto-
col, aimed at improving network scalability and reliability, are proposed. Section 3.6
describes how to guarantee different levels of QoS to the main services of the net-
work. Section 3.7 proposes some directions for future research, whereas Sect. 3.8
presents some thoughts to practitioners of WMNs. Finally, conclusions are drawn
in Sect. 3.9.

3.2 Background Information

3.2.1 Multihop Mesh Networks

WMNs are an emerging architecture based on multihop wireless transmission. It
is a key technology for next generation wireless networks, showing rapid progress
and many new inspiring applications. WMNs seem to be significantly attractive to
network operators for providing new applications that cannot be easily supported
by other wireless technologies. The persistent driving force in the development
of WMNs comes from their envisioned advantages, including extended coverage,
robustness, self-configuration, easy maintenance, and lower costs.

WMNs are expected to solve the current wireless network limitations and
improve their performance. However, despite the wide scale research on this topic
and a large number of experimental results, a few critical aspects of this architecture
still remain open. These aspects include scalability, mesh connectivity, QoS, ease of
use, security, compatibility, and interoperability. Researchers and industries are
proposing modifications to existing protocols or designing completely new proto-
cols. Several working groups of standardization bodies, such as IEEE 802.11, IEEE
802.15, IEEE 802.16, and IEEE 802.20 are working actively toward this direction.

3.2.2 The OLSR Routing Protocol

Optimized link state routing (OLSR) [5] is the most representative proactive routing
protocol for ad hoc networking, and it has been extensively studied both in theory
and in practice. Inherited from open shortest path first (OSPF), it is a link state
routing protocol, where each router keeps the topology information of the entire
network, and where the routes to all other nodes are always available, no matter
whether there is any ongoing traffic or not.
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To minimize protocol overhead introduced by link state protocols, OLSR is built
based on the concept of Multipoint Relay (MPR). The MPR of a node is one of
its one-hop neighbors that has been selected as the next hop to reach a maximum
number of its two-hop neighbors. The node that has selected its MPRs is referred to
as an MPR selector. The set of MPRs, which is a subset of all one-hop neighbors of
the MPR selector, can therefore reach all two-hop neighbors of the MPR selectors.

The optimization of protocol overhead is achieved through the use of MPRs in a
distributed network. Firstly, only MPRs with nonempty MPR selectors can generate
Topology Control (TC) messages. Secondly, when TC messages are received by a
node, only those nodes that are MPRs will further forward TC messages to other
nodes inside the same network. Thirdly, an MPR node may choose to report partial
link state.

OLSR operates in three main steps:

– Neighbor sensing. This is achieved by exchanging HELLO messages between all
one-hop neighbors in a network. Through periodic HELLO messages received
from its one-hop neighbors, a node is able to select its MPRs. Correspondingly,
a link state database and a neighborhood database are established by each node
based on neighbor sensing.

– Topology control messages dissemination. Each node, through its MPRs, peri-
odically advertises its link information to all other nodes inside the network. As
a consequence, all nodes inside a network have necessary topology information
for all links between any two nodes inside the same network.

– Routing table calculation. Based on TC messages received from other nodes,
a node is able to compute its shortest-path routes to all reachable nodes in the
network, by using an algorithm similar to the Dijkstra’s algorithm. According to
RFC 3626 [5], the shortest-path in terms of the number of hops is used for route
calculation in OLSR.

3.3 Survey of Existing Multihop Mesh Networks

To date, a number of WMN systems have been deployed enabling a variety of appli-
cations. These applications range from broadband home networking to provisioning
of services for metropolitan areas to solve public safety problems et similia [6].

3.3.1 Academic Multihop Mesh Networks

Many academic research testbeds have been established and actively tested to fur-
ther the development of WMNs. Some of the more relevant projects include:

– MIT: Roofnet. Roofnet [7] is an experimental multihop IEEE 802.11b/g mesh
testbed providing broadband Internet access to Cambridge, MA. The major fea-
ture of Roofnet is that it is does not rely on a priori configuration.
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– Georgia Institute of Technology: BWN-Mesh. BWN-Mesh [8] is a mesh test-bed
at Broadband and Wireless Network (BWN) Lab at Georgia Institute of Technol-
ogy. BWN-Mesh consists of 15 IEEE 802.11b/g mesh routers, some of which are
connected via gateway/bridge to other future generation test-beds, e.g., wireless
sensor networks (WSNs). Other nodes residing in BWN-Mesh are laptops and
desktops.

– State University of New York: Hyacinth. Hyacinth [9] is a test-bed at Exper-
imental Computer Systems Lab (ECSL) at State University of New York. In
Hyacinth, each node uses multiple IEEE 802.11 radios. So Hyacinth is a multi-
channel WMN. Hyacinth is intended to be readily built using IEEE 802.11a/b/g,
and 802.16a technology.

– University of Illinois: Net-X. University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign has pre-
sented a 4-node multichannel 802.11b testbed called Net-X [10]. Each node is
equipped with two cards whose channels were determined based on the load-
aware channel assignment algorithm. The multichannel network achieves 2.63
times higher throughput as compared to that of the single channel network.

– Carnegie-Mellon University: One of the earliest mesh network testbeds is
Carnegie-Mellon University’s mobile ad hoc network (MANET) test-bed [11]. It
consists of seven nodes: two stationary nodes, five car mounted nodes that drive
around the testbed site, and one car mounted node that enters and leaves the site.

3.3.2 Commercial Multihop Mesh Networks

Many companies throughout the world have explored WMNs and have put products
into real-world deployments, based on their proprietary solutions.

3.3.2.1 US Companies

– MeshNetworks, developed by Motorola, is devoted on mobile broadband Internet
access, which provides high-speed access to mobile users [12]. MeshNetworks
provides innovative solutions, such as Quad-Division Multiple Access (QDMA)
radio technology and adaptive transmission protocol. Installations include the city
of Buffalo, Minnesota, the city of Ripon, California, and Las Vegas.

– SkyPilot Networks provides broadband Internet access using WMNs [13]. Fea-
tures include eight directional antennas, high power radios and dynamic band-
width scheduling. SkyPilot’s products are equipping installations in California
and elsewhere.

– Tropos Networks provides metro-scale Wi-Fi mesh networking services [14].
Their MetroMesh architecture is aimed at providing high speed and affordable
broadband data communication, with focus on VoIP services. Cities such as San
Francisco, Chaska in Minnesota, have adopted Tropos solutions.
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– Firetide provides applications on indoors and outdoors Layer 2 connectivity [15].
It offers products with 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz radio technologies, with Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES), Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) security measures,
and network management software. Firetide has deployed many installations for
municipalities, warehouses, hospitals, and educational institutes.

– Intel has been conducting research on WMNs since 2002 [16]. Their Berkeley
Research Lab has been focused on issues such low power and traffic balancing.

– Microsoft has been focusing on community WMNs [17]. Their software, called
mesh connectivity layer (MCL) aims at routing and link quality. Modifications
are transparent to other layers.

– Meraki provides low-cost solutions for indoor and outdoor networks, and covers
applications scaling from a small home and hotel networks, to large city networks
[18]. Meraki provides Meraki Mini and Meraki Outdoor products, which facilitate
easy and low cost large scale WMN deployment. Meraki has also deployed a
WMN for the city of Prestonsburg KY.

– Other companies, like Nortel, Packet Hop, Ricochet Networks, Strix Systems [19],
and SkyPilot Networks also offer exciting products with cutting-edge technologies
and have deployed many WMN systems.

3.3.2.2 European Companies

– LamTech, formally known as Radiant Networks, focuses on broadband Internet
access [20]. Their main product, MESHWORK, uses asynchronous transfer mode
(ATM) switching in wireless routing, four directional mobile antennas therefore
making links directional.

– NOW.co.uk, a division of the NOW Wireless group, offers Mesh4G, and has
deployed networks in many cities in Great Britain (Portsmouth, Hampshire,
Glascow, and others) [21].

– Locust World focuses on community networking, featuring MeshAP hard-
ware [22].

– Wilibox, based in Lithuania, provides a Willi platform running a Linux based
OS [23]. Wilibox provides WILI MESH product, which is a secure, QoS capable,
portable Linux based OSI layer 2 wireless mesh networking software platform
targeting at enterprise, campus, WISP networks covering significant areas with
802.11 wireless access.

– Essentia Wifless, based in Italy, provides a complete solution for wireless connec-
tivity through the Wifless

TM
ESS family [24]. The main product is ESS 2456x,

which can operate in every possible configuration, acting as a simple stand-alone
Access Point, or as a node in a BGP-4 routed PTP link, or as a base station in
a PMP coverage, as a simple node in a WDS Mesh Network as well as in more
complex OLSR Mesh Networks.

– Wi-Next, based in Italy, provides the N.A.A.W. (acronym for autoreconfigurable
network device), a software technology able to transform a wide range of devices
into networks nodes that can collaborate for the creation and optimization of
Wireless organic networks, both outdoor and indoor [25].
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3.4 The Proposed Framework

A single WMN may cover a large area, which in addition might also be densely
populated. Simulations performed to study such challenging case scenario show
that the standard routing protocols (such as OLSR and Ad Hoc On-Demand Dis-
tance Vector (AODV)) fail to guarantee scalability and reliability to the network
[26]. To allow better scalability, the whole mesh network can then be split into
a hierarchical structure, composing several “clouds” interconnected by a wireless
backbone. The resulting two-tier hierarchy represents a good tradeoff between com-
plexity, performance, and scalability. An example of such hierarchical network is
depicted in Fig. 3.1.

The first tier network (backbone) is represented in deep dark, and can be a stan-
dard multihop wireless network consisting of several long wireless links. When
designing such long distance links, special care should be taken in adding the appro-
priate redundancy to the network, to avoid single points of failure (SPOF). Long
distances and short delays between transmitters and receivers can be achieved by
means of fine tuning of IEEE 802.11 protocol parameters (such as those related to
the exponential backoff mechanism) and by employing directional antennas.

The strength of the signal that will be received can be calculated according to
(3.1), which represents the link budget:

Pr = Pt −Lt +Gt −PL−FL+Gr −Lr, (3.1)

Fig. 3.1 An example of hierarchical (two-tier) multihop wireless mesh network
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where the parameters are expressed in dB and have the following meaning:

– Pr is the estimate of the received power level at the receiver
– Pt is the power generated by the transmitter
– Lt, Lr represent the attenuation of the transmitter cable and receiver cable, respec-

tively, to which the antennas are connected (∼0dB for integrated antennas)
– Gt, Gr represent the transmitter antenna gain and the receiver antenna gain,

respectively
– FL is the fade loss takes into account the effects of multipath, fading, and other

propagation issues. Many models exist in literature, which estimate the fade loss
depending on the actual physical environment. As a rule-of-thumb, 10-dB fade
loss is an estimate for short IEEE 802.11a/b/g communication whose line-of-sight
has at least 60% Fresnel Zone clearance

– PL is the path loss, which represents the attenuation of the signal strength caused
by the communication medium. Path loss can be calculated from (3.2), which
corresponds to a simplified model based on the ideal propagation condition with
only one clear line-of-sight link between the transmitter and the receiver. In (3.2),
f indicates the operating frequency expressed in Hertz and d is the distance in
meters between the sender and the receiver antennas:

PL = 32.4+20Log( f )+20Log(d). (3.2)

The second tier network is represented in light dark in Fig. 3.1. It is composed of
clouds of smaller mesh networks, in which every node has two main tasks:

1. To act as an access point to end users
2. To take part in routing within the mesh network

For what concerns the first task, it is necessary to install in those nodes soft-
ware components that take care of the physical (PHY) and medium access control
(MAC) layer issues. MAC issues are of extreme importance, because the QoS of the
designed network will strongly depend on how the MAC is configured. Such topic
is discussed in details in Sect. 6.2. To allow service-oriented QoS it is necessary to
define a taxonomy among the service classes. This topic is discussed in Sect. 3.6.1.
A mechanism for allowing effective service differentiation within a single node is
then analyzed in Sect. 3.6.3.

For what concerns the second task, the standard routing protocols designed for
cabled networks, such as OSPF v2 (the most widely deployed routing protocol in
the fixed Internet), experience problems that prevent their usability in the context of
WMNs. Protocols for MANETs such as OLSR, AODV, and dynamic source routing
(DSR), on the other side, still exhibit problems in scalability and reliability. None
of the aforementioned protocols can be selected to run on second tier nodes as is
[27]. In Sect. 3.5, we explain how the OLSR protocol can be enhanced to guarantee
scalability, reliability, and performance within the WMN.
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3.5 Extensions to the OLSR Routing Protocol

The legacy OLSR protocol is designed for mobile ad hoc networks, not for WMNs.
Consequently, much effort has been devoted to reduce protocol overhead. In large-
size WMNs, however, the router nodes are static. Therefore, other aspects shall
be considered instead, for instance reliability, scalability, throughput maximization,
load balancing among routers, and cross-layer link notification.

In this section, six enhancements of OLSR are presented for achieving higher net-
work reliability through multipath and multihoming, better scalability with hierar-
chical topology, higher multihop throughput through multiple interfaces, cross-layer
optimization with link notification and load balancing, metric-based route table cal-
culation, and power-aware routing. These enhancements have been implemented
and tested in a real-life mesh network (in the context of the ADHOCSYS project)
with considerable performance improvement over the legacy OLSR protocol.

3.5.1 Hierarchical Routing

The use of the concept of “cluster,” is introduced in this section. A network is
divided into several clusters and different clusters are connected by border gate-
ways. More specifically, a two-level hierarchy is preferable in a medium- or large-
sized mesh network, where the access network nodes (interconnected mesh routers
in a cluster) form the level-2 tier, whereas the backbone nodes that connect several
access networks form the level-1 network. Additionally, gateways to the Internet
can be connected directly either to the level-1 tier or to the level-2 tier, depending
on the locations of the gateways.

The level-2 tier is composed by one or more access subnetworks (the light dark
clouds in Fig. 3.1). An access subnetwork, which is connected to other access sub-
networks, is referred to as a cluster. A backbone node serves as the cluster-head
and advertises its reachability to other clusters periodically. The cluster-heads are
predefined, and in this way there is no need to develop an algorithm for their selec-
tion. The cluster-heads are aware of the existence of each other through periodic
handshake messages, and are connected to each other, either directly or via multi-
hop relays.

The main idea behind our hierarchical OLSR solution is to achieve the goal
through enhanced Host and Network Association (HNA) messages and address
aggregation. More specifically, each cluster head uses HNA to advertise its reacha-
bility for both sides:

– Intercluster HNA message advertises a cluster head’s connectivity of all nodes,
including both level-2 nodes and Internet gateway nodes inside the same cluster,
to other clusters. This message is sent to all other connected cluster heads using
unicast packets (note this is different from the standard version of OLSR), or
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Fig. 3.2 Illustration of the extended HNA message format

subnet-directed-broadcast packets. Both the level-2 nodes and the gateways are
advertised as connected subnets, specified by the netmask field in HNA. If a level-
2 node or a gateway is advertised as an individual node, then the netmask is set
as /32 because the length of the IPv4 address is 32 bits.

– Intracluster HNA message advertises a cluster-head’s connectivity to other clus-
ters, including also Internet gateways from another cluster. This message is sent to
all nodes inside the same cluster. Both level-2 nodes and gateways from another
cluster are advertised as connected subnets, and are specified by the netmask field
in HNA.

– For both intercluster and intracluster HNA messages, an extended HNA message
format has been defined, so that either hop-count or other metrics can be used for
gateway selection of level-2 nodes. Figure 3.2 illustrates the extended format for
HNA messages.

3.5.2 Multihoming with Load Balancing

OLSR HNA messages allow gateway nodes to announce their connection (network
address and netmask) with the Internet to other OLSR nodes. In case of multihom-
ing, the gateway, which is closest to the end-user by means of the number of hops,
is always chosen as the default gateway by the legacy OLSR. The other gateway
will be used only if the default gateway is down, and the process of finding another
gateway may take up to a few seconds.

With the proposed multihoming enhancement, a node uses a metric-based policy
to select the best gateway. These metrics include for example link and path capac-
ity, traffic load and other QoS parameters, in addition to the number of hops. Three
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Fig. 3.3 A simple example of multihoming with load balancing

types of load balancing are considered here, namely load balancing among channels,
paths and gateway nodes. Given that two or more channels coexist between a pair of
nodes, if one channel is close to congestion, another channel should be used. Simi-
larly, if one path is over-loaded, the routing table calculation process will recalculate
a new path. This task is triggered by including the traffic load information in a newly
defined LINKINFO message, which has been implemented as a plug-in to OLSR.
For multihomed networks, the traffic load status is monitored at each gateway and
is disseminated to other nodes inside the network, using a modified HNA message.
Once this information is available at each router, the router is able to reroute its
traffic toward a lighter-loaded gateway. This process needs to be carried out period-
ically so that the traffic load through the whole network is balanced among available
gateways. In Fig. 3.3 an example of the implemented multihoming mechanism with
load balancing is presented. In the example, B has chosen gateway D as its gateway
based on the received load status, even through B is closer to gateway A in number
of hops.

3.5.3 Multiple Interface Support

In the legacy OLSR, the multiple interface declaration (MID) message is used when
a node has several interfaces, but only a single interface is selected as the main
(working) interface. That is, only one interface will be used for path establishment.

With the implemented multiple interface enhancement, each individual interface
is treated independently and multiple interfaces can work at the same time. That is,
more than one link can be established between two neighbour nodes. As a conse-
quence, the following benefits are achieved:

– Higher reliability. If one link is down, a node with multiple interfaces could still
provide routing path for the end users. For instance, with two interfaces between
a pair of nodes, the link between these two nodes is still available even if one of
the two channels is broken.
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– Higher throughput. Multiple interfaces can also be used jointly to form a com-
mon channel that provides higher link capacity. For instance, with two interfaces
established between two neighboring nodes in a real-life mesh network, we have
achieved higher throughput, twice as high as, or even higher than, that of the
single interface case.

3.5.4 Cross-Layer Design: Link Layer Notification

When a link breaks, the legacy OLSR protocol reacts to this change by exchanging
HELLO and TC messages, which may take up to a few seconds. With the link layer
notification enhancement, a new path, if it exists, will be available immediately after
a link break. With this enhancement, noninterrupted access services can be provided
to the end-users.

The basis for the link layer notification enhancement is to utilize link break infor-
mation gathered at the MAC layer to impose OLSR routing table recalculation.
More specifically, the MAC layer detects the link break and sends a notification
to the protocol layer, and upon receiving such a notification, which is treated as a
topology or neighbor change, OLSR shall immediately conduct routing table recal-
culation.

3.5.5 Metric-Based Routing Table Calculation

With this enhancement, a routing algorithm similar to the Dijkstra’s algorithm has
been implemented. As the input of this algorithm, the “cost” of each link within the
network will be advertised throughout the whole network so that each router has the
topology information needed for its routing calculation. The link cost could be data
rate, delay, load status, or any other metrics of interest. Based upon this link cost
information, a router is able to build its routing table according to the minimal path
cost criterion.

To implement the metric-based OLSR routing table calculation, a new metric,
referred to as “link cost” has been introduced for each link state. Depending on
the scenario, the network administrator can choose which metric(s) to use for a
specific network, by specifying corresponding parameters in the modified OLSR
configuration file.

3.5.6 Power Aware Routing

The power aware extension to the OLSR routing protocol aims at avoiding con-
nectivity problems in case of node failures because of low battery power. Problems
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related to power consumption include, for instance, the possibility that node bat-
teries get drained; the choice of the best transmitting power to minimize power
consumption without affecting network connectivity; the choice of the best interval
to send special advertisement packets to refresh network topology information, by
finding a fair tradeoff between power consumption and network topology awareness.

Within this section, a solution to avoid the aforementioned problems by including
power awareness in the OLSR routing protocol is proposed. This solution has also
been implemented as an OLSR enhancement in the context of the ADHOCSYS
project.

3.5.6.1 Obtaining Node and Link Conditions

The first step toward power awareness is to obtain information about the battery
status of the nodes participating in the network. This information will be then used
in the proposed power aware enhancements to the OLSR routing algorithm, which
are described in the following subsections.

The battery level on each node can be obtained via system calls based, for
instance, on the advanced power management (APM) or advanced configuration
power interface (ACPI) software interfaces, when the nodes run an operating sys-
tem supporting them. Otherwise, custom hardware and software must be used.

The obtained battery state information needs then to be disseminated and stored.
The OLSR routing algorithm [5] already provides mechanisms for disseminating
and storing information about individual nodes and links, which are based, respec-
tively, on HELLO messages, topology sets, and link sets.

The HELLO messages, in fact, contain information about neighbor interface
addresses, and are used, upon reception, to fill the link set and the topology set,
in each node. The link set maintains the set of all local links, i.e., pairs of interfaces,
where the first is a local interface and the second a remote interface. The topology
set maintains information of all possible destinations. Therefore a possible imple-
mentation of a mechanism to diffuse and store additional information about nodes
and links could be based on an extension of the HELLO message and a correspond-
ing extension of topology and link sets.

Another possible implementation could be the definition of one or more custom
messages containing all the additional information needed by the network. This
method brings some advantages, including the fact that any standard OLSR node
could still work in this network, by simply ignoring custom messages. Such type of
extensions is compatible with other extensions to OLSR and can interoperate with
them. However, one disadvantage is that new message types are introduced, leading
to more protocol overhead, and higher power consumption.

This technique is already implemented in the powerinfo plug-in [5], an exam-
ple of OLSR plug-in, in which a new type message type called POWERINFO has
been defined to diffuse information about the power source and battery state of each
node. The proposed implementation of the enhancement is based upon this example,
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which however needs improvement because it only provides power information for
each node, but does not specify how a node, which has received such information,
would react.

In the powerinfo plug-in example, the POWERINFO message is sent as a regular
message, at an interval of every 2.5 s. Nodes that do not support this message simply
use the default flooding algorithm to forward this message, whereas nodes equipped
with this plug-in can then take other necessary actions.

Each node, in OLSR, maintains a set of link tuples and topology tuples, which
store information about all local links, i.e., pairs of interfaces, and on all possible
destinations. These tuples are updated upon reception of HELLO messages, or after
expiration of the validity period of the maintained information.

In our enhancement, we define two additional information bases to store infor-
mation about nodes and links. The first step toward this implementation is the def-
inition of two new information bases, defined within the modified version of core
OLSRD. One information base is used to store the “cost” of each node, which can
be used within a route. This means, for example, that nodes with nearly drained
battery should get a very high cost. Another information base is used to store the
“cost” of each link. These new information bases are then used in the routing table
computation algorithm, which is described in Sect. 3.5.6.2.

3.5.6.2 Routing Table Computation

The computation of the routing table is very important from the viewpoint of power
awareness. Intuitively, the idea is to choose routes that allow for less power con-
sumption, and which do not involve nodes that have power supply problems.

Several algorithms can be applied to achieve these goals, and they could lead to
the choice of different routes. The best route will be computed using all of these
algorithms at the same time. In this way, each algorithm is assigned a weight that
reflects the importance of the considered metric and each algorithm assigns a score
to each route. The final score of each route is given by the weighted sum of the
scores assigned by all algorithms and the route with the highest score is selected.
This technique for the selection of the optimal route allows adopting several algo-
rithms to assign scores to available routes. The algorithms chosen in the proposed
implementation are the following two:

1. Battery level at each node. The basic idea behind this algorithm is that nodes
with nearly drained batteries should not be involved in routing, to prolong their
lifetime. The algorithm should choose a route for each flow that maximizes the
battery lifetime of involved nodes, thus discarding routes that involve nodes with
nearly drained batteries. This algorithm can be easily implemented considering
the average battery level of each node in the involved route. For example, in
Fig. 3.4, the route via Nodes 1 and 2 has been selected as it has an average
battery level of (50+70)/2 = 60%, whereas the route via Node 3 is not selected
because it has an average battery level of 10% even though this path is shorter in
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Fig. 3.4 Power aware routing – battery level at each node

Fig. 3.5 Power aware routing – minimize the maximum node cost

number of hops. In this algorithm, nodes, which are not battery powered, should
always be considered with a battery level of 100%.

An alerting mechanism in case of drained batteries can also be implemented by
means of this algorithm. Nodes with nearly drained batteries send a message to their
neighbors, so that they are advised to adopt alternative routes. This alert mechanism
can be implemented exploiting the WILLINGNESS parameter of OLSR, which
describes how much a node is “willing” to contribute to routing of messages. The
WILLINGNESS value will then be set to WILL NEVER in case the battery level
of a given node is below a given threshold.

2. Minimize the maximum node cost. This algorithm is similar to the previous one,
with the difference that only the node that has the minimum battery level is
considered, instead of the sum of the battery level of all nodes involved in the
route. This means, routes that involve the node that has the lowest battery levels
will be discarded, as shown in Fig. 3.5.
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The main difference between the two algorithms is that the first (battery level at
each node) takes into consideration the average battery level of a complete route,
whereas the second (minimize the maximum node cost) considers the battery level
of each individual node. Therefore, when the total power consumption of a net-
work deployment must be kept low, the first algorithm is more suited. This, for
example, may be the case of a network deployment containing a large number of
battery-powered nodes. The second algorithm, on the other hand, is more suited
for network deployments containing a few battery-powered nodes, whose batteries
must be protected from draining.

3.6 Service-Oriented QoS

Most networks are characterized by heterogeneous traffic sources and data flows
with different characteristics and requirements. Providing consistent service differ-
entiation and deterministic QoS1 constitutes therefore a considerable challenge in
terms of network design and deployment. Providing a differentiated QoS policy for
different service categories is even more challenging than the case where a single
QoS policy is applied to each node. This remark holds even more in WMNs, where
the most relevant issue consists in how to provide different hard QoS guarantees
to as many service categories as possible. Unlike time division multiple access
(TDMA)-based wireless systems (such as cellular networks), where deterministic
QoS can be provided – by means of time reservation – without a significant loss
in terms of channel utilization, systems based on the carrier sense multiple access
with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) algorithm, such as the whole 802.11 family,
are unable to provide deterministic QoS without impairing the overall efficiency in
terms of channel utilization and provide flow/service differentiation only by means
of probabilistic QoS.

The 802.11e standard [28], ratified in 2005, provides service differentiation for
up to four different “Access Categories” (AC). In the same year the Wi-Fi Media
Alliance published a white paper based on a prior draft version of the 802.11e
standard, the so-called Wi-Fi for MultiMedia (WMM) [29], with the goal to pro-
mote interoperability among different hardware producers and allow hardware QoS-
enabled 802.11e MACs to enter the market without having to wait the time required
to finalize 802.11e. WMM basically provides a subset of the 802.11e functionali-
ties. However, both 802.11e and WMM have been designed to provide probabilis-
tic QoS. Deterministic QoS shall then be achieved by implementing different or
complementary solutions within the mesh network, such as the Hierarchical Token
Bucket (HTB) mechanism [30].

1 Deterministic QoS, also referred to as hard QoS, means that QoS requirements for each
flow/service are always satisfied (“I need 100 kbit/s for flow A, I will get 100 kbit/s for flow A”).
Probabilistic QoS (soft QoS), on the other side, means that QoS requirements for each flow/service
will be satisfied on average over a relatively wide time interval (“I need 100 kbit/s for flow A, I will
get an average of 100 kbit/s for flow A over a 10-s time window”).
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In this section, we will briefly classify several application classes – or services –
and analyze their QoS requirements (Sect. 3.6.1). We will then proceed to examine
how different levels of QoS can be provided to those services in the mesh network
(probabilistic QoS, via the 802.11e/WMM protocol2) (Sect. 3.6.2) and within a sin-
gle mesh node (deterministic QoS, via the HTB mechanism) (Sect. 3.6.3).

The proposed QoS mechanism is presented in Fig. 3.6. As illustrated, when a
packet P is received by a generic node N, belonging to the two-tier WMN, its source
is checked. This process can be done, for instance, by examining from which inter-
face packet P has been received. If P comes from an external source (Internet gate-
way or end user), or it has not been classified yet, it is analyzed and classified by
means of the flow/application to which it belongs to.

Fig. 3.6 Example of packet tagging within a two-tier hierarchical wireless mesh network

2 It is worth noting that full interoperability is guaranteed between WMM- and 802.11e-enabled
devices only when the set of common features is employed [27].
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The classification process tags all packets belonging to the same application
class with the same “label,” stored in the Type Of Service (TOS) field of the IP
header (for instance, by employing the “layer-7 filter” application [31]). The main
goal of this process is to allow interworking between the various QoS mechanisms,
which will be implemented via a unique IP TOS value for each information element
(data packet). Similar mechanisms (using 802.1Q VLAN tags) have been considered
in [32].

The discussion on the techniques used to determine the application class is out-
side the scope of the chapter. Refer to [33] and [34] for more details. The tagging
mechanism can be computationally intensive if it is running on every network node.
However, in a stable WMN, because the classification is made when the packet
enters the core of the network, the case of not classified (tagged) packets coming
from other nodes belonging to the second tier network is unlikely. In this way, the
overall impact of the tagging mechanism requires on average little system resources
in the network nodes when the network is in steady state.

Once P has been classified, it is queued differently based on which tier network
N belongs to. If N is a second tier network node, P is first queued in the HTB
transmission queue, to guarantee hard QoS within the node. P is then queued in the
WMM transmission queue, to guarantee probabilistic QoS among all nodes belong-
ing to the same second tier network cloud. As mentioned before, hard QoS cannot
be guaranteed by means of WMM only, without introducing a high loss on chan-
nel efficiency. On the other hand, if N is a first tier node the number of packets to
be transmitted is much higher because the first tier network acts as a backbone to
interconnect all the second tier network clouds. This leads to the danger that packet
queueing length would decrease too much, resulting in lower overall network effi-
ciency, because it increases the risk of saturation and bottleneck. Moreover, WMM
queueing is not essential (and therefore discouraged, because it leads to increased
delays) because the first tier network employs just long distance point-to-point links,
and thus there is no need to guarantee QoS or fairness among different nodes. Con-
sequently, if N is a first tier network node, only HTB queueing should possibly be
employed, and only when negative side effects have been considered carefully.

3.6.1 QoS Priority Definition

To adopt an efficient service differentiation mechanism, various service classes have
to be defined on the basis of QoS requirements. The number of classes has to be cho-
sen based on actual needs, because the final accuracy of the service differentiation
mechanism depends on it. However, the complexity of the packet tagging mecha-
nism is proportional to the number of service classes, so the latter should be main-
tained as low as possible. Standard application classification techniques for fixed
networks are not suitable for a large multihop hierarchical WMN, because the latter
case requires, for example, specific treatment for services essential to the network,
such as routing information.
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Table 3.1 Definition of service classes based on application requirements

Service class Applications

I Strong latency constraint, small bandwidth (VoIP, chat)
II High throughput (transaction processing, file transfer)
III Interactive, best-effort (Web browsing, e-mail)

Essential set of services for the users
IV Routing, battery information

Essential set of services for the network
V Emergency calls
VI High throughput and latency constraint (streaming video)
VII P2P applications
VIII Unclassified traffic

In Table 3.1, an example of application classification is presented. The QoS defi-
nition for application classes I, II, III is based on the conventional QoS classification,
which relies mainly on the delay and bit error rate requirements of different service
classes. Classes from IV to VII have also been defined to allow finer service dif-
ferentiation policies. Because the proposed QoS definition is not node-based, but
flow-based, various traffic flows generated or received by a given node may belong
to different classes, at different times. In this perspective, the service differentiation
mechanisms can adapt to the actual network conditions.

3.6.2 Service Differentiation Among the Mesh Network:
The 802.11e/WMM Medium Access Control

The new Enhanced DCF Channel Access (EDCA) mechanism defined by 802.11e
implements up to eight different queues at MAC layer, corresponding to a differ-
ent Traffic Category. The WMM MAC, as shown in Fig. 3.7, is limited to four
different MAC queues, each corresponding to a different access category. Service
differentiation is achieved by means of different values of the MAC layer param-
eters, which regulate the contention mechanism of the wireless channel (CWmin,
CWmax, AIFSn) [35].

The standard classification of traffic typologies into WMM ACs and 802.11e TCs
is presented in Table 3.2. In WMM, allocation of a given packet into a determined
AC depends on the actual value of the IP TOS field. Particular care should then be
made when setting those values, to maintain the coherency between them and the
chosen service differentiation strategy (defined previously in Sect. 3.6.1).

Under ordinary conditions, the WMM MAC can be used to provide unequal error
protection to different traffic flows, thus guaranteeing soft QoS among different
nodes [36]. However, it is not generally true that higher AC priority means better
performance. For instance, if one of the four ACs transports a much higher bitrate
than the other ACs, the channel becomes saturated. Under saturation conditions, the
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AC_VO AC_VI AC_BE AC_BK

Internal collision

Increasing priority

Fig. 3.7 Schematic representation of the WMM MAC layer

Table 3.2 Matching between traffic typologies, WMM ACs and 802.11e TCs

Traffic typology WMM access category 802.11e Traffic category

Background AC BK (Lowest Priority) 0,1
Best effort AC BE 2,3
Video AC VI 4,5
Voice AC VO (Highest Priority) 6,7

packet loss rate and delay of such AC increase, and network efficiency and reli-
ability may drop to unacceptable levels. To deterministically avoid this unwanted
behaviour, other mechanisms have to be implemented to perform smart service dif-
ferentiation and to feed the four AC queues properly. One of those mechanisms is
the HTB mechanism, described in detail in Sect. 3.6.3.

3.6.3 Service Differentiation Within a Single Node:
The Hierarchical Token Bucket Mechanism

The WMM-based prioritization mechanism, as pointed out in Sect. 3.6.2, is imple-
mented to guarantee soft QoS among different nodes of the same two-tier mesh net-
work, and allows high efficiency levels in wireless channel utilization. Additional
mechanisms have however to be employed to guarantee hard QoS and avoid sat-
uration. Taking into consideration nodes based on the Linux operating system, for
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instance, deterministic QoS can be provided by using the QoS features of the Linux
kernel.3

By using software level (Linux) queueing mechanisms, queue parameters can
be set to provide deterministic QoS. The HTB mechanism [30], part of the Linux
kernel, can be installed on every mesh node and is able to effectively manage the
node outbound policy [37]. It is currently used with success in many open source
and commercial implementations [38], and it has been proved to successfully work
in conjunction with WMM in various projects [39]. Thus, HTB can be used to guar-
antee hard service differentiation within a single mesh node, whereas WMM will
perform traffic prioritization among different nodes.

To exploit the functionalities of the HTB mechanism, we need to define properly
its tree structure. For the sake of comprehension, we suppose that the same structure
will be implemented in each two-tier wireless node. Some application categories,
which include one or more of the application classes defined in Sect. 3.6.1, have
to be defined. This categorization strongly depends on the user and network needs.
For instance, if the final goal is to reduce the digital divide of a given area, we pre-
fer to privilege a small set of essential services, such as Web browsing and e-mail
reading, over more complex services such as video streaming and peer-to-peer
downloading. It is worth noting that this case study is different from the common
QoS approach, which prioritizes applications with stringent delay/jitter/bandwidth
requirements.

Let us now proceed with the chosen case study. The steps to be completed to
have a fully working, HTB and WMM enabled two-tier network, are the following:
definition of appropriate application categories, creation of the HTB tree structure,
dimensioning of the HTB parameters and allocation of the application categories to
the WMM access categories.

3.6.3.1 Definition of the Application Categories

If we target our QoS approach to a small set of essential services, three application
categories can be defined:

– Category A (priority) groups essential services for both users and the network;
– Category B (delay) includes application with strict delay constraints;
– Category C (throughput) includes both high throughput (but not essential) ser-

vices and uncategorized flows.

The three aforementioned application categories are listed in decreasing order
of priority. If we had selected a traditional QoS approach, category A would have
included low delay and low bandwidth services, category B would have included
low delay, bandwidth-demanding services, whereas category C would have included
other services. In this vision, essential services would have fallen into category C.

3 A commonly used distribution for wireless mesh nodes is the OpenWRT distribution (URL:
http://openwrt.org/).

http://openwrt.org/
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Fig. 3.8 Proposed structure for the Hierarchical Token Bucket tree

Table 3.3 HTB parameters for the various application categories

Category HTB parameters Priority

Rate Ceiling

A 0.7 BW BW 2
B 0.2 BW 0.9 BW 1
C 0.1 BW 0.9 BW 3

3.6.3.2 Creation of the HTB Tree Structure

The HTB mechanism is based on a tree structure. HTB can guarantee a fixed band-
width for each application category (hard QoS), also defining a priority order based
on which the several application categories are served. Figure 3.8 illustrates the
resulting structure of the HTB tree, where the application categories have been
defined as in Sect. 3.6.3.1. The application classes, defined in Sect. 3.6.1, which
are represented at the bottom of the figure, are connected to the three application
categories represented in the second level in the figure. The root of the HTB tree is
represented at the top of the figure.

The main parameters to be defined for each application category are: rate R
(kb s−1), which defines the allocated bandwidth; ceiling C (kb s−1), which is the
maximum bandwidth that can be used when the other categories are not using their
full bandwidth; and priority, which determines the priority order on which the cat-
egories will be served. It is strongly suggested to determine the rate and ceiling
values based on the bandwidth actually available (BW parameter4). Example values
are shown in Table 3.3.

In the example, Category A has been given the maximum steady-state bandwidth
(70%, against 20% of B and 30% of C), whereas Category B has been given the

4 BW states which fraction of the nominal bandwidth can be used to successfully transmit data
(“net payload”). It can be approximated, in first instance, as a fraction of the physical connection
speed of the specific wireless medium (e.g., 50% for 802.11b, 60% for 802.11e).
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Table 3.4 Relationship between application classes, application categories, and WMM ACs

HTB application category Application class WMM access category

C II, VII, VIII 0 (Best effort)
B I, VI 1
A III 2
A, B IV, V 3 (Highest priority)

maximum priority (because of delay constraints). It is worth noting that, in this
case, ceiling of B shall be maintained lower than BW, to avoid the situation where
A gets no transmission opportunities, even over a short period of time.

3.6.3.3 Allocation of the Application Categories to the WMM Access
Categories

The third step to be performed is to determine the relationship between the applica-
tion categories defined in the HTB structure, the application classes and the WMM
Access Categories. For what concerns our specific case study, a possible classi-
fication is shown in Table 3.4. Because WMM provides probabilistic QoS, it is
necessary to put the privileged services into the two highest WMM ACs, to avoid
unwanted side effects caused by the soft QoS mechanism.

3.6.3.4 Dimensioning of the HTB Parameters for the Application Classes

The last step of the QoS configuration concerns the dimensioning of the most sig-
nificant HTB parameters for various application classes. They have to be calculated
for each application class and depend strongly on the actual configuration of the
wireless network and on the expected usage of each class. In our case, these values
are shown in Table 3.3 (rate, ceiling, priority) with the addition of the child queue-
ing discipline (qdisc) parameter. The latter determines how the flows belonging to
the same application class have to be scheduled.

The two most common values for the child qdisc parameter are SFQ and PFIFO.
SFQ is the acronym for statistically fair queueing. This queueing discipline is self-
explaining and schedules the flows to guarantee fairness over time. We suggest use
SFQ when dealing with high bandwidth services. PFIFO, on the other side, is a
more efficient implementation of the first-in-first-out queueing discipline. It should
be used for low delay services, such as emergency calls (Application Class V).
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3.7 Directions for Future Research

WMNs have been a hot research topic in very recent years, and numerous test-beds
and commercial networks have been deployed and tested. However, many aspects
relating to WMNs still deserve for further investigation, such as:

– How to achieve higher throughput, e.g., up to 100 Mbp, over multihops with vast
geographic coverage?

– How to achieve balanced traffic load in the presence of multiple gateways?
– How to achieve optimized tradeoff between reliability and redundancy?
– How to ensure QoS for a set of end-users when the channel is close to congestion,

given a shared medium?
– How to achieve better performance for multimedia services over multi-

hop WMNs?
– How to improve the scalability of the routing protocol when the number of routers

(not the number of end-users) exceeds 1,000?
– How to support node mobility in WMNs and how to achieve seamless handoff

between WMNs and cellular networks?
– How to handle and implement metric-based routing with multiple metrics for

different traffic classes?

3.8 Thoughts for Practitioners

To deploy successfully a real-life WMN, a number of questions have to be taken
into account carefully, from design, implementation, to test and installation. In the
following, we give a nonexhaustive list of these questions that may be helpful for
readers who are interested in developing WMN technologies:

– What is the main purpose of the WMN to be deployed? In which region will the
WMN be deployed?

– How many end-users are expected for the to-be-deployed WMN? How many
mesh routers do we need? In hierarchical or flat topology? At which locations
will the mesh routers be placed? Do they provide full coverage for the end-users?

– Can all mesh routers be installed with AC-power supply? If not, how to select a
power supply panel that provides noninterrupted service?

– Where is/are the nearest Internet gateway(s) and which types of the gateways
are they?

– Which routing protocol to use in the to-be-deployed WMN? Does it provide all
expected features? If not, how to we extend the protocol to support other designed
features?

– Does the selected routing protocol provide open-source codes?
– Which hardware and Linux platform will be used for our mesh routers? Which

operation system will be used in the selected hardware?
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– Which tool will be used for remote monitoring and autoconfiguration of the mesh
routers?

– Do we need to provide QoS in the to-be-deployed WMN? If yes, which QoS
mechanisms will be used? How to classify traffic classes and how to prioritize
high-priority traffic class(es)?

– Which type of security and authentication mechanism will be used in the to-be-
deployed WMN?

– Is the to-be-deployed WMN extendable, in terms of hardware updating, software
upgrading, new services provisioning and network capacity expansion?

– How about the cost of the to-be-deployed WMN? Is there any trade-off between
equipment redundancy and reliability of the network?

– Which business models will be used by the WISP of the to-be-deployed WMN?

3.9 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have given a brief introduction to WMNs and a short survey
of existing academic and commercial mesh networks. With focus on probably the
most promising application scenario of WMNs, where a multihop WMN is used
for providing broadband Internet access, we have proposed a framework with scal-
able, reliable, metric-based routing and QoS-aware features. Two important aspects
within this framework, multihomed routing with load balancing and QoS provi-
sioning, have been described in more details. Finally, based on our expertise and
experience in this area, a few potential research topics and thoughts for practitioners
within WMNs have been outlined, which may help interested readers identify their
areas of interest for further research.

3.10 Questions

1. What are the main differences between cabled networks and WMNs?
2. What is a hierarchical WMN?
3. What are the main application scenarios for WMNs?
4. What is link budget? Calculate the link budget for a 2.4-GHz wireless link

where: the two communicating devices are distant 150 m and are in Line of
Sight, the transmitted power is equal to 18 dBm, the power loss of the coaxial
cable at both sender’s and receiver’s end is equal to 0.2dB m−1, the length of
the sender’s coaxial cable is 2 m, the length of the receiver’s coaxial cable is 1 m
and the antenna gain at both sender’s and receiver’s length is 8 dB.

5. What are link state routing protocols?
6. What is OLSR? How does OLSR work? How is optimization achieved

in OLSR?
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7. What is metric-based routing? How to implement metric-based routing calcula-
tion in OLSR?

8. Explain the need of introducing a power aware enhancement in OLSR.
9. In the power aware routing OLSR enhancement, which are pro’s and con’s of

selecting the “Battery level at each node” or the “Minimize the maximum node
cost” algorithm?

10. What do “Probabilistic QoS” and “Deterministic QoS” mean? What is the draw-
back of providing hard QoS with the WMM mechanism?

11. Explain how the WMM and HTB mechanisms work.
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Chapter 4
Stabilizing Interference-Free Slot Assignment
for Wireless Mesh Networks

Mahesh Arumugam, Arshad Jhumka, Fuad Abujarad,
and Sandeep S. Kulkarni

Abstract In this chapter, we focus on stabilizing interference-free slot assignment
to WMN nodes. These slot assignments allow each node to transmit its data while
ensuring that it does not interfere with other nodes. We proceed as follows: First, we
focus on infrastructure-only part where we only consider static infrastructure nodes.
We present three algorithms in this category. The first two are based on commu-
nication topology and address centralized or distributed slot assignment. The third
focuses on slot assignment where infrastructure nodes are deployed with some geo-
metric distribution to cover the desired area. Subsequently, we extend this protocol
for the case where there are mobile client nodes that are in the vicinity of the infras-
tructure nodes. And, finally, we present an algorithm for the case where a client
node is only in the vicinity of other client nodes.

4.1 Introduction

Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) are one type of wireless networks constructed
with mesh routers and mesh clients. Mesh routers are the backbone of the WMNs
and form a mesh network within themselves. Mesh clients can serve as hosts to their
application(s) and at the same time serve as routers to other clients. Mesh clients can
also form WMNs within themselves to provide connections between nodes that are
not within the transmission range of each other.

Mesh routers are typically stationary. They form the infrastructure of the WMNs.
They are different from traditional wireless routers in that they are often equipped
with multiple wireless interfaces. This increases their transmission compatibilities
and capabilities. The mesh routers are connected with each other in a way to form an
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infrastructure through which their clients can connect to other larger networks such
as the Internet. One of the advantages the mesh routers have is that they require less
transmission power, that they can use the multihop connections.

Mesh clients can be of several types such as desktops, laptops, phones, sensors,
etc. They are mostly mobile and have wireless interfaces to connect them to mesh
routers and other clients. Although mesh clients without wireless interfaces can con-
nect to wireless mesh routers via Ethernet connections, we do not consider them in
this chapter that our focus is on MAC layer for wireless channel. Clients in WMNs
can form a network within themselves without mesh routers. The clients, while serv-
ing their users application, also serve as routers and forward other clients messages
to the requested destination. The difference between the mesh routers and the mesh
clients is that mesh clients do not have the gateway or bridge functions.

There are a wide variety of applications that can benefit from WMNs. These
applications include: broadband home networking, community and neighborhood
networking, enterprise networking, metropolitan area networking, transportation
systems, building automation, health and medical systems, and security surveillance
systems. To illustrate the use of WMNs consider for example the community and
neighborhood networking: The typical way of setting up community and neighbor-
hood networks is by connecting a wireless router to the Internet though cable or DSL
modem. These types of networks include many points of access to connect their
clients to the Internet. This architecture suffers from many limitations: communica-
tion between clients in the same network have to go through the Internet, expensive
and high bandwidth routers are required to cover the neighborhood, and many dead
zones may exist in between homes. WMNs can overcome these problems. Another
example of the applications of WMNs is the enterprise networking. Although there
was a significant increase in the use of wireless networks in enterprise networking,
wireless units are being used as isolated groups with no link between them except
Ethernet connections, which are expensive to setup. WMNs will eliminate the need
for any Ethernet connections between wireless units by using wireless mesh routers.

WMNs are different from traditional wireless networks. In WMNs, clients are
connected to more than one point of access. However, in traditional wireless net-
works, nodes are connected to single point of access. Providing direct connections
to every node can be expensive and impractical, because it requires setting up many
points of access. WMNs use their routers and clients transmission power to over-
come such problems. The advantage of the WMNs over the conventional wireless
networks is that, it provides reliable, cost effective, robust, self-configuring, and
self-organizing networks.

Organization of the chapter. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In
Sect. 4.2, we identify different classifications of WMNs. In Sect. 4.3, we present
the model and assumptions made in this chapter. We also define the problem of
slot assignment and what it means to be stabilizing. In Sect. 4.4, we present our
algorithm for the case where only infrastructure nodes are considered. In Sect. 4.5,
we extend it to deal with the case where client nodes are present but only in the
vicinity of infrastructure nodes, i.e., they do not form a client WMN by themselves.
In Sect. 4.6, we extend it to deal with the case where all client WMNs are permitted.
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In Sect. 4.7, we identify thoughts for practitioners and in Sect. 4.8, we identify future
directions for research. Finally, we summarize in Sect. 4.9.

4.2 Background

WMNs are broadly classified in terms of Infrastructure/backbone WMN, Client
WMNs, and Hybrid WMNs depending upon the types of nodes participating in
them [1].

• Infrastructure/backbone WMNs. In infrastructure/backbone WMN, networks are
built with routers only. Routers are connected to each other with many links to
form backbone network that can be utilized by clients. Routers in this group use
two types of communications: infrastructure communication, to connect within
themselves and other networks, and user communication, to connect with their
clients. Also, this group uses the gateway and bridge functionality of the routers
to connect clients to each other and to existing networks such as the Internet.

• Client WMNs. This group consists of peer-to-peer networks among clients. Nodes
can serve as hosts to the user application(s), and can provide routing function-
ality to connect with other nodes. Therefore, it is possible for the client WMNs
to be built without routers. In this group, packets will be transmitted from the
source to the destination though multiple nodes. Clients will forward packets
from one node to another until the packet reaches its destination. Nodes in this
group are equipped with routing and transmission capabilities to help them per-
form their tasks.

• Hybrid WMNs. This type of network combines both the infrastructure and the
client WMNs together in one network. Both, routers and clients will provide
point of access to the network. In the hybrid WMNs, clients will provide more
capabilities to the network. They will be used to connect other clients, who are
not in any transmission range of any router, to the network.

Our focus is on MAC layer for WMNs. The computation of the MAC needs to be
distributed using a collaborative protocol among the WMN nodes. Furthermore, the
MAC layer needs to adapt to the mobility of the nodes. However, whenever possible,
such mobility should be assisted with static infrastructure nodes that are typically
present in WMNs. Given these requirements, there is a need to design a new MAC
layer for WMNs that meets them. In this chapter, we propose a TDMA-based MAC
protocol that meets such requirements.

In particular, in this chapter, we propose interference free slot assignment for
three types of WMNs. Our first algorithm focuses on the infrastructure nodes. This
algorithm focuses on the case where nodes are static and (relatively) stable. Being
relatively stable and static allows one to implement efficient slot assignment algo-
rithms from traditional networking. In the second algorithm, we extend it to deal
with the client nodes that are mobile but are in the vicinity of infrastructure nodes.
In the third algorithm, we present an algorithm for the case where client nodes are
not in the vicinity of infrastructure nodes and, hence form client WMN.
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4.3 Model and Problem Statement

In this section, we describe the WMN model and the assumptions in our algorithms.
We also identify why these assumptions are reasonable or how they can be met using
existing techniques. In other words, many of the assumptions are made for brevity
of presentation and can be removed by incorporating existing techniques.

Existence of a leader. We assume that there exists a unique mesh router, denoted
as the leader that initiates the TDMA slot assignment. There are several ways in
which this leader could be chosen. In particular, one may use any of the existing
leader election algorithms [2–6]. The use of these algorithms also ensures that if
the leader fails then another unique leader would be elected. Moreover, the leader
election algorithm can be tuned to identify the leader most appropriate for a given
WMN. For example, one may prefer the leader to be a node with high degree or
a node that is centrally located or a node that is expected to have high availabil-
ity (e.g., bridge node provided by a service provider). Furthermore, leader election
could be done independent of the normal node operation that infrastructure nodes
are typically equipped with multiple wireless interfaces. Also, if the network pro-
vides it, the leader could also be chosen from available centralized servers (e.g., for
authentication). Finally, the exact leader and its location are not crucial in that the
amount of work that the leader is performing is limited to the initial slots assignment
and to the reorganization cycles.

Faults/recovery of infrastructure. The leader makes slots assignment based on
its knowledge about working nodes in the network. After slot assignment, if a
mesh router fails, then it will be eliminated from the list of infrastructure nodes
in the next reorganization cycle. All the slots that were assigned to faulty nodes
will be reclaimed and reassigned to the other active routers. If a new mesh router
joins the network it will be treated as mesh client until the next organization cycle
is started. Hence, it will run the same algorithm that the client node would use until
it receives its new slots in the next reorganization cycle.

Neighborhood discovery. There are no requirements on the way in which the
mesh routers will be arranged in their network space. For simplicity, we assume
that each node knows its neighbors. This could be implemented in several ways.
For example, each node could maintain a list, say listen-from, of nodes it can hear
from. It can communicate this list to the leader during the leader election process
and before the initial slots are assigned. As a result, the leader can compute the
network topology. All the nodes in the network will send a message to the leader
containing the list of the nodes they can listen to. The leader then will be able to
compute two important sets: The first set is the listen-from set, which contains the
list of all nodes that a specific node can listen to. The second set is the talk-to set,
which contains the set of nodes that are in the transmission range of a specific node.
After computing these two sets the leader will share this information with all other
nodes. Therefore, each mesh router will be able to compute its communication range
and with which group of mesh routers its messages may collide. Also the nodes will
know the network they are in, and the routing layer can use this information to
compute the best route.
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Note that in the first two cases (infrastructure-only and clients in the vicinity of
infrastructure nodes), only infrastructure nodes need to know other infrastructure
nodes that it can communicate with. Clients (in the case where they are in the vicin-
ity of infrastructure nodes) only need to know the infrastructure nodes that they
are close to. For the third case (clients forming WMN by themselves), clients need
to know their neighbors but this discovery can be easily achieved using standard
techniques such as those in [7–9].

4.3.1 Problem Statement

In this section, we precisely define the problem of slot assignment. For sake of
simplicity, first, we consider the case where only one frequency is available and,
hence, all nodes are transmitting on the same frequency. With a single frequency, the
problem of slot assignment is the problem of time division multiple access (TDMA)
where each node is assigned a set of slots in which it can transmit.

Now, consider the case where two nodes, say a and b are transmitting and both
messages could be received by a common neighbor c. Now, if both a and b transmit
simultaneously then there will be a collision at c thereby preventing c from receiv-
ing either message. The goal of the slot assignment algorithm is to assign slots to
each node so that no two nodes transmit simultaneously if their messages will col-
lide at some node. To define the problem statement, we view the WMN as a graph
G = (V, E) where V consists of all nodes (infrastructure nodes, clients, etc.) and E
denotes the links between them. The pair (v1, v2) is in E if v1 can communicate
with v2. Note that the relation E is reflexive, i.e., for any node v1, (v1, v1) ∈ E. It
may not be symmetric, i.e., it is possible that (v1, v2) ∈ E and (v2, v1) /∈ E.

First, we define the notion of collision group in WMN; the collision group of a
node, say j, includes those nodes that should not transmit when j is transmitting.
Based on the above discussion, we define collision group as follows:

Definition 4.1 (Collision group). The collision group of j is CG( j), where

CG( j) = {k |	 l : ( j, l) ∈ E ∧ (k, l) ∈ E }−{ j}.

Now, using the collision group, we can define the problem of slot assignment for a
single frequency (i.e., TDMA). The slot assignment problem is to assign each node
a set of slots such that two nodes transmitting simultaneously are not in the collision
group of each other. Thus, the problem of slot assignment is as follows:

Using this definition, the problem statement for slot assignment is as shown in
Fig. 4.1.

Note that this definition of collision group and TDMA takes into account the uni-
directional nature of the links. In other words, if there are two nodes j and k such
that l can communicate with j and k although neither j nor k can communicate with
l then the above problem statement allows j and k to transmit simultaneously. Ide-
ally, one should solve the problem of slot assignment by considering the existence
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Fig. 4.1 Problem statement for slot assignment

Fig. 4.2 Problem statement for symmetric slot assignment

of unidirectional links. However, in certain cases, for sake of simplicity, an algo-
rithm may treat all links as bidirectional and assign slots accordingly. For such an
algorithm, we define the notion of symmetric collision group,

Definition 4.2 (Symmetric collision group). The symmetric collision group of
node j is SCG( j) where

SCG( j) =
{

k
∣∣∃l : ( j, l) ∈ E ′ ∧ (k, l) ∈ E ′}−{ j},

where
E ′ = {( j,k),(k, j) |( j,k) ∈ E } .

Using this definition, the problem statement for slot assignment is as shown in
Fig. 4.2

In case of WMNs, a node may be able transmit on multiple frequencies. Hence,
the slot assignment not only has to deal with assignment of timeslots but assignment
of frequencies as well. In such a model, we view each slot assigned to a node to be
of the form ( f , t), where ( f , t) denotes that the node is allowed to transmit at time
t on frequency f . With such a definition of slots, the problem of slot assignment
remains the same as above with the exception that the slot identifies both frequency
and time slot.

4.3.1.1 Additional Restrictions on Slot Assignments in WMNs

Note that the above problem statement imposes no restrictions on which frequencies
should be assigned to which nodes. In practice, however, such restrictions could be
in place because of hardware limitations. To illustrate this, consider the case where
there are two infrastructure nodes, say x1 and x2 that communicate with their respec-
tive clients y1 and y2. Furthermore, in such a network, assume that the infrastruc-
ture nodes use one frequency to communicate with other infrastructure node and
another frequency to communicate with clients. Then, such a network could use one
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frequency, say f1, for communication between x1 and x2, another, say f2, for com-
munication between x1 and y1 and a third frequency, say, f3, for communication
between x2 and y2. Observe that in this scenario, x1 does not (respectively, cannot)
communicate with frequency f3. Hence, it should not be assigned slots of the form
( f3, −). Likewise, all slots assigned to y1 would be of the form ( f2, −).

Furthermore, in our solution for the case where clients are always in the vicinity
of an infrastructure node, the infrastructure nodes are assigned their slots and the
clients borrow these slots from them. Given such a model and the scenario in the
previous paragraph, x1 would be assigned all slots in frequency f2. In this case,
we say that frequency f2 is assigned to node x1.

4.3.1.2 Unidirectional Antennas

The above problem statement assumes that communication is omnidirectional, i.e.,
when a node sends a message, it is broadcast to all neighbors that can listen to it.
The problem (and the solutions in this chapter) could be easily modified to deal with
the case where communication uses unidirectional antennas. However, this issue is
outside the scope of this chapter.

4.3.2 Defining Self-stabilization of Slot Assignment

A solution to the slot assignment problem from the previous Sect. 4.3.1 would
ensure that when a node transmits, its message would not collide with other mes-
sages and would be received by intended receiver(s). However, if certain faults
occur then the interference freedom property may be violated. Examples of such
faults include clock drift, variable communication characteristics, etc. Particularly,
if clocks drift then two slots of neighboring nodes may correspond to the same time.
Or, if communication characteristics change, e.g., if the slots are assigned under the
assumption that j is not in the collision group of k. Now, if communication range
of j increases (because of hardware changes or variable nature of communication
characteristic) or a new node is present in the area covered by communication ranges
of j and k then the time slots must be reevaluated so that the collision freedom is
guaranteed.

Although certain changes in topologies would be handled explicitly, e.g., when
nodes move their slots would be recomputed to ensure collision freedom, unex-
pected faults could cause the system to reach states where collision freedom is
violated. In these situations, it is necessary to restore the system to a legitimate
state. In particular, we argue that the slot assignment algorithms should be self-
stabilizing [10, 11].

Definition 4.3 (Self-stabilization). A system is self-stabilizing if starting from an
arbitrary state, it (1) recovers to legitimate state, and (2) upon recovery continues to
be in legitimate states forever.
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Thus, a self-stabilizing slot assignment algorithm would ensure that even if faults
cause corruption of slots assigned to nodes, the network would eventually recover
to states where correct slot assignment is reestablished.

Our approach for providing stabilization is based on periodic update. In particu-
lar, in periodic update, each node would update its slots so that they are conflict free
with other nodes in its collision group. The update would also ensure that the num-
ber of unused slots is reduced/eliminated. Thus, the maximum time for restoring
time slots is directly proportional to the time between these updates. And, the over-
head of stabilization is inversely proportional to the time between updates. Hence,
the value of the period should be chosen based on system needs, level of accept-
able overhead, probability of faults, etc. We note, however, that while worst case
depends upon the period, many faults would be handled locally whenever feasible.
For example, in most situations, node failure, repair, or movement would be handled
locally and immediately.

4.4 Self-stabilizing Frame Assignment for Infrastructure
Network

In this section, we present algorithms for assigning frames to infrastructure nodes
of a WMN. To achieve collision free communication, we need to ensure that the
frames assigned to a node are unique within its distance-2 neighborhood. This can
be achieved using distance-2 coloring. As an illustration, consider the communica-
tion topology shown in Fig. 4.3. Figure 4.3a considers bidirectional links among the
nodes. In this example, if nodes a and b transmit simultaneously then it causes a col-
lision at node c. Hence, a and b should transmit in different frames. In other words,
a and b should get different colors. Similarly, node c cannot transmit simultaneously
with neighbors of a or b as it leads to collision at a or b. Figure 4.3b considers some
unidirectional links among the nodes. In this example, if two nodes can send mes-
sages to a common neighbor then they should get different colors to ensure collision
free communication. On the other hand, node c may transmit simultaneously with
nodes that can send messages to a or b directly. This does not cause a collision at a
or b as c cannot talk to a or b directly.

Distance-2 coloring. Given a communication graph G = (V, E) for the infras-
tructure network, compute E ′ such that two distinct nodes a and b are connected
in E ′ if they are connected in E or if they share a common neighbor c that can
hear from both a and b. To obtain distance-2 coloring, we require that ∀(i, j) ∈ E ′ ::
color.i = color. j. Formally, the problem statement is defined in Fig. 4.4.

Fig. 4.3 Distance-2 coloring
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Fig. 4.4 Problem statement for distance-2 coloring

Frame assignment. The algorithms presented in this section assign complete
frames to each node. Each frame consists of x (≥1) slots. The infrastructure node
will choose the first slot within its assigned frames for sending messages. The node
will assign a subset of other slots to the clients attached to it. (We refer the reader to
Sect. 4.5 for a discussion on the algorithm that assigns slots to the clients.)

We present two methods for frame assignment in infrastructure networks. The
first method considers a network with arbitrary topology where each node is aware
of only its local neighborhood (i.e., the nodes that it can directly communicate with).
This method is suitable for the case where the application can tolerate network ini-
tialization time (to setup the interference-free frames). Moreover, this method does
not require any global knowledge and location information. By contrast, the second
method considers a network where the locations of the nodes are known up front
and the network is deployed in some geometric topology to cover a given region.
In such networks, the frames can be assigned offline to a location and each node
can statically determine its frames by virtue of where it is located. This method is
suitable for the case where each node is equipped with GPS for determining its loca-
tion (i.e., its global coordinates). Such networks allow the nodes to start functioning
immediately (without significant network initialization overhead) that the frames
are computed statically and time synchronization is achieved using GPS. Moreover,
addition of new nodes to the network is much faster.

With this introduction, we present our algorithms in more detail, next.

4.4.1 Frame Assignment Algorithms Using Graph Coloring

In this section, we present two frame assignment algorithms in infrastructure net-
work with arbitrary topologies. We use graph coloring to assign frames to the nodes.
Specifically, we obtain distance-2 coloring of nodes that identifies the initial frame
assignments. Distance-2 coloring ensures that the colors assigned to nodes i and j
are different if i is in the collision group of j (or vice versa). This will ensure that
the frame assignment (and, therefore, the slot assignment) would meet the problem
statement in Fig. 4.1. Once a node determines its color (i.e., the initial frame), it can
compute subsequent frames assigned to it by using the number of colors required
to obtain distance-2 coloring. Suppose colori is the color assigned to node i. Node i
gets ∀c : c ≥ 0 : colori + c×K frames, where K is the number of colors required to
obtain distance-2 coloring. In this chapter, K is also referred as the frame period.
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Based on the model in Sect. 4.3, there is a leader in the network that is respon-
sible for frame assignment. The leader could be chosen by algorithms such as those
in [2–6]. Now, we present the frame assignment algorithms. The first algorithm
is centralized where the leader assigns colors to all the nodes in the network. In this
algorithm, the leader can optimize the number of colors required. However, in this
algorithm, the leader has to learn the network topology before it can assign colors.
The second algorithm is distributed in the sense that each node chooses its color
depending on the colors chosen by its neighborhood. The main advantage of this
algorithm is that, unlike the centralized algorithm, addition of new nodes does not
involve the leader. Additionally, the distributed algorithm does not require a node to
learn the entire network topology.

Next, we discuss these two algorithms in detail.

4.4.1.1 Algorithm 1: Centralized Coloring

In this algorithm, colors are assigned to the nodes in a centralized fashion. This is
achieved using the following three step process (1) computing the global network
topology, (2) coloring the nodes such that two nodes that are within distance-2 of
each other have unique colors, and (3) distributing the colors and the frame period
to all the nodes in the network. Next, we discuss these steps in detail.

Step 1: Computing the Network Topology

As mentioned earlier, each node is aware only of its local neighborhood. As dis-
cussed in Sect. 4.3, all nodes communicate their local neighborhood to the leader.
That many leader election algorithms actually construct a spanning tree that is
rooted at the leader, these messages could be sent along this tree. Alternatively, sim-
ilar to algorithms in [7,8], these messages could be sent using broadcast primitives.
Furthermore, by allowing nodes to combine messages of different nodes, number of
messages could be reduced. Thus, once the leader election is complete and a leader
is decided, the leader will be aware of the entire network topology.

Step 2: Distance-2 Coloring of the Nodes

The leader can then apply [12] to obtain distance-2 coloring of the network. Specif-
ically, in [12], Lloyd and Ramanathan present minimum degree last algorithm for
distance-2 coloring. First, the algorithm assigns a unique label to each node in a
progressive fashion. Suppose node i is labeled p. The next node the algorithm
chooses to label will be the one with the least number of neighbors in the subgraph
formed by all unlabeled nodes. The label of that node is p+1. Once all the nodes are
labeled, the algorithm then colors the nodes starting with the highest labeled node.
When a node is selected for coloring, the algorithm assigns the lowest numbered
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color that does not conflict with previously colored nodes. Lloyd and Ramanathan
show that ordering obtained using the labeling of nodes is crucial in bounding the
worst-case performance of the algorithm. Also, they prove that obtaining an optimal
distance-2 coloring of planar graphs is NP-complete (even in an offline setup).

Note that since WMN nodes could transmit on multiple frequencies, the algo-
rithm in [12] would be repeated for each frequency. Moreover, the graph being con-
sidered for each frequency would be different based on the nodes that can actually
transmit on that frequency. Thus, the number of colors required for each frequency
may be different. It follows that the frame period used for different frequencies
may be different.

Step 3: Distributing Colors and Frame Period to the Nodes

Once the leader computes the colors of the nodes, it distributes them to the nodes.
Towards this end, the leader communicates the color assignments and the frame
period (which is equal to the number of colors required to obtain distance-2 color-
ing) in the slots allocated to it. Whenever a node receives color assignments, it does
the following (1) determines its initial frame assignment (from the color assigned to
it), (2) computes its subsequent frame assignments using the frame period, and (3)
communicates the color assignments it received to its neighbors in slots assigned to
it. Continuing in this fashion, the color assignments and frame period are distributed
to the nodes and each node determines its frames.

Self-stabilization

We sketch the outline of how self-stabilization is achieved. As mentioned in
Sect. 4.3.2, the stabilization is provided by periodic revalidation of frames. This
revalidation ensures that frames remain collision free and in case of (controlled)
topology change such as addition or removal, frames are recomputed. In case of
arbitrary failures, the validation messages may collide preventing a node from
receiving its revised frame assignment. In this case, after a timeout, the node reverts
to using CSMA and restricts application traffic. This minimizes network traffic
and helps the revalidation messages to succeed. Once the revalidation of frames
is complete, the node subsequently resumes application traffic. The value of the
timeout depends on the frequency of update messages and number of nodes. The
details of computing this timeout are available in [13].

4.4.1.2 Algorithm 2: Distributed Coloring

In this section, we present our distributed coloring algorithm for frame assignment in
infrastructure network. We propose a layered architecture that includes (1) distance-
2 neighborhood layer, (2) token circulation layer, (3) distance-2 coloring layer or
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the TDMA layer, and (4) application layer. The distance-2 neighborhood layer is
responsible for maintaining distance-2 neighbor path-list at each node. Path-list of
a node identifies the path to all the distance-2 neighbors of the node. The token
circulation layer is responsible for circulating a token in such a way that every
mesh router is visited at least once in each circulation. The token-circulation layer
assumes that the subgraph obtained using only the bidirectional links of the net-
work is connected. The token circulation algorithm uses only the bidirectional links
to circulate the token. The distance-2 coloring layer is responsible for determining
the initial frame of the node. Whenever a node receives the token, it can choose or
validate its color. As before, the color of the node identifies the initial frame of the
node. Finally, the application layer is where the actual application resides. All appli-
cation message communication goes through the TDMA layer. Next, we discuss the
first three layers in more detail.

Distance-2 Neighborhood Layer

As mentioned before, this layer is responsible for maintaining distance-2 neigh-
bors of a node. Towards this end, each node sends distance-2 neighborhood discov-
ery messages. More specifically, each node communicates the information about its
immediate neighbors (i.e., nodes that can send messages to this node and nodes that
can hear from this node) up to certain distance in the network. The distance up to
which a node forwards the information is a tunable parameter. Before the frames
are assigned to each node, nodes communicate using CSMA mechanism and rely
on back-off schemes for reliability. Once the frames are assigned, this layer sends
distance-2 neighborhood discovery messages in the slots assigned to a node.

Token Circulation Layer

The token circulation later is responsible for maintaining a spanning tree rooted at
the leader and traversing the graph infinitely often. The leader initiates the token cir-
culation in the network. As mentioned earlier, we assume that the subgraph formed
with bidirectional links in the network is connected. The token traverses the network
using bidirectional links (as it provides acknowledgment to the node that forwards
the token). In this section, we do not present a new algorithm for token circulation.
Rather, we only identify the constraints that this layer needs to satisfy. This layer
should recover from token losses and presence of multiple tokens in the networks.
Existing graph traversal algorithms [14–17] satisfy these constraints and, hence, any
of these can be used.

Distance-2 Coloring/TDMA Layer

We use the token circulation protocol in designing a distance-2 coloring algo-
rithm. As before, each node is aware of its local neighborhood. Whenever a node
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receives the token (from the token circulation layer), it chooses its color. Towards
this end, node j first computes the set used j, which contains the colors used in its
distance-2 neighborhood. Once it determines this set, it chooses its color such that
color j /∈ used j. Subsequently, it reports its color to its distance-2 neighbors (using
the slots assigned to it). This action is important that it lets the nodes in the distance-
2 neighborhood of j that are not yet colored to compute their used sets appropriately.
Finally, j forwards the token to one of its distance 1 neighbors (using the token
circulation layer).

As an example, consider Fig. 4.5. Each node first computes the path-list to their
distance-2 neighbors. Table 4.1 identifies the distance-2 neighbors of the nodes for
the topology shown in Fig. 4.5a. The token circulation layer maintains a depth
first tree rooted at the leader, i.e., node r. An example depth-first tree is shown in
Fig. 4.5b. Whenever a node receives the token, the distance-2 coloring/TDMA layer
computes the colors used in its distance-2 neighborhood.

Suppose in Fig. 4.5b colors assigned to nodes r, a, and c be 0, 1, and 2, respec-
tively. The colors of other nodes are not yet assigned (i.e., undefined) that the token
has not reached them yet). When b receives the token, it knows the colors that have
been taken by nodes in its distance-2 neighborhood. The colors assigned to nodes
in the distance-2 neighborhood of b are {1, 2}. Now, b chooses a color that does
not conflict with this set. In the example shown in Fig. 4.5, b sets its color to 0, the

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.5 Color assignments using distributed coloring. a Topology of the network and b traversal
and color assignments

Table 4.1 Distance-2 neighborhood for the topology shown in Fig. 4.5

Node Distance-2 neighborhood

r {a, c, e, f , i, h}
a {r, b, c, e, d, f}
b {c, a, d}
c {r, a, b, d, e}
d {a, b, c, e}
e {r, a, c, d}
f {r, a, i, g, h}
g { f , h, i}
h {r, f , g, i}
i {r, f , h}
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minimum color that does not conflict with the colors used in its distance-2 neigh-
borhood. Similarly, other nodes choose their colors.

Once a node determines its color, it can compute frames assigned to it. As dis-
cussed in Sect. 4.4.1.1, color of a node identifies the initial frame. A node can com-
pute the subsequent frames assigned to it using the frame period (which is equal
to the number of colors required to obtain distance-2 coloring). Once the token
circulation is complete, the leader knows the number of colors required to obtain
distance-2 coloring in the network. In the subsequent token circulation, it forwards
this information to the nodes and each node computes its frames accordingly. More
precisely, the color of the node identifies the initial frame assigned to it and sub-
sequent frames are computed using the frame period (as discussed earlier). In the
example shown in Fig. 4.5, the frame period is 5. Hence, frames assigned to node b
are: ∀c : c ≥ 0 : 0+ c×5. Similarly, other nodes determine their frames.

Self-stabilization

We sketch the outline of how self-stabilization is achieved in this algorithm. In the
above algorithm, if the nodes are assigned correct frames then validating them is
straight-forward. For example, we can use a simple diffusing computation to report
the colors to distance-2 neighborhood and ensure the frames are consistent. In this
chapter, for simplicity of presentation, we let the token circulation be used for vali-
dation of frames assigned to each node. In the absence of faults, the token circulates
the network successfully and, hence, frames are revalidated. However, in the pres-
ence of faults, token may be lost because of variety of reasons, such as (1) frames
assigned to nodes are not collision-free, (2) the set containing colors of neighbors
is corrupted, and/or (3) token message is corrupted. There may also be transient
faults in the network that leads to the presence of multiple tokens or cycles in the
network.

Dealing with cycles. To deal with the issue of cycles, we add a time-to-live (TTL)
field to the token. Whenever the leader initiates token circulation, it sets TTL to the
number of hops the token traverses during one circulation. That the token traverses
an edge twice (once during visiting a node and once during backtracking), the leader
sets TTL to 2×|Et|, where |Et| is the number of edges traversed in one circulation.
Remember that token uses only the bidirectional links and the network formed by
the bidirectional links is connected. At each hop, the token decrements its TTL
value. When it reaches zero, the token circulation is terminated. Thus, this ensures
that when the token is caught in a cycle, token circulation terminates and the token
is lost.

Dealing with multiple tokens/lost tokens. This is achieved by keeping a timeout at
the leader. The value of the timeout is chosen in such a way that any token sent by the
leader would return back before the expiry of the timeout. The value of this timeout
depends upon the number of nodes in the network. For detailed analysis of the time-
out computation, we refer the reader to [13]. Thus, if a token is lost then the leader
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can generate it by sending another token. If there are multiple tokens then either
they will get lost (because of expiry of TTL) or they will return to the leader before
the expiry of the timeout. If the leader receives multiple tokens before the expiry
of timeout then it implies that there were several tokens in the network. The leader
can destroy them. Finally, each node also keeps a timeout to deal with the possible
loss of token. Upon expiry of this timeout, similar Sect. 4.4.1.1, it reverts to using
CSMA and blocking the application traffic so that the new token circulation would
succeed. It follows that upon expiry of the timeout when the leader sends a token,
there is only one token in the system and this token would circulate to reestablish
the frames assigned to each node.

4.4.1.3 Addition/Removal of Nodes in the Network

In this section, we address the issue of addition/removal of mesh routers to/from the
infrastructure network. Dealing with removal of nodes is straight-forward. When-
ever a node is removed or fails, the frames assigned to other nodes still remain
collision-free and, hence, normal operation of the network is not interrupted. How-
ever, frames assigned to the removed/failed node are wasted.

New mesh routers are typically added to the network to improve the footprint
of the network and to reduce the load on mesh routers. To address the issue of
frame assignment to the newly added nodes, we discuss two approaches. The first
approach requires the new nodes to behave like client nodes. The second approach
requires the nodes to choose conflict-free frames by listening to token circulation
and distance-2 neighborhood discovery messages.

Approach 1: Adding new mesh routers as clients. In this approach, whenever a
new node is added to the network, it becomes a client of one of its neighbors. Frames
of the added node are assigned by its parent infrastructure node using the approach
presented in Sect. 4.5.

Approach 2: Passive addition of new mesh routers. This approach requires that
whenever a node forwards the token (as part of the revalidation process to verify
the colors assigned to the nodes), it includes its color and the colors assigned to its
distance-1 neighbors. Suppose a new mesh router, say, q is added to the network.
Before q joins the network and starts communicating application messages, this
approach requires q to learn the colors assigned to its distance-2 neighborhood. One
way to achieve this is by listening to token circulation of its distance-1 neighbors.
Once q learns the colors assigned to the nodes within distance 2, it selects its color.
Thus, q can subsequently determine frames assigned to it. Now, when q sends a
message, it announces its presence to its neighbors.

With this approach, if two or more nodes are added simultaneously in the same
neighborhood then these new routers may choose conflicting colors and, hence,
collisions may occur. However, that the distributed coloring algorithm is self-
stabilizing, the network self-stabilizes to states where the color assignments are
collision-free. Thus, controlled addition of new routers can be achieved.
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4.4.1.4 Claiming Unused Frames

The algorithms discussed in this section assign uniform bandwidth to all nodes. In
this section, we discuss an extension where nodes can claim unused frames/slots in
the network, if available. This approach embeds information about the frames/slots
that a node requests in the token and relies on the token circulation layer.

Each node is aware of the frames used by the nodes in its distance-2 neigh-
borhood. Hence, a node can determine the unused slots and if necessary request
for the same. A node (say, j) that requires additional bandwidth does the follow-
ing. Suppose j requires unused slots identified by the set request j. Upon receiving
the token, j embeds request j to the token along with a timestamp that indicates
when j made the request. Towards this end, the token contains three tuple infor-
mation in the set token.requestSet (1) ID of the node, (2) unused slots requested
by it, and (3) the timestamp. To request for unused slots, j sets token.requestSet =
token.requestSet ∪ ( j, request j, timestamp j).

Now, when a node receives the token, it checks token.requestSet to determine if
there are any requests for unused slots by nodes in its distance-2 neighborhood.
Suppose node k receives the token and finds request from a neighbor j that is
within distance 2 of it. Before k decides about the fate of this request, it checks
token.requestStatus to determine if other neighbors within distance 2 of j have
accepted or denied this request. Towards this end, the token contains three tuple
information about the status of each request in token.requestStatus (1) ID of the
node, (2) timestamp when the request was made, and (3) status (accept or deny). If
( j, timestamp j,deny) is already present in token.requestStatus then k simply ignores
j’s request as the request cannot be satisfied by some neighbor within distance 2 of
j. Otherwise, k proceeds as follows. If there are no other conflicting requests or j’s
timestamp is earlier than other requests then k lets j claim the slots. To accept j’s
request, k sets token.requestStatus = token.requestStatus∪( j, timestamp j,accept) if
no other neighbor within distance 2 of j already added this information. If k finds j’s
request conflicting then it updates token.requestStatus with ( j, timestamp j,deny).

When the token reaches j in the next token circulation round, it contains the
status of its request. It checks token.requestStatus to determine the status of its
request. It maps the timestamp j to request j to identify the slots it has been allowed to
use. Once j identifies the additional slots, it removes its request and status informa-
tion from the token. Specifically, if j is allowed to use slots it requested in request j
then it sets:

1. token.requestStatus = token.requestStatus− ( j, timestamp j)
2. token.requestSet = token.requestSet− ( j, request j, timestamp j).

Now, j can start using the slots in request j. Thus, infrastructure nodes can request for
unused slots when necessary using the token circulation layer. Furthermore, when
a node requests unused slots, it learns the status of its request within one token cir-
culation round. Additionally, to deal with starvation, we can use lease mechanisms
(e.g., [18]) where a node is required to renew the additional slots within a certain
period of time.
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4.4.2 Frame Assignment in Infrastructure Network
with Known Locations

In this section, we consider infrastructure networks where the locations of the mesh
routers are known up front. In this algorithm, frames are assigned offline and each
node statically identifies the frames assigned to it by determining its physical loca-
tion. To obtain a TDMA schedule, we proceed as follows (1) impose a (virtual) grid
on top of the deployed region, (2) compute the interference range of the network (in
terms of grid distances), (3) determine the initial frame assignment, and (4) compute
the frame period.

4.4.2.1 Step 1: Impose a Virtual Grid

As mentioned earlier, in this algorithm, we assume that the infrastructure network
is deployed in some geometric topology. Each node determines its physical location
using some mechanism (e.g., GPS). This assumption is reasonable that the infras-
tructure nodes are powerful with sophisticated hardware. The node can then map
this physical location in to virtual grid coordinates. That the node knows the phys-
ical location where the virtual grid origin is located and the grid dimensions, it is
straight-forward to calculate the virtual grid coordinates. Figure 4.6 shows an exam-
ple of imposing a virtual grid on top of the deployed network. Observe that more
than one node may be present in a given grid location.

4.4.2.2 Step 2: Compute the Interference Range

In this algorithm, communication ranges are defined in terms of grid distances. For
example, in Fig. 4.6, distance between neighbors a and b is 2 grid hops. Further-
more, in this algorithm, we restrict nodes to communicate only with its grid neigh-
bors, i.e., nodes that are 1 grid hop away. Now, we define the notion of interference
range in the context of this algorithm. The maximum grid distance up to which a

Fig. 4.6 Imposing a vir-
tual grid over the deployed
network
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node (say, j) can successfully communicate is called the interference range of j.
The interference range of the entire network is the maximum of interference ranges
of all nodes in the network. This value can be computed either statically (before
deployment) or dynamically (after deployment).

An infrastructure network with known locations will be typically used to cover a
geometric area, it is expected that the deployment is performed systematically, i.e.,
it is known up front. As a result, the interference ranges of the nodes can be com-
puted easily. Also, ideally, the interference range should be as close to 1 as possible.
This could be achieved by using appropriate signal strength at each node. Using the
interference range of each node, the interference range of the network is determined
statically. Alternatively, similar to previous subsection, the interference range of the
network could be computed using a leader. In particular, in this case, each node is
aware of its local topology and can compute its own interference range during net-
work initialization. This value would then be communicated with the leader who
would determine the overall network interference.

4.4.2.3 Step 3: Assign Initial Frame to Grid Locations

Once a node determines its interference range it knows the frames it is allowed to
use. The frames are assigned to grid locations rather than nodes. To ensure connec-
tivity with this algorithm, we need to ensure that the network formed by links that
are 1 grid hop distance is connected. This can be achieved by fine-tuning the virtual
grid distances used in imposing a grid on top of the network.

Interference range of 1 grid hop. Let us know consider frame assignment to the
grid locations for interference range of 1 grid hop. Suppose grid location 〈0,0〉 is
assigned frame 0. Locations 〈1,0〉 and 〈0,1〉 will hear messages from a node in
〈0,0〉. Without loss of generality, 〈1,0〉 is assigned frame 1. Location 〈0,1〉 cannot
be assigned frame 1 as it will cause a collision at location 〈1,1〉. Therefore, 〈0,1〉 is
assigned frame 2. In general, for interference range of 1 grid hop, location 〈i, j〉 is
assigned frame i+2 j.

Interference range of y grid hops. Now, we consider the general case where the
interference range is y grid hops. Suppose grid location 〈0,0〉 is assigned frame 0.
Locations 〈1,0〉 and 〈0,1〉 will hear messages from a node in 〈0,0〉. Additionally,
nodes in locations that are within y grid hops may also receive the message. Suppose
〈1,0〉 is assigned frame 1. Location 〈0,1〉 is assigned frame y + 1. In general, for
interference range of y grid hops, location 〈i, j〉 is assigned frame i+(y+1) j.

We refer the reader to [19, 20] for detailed discussion on the collision-free prop-
erty of the above initial frame assignment algorithm. Figure 4.7 illustrates the initial
frame assignment for interference range of 2 grid hops. The numbers marked in
each grid location identifies the initial frame assigned to that location.

Thus, given its physical location in the network and the interference range of the
network, each node determines its initial frames statically.
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Fig. 4.7 Initial frames of
some grid locations for the
network with interference
range of 2 grid hops

4.4.2.4 Step 4: Compute Frame Period

To compute TDMA frames, we need to determine the period between successive
frames assigned to a location. As mentioned before, two locations 〈i1, j1〉 and
〈i2, j2〉 are assigned same frame if nodes located at these locations do not interfere
the communication of each other. In this context, we use the notion of collision-
group (cf. Definition 4.1). As defined in Sect. 4.3, collision-group of a location
(say, 〈i, j〉) identifies the locations that could potentially affect the communication
of 〈i, j〉.

Consider the example shown in Fig. 4.7. The collision-group of a node at 〈0,0〉
includes nodes located at

{〈0,0〉 , 〈1,0〉 , 〈2,0〉 , 〈3,0〉 , 〈0,1〉 , 〈1,1〉 , 〈2,1〉 , 〈0,2〉 , 〈1,2〉 , 〈0,3〉} .

As a result, 〈0,0〉 gets another slot only after the locations identified in its
collision-group have been assigned a slot. In this example, maximum frame assigned
to locations in the collision-group of 〈0,0〉 is 9. Hence, 〈0,0〉 can choose to transmit
in the next frame, i.e., frame 10. In other words, the TDMA frame period for the
network shown in Fig. 4.7 is 10.

In general, if the interference range of the network is y then the TDMA frame
period is (y + 1)2 + 1. Therefore, location 〈i, j〉 is assigned the following frames:
∀c : c ≥ 0 : t〈i, j〉 + c×P, where t〈i, j〉 is the initial frame assigned to that location and
P = (y + 1)2 + 1 is the TDMA frame period. (We refer the reader to [19, 20] for a
formal proof of correctness of this algorithm.)

Thus, each node statically determines its initial TDMA frame and the TDMA
frame period.

4.4.2.5 Dealing with Multiple Nodes in One Grid Location

When a virtual grid is imposed over the deployed network it is possible that multiple
nodes fall into a single grid location. As discussed before, the algorithm presented in
this section assigns TDMA frames to a grid location rather than the nodes. To deal
with the case where multiple nodes are present in a single grid location, we discuss
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two approaches. The first approach lets the nodes share the frames assigned to that
location. Whereas the second approach elects a leader and requires the other nodes
to behave like clients.

Approach 1: Share the TDMA frames. In this approach, the nodes share the
TDMA frames assigned to that location. Each node is aware of other nodes that
fall in its grid location. Again, this information is statically available (based on the
location of nodes). In this approach, nodes share the frames uniformly. Suppose 3
nodes i, j, and k fall in the same grid location and i < j < k. Assuming the frame
has x slots, i gets slots 0 . . .((x/3)−1), j gets slots (x/3) . . .((2x/3)−1), and k gets
slots (2x/3) . . .(x−1).

Approach 2: Elect a leader. In this approach, each node is aware of other nodes
that fall in its grid location. The nodes, however, do not share the frames assigned
to that location. Instead, they elect a leader for the location. Existing leader election
algorithms [2–6] can be used to elect a leader. The leader becomes the mesh router
of that location. All the other nodes in that location become clients of that leader.

4.5 Slot Assignment for Infrastructure Nodes and Clients
in their Vicinity

As discussed in Sect. 4.2, WMNs are classified in terms of Infrastructure WMN,
Client WMN, and Hybrid WMN. In Sect. 4.4, we presented a slot assignment
scheme for infrastructure network. In this section, we extend it to deal with hybrid
WMNs where clients are in the vicinity of infrastructure nodes. We visualize such a
network as a set of clusters. Each cluster consists of one infrastructure node that is
the cluster head for that network and a collection of clients that communicates with
it. Of these, infrastructure nodes are static and reliable, i.e., they rarely crash. Client
nodes, however, are mobile and are subject to crash failures.

That a client node may be close to multiple infrastructure nodes, it can be part
of multiple clusters. To deal with this situation, we let the client consist of several
virtual clients, each of which is in one cluster. In particular, each virtual client would
receive slots based on the cluster it is in. The client can use any of the slots assigned
to its virtual client(s). As far as the application is concerned, it can send/receive its
messages through any virtual client. However, certain control messages (such as for
allocating slots, requesting slots etc) would be forwarded to the appropriate virtual
client based on the infrastructure node involved. It follows that each virtual client
will only get control messages from the cluster it is in. For brevity of presentation,
whenever it is clear from the context, we drop the word virtual in the presentation
of the algorithm and use the client to mean virtual client. The algorithm presented
in this section would in fact be executed by each virtual client.

We consider two types of mobility for a client node (1) intracluster mobility and
(2) intercluster mobility. To accurately capture the notion of cluster mobility, we,
first, define the notion of cluster state.
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Definition 4.4 (Cluster state). The state of a cluster Ci = (Vi, Ei) at instant t ≥ 0,
denoted by S(Ci, t), is a tuple consisting of the set of nodes and links in Ci at t,
i.e., S (Ci, t) = (V t

i , Et
i ), where Vt

i (respectively. Et
i ) is the set of nodes (respectively.

links) in Ci at t.

Intracluster mobility captures the fact that, even though nodes are mobile, the
mobility pattern is not totally random. The nodes, rather, move in a somewhat coor-
dinated way. Note that when nodes are mobile, if they remain within their assigned
cluster, the set of nodes within that cluster remains unchanged, though the links
between nodes can change. We now define intracluster mobility.

Definition 4.5 (intracluster mobility). Given two consecutive states of a cluster
Ci, i.e., given S(Ci, t) and S(Ci, t + 1), we say that there is intracluster mobility in
cluster Ci at instant (t +1) if V t

i = V t+1
i and Et

i = Et+1
i .

Intercluster mobility can occur if the mobility pattern of the nodes is random.
When a node leaves its cluster, it is because it has either crashed or has joined
a new one because of mobility, causing the set of nodes in its original cluster to
change (contrast with intracluster mobility). Further, when a cluster head crashes or
joins a new cluster, its original cluster ceases to exist, and a new cluster needs to
be generated. Using our notation for cluster states, we denote the remaining set of
nodes by

(
φ t+1

i ,φ t+1
i

)
. Note that this set of nodes is not a cluster that it does not

have a head.

Definition 4.6 (intercluster mobility). Given cluster Ci with two consecutive states
S(Ci, t) and S(Ci, t + 1), we say that a node p has left cluster Ci at instant (t + 1) if
∃p ∈ V t

i such that p ∈ V t
i ∧ p /∈ V t+1

i . We also say that node p has joined cluster Ci

at instant (t +1) if ∃p ∈Vt+1
i such that p /∈V t

i ∧ p ∈Vt+1
i . We say that there is there

is intercluster mobility from cluster Ci to cluster Cj if there exists instants t1 and t2,
and a node p such that p has left Ci at t1, and joined Cj at t2.

Note that there need not be any relationship between t1 and t2 that a cluster
head may detect the presence of a new node n before the previous head detects
n’s absence.

Recall that a client consists of several virtual clients. Consider the case where a
client is moving from an infrastructure node A to another infrastructure node B. In
this case, initially, it would have only one virtual client that receives slots from A.
When it is in the overlapping region between A and B, it has two virtual clients and
will receive slots from both A and B. Once it is out of contact with A, the virtual
client corresponding to A would be terminated and it would receive slots only from
B. Thus, the hand-off between clusters can be handled smoothly.

Our approach is as follows: First, we observe that the infrastructure nodes are
more powerful than client nodes. Hence, given two clients say c1 and c2, if c1 is
in the collision group of c2 then the infrastructure node(s) associated with c1 are
also in the collision group of the infrastructure node(s) associated with c2. Hence, to
provide collision-free slot assignment, we can rely on the slot assignment to infras-
tructure nodes.
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Hence, for the scenario where clients are in the vicinity of infrastructure nodes,
we first run the frame assignment algorithm from Sect. 4.4 to assign individual
frames to each infrastructure node. Now, client nodes can borrow slots from these
frames. To enable such borrowing of slots by clients, we adopt a service-oriented
perspective for the slot assignment problem: Client nodes can either request slots
assigned to their respective cluster head and they can return them. In turn, the clus-
ter head (an infrastructure node) allocates slots to requesting nodes, or returns an
updated schedule after nodes have relinquished some slots. To achieve this, the clus-
ter head offers four methods, namely:

1. Request slot(id).
2. return slots().
3. Allocate slot(id).
4. send schedule().

First, notice that if every node in the cluster is assigned a different set of slots,
then collision-freedom is ensured within the cluster. The algorithm in Sect. 4.4
assigns each cluster head a set of frames. The head then allocates slots from this
frame in a nonoverlapping manner. That the original frames are interference-free, it
follows that assignment of slots to clients also preserves this interference-freedom.

Program for cluster head. We present the program for the cluster head in Fig. 4.8.
The cluster head is responsible for scheduling access to the medium. It services
requests for slots, and also de-allocates slots when nodes do not use them. Also, this
code is executed only in the frames assigned to it.

The first event is a timing event, whereby after each clock tick, the head updates
the current slot. After a given number of slots, i.e., max slots, which is decided by
the size of the frame, the value of the current slot is reset to 1. In the first slot of
every frame, the head sends the schedule for the current frame, which every node in
its cluster follows. Then, from slot 2 onwards, the head listens for messages from
clients. If it does not hear from an expected client for a threshold number of frames,
it decides that the client is no longer in its cluster, and reclaims its slot. In the last
slot of the frame, the head listens to requests for slots from new nodes and allocates
a slot to the node, by updating the schedule for the next frame.

Program for clients. We now develop the program for the client nodes. Similar to
the cluster head, the client nodes need to keep track of slot count to determine when
they can transmit (Figs. 4.9 and 4.10).

Since the cluster head sends schedule information in the first slot of the frame,
client nodes wait to hear the message to determine their slot assignment. Because
of the interference freedom property of the solution in Sect. 4.4, the message of the
cluster head does not collide with other infrastructure nodes. Hence, every correct
node will hear it. However, that the head is also susceptible to transient failures, the
nodes may end with corrupted information.

Furthermore, because nodes are mobile, they may end up hearing from a different
head, and they keep track of the assigned slots with each head. Note that ⊕ denotes
overwrite (Figs. 4.11).
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Fig. 4.8 Program for the cluster head (infrastructure node)

Fig. 4.9 Program for client
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Fig. 4.10 Program for client (continued)

Fig. 4.11 Program for client (continued)

Fig. 4.12 Program for client (continued)

Fig. 4.13 Program for client (continued)

When a node reaches its transmission slot, it sends it payload with its id tagged
to it (Fig. 4.12).

In the case the message has collided then the node does not hear its own message.
It then knows that its head will remove it from its cluster by removing its slot entry
(Fig. 4.13).

In slot (max slots), i.e., the one before last, a new node to a cluster requests slots
in the next frame. It checks whether it already has a slot assigned with the current
head, and if not, makes the request (Fig. 4.14).

After the end of the final slot, i.e., the start of the first slot of the next frame, if
a requesting node does not hear its own request, then it knows it has collided, and
execute exponential back off when making another request (Fig. 4.15).
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Fig. 4.14 Program for client (continued)

Fig. 4.15 Program for client (continued)

Self-stabilization. Next, we sketch the proof of self-stabilization. Observe that if
the state of a client node is corrupted, then a collision may occur when the client
transmits its payload message. The failure to detect the message will cause the clus-
ter head to remove the node’s entry for the following frame. The client will thus have
a assigned slot ⊥. The client will thus need to request for new slots again. Hence,
the fault can be corrected. In case the state corruption does not lead to collision,
the head will still detect an expected message, and will remove the node’s entry.
Ultimately, the node will need to request slots again, leading to correction.

Likewise, if the state of the head is corrupted such that nodes have conflicting
information, collisions will occur. The head will reassign new slots to the requesting
nodes, thus correcting earlier faults.

4.5.1 Example

In Fig. 4.16, there are two infrastructure nodes, namely head i, and head j, whose
region coverage overlap. Each client node belonging to a unique head has a unique
slot number. For example, nodes belonging to node i’s cluster only will have the
following slot information: (i, 2), meaning the node belongs to cluster i, and can
transmit in slot 2 in the cluster.

Now, consider a node A belonging to cluster j and having slot 5. In Fig. 4.17,
node A has moved, and is now both within the communication range of heads i and
j. When it reaches the cluster j, it requests a new slot (event 5), which is allocated
by head j. Thus, after its request for slots have been serviced, the slots for node A
can be {( j,5),(i,6)}, where slot 6 has been allocated to it in cluster i. Thus, node
A now has two virtual clients, one is cluster i, and another in cluster j. Each virtual
client can transmit within its cluster’s timeframe, in its assigned timeslot.
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Fig. 4.16 State of hybrid WMN at time t0

Fig. 4.17 State of a hybrid WMN at time t1 > t0

4.6 Slot Assignment Without Infrastructure Node Support

In this section, we extend the previous algorithms in Sects. 4.4 and 4.5 to deal with
the case where client WMNs are not close to infrastructure nodes and, hence, form
an ad hoc network. In particular, in Sect. 4.4, we had focused on the infrastructure
WMN where only infrastructure nodes are considered. In Sect. 4.5, we considered
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the case where client nodes are introduced but only in the vicinity of the infras-
tructure nodes. Then, the network was partitioned into clusters where each cluster
consisted of one infrastructure node and a collection of client nodes. That the clus-
ter head was an infrastructure node, we could assume that the possibility of their
failure/movement is low and, hence, such crash/movement was ignored. In this sec-
tion, we further extend the setup to permit client nodes that are not in the vicinity of
infrastructure nodes. Hence, a cluster may no longer contain an infrastructure node,
i.e., the cluster head could be a client node. With this change, all nodes are subject
to crash or move and the mobility can be intracluster or intercluster.

Based on the above discussion, in this section, we present a MAC protocol that
guarantees collision freedom in spite of node mobility. Now, consider the case
where nodes are GPS-enabled. In this situation, we could apply the algorithm in
Sect. 4.4.2; clustering would be done in such a way that cluster heads are equipped
with GPS devices and determine the frames assigned to them using their location.
For networks where clients do not have GPS devices, we can perform hierarchical
clustering using algorithms in [21–24]. For example, the algorithm in [23] estab-
lishes hierarchical clusters and identifies gateway nodes between cluster heads. Such
hierarchical clustering could be used along with algorithm in Sect. 4.4.1 and allow
the cluster head at one level in the hierarchy to assign frames to cluster heads at
lower level. Finally, the cluster heads would assign the corresponding slots to clients
within their cluster in a manner similar to the algorithm in Sect. 4.5. Another sce-
nario in this category is where the clusters are far apart from each other and, hence,
can have overlapping slots. Hence, when nodes move across cluster, collisions could
occur. That the scenario where nodes are equipped with GPS devices is straightfor-
ward, in this section, we consider the other two scenarios.

We describe the setup first: A clustering algorithm is executed to create clus-
ters. (Note that a hierarchical clustering algorithm may be executed, if needed.)
Then, each node within a cluster is assigned a unique slot. Further, we split the time
frame into two parts, namely (1) data part and (2) a control part, see Fig. 4.18. In
the control part, the head and nodes execute only control events, whereas in the
data part, the nodes send their payload. The MAC protocol we develop guarantees
collision-freedom in the data part of the cluster schedule. Although collisions are

…
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Head transmits
cluster info in
first slot.

Control slots used
by new nodes and
head for sync.

Data slots used by nodes to transmit Free slots reserved
for new nodes

n-3 n-2 n-1 n

Fig. 4.18 A frame consisting of control slots and data slots
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possible in the control part, such collisions are unlikely except in case of high num-
ber of nodes moving into the given cluster. Specifically, if more than one node moves
into a cluster within any time frame, then collision will occur. And, in these situa-
tions, the existing cluster nodes will continue to function even though new nodes
may not be able to participate in the cluster immediately.

Before presenting the algorithm, and the assumptions, we present two definitions
that we will use in the algorithm:

Definition 4.7 (i-band). A node i is said to be in the i-band of node j if i is in the
communication range of j.

Definition 4.8 (o-band). A node i is said to be in the o-band of node j if i can
communicate with low probability with j.

Before presenting the MAC protocol, we make the following assumptions:

1. Nodes within a cluster have nonoverlapping slots.
2. All nodes including the cluster head(s) are (potentially) mobile. They can exhibit

both intra and intercluster mobility.
3. Every node, including the head, can crash.
4. Any node remains within a cluster for a least one round, unless it crashes. This is

to capture the fact that nodes cannot move beyond a certain speed. What this also
implies is that nodes will get the chance to transmit. If a node does not satisfy
this mobility constraint, then the algorithm we propose will not guarantee that
the node can transmit its messages.

5. If in a given round r, a node is in the i-band of its cluster head, then in round
r +1, it will at most be in the o-band of the head, unless the head crashes. Again,
this is used to capture the fact that nodes cannot move beyond a certain speed.
What it also allows is to distinguish between message collision and a node being
far away.

6. No more than 1 round elapses for a node to not hear from a head i.e., a node
may not go for more than 1 round without hearing from a head. (Thus could be
trivially extended to k rounds where k is an arbitrary number.)

7. Messages sent by cluster heads do not collide on k ≥ 2 consecutive rounds. This
is reasonable because either the clusters are far apart or the slots assigned to them
are not overlapping. But because of mobility the cluster heads may have come
close to each other.

8. The cluster schedule needs to be available even if the cluster head crashes. In
our protocol, the cluster schedule is replicated at all the nodes within the cluster,
so that one of them can take over once the head has crashed. When a head is
detected to have crashed, a clustering algorithm [25] is executed to elect a new
head. The property then is that client nodes belong to at most one cluster.

The variables that a node stores relate to the following (1) an individual node’s
information, (2) timing information, and (3) cluster information (cf. Fig. 4.19).
A node stores its own ID, and the node slot it is to transmit in a given frame. It
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Fig. 4.19 Algorithm at each client node: state information

Fig. 4.20 Algorithm at each client node: event 1

Fig. 4.21 Algorithm at each client node: event 2

also keeps track of whether it is a cluster head or not. It also keeps track of its trans-
mission parameters, i.e., its node access rights. A node keeps track of timing infor-
mation by determining the current slot and the current round. Furthermore, every
node keeps track of cluster information such as cluster schedule and the maximum
number of slots in a frame.

The first event (cf. Fig. 4.20) that a node listens to is a timing event. It increments
the current slot number with every slot interval. Then, once the current slot number
reaches a predefined value, the slot number wraps around, and the node increments
the round value, i.e., once the current slot reaches a predefined value, the node knows
that it has reached the next round of transmission, and increments the “round” vari-
able accordingly. When the first slot of a round is reached (second event), a cluster
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Fig. 4.22 Algorithm at each client node: event 3

Fig. 4.23 Algorithm at each client node: event 4

head will broadcast the current schedule for the cluster, together with the value of
the current round (Fig. 4.21). This is the second event a node waits for.

When a head node hears its own message (Fig. 4.22), it knows there has been no
collision at the sender, and it sets its status as T. When a nonhead node receives the
message, its sets itself as a nonhead, and updates its version of the cluster schedule.
It also keeps track of whether it is in the head’s i-band or o-band, depending on the
strength of the signal. It also sets its status as T.

If the second slot is reached (Fig. 4.23), and a cluster head has not yet heard its
own message, it knows that there is something wrong, such as a collision, and it
sets is status to undecided (“?”). On the other hand, if a nonhead node does not hear
the message, and it was initially in the o-band of the head, then it assumes that it is
now too far from the cluster head, and it resets all of its cluster information, i.e., it
assumes it is no longer part of the cluster. If the nonhead node was in the i-band,
then it assumes that some problem, such as collision, occurred, and sets its status
to “?.” On the other hand, if a node had its status as “?,” and did not receive the
message from the head, it concludes that the head as crashed. So, it resets its status
to ⊥, and the node will take part in re-electing a new cluster head. Furthermore, if a
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node has status ⊥, then it broadcasts a message, informing the head that it is a new
node, and sets its status to “waiting” for transmission rights.

When the head receives a request for slots from a new node (Fig. 4.24), it does
a noncolliding allocation. If there are empty slots, then the node is assigned one of
these slots in every round. However, if there is only one empty slot, then, to be able
to tolerate future mobility, the remaining bandwidth is halved by allowing the new
node to transmit at half the rate of the empty slot.

When the third slot in a given round is reached (Fig. 4.25), the head then broad-
casts the new transmission information, which is then picked up by the requesting
node. Note that, because of assumption 4 above, the requesting node will still be in
the cluster at when the head broadcasts its new transmission information.

Fig. 4.24 Algorithm at each client node: event 5

Fig. 4.25 Algorithm at each client node: event 6

Fig. 4.26 Algorithm at each client node: event 7
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Fig. 4.27 Algorithm at each client node: event 8

Fig. 4.28 Algorithm at each client node: event 9

Fig. 4.29 Algorithm at each client node: event 10

When the requesting node receives its transmission information (Fig. 4.26), it
calculates its set of assigned slots, and sets its status as T.

If the fourth slot is reached (Fig. 4.27), and a new node does not receive its new
transmission information, then it concludes that either (1) the head has crashed or (2)
its request has collided with another potential new node’s request. Hence, the new
nodes will execute exponential backoff, within the current cluster, before requesting
transmission slots again.

After the fourth slot (Fig. 4.28), any node will transmit its payload in an allowed
slot. Note that a node is only allowed to transmit when its status is T. A node will
still retain its transmission information even in the presence of head crashes.

If the head does not hear from a node (Fig. 4.29), it assumes the node to have
crashed, and it reclaims the slots allocated to the node.

4.7 Informal Proof of Correctness

Under a fault free scenario, the correctness proof can be reasoned as follows: A head
knows that node m has joined its cluster at instant n+1 when it assigns a slot to m,
i.e., m has an entry in schedule. This occurs in the third slot of a round.

Under M TDMA, when a node hears from a new head, it knows that it is in a
cluster (without joining). This occurs in the first slot of a round, i.e., instant n− 1,
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and it updates its state. In the next slot, i.e., instant n, it broadcasts its ID, and sets
it status to “waiting.” When the head receives a message about a new node (hence
there is no collision), event 5 is triggered. It assigns a slot to the new node according
to whether there is a free slot or whether the last slot is to be shared. Because the
remaining bandwidth is always halved, it means that, theoretically, there is always
available bandwidth, half of which is then allocated.

In the third slot, i.e., instant n+1, it broadcasts the new node access information
to the new node, indicating which slot is to be accessed when and what rate. At this
point, the node joins the cluster. The cluster remains collision-free that, in any given
round, no slot is shared by two nodes.

When a nonhead node crashes, the head detects it when no message is obtained
in a given allocated slot. In this case, only the allocated slots are reclaimed. That
the slot assignment was noncolliding, reclaiming unused slots maintain the nonin-
terference property of the assignment. If a head is absent (crashes or move beyond
its cluster), a clustering algorithm is executed, and a new head is elected. That the
new head has the cluster schedule, it can maintain it. Later, once it detects that the
previous head is absent, it will reclaim the unused slots. Again, noninterference is
preserved in the data part of the schedule.

4.7.1 Example

In Fig. 4.30, two clusters are shown at some point during the execution of the pro-
tocol. Within each cluster, no pair of nodes has overlapping slots. However, nodes
across clusters may have overlapping slots. Node H1 (respectively, H2) is the head
of cluster C1 (resp. C2). Nodes shown in green are in the i-band of the respective
head, whereas other nodes are in the o-band of the head. The numbers by the side of
the nodes represent the node’s assigned slot number. Also, we assume that a frame
is 15 slots long (3 control slots and 12 data slots). That there are 11 nodes in the
cluster, it means that H1 cannot assign the remaining bandwidth (1 slot) completely
to a new node.

If nodes display intracluster mobility only, then no collision will occur that nodes
do not have overlapping slots. If a node moves from the i-band to the o-band of the
head, then the probability of correct message transmission to the head is low, and the
node may be incorrectly interpreted as crashed or not present. In either case, this will
cause the node to lose its slots (event 10), which will preserve the collision-freedom
property of the protocol. On the other hand, if a node moves from the o-band to the
i-band of its cluster head, then two situations arise (1) if the node still has its slot,
no new slots are assigned to it, thus collision-freedom is ensured, or (2) if the node
did not have a slot, it will eventually be assigned a slot that do not overlap within
the cluster, thus collision-freedom is ensured.

So, we will focus on intercluster mobility. In Fig. 4.31, a node moves from the
o-band of the head of cluster C2 to the i-band of the head of cluster C1.
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Fig. 4.30 Setup: Two clusters, with each node in each cluster having nonoverlapping slots. Nodes
across clusters can have overlapping slots

Fig. 4.31 A node moving from the o-band of the head of cluster C2 to the i-band of the head of
cluster C1

When the node reaches its new cluster C1, it broadcasts its ID (arrow 1). When the
head receives this message in slot 2, it sends to the node its transmission information,
viz its slot number, rate, and the starting round (arrow 2). Here, the head will detect
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that only slot 10 is free. Upon detecting that there is only one slot available, the head
halves the bandwidth by allowing the requesting node to access the medium every
second round, according to event 5 (second if statement). That the head calculates
the transmission information in such a way that there is no slot overlap, collision-
freedom is ensured. Thus, assume the execution is in round 2. The slot number in the
current round will range from 16 to 30. Assume that node sid (read some id) makes
a request in slot 17 (second slot in round 2), and is the only requesting node, then sid
receives the following information in the third slot of the round: 〈sid,10,2,2〉. Thus,
node sid will start transmitting when the slot reaches (2−1)×15+10 = 25, and it
will also calculate its next transmitting slot by ((2−1)×15 + 10)+ (2×15) = 55
(i.e., in slot 10 of round 4). On the other hand, when the head of C2 does not hear
sid transmit in the fourth slot of round 2, according to event 10, it reclaims the
assigned slot.

In general, it can be shown that the algorithm tolerates node crashes, unrestricted
node mobility, as well as new external nodes joining clusters.

4.8 Thoughts for Practitioners

In this section, we discuss how practitioners could use the algorithms presented in
this chapter. First, we discuss the issue of computing interference range of the net-
work. One of the important concerns to the practitioners is computing the interfer-
ence range of the network for the algorithm discussed in Sect. 4.4.2. As mentioned in
Sect. 4.4.2, the interference range can be computed either statically or dynamically.
One approach to dynamically determine the ideal interference range of the network
is as follows. Initially, all nodes assume some value as the interference range of
the network. And, they compute their frames based on this value. A node, say, j, is
aware of the mesh routers that it can communicate with and their locations, j can
compute its interference range. Once all nodes compute their interference range,
they broadcast this value to all the nodes in the network (in a collision-free manner
using the frames assigned to them initially). Then, each node computes the maxi-
mum interference range of the network. Once the maximum interference range is
determined, all nodes switch to the new schedule (that is computed using the inter-
ference range just computed) at a predetermined frame. Thus, interference range
can be computed dynamically.

Second, an important concern in the distributed coloring algorithm is the token
circulation reliability. The token may be lost because of message corruption, when-
ever a node forwards it. To ensure that it is not lost, the node expects its successor
to forward the token within a certain interval. If it fails to receive such an implicit
acknowledgment from its successor, it retransmits the token for a threshold number
of times before entering recovery mode. With this mechanism, a node may receive
duplicate tokens. Such duplicate messages are ignored.

Finally, an important concern about the algorithms presented in this chapter is
scalability. Based on the discussion in [24], time required for stabilization of frame
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assignments to mesh routers is within application-tolerable limits. Additionally, we
note that each mesh router form a cluster with their respective clients. Hence, the
algorithms presented in Sect. 4.5 independently and concurrently for each cluster.
Based on this discussion, the algorithms discussed in this chapter are highly scalable
to large number of mesh routers and clients.

4.9 Directions for Future Research

There are several possible future directions for this work. First, the distributed color-
ing algorithm shows the feasibility of a stabilizing interference-free communication
in a WMN where the mesh routers are aware of only their local neighborhood. How-
ever, the coloring algorithm is sequential in nature. Although the recovery time is
acceptable for typical deployments, one interesting future research direction is to
investigate deterministic concurrent coloring. We expect that such algorithms allow
the routers to recover from arbitrary state corruption quickly.

Second, in the slot assignment algorithm where the routers are aware of their
locations, an important concern is how to deal with the errors in the location. This
may result in discrepancies in calculating in the interference range of the network
and, hence, affect the interference-free nature of the TDMA schedule obtained.
Therefore, another future direction is to investigate the feasibility of error-tolerant
location-specific slot assignment for mesh routers.

Third, in this chapter, for simplicity of presentation, we considered the case
where the number of slots assigned to all nodes is the same (or close). An interest-
ing future work is to extend the algorithms to the case where some nodes are given
larger bandwidth than others. For example, in case of solutions with graph coloring,
such nodes could be assigned multiple colors thereby providing them more band-
width. Letting such nodes have higher priority in claiming unused slots could also
result in preferential treatment for some nodes.

4.10 Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented stabilizing algorithms for interference-free slot assign-
ment in WMNs. First, we considered WMNs that only consist of infrastructure
nodes. We presented three algorithms in this category. The first two algorithms relied
on knowledge of local communication topology to determine how slots should be
assigned to each node. Of these, one relied on centralized calculation of slots and the
other relied on distributed calculation. These approaches provide a tradeoff between
the time to add a new node to the network and bandwidth utilization. The third algo-
rithm focused on situations where nodes are deployed to cover a geometric region.
In this case, the knowledge about the node location was utilized to assign bandwidth
efficiently as well as permitting quick addition of nodes in the network.
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Subsequently, we extended this algorithm to deal with the case where mobile
client nodes are added although they are close to infrastructure nodes. In this case,
we first assigned slots to infrastructure nodes and provided an approach for clients
to borrow these slots as needed.

We also presented an algorithm for slot assignment for clients that are not close
to infrastructure nodes and, hence, form a client WMN. This algorithm allows client
nodes to form clusters and permits cluster heads to assign slots to different nodes
within the cluster. That an arbitrary hybrid WMN can be viewed as a union of client
WMNs and a WMN where some clients are in the vicinity of the infrastructure
nodes, the last two solutions can be applied for such WMNs.

The use of such slot assignment algorithms would be especially valuable when
some quality of service needs to be provided to applications and where the data rate
is moderate. By ensuring that communication of one node does not collide with that
of other nodes allows one to provide guarantees on communication delay and guar-
antees on successful delivery. By contrast, if the load is low, CSMA-based approach
may work better that low load makes it less likely that collision would occur.

4.11 Terminologies

1. Infrastructure/backbone WMN. In infrastructure/backbone WMN, networks are
built with routers only. Routers are connected to each other with many links to
form backbone network that can be utilized by clients. Routers in this group use
two types of communications: infrastructure communication, to connect within
themselves and other networks, and user communication, to connect with their
clients. Also, this group uses the gateway and bridge functionality of the routers
to connect clients to each other and to existing networks such as the Internet.

2. Client WMNs. This group consists of peer-to-peer networks among clients.
Nodes can serve as hosts to the user application(s), and can provide routing
functionality to connect other nodes to each other. Therefore, it is possible for
the client WMNs to be built without routers. In this group, packets will be trans-
mitted from the source to the destination though multiple nodes. Clients will for-
ward packets from one node to another until the packet reaches its destination.
Nodes in this group are equipped with routing and transmission capabilities to
help them perform their tasks.

3. Hybrid WMNs. This type combines both the infrastructure and the client WMNs
together in one network. Both, routers and clients will provide point of access
to the network. In the hybrid WMNs, clients will provide more capabilities to
the network. They will be used to connect other clients, who are not in any
transmission range of any router, to the network.

4. Time-division multiple access (TDMA). Time-division multiple access is a
medium access control layer that divides the time spectrum among the nodes
in the network. Specifically, it assigns communication time slots to the nodes
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such that messages transmitted from two nodes assigned the same slot do not
interfere with each other.

5. Frequency-division multiple access (FDMA). Frequency-division multiple
access is a medium access layer that divides the frequency spectrum among
the nodes in the network. In particular, FDMA assigns a frequency to each
node such that messages transmitted by two nodes that are assigned the same
frequency do not interfere with each other.

6. Distance-2 coloring. Distance-2 coloring is the problem of assigning colors to
the nodes in the network such that two nodes within communication distance of
2 are colored differently. A solution to distance-2 coloring of a network topol-
ogy provides a TDMA or a FDMA schedule for the nodes.

7. Self-stabilization. A system is self-stabilizing if starting from an arbitrary state,
it (1) recovers to legitimate state and (2) upon recovery continues to be in legit-
imate states forever.

8. Collision group. Collision group of a node, say, j, is the set of nodes that share
one or more nodes in their talk-to sets with that of talk-to set of j. In other words,
collision-group of j identifies the nodes that could affect its communication.

9. Symmetric collision group. Symmetric collision group of a node, say, j, is the
set of nodes that have one or more common neighbors with that of j.

10. Interference range. Interference range of a node is defined as the maximum
(grid) distance up to which the node can successfully communicate.

11. Intracluster mobility. A node, say, j, displays intra cluster mobility if, within a
given time frame, it remains within the same cluster but its neighborhood has
changed.

12. Intercluster mobility: A node, say, j, displays inter cluster mobility if, at the
start of a given time frame, it is in a cluster Cs and it is in another cluster Ce at
the end of the time frame.

4.12 Questions

1. State the problem of distance-2 coloring in terms of collision group (as defined
in Sect. 4.3.1).

2. Consider the following topology for infrastructure network.

leader
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(a) Compute a frame assignment for the nodes using centralized coloring algo-
rithm discussed in Sect. 4.4.1.1. Determine the time bound for distributing
the frame assignments to all the nodes.

(b) Now, consider the distributed coloring algorithm discussed in Sect. 4.4.1.2.
Compute a frame assignment for the nodes using this algorithm. Show the
token traversal (assuming a depth first traversal).

(c) Assume that frames are assigned using the distributed coloring algorithm
and nodes start transmitting application messages. Suppose node 〈1,1〉 fails
while holding the token. Explain how the lost token is recovered.

3. State the advantages and disadvantages of using centralized coloring algorithm
with respect to the distributed coloring algorithm.

4. Consider the following topology for infrastructure network.

g d 

h k j i 

c b a leader

Let the frame assignments for the nodes are as follows.

Node Initial frame

Leader 0
A 1
B 2
C 3
D 2
G 0
H 1
I 0
J 2
K 1

(a) What is the TDMA frame period for the above schedule?
(b) List down the nodes that can potentially get additional frames. Explain.
(c) Suppose nodes d and j request for frame #51 at frame #6. Determine whether

both their requests be satisfied using the approach proposed in Sect. 4.4.1.4.
If not, determine the node whose request will be satisfied. Is it the ideal
solution? Explain.
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5. Consider the following topology where each node knows its location (and the
coordinates in a virtual grid as drawn in dotted lines).

(a) What is the interference range of the network?
(b) Assign initial frames to the grid locations and compute the frame period.
(c) Suppose we used the distributed coloring algorithm with the node at the top-

left corner of the grid (filled dark) as the leader. Compute the frame assignment
and the frame period. How does this schedule differ from the one obtained in
problem 4(b)?

6. Suppose the initial frame assigned to virtual grid location 〈0,0〉 is 0. Compute
the initial frames of grid points in all four quadrants such that the frames are
collision-free.

South-west quadrant

North-west quadrant North-east quadrant

South-east quadrant

<0,0>

7. In the algorithm discussed in Sect. 4.4.2, the TDMA frame period is (y+1)2 +1,
where y is the interference range of the network. Explain how the TDMA frame
period is related to collision-group (defined in Sect. 4.3.1).

8. In a client mesh network, there can be several clusters. Using the MAC protocol
for client mesh networks, explain what problem can happen if two clusters are
close to each other. How can this problem be handled by the algorithm?

9. It has been shown that the MAC algorithm for a client mesh network tolerates
inter cluster and intra cluster mobility. Prove that the MAC algorithm also toler-
ates the random waypoint mobility model (Note: the random waypoint mobility
model is similar to the random motion, with the addition of pauses being intro-
duced).
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10. One assumption behind the MAC algorithm for client mesh network is that
every node in a cluster has a distinct slot at system start up. Explain what can
happen if such a requirement is violated.
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Chapter 5
Channel Assignment Techniques
for 802.11-Based Multiradio Wireless Mesh
Networks

Ante Prodan and Vinod Mirchandani

Abstract This chapter gives an in-depth coverage of the area of channel assignment
in 802.11-based multiradio wireless mesh networks (MR-WMN). Multiple channels
in a MR-WMN can substantially increase the aggregate capacity of the Wireless
Mesh Networks (WMN) if the channels are assigned to the nodes such that the over-
all interference is limited. To this end, use of graph theory to understand and address
this problem facilitated by different representations of MR-WMNs is explained.
Further, the inherent properties of the 802.11 radio’s physical layer are identified to
explain their influence on channel interference. We also examine the ways by which
the emerging 802.11k standard will help to carry out an effective channel assign-
ment. The usefulness of this chapter is made complete by giving a taxonomy of
existing solutions, which is used as a preview to provide an extensive survey of the
key research approaches proposed in the literature for channel assignment. We have
contributed by way of putting together a comprehensive overview of the work in this
area, which we believe does not exist with a similar scope. This chapter has been
written such that it can be enjoyed and grasped by students as well as professionals.

5.1 Overview

This chapter is organized as follows: Sect. 5.2 provides an introduction to the
chapter based on the terminology that is pertinent to the concepts discussed. In
Sect. 5.3, we provide background information on the core problem in channel
assignment for multiradio wireless mesh network (MR-WMN), and then explain
the use of graph theory for channel assignment along with its aspects for MR-WMN
model representation. Section 5.4 describes the key issues that are associated with
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the physical layers of 802.11a/b/g radios. These are relevant for investigation
because the channel assignment problem stems from the limiting attributes of the
radio’s physical layer. Further in Sect. 5.4, we describe the spectrum management
capabilities of 802.11a/b/g radios and review the radio resource management mech-
anisms, which are proposed in 802.11k (draft 7). The taxonomy of the approaches
to address the channel assignment problem in MR-WMN along with some of the
key algorithms proposed in this regard are detailed out in Sect. 5.5. The thoughts for
practitioners and directions for future research are provided in Sects. 5.6 and 5.7,
respectively. Conclusions that can be drawn from this chapter are provided in
Sect. 5.8.

5.2 Introduction

The throughput obtained at the physical layer of a wireless network is largely
dependant on following functional procedures that are associated with the wireless
medium:

• Channel selection
• Link adoption
• Transmit power control (TPC)
• Error correction schemes

In this chapter, we study the problem of channel assignment for 802.11-based
multiradio wireless mesh networks (MR-WMN). MR-WMNs discussed are multi-
hop, multiradio wireless networks based on IEEE1 802.11 suite of standards. The
“multiradio” feature means that each wireless router has two or more radio inter-
faces that operate independently on different channels. Therefore, each router is
capable of transmitting and receiving data simultaneously, albeit on different chan-
nels, as well as it can communicate with one or more neighbours. Further, the “mul-
tihop” feature signifies that each router, which is also called a node, can relay traffic
from other nodes towards its final destination.

In this introductory section, we are going to familiarize the reader first with the
basic terms and concepts that are necessary to understand the material provided
in following sections. We will initiate with the definitions of terms such as radio
spectrum, channel and band, which will be followed by an explanation of radio
interference. We then provide a brief introduction to spectrum regulation and graph
theory and end this section with an overview of IEEE 802.11 suite of standards.

5.2.1 What is a Radio Spectrum, Radio Channel, and Radio Band?

The term radio spectrum is broadly used to describe the collection of electromag-
netic wave frequencies within the range of approximately 3 Hz–300 GHz. A radio

1 Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
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channel represents the radio spectrum within a limited range (e.g., 2.47–2.55 GHz),
which is used to create a communications link between a transmitter and receiver. In
this text, we also use the term band to describe spectrum range that includes more
than one channel (e.g., 2–2.5 GHz; 802.11b/g band). Further on in this chapter, we
will omit the term radio and use only terms such as spectrum, channel, and band.

5.2.2 Spectrum Regulation

Governmental regulatory bodies create policies that control as to who can do what,
when, and how with a certain band of the radio spectrum. In United States this
responsibility is carried out by an independent government agency called Federal
Communication Commission (FCC).

There are many different bands, and within bands different classes of applica-
tions (e.g., analogue and digital TV and radio). Communication transmissions from
services such as TV, radio broadcasting, and cellular phone get an exclusive access
to their specified bands, whereas others such as those used for 802.11 are shared
with other transmission systems. The regulators determine factors such as: trans-
mit power levels, exact frequency range occupied by a particular band, and several
other technical parameters. The general trend in recent years has been to use an auc-
tion process to lease the available spectrum to the highest bidder for example, the
spectrum for new cellular services. This process is accompanied with less regula-
tion of specific technologies and other technical details. However, some portions of
spectrum have been made available to the public free of charge for limited-range
applications, like cordless phones and wireless LANs. These, so called, Industrial,
Scientific and Medical (ISM) radio bands were originally reserved in most coun-
tries for industrial, scientific, and medical purposes rather than for general public
communications. Further information about ISM bands in relation to IEEE 802.11
standards will be provided in the following sections.

Spectrum regulation is a very complex topic and for those who are interested
in enhancing their knowledge in this area, we recommend a book authored by
Nuechterlein and Weiser [1].

5.2.3 Channel Interference

In this chapter, we will examine interference as an important factor that influences
the ability of two linked nodes to reliably communicate with each other at the
desired communication rate. Within the scope of 802.11-based wireless networks,
we distinguish between two types of interference: radio interference and channel
contention interference.

Radio interference represents a physical interference that influences the entire
spectrum of electromagnetic waves. Physical interference has two distinctive
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subtypes: destructive interference and constructive interference. Destructive inter-
ference is depicted in Fig. 5.1.2 where three waveforms can be seen: the first
waveform on the top represents message signal, the second waveform in the middle
represents an unwanted interference signal and the bottom waveform represents the
resulting signal waveform. As it can be observed in Fig. 5.1, the destructive interfer-
ence has a detrimental effect on the transmitted radio signal, which often results in
a loss of transmitted data. On the other hand, in the second type of interference i.e.,
the constructive interference depicted in Fig. 5.2 (waveforms are in the same order
as in Fig. 5.1) has the converse effect on the signal as it results in an increase of its
amplitude. However, the waveforms used in these two examples are synchronized

Fig. 5.1 Destructive interference

Fig. 5.2 Constructive interference

2 The figures used to illustrate destructive and constructive interference are frames from the
animation that is available on the website of Physics Department of Boston University: http://
physics.bu.edu/∼duffy/semester1/c21 interference.html.
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in time, which is very rarely the case in reality. This means that in most of the cases
both forms of interference have a detrimental effect on the signal.

The second type of interference mentioned at the beginning of this section, con-
tention interference, is not a physical interference as in the previous cases although
it also produces a negative effect. Contention interference stems from the Carrier
sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA)-based MAC layer of
802.11 protocol that defines the behaviour of the 802.11 station, which has to wait
until a channel is free to commence its transmission. Therefore, the channel may be
occupied by transmission from any node that uses the same channel within the com-
munication range. Because of the license free availability of 802.11 band this issue
is even more pronounced in urban areas that contain a large number of 802.11-based
networks. Thus, in urban areas all the co-located networks compete for the use of
limited number of channels. In Sects. 5.3 and 5.4, we will examine ways of mod-
elling and measuring interference that can provide the information necessary for an
effective channel assignment process.

In addition to the term interference it is important to clearly define two related
terms: communication range and interference range. Communication range is the
range in which a reliable communication between two nodes is possible and inter-
ference range is the range in which transmissions from one node can detrimentally
affect the transmissions from other nodes on a same or partially overlapping chan-
nel. It is important to note that the interference range is always larger than the com-
munication range as shown in Fig. 5.3.

Fig. 5.3 Communication range and interference range
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5.2.4 Graph Theory: Fundamentals

To model the behavior of interconnected structures mathematicians have devel-
oped the realm of graph theory. The fundamentals of this theory have their roots
in the paper about the bridges of Königsberg by Leonhard Euler presented to the
St. Petersburg Academy on August 26, 1735 [2]. In this subsection, we describe
the basic elements that are necessary to understand the graph-based models, which
are discussed further on in this chapter.

At any point in time all important elements of a WMN can be represented as a
graph. A graph, G, is defined as a set of vertices V and a set of edges E and can be
denoted as G = (V,E). The sets V and E have to be nonempty and finite. An edge is
a link between two vertices, which joins the vertices i and j, and is denoted by (i, j).
The vertices i and j are the end-vertices of this edge. If an edge exists between two
vertices, then these two vertices are called adjacent or neighbouring vertices of G.
Two edges are called adjacent if they have one common end-vertex. An example of
a graph is depicted in Fig. 5.4. To the edges of a graph, specific values or weights
may be assigned for example to represent an interference level, in which case the
graph is called a weighted graph [3].

For a graphical representation of MR-WMN, we can use the following simple
mapping: Each vertex in a graph represents a router in a MR-WMN and each edge
between two vertices represents a radio link between a pair of peer interfaces of two
routers. See Fig. 5.4; routers are labeled from R-1 to R-10.

In addition to the mapping, we can also define sets of important elements. For
example, we define the set of neighbours NX as the set of routers that can be con-
nected to X and that belong to the same network. We also define a set of routers IRX
that have the ability to receive a signal transmitted on a specific channel but which
can be influenced by simultaneous transmission from a router X that also uses the

Fig. 5.4 The graph – representation of a mesh network
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same or a partially overlapping channel. It is important to note that router X does
not have to belong to the same network as the affected routers, but it can belong to
any of different co-located networks.

In this model, we assume that the link between a pair of nodes is bidirectional
(undirected). A link is said to be operational between two nodes if the signals trans-
mitted from one node can be received above a minimum required power threshold
by the peer node and vice versa. We define that two nodes are connected if there is
a link between them.

This basic graph model enables us to explore in details the fundamental proper-
ties of mesh networks, including the connectivity, mutual interference, degree dis-
tribution and hop count.

For a further insight into graph theory and its applications in computer science
refer to [4–6].

5.2.5 Introduction to IEEE 802.11 Set of Standards

The IEEE 802.11 family of standards was conceived in 1997, and since then it has
been gradually evolving. For example, the 802.11b supplement standard defines the
high rate direct sequence spread spectrum (HR/DSSS) transmission mode with a
chip rate of 11Mchip/s, which provides the same occupied channel bandwidth and
channelization scheme as Direct-Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) in legacy stan-
dard. A higher data rate is achieved through a transmission mode, which is based on
eight chip complementary code keying (CCK) modulation. The code set of comple-
mentary codes is richer than the set of Walsh codes that are used in DSSS [7].

In the period from 2000 to 2003, the 802.11b extension was the first technology
that captured a significant market share. When it was initially released in 1999 the
wireless networks based on physical layer augmentations of 802.11b and 802.11a
were meant to be deployed as an extension to the existing wired LANs. However,
as new wireless networks rapidly gained popularity the need for an amendment and
further development of standards has arisen. Initially, networks based on 802.11a
extension did not achieve the transmission rates of 802.11b networks. This was
mainly because of higher prices and somewhat reduced range because of the use
of 5 GHz spectrum. However, vendors continued with the refinement of the chipset
technology, which has resulted in an improvement of 802.11a radio features. Today,
this standard has captured a significant share of the corporate market. Another
spinoff of the 802.11 standard is the 802.11g standard, which is fully backward
compatible with 802.11b but offers higher data rates to be achieved through the use
of orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM). OFDM is the scheme that
is also used in the physical layer of the 802.11a. In 2003 a third amendment for
802.11g was ratified.

Further increase in the number of deployed wireless LAN networks has lead to
a higher level of interference in the congested 802.11b/g band that contains 11–14
channels (depending on regulatory domain). This is mainly because of the limited
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Fig. 5.5 Available channels in 2.4-GHz ISM band that are used for 802.11b/g

number of nonoverlapping3 channels. It can be inferred from Fig. 5.5 that only chan-
nels 1, 6, and 11 are not overlapping. Further discussion on the limitations of 802.11
physical layers will be provided in Sect. 5.4.

Readers interested in a detailed analysis of IEEE 802.11 family of standards
should refer to [7, 8].

5.3 Background

In this section, we will provide a detailed insight into the problem of channel assign-
ment in 802.11-based mesh networks. We will also introduce few network models
from three different perspectives of link, connectivity and interference.

5.3.1 Channel Assignment Problem Definition

For two 802.11-based interfaces to communicate with each other, they need to be
assigned to a common channel. In a nutshell, a solution to a channel assignment
problem determines which one of all available channels should be assigned to a

3 The terms nonoverlapping and orthogonal have the same meaning and will be used interchange-
ably in this chapter.
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given 802.11 interface. However, the number of available channels is limited and as
more interfaces within the same interference range are assigned to the same radio
channel or a partially overlapping channels, the effective bandwidth available to
each interface decreases. Therefore, a good channel assignment algorithm needs to
effectively balance between the goals of maintaining connectivity and increasing
aggregate bandwidth. The problem definition will increase in complexity when we
combine the constraints associated with routing and topology control along with the
channel selection problem.

5.3.2 Different Models, Representations and Perspectives
used for the Channel Assignment Problem

In this subsection, we will (1) Introduce channel selection problem models based on
graph theory; (2) review few network representations from three different aspects:
link, connectivity and interference and (3) we will examine in details IEEE 802.11
standard physical layers and their limitations that are pertinent to the channel assign-
ment problem.

5.3.2.1 Models Based on Graph Theory

The graph coloring theory is used as a base for the theoretical modelling of channel
assignment problem. In the early days of mobile telephony the channel assignment
problem was modelled as an ordinary graph coloring problem, and graph coloring
algorithms were used to solve it. Practical experience revealed that these solutions
have a number of deficiencies. In the following few paragraphs, we provide an intro-
duction to this type of modelling accompanied with an overview of its use in the
literature.

In this type of model there is a vertex on a graph corresponding to each node
(e.g., a mesh router) on a wireless network. An edge between two vertices on the
graph represents the link between two nodes. This model does not contain an explicit
representation for interfaces and assumes one interface per router; consequently it
cannot be used to model MR-WMN. The color of each vertex represents a nonover-
lapping channel and the goal of the channel assignment is to cover all vertices with
the minimum number of colors such that no two adjacent vertices use the same
channel. This model is illustrated in Fig. 5.6 – fill patterns are used instead of colors
to represent different channels.

Fig. 5.6 A simple topology to illustrate graph coloring
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Fig. 5.7 Graph coloring for
MR-WMN

A different representation of graph coloring problem is necessary to capture mul-
tiple interfaces on each router. As depicted in Fig. 5.7 the colors are assigned to
edges instead of vertices. In this example, we use different patterns instead of col-
ors. Edge coloring assigns a color to each edge so that no two incident edges share
the same color. This approach can always be transformed into the vertex version
because edge coloring of a graph is just the vertex coloring of its line graph.

However, because the number of nonoverlapping channels on 802.11b/g network
is limited to just 3, to enable an efficient channel assignment, it is necessary to
introduce a weight associated with each edge on a graph. The weight indicates the
importance of using different colors for corresponding vertices.

The theory on graph coloring is extensive; here we provide the fundamental for-
mal definition of weighted coloring problem as given in literature [6]: “A proper
coloring of a graph G is an assignment of a color to each vertex so that adjacent ver-
tices receive distinct colors.” Equivalently, it is a partition of the vertices into stable
sets, where a set of vertices in G is stable (or independent) if no two are adjacent.
This problem is known to be NP hard [9, 10].

A comprehensive overview of techniques used for channel assignment in cellular
mobile telephony is provided in [11]. This reference is recommended to anyone who
wishes to examine the detailed history and development of the problem. Mishra et al.
in [12] use weighted graph coloring with the weight calculation based on a number
of clients that are affected by the interference affecting an access point (AP) on
a particular channel. Leith and Clifford [13] also use weighted graph coloring in
the form of an interference graph. In their model each vertex represents a WLAN
and edges represent interference between corresponding WLANs. Jain et al [14]
use the same type of graph model as Mishra et al. but they use it in conjunction
with other techniques to compute the optimum throughput that wireless network
can support. Ramachandran et al. [15] extend the conflict graph model further into
multiradio conflict graph (MCG). This model differs in a way that represents edges
between the mesh radios as vertices instead of representing edges between the mesh
routers as vertices as in the original conflict graph. In the literature use is also made
of a unit disk graph (UDG) model that is again based on graph theory to reduce
transmit power levels. In this way topology control and interference reduction is
achieved. Although, the models based on graph coloring theory have proven their
usefulness in modelling interference on infrastructure-based WLANs, we agree with
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the conclusion of [16] that graph coloring models do not adequately capture all the
constraints of a multiradio WMN. In particular, the constraints such as: represen-
tations of partially overlapping channels and the interference when the source is
external to the network.

5.3.2.2 Network Representation from Three Different Aspects

The aim of this subsection is to introduce the reader to different ways of represent-
ing a MR-WMN. The models described herein serve only as examples that illustrate
several possibilities for representing WMN and are not necessarily the optimal rep-
resentations.

Figure 5.8 has two parts: We depict five network models (rows A–E in Fig. 5.8
part 1 and 2) drawn from three aspects to demonstrate a variety of MR-WMN

Fig. 5.8 A comparative study of different MR-WMN representations (parts 1 and 2)
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Fig. 5.8 (continued)

representations that are relevant to the channel selection problem, The three aspects
used are explained below:

• Link graph. In this representation each edge i.e., line between nodes represents
a link that exists between interfaces of two nodes. A channel number is used for
each link that is assigned.

• Connectivity graph. In this representation each edge represents a potential con-
nection between two interfaces i.e., an edge exists between any two interfaces
that are within each others communication range.

• Interference graph. In this representation edges between the nodes represent the
interference between two links. An edge is depicted for each link that can be
a source of interference, which is independent of its type i.e., physical or con-
tention interference. Consequently, such a graph can be without any edges if all
the channels used are orthogonal to each other.

The complexity of the depicted network varies from a simple network consisting
of two single interface routers (i.e., row A in Fig. 5.8; part 1) to a more complex net-
work that contains 4 routers of which each has two interfaces (in row E of Fig. 5.8;
part 2).
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A key inference made from Fig. 5.8 (parts 1 and 2) is that the complexity of graph
representation for a connectivity graph (column 2 in Fig. 5.8) increases significantly
with each additional interface.

5.4 IEEE 802.11: Physical Layers and Their Limitations

The suitable assignment of channels in a MR-WMN is closely associated with
the nature of the underlying physical layers of the 802.11 radio. Therefore in this
section, we will study most significant aspects of 802.11 physical layers. Reasons
for examining in details the 802.11 physical layers as well as identifying their limi-
tations are enumerated below:

• The root causes of the interference related to the issues in 802.11a,b/g-based
networks are in the restrictive features of their respective physical layers such
as: spectrum availability and contention mechanism defined in medium access
control (MAC) Layer.

• Interference is a cornerstone issue of channel assignment. As such, it is not feasi-
ble to design an effective channel assignment algorithm without taking into con-
sideration the possible effects of interference on the underlying physical layers
of the wireless network.

• An insight into the operation of the physical layers in a realistic scenario is nec-
essary for the development, assessment and optimisation of any channel assign-
ment algorithm. This process will facilitate the reduction in the number of steps
necessary for the channel assessment as well as to alleviate its performance.

The discussion provided in this section will be limited only to the amendments
of 802.11 given in 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g and the draft 2 proposal of 802.11n
from February 2007 [17]. Further the amendments related to radio resource mea-
surements part in 802.11k are covered by Sect. 5.4.2, which is relevant to 802.11n.
As draft 2 proposal of 802.11n makes use of the 802.11k draft 4 as a reference
for its spectrum measurement functions therefore the above stated amendments are
discussed within the scope of Sect. 5.4.3.

802.11a and 802.11g as well as 802.11n use transmission techniques based on
OFDM. Specifications for the individual components of OFDM for 802.11a are
given in Table 5.1. The relatively higher data rates and robustness offered by such
a modulation scheme has caused the 802.11g embedded devices to become increas-
ingly popular within the period from 2003 to 2006. However, two major drawbacks
related to the OFDM modulation, which as stated is used in 802.11g, are evident
from the literature. These are:

1. Reduced range in comparison to 802.11b.
2. Drop in the transmission throughput when a mix of 802.11b- and 802.11g-based

devices operate within the same network.

These drawbacks constitute the main reasons for an initial low penetration
of 802.11g interfaces used as nodes in public APs or nodes in mesh networks.
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Table 5.1 Specifications of modulation schemes in 802.11a

PHY mode Pmin R
(dBm)

Number
of data
bits per
symbol

1,472
bytes
transfer
duration
(μs)

SINRmin
(dBm)

PHY Data
rate
(Mbits/s)

Bandwidth factor
(is equal to PHY
Data rate divided
by 6 Mbps)

BPSK 1/2 −82 24 2,012 18 6 1
BPSK 3/4 −81 36 1,344 21 9 1.497
QPSK 1/2 −79 48 1,008 22 12 1.996
QPSK 3/4 −77 72 672 25 18 2.994
16QAM 1/2 −72 96 504 25 24 3.992
16QAM 3/4 −70 144 336 32 36 5.988
64QAM 2/3 −66 192 252 34 48 7.984
64QAM 3/4 −65 216 224 35 54 8.982

However, because of an increase in demand for higher network throughput rates
the proportion of 802.11g-based interfaces for public AP has significantly increased
in the last 2 years.

Over time, the deployment of 802.11 continued in the area of home networking
and mobile computing platforms. The growth in the number of APs as well as inher-
ent complexity of wireless networks has reflected the limitations of physical layer
in 802.11.

5.4.1 ISM Bands Used for 802.11 Physical Layers

The ISM bands have been defined by the International Telecommunication Union
Recommendation (ITU-R) in articles 5.138, 5.150, and 5.280 of the Radio Regula-
tions. Individual countries’ allocation of the bands designated in these sections may
differ because of variations in national radio regulations. In USA use of the ISM
bands is governed by Part 18 of the FCC rules, whereas Part 15 Subpart B con-
tains the rules for unlicensed communication devices, including those that use the
ISM frequencies. Thus, designers of equipment operating in the ISM bands in USA
should be familiar with the relevant portions of Part 18 and Part 15 Subpart B of the
FCC Rules.4

Three ISM bands used for IEEE 802.11 are:

• 2.400–2.500 GHz (centre frequency 2.450 GHz; used for 802.11b/g)
• 5.150–5.350 GHz (centre frequency 5.250 GHz; used for 802.11a)
• 5.725–5.875 GHz (centre frequency 5.800 GHz; used for 802.11a)

4 In this chapter US standards will be used whenever not specified otherwise.
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It is important to note that 802.11b/g uses one ISM band with a size of 100 MHz.
On the other hand, 802.11a uses two bands with a total size of 350 MHz. Therefore,
the number of nonoverlapping channels available for 802.11a is much higher than
that for 802.11b/g.

As mentioned in Sect. 5.2, ISM bands are open for use by anyone, Further-
more they are extensively regulated (maximum power of transmitter is limited and
depends on a regulatory domain). More information on ISM band and its use can be
found on the ITU and FCC websites [18].

5.4.2 Effect of Interference on Link Throughput in 802.11-Based
Networks

The main factor that affects network connectivity is the distance between the peer
nodes. In addition, other factors that influence radio wave propagation are (1) obsta-
cles in the path between a transmitter and receiver and (2) interference from other
possible prominent radio sources. Interference causes a drop in signal strength,
which triggers a change in the modulation type. This chain of events depicted in
the Fig. 5.9, eventually leads to a reduction in the link throughput. To exemplify
the significance of interference reduction: let us consider an extreme case when
a channel suffers from a high noise and interference, which results in a 18 dBm
SINR. If our algorithm selects an alternate channel with a SINR of 35 dBm this

Fig. 5.9 Effect of interference
on link throughput on 802.11
networks
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Table 5.2 Interference factor (i-factor) between partially overlapping channels

Channel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

SNR i-factor 0 0.22 0.60 0.72 0.77 1.00 0.96 0.77 0.66 0.39 0

will as per Table 5.1 result in an increase of available bandwidth of almost nine
times! Furthermore, packet loss is proportional to interference. A high packet loss
in turn can render a link unusable for QoS sensitive traffic such as voice over IP
(VoIP). The interference caused by the use of partially overlapping channels can be
analysed with the help of Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) interference factor, which
is termed as the i-factor and is provided by Mishra et al. in [19, 20]. The i-factor
(provided in Table 5.2) can be used as a guidance for selecting partially overlap-
ping channels once all nonoverlapping channels in a single interference domain are
used up. The i-factor given in Table 5.2 is based on the drop in SNR of partially
overlapping channels when the transmission occurs on channel 6. We can observe
from Table 5.2 that the drop in SNR is decreased when partially overlapping chan-
nels further away from channel 6 are selected (e.g., channels 3 or 9). In this way the
interference can be kept under control and the overall network throughput increased.

In the past year, wireless equipment based on draft 802.11n standard has gained
an increase in popularity. However, these equipments use channel binding feature
that enables the use of more than one nonoverlapping channel for a single link to
increase the net throughput. The channel binding feature has thus resulted in a more
pronounced interference problem.

5.4.3 IEEE 802.11k: Spectrum Awareness of 802.11-Based
Equipment

At the outset IEEE 802.11-based networks were meant for use in a small area that
serviced a limited number of APs. Because of this mindset, the incorporated radio
resources and other measurement functions were inherent and very limited. How-
ever, a vast increase in the popularity of equipment based on these standards and its
deployment in public hot spots such as airports and train stations have resulted in a
higher spatial density. In turn, this has caused an increase in the level of mutual inter-
ference between co-located networks, which has motivated further work on exten-
sions to the standard.

First such extensions were prompted by the European regulatory requirements
for the 5-GHz frequency range used by 802.11a-based devices. IEEE task group
802.11h addressed these requirements in 2003. Focal point of the 802.11h amend-
ment is the internal use of measurement data to attain dynamic frequency selection
(DFS) and TPC.

To co-ordinate and accomplish these functions successfully, cellular system such
as Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) and Global System for
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Mobile communications (GSM) specify the exchange of a variety of related infor-
mation. As IEEE 802.11 networks have cellular like structure, which is similar to
UMTS and GSM networks so an analogous functionality can be developed within
the scope of 802.11.

An increase in demand for networks that cover metropolitan areas has resulted
in an increase in density of APs and therefore an increase in interference. This is
another important impetus for the introduction of new measurements procedures.
With time, a need has arisen for the extension of the scope of information exchange
between stations as well as a unified measurement mechanism for both frequency
ranges (2.4 GHz, 802.11b/g and 5 GHz, 802.11a). This has led to the establishment
of the IEEE Task Group 802.11k. At the moment this standard proposal is in the
late draft 7.0 stage and the final approval is expected by the end of 2007. The main
difference between 802.11h and 802.11k is that the former does not consider the
use of measurement data on tasks such as TPC or dynamic frequency assignment;
instead it focuses on the measurement and the transfer of measurement information
between stations.

The significance of 802.11k in the development of channel assignment algo-
rithms is twofold:

1. It facilitates in the development of an advanced TPC mechanism that reduces
interference effects in MR-WMN.

2. It carries out a comprehensive link assessment and link selection process that is
useful for the above point.

Although, some of these functions for the improvement of channel assignment
mechanisms can be achieved with the use of previously discussed 802.11 amend-
ments (see Sect. 5.4.3) only the 802.11k amendment offers an inherent protocol for
radio resource measurements and the propagation of the results of such measure-
ments through the wireless network.

The IEEE 802.11k amendment is specifically dedicated to the radio resource
measurement. It introduces three additional information elements (1) AP channel
report, (2) neighbor report and (3) receive channel power indication (RCPI). Also,
nine additional request types are defined of which eight result in a report and one in
a measurement pause. The AP channel report is periodically transmitted along with
the beacon. The main objective of this transmission is to enable an easy identifica-
tion of other APs, which in turn facilitates a fast handover.

In MR-WMN the ad-hoc mode of 802.11 is used and a fast handover facilitated
by 802.11k does not represent an important factor (here we do not consider mobile
clients and mesh nodes are considered to be static). On the other hand, beacon sig-
nals that are heard by all stations in the ad hoc mode and in particular the neighbour
report can be used to expeditiously create a list of neighbouring stations. This is a
possible way by which the number of steps and hence the resulting execution time
of any measurement-based algorithm could be reduced. Similar to 802.11h, most of
the measurement type requests in 802.11k apply generic request fields, which are
described in details in the draft standard documents.
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5.5 Algorithms for Channel Selection

It has been well established by now in the chapter that channel selection is a
very challenging issue that influences the overall performance of the MR-WMN.
To quickly comprehend as to why channel selection is challenging, we consider
a simple approach to channel selection with the help of an example algorithm –
called “first available channel.” This approach simply selects the first channel from
a pool of available channels; once all channels in the pool are exhausted new links
cannot be created. However, this approach does not facilitate an efficient use of
the spectrum and produces far from optimum results. In recent times, the research
community has developed a significant number of algorithms that provide major
improvements in spectrum usage. We commence this section with the taxonomy of
existing solutions and then embark on a comprehensive review of the key algorithms
for channel selection with specific attention on a mix of quantitative and qualitative
attributes such as: performance, complexity, scalability and stability.

5.5.1 Taxonomy of Existing Algorithms

Many approaches to addressing the channel assignment problem are available in
the contemporary literature. Historically they are almost all based on the develop-
ments made in cellular mobile telephony. To gain a further insight into this prob-
lem, we provide a brief classification that is categorically listed below and is with
respect to:

1. Locality of channel assignment process that is based on:

(a) Centralized solutions
(b) Distributed solutions

2. Dynamics of assignment process, which is based on:

(a) Fixed channel assignment
– Specific channel can only be used in designated cells, different groups of

channels may be assigned to adjacent cells, the same group can be assigned
to the cells that are outside mutual interference range.

(b) Dynamic channel assignment
– All channels assignments are temporary, from time to time the situation is

reassessed and channels are reassigned according to certain criteria.
(c) Hybrid channel assignment

– Available channels are divided in two groups, one group is used for fixed
channel allocation and other is used for dynamic allocation.

3. Strategies deployed, which are:

(a) Planning-based strategies
– Everything is predefined in a master plan.
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(b) Co-ordination-based strategies
– The channel selection is achieved through different co-ordination strategies

between stakeholders.
(c) Measurement-based strategies

– Periodical measurements are undertaken to assess the available band.
Based on the results channels are assigned.

(d) Hybrid strategies
– These strategies involve mechanisms such as co-ordinated measurements,

planning augmented by periodic measurements and combined strategies.

5.5.2 Review of Algorithms for Channel Selection

Solutions that we are going to focus on in this chapter are dynamic measurements
based. These comprise algorithms that not only take into account interference pro-
duced by a single network but also other co-located networks. Noise, that is gen-
erated by other transmissions in the band being used is also considered in these
algorithms.

The work of [21] specifically targets the channel assignment problem on WMN.
Authors have adopted their theoretical work in [22] and created a self-stabilizing
distributed protocol and an algorithm for channel assignment.

The method of [21] assumes that the interference is symmetric and is based on
an interference range of three hops. Their method results in improvements of only
20% compared to random channel assignment. In reality, most of the times interfer-
ence will be asymmetric because neighbouring node interface may transmit on the
same channel at different powers. In contrast, a better proposal would not assume
symmetric interference and would not require a dedicated channel for frequency
co-ordination, which is a significant advantage. Further the interference cost func-
tion in [21] has not been justified i.e., the cost function has not been based on an
interference model. The other main limitation of their proposal, as well as the one
by Raniwala and Chiueh [16] is the usage of a common channel on each node for
the management of channel assignment. We believe that his approach should be
avoided because it can be wasteful of bandwidth and imposes severe limitations on
network capacity especially when nodes have only two interfaces. Furthermore, a
strong source of interference on the frequency that is used for the co-ordination of
channels can render the throughput of parts or the whole network unsatisfactory.

In [14], contrary to previous findings, authors state that the addition of new nodes
can actually improve a per-node throughput because the richer connectivity provides
increased opportunities for routing around interference “hotspots” in the network
that offsets the increase in traffic load caused by the new nodes. They explain this
by the fact that previous research has been done under the assumption that nodes
always have data to send and are ready to transmit as fast as their wireless connection
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will allow. However, in realistic settings, sources tend to be bursty, so nodes on an
average transmit at a slower rate than the speed of their wireless link.

In [14] authors use liner programming to model maximum achievable flow
between the source and destination in absence of wireless interference and heuris-
tics to obtain lower and upper bounds on the throughput. Also, they avoid making
assumptions about the homogeneity of nodes with regards to radio range or other
characteristics as well as regularity in communication patterns. The conclusion from
the work in [14] was that neither multipath routing nor doubling the range of the
radio increases cumulative throughput. On the other hand, by using two channels
instead of one, the network may achieve the maximum possible throughput. Sce-
narios provided in [14] illustrate that the model they have developed could be a
useful tool for analysis and capacity planning in wireless multihop networks. How-
ever, we believe that their model suffers from oversimplification. Although valid
theoretical capacity bounds can be produced most of real world deployments are
more complex – that involve neighbouring or co-located networks with unknown
interference characteristic. Consequently in realistic circumstances we cannot sim-
ply obtain information that has to be fed into the proposed model and the capacity
predicted by the model and in reality may vary significantly.

In [23] the authors have deployed heuristics that is based on interference mea-
surements. Still, they do not define a threshold value range and a mechanism to
keep a channel change under control. This may result in an infinite loop of chan-
nel changes that is caused by a slight variation in noise or by cyclical interference.
Furthermore, it is not clear how much time (steps) the algorithm needs to achieve
acceptable results as well if it can cope with dynamic environment.

Reference [16] considers a combined solution for channel assignment and rout-
ing issues in [24] and extend their previous proposal with the usage of a virtual con-
trol network instead of a dedicated interface-channel on each router. In other words
this means that certain fraction of bandwidth is used on each channel for channel
assignment and other management purposes rather than dedicating one exclusive
channel. Their work contains careful analysis of all aspects of resource allocation
problems relevant for 802.11-based WMN.

In [25] authors propose the usage of partially overlapping channels. Their inter-
ference model is theoretically based on a conflict graph and the interference data
is acquired through the measurement of link pair interference. Reference [25] uses
integer linear programming to obtain bounds of optimal solution and evaluate the
proposed algorithm.

Reference [26] approach is based on the assumption that an interface can dynam-
ically switch over from one channel to another. They present a distributed interface
hybrid assignment strategy and their routing strategy selects routes that have low
switching and diversity cost. However, a co-ordination protocol is required to assign
the channels to fixed channels in the hybrid nodes i.e., nodes having an interface
assigned with fixed channel and the other interfaces with switchable channels.

Reference [27] also propose a load aware based channel assignment. Although
the work presented in their paper is of a good value but it assumes a centralized
method for channel assignment, which also needs to keep track of the load in differ-
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Table 5.3 A comparative study of some algorithms recently published in the literature

Related work
attributes

[16, 24] [28] [29] [25] Algorithm that
should be aimed
for

Type of
algorithm

Distributed/
centralized

Self-
organizing

Self-
organizing

Centralized
and distributed

Self-organizing
and distributed

Parameters Interference +
load

Interference Interference,
infrastructure
mode

Interference Interference +
load

Dedicated
channel for
assignment

NO NO (YES
for previous
work)

NO NO NO

Nonorthogonal
channels used

NO NO NO YES YES

Transmit power
control

NO NO NO NO Should be
incorporated

Scalability Addressed Addressed Not relevant Partially
addressed

Should be
addressed

Stability Not addressed YES NO NO Should be
addressed

Capacity analysis None specified Non
specified

None
specified

Not specified Should be
specified

ent parts of the WMN. Their work is thus not scalable. However, they have shown a
circular dependency between channel assignment, load on each link and routing.

In [15] the authors base interference estimate on the number of interfering radios
on each channel supported by each router. An interfering radio is defined as a simul-
taneously operating radio that is visible to a router but external to the mesh. A vis-
ible radio is one whose packet(s) pass frame check sequence (FCS) checks and are
therefore correctly received. However, this method is incomplete because it neglects
interference caused by transmissions that are too weak for the signal to be decoded
but still result with degradation of SNR on particular link. The other main draw-
back of last two proposals is the scalability because centralized algorithms are used.
However, both proposals motivate further investigation because they indicate a 40%
performance gains in comparison to static assignment.

Table 5.3 summarizes and compares the primary attributes associated with the
key algorithms provided in the literature.

5.6 Thoughts for Practitioners

We list below some of the key thoughts that have been assimilated as a result of our
work on this chapter:

1. A good channel assignment algorithm needs to effectively balance between
the goals of maintaining connectivity and increasing aggregate bandwidth. The
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problem definition will increase in complexity when we combine the constraints
associated with routing and topology control along with the channel selection
problem.

2. A key inference made from the use of graph theory for channel assignment is that
the complexity of representation for a connectivity graph of a network system
increases significantly with each additional radio interface.

3. 802.11k draft standard will be useful in the development of channel assignment
algorithms as it will enable:

– The development of an advanced TPC mechanism that reduces interference
effects in MR-WMN.

– A comprehensive link assessment and link selection process that is useful for
the above point. This is because the 802.11k encompasses an inherent protocol
for radio resource measurements and the propagation of the results of such
measurements through the wireless network.

5.7 Directions for Future Research

This chapter has progressively built on the topic of channel assignment in MR-
WMN by systematically explaining the concepts behind channel assignments. It
has then explained the grand challenges posed by the channel assignment task in
MR-WMN and some of the key works that have been proposed in the literature. We
have contributed also to this research area through our work such as [30, 31] and as
such we believe that the next possible steps to engage in would be:

1. Create an algorithm for channel assignment in MR-WMN that combines the
approaches of topology control with Interference cost reduction. It is expected
that this should lead to an increase in the overall channel capacity of the MR-
WMN system as well as spectral efficiency. Some of the preliminary work done
by us in this regard can be viewed at the following URL: http://www-staff.it.uts.
edu.au/∼debenham/prodan/

2. Create a mechanism that additionally takes into consideration the traffic load
on the links in the system i.e., carries out channel assignment using topology
control plus Interference cost reduction plus load distribution. As more factors
are combined the creation of an efficient algorithm will be more complex.

3. The expected fourth generation (4G) of networks will encompass several het-
erogeneous wired and wireless networks offering seamless connectivity. In such
a 4G environment the MR-WMN will be constituted of heterogeneous wire-
less routers using a mix of radio types. This will pose additional issues such
as those associated with heterogeneous radio resource management, which could
be another area of research.
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5.8 Conclusions

MR-WMN need to have a suitable channel assignment approach so that an increase
in the overall capacity gain is realized. However, the problem is very challenging
especially because the 802.11-based radios have only a limited number of channels.
As such, it is difficult to make the channel allocation without affecting the perfor-
mance. To cater to a diverse reader audience, in this chapter simple terms rang-
ing from channel, spectrum to more complex ones such as graph theory were first
adequately explained with the help of simple illustrations. Further, to enable any
interested reader to follow the chapter it was gradually approached for example by
examining the ways in which 802.11 physical layer influences the channel inter-
ference and strategically providing recommendations for useful literature at several
places within the text. Apart from explaining the emerging 802.11k standard and
graph theory to alleviate the channel assignment problem, we also provided a criti-
cal review of the different approaches for channel assignment in MR-WMN. Overall
this chapter draws out that even though a lot of effort has been put into address-
ing the channel assignment problem in MR-WMN but still this problem remains
a fascinating area of research that needs to be explored further. By the time the
readers have finished this chapter, they should have a clear grasp of how to suc-
cessfully model a channel assignment problem with an emphasis on interference
reduction.

5.9 Acronyms

AP Access point
CCK Complementary code keying
CSMA/CA Carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance
FCC Federal communication commission
GSM Global system for mobile communications
HR/DSSS High rate direct sequence spread spectrum
IEEE Institute of electrical and electronics engineers
ISM Industrial, scientific and medical (radio bands)
LAN Local area network
MAC Medium access control
MR-WMN Multiradio wireless mesh network
OFDM Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
TPC Transmit power control
UMTS Universal mobile telecommunication system
WMN Wireless mash network
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5.10 Terminologies

1. Channel selection. The process of choosing appropriate channel for a link
between two nodes. To minimize interference this process requires informa-
tion about the usage of the band by existing links within the same interference
domain.

2. Communication range. Is the range in which a reliable communication between
two nodes is possible.

3. Graph theory. Is the area of mathematics that models the behaviour of intercon-
nected structures.

4. Interference range. Is the range in which transmissions from one node can detri-
mentally affect the transmissions from other nodes on a same or partially over-
lapping channel. Interference range is always bigger than communication range.
This is because even when signal degrades to a level that cannot be successfully
decoded by a receiver it still causes degradation of other signals that are simul-
taneously transmitted on the same or partially overlapping channel.

5. Multiradio Wireless Mesh Networks (MR-WMN). Is a mesh network that con-
nects routers that contains more than one radio interface.

6. Orthogonal channels or nonoverlapping channels. The frequency range used by
these channels is not overlapping; consequently there is no interference when
these channels are used for simultaneous transmission within the same interfer-
ence range.

7. Partially overlapping channels. The frequency range used by these channels
is partially overlapping. When two or more links are created by using par-
tially overlapping channels within the same interference range the interference
occurs.

8. Radio band. The term band is used to describe spectrum range that includes
more than one channel (e.g., 2–2.5 GHz – 802.11b/g band). Related terms: radio
spectrum and radio channel.

9. Radio channel. A radio channel represents the radio spectrum within a spe-
cific range (e.g., 2.47–2.55 GHz), which is used to create a communications
link between a transmitter and receiver. Related terms: radio spectrum and
radio band.

10. Radio spectrum. The term radio spectrum is broadly used to describe the col-
lection of electromagnetic wave frequencies within the range of approximately
3 Hz–300 GHz. Related terms: radio channel and radio band.

5.11 Questions

1. What is a channel and what as a partially overlapping channel?
2. Who regulates the radio spectrum in US?
3. What is a constructive and what destructive interference?
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4. How many partially overlapping channels are in 802.11b/g (2.4 GHz) band (in
US regulatory domain)?

5. Assuming that all depicted routers are inside a single interference domain, can
you assign channels available in 2.4-GHz band (802.11b/g) so that each link is
on a nonoverlapping channel? Explain your answer.

R-3

R-4

R-1

R-2

6. Suggest four channels in 2.4-GHz band for four links that are going to be used
in a single interference range. Take into account that one of four links will be
under high traffic load, one will be under low traffic load and remaining two
will be under average traffic load. Show how you have obtained your results.

7. Draw a connectivity graph for the network described in Question 6. (Use illus-
trations in Sect. 5.3.2.2 for guidance.)

R-3

R-4

R-1

R-2

8. Draw an interference graph for the network described in Question 6. (Use illus-
trations in Sect. 5.3.2.2 for guidance.)

9. Figure given bellow depicts a MR-WMN with five routers of which three have
two radio interfaces and two have a single interface each. The gray dotted circle
around each router shows the interference domain of that specific router. How
would you assign channels in 802.11b/g band to minimize the interference in
this network?
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R-3

R-4

R-1

R-5

R-2

10. Figure given bellow depicts a MR-WMN with six routers; the gray dotted circle
around each router shows the interference domain of that specific router. How
would you assign channels in 802.11b/g band to minimize the interference in
this network?

R-3

R-5

R-6

R-4

R-1

R-2
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Chapter 6
Routing, Interface Assignment and Related
Cross-layer Issues in Multiradio Wireless Mesh
Networks

Leonardo Badia, Marco Conti, Sajal K. Das, Luciano Lenzini,
and Habiba Skalli

Abstract Many technological standards for Wireless Mesh Networks include the
possibility to use several nonoverlapping channels for data transmission. This repre-
sents an opportunity that can be exploited by equipping the terminals with multiple
network interfaces. This opens up an interesting challenge, namely, how to simul-
taneously use different frequencies, so as to limit collisions and therefore activate
multiple simultaneous transmissions in the same geographic area. At the same time,
this poses new issues; for example, network connectivity is reduced, because nodes
that do not interfere are also unable to communicate with each other. Thus, more
complex interface management techniques are required. Moreover, a paradigm shift
from the classic routing schemes is needed. Usual approaches are not always satis-
factory because they often use shortest-path heuristic and tend to concentrate trans-
missions to certain nodes. To efficiently exploit the presence of multiple channels
instead, a proper routing algorithm should avoid congested links and possibly make
use of an estimation of the actual network traffic. Therefore, cross-layer information
exchange can be useful for an efficient functioning of the routing protocols. In this
chapter, we will analyze all these issues and propose and identify possible solutions.

6.1 Introduction

Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) [1, 2] are a network technology currently under
development to provide end users with broadband wireless connectivity. In such
systems, each mobile terminal owned by an end user, called mesh client (MC), is
linked through a single radio hop to a mesh router (MR), a fixed infrastructure node.
All the MRs are, in turn, interconnected to each other in a multihop fashion so as to
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form what is referred to as the network backbone. This kind of structure is easy to
install because several low cost nodes can be added to improve the backbone con-
nectivity. Moreover, MRs do not need to be battery-powered, because they can be
easily placed in correspondence with a power outlet. Finally, the all-wireless struc-
ture does not require cable deployment, thus making WMNs appealing for connect-
ing both vast rural regions and crowded urban areas where cable deployment is not
cost-effective.

In general, to attach the WMN to the Internet, some special MRs, called mesh
access points (MAPs), are equipped with wired connections and therefore can take
the role of Internet gateways. Therefore, they usually have better computational
capabilities than the other MRs, which work as simple relay nodes; for this reason,
it is sensible to think of MAPs as the centers of the network management operations.
On the other hand, this determines a higher cost of such nodes and therefore their
number is reasonably limited. In most cases, just one or two MAPs are used; this
will be also the case for the examples discussed throughout this chapter.

Because the communication between a MC and its reference MR is single-hop,
most of the challenges of the WMN management are at the backbone level. This
part of the network is similar to other kinds of wireless multihop networks, such as
ad hoc and sensor networks. Differently from them, however, the main problems in
the inter-MR communication do not relate to mobility and energy saving problems,
which are avoided because of the assumptions made above. Instead, other major
technical issues arise especially when the network size grows (scalability problem).
Among them, one of the most challenging is represented by routing [3]. In fact, the
performance of WMNs in this sense is, similar to any other multihop network, lim-
ited by wireless interference. The placement of additional relay nodes yet mitigates
the problem, because it gives additional opportunities for traffic forwarding; how-
ever, the performance improvement is often limited and does not linearly scale with
the number of nodes. Thus, the design of efficient routing algorithms plays a key
role among WMN research topics.

Moreover, WMN solutions are often thought as utilizing existing standards, such
as IEEE 802.11 [4], without any modification. On the one hand, this enables to use
off-the-shelf network cards for the wireless mesh nodes, which keeps the infras-
tructure costs low. On the other hand, a straightforward adaptation of existing tech-
nologies, without taking into account the specific purposes of WMNs, will result in
an inefficient management. In fact, these standards are commonly used in a differ-
ent context; in particular, IEEE 802.11 is used almost exclusively in a single-hop
fashion, whereas its collision avoidance mechanism is known to suffer from sev-
eral problems in multihop scenarios, such as the decrease of network parallelism
because of the exposed terminal problem [5].

In general, a compromise shall be sought between this inefficient usage and the
design of entirely new protocols. A possible solution, in this sense, can be the idea
of finding new applications of possibilities already envisioned by the protocol but
scarcely used in practice. An example where this concept can be applied concerns
the possibility of exploiting multiple portions of the available wireless spectrum.
For example, the IEEE 802.11a/b/g specifications provide multiple channels, some
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of which can be regarded, with a good degree of approximation, as nonoverlapping
(specifically, 3 channels for IEEE 802.11b/g and and 12 channels for IEEE 802.11a).

There are two possible approaches to deal with multiple channels. In the major-
ity of the literature, it is assumed that they are perfectly nonoverlapping; in this
chapter we will consider this case only. There is also an interesting line of research,
discussed in more detail in the following, where partial overlap of the channel is
taken into account with the aim to exploit it [6]. However, this approach requires
to entirely reformulate the routing problem. The case of perfect nonoverlap is sim-
pler, because it allows to regard the routing problem as a multicommodity allocation
or a graph coloring issue. Notice that models for studying networks exploiting fre-
quency diversity date back before the success of wireless networks, because they
were already investigated, e.g., for optical fiber networks [7].

Although multiple channels can be introduced, and actually they are already
available in existing standards, terminals are typically configured to operate on a
single radio channel: in fact, in a single-hop scenario, this frequency diversity is
mostly introduced to avoid collisions from different networks. In a WMN case,
instead, this feature can be used to increase the number of transmissions that can
be exchanged within a neighborhood. This imposes to differently tune the Network
Interface Cards (NICs) of the involved MRs.

The opportunity given by multiple nonoverlapping channels is better exploited
if more than one NIC is available at a single node. In this way, one can avoid, or
at least mitigate, the need for dynamically tuning to a common frequency the inter-
faces of MRs that are meant to communicate with each other. As will be discussed
in the following, fast frequency-switching transceivers are in fact not always fea-
sible. Actually, the cost decrease for commodity hardware makes multi-interface
terminals economically sustainable, even though in general it is not possible, for
many practical reasons to provide each node with a single NIC per every available
channel. However, as shown in [8], the largest advantage in terms of network capac-
ity, intended as traffic that can be transmitted over the network in a collision-free
manner, is present already for a limited (though larger than one) number of NICs
per node. The relative performance improvement when the number of interfaces
approaches the number of available channels becomes marginal.

Thus, we will focus on multiradio, i.e., multichannel and multi-interface, WMNs.
The investigations carried out in the following concern the strategy to determine the
channels to which the NICs of every node shall be tuned, which can be regarded as
a multiple allocation optimization problem, and how this affects routing strategies
over the WMN.

There is a two-fold relationship between the routing and the interface assignment
problems. First, when the routing algorithm is applied, two nodes i and j can com-
municate, and therefore it is possible to route traffic through a network link from i to
j, only if they share a common channel assigned to at least one of their NICs. Con-
versely, to be realized efficiently, the interface assignment should take into account
the routing pattern of the network. In fact, because the use of different channels
decreases not only the mutual interference but also the network connectivity, it
should leave the possibility of connecting the nodes along the main traffic routes
and possibly decreasing the number of interfering links.
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Classic routing protocols for multihop networks [9,10] may be easily extended to
support multiple interfaces at each node. However, those protocols typically select
shortest-hop routes, which may not be suitable for multichannel networks; as was
noted in [11], routing metrics based on hop count only should be integrated by also
taking into account the network load. Moreover, longer paths may be preferable if
they allow to decrease interference and increase transmission parallelism. At the
same time, more bandwidth should be given to nodes that support higher traffic,
i.e., channels assigned to these links should be shared among a fewer number of
nodes. More in general, the interface assignment strategy should be traffic-aware in
the sense that it matches the distribution of traffic load in the mesh backbone.

For these reasons, in the following we will overview solutions presented in the
literature and summarize basic criteria for routing and interface assignment in multi-
radio WMNs, giving particular emphasis to the interaction between these two tightly
related problems that can be efficiently managed with an adequate knowledge of the
network traffic. In particular, we will discuss how to exploit the knowledge of the
load on the links [12] and how to estimate it [13] and we give practical examples of
application.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 6.2 we overview papers
on routing and channel assignment in WMNs appeared in the literature. In Sect. 6.3
we give a comprehensive summary of different criteria that can be used to approach
the problem. In Sect. 6.4 we formally state the problem and introduce definitions
and notations. Section 6.5 describes a possible methodology to estimate the network
load, which, as previously argued, is extremely useful to achieve a good cross-layer
management of routing and interface assignment; additionally, it outlines an opti-
mization framework for a routing-aware channel assignment problem, where load
information is explicitly taken into account. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in
Sect. 6.6.

6.2 Background

The problem of frequency selection in a multichannel networks inherits some
approaches and methodologies, as well as the idea of using graph theory, from the
problem of assigning channels in an optical network [7]. In this case however, the
edges are fixed, because they correspond to a cabled connection between nodes.
Thus, that topic resembles more closely the classic graph coloring problem. In the
wireless case instead, the possibility of managing not only the frequency on which a
connection is tuned to, but also the existence of the edge itself, requires an extended
treatment. In this sense, another related problem is the frequency re-use planning in
cellular networks, where graph representations have been also used [14].

An interesting line of research dealing with multichannel WMNs is based on
the observation that most of the available channels are indeed partially overlapping.
This, instead of being considered harmful, could be turned in an opportunity to
achieve connectivity (though an imperfect one) in a less interference-prone way.
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It is also possible to have a fully connected network and decrease interference while
using a single NIC for all nodes.

Such an approach, investigated for example in [6] and [15], though very promis-
ing, implies to entirely reformulate the network management, and is therefore out
of the scope of the present chapter, where we deal instead with adapting existing
routing approaches to the multichannel case, and we consider different channels as
perfectly separate in frequency.

Approaches for multiple orthogonal resource allocation mainly deal with time-
division multiple access (TDMA), as for instance done by the earlier work reported
in [16]. In fact, this paper proposes to introduce multiple time slots, with a spe-
cial control slot where the users can rendezvous to negotiate the access in a dis-
tributed manner. However, this case can be easily extended, with few modification,
to a frequency-division multiple access (FDMA) case. For example, [17] reports a
description of the issues that need to be faced when dealing with multiradio multi-
hop networks and proposes a similar strategy where a common control channel is
used to coordinate a distributed assignment of multiple channels.

Because of the similarity between FDMA and TDMA multiplexing, some papers
jointly investigate, together with routing, both channel assignment and packet
scheduling over time [18–20]. In [18], the goal of finding a joint channel assignment,
routing and scheduling technique that optimizes throughput of the MCs is studied.
The problem is formulated as a linear programming (LP) framework. The approach
used by this paper for tackling multichannel networks is similar to the one adopted
in [21] where an analogous optimization framework is extended to the multichannel
case. Under specific interference assumptions, necessary and sufficient conditions
are described, under which collision free link schedule can be obtained. In particular,
as done by most of the papers related to this topic, the protocol interference model
is used, as introduced in [22]. This dictates to model interference through collisions,
and can be equivalently mapped through a so-called conflict graph. Actually, such
a model is not perfect, because it implies some approximations in modeling inter-
ference as pointed out, for example, in [23]. Nevertheless, it is quite simple and
is, in fact, often used by those papers modeling channel assignment through LP
frameworks. However, because the problem of achieving the optimal allocation of
scheduling times over several frequencies is shown to be NP-hard, the final solution
proposed by [18] is an efficient heuristic approach, which can be proved to be at
most a given factor away from the optimum.

In [20] a similar problem of joint routing, channel assignment and scheduling is
investigated, where the goal is again on throughput maximization. Interference is
again modeled through a K-dimensional version of the protocol interference model.
After that, the feasibility of a schedule is verified by means of a sufficient condition,
that is considering whether the conflict graph can be properly colored, by using as
many colors as TDMA slots so that conflicting edges are differently colored (i.e.,
they are active over different time instants).

Another similar optimization is also considered in [19]; to deal with the high
complexity of the resulting problem, the solution is sought through Simulated
Annealing [24], which is an evolutionary technique for LP problems offering a
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good trade-off between accuracy and computational complexity. The solution oper-
ates in two steps, i.e., the routing/channel assignment problem is split between two
parts. First, routing is solved by means of a shortest-path strategy. Then, a simu-
lated annealing algorithm tries to optimize the assignment of the NICs. Because
this optimization technique needs a starting solution as input, channels are initially
assigned randomly, provided that they satisfy interference constraints. Subsequently,
the system evolves according to the simulated annealing procedure, which seeks to
maximize the throughput.

An even simpler solution to overcome the NP-completeness of the problem is
to propose efficient heuristic strategies. This methodology is adopted for example
in [8, 25, 26]. In spite of their simplicity, these strategies can achieve good perfor-
mance, especially in light of the fact that they do not need particularly complex
computations. It is worth noting that, for the most, they employ the conflict graph
model to represent interference, and therefore the proposed heuristic is related to
graph coloring considerations.

All these approaches refer to a centralized solution, hence they assume the
availability of a central controller (e.g., located in one of the MAPs) that takes
care of solving the allocation problem and signalling the obtained solution to the
other nodes. Instead, [12] proposes a decentralized maximization problem, where
the interference constraints refer only to neighboring transmissions. An extended
version, proposed in [15] by the same authors, investigates the case of partially
nonorthogonal channels. This is done based on a technique in which a channel
weighing matrix is calculated. An original aspect of this approach is that, even
though interference is still based on the protocol model, or, equivalently, on con-
flict graphs, instead of simply preventing collision from arising at all, it is taken into
account how they affect (i.e., degrade) the capacity of the links, which allows for a
more tunable problem characterization.

6.3 Thoughts for Practitioners

In this section we review some practical criteria that have been proposed to deter-
mine interface assignment in multiradio WMNs. The technical contributions in this
field are very heterogeneous for what concerns the depth of theoretical investiga-
tions. Thus, we try to discuss relevant points of interest that distinguish the existing
proposals and we identify practical general criteria. The reported references can give
further details on these topics.

6.3.1 Static vs. Dynamic Assignment

Interface assignment strategies can be classified according to the time-scale
involved in the assignment, i.e., the rate of variability of the channel allocation.
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Following [17], the schemes proposed in the literature can be divided into static and
dynamic interface assignment. Hybrid schemes are also possible.

Within the static strategy, the interfaces are assigned with a constant value over
time, or at least they are unchanged over a time period that is significantly larger
than the packet scheduling time unit. The simplest possibility for a static assignment
is the so-called common channel assignment (CCA), which was proposed in [25],
actually more as a theoretical comparison scheme than a real policy. In CCA, the
interfaces of each node are all assigned the same set of channels. For example, if
each node has two radios, then the same two channels are used at every node. Hence,
the connectivity of the network is the same as that of the single channel approach,
possibly with redundant repetitions. Thus, there is still an advantage because mul-
tiple channels can be leveraged to increase throughput. However, the improvement
achieved with respect to the single channel case is far below the highest potential
gain of using multiple radios. Thus, varying channel assignment (VCA) strategies
are usually proposed, where the variation is meant over space, not over time, as the
assignment is still static, but allocates different sets of channels to different radio
interfaces. VCA techniques are usually more efficient than CCA but have the poten-
tial risk of partitioning the network, and in general the length of routes between
MRs increases.

In contrast, dynamic strategies allow all channels to be associated with any inter-
face freely and continuously update the assignment that is potentially changed on a
per packet basis. However, the challenge associated with this scheme is that when-
ever two nodes need to communicate with each other, a coordination scheme had to
exist to ensure that they are on a common channel. For example, a common channel
can be used as a rendezvous point to negotiate the allocation for the next transmis-
sion phase, as done in [27]. Another example is the slotted seeded channel hopping
(SSCH) mechanism [28] in which each node switches channels synchronously in
a pseudo-random sequence to allow all neighbors to meet periodically in the same
channel.

The advantage of dynamic assignment [29], is the potential to exploit all chan-
nels with few interfaces. Their main problem relates to the demanding hardware
requirements. In fact, real time services, which WMN are supposed to provide,
have stringent delay requirements, which are therefore hardly met if the additional
delay imposed by NIC switching time is introduced. Thus, these schemes have
limited practicality unless expensive terminals are employed. Moreover, switching
interfaces may result in a deafness problem, occurring when a node wants to com-
municate with another, which is tuned on another channel. Channel access issues
arise, because the transmitter, being deaf, is unaware that the receiver may be busy
in another transmission. This problem can be solved by introducing appropriate ren-
dezvous on certain channels at certain time instants, and determines many chal-
lenges that are out of the scope of this chapter.

Finally, hybrid schemes apply a static scheme to some interfaces and a dynamic
one for the rest. Examples of this kind are the link layer protocols described in [17]
in which a VCA is used for the fixed interfaces. CCA may also be used for the fixed
interfaces as is the case in the interference-aware channel assignment in [30]. In this
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case, there is certainty that any communication through some of the links can be
established using the static part, but still the requirement of fast-switching NICs is
present.

6.3.2 Centralized vs. Distributed Assignment

As any other resource allocation strategy, interface assignment schemes can be gen-
erally realized in centralized or distributed fashion. In the centralized schemes the
channels are assigned by a central controller, usually located in one of the MAPs.
In the distributed schemes, instead, each node assigns channels to its interfaces in
a more loosely coordinated fashion, because no global network knowledge is avail-
able. Thus, the decision is based on neighborhood information. The complexity of
this latter case is much lower, at the cost of lower efficiency. Especially, the effec-
tiveness of distributed strategy is critical in relationship with routing awareness,
which demands for network-wise knowledge.

In general, most of the techniques reviewed in this chapter are directly appli-
cable within a centralized management. Extensions to distributed management are
also possible, but they usually require information exchange to acquire some global
knowledge at each node. Similar techniques to obtain a distributed implementation
of routing and interface-assignment can be found for example in [8, 16, 29].

6.3.3 Heuristic vs. Optimization Strategies

As pointed out in Sect. 6.2, the joint routing and interface assignment problem can
be investigated through a proper optimization framework, but the resulting com-
plexity is very high. It is then possible to draw another classification of possible
approaches, even though it does not relate to design aspects, but rather on practical
methodologies to solve the problem. In fact, in the literature several papers investi-
gate the problem through LP approaches [12,18,20,21], but also many contributions
proposing a heuristic approach [17, 25, 26, 29].

From a general point of view, these two choices are extreme points of a trade-
off. LP solutions offer better accuracy, heuristics have lower complexity. Interme-
diate solutions are also possible, such as meta-heuristic techniques like Simulated
Annealing, as proposed in [19]. However, we remark that these two possibilities are
not perfectly separated. In fact, though LP approaches are usually limited to smaller
WMNs and suffer from scalability problems, they can shed light on heuristic tech-
niques in a more rigorous and appropriate manner. As a matter of fact, the afore-
mentioned papers that give an LP formalization also investigate heuristic criteria to
solve the problem inspired by the theoretical findings.
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6.3.4 The Gateway Bottleneck

A practical criterion to assign channels to interfaces, useful especially for heuristic
procedures, is to consider the MAPs at first, because during the execution of an
algorithm the first nodes to receive an assignment can usually select the frequencies
in a less constrained manner. In [31], where many inefficiencies possibly arising
in WMNs are described, it was observed that the most congested nodes are likely
to be the MAPs, where all the routes converge, a property referred to as gateway
bottleneck. Also, the bottleneck is particularly limiting if a single gateway is present
in the network; hence, it is suggested to always activate multiple MAPs (of course,
this has beneficial effects not only in terms of network capacity, but also, e.g., in
case of failure).

This implies that such nodes should be the ones where frequency diversity can
be applied achieving the highest benefit. Especially if a single MAP is present, we
could state a “rule of thumbs” of starting the channel assignment algorithm from it.
Note also that in this case the property can be generalized, to some extent, by saying
that the closer (in terms of number of hops) is a node to the MAP, the more critical
can it be in terms of congestion. This is especially true for the node with the best
connectivity to the gateway (e.g., in terms of highest rate, lowest interference, or
both) among the neighbors of the gateway itself.

Actually, this strongly depends on the network topology. If the gateway has a sin-
gle neighbor, the gateway bottleneck is simply translated to this node. On the other
hand, if the network has a star topology, with all non-MAP nodes being neighbors
of the gateway with relatively similar connectivity, there is no bottleneck whatso-
ever, or at least, no more than what dictated by the medium access control (MAC),
because all multiple transmissions collide. However, in practical scenarios, the dis-
tance to the MAP in terms of number of hops can be a good heuristic weight to
determine the priority in receiving a channel assignment. To some extent, this crite-
rion is implicitly taken into account by certain existing heuristic algorithms [25,26].

6.4 Notation and Terminology

As done by many related contributions, we adopt in the following a graph-based
representation of the WMN backbone. All terminals belonging to the backbone,
i.e., all the MRs also including the MAPs, can be represented as nodes included
in a set N. If two nodes can communicate, i.e., there exist conditions where they
can exchange packets with sufficiently high success probability, we consider them
as linked through a graph edge. This may require that all the other nodes in the
backbone do not transmit, because the condition of successful transmission can
be violated in the presence of interference from other nodes. For this reason, the
existence of an edge is a necessary condition, but not a sufficient one, to have an
error-free communication. In addition to the existence of an edge, also certain inter-
ference conditions must be verified, which may vary according to the interference
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model adopted. In this way, a notation is commonly achieved in many radio allo-
cation problems, where the network is represented as a graph G = (N,E), where
the set E ⊆ N×N contains the network edges. Note that, from the physical point of
view, the edges in E should be directed. This means that, given i, j ∈ N, (i, j) ∈ E
does not necessarily imply ( j, i) ∈ E. Even though rarely taken into account, link
asymmetry is very frequent in radio networks [32]. However, there are certain MAC
protocols, most notably the IEEE 802.11 one, which explicitly assume the links to
be bidirectional, e.g., for handshake exchange. In this case, it is implicitly assumed
that nonsymmetric edges are discarded from E. This is actually a nontrivial assump-
tion, as argued in [33], but we take it since it is both simple and also very common
in the literature. In the following, we will therefore refer to this case and take edges
as bidirectional. Most of the reasonings can however be easily extended to more
general scenarios where directed links are present as well.

We observe that the terminology used throughout the literature concerning graph
representation of the network is rather assorted: the existence of an edge from i
to j is also sometimes referred to as “ j is within communication range of i” or
“node j can hear node i.” Even though these descriptions are not rigorous from the
propagation point of view, as the radio transmission involves more parameters than
just distance, they are often adopted in the exposition and we sometimes will use
them as well. Similarly, notice that “topology” is a term often used as a synonym
of “graph,” in particular channel assignment seen on graph representations is often
referred to as “topology control” problem.

In channel assignment problems there is an additional requirement for network
representation, i.e., to describe radio interfaces, and whether they are tuned on the
same frequency, otherwise no communication can occur between them. Note that
interference conditions are entirely orthogonal to this latter issue, i.e., to exchange
packets, two nodes must at the same time meet the requirement of having a shared
NIC allocation and interference free communication.

Usually, to depict frequency allocation, the graph representation is split in two
parts. In both of them, the set of nodes N is the same, but they differ in the set of
the edges. In the first one, called physical topology GP = (N,EP), the set of the
edges consider all possible connections among nodes, with the only requirement
of radio propagation. However, when the channels are assigned to the radio inter-
faces, it could happen that some nodes do not share a channel where to commu-
nicate, even though they are linked through an edge in EP (and therefore they can
hear each other). To represent the network connectivity after the channel assign-
ments have been determined, a logical topology GL = (N,EL) is employed, where
EL is determined by imposing the additional condition that only nodes sharing a
common channel can be linked through an edge. Actually, because there may be
nodes sharing more than one channel, there can also be multiple edges in EL link-
ing the same pair of nodes. In this sense, EL is not strictly speaking a subset of
EP because the channel graph may contain more than one element corresponding
to the same edge in the physical topology. We also remark that the symmetry con-
siderations previously made apply to both physical and logical topologies, because
the property of sharing a channel assignment on a network interface is a symmetric
property for any pair of nodes.
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Moreover, we need a notation to specifically represent the channel assignment. If
there are K orthogonal channels available, without loss of generality we can use the
set of integers K = {1,2, . . . ,K} to denote them. For all i ∈ N, we denote with ν(i)
the number of NICs owned by node i. The exact channel assignment is represented
by an interface allocation variable denoted as yq

i , where i ∈ N and q ∈ K, which is
a binary variable equal to 1 if node i has a NIC tuned on channel q and 0 otherwise.
Note that ∑K

r=1 yq
i = ν(i) for all nodes i ∈ N. Similarly, if i, j ∈ N and q ∈ K, we

define a binary channel edge variable called xq
i j and defined as equal to 1 if i can

transmit to j using the q the channel, and 0 otherwise. If the link symmetry assump-
tion holds, it is reflected in that xq

i j = xq
ji. These variables are connected through the

relationship xq
i j = yq

i · y
q
j .

An example of graph representation is given in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2, where the phys-
ical and the logical topologies, respectively, are shown for a sample network of six
nodes with K = 4 channels. In this case, nodes a and f , which are shown to have
wireline connection to the Internet, operate as MAPs, whereas the other nodes are
ordinary MRs. For all nodes i, ν(i) is chosen equal to 2. In the logical topology
(Fig. 6.2) the numbers written on the edges indicate the frequency on which they
are established, and small numbers beside a node denote its NIC assignment.

First of all, the aforementioned difference between the two topologies can be
observed. Some links of the physical topology can be absent in the logical topol-
ogy, as is the case, e.g., for the edge (d,e). In Fig. 6.2, nodes d and e are not linked
because they do not have a common interface assignment. On the other hand, all

Fig. 6.1 1Physical topology
of a sample network

Fig. 6.2 Logical topology of
a sample network
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pairs of nodes in Fig. 6.1 are linked through one edge at most, whereas in Fig. 6.2
two edges connect nodes a and b because they share both of their interface assign-
ment on channels 1 and 2.

By looking at Fig. 6.2, the interface allocation variables can be derived, for exam-
ple y1

a = y2
a = 1, y3

a = y4
a = 0, or y2

e = y4
e = 1, y1

e = y3
e = 0. The channel edge variables

are similarly determined, e.g., x1
ab = x2

ab = x3
cd = 1, x3

ab = x4
ab = x1

de = 0.
As discussed previously, in most of the investigations related to interface assign-

ment, wireless interference is modeled through the so-called protocol model [22].
For our purposes this means that any edge (i, j) ∈ EP is associated with a set J(i, j),
called conflicting link set, containing all the edges (x,y) ∈ EP whose activation on
the same frequency than link (i, j) prevents a reliable transmission on it. For practi-
cal purposes, we adopt the convention of including also (i, j) in its own conflicting
link set, i.e., (i, j) ∈ J(i, j), which simplifies the notation. The conflict relationship
is mainly because of propagation phenomena; sometimes the conflicting link sets
are defined based on simplified models, related for example to the distance between
nodes. It is worth mentioning that this formulation is an abstraction useful for its
conceptual simplicity, and for this reason will be used thereinafter. Yet, from the
viewpoint of correctly modeling interference, more realistic descriptions, such as
the so-called physical interference model [22] would be preferable. However, with
some modifications, the reasonings presented in the following could be extended
to alternative interference models as well. A detailed discussion about interference
models is out of the scope of the present chapter. The interested reader can found
overviews on this subject for example in [34, 35].

To instantiate the routing problem in the multichannel environment, we need
also to define for all links (i, j) ∈ EP a parameter c(P)

i j that describes their physical
capacity, i.e, their nominal data rate (e.g., expressed in Mbps). For completeness,
we can introduce a value c(P)

i j = 0 if (i, j) /∈ EP. According to whether edge (i, j) is

reflected in the logical topology also, c(P)
i j will be mirrored into a logical capacity

value. Because there are several channels, this latter value depends also on the chan-
nel q. Thus, for i, j ∈ N and q ∈ K, we define c(q)

i j that can be larger than zero only
if xq

i j = 1.
Moreover, we denote with γ(s,d) the expected end-to-end traffic to be delivered

from source s to destination d. Typically, in WMN either s or d will coincide with
one of the MAPs. We also call λ q

i, j the amount of traffic (involving any pair source-
destination) that passes through edge (i, j) over channel q. To put these quantities
in relationship, it is useful to introduce a binary routing variable called a(m,n),q

i, j
defined as

a(s,d),q
i, j =

{
1 if traffic from s to d is routed over (i, j) on channel q
0 otherwise . (6.1)

These variables will be put in relationship with each other in Sect. 6.5.3, where we
use them to characterize traffic aware routing strategies.
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6.5 Link Load Estimation and Traffic-aware Interface
Assignment

The task of assigning channels to the available NICs can benefit from the exploita-
tion of traffic information. In fact, because the purpose of utilizing multiple channels
at the same time is to decrease interference and promote network parallelism, this
should be done especially around the most congested links. In this section we dis-
cuss possible strategies to retrieve this knowledge and exploit it.

6.5.1 Link Load Estimation

There are different methods for deriving a rough estimate of the expected link traf-
fic load. These methods depend on the routing strategy used (e.g., load balanced
routing, multipath routing, shortest path routing, and so on). A possible approach
is based on the concept of load criticality [13]. This method assumes perfect load
balancing across all acceptable paths between each communicating pair of nodes.
Let P(s,d) denote the number of loop-free paths between a source-destination pair
of nodes (s,d) ∈ N×N, and let Pl(s,d) be the number of them that pass through a
given link � ∈ EP. Then the expected traffic load Φl on link � is calculated as

Φl = ∑
(s,d)∈EL

Pl(s,d)
P(s,d)

· γ(s,d). (6.2)

This equation implies that the initial expected traffic on a link is the sum of the loads
from all acceptable paths, across all possible node pairs, that pass through the link.
Because of the assumption of uniform multipath routing, the load that an acceptable
path between a pair of nodes is expected to carry is equal to the expected load of the
pair of nodes divided by the total number of acceptable paths between them.

Consider the logical topology as shown in Fig. 6.3 and assume that we have the
three flows reported in Table 6.1.

Fig. 6.3 Multichannel wire-
less mesh network
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Table 6.1 Traffic profile with three flows

Source (s) Destination (d) γ(s,d) (Mbps)

a g 0.9
i a 1.2
b j 0.5

Table 6.2 Possible flows between communicating nodes

(source, dest) (a,g) (i,a) (b, j)

Possible paths a–c–g i–e–a b– f – j
a–c–d–g i–e–d–a b– f –i– j
a–d–g i–d–a b–e–i– j
a–d–c–g i–d–c–a b–e–i– f – j
a–d–h–g i–d–e–a b–e–d–i– j
a–d–i–h–g i–d–g–c–a
a–e–d–g i–h–d–a
a–e–i–h–g i–h–g–c–a

P(source, dest) 8 8 5

Because we have three different sources and destinations, we have

Φ� =
P�(a,g)
P(a,g)

· γ(a,g) +
P�(i,a)
P(i,a)

· γ(i,a) +
P�(b, j)
P(b, j)

· γ(b, j). (6.3)

Furthermore, we calculate P(s,d) for each flow. To this end, we need to deter-
mine all the possible source–destination paths, which can be achieved through a
Route Discovery procedure [10]. Table 6.2 reports the results for the topology in
Fig. 6.3. For practicality reasons, we have set an upper limit for the path length to
5 hops, e.g., by imposing a Time-To-Live to the Route Discovery broadcast packets.

From the above information, we can now calculate how many paths pass a spe-
cific link in the network topology. These values and the corresponding link traffic
load Φ� calculated using (6.3) are shown in Table 6.3.

Based on these calculations, we can estimate the load between each neighboring
node. The meaning of Φ�, which we have calculated throughout this example, is
the expected traffic load of link �, i.e., the amount of traffic expected to be carried
over a specific link. The higher Φ�, the more critical the link. The idea is now to
use this metric to decide which are the most congested points in the network, so
as to assign possibly more than one frequency to heavily loaded links and fewer
channels, or no channel at all, to less congested edges. Also, as Φ� can be seen as
an estimated version, i.e., a measurement, of the the amount of traffic that passes
through (i, j) = �, it holds

Φ� ≈
k

∑
q=1

λ q
� . (6.4)
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Table 6.3 Possible flows between communicating nodes

� P�(a,g) P�(i,a) P�(b, j) Φ� (Mbps)

a–c 2 3 0 0.675
c–g 2 2 0 0.525
c–d 2 1 0 0.375
d–g 2 1 0 0.375
a–d 4 3 0 0.9
g–h 0 1 0 0.15
d–h 1 1 0 0.2625
a–e 2 2 0 0.525
d–e 1 2 1 0.5125
d–i 1 3 1 0.6625
h–i 2 2 0 0.525
e–i 1 2 2 0.6125
b–e 0 0 3 0.3
b– f 0 0 2 0.2
f –i 0 0 2 0.2
i– j 0 0 2 0.2
f – j 0 0 2 0.2

Thus, if the variables λ q
� are available, they can be used in place of Φ� which

depends on some a priori assumptions such as the perfect load balancing among
the edges.

Moreover, several related issues open up. First of all, the strategy to weigh the
different paths considers all of them as identical. Actually, there may be conditions
that make a path less likely to be used for routing traffic, e.g., if it is very long. On
the other hand, it is not true either that shortest hops are to be preferred. As discussed
in [11], simple hop count may not be the most appropriate metric to decide on the
best routes toward the destination. Thus, in general the determination of quantities
P(s,d) is a possible interesting subject for further research.

At the same time, the Φ� metric can be used only as a rough estimate of the load.
Importantly, because channel assignment may affect how EP is reflected to EL, there
may be the case that some links are turned off by the absence of a common channel
between the involved nodes. In this case, it is not possible to route traffic over them,
and therefore the expected traffic load should be recomputed. Thus, also the study of
these interactions and possible proposals about how to use similar metrics to infer
where congestion is likely to arise are a possible challenging topic to investigate
further.

6.5.2 Link Capacity Estimation

The link capacity, or the portion of channel bandwidth available to a link, is deter-
mined by the number of all physical links in transmission range of its transmitter or
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its receiver, i.e., in its conflicting link set, that are also assigned to the same channel.
Obviously, the exact short-term instantaneous bandwidth available to each link is
dynamic and continuously changing depending on several propagation and interfer-
ence phenomena [13]. The goal here is to derive an approximation of the long-term
bandwidth share available. Thus, the capacity b(q)

i j assigned to link (i, j) on channel
q can be obtained using the following equation:

b(q)
i j =

λ q
i j

∑
(x,y)∈J(i, j)

λ q
xy
· c(q)

i j . (6.5)

Note that if ν(i) = ν , constant for all the nodes,

K

∑
q=1

b(q)
i j ≈

Φi jν · c(P)
i j

∑
(x,y)∈J(i, j)

Φxy
. (6.6)

In other words, the capacity share available to a link is approximately proportional
to its expected load.

6.5.3 Traffic-Aware Joint Interface Assignment and Routing

Giving the preliminaries defined in Sect. 6.4 and the results reported previously,
we may specify relationships among the variables that can be used, for example, in
an LP context as done by [12]. We stress the important aspect that a comprehen-
sive framework includes channel assignment (represented by variables yq

i and xq
i j),

routing variables a(m,n),q
i, j , and finally traffic information (variables γ(s,d)). Thus, it is

appropriate to refer to the resulting model as a traffic-aware joint interface assign-
ment and routing. We focus on the model only, whereas the solution techniques are
out of the scope of the present analysis. Only, we remark here that the model is rather
general and can be solved in a plethora of ways, including exact and approximate,
centralized and distributed ones.

The variables of the model are related as per the following relationship, which
can be seen as LP constraints. The aggregate traffic on a given link depends on the
routing variables and the traffic requirements, so that

λ q
i, j = ∑

(s,d)∈N×N
a(s,d),q

i, j γ(s,d). (6.7)

The effective capacity c(q)
i j of link (i, j) on any channel q cannot exceed the nominal

capacity c(P)
i j and it is zero if i and j do not share channel assignment q. Thus,

c(q)
i j = xq

i jc
(P)
i j . (6.8)
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Moreover, the aggregate traffic λ q
i, j must be less than c(q)

i j . Actually, in [12] it is
proposed to strengthen this constraint by including a parameter Λ ≤ 1. The motiva-
tion is that perfect capacity sharing among all interfering links is not true in prac-
tice. Thus, this constraint may be ineffective because it overestimates the effective
capacity. Obviously, this is just an artifice and other solutions to cope with this prob-
lem are possible as well. Then, we impose

λ q
i, j ≤ Λc(q)

i j . (6.9)

Finally, we impose a constraint describing conservation of the flows, i.e.,

∑
j∈N

(i, j)∈EP

K

∑
q=1

a(s,d),q
i, j γ(s,d)− ∑

j∈N
(i, j)∈EP

K

∑
q=1

a(s,d),q
j,i γ(s,d) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

γ(s,d) if s = i
−γ(s,d) if d = i

0 otherwise
. (6.10)

At this point, several metrics can be chosen as the metric to optimize. For exam-
ple, following again [12], we can choose to minimize the ratio between load and
available capacity share on the most congested link. This implies to optimize the
utilization of the most congested link and results in the following objective:

min
(i, j)∈EP

max
xq

i j=1

λ q
i, j

b(q)
i j

. (6.11)

This somehow determines a performance bound in terms of capacity, which is inde-
pendent of the absolute values of load requirements γ(s,d). In fact, they can be
rescaled until constraint (6.9) is violated. Therefore, the most congested link gives
the capacity bottleneck for the throughput of the whole network. Of course, other
objectives are possible as well, for example also introducing fairness considera-
tions. Finally, once the objective function has been identified, the problem can be
approached by both LP optimization frameworks and heuristic techniques, and both
in a centralized and a distributed manner. The choice of the specific technique to use
mostly relates to general design issues such as the computational capability of the
terminals.

6.6 Directions for Future Research

Even though many algorithms have been proposed in this context, the design of effi-
cient techniques for interface assignment and routing in multiradio WMN is still an
open issue. In the previous sections, we have identified certain possible enhance-
ments to the usual routing and channel assignment metrics. However, the research
community need also to face the issue of implementing these techniques within an
optimization framework.
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In this context, two related problems appear to be of primary importance. First of
all, scalability is known as the main challenge not only, e.g., for routing problems,
but also for any resource allocation issue in WMNs. Because the impact of WMN
is expected to be very pervasive, and it is often assumed that at least hundreds of
nodes can be part of the network, we must acknowledge a difficulty in identifying
practical algorithms for large networks. This involves the trade-off between exact
solutions, whose computational complexity may explode as the number of variables
(nodes times interfaces) can be extremely high, and heuristic techniques, which can
often manage WMNs with many nodes but are very difficult to validate, because it
is hard to tell how far from optimality they are. Moreover, another problem, which
still relates to scalability issues, is to identify where the source of the computational
capabilities is located, i.e., how to coordinate the mesh routers to achieve an efficient
allocation. In this sense, another trade-off is involved, namely, centralized vs. dis-
tributed management. Centralized solutions can work only if the MAP is powerful
enough and the number of nodes is not high, so that global awareness about nodes
and channels is possible. Otherwise, distributed solutions should be sought. How-
ever, these techniques do not always achieve the same performance than centralized
management.

For these reasons, it is key that new research on the topics of routing and interface
assignment in multiradio WMNs involves a significant effort to determine efficient
optimization techniques with low computational complexity, and also distributed
implementations that approach the performance of centralized solutions. Moreover,
we recognize the study of clustered networks [36] as a possible application of these
principles. Aggregating terminals in small clusters that are easy to manage allow a
dramatic reduction of the computational complexity. If the network partitioning is
performend efficiently, the solution found is still close to the optimal. Finally, clus-
tered managements of WMNs can be seen as an intermediate solution between the
fully distributed (but also inefficient) and the fully centralized (with acute computa-
tional problems) approaches.

6.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, after having classified existing proposals according to their diverse
characteristics, we have highlighted the motivations that suggest the benefit of using
traffic aware channel assignment. This point has been further explored by presenting
examples on how link load and capacity can be estimated, and this knowledge can
be exploited.

We emphasize the importance of the interactions between interface assignment
and routing for the capacity performance of multichannel WMNs. Routing and inter-
face assignment can benefit from simple information passing, where the two layers
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are still separated but cooperating. Moreover, if the terminal capabilities allow for
it, one can also think of merging together the related strategies with a cross-layer
approach.

To sum up, from a general viewpoint there are strong expectations about multira-
dio WMNs providing end users with high network capacity. However, routing and
interface assignment, require a careful, and possibly joint, investigation because of
their tight interdependencies. Traffic aware algorithms, which offer the opportunity
to turn this relationship to an advantage, appear as very promising to make this goal
easier to reach.

6.8 Terminologies

1. Wireless mesh network (WMN). It is a communication network, where clients
are connected via radio to routers that are in turn interconnected via multi-
hop wireless links. Its structure is entirely wireless, thus making WMNs espe-
cially applicable where cable deployment is difficult or too expensive. Because
the wireless medium is intrinsically broadcast, the radio nodes belonging to
the WMN need special procedures to work in harmony with each other and
enable dedicated communications.

2. Mesh router (MR). It is a wireless element of a WMN that does not gener-
ate traffic but only serves to relay the traffic of the clients and convey it to a
gateway (or vice versa). Actually, the structure of a WMN comprises multiple
MRs that are interconnected with each other, so as to create a multihop wireless
backbone. As communications over the backbone are limited by wireless inter-
ference, special techniques can be used to decrease the mutual interference of
MRs, such as making them operate on different frequencies.

3. Mesh access point (MAP). It is a special Mesh Router that is also connected
to other external networks, e.g., the Internet, typically through a cabled con-
nection. It can be therefore considered as a gateway for the network. However,
because of the wireless structure, it also becomes a critical point for the rout-
ing, because of the so-called gateway bottleneck phenomenon. Indeed, the usual
congestion caused by the convergence of the routes at the gateway is compli-
cated by the fact that, as for any other node, interference can block some of the
communications. Thus, its role in the WMN has to be carefully planned.

4. Network interface card (NIC). Also called network adapter, it is the hardware
component that enables the communication over the network. It involves both
PHY (physical) and MAC layer capability. In particular, we are concerned in
this chapter with NICs providing access over a wireless channel. Thus, a node
can be supplied with multiple NICs to enable simultaneous communications on
different channels, which is a way to avoid wireless interference.

5. Topology. Multihop networks are often represented as a graph, where the ver-
tices are the MRs and the edges are the communication links among them.
In this context, “topology” is often used as a synonym of “graph.” However,
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when multiple frequencies are introduced, different graph representations (and
therefore, different topologies) need to be considered, where the set of vertices,
i.e., the MRs, is always the same but the set of edges changes.

6. Physical topology. The physical topology corresponds to a graph representa-
tion of the multichannel WMN where an edge is drawn between two nodes if
it is theoretically possible for them to communicate. This requires, of course,
that the nodes communicate on the same frequency and wireless interference is
absent. The physical topology corresponds to a graph representing the potential
connectivity before any channel assignment procedure.

7. Logical topology. The logical topology depicts the connectivity of the WMN
after a specific interface assignment procedure, so that any edge of the logical
topology is kept only if the transmitter and the receiver actually share an NIC
tuned on the same channel. If all the NICs are tuned on the same channel, the
logical topology is equal to the physical topology. However, in general, the log-
ical topology is different, for even multiple links are present between two nodes
if more NICs tuned on the same channels can connect them. Alternatively, a
link of the physical topology may be absent in the logical topology if there is
no pair of NICs at both nodes with the same channel assignment.

8. Wireless interference models. According to the most common classifications,
wireless interference models fall under two main classes: protocol and physi-
cal interference models. Protocol interference models describe interference as
a binary relationship, i.e., two links either interfere or do not interfere with
each other. Physical interference models take a more detailed approach with
considerations taken from the physical layer. The most common version of the
physical model corresponds to evaluate the Signal-to-Interference Ratio at the
receiver, and check whether this is above a given threshold describing correct
reception. Note that this also allows nonbinary evaluation of interference.

9. Conflicting link set. In the protocol interference models, each link e = (i, j) is
associated with its conflicting link set J(e) = J(i, j), containing all the links
whose simultaneous activation with e is forbidden (the protocol interference
model describes interference as a binary relationship). In other words, if a trans-
mission is taking place on any link belonging to J(e), e has to either stay silent
or use another frequency, and vice versa. Otherwise, interference will destroy
the communication.

10. Load criticality. A useful criterion to allocate channels is to exploit frequency
diversity to alleviate network congestion. This can be achieved by allocating
more different channels to critical links of the network. To this end, a possible
approach requires at first to estimate the expected load Φ� for any edge � of the
physical topology. To this end, it is possible to use a simple a priori assumption
such as uniform distribution of the end-to-end traffic over all possible paths,
or perform measurements of the per-hop load. After this evaluation, channels
may be assigned to fairly subdivide the expected load over all links, e.g., by
minimizing the load on the more critical edge.
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6.9 Questions

1. Determine the logical topology for the physical topology shown in the picture
below.

2. Consider the physical topology reported in the figure below. Channel assign-
ment has been performed for all nodes but node b, which has two NICs. How
can these two interfaces tuned so that every edge of the physical topology cor-
responds with at least one edge in the logical topology?

3. Discuss pros and cons of the dynamic channel assignment approach.
4. What is the “gateway bottleneck” and what does it imply, both in terms of limi-

tations and practical approaches?
5. Consider a 7-node physical topology GP = (N,EP), i.e., where |N|= 7. Assume

all nodes have three NICs and the network is fully connected, that is, there is an
edge between any two nodes in N. Further, assume all links are symmetric and
bi-directional. Determine:

(a) The number of edges |EP| in the physical topology.
(b) The number of edges |EL| in the logical topology that results from CCA, i.e.,

the same channel for all NICs even belonging to the same node.
(c) The number of edges |EL| in the logical topology that results from a channel

assignment procedure imposing the same triplet of different channels (say,
(1,2,3)) for the three NICs belonging to any node.

(d) The number of edges |EL| in the logical topology that results from a channel
assignment procedure where five nodes have their NICs set to (1,2,3) and two
nodes have their NICs set to (1,2,4).
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6. Consider the logical topology reported in the figure below.

For every i, j ∈ N,q ∈ K, determine the interface allocation variables yq
i , and the

channel edge variables xq
i j.

7. Consider the logical topology reported in the figure below.

Determine all the loop-free paths between a and e, called P(a,e), and between
c and d, called P(c,d).

8. Consider the same logical topology of Question 7. Assume two flows are present
in the network: from a to e, with expected end-to-end traffic γ(a,e) = 1.8Mbps,
and from c to d, with expected end-to-end traffic γ(c,d) = 1.5Mbps.
According to the load criticality method with uniform traffic repartition over all
paths (see Sect. 6.5.1), determine the expected load on each of the links below.

9. Consider a pair of nodes i, j whose conflicting set J(i, j) includes, beyond (i, j),
the following edges of the physical topology: e1,e2,e3,e4,e5,e6. In the logical
topology e1,e2,e3 are tuned on channel 1, e4,e5 are tuned on channel 2, and e6

is tuned on both. Assume that c(P)
xy = 10Mbps for any x, y.

Traffic is 2.0 Mbps between i and j, and as reported below on edges ek.

Index k 1 2 3 4 5 6

Load of ek on channel 1 3.0 1.2 0.8 0 0 1.0
Load of ek on channel 2 0 0 0 2.4 1.1 2.0

Assuming fair bandwidth share, determine b(q)
i j for q = 1, 2 in the follow-

ing cases:
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(a) Nodes i and j share one NIC assignment on channel 1.
(b) Nodes i and j share one NIC assignment on channel 2.
(c) Nodes i and j share two NIC assignments on both channels 1 and 2, and the

traffic is equally split between the resulting two links in the logical topology.

10. Consider the same setup of Question 9 (point (c)) but now assume we want to
take the objective of optimal utilization into account, as per (6.11). Assume link
(i, j) is the most critical of the network. How should its traffic be split between
channels 1 and 2?
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Chapter 7
Wireless Mesh Network Routing Under
Uncertain Demands

Jonathan Wellons, Liang Dai, Bin Chang, and Yuan Xue

Abstract Traffic routing plays a critical role in determining the performance of a
wireless mesh network. Recent research results usually fall into two ends of the
spectrum. On one end are the heuristic routing algorithms, which are highly adap-
tive to the dynamic environments of wireless networks yet lack the analytical prop-
erties of how well the network performs globally. On the other end are the optimal
routing algorithms that are derived from the optimization problem formulation of
mesh network routing. They can usually claim analytical properties such as resource
use optimality and throughput fairness. However, traffic demand is usually implic-
itly assumed as static and known a priori in these problem formulations. In con-
trast, recent studies of wireless network traces show that the traffic demand, even
being aggregated at access points, is highly dynamic and hard to estimate. Thus, to
apply the optimization-based routing solution in practice, one must take into account
the dynamic and uncertain nature of wireless traffic demand. There are two basic
approaches to address the traffic uncertainty in optimal mesh network routing (1)
predictive routing that infers the traffic demand with maximum possibility based in
its history and optimizes the routing strategy based on the predicted traffic demand
and (2) oblivious routing that considers all the possible traffic demands and selects
the routing strategy where the worst-case network performance could be optimized.
This chapter provides an overview of the optimal routing strategies for wireless
mesh networks with a focus on the above two strategies that explicitly consider the
traffic uncertainty. It also identifies the key factors that affect the performance of
each routing strategy and provides guidelines towards the strategy selection in mesh
network routing under uncertain traffic demands.
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7.1 Introduction

Wireless mesh networks [1, 2], which now offer a rapid and inexpensive solution
to last-mile broadband Internet access, are attracting ever greater attention and
widespread deployment. A wireless mesh network is composed of local access
points and wireless mesh routers, which form an organic backbone structure that
forwards traffic between mobile clients and the Internet.

Traffic routing plays a critical role in determining the performance of a wireless
mesh network. Thus it has attracted extensive recent research. The key challenges
come from the scarce wireless channel resource, high dynamic link quality, and the
uncertain traffic demands. The proposed approaches address these challenges in dif-
ferent ways. On one end of the spectrum are the heuristic algorithms [3–6]. Although
many of them are adaptive to the dynamic environments of wireless networks, these
algorithms lack the analytical properties of how well the network performs globally
(e.g., whether the scarce channel resource is shared in an optimal and fair fash-
ion). On the other end of the spectrum, there are theoretical studies that formu-
late mesh network routing as optimization problems [7, 8]. The routing algorithms
derived from these optimization formulations can usually claim analytical proper-
ties such as resource use optimality and throughput fairness. In these optimization
frameworks, traffic demand is usually implicitly assumed as static and known a
priori. Recent studies of wireless network traces [9], however, show that the traf-
fic demand, even being aggregated at access points, is highly dynamic and hard to
estimate. Such observations have significantly challenged the practicability of the
existing optimization-based routing solutions in wireless mesh networks.

There are two basic approaches to address the traffic uncertainty in optimal mesh
network routing:

• Predictive routing [10,11], which infers the traffic demand with maximum prob-
ability based in its history and optimizes the routing strategy based on the pre-
dicted traffic demand. Underlying predictive routing is the assumption that past
behavior is a good indicator of the future.

• Oblivious routing [12], which makes no assumption on traffic demand and con-
siders all the possible traffic demands and selects the routing strategy where the
worst-case network performance is optimized.

This chapter provides an overview of optimal routing algorithms for wireless
mesh networks: optimal routing under fixed demand, predictive routing, and oblivi-
ous routing based primarily on several recent works [10–12]. It focuses on the latter
two routing strategies and shows how they explicitly consider the traffic uncertainty
in their problem formulation and algorithm design. In this chapter, we also iden-
tify the key factors that affect the performance of each routing strategy and provide
guidelines towards the strategy selection in mesh network routing under uncertain
traffic demands.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 presents
the network and system model. Section 7.3 reviews the background knowledge,
i.e., the optimal routing algorithm under fixed demand. Section 7.4 presents the
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predictive mesh network routing strategy. Section 7.5 presents the oblivious mesh
network routing formulation and algorithm. Section 7.6 evaluates and compares the
performance of different routing strategies. Sections 7.7 and 7.8 provide thoughts
for practitioners and the directions for future research. Finally, Section 7.9 con-
cludes the chapter.

7.2 Model

7.2.1 Network and Interference Model

In a multihop wireless mesh network, local access points aggregate and forward
traffic for the mobile clients that are associated with them. They communicate with
each other and with the stationary wireless routers to form a multihop backbone
network, which forwards the user traffic to the Internet gateways. Figure 7.1 shows
an example of wireless mesh network. We use w∈W to denote the set of gateways in
the network and s ∈ S to denote the set of local access points that generate traffic in
the network. Local access points, gateways and mesh routers are collectively called
mesh nodes and denoted by the set V .

In a wireless network, packet transmissions are subject to location-dependent
interference. Here we consider the protocol model presented in [13]. We assume
that all mesh nodes have the uniform transmission range denoted by RT. Usually
the interference range is larger than its transmission range, which is denoted as

Fig. 7.1 Illustration of wireless mesh network
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Fig. 7.2 Transmission and interference network

RI = (1+Δ)RT, where Δ ≥ 0 is a constant. For simplicity, in this chapter we assume
that each node is equipped with one radio interface, which operates on the same
wireless channel as others. Let r(u,v) be the distance between two nodes u and v (u,
v ∈V ). In the protocol model, packet transmission from node u to v is successful, if
and only if (1) the distance between these two nodes r(u, v) satisfies r(u, v) ≤ RT
and (2) any other node x ∈ V within the interference range of the receiving node v,
i.e., r(x, v) ≤ RI, is not transmitting. If node u can transmit to v directly, they form
an edge e = (u, v). As an example shown in Fig. 7.2, nodes w, x, v are within the
transmission range of node u, thus they can transmit the node u directly. At the same
time, nodes w, v, x, b, c are all within the interference range of node u, which means
the signal from node u could be heard by any node of w, v, x, b, c, and vice versa.
Thus they must be silenced, if they are not the intended sender, when u is receiving
a packet.

We assume that the maximum data rate that can be transmitted along an edge is
the same for all edges, and denote it as c (also called the channel capacity). Let E be
the set of all edges. We say two edges e, e′ interfere with each other, if they cannot
transmit simultaneously based on the protocol model. Further we define interference
set I(e) of an edge e as the union of e with the set of edges that interfere with
e. Figure 7.3 is an illustration of the interference set of edge (u, v). The circles
are the interference ranges of node u and v, and the union of these two circles is
the interference range of edge (u, v). So the interference set I(u, v) of edge (u, v)
includes (u, v), (a, b), (v, b), (v, a), (a, u), (x, u), and (x, y).

Finally, we introduce a virtual node w∗ to represent the Internet, as shown in
Fig. 7.4 w∗ is connected to each gateway with a virtual edge e∗ = (w∗, w), w ∈W .
Further, let E ′ = E∪{e∗} and V ′ =V ∪{w∗}. For simplicity, we assume that the link
capacity in the Internet is much larger than the wireless channel capacity, and thus
the bottleneck always appears in the wireless mesh network. Under this assumption,
the virtual edges could be regarded as having unlimited capacity and they do not
interfere with any of the wireless transmissions.
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Fig. 7.3 Interference set

Fig. 7.4 Illustration of virtual node

7.2.2 Traffic Model and Schedulability

This chapter studies the routing strategies for wireless mesh backbone networks.
Thus it only considers the aggregated traffic between the local access points and the
Internet gateways. Here we call the aggregated traffic in (or out) a local access point
a flow and denote it as f ∈ F , where F is the set of all aggregated flows. All flows
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will take w∗ as their source (or destination). We denote the traffic demand of flow f
as d f and use vector d = (d f , f ∈ F) to denote the demand vector consisting of all
flow demands.

Now we proceed to study the constraint of the flow rates. Let y = (y(e), e ∈ E)
denote the edge rate vector, where y(e) is the aggregated flow rate along e. Edge
rate vector y is said to be schedulable, if there exists a stable schedule that ensures
every packet transmission with a bounded delay. Essentially, the constraint of the
flow rates is defined by the schedulable region of the edge rate vector y.

The edge rate schedulability problem has been studied in several existing works,
which lead to different models [14–16]. In this chapter, we adopt the model in [15],
which is also extended in [7] for multiradio, multichannel mesh network. In particu-
lar, Kumar et al. [15] present a sufficient condition under which an edge scheduling
algorithm is given to achieve stability with bounded and fast approximation of an
ideal schedule. Alicherry et al. [7] present a scheme that can adjusts the flow routes
and scale the flow rates to yield a feasible routing and channel assignment. Based on
these results, we have the following claim as a sufficient condition for schedulability.

Claim 7.1 (Sufficient Condition of Schedulability). The edge rate vector y is
schedulable if the following condition is satisfied:

∀e ∈ E, ∑
e′∈I(e)

y(e′) ≤ c. (7.1)

7.3 Background

This section provides the background of optimal mesh network routing, introduces
its problem formulations, and reviews its algorithm under fixed traffic demand.

The existing works on optimal multihop wireless network routing [7, 8, 14] usu-
ally formulate it as a throughput optimization problem that maximizes the flow
throughput, while satisfying the fairness constraints. In this formulation, traffic
demand is fixed and reflected as the flow weight in the fairness constraints. Recall
that f ∈ F is the aggregated traffic flow between the local access points and the vir-
tual gateway (i.e., Internet) and d = (d f , f ∈F) is the demand vector consisting of all
flow demands. Consider the fairness constraint that, for each flow f , its throughput
being routed is in proportion to its demand d f . The goal of throughput maximization
routing is to maximize λ (so-called scaling factor) where at least λ · d f amount of
throughput can be routed for flow f .

To balance the traffic load, flow f could be routed over multiple paths, let P f be
the set of unicast paths that could route flow f , and x f (P) be the rate of flow f over
path P ∈ P f . Obviously the aggregated flow rate ye along edge e ∈ E is given by
ye = ∑ f , where f is taken over all paths ∈ P f which contain the edge e. Based on
the sufficient condition of schedulability in Claim 7.1 (7.1), we have that
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∑
e′∈Ie

∑
f :P∈P f &e′∈P

x f (P) ≤ c. (7.2)

To simplify the above equation, we define AeP = |Ie∩P| as the number of wireless
links path P passes in the interference set Ie. The throughput optimization routing
with fairness constraint is then formulated as the following linear programming (LP)
problem:

PT : maximize λ (7.3)
subject to ∑

P∈P f

x f (P) ≥ λ ·d f ,∀ f ∈ F (7.4)

∑
f∈F

∑
P∈P f

x f (P)AeP ≤ c,∀e ∈ E (7.5)

λ ≥ 0,x f (P) ≥ 0,∀ f ∈ F,∀P ∈ P f . (7.6)

In this problem, the optimization objective is to maximize λ , such that at least
λ ·d f units of data can be routed for each aggregated flow f with demand d f .
Inequality (7.4) enforces fairness by requiring that the comparative ratio of traffic
routed for different flows satisfies the comparative ratio of their demands. Inequal-
ity (7.5) enforces the capacity constraint by requiring the traffic aggregation of all
flows passing wireless link e ∈ E satisfy the sufficient condition of schedulability.
This problem formulation follows the classical maximum concurrent flow problem.

Although the above throughput maximization routing problem formulation is
widely used in designing optimal mesh network routing strategies under known
demands, it is not suitable to study the routing performance under dynamic and
uncertain traffic demand. Here we consider a formulation based on another rout-
ing performance metric – network congestion (or use). In the Internet, link use is
commonly used for traffic engineering [17], whose objective is to minimize the use
at the most congested link under given traffic demand. However, link use cannot
be straightforwardly applied to multihop wireless networks, such as mesh backbone
network, as a metric of routing performance because of the location-dependent inter-
ference. In what follows, we define the network congestion based on the use of the
interference set as the routing performance metric and outline the relation between
the formulation of the throughput optimization problem and the congestion mini-
mization problem.

Let x′f (P) be the rate of flow f on path P under traffic demand d f . It is obvious
that ∑P∈P f

x′f (P) = d f . The traffic being routed within the interference set Ie is then
given by ∑ f∈F ∑P∈P f

x′f (P) ·AeP. Formally, the congestion of an interference set Ie
is defined as its use (i.e., the ratio between its load and the channel capacity) and
denote it as θe

θe =
∑

f∈F
P ∈ P f x′f (P)AeP

c
. (7.7)
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Further, the network congestion is defined as the maximum congestion among all
the interference sets, i.e.,

θ = max θe.
e∈E

(7.8)

The network congestion minimization routing problem is then formulated as
follows:

PC : minimize θ (7.9)
subject to ∑

P∈P f

x′f (P) ≥ d f ,∀ f ∈ F (7.10)

∑
f∈F

∑
P∈P f

x′f (P)AeP ≤ c ·θ ,∀e ∈ E (7.11)

θ ≥ 0,x′f (P) ≥ 0,∀ f ∈ F,∀P ∈ P f . (7.12)

To reveal the relation between PT and PC, we let θ = 1/λ and x′f (P) = x f (P)/λ .
Problem PC is then transformed to

P′
C : minimize

1
λ

(7.13)

subject to
1
λ ∑

P∈P f

x f (P) ≥ d f ,∀ f ∈ F (7.14)

1
λ ∑

f∈F
∑

P∈P f

x′f (P)AeP ≤ c ·θ ,∀e ∈ E (7.15)

λ ≥ 0,x′f (P) ≥ 0,∀ f ∈ F,∀P ∈ P f , (7.16)

which is obviously equivalent to the throughput optimization problem PT.
If the demand vector d is known, both problem PT and PC could be solved by

a LP-solver such as [18, 19]. To reduce the complexity for practical use, the work
of [10] also presents a fully polynomial time approximation algorithm for problem
{PT}, which finds a ε-approximate solution. The key to a fast approximation algo-
rithm lies on the dual of this problem, which is formulated as follows. First, we
assign a price μμe to each set Se for e ∈ E. The objective is to minimize the aggre-
gated price for all interference sets. As the constraint, Inequality (7.18) requires that
the price ∑e∈E AeP μe of any path P ∈ P f for flow f must be at least μ f , the price
of flow f . Further, Inequality (7.19) requires that the weighted flow price μ f over
its demand d f must be at least 1.

DT : mininmize ∑
e∈E

c ·μe (7.17)

subject to ∑
e∈E

AePμe ≥ μ f ,∀ f ∈ F,∀P ∈ P f (7.18)

∑
f∈F

μ f d f ≥ 1. (7.19)
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Table 7.1 Routing algorithm under fixed demand

Based on the above dual problem DT, the fast approximation algorithm is pre-
sented in Table 7.1. The properties of this algorithm are shown as follows.

Property 7.1. If β = (|E|/(1− ε))−1/ε , then the final flow generated by FMR is
at least (1–3ε) times the optimal value of P. The running time is O( 1

ε2 [log |E|
(2|D||Tfmr||F| log |F |+ |E|+ log U)]) ·Tmp, where U is the length of the longest path
in G and Tmp is the running time to find the shortest path.

7.4 Predictive Mesh Network Routing

The predictive mesh network routing is based on a two-tier framework as shown in
Fig. 7.5, which integrates traffic modeling and routing optimization.

• Traffic modeling derives the traffic model of a wireless mesh network. The model
should be dependable at characterizing the long term traffic demand, yet agile at
containing the uncertain traffic dynamics in the short term. The traffic modeling
component needs to produce traffic demand estimations as inputs to the network
optimization component.

• Routing optimization determines the routing strategy that distributes the traffic
along different routes so that minimum congestion will be incurred even under
dynamic traffic. To achieve this goal, the routing optimization decision should
effectively take into account the traffic demand estimation results from the traffic
modeling component.

7.4.1 Traffic Prediction

First we study the dynamic behavior of aggregated traffic at access points. Our goal
is to (1) develop a reliable prediction method that is able to estimate the aggregated
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Fig. 7.5 Integrated framework of traffic modeling and network optimization
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Fig. 7.6 Incoming traffic time series of ResBldg97AP3 (March 24, 11 P.M., 2002–June 9, 10 P.M.,
2002)

traffic demand of an access point based on its historical data and (2) develop a
statistical model to characterize the prediction errors. The predicted traffic demand
will serve as the input of predictive mesh network routing algorithms, which will be
presented Sect. 7.4.2.

To develop such a traffic demand model, we study the traces collected at the
campus wireless LAN network of Dartmouth College in Spring 2002 [20]. By ana-
lyzing the snmp log from each access point, we derive the dynamic behavior of
aggregated traffic demand. To illustrate our analysis procedure, we choose one of
the access points (ResBldg97AP3) as an example. The time series of its incoming
traffic is plotted in Fig. 7.6. From the figure, we can easily observe that (1) the traffic
demand is nonstationary over large time scales because of the diurnal and weekly
working cycles; (2) compared with the traffic behavior in the backbone Internet [17],
the traffic at an access point is significantly bursty because of the insufficient level
of multiplexing. The above observations are consistent with the findings in [9].

The first step of our analysis is to identify and remove the daily and weekly cyclic
patterns in the time series. This requires us to calculate the weekly/daily cyclic aver-
age. Formally, let us denote x(t) as the raw traffic series. We estimate the moving
average of this series based on the same time of the same day of the week, i.e.,
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Fig. 7.7 Traffic series in 5 weeks

x̄(t) =
W

∑
i=1

x(t −24×7× i)/W , (7.20)

where W is the size of moving window. To eliminate the effect of bursty traffic, we
also filter out the spike traffic during the above averaging procedure. Figure 7.7a
plots the raw traffic as well as its moving average with W = 5. By removing the
cyclic effect from the raw data, we derive the adjusted traffic series y(t) as follows.

y(t) = x(t)− x̄(t). (7.21)

The adjusted series of the one shown in Fig. 7.7a is given in Fig. 7.7b. This
adjusted traffic exhibits short-term (a few hours) traffic correlations. We model the
adjusted traffic series with an autoregressive process as follows.1

y(t) = β1y(t −1)+β2y(t −2)+ · · ·+βKy(t −K)+ ε, (7.22)

where K is the process order. To apply this model for prediction, we estimate the
parameters of this process. Given N observations y1, y2, . . ., yn, the parameters
β1, . . ., βk are estimated via least squares by minimizing

N

∑
t=K+1

[y(t)−β1y(t −1)−·· ·−βKy(t −K)]2. (7.23)

1 Ideally, y(t) should have zero mean. In some cases, y(t) has a small mean value, which needs to
be removed before fitting an autoregressive process.
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Based on these parameters, we further derive the adjusted traffic prediction ŷ(t)
as follows:

ŷ(t) = β1y(t −1)+β2y(t −2)+ · · ·+βKy(t −K). (7.24)

Figure 7.8 illustrates the estimation results for the adjusted traffic series in
Fig. 7.7b, where K = 2, β1 = 0.531, β2 = 0.469. The figure plots the predicted
series for the adjusted traffic as well as its raw data. In this figure, the number of
observations used for parameter estimation is N = 60. The fitted traffic series is also
plotted for the interval [720, 790] hour for the purpose of comparison.

We now consider the errors involved in this prediction process. In particular, we
define the adjusted traffic prediction error as follows.

εy(t) = y(t)− ŷ(t). (7.25)

Based on this definition, Fig. 7.9a plots the cumulative distribution function of
the prediction error of the adjusted traffic series shown in Fig. 7.8. It is obvious that
the error distribution follows normal distribution with a mean close to zero.

Finally, we define traffic prediction x̂(t) follows:
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Fig. 7.8 Adjusted traffic and its prediction
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Fig. 7.10 Raw traffic vs. predicted traffic

x̂(t) = [x̄(t)+ ŷ]+ . (7.26)

Figure 7.10 plots the predicted traffic series x̂(t) in comparison with the raw
traffic. We can see the predicted traffic closely matches the real (raw) traffic. The
cumulative distribution function of the prediction error εx(t), which is defined as
εx(t) = x(t)− x̂(t), is plotted in Fig. 7.9b. It clearly shows that this distribution also
follows normal distribution with a near-zero mean.

Thus we could consider the traffic demand at time t as a random variable X(t)
that follows normal distribution with mean x̂(t) and the same variance as εx(t).
Figure 7.11 shows an example distribution of the predicted traffic demand of the
976th hour.

To summarize, the presented prediction method provides two prediction mod-
els: mean value and statistical distribution. These two traffic prediction models
will serve as the inputs for predictive routing algorithms, which are presented in
Sect. 7.4.2.

7.4.2 Predictive Routing Optimization

There are two predictive routing algorithms [11] – one takes the mean value of the
predicted traffic demand as input, the other takes the statistical distribution of the
predicted traffic demand as input.

The mean-value predictive routing algorithm is a natural integration of the opti-
mal routing algorithm under fixed demand (Sect. 7.3), where the traffic demand d f
at time t takes the mean value of the predicted traffic demand x̂(t). In what follows,
we will focus on the statistical-distribution predictive routing.

First, we model the traffic demand of an aggregated flow f ∈ F using a random
variable D f , which follows the following discrete probability distribution

Pr(D f = di
f ) = qi

f , (7.27)
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where D f = {d1
f ,d

2
f , . . .,d

m
f } is the set of values for D f with nonzero probabilities.

Let d = (d f ,d f ∈D f , f ∈F) be a sample traffic demand vector, D be the correspond-
ing random variable, and D be the sample space. We further assume that the demand
from different access points are independent from each other. Thus the distribution
of D is given by the joint distribution of these random variables as follows.

Pr(D = d) = Pr(D f = di
f , f ∈ F) = Π f∈Fqi

f
. (7.28)

Let us consider a traffic routing solution (x f (P),P ∈ P f , f ∈ F) that satisfies the
capacity constraint (Inequality (7.5)). It is obvious that λ is a function of d:

λ (d) = min
f∈F

{
x f

d f

}
, (7.29)

where x f = ∑P∈P f
x f (P). Further let us consider the optimal routing solution under

demand vector d. Such a solution could be easily derived based on Algorithm I
shown in Table 7.1. We denote the optimal value of λ as λ ∗(d). We further define
the performance ratio ω of routing solution (x f (P),P ∈ Pf , f ∈ F) as follows

ω(d) =
λ (d)
λ ∗(d)

.
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Obviously, the performance ratio is also a random variable under uncertain
demand. We denote it as Ω ·Ω is a function of random variable D. Now we extend
the wireless mesh network routing problem to handle such uncertain demand. Our
goal is to maximize the expected value of Ω , which is given as follows

E(Ω) = Pr(D = d)× λ (d)
λ ∗(d)

. (7.30)

We abbreviate Pr(D = d) as p(d). It is obvious that ∑d∈D p(d) = 1. Formally, we
formulate the throughput optimization routing problem for wireless mesh backbone
network under uncertain traffic demand as follows.

PU : maximize ∑
d∈D

p(d)
λ (d)
λ ∗(d)

(7.31)

subject to ∀d ∈ D, where d = (d f , f ∈ F)
∑

P∈Pf

x f (P) ≥ λ (d) ·d f ,∀ f ∈ F (7.32)

∑
f∈F

∑
P∈Pf

x f (P)AeP ≤ c,∀e ∈ E (7.33)

λ ≥ 0,x f (P) ≥ 0,∀ f ∈ F,∀P ∈ Pf . (7.34)

Similar to problem PT, the constraints of PU come from the fairness requirement
and the wireless mesh network capacity. In particular, Inequality (7.32) enforces
fairness for all demand d ∈ D, and Inequality (7.33) enforces capacity constraint as
Inequality (7.5) in problem PT.

Now we consider the dual problem DU of PU. Similar to DT, the objective of DU
is to minimize the aggregated price for all interference sets. However, in Inequality
(7.37), for each sample demand vector d, the aggregated price of all flows weighted
by their demand needs to be larger than its probability.

DU : maximize ∑
e∈E

c ·μe (7.35)

subject to ∑
e∈E

AePμe ≥ μ f ,∀ f ∈ F,∀P ∈ Pf (7.36)

∑
f∈F

μ f d f ≥
p(d)

λ ∗(d)
,∀d ∈ D, where d = (d f , f ∈ F). (7.37)

Now we present an approximation algorithm for PU in Table 7.2. Note that
because the channel capacity c will not affect the final result of the algorithm, we
simply omit it here. In the work of [11], we are able to prove the following properties
with this algorithm.

Property 7.1. If β = (|E|/(1− ε))−1/ε , then the final flow generated by the above
algorithm is at least (1–3ε) times the optimal value of PU. The running time is

O
(

1
ε2 [log |E|(2 |D| |Tfmr| |F | log |F |+ |E|+ logU)]

)
·Tmp,
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Table 7.2 Routing algorithm under uncertain demand

where U is the length of the longest path in G, Tmp is the running time to find the
shortest path, and Tf mr is the running time of the optimal routing algorithm under a
fixed demand.

7.5 Oblivious Mesh Network Routing

In contrast to the predictive routing that establishes traffic models based on time-
series analysis and optimizes towards the traffic demands with maximum possibility,
oblivious routing makes no assumptions on the traffic model, rather it considers
all traffic demand possibilities and optimizes towards the worst-case scenario. To
formally study the oblivious routing strategy, we need a performance metric that
could characterize the worst-case congestion under all possible traffic demand.

7.5.1 Routing

First, let us examine the formal description of routing, which specifies how traffic
in each flow is distributed across the network. In the previous formulation (PC),
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a routing is characterized through the traffic load distribution along different paths
(i.e., x′f (P)). This description of a routing depends on the traffic demand of each
flow. When we have to consider all possible traffic demands, it becomes infeasible.
In fact, a routing strategy could be modeled independently of the traffic demand,
which is the core of the oblivious routing problem formulation.

Formally, we define a routing by the fraction of each flow that is routed along
each edge e ∈ E ′. We use φ f (e) to denote the fraction of demand of flow f that
is routed on the edge e ∈ E ′. Thus, a routing could be specified by the set φ =
{φ f (e), f ∈ F,e ∈ E ′}. Recall that the demand of flow f ∈ F is denoted by d f .
Therefore, the amount of traffic demand of f that needs to be routed over e in routing
φ , denoted by y′f (e), is given as follows:

y′f (e) = d f ·φ f (e). (7.38)

Thus the congestion θe of an interference set I(e) is given by

θe = ∑
e′∈I(e)

∑
f∈F

y′f (e
′)

c ∑
e′∈I(e)

∑
f∈F

d f ·φ f (e′)
c

. (7.39)

We further use θ(φ ,d) = maxe∈E θe(φ ,d) to denote the network congestion under
a certain routing φ and traffic demand vector d.

7.5.2 Oblivious Performance Ratio

Now we proceed to study the performance metric that could characterize a “good”
routing solution under all possible traffic demands. We start with the optimal routing
φ opt(d) for a certain demand vector d, which would give the minimum congestion
under this demand, i.e.,

θ opt(d) = min
φ

θ(φ ,d). (7.40)

Now we define the performance ratio γ(φ , d) of a given routing φ on a given
demand vector d as the ratio between the network congestion under the routing φ
and the minimum congestion under the optimal routing, i.e.,

γ(φ ,d) =
θ(φ ,d)
θ opt(d)

. (7.41)

The performance ratio γ measures how far φ is from being optimal on the
demand d. Now we extend the definition of performance ratio to handle uncertain
traffic demand. Let D be a set of traffic demand vectors. Then the performance ratio
of a routing φ on D is defined as the worst-case performance ratio for all demands
in D, i.e.,

γ(φ ,D) = max
d∈D

γ(φ ,d) (7.42)
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A routing φ opt is optimal for the traffic demand set D if and only if

φ opt = argmin
φ

γ(φ ,D) (7.43)

meaning φ opt minimizes the performance ratio under the worst-case scenario. When
the set D includes all possible demand vectors d, we refer to the performance ratio
as the oblivious performance ratio. The oblivious performance ratio is the worst
performance ratio a routing obtains with respect to all possible demand vectors. To
study the optimal routing strategy under uncertain traffic demand, we are interested
in the optimal oblivious routing problem, which finds the routing that minimizes
the oblivious performance ratio. We call this minimum value the optimal oblivious
performance ratio.

It is worth noting that the performance ratio γ is invariant to scaling. Thus
to simplify the problem, we only consider traffic demand vectors D that satisfy
θ opt (d) = 1, instead of considering all possible traffic vectors. In this case,

γ(φ ,D) = max
d∈D

θ(φ ,d). (7.44)

Thus the goal of oblivious routing is given by

min
φ

max
θ opt(d)=1

θ(φ ,d). (7.45)

7.5.3 Flow Conservation

Traffic into and out of a mesh node must be conserved. In PC, a path representation
of the routing is being used (x′f (P)), which implicitly formulates the flow conserva-
tion. Here, because we use an edge representation of the routing (φ f (e)), the flow
conservation has to be explicitly formulated. In particular, for the node v ∈ V ′ that
only relays for flow f (i.e., neither source nor destination), we have the following
relations:

∀ f ∈ F, ∑
e=(u,v)

y′f (e)− ∑
e=(u,v)

y′f (e) = 0

if v is a relay of f (7.46)
∀ f ∈ F, ∑

e=(u,v)
y′f (e)− ∑

e=(u,v)
y′f (e) = −d f

if v is the source node of f . (7.47)

Summarizing the above discussions, the oblivious mesh network routing problem
is formulated as follows
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PO : (7.48)
minimize θ (7.49)

subject to ∑
e′∈I(e)

∑
f∈F

y′f (e
′)

c
≤ θ ,∀e ∈ E (7.50)

∑
e=(u,v)

y′f (e)− ∑
e=(u,v)

y′f (e) = 0

∀ f ∈ F,∀v ∈V ′, if v is a relay of f
∑

e=(u,v)
y′f (e)− ∑

e=(u,v)
y′f (e) = −d f

∀ f ∈ F,∀v ∈V ′, if v is the source node of f
∀ f ∈ F,∀e ∈ E,y′f (e) = d f ·φ f (e) ≥ 0

θ ≥ 0,∀d with θ opt(d) = 1.

Different from PC, the oblivious mesh routing problem PO cannot be solved
directly, because it is taken over all demand vectors, and θ opt(d) is an embedded
maximization in the minimization problem.

Here we use a similar method as in [21], which provides a LP formulation of the
oblivious routing problem. The key insight is to look at the dual problem of the slave
LPs of the original oblivious routing problem. Given a routing φ f (e), the constraints
(7.50) can be tested by solving, for each interference set I(e), the following “slave
LP,” and testing if the objective is ≤ θ or not.

max ∑
e′∈I(e)

∑
f∈F

d f ·φ f (e′)
c

(7.51)

subject to φ f (e) is a routing;
constraints (51), (52) (7.52)

∑
e′∈I(e)

∑
f∈F

y f (e′) ≤ c.

In the dual formulation, we first introduce interference set weights πe(e′) for
every pair of interference sets e and e′. Each π variable can be thought of as a dual
multiplier on the capacity constraint. There are three essential properties shown in
Theorem 7.1.

Theorem 7.1. A routing φ has oblivious ratio ≤ θ if and only if there exist weights
πe(e′), for every pair of interference set I(e), I(e′), e, e′ ∈ E, such that

P1 ∀e,e′ ∈ E,∑e′∈E c ·πe(e′) ≤ θ ;
P2 ∀ paths h,∀ f ∈ F,∀e ∈ E

∑e′∈I(e) φ f (e′) ≤ c ·∑α∈E πe(a) |I(a)∩h|
P3 ∀ interference sets Ie, I′e,πe(e′) ≥ 0.
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Note that the number of paths between any two nodes grows exponentially with
the size of the network (in P2). To retain polynomial solvability, we introduce a
variable ζe(u, v) for each edge e and node pair u and v, which is the length of the
shortest path from u to v based on interference set weights πe(e′). The introduction
of these variables allows us to replace the exponential number of constraints in P2
with a polynomial number of constraints. Summarizing the above discussions, the
LP formulation of problem PO is given as follows

PLP : minimize θ
φ is a routing (7.53)
∀e,e′ ∈ E : ∑

e′∈E
c ·πe(e′) ≤ θ (7.54)

∀e ∈ E,∀ f : u → v ∈ F : ∑
e′∈I(e)

φ f (e′)/c ≤ ζe(u,v) (7.55)

∀u ∈V,∀α = (v,w) ∈ E, ∑
α ′∈I(α)

πe(α ′)+ζe(u,v)−ζe(u,w) ≥ 0

∀u ∈V,ζe(u,u) = 0
∀u,v ∈V,ζe(u,v) ≥ 0
∀e,e′ ∈ E,πe(e′) ≥ 0

(7.56)

In the above formulation, (7.54) can be explained by property P1. Property P2
and the shortest interference set paths account for (7.55), and finally property P3
appears at (7.56). The problem PLP is a single polynomial-size LP instance, which
can be solved with any LP solver. Our choice of LP solver was lp solve [19] an open
source Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) solver.

7.6 Simulation Study

In this section, we simulate the predictive and oblivious routing strategies over a
variety of mesh network setups. Our goal is to evaluate and compare their perfor-
mance and identify the key factors that impact the performance. Two other routing
strategies, namely oracle routing and shortest-path routing, are used as the baseline
strategies for comparison. We describe the routing strategies that are evaluated in
the simulation study as follows.

• Oracle Routing (OR). In this strategy, the traffic demand is known a priori. It runs
every hour based on the up-to-date traffic demand and returns the optimal set of
routes. As a result, no other routing strategies can outperform OR, and we used
it to provide a performance upper bound.

• Shortest-Path Routing (SPR). This strategy is agnostic of traffic demand, and
returns a fixed routing solution purely based on the shortest distance (number
of hops) from each mesh node to the gateway. Many mesh network routing
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heuristics resemble the shortest-path routing strategy. We evaluate this strategy to
quantitatively contrast the advantage of routing strategies that explicitly consider
traffic uncertainty.

• Predictive Routing (PR). This strategy attempts to adjust to changing the traf-
fic demand. Future demand is estimated based on the historical data every hour
based on the traffic prediction method presented in Sect. 7.4.

• Oblivious Routing (OBR). This strategy is oblivious to the traffic demands. It con-
siders all possible traffic demands that may be imposed on the network and finds
a routing that optimizes the worst-case congestion using the algorithm presented
in Sect. 7.5.

Notice that SPR and OBR will compute the traffic routes only once and use them
during the entire simulation time, whereas the OR and PR need to compute and
update the routes every hour.

To realistically simulate the traffic demand at each LAP, we employ the traces
collected in the campus wireless LAN network. The network traces used in
this work are collected in Spring 2002 at Dartmouth College and provided by
CRAWDAD [20].

By analyzing the snmp log trace at each access point, we are able to derive its
1,108-h incoming and outgoing traffic volume beginning 12:00 A.M., March 25,
2002 EST. We select the access points from the Dartmouth campus wireless LAN
and assign their traffic traces to the LAPs in our simulation. The traffic assignment
is given in Table 7.3 in one of the random topologies as shown in Fig. 7.12.

We experiment with the above routing strategies along the time range [108,
1108], a 1,000-h period excerpted from the trace.2 Note that all the simulation results
presented in this section use 108 as the zero point.

We start by presenting the congestion achieved by all strategies during the entire
1,000-h simulation period. As seen in Fig. 7.13, OR constantly achieves the min-
imum worst-case congestion among others, because of its unrealistic capability to
know the actual traffic demand. We note that the burstiness of θ applies to all strate-
gies including OR. This observation comes from the burstiness of the traffic load in
the snmp log trace, which is caused by the insufficient level of traffic multiplexing
at wireless local access points.

To filter out the noise caused by traffic burstiness, in Fig. 7.14a, we normalize θ
achieved by other strategies by the same value of OR. Because OR always achieves
the minimum θ among others, this ratio will end up at least 1. Also we take a close-
up look during the hour range [190, 290]. Here, PR, SPR, and OBR achieve less

Table 7.3 Traffic assignment from trace file

AP 31AP3 34AP5 55AP4 57AP2 62AP3 62AP4 82AP4 94AP1 94AP3 94AP8

Node ID 22 18 57 5 55 20 53 3 56 27

2 Note that the beginning of the trace [0,107] is used as training data, thus it is not included in the
simulation result.
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Fig. 7.13 Overview of all strategies

than two times the optimal congestion in most cases. The above observations get
clearer when we sort out the normalized congestion ratio for the three strategies in
Fig. 7.14b. It is clear that both PR and OBR that integrate the traffic prediction with
the optimal routing outperform the SPR strategy that is agnostic about the traffic
demand. Further, PR achieves lower congestion than OBR for many time points
because of more comprehensive representation of the traffic demand estimation.
However, in other cases (less than 10% of the time), the worst-case congestion of
PR is substantially higher than OBR. This problem can be mostly attributed to the
fundamental inaccuracy of traffic prediction that is highly sensitive to the traffic’s
erratic behavior.
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We also investigate the performance of PR and OBR in a representative random
topology with Internet gateways near the perimeter. For a more complete picture,
we also investigate cases with two gateways and with four gateways. Each of these
topologies has a total of 64 nodes, including ten access points receiving traffic from
mobile clients, the gateways, and the remaining nodes forwarding traffic on behalf
of the Internet and the access points. The points are distributed at random over a
simulation square 1,000 m on the side, with an interference range of 155 m. For
simplicity, the transmission range is equal to the interference range.

In both the four-gateway and the two-gateway scenarios, we run PR, OBR, and
SPR using the demand data from the Dartmouth trace. Figure 7.15 plots the con-
gestion ratios of PR over SPR and OBR over SPR. In both pictures, OBR and PR
outperform SPR in more than 50% of the cases. During the time when they are infe-
rior to SPR, the worst-case ratio is bounded by 2. Also when we increase the number
of gateways from 2 to 4, both ratios decrease. Obviously, SPR takes advantage of
this topology change, because of the fact that more gateways will diversify the short-
est paths from access points to nearest gateways, and also shrink the lengths of the
paths. A direct comparison between Predictive Routing and Oblivious Routing is
shown in Fig. 7.16.
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7.7 Thoughts for Practitioners

To summarize this chapter, we provide some thoughts for practitioners:

• Currently, most mesh network routing algorithms and protocols are heuristic-
based. Though adaptive to the dynamic environments of wireless networks, they
lack the analytical properties of how well the network performs globally. Thus
they may lead to suboptimal resource use or unfairness in the network. The opti-
mal mesh routing algorithms that are derived from optimization formulations can
usually claim analytical properties such as resource use optimality and through-
put fairness. However, they usually have strong assumptions on static and known
traffic demand, which have been shown to be unrealistic by studies of wireless
network traces [9]. Thus there is a critical need to investigate the optimal mesh
network routing strategies that can accommodate traffic uncertainty.

• Predictive routing and oblivious routing are two optimal routing strategies that
address traffic uncertainty in mesh network routing. Their designs, however, are
based on different principles. (1) Predictive routing infers the traffic demand with
maximum possibility based in its history and optimizes the routing strategy based
on the predicted traffic demand. Underlying predictive routing is the assumption
that past behavior is a good indicator of the future. (2) Oblivious routing, which
makes no assumption on traffic demand and considers all the possible traffic
demands. In particular, oblivious routing selects the routing strategy where the
worst-case network performance is optimized. For a given mesh network, it is
important to know which routing strategy would provide a better performance.

• Through the simulation study, we find predictive routing performs better under
consistent traffic demand compared to highly variable demand. Furthermore,
oblivious routing, being a stateless routing, is unaffected by the traffic behavior.
The performance of both algorithms is sensitive to demand and topology, sug-
gesting that the optimal choice for deployment should be based on local param-
eters.
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Fig. 7.17 Research space for route optimization

7.8 Directions for Future Research

This chapter studies optimal routing strategies for wireless mesh networks with
attention to traffic demand uncertainty over time and provable robustness. Two
approaches are reviewed and discussed in this chapter. Here we outline several pos-
sible directions for future research.

• Traffic modeling and estimation. The predictive routing strategy is sensitive to
traffic dynamics and the prediction accuracy. To obtain a higher prediction accu-
racy, the future research needs to develop appropriate traffic models that can be
integrated with network optimization formulations. The key problem involved is
how to parameterize the traffic models to represent its structure with a small num-
ber of parameter values that can be estimated from the data. Based on the traffic
model, traffic estimation needs to develop reliable estimation methods that deter-
mine the values of the parameters that provide robust and high accurate traffic
estimate.

• To incorporate traffic uncertainty and dynamics, and integrate different traffic
models, future research should explore the full spectrum of research outlined in
Fig. 7.17 from two directions. One side of the spectrum starts with the fixed-
demand network optimization, where the traffic demand is known as a fixed
single-value scalar; then it extends to handle the scenarios where the traffic
demand is represented using a random variable with statistical distribution. The
other side of the spectrum starts with the oblivious optimization problem where
the traffic demand is completely unknown, where it can be refined to handle the
cases where the range of the traffic demand is known.

7.9 Conclusions

This chapter studies the optimal routing strategies for wireless mesh networks.
Different from existing works that implicitly assume traffic demand as static and
known a priori, this chapter considers the traffic demand uncertainty. It presents two
approaches to address the traffic uncertainty in optimal mesh network routing (1)
predictive routing that infers the traffic demand with maximum possibility based in
its history and optimizes the routing strategy based on the predicted traffic demand
and (2) oblivious routing that considers all the possible traffic demands and selects
the routing strategy where the worst-case network performance could be optimized.
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It also identifies the key factors that affect the performance of each routing strat-
egy and provides guidelines towards the strategy selection in mesh network routing
under uncertain traffic demands.

7.10 Terminologies

Some of the most important terms in this chapter are defined below.

1. Interference set. The Interference Set of an edge e is the set of other edges with
which it cannot simultaneously transmit on the same channel. One or both of the
endpoints for an edge in the interference set of e are within the interference range
of one of e’s endpoints.

2. Oblivious routing. A routing algorithm that is independent of the actual demands
on a network.

3. Predictive routing. A routing algorithm that attempts to extrapolate future routing
demands and plans the network flows accordingly.

4. Demand erraticity/elasticity. The degree to which traffic demand changes over
time. Also known as “burstiness.”

7.11 Questions

1. Explain the factors that must be taken into account when deploying a wireless
mesh network.

2. What is the intuition behind the differing strengths of oblivious and predictive
routing?

3. What affect does traffic aggregation at network endpoints have on the burstiness
of the traffic?

4. Name some of the key factors that make traffic more predictable. Name some
that make it less predictable.

5. Using Fig. 7.12, how many neighbors would node 55 have if the transmission
range was 100 m? How many if it was 200 m? In general, with randomly dis-
tributed nodes, what is the asymptotic relationship between the degree and the
transmission range? Your answer should be a simple polynomial, such as “linear.”

6. Suppose the traffic demands at nodes A, B, and C in a wireless mesh network are
given in the following table.

Time A B C

1 100 200 1
2 200 200 3
3 300 100 8
4 400 400 1
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Fig. 7.18 Sample network and demand matrix for question 7

(a) Which of nodes A, B, and C would you say has the most erratic demand?
Which is least erratic? Formalize your intuition.

(b) During which of the three time intervals does the traffic demand change the
most? Justify your answer.

7. Consider the graph topology shown in Fig. 7.18 with the corresponding demand
matrix. Assume the rows are the traffic sources and the columns are the destina-
tions. There are many ways to route the traffic. Calculate the shortest path routing
and also the routing that minimizes the network congestion.
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Chapter 8
Routing Metrics for Wireless Mesh Networks

Georgios Parissidis, Merkourios Karaliopoulos, Rainer Baumann,
Thrasyvoulos Spyropoulos, and Bernhard Plattner

Abstract Routing in wireless mesh networks has been an active area of research for
many years, with many proposed routing protocols selecting shortest paths that min-
imize the path hop count. Whereas minimum hop count is the most popular metric
in wired networks, in wireless networks interference and energy-related considera-
tions give rise to more complex trade-offs. Therefore, a variety of routing metrics
has been proposed especially for wireless mesh networks providing routing algo-
rithms with high flexibility in the selection of best path as a compromise among
throughput, end-to-end delay, and energy consumption. In this paper, we present a
detailed survey and taxonomy of routing metrics. These metrics may have broadly
different optimization objectives (e.g., optimize application performance, maximize
battery lifetime, maximize network throughput), different methods to collect the
required information to produce metric values, and different ways to derive the end-
to-end route quality out of the individual link quality metrics. The presentation of
the metrics is highly comparative, with emphasis on their strengths and weaknesses
and their application to various types of network scenarios. We also discuss the
main implications for practitioners and identify open issues for further research in
the area.

8.1 Introduction

Routing in wireless mesh networks has been a highly popular research topic during
the last decade. Whereas many routing function objectives are the same as in wired
networks and the Internet, wireless mesh networks add several new dimensions that
make the routing problem less straightforward and more interesting at the same
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time. As a result, although experience and wisdom gained by wired networks have
guided the first steps in the wireless domain, in many cases there was need for novel
approaches and solutions.

In the Internet, network nodes are quite static; changes in connectivity may hap-
pen but are not frequent. As a result, routing protocols for wired networks pro-
actively maintain routes from all nodes to every other node, by propagating the
occasional topology update as soon as it occurs. However, the topology of wireless
mesh networks changes much more dynamically than in wired networks. This is pri-
marily because of node mobility on the one hand, e.g., in mobile ad hoc networks
(MANETs) or hybrid networks with both mobile and static nodes, and the impair-
ments of wireless links because of propagation phenomena, on the other hand. Wire-
less networks end up often being only intermittently connected, so that the use of
proactive routing protocols and the overhead related to route maintenance become
less attractive.

We summarize here the additional challenges related to wireless mesh networks:
Node mobility. Wireless mesh nodes may move. As a result, links may break and

network topology may change frequently; in graph-theoretic terms, the connectivity
graph varies more quickly with time. This makes route maintenance much more
complex than in wired networks.

Wireless propagation phenomena. In the wireless environment, node transmis-
sions are physically broadcast and subject to radio propagation dynamics, such as
shadowing and multipath fading. Even in the case of links between static nodes,
the received signal varies considerably over time, giving rise to “grey zones.” In
grey zones, the overall link quality does not allow data traffic transmission. Nev-
ertheless, occasional control traffic data transmission may still succeed yielding a
false view of the network connectivity and resulting in frequent route failures and
re-establishments.

Energy constraints. In many cases, energy preservation and elongation of battery
lifetime may become the primary objectives for network operation. Advances in
battery technology are significantly slower than those in nanotechnology and elec-
tronics. Thus, the available power will continue to be a performance bottleneck for
handheld, low-end devices and sensors, in scenarios where nodes move and operate
for long periods without access to the electricity grid.

Lack of centralized control. One of the most attractive features of wireless mesh
networks is self-organization. Various functions, such as medium access control and
routing, are carried out in a fully distributed manner with minimal human interven-
tion. They are not subject to any centralized network management processes of the
kind practiced in wired networks. However, the drawback is that most decisions are
made by individual nodes having primarily knowledge about their local environment
only. This leaves little margin for network optimizations that require global knowl-
edge about the network state. More critically, the network operation itself assumes
the cooperation of all nodes, rendering the network more vulnerable to node misbe-
havior practices.

The need to think differently when it comes to wireless mesh networks is also
reflected in the large variety of routing metrics that have been proposed along with
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routing protocols, to enable efficient data delivery in the wireless context. This does
not mean that routing metrics in wired networks are not in abundance. Besides
minimum hop count (shortest path first), which is the alma matter of metrics, the
literature is quite rich in other metrics that have either been more “intelligent”
in pursuing minimum delivery delay or have prioritized other aspects of network
performance [1]. Load sharing and balancing, fault-tolerance, low jitter, and high
throughput rank high on the list of goals that have determined the costs of links and
paths in the network and have driven the routing decisions. Whereas these objectives
remain relevant in wireless mesh networks, there are additional concerns that may
complement or overshadow traditional objectives.

This chapter identifies different categories of routing metrics proposed for wire-
less mesh networks and describes the rationale of each category. Some metrics are
treated in more detail, either because they were the first to introduce a new approach
or because they are being considered, themselves or their variations, in standardiza-
tion procedures. Our description is deliberately comparative, pointing to the similar-
ities and differences amongst the different categories and the relative advantages of
each metric. Wherever appropriate, we draw references to studies that have already
made such comparisons between the metrics discussed.

8.2 Background

It is possible to group routing metrics into broader categories according to a number
of criteria. The optimization goal, the way required information for the metric com-
putation is collected, and the way the route (path)1 metric is related to individual link
metrics, have been selected as a nonexhaustive list of attributes for systematically
characterizing and classifying them in this chapter.

8.2.1 Optimization Objectives

A routing metric is essentially a value assigned to each route, and used by the routing
algorithm to select one, or more, out of a subset of routes discovered by the routing
protocol. These values generally reflect the cost of using a particular route with
respect to some optimization objective, and could take into account both application
and network performance indicators. More specifically, the objective of the routing
algorithm and thus the routing metric may be to:

• Minimize delay. This is often the default objective of the routing function. The
network path over which data can be delivered with minimum delay is selected.
If queuing delays, link capacity, and interference are not taken into account, then
delay minimization ends up being equivalent to hop-count minimization.

1 The terms path and route are used interchangeably throughout this chapter.
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• Maximize probability of data delivery. For non real-time applications, the main
requirement is to achieve a low data loss rate along the network route, even at
the expense of increased delay. This is equivalent to minimizing the probability
of data loss between network end-points.

• Maximize path throughput. In that case, the primary aim is the selection of an
end-to-end path consisting of links with high capacity.

• Maximize network throughput. Contrary to the first three objectives, which are
user application-oriented, network throughput is a system objective. The objec-
tive may be formulated explicitly as the maximization of data flow in the whole
network or, more implicitly, through the minimization of interference or retrans-
missions.

• Minimize energy consumption. Energy consumption is rarely an issue in wired
networks. However, it becomes a major concern in sensor and MANETs, where
the battery lifetime constrains the autonomy of network nodes.

• Equally distribute traffic load. This objective is more general. Here, the aim is
to ensure that no node or link is disproportionately used and could be achieved,
for example, by minimizing the difference between the maximum and minimum
traffic load over the network links. Load balancing may have an indirect effect
on other objectives such as battery lifetime and per node throughput.

It is worthwhile noting here that the first three objectives in the above list are
concerned with individual application performance, namely they optimize the
performance for a given source-destination pair, whereas the last three are “system-
oriented” objectives focusing on the performance of the network as a whole.
Furthermore, routing metrics may consider more than one of the aforementioned
objectives. In that case, the multidimensional metric combines different cost val-
ues, weighting them appropriately to account for the relative prioritization of the
respective objectives.

8.2.2 Link and Path Metrics

The ultimate decision to be made by routing will be about the selected path(s);
therefore, the final metric value that will be the subject of comparison will relate
to the whole path. However, the path metric needs to be somehow derived as a
function of the individual metric values estimated for each link in the path. The
actual function to be used varies and highly depends on the actual metric in question.
The most widely used functions are:

• Summation. The link metric values are added to yield the path metric. Examples
of additive metrics are the delay or number of retransmissions experienced over
a link.

• Multiplication. Values estimated over individual links are multiplied to get the
overall path metric. The probability of successful delivery is an example of a
multiplicative metric.
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• Statistical measures (minimum, maximum, average). The path metric coincides
with the minimum, average, or the maximum of values encountered over the
path links. Example of the first case is the path throughput, which is dictated
by the minimum link throughput (bottleneck link) over all hops included in a
network path.

8.2.3 Metric Computation Method

There are also various ways in which network nodes acquire the information they
need for the computation of the routing metric:

• Reuse of locally available information. Information required by the metric is
available locally at the node, usually as result of the routing protocol operation.
Such information may include the number of node interfaces, number of neigh-
bor nodes (connectivity degree), length of input and output queues.

• Passive monitoring. Information for the metric is gathered by observing the traf-
fic coming in and going out of a node. No active measurements are required. In
combination with other information, passive measurements can yield, for exam-
ple, an estimate for the available capacity.

• Active probing. Special packets (probes) are generated for measuring the prop-
erties of a link/path. This method incurs the highest overhead on the network,
which is directly dependent on the frequency of measurements.

• Piggyback probing. This method also involves active measurements. However,
these measurements are now carried out by including probing information into
regular traffic or routing protocol packets. With piggyback probing, no additional
packets are generated for metric computation purposes, thus reducing the over-
head for the network. Piggyback probing is a common method to measure delay.

Raw information about a link, acquired from passive or active measurements, usu-
ally requires some processing before it can be used to construct efficient and sta-
ble link metrics. Measured network parameters (e.g., delay or link loss ratio) are
often subject to high variation. It is usually desired that short-term variations do
not influence the value of a metric. Otherwise, rapid oscillations of the metric value
could, depending on the actual metric context, result in the phenomenon of self-
interference, quite early observed in Internet applications [2]: once a link is recog-
nized as good, it is chosen by the routing protocol and starts getting used till it is
overloaded and assigned with a worse metric value. As traffic starts being routed
around that link, its metric value increases again and the effects starts anew.

Therefore, metric measurements are subject to some filtering over time. Different
metrics apply different types of filtering including:

• Fixed history interval. An average is computed over a fixed number of previous
measurement samples.

• Dynamic history window. An average is computed over a number of previous
measurement samples, which varies depending on the current transmission rate.
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• Exponential weighting moving average (EWMA). Measurement samples are
weighted so that the impact of past samples on the current value of the metric
decays exponentially with the sample age. Every time a new sample dsample is
obtained, the value of the metric is updated as: davg = α ·davg +(1−α) ·dsample
with α ∈ [0,1] being the weighting factor and davg the current metric value.

8.3 Routing Metrics

In this section we describe routing metrics proposed for wireless mesh networks.
Firstly, we discuss topology-based metrics and demonstrate the performance dis-
advantage of the hop count metric in wireless mesh networks. We then argue in
favor of more elaborate metrics that can address the additional challenges of those
networks and present the main metrics proposed up-to-date in literature. The pre-
sentation groups metrics in four categories, namely (1) signal strength-based, (2)
active probing-based, (3) mobility-aware, and (4) energy-aware.

8.3.1 Topology-Based Metrics

The main advantage of topology-based routing metrics is their simplicity. Examples
of relevant topological information are the number of neighbors of each node, and
the number of hops and/or paths towards a particular destination. The metrics almost
always take into account connectivity information that becomes available locally by
the routing protocol, without requiring additional passive or active measurements.

In general, the topology definition in wireless networks is less straightforward
than in wired networks. First of all, links are physically broadcast. The link defini-
tion between two nodes is a soft definition; a link is said to exist as long as the one
node is within the transmission range of the other, which is a function of the sender
node transmit power, the reception sensitivity of the receiving node and the prop-
agation environment. In fact, varying the transmit power of nodes lies at the heart
of the topology control function, an important tool for engineering wireless mesh
networks.

Another complication in wireless mesh networks is related to the link asymme-
try. Although node X may receive successfully packets from node Y, it may well
be that node Y cannot receive packets of node X. The reason is different interfer-
ence levels at the neighborhood of the two nodes. This asymmetry has to be taken
into account when making routing decisions, in particular for bidirectional traffic
(e.g., TCP traffic).

Although topology-based metrics do not take into account several variables that
have an impact on the network and application performance, their simplicity makes
them highly popular. In fact, one of them, the hop-count metric, is by far the most
popular metric in wired networks and, as such, one of the first considered in wireless
mesh networks as well.
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8.3.1.1 Hop Count

The concept of the hop count metric is simple: every link (hop) counts equally as
one unit, independent of the quality or other characteristics of the link. The ease
of implementation has made hop count the most widely used metric in wired net-
works; it is implicitly or explicitly the default metric in many popular wireless mesh
network routing protocols, such as OLSR [3], DSR [4], DSDV [5], and AODV [6].

The rationale for minimizing the hop metric is straightforward. Fewer hops on
the data path imply smaller delay (higher throughput) and reduced waste of network
resources, whether these involve network links or buffers or computational power.
The implicit assumption is the existence of error-free links, which is almost always
the case with wired networks.

On the contrary, links in wireless mesh networks cannot be assumed error-free.
The wireless radio propagation environment, external and network-internal interfer-
ence, and, when relevant, node mobility result in intermittent connectivity among
the network nodes. Minimum hop count tends to select more distant nodes. Depend-
ing on the flexibility in setting the transmit power, a node has two options:

• The node may increase the transmit power to achieve a target probability of
successful delivery despite the large distance to the receiver. The result of the
minimum-hop count in this case is increased power consumption, which may be
a concern for low-end, battery-powered devices.

• On the other hand, when the transmit power is fixed, the probability of data loss
over the more distant link increases (on average). The risk of retransmissions is
higher, implying additional energy consumption at the node, more interference
at the network, and, eventually, increased delay. We illustrate this scenario with
a simple example below.

Example 8.1. (a) Assume that the probability of packet loss between the node S–D
in Fig. 8.1 is p1 in both directions, S → D and D → S. Likewise, the probability
of loss over both hops of path SHD is p2, again in both directions. A packet trans-
mission is considered successful when the data packet is correctly received in the
forward direction and an ACK packet is correctly received in the reverse direction,
as in the unicast 802.11x transmission mode. What would be the minimum value of
loss p1, under which the minimum-hop path SD would result in larger delay than
the two-hop path SHD? Assume, for simplicity, that the number of retransmissions
at the link-layer is infinite.

Answer:

Fig. 8.1 One-hop path vs.
two-hop path
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Given that the propagation delay is small (in the order of μs) compared to the
transmission delay (in the order of ms), the overall end-to-end delay of the packet
is directly proportional to the total number of hop transmissions (including retrans-
missions) along the path.

The number of transmissions over a hop with symmetric packet probability loss,
i.e., pf = pr = p, is a Geometric RV with parameter (1− p)2; the mean expected
number of transmissions, assuming infinite retransmissions, equals 1/(1− p)2.

The end-to-end normalized delay over paths SD and SHD are:

DSD =
1

(1− p1)2 and DSHD =
2

(1− p2)2 .

Therefore,

DSD ≥ DSHD ⇒ 1
(1− p1)2 ≥ 2

(1− p2)2 ⇒ (1− p2)
(1− p1)

≥
√

2 ⇒ p1 ≥
√

2−1+ p2√
2

and the minimum required value for p1 to get smaller delay over the two-hop path is

p1,min = p1|p2=0 =
√

2−1√
2

= 0.29.

(b) Repeat the same calculation for the S–D pair in Fig. 8.2.
With the same rationale, the end-to-end normalized delays over paths S–2–4–6–D
and S–1–3–5–7–D are:

DS246D =
4

(1− p1)2 and DS1357D =
5

(1− p2)2 .

Therefore,

DS246D ≥ DS1357D ⇒ 4
(1− p1)2 ≥ 5

(1− p2)2 ⇒ (1− p2)
(1− p1)

≥
√

5
2

= 1.12

⇒ p1 ≥
0.12+ p2

1.12
.

Fig. 8.2 Four-hop path vs. five-hop path
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and the minimum required value for p1 to get smaller delay over the two-hop path is

p1,min = p1|p2=0 ≈ 0.1.

Therefore, when there is no flexibility in increasing the transmit power or when this
is not appealing because of energy constraints, there are scenarios where the ratio-
nale of the minimum-hop metric, as known from the wired networks, is cancelled.
As the example suggests, it is more likely that the decisions made using the mini-
mum hop count metric differ from the optimum ones along paths with many hops,
because there the loss probability values over the minimum hop links do not have to
be as high as in paths with one or two hops. In any case, the message coming out of
the example is that knowledge of the dynamically changing loss probabilities over
the network links could support wiser routing decisions in wireless mesh networks.

This remark was made quite early by researchers in the field. What took more
time and experimentation was the method to obtain this information from the net-
work. Using the signal strength measurements to infer these loss probabilities was
historically the first attempt in this direction.

8.3.2 Signal Strength-Based Metrics

Signal strength has been used as link quality metric in several routing schemes for
wireless mesh networks. The hypothesis is: because a packet is successfully received
when the signal strength exceeds some threshold value, the signal strength could
be viewed as a good indicator of the link quality. Nowadays, commodity wireless
network adapters provide an average received signal strength value for every suc-
cessfully received packet.

Signal strength values have been used in routing in two different ways:

• As control parameters for excluding routes with “bad” quality link from the route
selection process

• As conventional routing metrics, where some function of the signal strength is
considered in the link(path) cost function

8.3.2.1 Signal Strength as Control Parameter for Eliminating Routes

In [7] signal strength is measured passively upon packet reception. A preemp-
tive region around a source is introduced and a path is considered likely to break
when the power of the received packet becomes lower than a predefined preemptive
threshold Pthreshold. The threshold is defined as:

Pthreshold =
PO

r4
preemptive

,
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where PO is a constant for each transmitter/receiver pair that depends on the antenna
gain and height and rpreemptive is the radius of the node’s preemptive region. Receiver
nodes generate a protocol specific warning message towards the source as soon
as the reported signal strength of a received packet drops below Pthreshold. Then,
the source will search for a higher quality path to route its packets. Generally,
more stable average values can be generated by having a number of message
exchange rounds. The main disadvantage of the proposed preemptive routing mech-
anism is its assumption that links are symmetric. Because this does not often
hold in reality (for example, see [8]), the proposed mechanism may suffer from
instabilities. Nevertheless, the evaluation of the proposed method with simulations
shows significant improvement in the performance of the AODV and DSR rout-
ing protocols, because the proposed modifications result in reduced number of
broken paths.

In a similar approach, the signal stability-based adaptive routing (SSAR) in [9]
uses periodic link-layer beacons to get estimates of the link quality and forward
route discovery packets only via routes involving stable links with good signal
strength. The difference with the preemptive routing is that the decision to eliminate
routes is not taken by the source but is rather distributed, with each node dropping
packets from links with weak signal rather than issuing warning messages.

8.3.2.2 Signal Strength as Routing Metric

Punnoose et al. [10] convert the signal strength into a link quality factor, which is
then used to assign weights to the links. For a route consisting of M hops, the link
quality factor L of the route is estimated as

L =
M

∏
s=1

(
1−Q((Ppredi −Pth)/σ)

)
,

where Q(·) is the Q-function2, Ppredi is the theoretically predicted power received
by the ith node from the (i− 1)th node, Pth is the receiving threshold, and σ is the
variance of signal variations, which are assumed to be normally distributed.

The link quality factor is the product of probabilities computed for each hop that
at a certain time in the future the signal level will be above the receiving thresh-
old. The theoretically predicted power is calculated as follows: using linear position
extrapolation based on the input data from GPS positioning and velocity informa-
tion, estimates for the positions of all nodes one second in the future are calcu-
lated. These positions, along with some propagation model are used to obtain Ppredi ,
whereas the default values for the variance of signal is σ = 6dB and for the receiv-
ing threshold Pth = 60dBm.

2 The Q-function is defined as Q(z) =
∞∫

z

1√
2π e−

y2
2 dy.
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8.3.2.3 Correlation of Signal Strength with Probability
of Successful Packet Delivery

Although correlation of signal strength and loss is assumed by the above metrics,
the actual existence of such correlation is addressed in two studies.

In [11], the focus is on the packet delivery performance in sensor networks. It
is reported that high signal strength implies low packet loss, however low signal
strength does not necessarily imply high packet loss.

A similar observation is made in [8]. Link-level measurements in a wireless mesh
network (Roofnet) demonstrate that although the signal strength values do affect
the delivery probability, one cannot expect to use them as a predictive tool. This is
clearly shown in Fig. 8.3, which plots the link delivery probabilities at different rates
vs. the average S/N (minimum signal-to-interference ratio for successful reception).
Although the specification of the wireless card used in Roofnet suggests that the
range of signal strength values for which the packet error rate would be between
10 and 90% (intermediate loss rates) is only 3 dB wide, the actual measured range
of intermediate loss rates is much broader. Experiments using a hardware channel
emulator demonstrate that an essential cause of intermediate loss rates is multipath
fading because of reflections in the radio environment.

The results of both studies are aligned regarding the impact of the signal strength
upon the delivery probability, but also the difficulty to get a mapping function

Fig. 8.3 Delivery probability at 1, 2, 5.5, and 11Mbit s−1 vs. the averages S/N. Each data point
represents an individual sender-receiver pair. Figure is adapted with permission from [8]
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between the two quantities. The signal strength, at least the values reported by most
commercial 802.11 cards, represent coarse average values of the received signal
strength and do not capture channel fading effects. Therefore, the signal strength
does not lend itself to reliable estimates of the probability of packet loss over the
network links, which, as discussed in Sect. 8.3.1.1 could drive more intelligent rout-
ing decisions. An alternative method to obtain these probabilities is via active probe
measurements.

8.3.3 Active Probing-Based Metrics

Inferring the probabilities of data loss in the network links via the signal strength val-
ues is one possibility; as discussed in Sect. 8.3.2, the results were not very promis-
ing. The alternative approach is to carry out active measurements and use probe
packets to directly estimate those probabilities.

Probing introduces various challenges. One concern with it is that it should be
treated as normal traffic in the network, e.g., the packet sizes of probes should be
equal to the actual traffic data so that what probes measure is as close to the target as
possible. Likewise, probe packets should not be prioritized or treated preferentially
in the network. On the other hand, if the probing packets are interlaced with the
regular traffic (so-called intrusive or in-band measurement), the probes themselves
influence the amount of traffic. Ferguson and Huston [12] compare this effect with
the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle. Lundgren et al. [13] and later Zhang et al. [14]
observed that the different properties of unicast and broadcast communication in
IEEE 802.11 systems may lead to similar effects: probes sent using the broadcast
mechanism will report neighbors that are not reachable using unicast communica-
tion. Both papers call this phenomenon the grey-zone problem.

Even more important concern, in particular when wireless links are involved,
is the overhead related to probe messages. The actual probing period is a tradeoff
between measurement accuracy and signaling overhead.

Nevertheless, probing-based approaches have proved promising in the context
of wireless mesh networks. They measure directly the quantity of interest, rather
than inferring it from indirect measurements, and do not rely on analytical assump-
tions. This is why these metrics have been particularly popular in the last five years.
The main novelty came with the expected transmission count (ETX) metric; then
a whole family of metrics has emerged out of it that attempts to optimize routing
performance under various assumptions for the link rates and the channels used in
the network.

8.3.3.1 Per-Hop Round Trip Time

The per-hop round-trip time (RTT) metric reflects the bidirectional delay on a
link [15]. To measure the RTT, a probe carrying a timestamp is sent periodically
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to each neighboring node. Then each neighbor node returns the probe immedi-
ately. This probe response enables the sending node to calculate the RTT value.
The path RTT metric is simply the addition of the link RTTs estimated over all
links in the route. The RTT metric is a load-dependent metric, because it comprises
queuing, channel contention, as well as 802.11 MAC retransmission delays. Besides
the probe-related overhead, the disadvantage of RTT is that it can lead to route insta-
bility (phenomenon of self-interference).

8.3.3.2 Per-Hop Packet Pair Delay

The Per-Hop Packet Pair (PktPair) delay involves the periodic transmission of two
probe packets back-to-back, one small and one large, from each node. The neighbor
node then measures the interprobe arrival delay and reports it back to the sender.
This technique is designed to overcome the problem of distortion of RTT measure-
ments because of queuing delays. The PktPair metric is less susceptible to self-
interference than the RTT metric, but it is not completely immune, as probe packets
in multihop scenario contend for the wireless channel with data packets. To under-
stand this, consider three nodes A, B, and C in a chain where A sends data to C via
B. Data packets sent to node B contend with probe packets of B destined to C. This
increases the PktPair metric between B and C and consequently increases the metric
along the path from A to C. Performance evaluation on an indoor wireless testbed
showed that RTT performed 3–6 times worse than the minimum hop count, Packet
Pair or ETX metrics in terms of TCP throughput [16]. As RTT is more sensitive to
load, it performs worse than PktPair.

Both the RTT and PktPair metrics measure delay directly, hence they are load-
dependent and prone to the self-interference phenomenon. Moreover, the measure-
ment overhead they introduce is O(n2), where n is the number of nodes. On the
contrary, the metrics presented below are load-independent and the overhead they
introduce is O(n).

8.3.3.3 Expected Transmission Count

ETX is one of the first routing metrics based on active probing measurements specif-
ically designed for MANETs. Starting with the observation that minimum hop count
is not optimal for wireless networks, De Couto et al. [17] proposed a metric that cen-
ters on bidirectional loss ratios. ETX estimates the number of transmissions (includ-
ing retransmissions) required to send a packet over a link. Minimizing the number
of transmissions does not only optimize the overall throughput, it does also mini-
mize the total consumed energy if we assume constant transmission power levels,
as well as the resulting interference in the network [18]. Let df be the expected for-
ward delivery ratio and dr be the reverse delivery ratio, i.e., the probability that the
acknowledgement packet is transmitted successfully. Then, the probability that a
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packet arrives and is acknowledged correctly is df · dr. Assuming that each attempt
to transmit a packet is statistically independent from the precedent attempt, each
transmission attempt can be considered a Bernoulli trial and the number of attempts
till the packet is successfully received a Geometric variable, Geom(df ·dr); therefore,
the expected number of transmissions is:

ETX =
1

df ·dr
.

The delivery ratios are measured using link-layer broadcast probes, which are not
acknowledged at the 802.11 MAC layer. Each node broadcasts a probe packet every
second including in its probes the number of probes received from each neighboring
node over the last w seconds (w = 10 in [17]). Each neighbor of a sender node A can
then calculates the dr value to A each time it receives a probe from node B, as the
ratio of the reported count over the maximum possible count w. The whole process
is summarized in Fig. 8.4.

Node B reports with the latest broadcast probe the number of probes x received
over the previous time window w. Node A estimates the probability that a data
packet will be successfully transmitted to B in a single attempt. It also counts the
number of probes y received from node B over the same time and gets the ETX
value for the link. The ETX along a path is defined as the sum of the metric values
of the links forming the path.

The main advantages of the ETX metric are its independence from link load and
its account for asymmetric links. In other words, ETX does not try to route around
congested links and therefore it is immune to the phenomenon of self-interference.
Measurements conducted on a static test-bed network show that ETX achieves up to
two times higher throughput than minimal hop-count for long links. ETX is one of
the few non hop-count metrics that has been implemented in practice in MANETs,
e.g., as part of the OLSR protocol daemon (OLSRD) over multiple platforms [19].
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The essential disadvantage of the ETX metric, as already mentioned earlier, is the
overhead injected in the network in the form of probe packets. Furthermore, because
broadcast packets are small and are sent at the lowest possible rate, the estimated
packet loss may not be equal to the actual packet loss of larger data packets sent at
higher rates. Moreover, it does not directly account for the link transmission rate;
two links with different transmission rates, hence different transmission delays, may
have the same packet loss rate. Finally, ETX is only relevant for radio interfaces that
perform retransmissions.

8.3.3.4 Expected Transmission Time, Medium Time Metric, and Weighted
Cumulative Expected Transmission Time

Draves et al. in [20] observe that ETX does not perform optimally under certain cir-
cumstances. For example, ETX prefers heavily congested links to unloaded links, if
the link-layer loss rate of congested links is smaller than on the unloaded links. They
address this proposing the expected transmission time (ETT) metric incorporating
the throughput into its calculation. If S is the size of the probing packet and B the
measured capacity of a link, then the link ETT is defined as follows:

ETT = ETX× S
B

.

A similar metric, called medium time metric (MTM), was independently proposed
by Awerbuch et al. in [21]. The metric estimate for link l and packet p is a function
of the link transmission rate, rate(l), and the packet size, size(p), and is given by

τ(l, p) =
overhead(l)+ size(p)

rate(l)

reliability(l)
,

where the overhead(l) term accounts for the per-packet overhead of the link that
includes control frames, back-off, and fixed headers, and the reliability(l) term
equals to the fraction of packets successfully delivered over the link. It is straight-
forward to see that there is an one-to-one correspondence between the terms:
size(p) ↔ S, rate(l) ↔ B, and ETX ↔ 1/reliability(l), as used in the equations
describing the MTM and ETT metrics, respectively. The only difference between
the two metrics lies in the explicit account for MAC-related overheads in the MTM
metric; although, it seems that subsequent definitions of the ETT metric have also
accounted for this term [22].

Draves et al. propose to use packet-pairing techniques (see Sect. 8.3.3.2) to mea-
sure the transmission rate on each link at the expense of additional measurement
overhead. On the contrary, Awerbuch et al. recommend the use of interlayer com-
munication, so that the routing layer can have access to relevant information and
statistics maintained by the physical and MAC layer. This would require some stan-
dard interface that, at least for the moment, is not available on most wireless network
adapter cards.
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Draves et al. go one step further in their work to suggest computing the path
metric as something more than just the sum of the metric values of the individual
links in this path. Pure summation of link metrics does not take into account the
fact that concatenated links interfere with each other, if they use the same channel.
As many wireless technologies, including 802.11a/b/g, provide multiple nonover-
lapping channels, they propose an adaptation of the ETT metric accounting for the
use of multiple channels, namely the weighted cumulative ETT (WCETT).

Let k be the total number of channels of a network; the sum of transmission times
over all hops on channel j is defined as:

Xj = ∑
i uses channel j

ETTi 1 ≤ j ≤ k.

As the total path throughput will be dominated by the bottleneck channel, which has
the largest Xj, they propose to use a weighted average between the maximum value
and the sum of all ETTs. This results in the formula:

WCETT = (1−β )
n

∑
i=1

ETTi +β max
1≤ j≤k

Xj

with 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 being a tunable parameter. The authors describe different interpre-
tation possibilities for this parameter. In their static test-bed implementation they
showed that WCETT outperformed ETX by a factor of two and minimal hop count
by a factor of four, when two different IEEE 802.11 radio cards per station were
used. The main disadvantage of the WCETT metric is that it is not immediately
clear if there is an algorithm that can compute the path with the lowest weight in
polynomial or less time.

8.3.3.5 Metric of Interference and Channel Switching

The metric of interference and channel switching (MIC) [23] improves WCETT by
addressing the problem of intraflow and interflow interference. The MIC metric of
a path p is defined as follows:

MIC(p) =
1

N ×min(ETT) ∑
link l∈p

IRUl + ∑
node i∈p

CSCi,

where N is the total number of nodes in the network and min(ETT) is the smallest
ETT in the network, which can be estimated based on the lowest transmission rate of
the wireless cards. The two components of MIC, interference-aware resource usage
(IRU) and channel switching cost (CSC) are defined as:

IRUl = ETTl ×Nl ,

CSCi =
{

w1 if CH(prev(i)) = CH(i)
w2 if CH(prev(i)) = CH(i) 0 ≤ w1 ≤ w2 ,
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where Nl is the set of neighbors that the transmission on link l interferes with, CH(i)
represents the channel assigned for node i’s transmission and prev(i) represents the
previous hop of node i along the path p.

The IRUl component copes for the interflow interference and corresponds to the
aggregate channel time consumed (or the amount of capacity resource consumed) on
a link l. In other words, this component includes the expected transmission time for
an intended sender as well as the time neighbor nodes have to defer in CSMA/CA
MAC protocols and favors a path that consumes less channel time of its neighboring
nodes. The CSC component represents the intraflow interference, favoring paths
with more diversified channel assignments and penalizing paths with consecutive
links using the same channel.

The MIC metric provides better performance because it considers intra/interflow
interference and channel diversity. The disadvantage of the metric is the high over-
head needed to estimate the per path MIC(p) value. Each node should be aware of
the total number of nodes in the network; in large networks, this may become a very
expensive operation.

8.3.3.6 Multichannel Routing Metric

Kyasanur and Vaidya [24] extend WCETT in a different direction than MIC does;
they take into account the cost of changing channels. Let InterfaceUsage(i) be the
fraction of time a switchable interface spends on transmitting on channel i and let
ps( j) be the probability that the used interface is on a different channel when we
want to send a packet on channel j. If we assume that the total of the current interface
idle time can potentially be used on channel j, we can estimate ps( j) as

ps( j) = ∑
∀i = j

InterfaceUsage(i).

Let SwitchingDelay denote the switching latency of an interface. This value can be
measured offline. Then, the cost of using channel j is measured as

SC(ci) = ps( j)×SwitchingDelay.

To prevent frequent channel switching of the chosen paths, a switching cost is
included into the ETT metric, so that the resulting multichannel routing (MCR)
metric becomes:

MCR = (1−β )
n

∑
i=1

(ETTi +SC(ci))+β max
1≤ j≤k

Xj.

Simulation results evaluating the MCR metric have shown that network capacity
can be improved by using multiple channels, even if only two interfaces per node
are available.
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8.3.3.7 Modified ETX and Effective Number of Transmissions

Most of the ETX derivatives described so far in Sects. 8.3.3.4–8.3.3.7 expand
the applicability of ETX into various directions not well captured by the original
definition of the metric, such as the use of multiple channels that may interfere
with each other, and the variation of link transmission rates and packet sizes. Nev-
ertheless, all of them maintain at their core the estimator of successful delivery and
expected number of transmissions, as it was coined in the original ETX proposal.

On the contrary, Koksal and Balakrishnan [25] focus exactly on the accuracy of
the loss estimator function. The starting point is that, under certain conditions such
as links with low average loss rate but high variability, the estimation capacity of
the mean statistic is poor. They propose two alternative statistics for the estimation
of required number of transmissions over a link.

• Modified ETX (mETX), is defined as mETX = exp(μ +(1/2)σ2) with μ being
the estimated average packet loss ratio of a link and σ2 the variance of this value.
Like ETX, mETX is additive over concatenated links.

• Effective number of transmissions (ENT) is defined as ENT = exp(μ + 2δσ2).
The parameter δ acts as an additional degree of freedom with respect to mETX;
for δ = 1/4, ENT coincides with mETX. Its value depends on the number of
subsequent retransmissions, which will cause the link layer protocol to give up a
transmission attempt.

Empirical observations of a wireless mesh network suggest that mETX and ENT
rate could achieve a 50% reduction in the average packet loss, when compared
with ETX.

Measurement-based approaches have two major disadvantages. The first one is
the data overhead they impose on the network. The second one has to do with the
achievable accuracy and reliability of the measurements. This clearly does not scale
for small to moderate error rates, even when measurements are carried out via broad-
cast packets. These considerations motivated Parissidis et al. [26] to take a different
approach. They propose a simple yet accurate interference-aware routing metric
based on the estimation of the successful transmission probability on a link in the
presence of interference from other nodes in the network.

Compared to probe-based approaches, the advantage of their derivation is that
all metric inputs can be available (or estimated) locally at each node, avoiding all
measurement-related pitfalls. Performance evaluation in a large set of experiments
in the presence of intraflow and interflow interference, shows that their interference-
aware routing metric performs at least as good as ETX and minimum hop count
across a large set of experiments, because it directly accounts for interference, the
primary cause of performance degradation in wireless multihop networks.

8.3.4 Mobility-Aware Metrics

The metrics that are based on active measurements with probe packets, such as
the ETX and its derivatives described in Sects. 8.3.3.3–8.3.3.7, outperform the hop
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count metric in static networks. The situation appears to be reversed in mobile sce-
narios. As nodes move around, links may come up and down altering the optimal
routes in the network. Metrics relying on measurements need some time to update
their estimate of the link quality and this may result in significant performance
degradation, in particular when routes change multiple times within the duration
of the data transfer. On the contrary, the minimum-hop count metric can use the
new links almost as quickly as they become available [16].

Mobility-aware metrics aim at the selection of routes with higher expected life-
time to minimize the routing overhead related to route changes and their impact on
throughput. The metrics largely use signal strength measurements and their rate of
variation to infer the stability of links and routes. The path average degree of asso-
ciation stability, as proposed in the context of associativity-based routing (ABR)
in [27], and the affinity metric defined in [28] and reused by the route-lifetime
assessment-based routing (RABR) protocol in [29], are example metrics of this
category.

8.3.4.1 Link Associativity Ticks and Path Average Degree
of Association Stability

Mobile nodes transmit link-layer beacons at fixed time intervals (default value: 1 s)
and measure the received number of probs (associativity ticks) from their neigh-
bors. These values serve as indicators of the actual stability of the link. Low val-
ues of associativity ticks imply mobile nodes in high mobility state, whereas high
associativity ticks, beyond some threshold value Athr, are obtained when a mobile
node is more stable. The underlying assumption of the metric is that nodes alternate
between periods of transition/migration and idleness.

The average degree of association stability over route R, AR
ave, is estimated as a

function of the associativity ticks over all links along the route

AR
ave =

1
n ∑

l∈R
1Al≥Athr ,

where 1 is the logical indicator function and n is the number of links in route R.
In ABR, the routes considered for selection are only those with relay load lower
than some threshold. The selected route is simply the one with the highest average
degree of association stability. In case two routes feature the same average degree
of association stability, the route with the minimum hop count is selected.

8.3.4.2 Link Affinity and Path Stability

The link affinity is an estimator of the link lifetime. The affinity of a link le is related
to the received power over that link Pe, its rate of change, and a threshold PTHR,
determining whether the link is broken or not. Each node samples periodically, every
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interval dt, the strength of the signal received over le. Defining the signal strength
change rate as ΔP = (Pe(current)−Pe(previous))/dt and the average rate of signal
strength change as ΔPave

e , the link affinity is determined by:

ae =

{
high, if ΔPave > 0
(PTHR −Pe)/ΔPave

e , if ΔPave < 0

}

.

The affinity between two nodes A and B is then given by:

ηAB = min [aAB,aBA].

The route stability is then given by the minimum of the affinities of all links lying
in the route

ηR = min nl
l∈R

.

The route is selected as long as the estimated value for its stability exceeds the
required time to transfer data, whose estimate equals the time required to transmit
data over the link capacity C. A correction factor f accounts for the imprecision of
the metric, so that the check performed for the route is:

DAB/C< f ·ηAB.

If the inequality holds, the route R is selected. Otherwise, the next available route,
if it exists.

In both aforementioned approaches, the link metrics are piggybacked on the route
discovery packets that propagate from the source towards the destination. The deci-
sion upon the route selection is taken at the receiver.

8.3.4.3 Mobility-Model Driven Metrics

Mcdonald and Znati [30] propose another routing metric, which defines a proba-
bilistic measure of the availability of links that are subject to link failures caused
by node mobility. They base their considerations on a random walk mobility model.
Each node mobility pattern is characterized by three values that describe the sta-
tistical distribution of the mean and variance of the speed of a node as well as an
average interval time. Together with an estimated communication radius, Mcdonald
and Znati derive a sophisticated function, which estimates the expected availability
of a link.

Various other metrics were proposed, based on other mobility models. Among
them are the metrics described by Gerharz et al. [31] and Jiang et al. [32] that esti-
mate the average residual lifetime of a link. However, the weak link in all these
studies is the assumption that all nodes have similar mobility characteristics. In mesh
networks, this obviously is not the case.
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8.3.5 Energy-Aware Metrics

In contrast with wired networks, energy consumption may represent an essential
constraint in wireless mesh networks. Sensors as well as small and battery-operated
wireless devices have restricted battery lifetime and are most vulnerable to the
energy constraints. Energy-related objectives are often at odds with performance
related objectives. For example, choosing paths so that the overall delay(throughput)
is minimized may result in overuse of certain nodes in the network and premature
exhaustion of their battery. Therefore, energy concerns have to be properly reflected
in the definition of routing metrics.

The total energy consumed when sending and receiving a packet is influenced
by various factors such as the wireless radio propagation environment, interference
from simultaneous transmissions, MAC protocol operation, and routing algorithm.
Unsuccessful reception because of interference (external, inter-flow or intra-flow
interference) results in retransmissions and higher energy consumption. The essen-
tial objectives of routing metrics targeting at minimizing energy consumption are
then (1) to minimize overall energy consumption and (2) to maximize the time until
the first node runs out of energy.

8.3.5.1 Minimal Total Power Routing

One of the first proposals in energy-aware routing is to minimize the per packet
consumed energy. The rationale of the metric, called minimal total power routing
(MTPR) metric in [33], is that this way the overall energy consumption is mini-
mized. Singh et al. [34] formalize this idea as follows: let ei, j denote the energy
consumed for transferring a packet from node i to the neighboring node j. Then, if
the packet has to traverse the path p, including nodes n1, . . . ,nk, the total energy E
required for the packet transfer is

E =
k−1

∑
i=1

eni,ni+1 .

Out of the full set P of possible paths, the route p′ that minimizes total energy is
selected

p′ = {p ∈ P|E p < Eq, ∀q ∈ P} .

Interestingly, when considering lightly loaded paths and good links, the MTPR met-
ric tends to yield the same route with the minimum hop-count metric. In those cases,
both the overall delay and the energy consumption are proportional to the hop count
of the path; hence minimizing the one is equivalent to minimizing the other. The sit-
uation changes when we consider error-prone or high-contention links, where more
than one transmission attempts are required to get the packet through. Then, the
MTPR may select a different route resulting in higher hop count; this is similar to
what the ETX metric and its derivatives do, as discussed in Sect. 8.3.3.
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A disadvantage of this packet-oriented metric is that it does not directly take into
account the nodes’ remaining battery lifetimes. It is quite probable that seeking for
routes that minimize the per-packet energy consumption, one might end up with
nodes that forward traffic from multiple concurrent flows and consume their battery
power much faster than other nodes.

8.3.5.2 Minimum Battery Cost Routing

To address the aforementioned problem and balance the energy consumption over
all nodes in a network, the battery capacity of a node is taken into consideration in
the routing metric definition. The “minimum battery cost routing” (MBCR) [35] is
based on the remaining battery capacity of the node. The ratio of battery capacity
Rbrc is defined as

Rbrc =
Ei

Emax
=

Battery remaining capacity
Battery full capacity

.

Under the assumption that all nodes have the same battery full capacity, a cost value
fi(Ei) is assigned to each node ni based on its residual battery capacity Ei

fi(Ei) =
1
Ei

.

Then the total available battery cost along a path p is the sum of the battery costs of
all nodes along the route

Rp
brc = ∑

ni∈p
fi(Ei).

Out of the full set P of possible paths, the one selected, p′, features minimum total
battery cost, hence maximum total residual battery capacity

p′ =
{

p ∈ P|Rp
brc < Rq

brc, ∀q ∈ P
}

.

The apparent disadvantage of MBCR is that the selected route may well feature
individual nodes with small remaining battery capacity. In Fig. 8.5, for example,
path 1 will be selected even though the individual battery value for node 3 is very
high ( f3 = 90). To address this problem, a classification of nodes in three categories
based on the cost value fi(Ei) is proposed in [36]. The first category consists of
nodes with less than 10% of their initial battery capacity. The routing algorithm in
this case avoids paths with nodes of this category, as long as there is an alternative
path. The second category includes nodes that their remaining energy is between
10 and 20% of their initial energy. This signifies that the nodes are running out of
energy and the routing algorithm should also avoid them if possible. Otherwise, a
node is not treated specially. Referring to the example illustrated in Fig. 8.5, path
2 would have been selected. Simulation evaluation showed an increase of nodes’
lifetimes of up to 65% under low-traffic and up to 25% under heavy-traffic scenarios.
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 1

Fig. 8.5 Route selection based on energy cost value. Route 1 is selected over route 2, although it
involved one node (node 3) with very low residual battery capacity

8.3.5.3 Min–Max Battery Cost Routing

The min–max battery cost routing (MMBCR) metric [34] addresses more explic-
itly the shortcoming of the original MCBR metric in avoiding nodes with very low
residual battery capacity along paths with high overall battery capacity. The idea
is to select a path, which minimizes the maximum power required at any node in
a network. In agreement with the formulation in Sect. 8.3.5.2, with MMCBR the
chosen path p′ must fulfill

p′ = min
p∈P

max
ni∈p

fi(Ei)

Simulation results show significant reduction of energy consumption by using
shortest-cost routing as opposed to shortest-path routing. However, there is no guar-
antee that the MMBCR minimizes the total energy consumed over the path, making
clear a trade-off between individual node and overall system energy optimization.

8.3.5.4 Conditional Max–Min Battery Capacity Routing

Toh in [37] merges MTPR and MMBCR into one single hybrid routing metric called
conditional max–min battery capacity routing (CMMBCR) metric. Firstly, CMM-
BCR searches paths using MTPR, with the restriction that all nodes need to have a
remaining percentage battery capacity that exceeds a threshold value γ . If there is
no such path, MMBCR is used.

The threshold γ effectively operates as a tuning knob that can shape the behav-
ior of the metric towards the one or the other metric; when γ = 0, the CMMBCR
degenerates to the MTPR metric, whereas for γ = 100 CMMBCR behaves like the
MMBCR metric.

Kim et al. [38] compare MTPR, MMBCR, and CMMBCR. Their first finding
was that overhearing the transmissions of some neighboring nodes does have a
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significant impact on the performance of each metric and all behave similarly. In
dense networks MTPR allows connections to live longer, whereas in sparse net-
works where it is more important to avoid network partition MMBCR performs
better.

8.3.5.5 Maximal Residual Energy Path Routing

Chang and Tassiulas in [39] propose a link metric that takes into account the remain-
ing battery capacity and the necessary transmission energy for their maximum resid-
ual energy path (MREP) algorithm. Let ei, j be the energy consumed to send one
packet over the link from node i to node j, E j the initial battery energy (capacity),
and E j the residual energy at node j. Chang and Tassiulas define two metrics for the
i → j link: The remaining energy di, j of a node, defined as

di, j =
1

E j − ei, j
,

and the inverse of the residual capacity of a node in terms of packets that can be
delivered with the remaining energy:

di, j =
ei, j

E j
.

Performance evaluation with simulations in scenarios with highly mobility, both
metrics came quite close to a theoretically predicted average node lifetime (theoret-
ical values are calculated using linear programming). Refining their work in [40],
they propose a more general formula:

di, j = exi
i, jE

−x2
i Ex3

i ,

where x1, x2, and x3 are nonnegative weighting parameters. Simulation evalua-
tion reveal that with reasonable setting of the parameters, the theoretical max-
imal lifetime, the worst-case lifetime, and the transfer reliability can be well
approximated.

8.3.5.6 Power- and Interference-Based Metric

Michail and Ephremides in [41] study the problem of energy-efficient routing in a
more concrete context, namely that of connection-oriented traffic. Every node avails
one or more radio interfaces and can make use of a set of k frequency channels to
communicate with its neighbors. The authors incorporate interference by consider-
ing that each transmission blocks certain hops (sender–destination node pairs) and
seek to minimize both the transmission power required for the communication of
nodes i and j and the number of blocked hops (links)
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ci, j =

⎧
⎨

⎩

Pi, j
Pmax

+ |Bi, j |
|B| , if

m
∑

k=1
f (i, j)(k) > 0

∞
,

where ci, j is the cost of a link from node i to j, Pi, j is the power needed for success-
ful transmission, Pmax is the maximum transmission power, |Bi, j| is the number of
blocked links from i to j, and |B| is the overall number of links in the network. The
metric gets a finite value as long as there is at least one frequency channel available
for communication between the two nodes.

Their metric is called power- and interference-based metric (PIM). Its perfor-
mance evaluation is carried out with simulation but is limited to a comparison with
another metric considered in the same paper, the minimum power metric MPM,
which only considers the energy consumed in each transmission (ci, j = Pi, j). The
results show that PIM outperforms MPM in terms of energy consumption, while
achieving better fairness in terms of energy expenditure per node.

8.3.6 Routing Metrics in Standardization Arena

Standardization work with respect to Wireless Multihop Networks is carried out pri-
marily within the IEEE, as part of the standardization work on various aspects of the
802.11x family of protocols. The respective working group is the 802.11s, which,
as the time of writing, is working on an IEEE 802.11s standard specification [42].
The standard addresses routing recommending the use of the Airtime Link metric
as the default routing metric. The metric is a measure of the amount of consumed
channel resources for transmitting a frame over a particular link. The airtime cost ca
for each link is calculated according to the following formula:

ca =
[

Oca +Op +
Bt

r

]
· 1

1− efr
,

where Oca is the channel access overhead, Op the MAC protocol overhead, Bt the
number of bits of a constant test frame depending on the IEEE 802.11 transmission
technology, r the transmission bit rate in Mbit s−1 on the current conditions with
frame error rate efr. Interestingly, the airtime metric definition points directly to the
MTM and ETT metrics described in Sect. 8.3.3.4.

The Airtime Link Metric parameters for the two main IEEE 802.11 physical
layers are listed in Table 8.1.

Standardization work within the internet engineering task force (IETF) has
mainly focused on the MANETs; the homonymous working group (WG) has issued
various RFCs on routing protocols such as AODV (RFC 3561), OLSR (RFC 3626),
and DSR (RFC 4728). Work on network performance metrics is carried out within
the IPPM WG. Although the work is quite general and does not focus on routing,
there are several RFCs addressing practical aspects of measurements that have direct
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Table 8.1 Airtime link metric constants

Parameter 802.11a 802.11b

Channel access overhead: Oca 75μs 335μs
Protocol overhead: Op 110μs 364μs
Number of bits in test frame: Bt 8,224 8,224

application to the area of routing metrics as well. Examples are the RFC 2680 on
one-way packet loss, and RFC 2681 on round-trip delay.

8.4 Taxonomy

In Table 8.2, the routing metrics presented in Sect. 8.8.3 are classified according
to the criteria selected in Sect. 8.8.2, namely the optimization objective, method
used to acquire the needed information to compute the metric, and function used to
compute the metric along a path.

8.5 Thoughts for Practitioners

The presentation of routing metrics and their inline discussion lend themselves
to several conclusions that could be of interest to wireless mesh networking
practitioners:

• There is no “one size fits all” solution for routing in wireless mesh network-
ing. This is no surprise, because the principle applies to many different areas of
network engineering. There is a great variety of protocols, which have been pro-
posed with different applications and priorities in mind. For example, energy-
aware metrics are more appropriate for sensor networks or low-end, battery-
powered devices that must operate without access to electricity grid for large
intervals of time. Metrics that rely on active probing appear to have superior per-
formance well in static wireless mesh networks. On the contrary, in high-mobility
scenarios, mobility-aware metrics may result in selection of better routes.

• Simplicity does not always pay off. Shortest-path routing has seen enormous
success in wired networks, primarily because of its simplicity. The combined
dynamics of the wireless radio propagation, interference, node mobility, and,
where relevant, energy constraints result in error-prone links and highly dynamic
network topology, making the routing task much more challenging. The mini-
mum hop count metric is not adequate in these cases, if optimum performance is
sought after.

• There are multiple tradeoffs amongst routing metrics, even when their objectives
are identical. The result is high flexibility at network configuration level and the
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Table 8.2 Taxonomy of routing metrics

Metrics Optimization
objectives

Metric computation
method

Path metric function

Hop count Minimize delay Use of locally available
information

Summation

Signal Strength based
Preemptive routing [7] Maximize expected

route lifetime
Use of locally available
information

Not defined, routing
algorithm decision

SSAR [9]
Link quality factor [10]
Active Probing
Per hop RTT [16] Minimize delay Active probing Summation
Per hop PktPair [16] Maximize

probability of data
delivery

ETX [17]
ETT [20]
MTM [21]
WCETT [20]
MCR [24]
Modified ETX [25]
ENT [25]
MIC [23]1

Interference-aware
Interference-aware [26] Minimize delay Use of locally available

information
Summation

Maximize
probability of data
delivery

Mobility aware
ABR [27] Maximize expected

route lifetime
Active probing Not defined, routing

algorithm decision
Link affinity metric [28] Metrics piggybacked to

route discovery packets
Energy-aware
MTPR [33] Minimize energy

consumption
Use of locally available
information2

Summation

MBCR [35]
CMMBCR [37]
MREP [39]
PIM [41]
MMBCR [34]3

Standardization
AirTime [42] Minimize delay Active probing Not defined, routing

algorithm decision
Use of locally available
information

1Equally distribute traffic load
2The routing algorithm disseminates the information needed to calculate the metric
3Order statistics (min–max)
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possibility to tailor the routing behavior to the requirements and constraints of a
particular network scenario. For example, link loss estimation accuracy can be
traded with control data overhead; and network/system battery lifetime can be
compromised with optimum application performance.

• There is a large margin for improvement of current network card hardware.
What seems to be lacking at the moment is a clean interface between the net-
work/routing layer and the lower layers of the radio interface, which would
allow to take advantage of all the information and state maintained at the lower
radio layers. Proposed routing metrics based on signal strength appear to be
hard constrained by the limited monitoring and reporting capabilities of the net-
work cards.

8.6 Directions for Future Research

There are several issues with respect to routing metrics for wireless mesh networks
that could benefit from further research. We discuss two of them, which in our opin-
ion are the most important ones.

Multiple access interference has always been one of the main concerns when
building wireless networks. Whereas its impact is quite well understood and
addressed in infrastructure-based cellular networks, its characteristics and impact in
wireless mesh networks are less straightforward. There is consensus in the research
community that the level of interference should be an input for routing protocols.
Most routing metrics that have been proposed to overcome the inefficiencies of min-
imum hop count routing rely on active probing methods to drive routing decisions.
The main disadvantages of these approaches are that they impose additional over-
head and they suffer from inaccuracy and responsiveness to network node mobility.
However, none of these metrics capture the impact of interference explicitly. In
fact, it is not even clear how to best measure interference [22]. Interference-aware
routing can avoid the pitfalls of the measurement-based approaches, and is an open
area of research that could result in improvements in path metric computation and
consequently in route selection.

Currently the 802.11x suite of standards does not provide much information
to higher layers. The only channel quality measure reported from commodity
wireless adapters is the “Received Signal Strength Indicator” (RSSI) value, which
is also vendor-dependent. However, standardization efforts within IEEE 802.11 are
preparing standards (802.11k [43] for wireless LANs and 802.11s [42] for wireless
mesh networks), which will enable higher layers to obtain detailed channel condi-
tion information from the PHY and the MAC layers and provide additional flex-
ibility with respect to transmit power control. These standards will include signal
strength measurements and neighbor reports containing information on neighboring
nodes as well as link quality metrics such as the Airtime metric. The use of this
information to develop more sophisticated and efficient routing metrics is expected
to be an area for future research.
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8.7 Conclusions

This chapter presented an overview of routing metrics specifically designed for
wireless mesh networks. Whereas in wired networks the hop count metric remains
the most attractive solution, in wireless mesh networks interference, link asymme-
try, mobility, and energy-related considerations represent additional challenges that
require more elaborate solutions. The proposed routing metrics address partially the
aforementioned issues considering different optimization objectives and applying
various techniques such as signal strength measurements, active probing, energy
consumption monitoring, and prediction of link breakage because of node mobil-
ity. Further improvement over what is achievable today is expected through better
understanding the impact of interference and the exploitation of MAC and PHY
layer information that will be available from commodity wireless adapters in the
future.

8.8 Terminologies

1. Routing metric. A routing metric is a value assigned by a routing algorithm and
used to determine whether one route performs better than another.

2. Hop count. Hop count is the number of wireless links (hops) traversed by a
packet from its source to its destination.

3. Minimum hop count. The minimum number of “hop” among all available paths
between a source and a destination (shortest route).

4. Link metric. A value quantifying the quality of a link. This value is used by the
routing algorithm to determine a route between a source and a destination.

5. Path cost function. A function to derive the path metric from the individual link
metric values estimated for each link in the path.

6. Path metric. The cost of a path estimated out of the metrics of the path links by
use of the path cost function.

7. Active probe measurement. A method of measuring the properties of a link/path,
whereby special packets (probes) are generated and sent periodically to infer
properties of a link.

8. ETX. Popular active probe measurement metric predicting the number of
retransmissions required to deliver a packet all the way to its destination.

9. Self-interference. Once a link is recognized as good, it is chosen by the routing
protocol and starts being used till it gets overloaded and is assigned with a worse
metric value. As traffic starts being routed around this link, its metric value
increases again and the effects starts anew. The phenomenon of self-interference
results in route oscillations.

10. Airtime link metric. A measure of the amount of consumed channel resources
for transmitting a frame over a particular link. Recommended metric within the
forthcoming 802.11s standard.
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8.9 Questions

1. Mention possible relations between link metrics and the respective path metrics.
Give one example of path metric that results from the summation and another
that results from the multiplication of link metrics.

2. Which are the four ways used generally by (wireless multihop) network nodes
to obtain the information they require for the computation of the actual rout-
ing metric value? List them in increasing order of control traffic overhead they
generate.

3. What is the self-interference phenomenon when we refer to routing metrics?
4. Explain why the minimum hop count routing metric does not always yield min-

imum delay paths in wireless multihop networks.
5. Why is the ETX metric less prone to the self-interference phenomenon than the

RTT metric and the PktPair Delay metric?
6. What are the disadvantages of the ETX metric?
7. What drawbacks of ETX does each of its derivatives address (ETT, WCETT,

mETX).
8. Describe the main trade-off introduced by the MTPR and the MMBCR metric.

How does the CMMBCR metric combine properties of the two metrics?
9. Why active probe measurements perform less satisfactorily in scenarios with

high mobility?
10. What is the recommended routing metric in the IEEE 802.11s forthcoming stan-

dard? Which one(s) of the reviewed routing metrics does it resemble?
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Chapter 9
Reliable Transport in Multihop Wireless Mesh
Networks

Simon Heimlicher and Bernhard Plattner

Abstract Traditional wireless access networks require a large number of station-
ary access points. Multihop wireless mesh networks use relaying among nodes to
cover the same area with a smaller number of access points. However, communica-
tion among mobile nodes is challenging since mobility and radio signal propagation
impairments lead to frequent disruptions of end-to-end paths, which violates funda-
mental assumptions of widely used network protocols such as TCP. In this chapter,
we explore measures to improve the network performance and the user experience
in multihop wireless mesh networks.

9.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we look at a feature pertaining to wireless communication among
mobile nodes: intermittent connectivity. Intermittent connectivity refers to the phe-
nomenon that end-to-end routes are frequently disrupted temporarily or perma-
nently. We focus our discussion on multihop wireless mesh networks. In this class
of mesh networks, data is relayed among mesh nodes such as laptops, hand-
held devices, or cellular phones, and access points connected to the Internet. This
increases the coverage as compared to single-hop mesh networks, where every node
needs to be connected to an access point directly. Note that intermittent connectiv-
ity is a serious issue in any multihop wireless network, including sensor and ad hoc
networks.

The most prominent causes for intermittent connectivity are node mobility and
radio signal propagation impairments. Further causes are temporary or permanent
node failures, which may occur because of power saving efforts or complete loss of
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power of battery-driven devices. In Definition 9.1, we define a first set of terms that
will help us to further discuss this issue.

Definition 9.1 (Intermittent Connectivity).

• Disruption. A period of disruption between a pair of nodes is a period during
which no end-to-end connectivity is available among these nodes.

• Disruptive network. A network that must be assumed to sometimes be disrupted
is called a disruptive network.

• Disconnected network. A disruptive network that in general lacks end-to-end
connectivity is referred to as a disconnected network.

• Intermittently connected network. A disruptive network that in general provides
connectivity but where routes are frequently disrupted is termed an intermittently
connected network.

9.1.1 Impact of Intermittent Connectivity

The majority of mobile communication today is mobile-to-fixed, i.e., communica-
tion between a mobile node and a fixed cellular base station or a wireless access
point, but mobile-to-mobile communication is increasing in popularity. Multihop
wireless mesh networks are currently being deployed in cities around the world. In
such networks, nodes in range of an access point relay data on behalf of nodes that
are further away, extending the coverage of each access point. Upcoming mobile
devices such as portable music players, pocket organizers, and cellular phones that
are equipped with wireless network interfaces are predestined to participate in mul-
tihop wireless mesh networks.

Definition 9.2 (Scenario).

• Multihop wireless mesh network. A multihop wireless mesh network comprises a
set of gateways, i.e., access points that are connected to the Internet, and a set of
mesh nodes in need of Internet access. These nodes relay data on behalf of each
other to increase the coverage of the access points.

In the early days of wireless networking, it was conjectured that all wired and wire-
less networks would converge at the network layer. In simulation experiments of
routing protocols for mobile wireless networks [17, 26, 33] it appeared as though
end-to-end connectivity was merely a matter of a sufficiently high node density and
a decent routing protocol.

More recently, real-world measurement studies of wireless link capacity [2, 42]
revealed that wireless links are frequently disrupted even among stationary nodes,
invalidating fundamental assumptions of simulation studies. Depending on the sce-
nario, node density may be so sparse in real-world wireless networks [31], that end-
to-end connectivity becomes infeasible [32]. Even if an end-to-end path exists for
some time, signal propagation impairments, interference, and node mobility incur
frequent network partitioning.
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Under intermittent connectivity, the performance of popular applications that
depend on reliable end-to-end communication, such as web browsing, e-mail, or
instant messaging, suffer. The most widely used network protocol family is the
TCP/IP [18,20] protocol suite, which has served as the core of the Internet for three
decades. When the TCP/IP protocol suite was conceived, all networking was wired
and this is reflected in the design of these protocols. Wired networks are in general
connected over reliable links and disruptions are not an issue; rather it is assumed
that an end-to-end path exists between source and destination for the whole duration
of the communication.

The original objective of the TCP/IP protocol suite was to interconnect hetero-
geneous, wired networks. In the TCP/IP protocol stack, providing a service to the
applications between the two end points of a connection is the task of the trans-
port layer. The heterogeneity of the networks to be connected required a trans-
port layer implementation that made minimal assumptions about intermediate net-
work elements and resulted in the end-to-end transport layer of the current Internet
architecture.1

An end-to-end transport protocol is implemented only at the end points, i.e., at the
source and the destination node, of a connection. This allows its use over almost any
intermediate network that is capable of forwarding data. However, the performance
of end-to-end transport protocols in intermittently connected networks is limited
because such protocols transfer data only when a connected path is available.

9.1.2 Transport Principles

In this chapter, we revisit the decision to implement the transport layer end-to-end.
There are several alternatives to end-to-end transport that may provide better perfor-
mance under intermittent connectivity. One approach is called custody transfer and
is investigated in the context of delay- and disruption-tolerant networking [7]. In
this context, it is assumed that source and destination nodes are rarely, if ever, con-
nected and the only way of communication is by asynchronous multihop forward-
ing. Custody transfer is implemented in the bundle protocol [23], which operates on
self-contained bundles of packets and moves these entities from one node to the next
in a store-and-forward manner. Because the bundle protocol is aimed specifically at
disconnected networks, it operates without an end-to-end control loop and lacks the
end-to-end semantics provided by reliable transport protocols such as TCP.

For multihop wireless mesh networks, a more suitable alternative is a distributed
implementation of the transport layer along the network nodes that lie on the data
transport path; we refer to this approach as hop-by-hop transport. The performance
of hop-by-hop transport is superior to the end-to-end alternative in many aspects but
it comes at the price of higher protocol complexity and additional memory and pro-
cessing requirements. Hop-by-hop transport is not a new paradigm at all. In wired
networks, hop-by-hop transport was considered for instance as a means to reduce

1 In [32], the safe operating area of TCP’s congestion control algorithm is discussed in terms of
packet error rates and bandwidth × delay product.
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the buffer size requirements in high-speed network routers [20, 46] or to improve
the efficiency of the network as a whole [30, 40].

In multihop wireless mesh networks, hop-by-hop transport may transfer data
along partial paths and deliver the same amount of data with less packet trans-
missions and lower latency. In general, a reduced number of link transmissions
results in lower energy consumption and interference and also has a favorable impact
on the capacity of the network. Furthermore, implementing flow and congestion
control on a per-hop basis allows for finer-grained adjustment of the transmission
rate, retransmission timeout and other transmission parameters and provides higher
use. These factors make hop-by-hop transport solutions attractive in stationary and
mobile wireless environments, and we will study this approach in detail in Sect. 9.4.
In the following definition, we recap the three data transport principles we have
introduced so far.

Definition 9.3 (Transport Principles).

• End-to-end transport. A protocol implementing end-to-end transport only runs
at the end points of the connection. This means that no transport layer protocol
is required at intermediate nodes, allowing end-to-end transport to run over any
intermediate network elements that implement the network layer.

• Hop-by-hop transport. A protocol implementing hop-by-hop transport runs at all
nodes that lie on the network path, allowing data transfer to be controlled at each
link separately. In particular, lost data can be retransmitted by the node before the
link where the loss occurred. In addition, hop-by-hop transport uses end-to-end
acknowledgment to provide reliability.

• Custody transfer. Custody transfer is a way of transferring a bundle of packets
from a source to a destination node in a network where no end-to-end connectiv-
ity can be assumed. Under this paradigm, the responsibility to deliver the bundle
always rests with the node that carries the bundle and moves to the next node
upon successful transfer. Note that custody transfer on purpose does not pro-
vide end-to-end reliability and cannot be used as a direct replacement of reliable
transport protocols such as TCP.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 9.2, we review prior
work on transport layer issues in mobile wireless networks. In Sect. 9.3, we discuss
in detail hop-by-hop transport. In Sect. 9.4, we give recommendations to practi-
tioners, and in Sect. 9.5, we outline future work. Section 9.6 concludes the chapter.
Important terms are summarized in Sect. 9.7; review questions and references are
provided in Sects. 9.8 and 9.9, respectively.

9.2 Background

In this section, we first provide an overview of prior work aiming to improve the
performance of TCP/IP in wireless networks. We then introduce two alternative
transport schemes aimed at disruptive networks.
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9.2.1 Prior Work

The design of the TCP/IP protocol suite reflects the characteristics of the scenario
it was created for: a network comprising only wired links and fixed hosts running
on mains power. In the past 30 years, many new scenarios have come up that differ
substantially from TCP/IP’s original target environment.

As a consequence, a lot of effort was put into analyzing and improving the per-
formance of the TCP/IP suite in wireless communication scenarios. There is broad
consensus that TCP in particular is not suitable for wireless networks of an intermit-
tently connected nature. TCP was found to:

• Under-use links because of its congestion control algorithm [13]
• Frequently incur route failures when probing for available bandwidth [44]
• Share communication bandwidth unevenly among short and long (in terms of

hop count) connections [24]

Over the past decade, countless patches were proposed to enhance TCP performance
over wireless links. For a survey of these efforts, please refer to [13, 28]. Three
approaches have been investigated in detail. The straightforward approach is (1) to
improve the reliability of the link layer [3] and its interaction with TCP [5]. As
shown by Vaidya et al. [6], the sender can only distinguish the causes of packet loss
with assistance from intermediate nodes or the destination. Enhancing the sender to
react appropriately to the cause of the packet loss (2) was studied in [11, 19, 37].
However, even if the sender responds appropriately to losses, in wireless envi-
ronments, the end-to-end loss recovery mechanism employed by TCP is overly
expensive in terms of time, bandwidth, and energy, which is particularly harmful
in energy-constrained mobile networks. A further approach is to split the connec-
tion at the last stationary node, i.e., the cellular base station or wireless access point,
and then running a separate control loop on the last hop [4, 7, 8, 35]. This approach,
however, is limited in applicability. A more general sibling of the split-connection
approach is hop-by-hop transport, and will be discussed in detail in Sect. 9.3.

9.2.2 Alternatives to End-to-End Transport

In the presence of frequent disruptions, the transport layer needs to be tolerant to
extended periods lacking end-to-end connectivity. In this section we discuss prior
work on two alternatives to end-to-end transport: hop-by-hop transport and custody
transfer, defined in Sect. 9.1.2 in Definition 9.3.

The major difference between hop-by-hop transport and custody transfer is their
target scenario. Hop-by-hop transport aims to use both connected and disconnected
periods and provide the same semantics as end-to-end transport. Custody transfer
is based on the assumption that no end-to-end path may ever exist, and providing
end-to-end reliability is not attempted.
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9.2.3 Hop-by-Hop Transport

Even though hop-by-hop transport is similar to link layer retransmission schemes in
that it also recovers from packet losses locally, hop-by-hop transport runs above the
routing protocol and is able to also retransmit lost packets over a new next hop after
a route change. The major advantages of hop-by-hop vs. end-to-end transport are
(1) hop-by-hop transport is able to forward data towards the destination without an
end-to-end route as long as some parts of the path are available and (2) hop-by-hop
transport recovers from packet loss locally.

Hop-by-hop has been considered as an alternative to end-to-end transport for
more than three decades. Gitman [16] evaluates packet delay and channel use under
hop-by-hop and end-to-end retransmission in an analytical model of an early wire-
less network with an uncorrelated packet loss process in store-and-forward packet-
switching communication networks. In his model, he focuses on the packet radio
network (PRN), which was an early wireless network in the 1970s. He uses variable
link failure probability to model congestion that is higher in the vicinity of super
nodes called stations. He observes that hop-by-hop retransmission leads to lower
delay and higher channel use for packets that traverse many hops or if the channel’s
packet loss rate is high.

In [12], DeSimone et al. investigate the interaction between link layer and trans-
port layer retransmissions analytically and using simulation under the assumption
of uncorrelated packet loss. Their results clearly show that the link layer retrans-
missions are much more effective against high link packet loss rates. They observe
a negative impact of link layer retransmissions on the throughput of the end-to-end
transport protocol if packet loss is lower than a certain threshold.

Note that [16] and [12] only consider uncorrelated packet loss. Intermittent con-
nectivity is characterized by extensive periods of disruption, which cannot be cap-
tured without correlation in the loss process. In Sect. 9.3, we will consider a model
of intermittent connectivity based on a correlated loss process.

One reason that hop-by-hop transport is not supported by the TCP/IP suite
are scalability concerns relating to its higher complexity. As hop-by-hop transport
requires per-flow state management in intermediate nodes, it appears to be limited
in scalability. However, for instance in [40], Kortebi et al. suggest that per-flow fair
queuing is feasible even in large-scale high-speed networks because the number of
active flows needing scheduling is counted in hundreds. In [20], a reliable hop-by-
hop flow control protocol aimed at ATM virtual circuits is proposed that is claimed
to be resilient to errors and allow efficient buffer sharing. In [46], an analytical model
and simulation experiments are used to compare end-to-end and hop-by-hop trans-
port in a high-speed wired network. It is found that the hop-by-hop scheme adapts
to changes in the traffic intensity more quickly and thus uses resources at the bottle-
neck more effectively than the end-to-end scheme. In [30], hop-by-hop flow control
is evaluated against end-to-end flow control in the context of high-speed wired net-
works. The authors find that the hop-by-hop scheme achieves lower packet loss,
requires smaller buffers throughout the network, and provides lower latency.
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However, to the best of our knowledge, not too many concrete hop-by-hop trans-
port protocols for wireless environments are available. Kopparty et al. [24] report
that in mobile networks, long (multihop) TCP connections suffer more severely
from route failures due to mobility than short connections. They propose a pro-
tocol called Split TCP, which splits TCP connections crossing many hops at some
of the intermediate nodes. If a node is a so-called proxy, it buffers TCP packets
and acknowledges them to the previous proxy by sending a local acknowledgment
packet. The buffered packets are then forwarded as usual and buffered again at the
next proxy. End-to-end reliability is provided by end-to-end acknowledgment and
retransmission. In simulation experiments, the authors find that Split TCP provides
performance improvements between 10% and 50%. In [27], Sundararaj et al. pro-
vide an analytical treatment of the concatenation of multiple TCP connections based
on the well-known analytical model by Padhye et al. [41].

Split TCP was one of the first protocols to propose hop-by-hop transport, but it
still relies on the basic TCP mechanisms. CAT [44] is a more recent hop-by-hop
protocol that is targeted at multihop wireless scenarios. CAT employs a rate-based
flow and contention control mechanism that evaluates the level of contention to
calculate the sending rate at every intermediate hop. This particular feature appears
to be of tremendous value in wireless scenarios as it reduces the number of packets
lost because of bandwidth probing dramatically. CAT is reported to deliver similar
performance improvements as Split TCP.

In [36], Yi et al. present an optimization framework for congestion control algo-
rithms in multihop networks with the constraint imposed by typical wireless MAC
protocols. This theoretical work suggests that distributed congestion control is fea-
sible in wireless multihop networks. However, the generality of the derivation is
limited by the assumptions that there is no packet loss and link capacities are time-
invariant.

Real-world deployments of wireless mesh networks [9, 14, 34] and testbeds [21]
exist, but only few measurement studies of alternative transport layer protocols are
available. In [22], a hop-by-hop congestion control protocol is evaluated in a wire-
less mesh network testbed and the authors find an improved performance as com-
pared to both TCP and the ad hoc transport protocol (ATP) [29].

9.2.4 Custody Transfer

Communication in a disconnected network is investigated in the context of delay-
tolerant networking (DTN). The DTN Research Group (DTNRG) [1] develops the
bundle protocol [23]. This delay- and disruption-tolerant overlay transport proto-
col is based on the concept of custody transfer. Custody transfer is a principle of
data transfer that is similar to hop-by-hop transport but does away with the end-to-
end control loop. This allows custody transfer to operate even in a network where no
end-to-end path exists between source and destination. One could see custody trans-
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fer as an unreliable version of hop-by-hop transport. In wireless mesh networks, we
assume that nodes are connected most of the time and we do not discuss further
disconnected communication approaches.

In Sect. 9.3, we will have a closer look at hop-by-hop transport using simulation
experiments and analytical modeling.

9.3 Hop-by-Hop Transport

In this section, we look at hop-by-hop transport as one way of providing reliable
communication in intermittently connected environments. We first estimate upper
bounds on the throughput of hop-by-hop and end-to-end transport, then we present
a simulation case study comparing a simple hop-by-hop transport protocol against
TCP in a mobile wireless multihop network. Finally, we present numerical results
from an analytical model of hop-by-hop and end-to-end transport over an intermit-
tently connected multihop path.

9.3.1 Theoretical Bounds

The consideration of hop-by-hop transport may be due to multiple reasons. In wired
networks, hop-by-hop transport provides finer-grained control over the flow of data
between two nodes and it allows lower buffer capacities. Under intermittent connec-
tivity, we are primarily interested in the capability of hop-by-hop transport to bring
data closer to the destination even during disruptions, and to recover from packet
loss on a per-hop basis.

For a chain topology, it is straightforward to show analytically that the upper
bound on the achievable throughput is higher with hop-by-hop transport. Consider
a source–destination pair communicating over a chain of H wireless links (hops).
Assume that every link is only available a fraction p of the time, as a result of
the wireless environment, node mobility, and the routing protocol. An upper bound
for the achievable link throughput can be obtained under the following simplifying
assumptions.

With end-to-end transport control, data can only be transferred when all links are
available contemporaneously. During those periods, the throughput, denoted by T e,
is bounded by the link capacity C, i.e.,

T e ≤
{

C, all links available;
0, otherwise.

Given the availability p, we can write:

T e ≤ pH ·C.
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Fig. 9.1 Normalized throughput of hop-by-hop vs. end-to-end transport

In contrast, hop-by-hop transport is capable of utilizing individual links given that
the node at the sending end of each link has data to send. Thus, the throughput
of hop-by-hop transport, T h, is bounded by the fraction of links that are available,
denoted by h, over the path length, H, i.e.,

T h ≤

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

C, all links available;
h
H

·C, h out of H links available;

0, otherwise.

With p, in this case the upper bound is given by

T h ≤ p ·C.

In Fig. 9.1, we plot the normalized upper bound of the throughput for availability
ranging from p = 1 (full availability) down to p = 0 (no availability). As expected,
hop-by-hop transport degrades much more gracefully than the end-to-end alternative
as the availability decreases.

To determine, to what extent this higher upper bound of hop-by-hop transport can
be leveraged to provide better performance, we use simulation experiments com-
paring concrete hop-by-hop and end-to-end transport protocols, respectively, in a
multihop mobile network scenario.

9.3.2 Simulation Experiments

We investigate the performance of hop-by-hop in comparison to end-to-end trans-
port in a simulation study. We use a model of a multihop wireless mesh network
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where each node acts both as a router and an end system. We focus on the behavior
of the hop-by-hop and the end-to-end transport protocol over the mobile leg of the
path. Therefore we do not model any gateways. The network scenario is a sparse
mobile multihop network; as a result, there are frequent route disruptions and end-
to-end connectivity is intermittent. We compare the performance of TCP NewReno
[15] to the performance of store-and-forward transport (SAFT) [25]. SAFT is a sim-
ple hop-by-hop transport protocol aimed at wireless mobile networks and provides
a service interface identical to that of TCP.

In brief, SAFT works as follows. The source node splits the data stream into
so-called segments. Segments are the end-to-end data management unit. The source
node is responsible to provide end-to-end reliability and retransmits segments that
are not acknowledged by the destination. Segments are typically rather large to
reduce the number of acknowledgments that need to be sent from the destination
to the source. For the actual transfer of the segments, the source further splits every
segment into smaller chunks we refer to as fragments, as shown in Fig. 9.2.

Fragments are the per-hop data management unit and are typically only a few
packets long. They are forwarded through the network in a store-and-forward
manner and acknowledged by each intermediate node to its precursor. Every inter-
mediate node attempts to forward a fragment to the next node until either the
node acknowledges the fragment or the maximal number of attempts is exhausted.
After that, fragments are still kept in memory as long as buffer space permits. The
rationale behind caching fragments that have been acknowledged by the next hop
already is that these fragments may still get lost later on down the path and memory
is usually cheaper than communication. In the event that a fragment is lost at a
further point, the source node initiates a retransmission of the corresponding seg-
ment. Now, the odds are high that the path of the retransmission shares some or all
nodes with the previously used path. Upon receipt of a packet belonging to a cached
fragment, the receiving node immediately acknowledges the whole fragment to the
sending node and starts transferring the fragment to its successor. Essentially, only
the first packet of the retransmitted fragment is sent again if the receiver already has
the fragment in its cache, saving a lot of bandwidth and reducing interference and
power consumption.

SAFT performs flow and congestion control both on an end-to-end basis and a
per-hop basis, limiting the number of outstanding segments and fragments using a
sliding window algorithm. The estimates of the optimal sending rate and fragment
retransmission timeout are determined per link, incorporating the current level of

Fig. 9.2 SAFT data management units
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contention at the MAC layer. Multiple connections that use the same next hop share
these estimated values to reduce the need for bandwidth probing.

In our simulation study [25], 30 nodes move according to the random waypoint
mobility model within an area of 1,000m× 3,000m. Because the wireless range
is only 250 m, disruptions occur with high likelihood. Routes are established on-
demand via the AODV [39] routing protocol. In our scenario, we run a simple mes-
saging application that has the following connection pattern. At the beginning of
each run, ten source–destination pairs are chosen at random among all nodes. The
designated source nodes begin transmitting ten messages of 100 kB each within the
first 100 s. The total amount of data to be sent through the network is thus 10,000 kB.

In Fig. 9.3, we plot the data transfer progress over time for ten connections from a
random simulation run. The bold curve indicates the total amount of data transferred
as a percentage of 10,000 kB. With TCP, the complete transfer takes about 1 h; SAFT
delivers the same amount of data within one quarter of the time. The plotted scenario
illustrates that the progress of the data transfer with SAFT is considerably steadier
than with TCP. The plot of the TCP progress shows periods where the destination
nodes do not receive any data. This alternation between transfer and idle periods
is also visible in the hop-by-hop protocol’s plot, but the idle periods are shorter
because SAFT is capable of transferring data along partial paths.

Our analysis of the trace files revealed that TCP uses mostly single-hop connec-
tions, and often only one connection is transmitting while the rest of the connections
do not transfer any data at all. SAFT exhibits better sharing characteristics, using
a mix of single- and multihop routes simultaneously. Additionally, we found that
SAFT starts transmitting data much earlier than TCP. The late start of TCP is partly
due to the three-way handshake it uses to initiate connections. And if the handshake
succeeds, TCP is still prone to disruptions as it frequently induces pseudo route fail-
ures, i.e., route failures that are not due to node mobility but rather because of packet
loss induced by TCP’s bandwidth probing.

Overall, the extensive set of simulation experiments we report about in [25],
suggests that a hop-by-hop protocol such as SAFT is able to make better use of
the communication opportunities than an end-to-end protocol like TCP. However,

Fig. 9.3 Transfer progress. 100% ≡ 10,000kB
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the performance of the transport protocol is dependent on many variables (transport
layer configuration, routing protocol, mobility), so that the simulation results can
only be viewed as a case study. To enable more positive statements about the relative
performanceofthetwotransportalternativesunderintermittentconnectivityingeneral,
we now turn our focus on performance evaluation based on analytical modeling.

9.3.3 Analytical Performance Evaluation

In this section, we present numerical results derived from an analytical model of an
intermittently connected network. We consider a chain of H hops and evaluate the
performance of hop-by-hop and end-to-end transport and a link layer retransmis-
sion scheme. We evaluate the probability of successful delivery to the destination
pD, (henceforth referred to as delivery ratio) and the expected number of link trans-
missions E[X ]. As in the previous simulation study, we focus our modeling efforts
on the mobile leg of the path in a multihop wireless mesh network and do not con-
sider the gateways in our analysis.

The goal of this comparison is to investigate the effectiveness of the different
retransmission mechanisms employed by the three protocols under study. The ana-
lytical model we use to gain the numerical results we study below is described
in [10]. The model is implemented as a discrete-time Markov chain [45]. This means
that time is slotted; one time unit could be seen as one packet transmission at the
link layer. Under this model, every link is either in the up state, corresponding to
an operational link with zero packet loss, or in the down state, corresponding to a
disrupted link with 100% packet loss. The distribution of the disruption period dura-
tion is geometric. The parameters of the model are the number of hops H, the mean
duration of disruptions E[D], and the link availability p. The number of hops is set
to H = 5 for this evaluation, corresponding to a multihop network. The end-to-end
round-trip time, including queuing delays and processing overhead, can be assumed
to be around 20 time units. In the definition below, we summarize the parameters
and metrics we use throughout our analysis.

Definition 9.4 (Parameters and Metrics).

• Disruption duration. The disruption duration, D, is an important metric to
describe intermittent connectivity. It determines the amount of time that a proto-
col needs to devote to the transmission of a packet. In our numerical evaluation,
we will focus on the expected disruption duration E[D].

• Link availability. The ratio between connected and disconnected periods of a link
is called the link availability or p.

• Delivery ratio. The delivery ratio is the ratio between the number of packets that
are successfully received at the destination over the number of packets sent by
the source. We also refer to the delivery ratio as probability of delivery or pD.

• Number of link transmissions. The number of link layer transmissions incurred
by the protocol in the process of sending a packet until the packet either reaches
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the destination or it is discarded after too many failed attempts is referred to as the
number of link transmissions, X . We usually consider its expected value, E[X ].

9.3.3.1 Protocols Under Study

The end-to-end transport protocol performs retransmissions from the source; the
number of attempts made by the source is limited by the transmission limit L. The
hop-by-hop transport protocol initiates retransmissions from the node before the
link where the packet loss occurred, up to L times per hop. The link layer proto-
col operates exactly the same as the hop-by-hop transport protocol, but employs a
different timing regime.

Under all three protocols, retransmissions are spaced over time according to an
exponential back-off algorithm. In the case of the end-to-end and the hop-by-hop
transport protocol, retransmissions are initiated in an interval that begins at twice
the round-trip time, i.e., 40 time units, and is doubled after every attempt. The link
layer retransmission scheme begins at one time unit and also doubles the interval
for every subsequent attempt.

9.3.3.2 Hop-by-Hop vs. End-to-End Transport

We evaluate the response of the three schemes to a wide range of mean disruption
durations E[D], ranging from E[D]min = 1 to E[D]max = 100,000 time units. We
consider the link availability values p = 99% and p = 70%, corresponding to link
loss rates q = 1% and q = 30%. The number of transmission attempts is limited by
the transmission limit L = 7 for all protocols.

For the following discussion, we introduce a measure that we call transmission
period, TX. The transmission period denotes the maximal period of time along which
a packet is retransmitted before it is discarded. Intuitively, if any link is in the down
state for longer than this period, the protocol will probably fail to deliver the packet.
The transmission period is determined by the maximum number of transmissions
L and by the retransmission timeout algorithm of the protocol. In the case of the
hop-by-hop and the end-to-end transport protocol, the transmission period is

T e
X = T h

X := ∑L−1
k=1 40×2k−1 = 2,520 time slots,

corresponding to approximately 126 round-trip times. For the link layer scheme, we
have

T l
X := ∑L−1

k=1 1×2k−1 = 63 time slots or roughly three round-trip times.
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9.3.3.3 Link Availability p = 0.99

In Figs. 9.4 and 9.5, we plot the delivery ratio and the expected number of link
transmissions, respectively, for a link availability p = 0.99. As shown in Fig. 9.4,
for longer disruptions, the delivery ratio of all schemes approaches a performance
floor. This is due to the following. For all disruption periods that are longer than
the transmission period of any retransmission scheme, the scheme necessarily fails
to deliver that packet. As the mean disruption duration on the x axis increases, the
likelihood of this condition increases, and at very long disruption durations, the
delivery ratio of all schemes approaches the performance floor. The floor is well-
defined and equal to pD,min = pH = 0.9510, i.e., it is the same as the probability of
successful transmission without retransmissions.
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Even at the very high link availability of 99% we use in this first set of plots,
the difference of the response to extensive disruption periods among the link layer
scheme on the one hand and the two transport layer schemes on the other hand
becomes apparent. The link layer scheme retransmits lost packets almost back-to-
back, and as a result its transmission period only covers a short time span. The
transport layer schemes space their transmission attempts over a long period and
succeed with higher probability for short and medium disruption durations.

The expected number of link transmissions depicted in Fig. 9.5, it appears to
look similar for the three schemes. One slight but crucial difference is that with the
end-to-end scheme, E[Xe] is still increasing at the far end of the disruption duration,
whereas with the other two schemes that employ per-hop retransmission, E[Xh] and
E[X l] decrease noticeably at the point where their delivery ratio, pD, approaches
the floor.

We learn from this comparison that the transmission period plays a crucial role
in determining the capability of a scheme to operate under long disruptions. Fur-
thermore, we see a small discrepancy between hop-by-hop and end-to-end transport
in the number of link transmissions. To better show these differences, we consider a
lower link availability in the next pair of plots.

9.3.3.4 Link Availability p = 0.7

In Figs. 9.6 and 9.7, we plot the delivery ratio and the expected number of link
transmissions, respectively, but this time for a rather low link availability of p = 0.7.

In Fig. 9.6 of the delivery ratio, we see similar trends as in the previous set of
plots with p = 0.99 in Fig. 9.4. Again, the delivery ratio of the link layer protocol
is much more sensitive to the disruption duration and thus becomes significantly
inferior at medium and long disruption durations to the transport layer schemes,
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and for adequately high values of E[D], all three schemes reach an identical perfor-
mance floor.

In contrast to the previous plots with p = 0.99, now the end-to-end scheme
is limited by an upper bound; even for the shortest expected disruption duration,
i.e., E[D] = 1. The link layer and the hop-by-hop transport scheme still achieve a
maximal delivery ratio very close to unity. As a result, there is a crossover of the
delivery ratio values of the link layer and the end-to-end transport protocol.

Regarding the number of link transmissions spent per packet plotted in Fig. 9.5,
both the link layer and the hop-by-hop transport protocol spend about the same
number of transmissions; the maximum value of the transport scheme is located at
a higher value of E[D]. For all values of E[D], the expected number of link trans-
missions is considerably lower with these two protocols than with the end-to-end
transport protocol. Also, the end-to-end transport protocol has a slightly increasing
curve at the far end of disruption durations, whereas the link layer and the hop-by-
hop transport protocol approach an identical floor as E[D] increases.

In the following sections, we discuss observations about these two plots in
more detail.

Short Disruption Durations

The higher delivery ratio of the link layer and the hop-by-hop transport protocol for
short disruption periods is due to their work conserving property. In other words,
under these two schemes, every packet needs to cross every link only once. Under
the end-to-end scheme, a packet needs to cross all hops in one attempt, and at this
lower value of link availability, the likelihood of this condition to be satisfied is
much lower.
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Medium and Long Disruption Durations

However, if E[D] is longer than the transmission period of the link layer scheme, the
link layer scheme collapses because a necessary condition for successful delivery is
that no link be disrupted longer than the transmission period. Because the transport
layer schemes cover a longer period with their transmission attempts, they are more
likely to be still transmitting when a disrupted link has switched to the up state.

Performance Floor of Delivery Ratio

The performance floor that all three protocols approach as the mean disruption dura-
tion increases is a result of the strong positive correlation in the loss process for large
values of E[D]. For large values of E[D], the link availability p, which is also the
probability of a link being up, determines success or failure of a transmission, inde-
pendent of at which point in time this transmission occurs. The limited number of
transmission attempts are likely to all occur during a period where the links do not
switch their state; thus either the first transmission succeeds, or none of the retrans-
missions will succeed either. Therefore, at high values of E[D], the delivery ratio is
the same with all three protocols and given by pD,min = pH = 0.1681.

Crossover of the Link Layer and the End-to-End Transport Protocol

The crossover between the curves of the two schemes for p = 0.3 at E[D] = 75
highlights the two physical properties governing the relative performance of these
schemes. The first is the work conservation of the link layer protocol, which crosses
each link only once; this property is not shared by the end-to-end transport protocol
and thus the link layer scheme enjoys a relative advantage. The second is the relative
length of the transmission period and the disruption period. Having the transmission
period longer than the disruption period is an advantage because if the transmis-
sion period is too short, packet retransmissions are likely to fail. As the link layer
scheme sends retransmitted packets in closely located time slots, it is susceptible to
lengthy disruption periods. The end-to-end transport scheme spaces retransmissions
over time because it requires a longer retransmission timeout and thus has a relative
advantage in this range.

Dominance of the Hop-by-Hop Transport Protocol over the Link Layer
and the End-to-End Transport Protocol

The hop-by-hop transport protocol dominates the end-to-end transport protocol both
in delivery ratio and expected number of transmissions over the whole range of mean
disruption durations and for both values of p we consider. An explanation for this
dominance may be that hop-by-hop transport unites the two advantages of the link
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layer and the end-to-end transport scheme discussed in the previous paragraph. Note
that hop-by-hop transport also dominates the link layer scheme for all disruption
durations where the correlation in the loss process is positive, which is the case for
all medium and long-term disruptions (cf. [10]).

To summarize, in the above study of an analytical model of hop-by-hop vs. end-
to-end transport vs. link layer retransmission, we found the following:

1. The transmission period of a protocol determines to a large extent its capability to
survive lengthy periods of disruption. Thus, any link layer scheme is not suitable
to provide resilience against disruptions.

2. The retransmission mechanism (end-to-end or hop-by-hop) determines the effi-
ciency of retransmissions. Thus, end-to-end retransmission as employed by the
end-to-end transport scheme is not efficient if disruptions occur frequently.

3. Hop-by-hop transport dominates both alternatives in terms of delivery ratio and
expected number of link transmissions.

In Sect. 9.4, we draw conclusions for practitioners from these results.

9.4 Thoughts for Practitioners

Handling intermittent connectivity in a real-world scenario requires careful analy-
sis of the methods that are available. In particular, the options depend on the set
of protocols at disposal. In the following, we briefly review available methods to
handle intermittent connectivity and then look at three different scenarios and give
considerations as to which methods appear most beneficial.

9.4.1 Countermeasures

It is crucial to understand that most mechanisms aiming to alleviate packet loss are
not effective against extensive periods of disruption if they are applied on an end-
to-end basis. Forward error correction (FEC) or automated repeat request (ARQ),
for example, may improve the performance during connected periods but have no
effect during disruptions. Note that there are also alternatives to end-to-end transport
such as custody transfer [23], but those are not applicable in wireless multihop mesh
networks because they lack the end-to-end semantics required by most applications
mesh networks are used for.

As seen in Sect. 9.3.3, hop-by-hop transport is capable of handling intermit-
tent connectivity better than end-to-end transport or a link layer-based approach.
Because there are no established standard hop-by-hop transport protocols available,
hop-by-hop protocols are only applicable if at least the gateways are extensible with
a custom transport protocol.
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Hop-by-hop transport requires cross-layer information exchange between routing
and transport protocol and one might consider merging multiple layers. However,
the drawbacks of merged layers are manifold. For one, the flexibility to exchange
layers separately is no longer given. Second, the fact that broad functionality is
provided by a single entity makes it more difficult to verify this entity’s proper
operation. A unified scheduling/routing/transport layer, for instance, might benefit
the performance of a wireless mesh network, but it should not be underestimated,
how many different issues need to be tackled by such a “super layer.” In most cases,
it appears to be more appropriate to stick to the layering principle and use cross-
layer information only if it provides considerable performance gains.

9.4.2 Application Scenarios

In the following subsections, we consider three scenarios in more detail. These sce-
narios differ in the degree to which gateways and end systems can be adapted.

9.4.2.1 Commodity Gateways

In this environment, we assume that commodity gateways are deployed. Under these
circumstances, no changes can be made to the protocols running at the transport
layer and the only optimization potential lies at the lower layers, such as the routing
or link layer protocol.

9.4.2.2 Customized Gateways, Commodity End Systems

In a wireless mesh network based on customized gateways, there is the possibility of
deploying a protocol stack tailored to its purpose. This requires that the connection
be split into three parts: Two parts that run the transport protocol used by the end
points and a third part running customized software within the mesh network. In
a recent study of a hop-by-hop transport protocol that runs among the gateways in
such a scenario [22], the authors report a considerable performance improvement
over standard TCP.

Deploying a unified link/transport layer approach in this context may also be
feasible, depending on the wireless network interface and the accompanying driver
software.

9.4.2.3 Peer-to-Peer Mesh Network

If commodity laptops, personal computers, cellular phones, etc. are used as both
gateways and end systems, they need to be equipped with dedicated mesh network
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routing software. Thus, also a customized transport layer implementation could be
run. The possibilities are wider than in the above scenario where only the gateways
run custom protocols. In this scenario, the whole part of the path within the mesh
network including the client host may run a custom transport protocol.

Overall, multihop wireless mesh networks are amenable to optimization at all
layers up to and including the transport layer. Hop-by-hop transport protocols are
a promising way to leverage the power of customizable gateways and even end
systems. However, some questions remain open and we give an overview of future
work in Sect. 9.5.

9.5 Directions for Future Research

In the broad context of handling intermittent connectivity, there are still many open
questions. First, there is no metric that captures the impact of disruptions on the
network performance. Packet loss rate or mean disruption duration are metrics that
together may give some indication, but they do not directly represent the perfor-
mance degradation that is caused by disruptions. Ways to measure the degree of
intermittent connectivity might be based on the performance impact or on their sta-
tistical properties.

More realistic modeling and analysis methods would allow to study in more
detail and with higher degree of realism the impact of different kinds of disruptions
on a given network scenario.

Only little real-world measurement data of intermittently connected networks
exists. There are quite a few measurement studies of disconnected networks, but
they are not immediately applicable to study intermittently connected scenarios.

9.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we studied the phenomenon of intermittent connectivity and mea-
sures to reduce its impact in the context of multihop wireless mesh networks. We
found that popular techniques to handle packet loss, such as link layer or end-to-
end retransmission, are not applicable in the case of intermittent connectivity and
we studied hop-by-hop transport as a promising alternative. Hop-by-hop transport
is more efficient than end-to-end transport and is capable of moving data towards
the destination even during periods where no end-to-end connectivity is available.
Using simulation experiments and analytical modeling, we found that hop-by-hop
transport dominates the end-to-end alternative in a broad set of scenarios.

Our practical consideration of three different scenarios shows that the main rea-
son that hop-by-hop transport is not in wider use today is the lack of a standard
hop-by-hop transport protocol implementation.
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As directions for future work, we see many open questions in the area of inter-
mittently connected networks in terms of evaluation methodology and in terms of
real-world implementations of concrete protocols.

9.7 Terminologies

• Multihop wireless mesh network. A multihop wireless mesh network comprises a
set of gateways, i.e., access points that are connected to the Internet, and a set of
mesh nodes in need of Internet access. These nodes relay data on behalf of each
other to increase the coverage of the access points.

• Disruption. A period of disruption between a pair of nodes is a period during
which no end-to-end connectivity is available among these nodes.

• Disruptive network. A network that must be assumed to sometimes be disrupted
is called a disruptive network.

• Disconnected network. A disruptive network that in general lacks end-to-end
connectivity is referred to as a disconnected network.

• Intermittently connected network. A disruptive network that in general provides
connectivity but where routes are frequently disrupted, is termed an intermittently
connected network.

• End-to-end transport. A protocol implementing end-to-end transport only runs
at the end points of the connection. This means that no transport layer protocol
is required at intermediate nodes, allowing end-to-end transport to run over any
intermediate network elements that implement the network layer.

• Hop-by-hop transport. A protocol implementing hop-by-hop transport runs at all
nodes that lie on the network path, allowing data transfer to be controlled at each
link separately. In particular, lost data can be retransmitted by the node before the
link where the loss occurred. In addition, hop-by-hop transport uses end-to-end
acknowledgment to provide reliability.

• Custody transfer. Custody transfer is a way of transferring a bundle of packets
from a source to a destination node in a network where no end-to-end connectiv-
ity can be assumed. Under this paradigm, the responsibility to deliver the bundle
always rests with the node that carries the bundle and moves to the next node
upon successful transfer. Note that custody transfer on purpose does not pro-
vide end-to-end reliability and cannot be used as a direct replacement of reliable
transport protocols such as TCP.

• Disruption duration. The disruption duration is an important metric to describe
intermittent connectivity. It determines the amount of time that a protocol needs
to devote to the transmission of a packet.

• Link availability. The ratio between connected and disconnected periods of a link
is called the link availability.
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9.8 Questions

Unless stated otherwise, we consider the scenario of a mobile multihop wireless
mesh network as defined in Sect. 9.11, Def. 9.2.

1. Give two reasons to deploy hop-by-hop transport in the given scenario.
2. Come up with two reasons not to deploy hop-by-hop transport.
3. What is the advantage of end-to-end transport? Give two advantages.
4. What are two reasons not to deploy end-to-end transport?
5. Why can custody transfer not be used in the given scenario?
6. What is the major difference of custody transfer to hop-by-hop transport?
7. Why is the duration of disruption periods crucial in determining if a link-layer

retransmission scheme improves the performance?
8. What is the reason why a routing protocol, in general, is not suitable to provide

disruption-tolerance?
9. Does it make sense to run a hop-by-hop transport protocol over a link layer that

performs retransmissions?
10. What is the minimal amount of cross-layer information that is required by hop-

by-hop transport?
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Chapter 10
Transport Protocols for Wireless Mesh Networks

Ka Lun Eddie Law

Abstract Transmission control protocol (TCP) provides reliable connection-
oriented services between any two end systems on the Internet. With TCP con-
gestion control algorithm, multiple TCP connections can share network and link
resources simultaneously. These TCP congestion control mechanisms have been
operating effectively in wired networks. However, performance of TCP connec-
tions degrades rapidly in wireless and lossy networks. To sustain the throughput
performance of TCP connections in wireless networks, design modifications may
be required accordingly in the TCP flow control algorithm, and potentially, in asso-
ciation with other protocols in other layers for proper adaptations. In this chapter,
we explain the limitations of the latest TCP congestion control algorithm, and then
review some popular designs for TCP connections to operate effectively in wireless
mesh network infrastructure.

10.1 Introduction

Recommended by the Internet engineering task force (IETF), transmission control
protocol (TCP) [1–5] offers connection-oriented, full-duplex, point-to-point com-
munication services for data transfers on the Internet. TCP operates at the transport
layer (the Layer 4) in the OSI seven-layer network model. In wired networks, TCP
has been working properly with millions of connections, and handling packet loss
events effectively, which usually happens at routers suffering with packet conges-
tion conditions. The proliferation of mobile computing devices, and the maturation
of wireless technologies, e.g., 802.11 wireless local area networks (WLANs), will
lead to the creations of wireless mesh network (WMN) infrastructure in the near
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future. Unfortunately, TCP congestion control algorithms are not designed to deal
with, for example, the random packet loss events in wireless medium. In the follow-
ing, we briefly review the latest recommended and commonly used TCP congestion
control algorithms, and the basic design concept of WMNs. To delivering informa-
tion successfully across multihop WMNs, modifications of TCP congestion control
algorithms, and, in some cases, in collaborations with changes in other layers’ pro-
tocols may be necessary.

10.2 Background on Transmission Control Protocol

TCP is usually used in a client–server computer communication model [6]. Typi-
cally, a computing device initiates a server process through a series of application
programming interface (API), commonly called socket, system calls to its operating
system. Then, a client device can establish a full-duplex communication connec-
tion to a server through another socket system call to its operating system. A socket
system call creates sending and receiving buffers locally for data communications.
Packets can then be sent across the Internet from a sending buffer at one side to the
receiving buffer at the other side.

TCP is an end-to-end transport layer protocol, and packets are always called seg-
ments at the transport layer. Packet routing operations are network layer’s functions,
which should be independent of Layer 4’s operations. In wired networks, packet loss
events usually happen at regions of congestion where network routers do not have
sufficient resources to handle all arriving packets. As a result, some packets have
to be dropped. These packet losses happen usually during packet routing and for-
warding operations, because network routers cannot handle these arriving packets.
With this concept in mind, TCP has been designed for providing reliable informa-
tion communications. Reliability is typically achieved through retransmissions of
lost packets. Because client and server nodes are not explicitly notified by networks
regarding these segment loss events, TCP congestion control algorithm is needed
and its initial design goal is to tackle the congestion issues in wired networks. The
first version of TCP congestion control algorithm was known as Tahoe [7], which
was created in late 1980s by Van Jacobson.

10.2.1 Congestion Control Algorithms

Through the years, many different versions of congestion control algorithms have
been created and the latest popular one is known as NewReno [3, 5]. NewReno is
the de facto standard and recommended by the IETF. Cubic [8] is the default imple-
mentation in the latest Linux kernel operating system. Its design goal is mainly
to serve large delay-bandwidth product connections. However, Cubic also carries
some doubtful design problems [9], and it has not been recommended by IETF. In
the following, the designs of TCP NewReno congestion control mechanisms are
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explained in detail, thus enabling us to quantify modifications to operate in wire-
less environment. The congestion control algorithm in NewReno consists of four
operating mechanisms. They are Slow-Start, Congestion Avoidance, Fast Retrans-
mit, and Fast Recovery [3, 5]. The amount of segments sent for a connection is
controlled by a sliding window at the sender. And the size of this sliding window
is parametrically controlled by a local variable called congestion window, cwnd.
Furthermore, the value of cwnd is governed by the operating principle of TCP, the
additive-increment and multiplicative-decrement (AIMD) mechanism. The designs
of these mechanisms were started to deal with congestion events on the Internet,
that is, in wired networks. In the following, these control mechanisms are outlined.

10.2.1.1 Slow-Start

When a TCP connection has just been established for file transfer, it is in the Slow-
Start mode. A sender usually sets cwnd to one-segment size, which is equal to the
negotiated sender’s maximum segment size (SMSS). This implies only one seg-
ment can be sent out when a connection has just been initiated. Upon correctly
receiving the segment, the receiver replies with an acknowledgment (ACK) packet.
The acknowledgment number indicates all packets with sequence numbers ahead
of this number have been received properly. Hopefully, this ACK packet can reach
the source node; otherwise, the unacknowledged segments at sender are considered
lost and retransmitted upon retransmission timeout (RTO) timer events occur. If this
ACK packet reaches the source properly, the lower bound of the sliding window is
shifted forward, and the cwnd parameter is incremented by one more segment size.
That is

cwnd = cwnd +SMSS.

10.2.1.2 Congestion Avoidance

At the sender, when the cwnd reaches a preset value, which is commonly called
slow-start threshold (ssthresh), then the TCP connection leaves Slow-Start and
enters congestion avoidance phase. In this phase, the goal is to increase cwnd
approximately by one-segment size per round-trip time (RTT). That is, upon receiv-
ing an ACK segment, the sender updates the cwnd parameter with

cwnd = cwnd +
SMSS2

cwnd
.

10.2.1.3 Fast Retransmit

The size of a sliding window becomes large when cwnd keeps increasing. It may
reach a stage that too many segments have been sent and some network links may
not be able to handle these packets. Consequently, some packets have to be dropped,
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and burst segment losses commonly happen in wired networks. The packet loss
events can be observable at sender upon receiving multiple returning ACK packets
with identical acknowledgment numbers. In the specification [3], a packet is defined
as lost if there are three duplicated ACK packets returning. If this event happens,
then the connection enters fast retransmit phase. This packet should be retransmitted
immediately without waiting for the timeout event, and the connection then enters
Fast Recovery.

10.2.1.4 Fast Recovery

Because of the occurrence of a packet loss event, the value of ssthresh should be
changed in this phase. It is set to the larger value of either one-half of the currently
unacknowledged outstanding packet size, or two-segment size. The amount of cur-
rently unacknowledged outstanding segments is called flight-size in the TCP spec-
ification [3]. In Fast Recovery, the cwnd is then set to ssthresh plus three-segment
size. This value enables the sender to detect another packet loss event again. The
operations are

ssthresh = max
{flight−size

2 , 2 ·SMSS
}

,

cwnd = ssthresh+3 ·SMSS.

Furthermore, cwnd is incremented by one segment size upon receiving each packet
with duplicate ACK again, i.e., cwnd = cwnd +SMSS. For NewReno [5], only the
packet that acknowledges all previously unacknowledged segments can reset cwnd
to ssthresh, and the TCP connection re-enters the Congestion Avoidance phase. Oth-
erwise, the connection stays in Fast Recovery mode.

If, in case, a timeout event occurs, then both the ssthresh and cwnd parameters
are required to be changed. They are set to

ssthresh = max
{flight−size

2 , 2 ·SMSS
}

,

cwnd = SMSS,

and then enters the Slow-Start phase. Although the NewReno congestion control
algorithm has been successful in dealing with millions of connections on the Inter-
net, its performance degrades rapidly in wireless networks. For multiple-hop wire-
less networks, a sender of a TCP connection may have difficulty in transmitting
large-size data file.

10.3 Wireless Mesh Networks and Transport Protocols

Disregard the similarities to the mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), WMNs [10]
are designed based on the concept of traditional wired networking infrastructures,
which are interconnected with network routers. An example of a WMN is shown
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Fig. 10.1 Wireless mesh architecture

in Fig. 10.1. Large-scale wired networks, such as the Internet, consist of different
types of routers for traffic relay in network cores, and access purposes at network
edges. On the other hand, WMNs are semi-stationary networks. Although wire-
less mesh routers (or base station) should be stationary in a well-planned wireless
infrastructure, additions and deletions of mesh routers are relatively easy in WMNs
based on measured traffic intensity and demand of services. In addition, a wireless
mesh router or base station can serve both the relaying and accessing purposes. In
Fig. 10.1, the base station s1 can serve an end-user u1, and relay traffic for node s2,
if desirable. Unfortunately for wireless networks, the signal strength and transmis-
sion quality of a wireless connection between mesh routers may change because of
various conditions. For example, the changes may happen because of weather, radio
signals, or as worse as a new building constructed between two wireless base sta-
tions. After all, WMNs offer more advantages because of dynamic self-organization
and self-configuration. As long as isolations do not occur among mesh routers, the
nodes in networks can automatically establish different ad hoc network architecture
and maintain the mesh connectivity.

In a WMN, the number of wireless hops between a source and a destination is a
variable. Routing protocol developments in mesh networks are in general estab-
lished based on numerous developed algorithms in MANETs. Route setup may
depend on quality of a wireless link. As a result, a path may change compara-
tively often in wireless networks. Suppose that an end-user u1 wants to reach u2
in Fig. 10.1. A short path can have four hops, e.g., u1–s1–s5–s7–u2. But a long path
can have eight hops, e.g., u1–s1–s2–s3–s4–s5–s6–s7–u2. Both paths are feasible as
long as they meet the path quality requirements. But for TCP, the number of wireless
hops is a significant parameter to the path quality.
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WMNs operate like a network infrastructure. Modifications to traditional routing
protocol may serve well in WMNs because of the semi-stationary network topolo-
gies. Path establishment between any two base stations should always be feasi-
ble in mesh networks as long as network partition issue does not happen. How-
ever, upon moving consideration from network to transport layer, the quality of
TCP connections degrades rapidly with the number of wireless hops in WMNs.
The data throughput of a TCP connection can drop to 23% after four hops [11].
There are numerous reasons for the performance degradation. Some of them are
listed in the following. For example, the random packet loss issue is one of them,
and it is caused by the high bit error rate (BER) in wireless medium. Exposed
and hidden terminal problems due to different transmission ranges and wireless
channel overlapping are other problems in multihop networks. The IEEE 802.11
protocol design has been operating well for wireless access, but it may not be
good enough for mesh infrastructure design. Link layer contention from access
users and other mesh routers may degrade overall system throughput. Multiple
frame transmission requests (the request-to-send messages) create more packet col-
lision events, and a link may be mistakenly considered as broken without receiv-
ing acknowledging replies (the clear-to-send messages). A broken link event may
be sufficient to terminate a regular TCP connection. For WMNs, there are many
other design issues required thorough investigations that include MAC designs,
route recomputation due to broken path, network partitioning, multipath rout-
ing problems, energy efficiency, and user mobility. Indeed, successful file trans-
mission relies on the transmission reliability provided by the TCP. But the cur-
rent TCP congestion control algorithm itself is not designed to operate in wire-
less medium.

10.3.1 Flight-Size and Loss Probabilities

As aforementioned, the size of a segment is bounded above by SMSS in TCP. Packet
with one SMSS is usually considered as one basic unit in TCP designs for perfor-
mance analysis. If the BER in a wireless network is high, then the size of a segment
actually has impact on the throughput performance. The value of SMSS is negoti-
ated and fixed between sender and receiver after a TCP connection has been started.
The number of segments sent is then controlled by the cwnd parameter. For example,
if the BER of a lossy medium is ξ and the size of a packet is SMSS = m bits, then the
probability that a packet may be corrupted during transmission is γm = 1−(1−ξ )m.

Suppose the source has a large file to send. Assuming that it is a persistent TCP
session, and it goes through a wireless forward path with BER ξ . To consider a better
networking scenario and simplify the analysis, we assume that the ACK packets can
always reach the sender after a RTT with a perfect reverse path. Furthermore, an
ACK packet only shifts forward the bound of sliding window by one segment, and
triggers the transmission of another segment. However, the data packets may drop
because of random errors. Suppose that a packet loss event has just occurred at this
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particular instant, and the number of unacknowledged packets, i.e., flight-size,1 is
equal to n packets. Without considering the additive-increment of cwnd, suppose
that k denotes the number of RTTs, and it may go to infinity in this analysis. It
indicates that ultimately the flight-size diminishes nonlinearly, and it is equal to

n(1− γm)k k→∞−−−→ 0, (10.1)

for 0 < γm < 1. If k is large, the connection has a flight-size of zero, which is
independent of the value of n. Also, if γm is large, then the connection also has a
flight-size of zero even if k is small. This implies that BER has a significant impact
on the performance of TCP connections in wireless media. Upon considering the
additive-increment operation during Slow Start, that is, each successfully delivered
data packet induces a perfectly returned ACK and increases the cwnd by extra SMSS
bytes. Then the flight-size in networks should be

∑k
z=0 n(1− γm)z = n

[
1− (1− γm)k+1

]/
γm (10.2)

after k round-trips. With the additional segment increments per RTT (exponential
growth rate), the flight-size is given in (10.2). Even in this kind of perfect networking
condition assumptions, i.e., only forward path is suffering with BER, ultimately the
flight-size still goes to zero for large k in (10.2). Based on this analytical result, if
flight-size is small for a TCP connection in wireless network, the cwnd is small, and
the size of sliding window is then also small. In other words, a sender with current
TCP specification can not complete a file transfer if it is a large file for the wireless
network with BER to handle.

This indicates that the random BER can restrain the growth of cwnd parameter.
With small sliding window size, data rate is also slow. This states that fundamentally
we need to improve the designs of TCP congestion control algorithms for WMNs.
Subsequently, there have been a few proposals to modify the TCP algorithms as well
as some other layers’ protocols to improve the performance of TCP, for example, in
MANETs [12–14]. At the end, only partial system improvements can be achievable
[15]. Actually, some of these designs also fit well to improve the TCP performance
in WMNs. In the following, we classify them into three categories: transport layer
flow control, cross-layer, and split connections. They will be discussed below.

10.3.2 Transport Layer Flow Control

Without resorting to modifications to other layers’ protocols is always the most
desirable method to improve TCP throughput in wireless networks. If this is achiev-
able, then we may not even need to change anything in existing network devices,
such as routers, apart from updating the transport layer TCP stacks in end users’

1 The flight-size is defined in terms of bytes. But for analysis purpose, it is measured in terms of
the number of outstanding unacknowledged packets in this section.
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computing devices. This may also imply a family of new control algorithm may be
designed to fit the new needs. As discussed before, the TCP Tahoe, Vegas, Reno,
NewReno algorithms have been designed to resolve congestion in wired network.
This is also why these algorithms are called congestion control algorithms. In this
regard, novel TCP algorithmic designs for wireless networks should be called “flow
control algorithm,” instead of “congestion control algorithm.” Again, the advantage
of having new end-to-end TCP flow control design is that no changes are required
in mesh routers.

In TCP NewReno congestion control algorithms, the Fast Retransmit, and Fast
Recovery mechanisms are designed to deal with bursty packet loss events, but
not the random packet loss events. Therefore, some proposals have been made
that attempt to solve the problem of random packet losses. One example is TCP
Westwood+ [16]. Its design is based on TCP Vegas and its primitive goal is to work
on a mixture of wired and wireless links. The TCP Westwood+ tries to find an
available bandwidth estimate of a TCP connection without discriminating the dif-
ferences between congestion and random loss events. An estimate for setting cwnd
is obtained by filtering a stream of returning ACK packets. If there is a packet loss
event upon receiving three duplicate ACKs, then both the cwnd and ssthresh are set
to a bandwidth estimate bk times the recorded minimum round-trip time (RTTmin).
That is,

cwnd = ssthresh = max{bk ·RTTmin, 2 ·SMSS}.
A sample of available bandwidth bk = dk/RTTk is computed for the kth RTT, where
dk is the amount of data acknowledged during the last round-trip time, RTTk. The
amount dk is determined by a proper counting procedure that also considers delayed
ACKs and duplicate ACKs. A duplicate ACK counts for one delivered segment,
a delayed ACK [1] counts for two segments, a cumulative ACK counts for one
segment or for the number of segments exceeding those already accounted for by
previous duplicate acknowledgements. Furthermore, TCP Westwood+ has another
choice in setting the estimate by using the exponentially weighted moving average
mechanism of bandwidth samples bk. This design can avoid the rapid fluctuation of

the bandwidth estimate. The estimate is
�

bk, which is

�

bk = α ·
�

bk−1 +(1−α) ·bk,

where α is set to 0.9.
Unfortunately, Westwood+ only works in a single-hop wireless network, for

example, a satellite network, because it relies heavily on returning ACK messages
for calculating estimate. Therefore, it does not work in multihop WMNs. As of
today, many proposed solutions can improve the TCP performance on multihop
wireless networks albeit each of them can only solve a small part of the whole prob-
lem. Integration of these different solutions may be potentially improve the over-
all TCP performance in wireless networks. The designs that may possibly work in
transport layer are as follows.
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10.3.2.1 Selective Acknowledgment Option

Different types of TCP options can be appended at the back of a TCP protocol
header [1]. One of them has been found useful to work in wireless environment
and it is the selective acknowledgment (SACK) option [2, 4]. This option allows a
receiver to inform the sender that up to at most four blocks of noncontinuous seg-
ments that have been received properly. Upon receiving this information, a sender
does not retransmit data segments that have already been received properly at the
destination. The SACK option significantly reduces the amount of data traffic in net-
works, and it is crucial to improve the system performance. Furthermore, the SACK
option can be used by TCP connections running any types of flow control algo-
rithms. However, the goodput of SACK option still degrades rapidly with increased
erasure rate [17]. Erasure implies packets are received but corrupted because of the
BER in air medium.

10.3.2.2 State Frozen

As stated in a TCP recommended standard document [18], the number of consec-
utive timeout retransmissions is bounded at a sender. If a connection cannot be
re-established with these retransmission attempts, this connection has to be ungrace-
fully terminated. This implies a TCP connection cannot be sustainable by retrans-
mitting lost segments. A long disconnection simply terminates a TCP connection by
default. Although a “keep-alive” message can also sustain the connectivity of a TCP
connection, it still requires a successful transmission of the message. In wireless net-
work, broken link or path happens frequently. Therefore, suspending a TCP state is
one of the simplest methods to let a connection re-establish when a receiver can
receive packets again. The term “standby mode” is used commonly regarding this
mechanism. Also, this mechanism can be added to any other algorithmic designs.

10.3.2.3 Delayed ACKs

Bit errors occur at the physical layer and cause random packet losses in wireless
links. Similarly, packet loss also happens when too many packets sent across the
broadcast medium along a wireless link because of the frame collision and corrup-
tion problems. As a result, delayed ACK is another optional feature in TCP speci-
fication [1]. Normally, a delayed ACK acknowledges the receptions of two consec-
utively sequenced packets. According to [19], the delayed ACK system should be
made adaptively and dynamically. For adaptation, an ACK should be sent imme-
diately if out-of-order (OOO) arrival has just occurred [1], and the receiver should
keep an estimate of the next segment arrival after receiving a segment without send-
ing an ACK message. An ACK timeout is introduced and should always larger than
the next segment arrival estimate. If an ACK timeout occurs, then an ACK should
be sent immediately. From [19], the number of packets should be acknowledged by
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a delayed ACK should be dynamically varying. An ACK may acknowledge up to
four packets if the traffic flow is perceived to be in good condition. The delayed
ACK design reduces the amount of traffic in networks with the goal of diminishing
packet loss because of collisions. Delayed ACK designs can also be added to other
designs easily.

10.3.2.4 Retransmission Timeout

For each segment sent, there is an associated RTO timer, which is stored locally in
the sender. In [20], a heuristic approach is defined to distinguish between route fail-
ures and network congestion. When two timeouts expire in sequence, which implies
there are no ACK packets returning when the second RTO expires, the sender can
conclude that a route failure may have occurred, and the unacknowledged packet
should be retransmitted. In the design, instead of using the “exponential” backoff
algorithm to increase RTO in regular TCP, the RTO remains fixed until the route
is re-established and the retransmitted packet is acknowledged. TCP selective and
delayed acknowledgment options can be used in conjunction with fixed RTO, per-
formance enhancements can be observable. Because it is different from the regular
TCP specification, the proposed design works well in WMNs, but it should not work
with users in wired networks. Moreover, the adoption of two consecutive timeouts
is a heuristic design, and needs more research investigation.

10.3.2.5 Congestion Avoidance

Slow Congestion Avoidance (SCA) [21] or fractional increment of cwnd
[22] attempt to limit the growth rate of cwnd with smaller than one seg-
ment per RTT. Typically, it can be an one-segment increment for multi-
ple RTTs. In [22], it explicitly states the next segment should be sent when
cwnd reaches one-segment size. However, a lower window bound should
also be introduced to avoid a long idle period. Similar to delayed ACK
mechanism, lower amount of traffic flow is sent than in regular TCP con-
nection, and hence the packet loss rate because of collision may also be
reduced.

10.3.2.6 Forward Error Correction

Another trivial design but algorithmic complicated design is to introduce forward
error correction (FEC) mechanism in TCP segment. Bit error in wireless link cre-
ates a concept of erasure channel. In regular TCP, a packet with corrupted bytes is
dropped at the receiver given that it can still arrive at destination. But with FEC, a
number of packets with small error bits can be corrected at the receiver. Another
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design found in [23] is to send extra packets based on simplified Reed–Solomon
codes. The missing packets can then be reconstructed at the destination when certain
percentages of packets arrive at the receiver safely. The benefit of this design is that
the impact of returning ACK messages lessens, and the effect of packet losses can
be reduced. There are drawbacks, which include requiring extra computation times
and resources. If, in case, FEC field is added to a segment, then modification in net-
work card firmware is required to avoid dropping erratic packets before executing
correction attempts.

10.3.2.7 TCP-DOOR

TCP detection of out-of-order and response (DOOR) is an end-to-end approach [24].
TCP-DOOR interprets OOO deliveries as indications of route failures in wireless
networks. Because of the random packet losses, OOO events may happen more often
in networks with wireless links. The detection of OOO events can be accomplished
through either a sender-based or a receiver-based mechanism. Because the ACK
numbers in returning messages should have the nondecreasing property, a sender can
detect an OOO event if a later arriving ACK message has a smaller value. However,
when there are returning duplicate ACK messages, the sender may require extra
information to detect an out-of order event. Hence, a new one-byte option field, the
ACK duplication sequence number (ADSN), is introduced to notify the sender. The
receiver increments the ADSN when it decides to send out duplicate ACK pack-
ets to notify the sender. On the other hand, to notify the receiver, the sender should
increment another new two-byte TCP option field, the TCP packet sequence number
(TPSN). The TPSN is incremented and transmitted with each TCP packet, includ-
ing the retransmitted packets, to enable the receiver to detect an OOO event. Upon
observing an OOO event, the receiver should notify the sender by setting a new spe-
cific option bit (OOO bit) in the ACK packet header. These two mechanisms enable
the detections of route failures in both directions.

Upon detecting an OOO event in TCP-DOOR, the sender should temporarily
disable the congestion control algorithm for a predefined T1 duration, and freezes the
TCP states. The sender also continues to detect if three duplicate ACKs have been
arrived in the last T2 time duration. If this event has happened, the TCP instantly
returns to the states it has frozen instead of moving into the Fast Retransmit and
Fast Recovery stages.

The TCP-DOOR design has been identified to work better in low BER multi-
path wireless networks. Similar to TCP Westwood+, its operations heavily rely on
the successful receptions of ACK packets. In fact, any mechanisms that rely on
the arrivals of returning ACK packets have to work in low BER wireless net-
work environments. Consequently, the TCP-DOOR mechanism may not work well
in the multihop environment in WMN. As of today, algorithmic modifications
made in transport layer have only made small impacts on the performance out-
come. Cross-layered designs discussed below may have noticeable overall system
improvements.
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10.3.3 Cross-Layered Designs

The popular TCP NewReno congestion control algorithm can handle bursty traffic
effectively in wired networking environment with relatively low packet loss rate.
The aforementioned flow control modifications in transport layer help improve the
TCP performance in dealing with, for example, the random packet losses in wireless
networks. But in WMNs, there are other types of erroneous scenarios, such as the
failures of wireless links. Wireless link failures happen in link layer, which then
affect the path setup between a sender and receiver. In order words, this is the route
failure in network layer as it affects the routing path in the WMNs. Indeed, false
link failure can also happen if there are too many frames sent on a wireless link.
Collisions of multiple consecutive request-to-send (RTS) messages may occur and
the upstream mesh router may mistakenly conclude it a broken link. Other problems
in link and network layers include the capture effect, end-user handoff operations,
etc. This is why cross-layered flow control designs play important roles in solving
erroneous events in other layers besides the transport layer.

10.3.3.1 Explicit Link Failure Notification

Explicit link failure notification (ELFN) technique [11] is a popular design that
many newer designs rely on. The ELFN is a cross-layered design between TCP
and the routing protocol. Route failures may happen often in wireless networks.
If it happens, the routing protocol should inform the sender with a route failure
message. In the design, this message is piggybacked with an ELFN message. Func-
tionally, this ELFN message is equivalent to the “host unreachable” Internet Control
Message Protocol (ICMP) control message. The piggybacked information contains
the TCP sequence number, addresses, and port numbers of both the sender and
receiver. Upon receiving the ELFN message, the source node disables its retransmis-
sion timers, and enters the “standby” mode. During the standby period, the sender
regularly sends probe messages to check if a route has been restored. Actually,
the first data segment queued for the TCP connection is the probe message. If an
acknowledgment of the probe packet has been returned, then the sender departs
the standby mode, resumes its retransmission timers, and continues the normal
operations.

The interval among sending probe packets has been evaluated. Its value may
likely link to different network topologies. It should depend on the RTT between
the source and destination nodes. As stated in [11], the preferred probe interval
should depend on the values of RTO and cwnd as they may have impacts on per-
formance upon route restoration. With the experiments, the TCP connection, upon
restoring the states before entering the standby mode, performs better than initial-
izing cwnd to 1 segment size and/or RTO to 6 s, which is the default value of RTO
used in NewReno. Because probe packets are sent periodically to detect if routes
have been re-established, the ELFN design has not been performing well in cases
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of high network traffic scenarios. The reason is that the ELFN makes TCP behave
more aggressive. If there are many active connections, false broken links may also
happen with ELFN design. Besides, further investigations are required to harmonize
the routing protocols with the ELFN design.

10.3.3.2 TCP-Feedback

Similar to ELFN, TCP-Feedback (TCP-F) [25] is a feedback-based approach to
handle route failures. This approach enables a TCP sender to distinguish between
losses because of route failure, or because of network congestion or frame colli-
sion. TCP-F also works with network layer. When a routing agent detects the dis-
ruption of a route, it explicitly sends a route failure notification (RFN) packet to
the sender. Upon receiving the RFN packet, the source enters a “snooze” state,
and state information of the connection is frozen. That is, it stops sending pack-
ets and freezes all its state parameters including the timer values and cwnd size. The
sender remains in this snooze state until it is notified regarding a route restoration
through a route re-establishment notification (RRN) packet. When the source node
is notified, it departs the snooze state, restores the state information, and resumes
transmissions based on the saved cwnd and RTO values. Potentially, the design may
be blocked indefinitely if the RRN has been lost. To avoid staying forever in the
snooze state, the TCP sender starts a route failure timer upon receiving the RFN
message. When this timer expires, the regular congestion control algorithm should
be invoked normally. The control messages are explicit in this design without gen-
erating large amount of messages as in the case of ELFN design. Certainly, the
appropriate value of the route failure timer for WMN requires more analytical and
experimental works.

10.3.3.3 TCP/RCWE

The TCP with Restricted Congestion Window Enlargement (TCP/RCWE) [26]
works with the ELFN mechanism. This is a cross-layered design that relies on
ELFN to handle broken link issues. The design focus of TCP/RCWE is mainly on
solving random packet losses by observing the value of RTO in the transport layer.
If the RTO increases, then cwnd is not increased. If the RTO decreases or keeps
unchanged, then modifications of cwnd follow the basic TCP operational rules.
TCP/RCWE is found to have small sliding window size, which naturally leads to
better goodput with fewer packet losses.

10.3.3.4 ATCP

Although the design of ad hoc TCP (ATCP) [27] focuses on improving TCP perfor-
mance in MANETs, it should work well in WMNs and use feedbacks from the net-
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work layer. Apart from route failure issue, ATCP also attempts to solve the problem
of high BER. In the design, a layer known as ATCP is inserted between the TCP and
IP layers. The ATCP listens to the state information in network layer provided by the
explicit congestion notification (ECN) messages [28] and the “destination unreach-
able” control messages in ICMP. The ATCP may assign a TCP sender into one of
the following three states: persist state, congestion control state, or retransmit state.

For example, upon receiving a “destination unreachable” message, the TCP
sender should enter a persist state. In this state, the state information is frozen and
no packets can be sent unless a new route has been established and found by, sim-
ilar to ELFN, probing the network regularly. The ECN in network layer is used to
explicitly notify the sender about network congestion along the path being used. If
an ECN message has been received, then TCP congestion control algorithm should
be invoked without needing to wait for a timeout event. If detecting a packet loss
event, i.e., receiving three duplicate ACK messages, the ATCP layer stops forward-
ing the third duplicate ACK message, retransmits the lost packet immediately, and
sets the connection into persist state. The ATCP sets a TCP connection to the nor-
mal congestion control state only if it receives the next ACK message. The design of
ATCP offers interoperability among TCP sources or destinations that do not imple-
ment ATCP.

The design of ATCP is simple and robust. Apart from route failure problems,
ATCP also works with high BER links, network congestion, and packet reordering
issues. Unfortunately, the probing mechanism used to detect route reestablishment
suffers similar problems as discussed in the ELFN design.

10.3.3.5 TCP-BuS

TCP Buffering capability and Sequence information (TCP-BuS) [29] also uses feed-
back from the network layer to detect route failure events. The design introduces
a concept of buffering capability in the intermediate mesh routers. The TCP-BuS
works with a source-initiated on-demand associativity-based routing (ABR) proto-
col. The routing protocol has the capability of associating saved segments regard-
ing different TCP connections. There are five enhancement features in TCP-BuS,
which are:

• Explicit notification. There are two types of control messages to notify a source
node regarding route failure and route re-establishment. The explicit route dis-
connection notification (ERDN) is sent when a route failure occurs. When a net-
work node detects the failure of route, it sends the ERDN message to the sender,
which should stop sending data packets. This specific network node, known as
Pivoting Node (PN), should attempt to re-establish the route locally using a local-
ized query (LQ) message. If a new route can be established, the PN node sends
the explicit route successful notification (ERSN) to the TCP sender, which can
then resumes data transmission.
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• Extending timeout values. In route reconstruction (RRC) phase, packets are
buffered along the path from the source to the Pivoting Node until a new par-
tial route is established. These buffered packets are delivered after the route is
reconstructed. To avoid triggering too many timeout events while waiting for the
new route at sender during the RRC phase, the values of RTO timers for buffered
packets are doubled.

• Selective retransmission request. Because the durations of RTO timers are dou-
bled, it may take too long for the lost packets, not saved along the path, to get
retransmitted by the source. Hence, the receiver should use selective retransmis-
sion request to indicate the sender to retransmit the lost packets selectively.

• Avoiding unnecessary requests for fast retransmission. When the route is
restored, the receiver notifies the sender about the lost packets along the path
from PN to the destination. On receiving this notification, the source retransmits
the lost packets. However, packets buffered along the path from sender to PN
may arrive earlier at destination than sender’s retransmitted packets. These dupli-
cate packets induce the receiver to generate multiple duplicate ACK messages,
which in turn causes the sender to move into Fast Retransmit operating phase.
Therefore, TCP-BuS works with the ABR routing mechanism to suppress these
duplicate ACK messages.

• Reliable retransmission of the control message. The routing control messages,
ERDN and ERSN, must be sent reliably to guarantee the correctness of TCP-
BuS operations. The reliability is achievable through overhearing the wireless
communication channel after transmitting the control messages. If a node sent
a control message without overhearing this message relayed during a timeout,
it concludes that the control message has been lost and retransmits this control
message.

The buffering and control message retransmission techniques from TCP-BuS
present a feasible solution for route failures in WMNs. It is comparatively easy
to adopt the PN model in WMNs because the PN are basically carrying out network
layer operations only. However, the mappings of ABR designs and the buffering
algorithms are not straightforward. The performance measurements in [29] demon-
strated that TCP-BuS outperformed regular TCP and TCP-F algorithmic designs.

10.3.3.6 LRED and Adaptive Pacing

A TCP connection typically grows its cwnd larger than the optimal value in wire-
less multihop channel. The larger cwnd may overload the network and often lead to
packet losses because of collisions. Therefore, link random early detection (LRED)
[30] is recommended to fine-tune the link layer packet dropping probability with
a goal to sustain a TCP cwnd, hopefully, around its optimal value. The LRED
increases the packet dropping probability when the link layer contention level, mea-
sured by the moving average of retransmissions, exceeds a minimum threshold.
When the retransmission count is larger than the threshold, the dropping/marking
probability is set to the minimum of computed dropping probability or a preset upper
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bound value. Furthermore, LRED can work with ECN-enabled TCP. Adaptive pac-
ing [30] is also proposed to better coordinate channel access along the packet for-
warding path. It typically solves the exposed terminal problem by adding one-packet
transmission time to the backoff interval. Improvements on TCP NewReno perfor-
mance have been demonstrated through simulations.

10.3.3.7 Loss-Tolerant TCP

The design of loss-tolerant TCP (LT-TCP) [17] is to work in high loss regimes in
ECN environments by adding adaptive SMSS (not only cwnd) and packet-level FEC
mechanisms [23]. LT-TCP carries out congestion response only if it receives ECN
messages. Given a congestion window, a number of segments can be sent. In the
algorithm, the per-window loss fraction samples are averaged using an exponentially
weighted moving average with parameter 0.5. LT-TCP focuses on erasure loss and
it has a few main building blocks, which are:

• Proactive FEC. The number of FEC packets [23] per window used (a proactive
FEC) is a function of the erasure estimate. The SMSS is adjusted to allow one or
more FEC packets per window.

• Adaptive MSS and granulation. For FEC, the cwnd have to send at least certain
number of packets, subject to the limits of introduced minimum SMSS and max-
imum SMSS. As the window increases (in bytes), the SMSS is increased in steps
of prefixed sizes, provided it does not decrease the window granulation. If neces-
sary, SMSS is adjusted to accommodate the proactive FEC. When ECN arrives,
both the window and SMSS are halved (subject to minimum SMSS constraint).

• Reactive FEC. Because proactive FEC may be insufficient because of the vari-
ance in loss patterns, the sender transmits certain number of reactive FEC pack-
ets, and this number of packets depends on (1) the currently estimated loss rate,
(2) the number of proactive FEC packets sent for this block, and (3) the number
of holes left to be filled to completely decode this block.

As reported, the simulation result of LT-TCP does not degrade rapidly as observed
with SACK option. The drop in performance is graceful because of its resilience at
higher error rates. LT-TCP is not sensitive to RTT and is robust to burstiness because
of the FEC design. Hence, it performs better compared to SACK, especially as the
average error rate increases. However, LT-TCP may possibly only present partial
solution for TCP to work in multihop WMNs.

Introducing coding theory in TCP, such as FEC, to combat random packet loss is
comparatively newer design mechanism for TCP flow control algorithms. Besides,
network coding can reduce certain amount of traffic flow using exclusive OR (XOR)
operations distributed in networks. There may be more research results in this area
in future.
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10.3.4 Split Connections

Splitting a long multihop TCP connection into multiple shorter TCP connections
in a WMN is the most trivial and also the most reliable method in forwarding a
data file. Certainly, the drawback is that it may take a much longer time to transfer
a file, especially if the size of a file is large. Almost requiring no changes to TCP
specification, Split TCP proposal is one of the simplest and straightforward designs
[31]. The initial design goal of Split CP is to improve the system throughput and
resolve issue of unfairness. The details of Split TCP are described below.

10.3.4.1 Split TCP

Even without considering link failure events and user mobility issues, the data
throughput of a TCP connection simply drop drastically after sending data through
merely a few hops of wireless communication links [12]. The most trivial method is
simply to partition a long multihop wireless path into multiple shorter TCP sub-
paths. Hence, Split TCP splits a long wireless route in wireless networks into
multiple shorter localized segment paths for easier connection management. The
interfacing node between two localized segments is called a proxy. In a mesh router,
its routing agent determines if the node should act as a proxy according to the inter-
proxy distance parameter. If it is a proxy, then it intercepts TCP packets, buffers
them, and acknowledges their receptions to the previous proxy or the source node
by sending a local acknowledgment (LACK) message. Also, the proxy is respon-
sible for delivering the packets at an appropriate rate to the next local segment.
Upon receiving a LACK message from the next proxy or the destination node, the
proxy purges acknowledged packets from its buffer. To ensure the traffic reliability
between the source and destination, an ACK message should be sent from the des-
tination to the source, as in the regular TCP specification. Split TCP partitions the
transport layer functionalities into end-to-end reliability, local congestion control,
and overall system integrity. All nodes in Split TCP should have two TCP connec-
tion control parameters. At the sender, there should be two transmission windows,
the congestion window and the end-to-end window. The congestion window is a
sub-window of the end-to-end window. The congestion window changes according
to the arrival rate of LACK messages from the next proxy. The end-to-end window
changes according to the rate of arrival of the end-to-end ACK messages from the
destination. Therefore, each proxy should have a cwnd that controls the transmission
rate among proxies.

The recommended inter-proxy distance is of between three and five hops. Split
TCP impacts favorably on both throughput and fairness. This result matches well
the multihop performance reported in [11]. Indeed, Split TCP is the simplest way to
improve overall system throughput. Certainly, one hop Split TCP offers the highest
throughput and reliability performances. But it is also the most expensive imple-
mentation because of the cost of buffers and network overhead at all mesh routers.
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10.4 Thoughts for Practitioners

Currently, there are no commercial WMNs. Most of the existing wireless networks
are 802.11 WLANs, which operate in hot-spot locations for serving access purposes.
Research in TCP flow control algorithm for WMNs is still at its early stage. But
practitioners can experience the performance of different experimentally designed
TCP congestion control algorithms with Linux operating systems.

Since the version 2.6.13, Linux supports pluggable congestion control algo-
rithms. Readers can obtain a list of congestion control algorithms that are available
in the kernel upon typing

> sysctl net.ipv4.tcp available congestion control
Unfortunately, there are no TCP designs implemented for WMNs. If readers are

interested, readers are encouraged to implement different versions of TCP for testing
WMNs.

10.5 Directions for Future Research

Designs of transport layer protocols for WMNs are still at the early research stage.
Many proposed designs in this article have been validated through simulations only.
And in reality, there are no commercial WMNs. This is far from a mature technol-
ogy. Indeed, there are many research directions that are still open for future research.
Examples include:

• TCP flow control algorithm for wireless networks,
• Cross-layered designs, for example, MAC+TCP,
• Performance evaluation,
• Testbed experiments.

10.6 Conclusions

Although the latest popular TCP NewReno congestion control algorithm offers one
of the best scalable performances on the Internet, it does not serve well in WMNs.
In this chapter, we review the basic algorithmic mechanisms in NewReno. Further-
more, TCP is expected to have problems in sending large-size file, or traversing
through a large number of wireless hops. Fundamentally, TCP belongs to transport
layer and it would be the best if all changes in TCP can be made in transport layer.
Some modifications made in transport layer work to improve TCP performance in
wireless networks, but none of them at the current stage can offer a complete solu-
tion. Indeed, some performance degradations occur because of network, link, and
physical layers. Combining cross-layered solutions with TCP flow control algorithm
should be the desirable methods.
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10.7 Terminologies

1. Transmission control protocol. The commonly used transport layer protocol for
reliable information transfer across the Internet.

2. Congestion control algorithm. The control algorithm deployed in a TCP sender
to control traffic delivery to avoid causing excessive network congestion events
in networks.

3. Additive-increment multiplicative-decrement. The basic operating principle of
the TCP congestion control algorithm for offering fairness of sharing resources
among multiple connections.

4. NewReno. The latest recommended TCP congestion control algorithm from the
Internet engineering task force (IETF).

5. Cubic. The default TCP congestion control algorithm deployed in the latest
Linux operating system.

6. Flight-size. The amount of segments sent but not acknowledged by the recipient.
7. Wireless mesh networks. Wireless mesh networks are composed of wireless

routers or access points that facilitate the connectivity and intercommunication
of wireless clients through multihop wireless paths.

8. Cross-layered design. A general accepted approach to design protocols and
algorithms for wireless networks.

9. Explicit link failure notification. Explicit link failure notification (ELFN) tech-
nique is a cross-layered design for TCP to operate in wireless networks. Many
newer designs have been designed based on ELFN.

10. Split connection. A simple way to break one TCP connection into multiple TCP
connections in multihop wireless networks. An intermediate proxy terminates a
TCP connection and then starts a new TCP to the next one.

10.8 Questions

1. What is the design goal of the slow start (SS) process in TCP? Please describe
in detail the operations of the SS in TCP NewReno.

2. In the latest TCP flow control RFC, the starting value of a host’s congestion
window (cwnd) for the SS is set to be either 1 SMSS or 2 SMSSs. Before this
RFC, the starting cwnd was set to 1 SMSS only. Can you try to explain the
reason behind the increase from 1 SMSS to 2 SMSSs?

3. A protocol designer develops a new mechanism known as the fast start (FS) at
the receiver side. The operation of the FS is to split an acknowledgement into
multiple acknowledgements within one round trip time (RTT). Can you interpret
the goal of this design?

4. There is a sending host transmits an infinitely large file using a TCP connection
to a receiving host in a wired local area network. Suppose this is the only con-
nection in the network. Given that the RTT is D, packet loss probability is p,
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what is the throughput, T , of the connection in steady state? Suppose all pack-
ets are in fixed-sizes, which are 1 SMSSs. [Hint: Ignore the Slow Start process,
one packet loss always happens but recovered through the Fast Retransmit/Fast
Recovery, and the connection always runs in Congestion Avoidance process.]

5. What are wireless mesh networks?
6. Can you outline a few mechanisms that can be used in the transport layer for

combating random packet loss in wireless networks?
7. Can you outline the five operating features of the TCP buffering capability and

sequence information (TCP-BuS)?
8. What are the three main operating features of loss-tolerant TCP (LT-TCP)?
9. Outline the operations of explicit link failure notification (ELFN)?

10. What is the command to change the congestion control algorithm in Linux oper-
ating system?
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Chapter 11
Congestion Control in Wireless Mesh Networks

Bahareh Sadeghi

Abstract In this chapter, layer-2 hop-by-hop congestion control mechanisms for
wireless mesh networks are studied. First, background on development of conges-
tion control as a research area is presented. Then, congestion is defined and the
causes of congestion in a mesh network are identified. The steps and challenges for
development of a congestion control protocol are explored by dividing congestion
control mechanism into three main functions: congestion detection, signaling, and
resolution. Stability and fairness in the context of rate control are studied, and global
stability in the presence of delay is identified as the main challenge faced by hop-
by-bop congestion control algorithms in multihop networks. The congestion control
framework in the IEEE 802.11 draft standard on mesh networking is then presented.
The chapter concludes with thoughts for practitioners and areas for future research
in this field.

11.1 Introduction

Mesh networks have become increasingly ubiquitous as a natural extension to the
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN). Many WLAN-based proprietary mesh
solutions have been developed for different usage scenarios, ranging from home
networking to metro and emergency services, both in industry, e.g., [1,2], as well as
in academia [3, 4]. To enable interoperability among the different existing solutions
by different developers and vendors, there has been an effort to define a mesh net-
working standard in the IEEE standardization body. This effort has led to formation
of a new task group, Mesh Networking Task Group (TGs), in IEEE 802.11 Working
Group. The charter of this task group is to develop an amendment to IEEE 802.11
MAC that includes enhancements for multihop communication among nodes.
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The IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol has been designed for single-hop networks
where all nodes are in close proximity and within radio range of one another. IEEE
802.11 MAC is based on Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoid-
ance (CSMA/CA) [5]. In a single-hop network, the network throughput is equal
to the sum of the throughput of all nodes. Hence, in an IEEE 802.11-based net-
work the network throughput is maximized if all nodes seek to transmit as many
packets as possible following the specified CSMA/CA medium access rules. In a
multihop network, however, only packets that reach their final destination count
toward the throughput of the network; packets that are lost midway before reach-
ing their final destination result in lost throughput because the resources consumed
to transmit them midway through the network are wasted. Packet loss in the net-
work may happen because of channel error or queue overflow, i.e., congestion, in
the network.

A congestion control function in the network is responsible for preventing the
occurrence of congestion, as well as for alleviating the impact of congestion on
network throughout if it occurs. Although these goals can be achieved by imposing
limitation on the rate of access of the source nodes to the network resources, the
congestion control scheme should ensure that a fair distribution of resources among
nodes is maintained.

In this chapter we study layer-2 congestion and congestion control mechanisms.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 11.2, we present
the background and related work on congestion control in wireless mesh networks.
Congestion is defined in Sect. 11.3. We then study the impact of congestion on
system performance in Sect. 11.4. Section 11.5 discusses the congestion control
mechanisms and their functional building blocks, followed by a discussion of the
impact of congestion control on stability and fairness in Sect. 11.6. We present the
congestion control framework that is part of the IEEE 802.11s draft standard in
Sect. 11.7 and then provide some thoughts for practitioners in Sect. 11.8. Direc-
tions for future research are presented in Sect. 11.9, and the chapter is concluded
in Sect. 11.10.

11.2 Background

The theory of congestion control is based on the seminal work of Frank Kelly [6],
who showed how an optimal network-wide rate allocation can be achieved among
nodes that individually control their rates. Definition of optimal in this context
depends on the fairness objective, such as max–min fair or proportional fair rate
allocations. Based on the model developed by Kelly, congestion control takes the
form of a distributed optimization algorithm. Although many of the congestion con-
trol algorithms can be modeled by using Kelly’s framework, his model makes the
assumption that at a given link, all flows observe the same price.

Protocols for congestion control were first developed for the Internet and led to
numerous publications on the subject during 1990s. These publications covered a
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wide range of solutions and optimizations on TCP [7–12], complementing the work
undertaken in IETF that resulted in publication of TCP [13]. In addition to the end-
to-end solutions like TCP, hop-by-hop congestion control for the Internet was also
well studied [14–16].

With growing popularity of wireless data networks in the late 1990s, many
researchers examined the performance of TCP over wireless [17, 36]. In wireless
links, as opposed to the traditional wired networks, the packet loss is not only due
to congestion, but also due to channel errors and lossy handovers. Because TCP
has a unique reaction to all packet losses regardless of their cause, its end-to-end
performance is severely degraded over wireless links.

The extended number of back-to-back wireless links in the mobile ad hoc and
sensor networks further impacts TCP performance. The interactions between TCP
and the MAC may result in severe unfairness and flow starvation in such networks.
Careful adjustment of TCP parameters, as well as MAC behaviors such as explicit
link layer acknowledgments or a reduced congestion window size, are required to
improve the performance [18, 19].

The fact that characteristics specific to wireless links impact the overall network
performance has changed the traditional view of network links. Links are no longer
viewed as pipes with a fixed capacity. Rather, the characteristics and variations of
the wireless link are now being incorporated in what is called cross-layer design. In
cross-layer design, MAC algorithms and higher-layer protocols take into account the
underlying PHY dynamics to improve the overall performance. Cross-layer design
can achieve significant improvements in performance by optimizing the control over
multiple protocol layers [20].

Cross-layer design in development of congestion control algorithms has been
recently well explored [21,22] and has led to many solutions proposing cross-design
of PHY modulation schemes, power control, MAC algorithms and scheduling, TCP
optimizations, and routing protocols.

Ensuring stability and fairness in multihop wireless networks in the presence of
congestion control mechanisms has been identified as a challenge and has gained
recent attention [23–25]. The research in this area has made a case for the feasibil-
ity of hop-by-hop congestion control schemes and has proved the stability of such
solutions in absence of delay. It is, however, known that hop-by-hop schemes can
result in spatial spread of congestion in the network, and stability is only achieved
under specific conditions.

11.3 Definition of Congestion

Congestion occurs in a mesh network as a result of MAC queue buildup at an
intermediate node on the path of a multihop flow. A forwarding node experiences
congestion when the arrival rate of packets to the node is greater than its forward-
ing rate. Many factors may contribute to congestion, including network topology,
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number of flows, the traffic characteristics of the flows and their routes, as well as
channel capacity and the available transmission rate at the physical layer. From the
perspective of a single node, however, there are two major local causes for queue
buildup: neighborhood congestion and high packet arrival rate.

11.3.1 Neighborhood Congestion

The rate at which a node empties the packets in its queue depends, not only on
the physical rate that the packets are transmitted at, but also on the frequency that
a node successfully accesses the channel for packet transmission. In IEEE 802.11
MAC, nodes follow a CSMA/CA-based MAC for accessing the channel, where the
nodes within radio range of one another contend for access to the channel. As the
number of active nodes (nodes with nonempty queues contending for the media)
within transmission range of one another increases, the probability of successful
access to the channel decreases [26]. Hence, in a congested neighborhood, where the
available resource is less than what is required by the active nodes, the probability
of queue buildup at the nodes increases.

Note that for a successful packet transmission in a multihop network, not only
must the transmitter successfully grab the channel, but the receiver should also be
available and sense a free media. Figure 11.1 shows an example of a node that
has a low opportunity for transmission (Node B) because the immediate receiver of
its flow (Node C) is located in a congested neighborhood and, because of hidden
terminal problem [27], the receiver is not clear to receive packets.1

It should also be noted that when a node has a low chance of successful trans-
mission because of the media being busy (and not because of its immediate receiver
being busy), the node itself is equivalently less available as a receiver for the
nodes that have packets destined to it. Hence, one might argue that local con-
gestion in the neighborhood of a congested node would contribute less to further
queue buildup at the congested node compared to local congestion in its receiver’s
neighborhood.

Fig. 11.1 Example net-
work topology where Node
B suffers packet buildup
because of congestion in
neighborhood of Node C
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1 In the figures, nodes that are within radio range of one another are connected with a dotted line.
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11.3.2 High Packet Arrival Rate

Regardless of how fast a node can successfully transmit packets, if the number of
incoming packets is higher than the exit rate of the packets from the queue, conges-
tion will occur in the node. The packet arrival rate at an intermediate node depends
on the traffic model of the flows, as well as on the available routes. If a node is on
the route of many flows, the probability of it suffering from congestion increases.
This is usually the case for the nodes that are closer to the gateways in a multihop
mesh network and thus on the route of multiple ingress and egress flows.

11.4 Impact of Congestion on System Performance

Congestion results in packet loss if its duration lasts long enough to result in over-
flow of the queue in a node. Loss of packets on their way to destination in an
intermediate node on a multihop path results in waste of resources used to trans-
fer packets from their original source to the congested node.

Example 11.1. Consider an IEEE 802.11 system, in which all nodes within trans-
mission range of one another are given equal share of the channel access time; thus
the network is long-term-throughput fair under the scenario that the PHY transmis-
sion rate of all nodes is equal. Figure 11.2 illustrates an example of congestion in
such a system where all the transmitters are within radio range of one another. In
this figure, nodes A, B, and C are within transmission range of one another and con-
tend for channel access. Node D is the receiver of two flows originating from nodes
A and B, and is within transmission range of only node C and not nodes A and B.
The queue of Node C builds up because its share of the channel is equal to either
node A or B, and hence can only forward half of the packets that enter its queue to
the final destination of Node D.

Example 11.2. In the example scenario captured in Fig. 11.3, we consider three dif-
ferent cases: only fb is active, only fa is active, and both flows are active. Let LA
and LB denote the offered load to nodes A and B, respectively. Also, we show the
capacity of the two links with CAB and CBC.

Fig. 11.2 Network scenario
of Example 1
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Fig. 11.3 Network scenario
of Example 2 A B Cfb

fa

1. In the first case, where only fb is active, LA = 0. Based on the definition of
congestion presented in Sect. 11.3, queue buildup and congestion can still occur
in node B if

LB > CBC. (11.1)

In this case, although there is a queue buildup at node B, there is no wasted
throughput because the packets that might get dropped because of queue overflow
have not been transmitted over the air.

2. In this case, LB = 0 and LA > 0. The condition for occurrence of congestion at
node B is

min(CAB,LA) > CBC. (11.2)

Note that the amount of incoming traffic to node B is bound by the capacity of
the link between nodes A and B. In this case, if congestion occurs, the wasted
capacity in the network is min(CAB, LA)−CBC.

3. In the last scenario, both flows fa and fb are active. It is clear that if CBC ≤CAB,
Node B suffers congestion as it needs to transmit traffic of flow fb as well as to
forward the packets belonging to flow fa. The congestion will not occur if:

CBC ≥ min(CAB,LA)+LB. (11.3)

In the case of congestion, the wasted capacity in the network is equal to the traffic
of fa that is dropped at node B, and depends on the order that the traffic of each
of the flows is served at node B. Assuming that node B serves traffic from both
flows at a rate equal to their relative arrival rate, the wasted throughput because of
congestion is

min(CAB,LA)−CBC
min(CAB,LA)

min(CAB,LA)+LB
. (11.4)

The example above illustrated how the congestion in the network results in waste of
throughput. In Sect. 11.5, we discuss how a congestion control scheme can release
the wasted resources, to be used by other flows in the network, by adjusting the
MAC transmission rate of flows at their source.

11.5 Congestion Control

Congestion control is the mechanism implemented in the network to prevent,
reduce, or resolve congestion. The most well-known congestion control mecha-
nism is TCP and its variants, which are implemented in the application layer and
adaptively adjust the transmission rate of the nodes to the available end-to-end
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resources in the network. Although end-to-end congestion control schemes like TCP
are the preferred solution for the Internet, in a wireless mesh network a hop-by-hop
congestion control mechanism has a better performance [24]. A mesh network does
not have the scalability issues associated with the Internet, and, in comparison to an
end-to-end solution, a layer-2 hop-by-hop mechanism is capable of reacting more
quickly to the system dynamics and congestion. Additionally, a MAC-based func-
tion not only is effective regardless of the traffic type, but also does not inherit the
problems associated with degraded performance of TCP over wireless [28].

Any congestion control scheme consists of three main functions for detection,
signaling and resolution of the congestion. In this section we study each of these
three functions.

11.5.1 Congestion Detection

Efficiency of a congestion control scheme is dependent on how early and how accu-
rately the congestion is detected in the network. Given the definition of congestion
provided in Sect. 11.3, it is clear that the congestion can be detected by monitor-
ing the MAC queue buildup locally at each node. However, a queue buildup can be
the effect of transient system dynamics and, hence, temporary. A congestion control
scheme should be able to recognize and react accordingly to transient behaviors, as
opposed to congestion, by choosing the measurement window appropriately. Too
large of measurement window will result in slow reaction to congestion, and too
small of a measurement window may result in performance oscillation and insta-
bility. Additionally, a careful choice for the timescale in which a node reacts to the
congestion control is required to ensure stability (see Sect. 11.6).

Although the congestion can be simply detected at a node by monitoring the
queue buildup, additional measurements performed at a node on the local and over-
the-air traffic provide more information regarding the congestion in the neighbor-
hood that can potentially be used to improve the efficiency of the congestion control
scheme. Additionally, further monitoring of the packets, identifying the sources,
the destinations, and possibly the flows the packets belong to, provide valuable
information that could potentially be used to efficiently remove congestion. Such
information, however, is costly to achieve and in most cases would require deep
packet inspection that would add to the implementation complexity and the mem-
ory requirements.

11.5.2 Congestion Signaling

Existence of congestion, as well as the congestion status, is communicated through
congestion signaling to the nodes that are involved in creation of congestion. Nodes
that receive this message then need to take action based on the information received.
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As discussed in Sect. 11.3, from the point of view of a congested node, the queue
buildup can be attributed to two different causes: the high rate of incoming traffic,
and the congested neighborhood. Hence, there are two approaches that a congestion
control scheme may take to reduce and/or remove the congestion:

1. Notifying the neighborhood of presence of congestion and asking all the nodes
in the neighborhood to reduce their rate of accessing the channel so that there is
a higher opportunity for the congested node to successfully access the channel
and transmit the packets accumulated in its queue.

2. Notifying the upstream nodes to reduce the amount of forwarding traffic trans-
mitted to the congested node to an amount that the node can manage to success-
fully forward without a queue buildup.

Clearly, there is also a third approach that applies both these options simultane-
ously.

Without going through the graph theory analysis of how either approach impacts
the congestion in the network, we use two examples to illustrate how either of these
approaches might impact the network in undesirable ways.

Example 11.3. Figure 11.4 shows an example network in which node A is congested
because of being on the route of multiple flows. Node A broadcasts a congestion
control signaling message notifying the neighborhood of the presence of conges-
tion. Node B, which is in transmission range of node A, receives this message and
accordingly reduces its MAC transmission rate (see Sect. 11.5.3.2). However, node
B itself is a forwarding node on the path of flow fb, which does not interfere with
any of the flows traversing Node A. Reduction of the forwarding rate of flow fb at
Node B can lead to congestion at node B, which itself will trigger congestion signal-
ing and spread of the congestion notification. This can lead to a chain reaction and
spread of congestion throughout the network. Note that in this example scenario, if
the source nodes for flows traversing through node A reduce their transmission rates

Fig. 11.4 Network scenario
of Example 3

A

B

fb
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Fig. 11.5 Network scenario
of Example 4
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to what can be successfully forwarded by node A, other parts of the network need
not be affected. It is important to notice that rate reduction at the source nodes of the
congested flows simply means avoidance of transmission of packets that will other-
wise end up being dropped because of congestion, thus, avoiding waste of resources
used to transmit them half way through the network to node A.

Example 11.4. Figure 11.5 illustrates the example where node B and node C, the
upstream nodes of the congested node A, are notified of the congestion. Assume
that the MAC protocol used in the network is IEEE 802.11e, where different traffic
types are divided into four categories and queued separately [5]. Further, assume
that the congestion at node A is related to only one traffic type, say the traffic type
of the flow traversing through node B, and node C does not have such a traffic
source. In such a scenario, the amount of information node A communicates with
its upstream nodes has a direct impact on performance of the congestion control
scheme in relation to throughput and fairness. In the ideal case, only node B should
be notified of congestion and asked to reduce the rate of its transmission to node A.

These examples show that, as discussed in Sect. 11.5.1, the type and the granu-
larity of information that is included in the congestion control signaling, how this
information is used by the recipient of the signaling message, and the choice of
recipients of the congestion control signaling can all have a significant impact on
efficiency of the congestion control scheme.

There is a tradeoff between the amount of information included in the signaling
messages and the overhead caused by the congestion control scheme. Frequency
of the signaling is another factor contributing to the overhead. A congestion control
protocol might require nodes to periodically signal their congestion status or only do
so when a change in status occurs. When an aperiodic signaling scheme is in place,
use of a timer is required to ensure that nodes do not act based on stale information.

11.5.3 Congestion Resolution

The nodes that are notified of presence of congestion in the network should react to
the signaling information received in a manner that leads to congestion resolution.
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The congestion is resolved as a consequence of the reduction of MAC transmission
rate by nodes notified of congestion. How quickly the nodes react to the conges-
tion notification and to what extent they reduce their transmission rate have a direct
impact on efficiency and performance of the congestion control scheme. In this sec-
tion, we first define and compute the target rate and then describe the different ways
that a node might reduce its MAC transmission rate to meet its target rate.

11.5.3.1 Target Rate

The target rate is the maximum rate of transmission that will not cause congestion
in the downstream nodes.

Computation of the target rate can be done by either the congested node and com-
municated to the upstream nodes using congestion signaling, or alternatively, a node
receiving congestion signaling can compute the target rate based on the information
available locally, as well as information received in the congestion signaling. The
target rate depends not only on the forwarding rate of the intermediate nodes but
also on the network topology and system policies, including fairness requirements
in the network.

Figure 11.6 illustrates an example of how a congested node might compute the
target rate of multiple flows traversing through it. Assume node A in Fig. 11.6 expe-
riences congestion because of being on the route of fl flows to destination node B.
Note that because node A has n−1 neighbors, then fl ≤ n, as node A can itself be
the source of a flow going through link l to Node B. Moreover, let Cl denote the
average capacity of node A over link l between nodes A and B. The fairness charac-
teristics of the network specify the share of each flow from Cl . Here for simplicity
we assume that all the flows are entitled to equal shares of this available capac-
ity [29]. If, however, one flow has a smaller demand than what its fair share of the
throughput of the congested link is, then the extra capacity can equally be shared
among the other flows.

Fig. 11.6 Example network
scenario where node A is
on the route of n flows to
destination node B and hence
experiences congestion
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The problem becomes more complicated when there are multiple flows originat-
ing from the same nodes with different priorities that require different treatments.
In such a scenario, the target rate for each of the flows depends on the priority of
the flow both within a node and among all the nodes, the offered load at the source,
network-wide fairness policies, as well as the capacity available for each particular
traffic type downstream.

An efficient congestion control scheme should be able to react accordingly to
the dynamics of the system; as the network returns to a noncongested state, the
excess capacity that becomes available should be used by the source of a previously
congested flow to increase its number of transmitted packets. In the presence of the
system dynamics, the following information is required by a node to calculate the
target rate:

• The available capacity that is a function of channel idle time measured by the
node, the PHY transmission rate of each link, and the contention overhead in the
neighborhood.

• The available forwarding rate at the downstream node.
• The offered load on the upstream link.

Note that the available capacity is shared by all the links within transmission
range of one another.

Assuming that the offered load of the upstream link, L, and the forwarding capac-
ity of the downstream link, F , are learnt via signaling, and that the resources are
equally shared among all flows and all the flows belong to the same priority class,
then the target increase rate (packets per measurement window), R, can be esti-
mated as

R = min
(

L,min
(

1
n

TidleC
P+CH

,F
))

, (11.5)

where C is the average transmission rate, Tidle represents the average channel idle
time per measurement window, the number of average active nodes (links) is shown
by n, H is the average overhead per packet in time units, and p is the average packet
size [30].

11.5.3.2 Local Rate Control

When a node receives a congestion control signaling message, it is required to adjust
its MAC transmission rate such that it is limited to the target rate. There are multiple
ways the MAC transmission rate can be controlled:

• The rate of incoming packets to MAC can be controlled by higher layers, e.g., by
application layer functions such as TCP.

• A rate controller, e.g., a leaky bucket [31], implemented at the MAC layer can
be used. A rate controller can control the rate such that it is limited to the target
rate specified by the congestion control mechanism. However, implementation of
such a controller adds complexity and cost.
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• Control of the MAC transmission rate by modification of the MAC parameters
is an alternative solution [32] that has a lower complexity and is also compatible
with existing standards. Next we investigate this solution.

IEEE 802.11 MAC specifies different parameters that control the access of nodes
to the channel without allowing for differentiation among the nodes or the traffic
types. In IEEE 802.11e, however, four Access Categories (AC) are defined based
on the QoS requirements of the applications and allow for differentiation and pri-
oritizing of different traffic types. IEEE 802.11e MAC provides service differen-
tiation by defining additional MAC parameters, including, Arbitration Interframe
Spacing (AIFSN), the minimum and maximum contention window sizes, CWmin
and CWmax, and Transmission Opportunity (TXOP). These parameters, which are
locally stored at the nodes, can further be used to modify the MAC transmission
rate. Although achieving an accurate transmission rate in a real system using the
MAC parameters is very challenging, the channel access rate and transmission rate
of nodes can be efficiently increased and decreased by modification of these param-
eters [30].

Figure 11.7 illustrates the IEEE 802.11e MAC parameters [5]. TXOP is the dura-
tion that a node is allowed to possess the channel after successfully accessing the
channel and AIFSN is the minimum duration that a node should remain idle before
contending for the channel after a busy period. AIFSN, CWmin, and CWmax control
the channel access probability for different nodes. Although modification of each of
these parameters can potentially change the transmission rate of the nodes, in [33]
it is shown that modification of AIFSN has a more direct impact on the transmis-
sion rate compared to the other parameters. It is, however, important to note that
the relative difference among the AIFSN values for different traffic categories and
nodes is used to provide service differentiation and prioritization. Adjustment of
these values, if not performed with utmost care, can have a negative impact on the
performance of the network and cancel the service differentiation provided by IEEE
802.11e MAC. The modification of these parameters should be performed such that
the relative priority among different traffic types and access categories is maintained

time
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Fig. 11.7 Illustration of MAC parameters in IEEE 802.1 1e
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not only within each node but also among all the nodes in the network; this is more
of a challenge in a distributed network with many nodes independently and dynam-
ically adjusting their MAC parameters.

11.6 Stability and Fairness

In the previous sections we discussed how presence of congestion in a network
impacts the network throughput. We also established that to remove the congestion
a MAC transmission rate control should be imposed on the flows that suffer packet
drop at the congested nodes. With such a rate control, the congestion control proto-
col succeeds in saving network resources that otherwise were to be used to transmit
packets mid-way through the network without ever reaching their final destination.
It is clear that if these released resources are not used by other nodes in the network,
there will be no change in the overall network throughput, as the number of packets
that are delivered to the final destination nodes remains unchanged. However, effi-
cient use of these freed-up resources results in an increase in network throughput.

In this section, we study ways that the available resources are allocated in the
network and the impact of rate allocation on stability and fairness. To do so we
consider both the analytical approach and the practical aspects to be considered in
developing a congestion control protocol.

11.6.1 Analytical Approach

The congestion control can be viewed as a global rate allocation problem where the
network capacity is fully used, i.e., there is no packet loss because of congestion
in the network, and a notion of fairness among the nodes is satisfied. Such a rate
allocation problem can be formulated as a utilization maximization problem that
can be solved by distributed optimization algorithms [6].

Let S denote the set of flows in the network, each with transmission rate of
xs,s ∈ S. Satisfaction of each source transmitting at rate xs is captured by the utility
function Us(xs), which is assumed to be concave, nondecreasing and twice contin-
uously differentiable. Let the set of available links in the network be L, and the
capacity of each link l, l ∈ L be shown by Cl . Further, let rls be equal to 1 if link l is
on the path of flow s and equal to 0 otherwise. The congestion control problem can
then be formulated as follows

max ∑
s∈S

Us(xs)

subject to ∑
s∈S

≤Cl for all l ∈ L.

and xs ≥ 0, s ∈ S

(11.6)
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The optimization problem of (11.6) is shown to be equivalent to the problem of
satisfying fairness objectives if the utility function Us(xs) is appropriately chosen.
A general form of the utility function is given as

Us(xs) = ws
x1−β

s

1−β
, β > 0, (11.7)

where ws, s ∈ S denotes the weight [34]. Using the utility function of (11.7) in
problem formulation of (11.6) results in different objectives as a function of β

β →

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

0 maximized weighted throughput
1 weighted proportional fairness
2 minimized weighted potential delay
∞ max−min fairness

. (11.8)

The maximization problem presented in (11.6) results in a unique globally opti-
mized solution when Cl is assumed constant, e.g., in wired networks. However, the
solution is more complex for wireless networks where Cl is variable and dependent
on the PHY parameters and MAC scheduling. There are two ways of addressing the
variable nature of capacity of wireless links; one way is to simplify the constraint set
of (11.6) by specifying a rate region from the set of feasible rates available for each
link. The solution to the rate allocation problem would then be computed based
on this limited rate region. The other solution is to formulate Cl as a function of
underlying PHY parameters; this approach results in a solution that is a joint opti-
mization of rates as well as underlying PHY and MAC resources (these resources
include power allocations, modulation schemes, MAC transmission opportunities,
etc). For example, [21] defines Cl(t) as a function of power allocation on all the
links at time t.

The stability region of a rate allocation scheme is the set of offered loads under
which the network is stable, i.e., the queue lengths across the network remain finite.
It is shown that the convergence of a congestion control algorithm and its fairness
characteristics are tightly related to its stability region.

11.6.2 Practical Aspects

A congestion control protocol may or may not take an active role in specifying how
the released resources should be used within the network [30]. In Sect. 11.5.3.1,
we provided an example of how the extra capacity that becomes available as the
congestion is removed can be allocated to different sources by explicit indication
of the target rate. A congestion control protocol might use a similar approach for
actively allocating freed up resources in the network. However, an explicit allocation
of resources among the nodes has several drawbacks that make it almost impossible
to achieve in practice.
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• The signaling and notification of the rates will not be limited to signaling because
of congestion, as in principle there is no difference between the two cases where
resources become available as a result of congestion control or termination of
a flow. Hence, the problem is changed to defining a generic resource allocation
scheme.

• For a protocol to fairly and efficiently allocate resources, it should be aware of
the topology, as well as offered loads, flow routes, and link capacities. Gain-
ing this information in a distributed network introduces an increased overhead.
Such a scheme would suffer from high complexity and high sensitivity to system
dynamics.

• Providing fairness is extremely challenging. The resource allocation scheme
should ensure fairness by allocation of resources based on a preferred fairness
model. However, the characteristics of wireless channels, the known shortcom-
ings of the MAC in resource allocation in a mesh network, as well as interaction
with the higher layers, would make achieving the fair rates extremely difficult.

A practical approach for handling the released resources in the network is not
to take an active role in allocating them and instead allow the nodes (except those
that are rate-controlled by congestion control protocol) to contend for the resources
based on the rules of the underlying MAC. Hence, the congestion control proto-
col inherits the fairness characteristics of the underling MAC, and there is not any
additional complexity and overhead associated with the allocation of resources. The
stability of such congestion control schemes is studied in [25,30] where it is proved
that in a network consisting of a single contention region, i.e., a region in which
all links mutually contend, a passive contention control scheme leads to stability. It
is also shown that in networks with instantaneous feedback, even in the presence
of multiple overlapping contention regions, a passive congestion control scheme is
self-stabilizing. In general though, the congestion can appear elsewhere in the net-
work if the rate limitation function is not performed for a long enough duration
to allow for the changes in the rates to be propagated and rate adjustments to be
completed throughout the network.

11.7 Congestion Control in IEEE 802.11s Draft Standard

A new standard for mesh networking is being developed in IEEE 802.11 Task
Group S. This standard extends IEEE 802.11e MAC with enhancements for sup-
port of multihop communication among the nodes [35]. To improve the efficiency
of the multihop communication, a congestion control signaling framework is intro-
duced. Although the standard is not finalized, in this section we provide an overview
of the congestion control framework currently present in the draft standard.

The congestion control framework in IEEE 802.11s draft standard provides
an extensible solution for support of different congestion control schemes. Note
that although the standard and the nodes may support multiple congestion control
schemes, the standard allows for only one active congestion control protocol in a
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mesh network at any given time. The defined framework specifies a simple default
signaling protocol and allows use of different congestion control schemes in the
mesh through reserved and vendor-specific values for the Congestion Control Mode
Identifier. The Congestion Control Mode Identifier is included in the Mesh Config-
uration Element, which itself is part of the Mesh Beacon. A Null Protocol value for
the Congestion Control Mode Identifier indicates support of no congestion control
scheme (see Fig. 11.8).

The default congestion control protocol simply defines the signaling and leaves
monitoring and detection of congestion, as well as the trigger for the signaling, out
of the scope. Moreover, it does not specify to which nodes the signaling message is
transmitted. Also, the action that the recipient(s) shall take in response to receipt of
a congestion control signaling, i.e., the rate control mechanism, is left unspecified.

The congestion signaling defined in the default protocol consists of a Conges-
tion Notification message. The Congestion Notification message is transmitted by
a node that detects congestion and informs the recipient(s) of the estimated time
that the congestion is going to last for each of the access categories. Figure 11.9
illustrates the Congestion Control Notification frame and the Congestion Notifi-
cation element. The Congestion Control Notification frame allows for inclusion
of different Congestion Control Elements. The Congestion Control Element used

Mesh Beacon
Mesh Configuration Element

Congestion Control Mode Identifier field

Fig. 11.8 Illustration of the relation of congestion control mode identifier field, mesh configuration
element, and mesh beacon

Congestion Control Notification frame

Congestion Control elements

Congestion Notification element

Congestion Notification Expiration Timer AC[0]

Congestion Notification Expiration Timer AC[1]

Congestion Notification Expiration Timer AC[2]

Congestion Notification Expiration Timer AC[3]

Fig. 11.9 Congestion control notification frame structure
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with the default protocol is the Congestion Notification Element. Other Conges-
tion Control elements may be used when the Congestion Control Mode Identifier
value indicates that a protocol other than the default protocol is being used in the
mesh network.

The Congestion Notification Element includes four fields, each containing a
timer value. Each timer represents the estimated duration of congestion for a spe-
cific Access Category. The default protocol does not specify how these values are
set. However, it is expected that a timer value of zero indicates no congestion has
been detected in the queue of the specified Access Category. Further discussion on
how the signaling protocol might be used by a congestion control protocol is pre-
sented in Sect. 11.8.

Alternative congestion control schemes to be defined will use a new Congestion
Control Mode Identifier value, chosen from either the values reserved for future use
or vendor specific values. A new congestion control protocol may also define new
congestion control element(s), which would be included in the Congestion Control
Notification frame body. A new Congestion Control Element needs to be defined to
include additional information needed by the new congestion control protocol.

11.8 Thoughts for Practitioners

In Sect. 11.7, we presented the framework developed in the IEEE 802.11s draft
standard for congestion control in mesh networks. Here we further describe how the
default protocol, as well as the framework, can be used with more advanced and
alternative congestion control schemes. Additionally, we raise some points worth
considering by the developers and implementers of congestion control protocols.

The default protocol specified in IEEE 802.11s draft standard defines the signal-
ing for notification of congestion as well as an estimation of duration of the conges-
tion per Access Category. The estimated duration of the congestion can simply be
viewed as a measure of how grave the congestion is. It can be computed by mon-
itoring the length of the queues for each of the Access Categories. In a simplified
form it can be used in a quantized form as notification of congestion.

Although, the specified signaling allows for communicating existence of conges-
tion and its estimated duration among nodes, it is insufficient for efficiently dealing
with congestion in the network, and can also aggravate the congestion throughout
the network and have serious negative impact on performance of the system if not
used appropriately.

A critical requirement for a congestion control scheme is definition of a man-
dated unique behavior in response to the congestion control signaling. If in a net-
work only some recipients of congestion notification take action towards alleviating
the congestion and the rest do not reduce their traffic input to the network, the
congestion control scheme will not be able to remove the congestion. Addition-
ally, it will also introduce serious fairness and possible starvation into the network,
because as long as the congestion is not removed, the conforming nodes receive
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congestion notification and continue to reduce their transmission rate. The noncon-
forming greedy nodes can continue to increase their throughput by utilizing the
resources released by rate control in the conforming nodes.

A nonstandardized triggering mechanism for the congestion signaling can also
provide an opportunity for malicious nodes. A malicious node can request other
nodes in the network to reduce their traffic input to the network so that its throughput
is increased by transmitting fake congestion notification messages.

Another point that requires careful consideration is the stability of the network
performance in the presence of a congestion control function. Finding stability con-
ditions for a congestion control scheme through theoretical analysis that would also
hold true in real world deployments is a very difficult task. The system dynam-
ics and the interactions between the system load and network throughput while the
congestion control protocol is active should be incorporated in any stability study.
Most importantly, the propagation delay for the congestion signaling, as well as the
duration it takes for its impact to be distributed through the network and reach the
source of the flows, has the most significant impact on stability. If the system does
not allow for the impact of each change in congestion and system status to complete
before triggering further action, the system can face instability resulting in seriously
degraded performance.

Finally, regardless of the congestion status in the network, there are always high
priority packets, including the control layer messages and emergency signaling that
require prompt handling. A congestion control protocol should allow for instanta-
neous and unlimited-rate transmission of such high priority signaling messages.

11.9 Directions for Future Research

Although, as described in Sect. 11.2, there have been many theoretical studies on
performance of congestion control in wireless mesh networks, a bench-marking
approach that quantifies the achievable performance, subject to constraints of a sys-
tem model that successfully replicates the limitations of a real world network, is
missing in the literature.

It is known that in the presence of delay, hop-by-hop congestion control schemes
may result in traverse of congestion points through the network. Defining conditions
for global stability of a hop-by-hop congestion control algorithm in the presence of
delay is another open research topic.

In design of congestion control protocols, the tradeoff between the complexity
and the performance has not yet been studied. The performance of congestion con-
trol algorithms is highly dependent on interactions among the nodes and transfer
of information via signaling. How congestion impacts the ability to perform the
signaling and how the signaling interacts with the congestion control protocol are
questions that have not been addressed by the existing research work. Additionally,
the tradeoff between the amount of information transferred and the performance of
different congestion control schemes is yet unknown.
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Finally, on a more practical note, development of algorithms for congestion con-
trol in mesh networks that use the existing framework in IEEE 802.11s draft stan-
dard and satisfy different usage scenarios identified by the Task Group is left for
future research. The protocol design includes identifying the triggering condition
for invoking congestion signaling, as well as the local rate control mechanism at
the nodes.

11.10 Conclusions

In this chapter we studied the problem of congestion control in wireless mesh net-
works. Congestion control is considered a key functionality for communication net-
works. The congestion control schemes that are used in traditional networks have
proven insufficient for wireless networks, where link layer failures and random
access MAC mechanisms impact the congestion control functions.

We defined congestion, investigated its impact on system throughput, and estab-
lished that imposing limitation on the amount of injected traffic to the network by
flows that lose packets because of congestion will save otherwise wasted network
resources. These resources can be used by other flows in the network to increase
overall system performance. How the resources are shared among the flows and
the impact of congestion control on system stability were then discussed. Providing
global stability in the presence of delay was identified as a challenge for hop-by-hop
congestion control protocols in a wireless mesh network.

In a discussion of the congestion control protocols, we identified the three func-
tional building blocks of such protocols, i.e., congestion detection, signaling, and
resolution. We also presented the framework for congestion control in IEEE 802.11s
draft standard and provided some thoughts for practitioners in this field.

11.11 Terminologies

1. IEEE 802.11 TGs. The Task Group in IEEE standardization body responsible
for developing an amendment to IEEE 802.11 MAC standard to enable IEEE
802.11-based wireless mesh networking.

2. Congestion. The condition of a network where, because of lack of resources, an
increase in the offered load does not increase and may result in reduction of the
network throughput. Similarly, the state of queue buildup/overflow in a node.

3. Congestion control. A mechanism implemented in the network to remove and/or
limit the congestion in the network by manipulating transmission and/or for-
warding rates of the nodes.

4. Congestion detection. Function of monitoring the network use to detect and
estimate the state of congestion in the network.
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5. Congestion signaling. Function of distributing information about the congestion
state in the network. This information is used by the nodes to react individually
or collectively to resolve the congestion in the network.

6. Congestion resolution. Function of limiting the transmission or forwarding rate
of the packets at a node to remove/reduce congestion experienced by other
nodes in the network.

7. Target rate. The maximum allowed transmission rate by a node that does not
cause congestion in the network.

8. Rate control. Manipulation of transmission rates at nodes.
9. Resource allocation. Specification of share of each user/node from network

resources to maximize system performance while satisfying some fairness
objectives.

10. MAC transmission rate. The rate at which packets are released for transmission
by the Medium Access Control function in a wireless radio.

11.12 Questions

1. What are the congestion detection, signaling, and resolution functions in IEEE
802.11 MAC?

2. What are the congestion detection, signaling, and resolution functions in TCP?
3. How are IEEE 802.11e MAC parameters used to provide relative priority

among different access categories? What parameters would give absolute pri-
ority to AC[0]?

4. Assuming that all flows in the IEEE 802.11 network of Fig. 11.10 are always
backlogged and the MAC scheduler at node D is round robin, find the target
rate of flows fa and fb that maximizes network throughput. The capacity of all
links is C and the fairness objective requires equal throughput for flows fa, fb,
and fc. How does change of offered load of flows fa and fb to their target rate
impact throughput of flow fe?

5. Prove that a passive congestion control scheme with instantaneous feedback is
self-stabilizing.

fa
fb

fc

fe

A B C D

EF

Fig. 11.10 Network scenario of Question 4
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Fig. 11.11 Network scenario
of Question 7

A B C

fa
fb

fc

fd

D E

6. What are some of the ways that a malicious node can exploit a congestion con-
trol scheme?

7. Compute the utilization of IEEE 802.11-based network of Fig. 11.11 with and
without a passive congestion control scheme, assuming all nodes are offered
infinite load, the capacity of all links is C, and the flows are served by a round
robin scheduler in node B.

8. What are the disadvantages of a centralized congestion control scheme vs. a
distributed one? What information should be available to the resource allocation
function?

9. Use an example congestion control protocol to show how the IEEE 802.11s
congestion control framework can be extended to implement it.

10. What is the stability region for your congestion control scheme defined in
Question 9?
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Chapter 12
Wireless Mesh Networks-Based Multinetwork
Convergence and Security Access

Jianfeng Ma and Chunjie Cao

Abstract Every kind of wireless network has its own advantages and disadvantages,
and the provided services, traffic and coverage of various wireless networks differ
a lot. To fully use the advantages of various wireless networks and provide better
Quality of Services (QoS), the wireless network convergence based on IP technol-
ogy aroused great interest in recent years. At the same time, different wireless access
technologies have their own standards within mesh network architecture. Accord-
ingly, various mesh network technologies are prosperous. However, the requirement
to access network anywhere anytime needs the interconnection of various networks.
Therefore, the convergence of wireless mesh networks (WMNs) with other wireless
networks becomes an extremely important research subject. In this chapter, WMNs-
based multinetwork convergence technology is introduced. With the new technol-
ogy, wireless terminals can access heterogeneous wireless networks and Internet
through the backbone WMN using a multimode manner, which help the wireless
terminals realize seamlessly roaming among different wireless networks.

12.1 Introduction

12.1.1 Multinetwork Convergence

Extending IP connection to “last one mile” is an open problem being studied, how-
ever, no satisfying solution has been proposed so far. Although there are many pos-
sible solutions, such as all connected end to end optical networks, the deployment
of these solutions needs large amounts of cables. The difficulties to deploy in some
environments (urban area, the wild) also stunt the wide application of these access
networks.
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Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) are multihop ad hoc networks composed of
mobile or static nodes connected through wireless links [1]. The infrastructure of
WMN is self-organized, self-optimized and fault-tolerant. It facilitates the extension
of IP connection to areas that any other single access technology can not reach.
Compared with optical networks, WMN has the advantages of small investment and
easy configuration. At present, many companies, including Nokia [2], Microsoft [3],
Motorola [4] and Intel [5], are actively promoting WMNs as a perfect IP solution.
It is shown that the WMN has a large potential in practice [6–8] and it can converge
the existing and emerging wireless networks, including the cellular networks, ad hoc
networks and sensor networks. The application of these research results contributes
a lot to the development, realization of WMN.

With the development of computer and communication technologies, vari-
ous wireless networks, wireless wide area networks (such as 3G, 802.22), wire-
less metropolitan area networks (such as IEEE 802.16), wireless local area networks
(such as IEEE 802.11), satellite communication networks, Bluetooth networks and
so on, are substituting traditional wired networks as last hop to access Internet. The
convergence of all these wireless networks and provision of wide coverage, high
bandwidth, high mobility and low cost Internet access are the trends of the next
generation communication systems (such as B3G, 4G).

WiFi, WiMAX, WBMA and 3G play an important role in the area of high-speed
wireless data communication, but they are designed to solve different application
problems. Different requirements of these technologies in applications will lead to
their own living space in the increasingly refined market. Therefore, their relation-
ships are not so much competition as symbiosis. 3G’s convergence with the other
wireless networks is increasingly thought of as an irreversible trend. Using mobile
phones, users can access network services through WLAN when at company, enjoy
3G network services out of door, call the others through Bluetooth at home, and
access ground digital broadcasting services. Seamless network access leads to con-
tinuous phone calls, interruption during the call will never happen while across net-
work boundaries.

At present, the standards of WiFi, WiMAX, WBMA and 3G progress rapidly.
With the increasingly perfect standards, increasingly advanced technologies and
increasingly practical products, their unchanged requirements are higher bandwidth,
stronger security and better compatibility. According to the trend of 3G’s dual-mode
or multimode development, there are two forms: one is dual-mode or multimode
of various modulation methods, analogous to dual-mode of GSM and CDMA in
the 2G era; the other is the convergence between 3G and the other wireless net-
works, such as WLAN, WiMAX, which is mentioned above. It can be said that
the former is to provide smooth transition, for instance, the frequently mentioned
dual-mode of GSM and CDMA; the latter is the tendency of future industrial devel-
opment, for example, the convergence between 3G and the other wireless networks,
such as WLAN, WiMAX. First, many telecommunication service providers have
provided wireless coverage to facilitate users’ access to Internet. Second, some
terminals connected to wireless networks, such as PDA, mobile communication
devices (mobile phones), can access network through wireless technologies, too.
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In the framework of heterogeneous wireless networks convergence, the seamless
convergence between 3G and WLAN is especially concerned for their complemen-
tary characteristics. Many research institutes, including 3GPP (Third Generation
Partnership Project), are dedicated to the study the seamless convergence of 3G and
WLAN. Recently, loose convergence model has been widely advocated as the most
prefer model of B3G and 4G [9]. But, there are still a series of problems to be solved
to converge the heterogeneous wireless networks [10].

The tendency of future wireless networks will focus on IP and integration of var-
ious wireless access technologies. Compared to homogeneous networks, a unified
structure and easy management, heterogeneous networks possess much more com-
plex characteristics. Therefore, authentication, secure data transition and the corre-
sponding accounting problem come out when users roam among different networks.
A unified heterogeneous network architecture is required to realize truly heteroge-
neous convergence, in which secure access, authentication and accounting scheme
independent of various low layer wireless technologies are provided, to guarantee
secure and reliable communication from any access points [11].

12.1.2 Design Principles of Multimode Security Access

Adequate universality and flexibility are required in practical applications for multi-
mode security access in the environment of heterogeneous network. To achieve this
goal, we are expected to adhere to the following principles in designing multimode
security access and authentication schemes.

– Universality. Integrated multimode security access system should support vari-
ous wireless standards, such as 802.11b/g, 802.15, 802.16, 802.20, 3G and so on.

– Security. Integrated security access system for heterogeneous networks enables
the wireless terminals to access various wireless networks securely and adap-
tively. Central security solution has to be provided for wireless networks.
Besides, we have to coordinate different security policy among heterogeneous
networks, and guarantee consistency of multimode security access policy of the
wireless terminals to reduce the risks resulted from inconsistency of the security
policies.

– Reliability. The status of integrated security access system for heterogeneous
networks is very important for normal operation of the entire wireless networks.
Therefore, we have to adopt the hardware and software systems of high reliabi-
lity.

– Efficiency. Because of the limitation of computation and communication abilities
of wireless devices, fully consideration has to be given to efficiency of the access
system. The fast handover and roaming efficiency can be achieved by recurring
to existing technologies (such as 802.11r). In the premise of guaranteeing basic
security requirements, we should improve efficiency as much as possible.

– Scalability. We shall give full consideration to scalability in two aspects in the
process of design. One is that the function of the system can be extended and
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improved as different requirements, so the function of update and interface of
system extension must be provided; the other is the concept of modularizing
design: the additional functional modules could be installed when necessary.

12.2 Background

Future mobile communication will be composed of various and heterogeneous wire-
less access networks. Heterogeneous access is one of the most important prob-
lems that must be solved before heterogeneous network convergence. It involves
many different aspects, including the discovery and selection of the optimal access
network, execution of the vertical handover, update of terminal’s location, authen-
tication, accounting, etc. One of the greatest challenges confronting heteroge-
neous access research is how to design the seamless vertical handover technology
[12]. Traditional internal handover decision is performed based on the strength of
received signals and then a new connection will be setup. Vertical handover involves
different types of wireless access technologies, some new considerations will be
introduced in its design process, such as the configuration of access technologies
on different access points, QoS support, overall loads, user preference, security
and cost.

The design of effective access architecture and vertical handover scheme to
realize the convergence of heterogeneous networks become the focus, a number
of related works have been discussed in this area. In the study of e-Japan plan
MIRAI [13, 14], a new type of heterogeneous access scheme, Common Access,
is proposed. It aims to develop technologies for seamless integration of heteroge-
neous wireless networks. Another solution is based on proxy and dynamic packet
buffering queue [15], in which data streams are sent to both the original and the
new access network during the handover. To cooperate above link layer and reduce
packet loss [16], the concept of generic link layer (GLL) is introduced. On the basis
of GLL and WMNs, a multinetwork convergence architecture and multimode secu-
rity access system [17] is proposed.

12.2.1 Common Access

The Communications Research Laboratory (CRL) has been conducting the MIRAI
research project [13, 14], a national project under the e-Japan Plan. MIRAI is an
acronym of Multimedia Integrated network by Radio Access Innovation. Its goal
is to develop technologies for the seamless integration of heterogeneous wireless
networks. The common access, a new type of heterogeneous access scheme is one
of their technologies. It is based on three major entities: common core network
(CCN), basic access network (BAN) and multiservice user terminal (MUT).

CCN provides a common platform through which all MUTs can communi-
cate with correspondent nodes in the Internet. Most access points of radio access
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Fig. 12.1 The architecture of MIRAI

networks (RANs) are connected to CCN, which provides QoS-guaranteed routing
and seamless handover among RANs. BAN provides a common control/signaling
channel to enable all MUTs to access the common platform. The MUT is equipped
with a multiradio system and a BAC to communicate with the BAN. Besides,
some radio subsystems based on software-defined radio (SDR) technologies are also
equipped to access the CCN.

The architecture of MIRAI is depicted in Fig. 12.1. It is composed of four major
building blocks: the wireless terminal, the RAN, the CCN, and the external network.

In the architecture, the gateway router (GR) is responsible for the connection
between the external network and the CCN. The resource manager (RM) and
the mobility manager (MM) of the CCN mainly deal with traffic distribution and
mobility-related problems. The base station (BS) deals with wireless access prob-
lems in the normal link layer. It communicates with the CCN via base station inter-
face (BSI), which provides a uniform access mechanism for the base stations to
access the CCN. The network interface (NI) is used by BS to access the network.
All wireless terminals have a BAC to communicate with the BAN and an NI, which
is based on SDR technologies to access RANs. The network selector (NS) commu-
nicates with the RM to tune the radio for the RANs to use and the network selection
control protocol is used to enable the proper selection of an access network. The
locator (LOC) provides the RM with information on the location of wireless ter-
minals. The local resource manager (LRM) deals with the local resources of the
terminal and interacts with the RM at the CCN.
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12.2.2 Network Proxy

Indulska and Balasubramaniam proposed the vertical handover-based adaptation for
multimedia applications in pervasive systems [15]. The solution operates above the
transports layer to unify different protocol stacks of networks. Its main goal is to
minimize QoS violation for data streams being handed over to other networks. The
architecture of their solution is depicted in Fig. 12.2.

In their solution, the proxies reside in each network and are responsible for redi-
recting communication streams between networks during vertical handovers. The
proxy sends the stream to the wireless terminal and to the new proxy the wireless
terminal is migrating to, which is named as “doublecast.” In addition to the double-
cast, the proxy uses dynamic buffering mechanism, which buffers packets during
the handover to avoid the loss of packets. The context repository gathers and man-
ages context information including description of devices, networks, applications
and their QoS requirements, current user location and current network QoS param-
eters. The adaptability manager is to make decisions about handovers and to select
adaptations for the data stream.

Adaptation Manag

Context Repository

Proxy

Wireless Terminal

handover

Internet

N2 N2

N1

data stream

Fig. 12.2 The architecture of vertical handover
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12.2.3 Generic Link Layer

GLL [16] was proposed to provide that old configurations and states of wireless
link layer can be transferred to the new one if the wireless link layer is designed
in compatible and generic mode, thus seamless data transmission can be realized
during the handover. GLL enables a cooperation of different access networks at the
link layer to overcome the packets loss problem during a handover. In Fig. 12.3,
a simplified protocol stack is depicted, in which a mobile terminal communicates
with a correspondent node.

GLLs bridges radio physical layer and higher network layer. To achieve this goal,
they should perform several very important functions, such as queuing of incoming
data, scheduling of data for transmission and header compression of higher layer
protocol fields. In addition, to allow seamless and lossless cooperation between dif-
ferent access networks, the GLL should support three additional functions in order:
cooperation with mobility management functions and protocols, context transfer at
handover and lossless reconfiguration.

The GLL has three interfaces (depicted in Fig. 12.4): the interface to higher pro-
tocol layer, the interface to physical layer and the interface to configuration/control
manager. With these interfaces, the GLL can complete normal data transmission and
control functions.

Wireless Access network
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GLL GLL

PHY

IP IPIP

PHY

Backbone network

Correspondent
Node

Fig. 12.3 Generic link layer reference model

Network

Physical
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Control Manager
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Layer
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Fig. 12.4 Generic link layer functions and interfaces
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To allow seamless data transmission, the GLL needs to enable lossless reconfig-
uration at intersystem handover. It requires the following steps [16]:

– The link layer triggers the execution of the handover;
– At handover, the existing GLL transmission context is transferred to the new

point of execution;
– The GLL entities are reconfigured according to the new radio access technology.

The GLL receiver maintains the old transmission context;
– The outstanding part of higher layer data from the old transmission context is

transmitted from the reconfigured GLL transmitter via the new radio connection.
The receiver reconstructs the data from the old receiver context;

– After all outstanding data of the old GLL transmission context have been
delivered, the transmission continues in normal operation via the new radio
connection.

12.2.4 WMNs-Based Multinetwork Convergence

WMNs-based multimode security access (WMN-MSA) system [17] is an extensi-
ble access and authentication system, which adopts the GLL as a building block and
can deal with different authentication schemes of different access networks. It can
provide more extensive network integration, extensible security access architecture,
adaptive selection of authentication mode and strong protection of internal routing
and forwarding. Multimode wireless terminals can be authenticated by its original
subnet and access the subnet again through a new subnet via wireless mesh back-
bone network when it migrates to another subnet. The scenario shown in Fig. 12.5
is that the STA authenticates and communicates with the original WLAN through
the WiMAX base station (or the cellular network base station, the sensor network
sink node) and wireless mesh backbone network when the STA moving out of the
coverage of its home WLAN. Therefore, wireless mesh backbone network should
be able to deal with different access technologies, which reduces the requirements
of access devices.

12.3 WMNs-Based Multinetwork Convergence and Security
Access

At present, different kinds of wireless networks are based on the different authen-
tication and encryption standards, which results in difficulties in the users’ net-
work access. Even in the same kind of wireless networks, there exist more than
one authentication technologies, for example, IEEE 802.11i [18] and WAPI [19]
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Fig. 12.5 The architecture of WMN-based multinetwork convergence

in WLAN. So the mismatch of authentication technologies causes that the network
denies the user’s access. The WMN-MSA technology aims to solve this problem.

12.3.1 Introduction

WMN-MSA can realize more extensive network integration, scalable security
access architecture, adaptive selection of authentication mode, strong protection of
internal routing and forwarding. In WMN-MSA, the security access of all kinds
of wireless networks such as WLANs, WiMax networks, cellular networks, sensor
networks and satellite networks, can be successfully completed as long as the mesh
gateway is designed according to the architecture of this system and the wireless
terminal is installed the corresponding security access module. In addition, the user
can design authentication modules on his own and install the module on the system.
It is an interesting characteristic to the stronger security requirement applications.
Moreover, WMN-MSA provides protection mechanisms for reliably routing and
retransmitting in the mesh backbone network, which greatly strengthens the security
of the entire network.

In the architecture of the WMN-MSA, the GLL technology and the plug-in tech-
nology are adopted. The former guarantees that the wireless mesh backbone net-
work can interconnect with existing wireless access networks in link layer. The
latter guarantees the adaptability and the scalability of the authentication module,
which reduces the overheads of system maintenance.
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Fig. 12.6 The architecture of WMN-MSA

12.3.2 The Architecture

The architecture of WMN-MSA, depicted in Fig. 12.6 can be divided into wireless
mesh backbone subnet, wireless network interconnection subnet, single wireless
access subnet and multimode wireless terminal subnet.

Wireless mesh backbone subnet provides an infrastructure among different wire-
less networks to realize the convergence of different wireless networks. Wireless
network interconnection subnet is the border of the wireless mesh backbone net-
work and other wireless access networks, which mainly includes mesh network por-
tals (MPPs) and some base stations of single wireless access network. The single
wireless access subnet is the network that provides access services for wireless ter-
minals with the existing or emerging access technologies. It includes the base sta-
tions of all the wireless access networks. The multimode access wireless terminal
subnet is mainly made up of wireless terminals that are equipped with an integrated
authentication platform and can roam among different wireless networks.

12.3.2.1 Wireless Mesh Backbone Subnet

The main entity of the wireless mesh backbone subnet is wireless mesh point (MP),
which adopts the MAC and PHY protocols of WMNs to communicate with each
other. The protocol stack of MP is depicted in Fig. 12.7. The functions of an MP are
achieved by following four modules: security management module, data forwarding
module, neighbor management module and routing management module.
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Fig. 12.7 The protocol stack of MP

The security management module provides a variety of authentication and
encryption techniques, such as IEEE 802.11i and WAPI, to support the establish-
ment of secure channel between MPs.

On receiving a data frame, the data forwarding module of an MP sends it to the
higher layer if the destination of the data frame is this local machine; else delivers it
to the lower layer, which forwards the data frame based on the result of routing.

The neighbor management module controls the join and leave operations of
neighbor MPs, and maintains all kinds of state information of the accessed MP.

The routing management module executes specific functions of routing proto-
cols, such as the route establishment, selection and maintenance. In addition, it
supports the query of routing information from the data forwarding module. This
module is independent of specific routing protocols.

The wireless transmission/receipt port is concerned with sending and receiv-
ing of data frames. The distributary module is concerned with the distribution of
data frames from the wireless transmission/receipt port to different modules of
higher layer.

12.3.2.2 Wireless Network Interconnection Subnet

Wireless network interconnection subnet is the border between wireless mesh back-
bone network and different wireless access networks. It mainly includes the mesh
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point with portal (MPP) and some base stations of wireless access networks. MPP is
an MP node with the functions of a portal and can access different base stations. The
GLL and plug-in technologies are adopted when designing the MPP. The protocol
stack of MPP is depicted in Fig. 12.8.

The GLL can bridge most kinds of wireless or wired networks, thus the inter-
connection of heterogeneous networks is realized. Future networks can also be sup-
ported by GLL.

The portal control management module is concerned with installation, activation,
uninstallation and configuration of the existing portal modules. The portal control
management module is very important for achieving multimode access. On receiv-
ing the instructions of the data link layer, the right portal module is chosen and then
configured, started or uninstalled.

Portals have the unified interface. Different portal modules can be automatically
installed and uninstalled through the plug-in technology, which makes the system
flexible and scalable. When a new kind of network occurs, a new portal module
should be coded according to the interface criterion and added to portal database.
The interface criterion not only supports the interfaces of standard access method,
such as WLANs, Cellular networks, WiMax networks, sensor networks and satellite
networks, but also supports interfaces of self-designed and future access mode.

Another important communication entity in wireless network interconnection
subnet is the access point or base station of wireless access networks, such as
access point in WLAN. MPP can connect with the access network, which makes
network convergence possible. To ensure the compatibility of the existing access
technologies, the original technologies and network services of such nodes should
be reserved.
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12.3.2.3 Single Wireless Access Subnet

Single wireless access subnet is the wireless network that uses some existing or
emerging wireless network access technology individually. All the wireless access
networks should maintain the existing network services to be compatible with the
existing terminals.

12.3.2.4 Multimode Wireless Terminal Access Subnet

The multimode mobile terminal access subnet consists of wireless terminals with
the function of multimode access authentication, which allows users roaming
among different wireless networks. The system framework of the wireless terminal,
depicted in Fig. 12.9, includes the following subsystems: management subsys-
tem, security access subsystem, authentication protocol subsystem, implementation
subsystem and external security support subsystem.

Fig. 12.9 The framework of multimode wireless terminal
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Management subsystem is concerned with configuration of system’s functions
and security. Through user interface, management subsystem can carry out secu-
rity management, schedule management, configuration management and abnormity
management.

Security access subsystem should complete the entire process of authentication
with corresponding wireless network. On receiving the instructions of the manage-
ment subsystem, the security access subsystem interacts with the wireless access
network using the correct authentication module to achieve the authentication and
security access. All the functions of the security subsystem are realized by the co-
operation of the security access engine, load management module, strategy manage-
ment module, and log management module.

Authentication protocol subsystem is an open and scalable system, which new
security protocols can be easily extended into. Both the standard authentication pro-
tocols and self-designed authentication protocols can be supported by the authenti-
cation protocol subsystem.

Implementation subsystem is the lowest layer of the system framework, and it
is also the interface between the security access engine and the network hardware,
e.g., wireless network adapter. It deals with all the data streams with the network.

External security supporting subsystem includes Certificate Authority (CA),
Attribute Authority (AA) and Credit Database (CD), which is one of the security
foundation for security access of wireless terminals.

12.4 Thoughts for Practitioners

On the basis of the architecture of WMN-MSA proposed in Sect. 12.3, this section
describes WLAN Mesh-based multimode security access system. Its main function
is to provide an integrated authentication platform for multi-WLAN access. Against
the heterogeneity of authentication systems in WLANs’ security protection, the plat-
form is to provide reliable and secure integrated authentication environments, which
facilitate clients to access the right network using the right authentication method
adaptively. The reliable and secure access method is provided for a user through
binding security software platform with radio access terminals, which realizes the
integrated authentication, access control, key management, roaming and handover
among different access networks. To realize the security control of the wireless ter-
minal’s radio access, standard technologies of security access (IEEE 802.11i and
WAPI) are used in the WMN-MSA system, which enables the wireless terminal
different accesses networks adaptively. Moreover, the extensibility of the platform
allows the new access protocols can be added to the system as the plug-ins.

The system is based on Linux, and communication entities, such as wireless
terminals and MPs, are equipped with Prism2/2.5/3 chipset-based IEEE 802.11b
network adapters. This kind of adapters can provide the required functionality,
such as controlling the construction, transmission and reception of the network
frames, etc.
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The system’s basic functions are implemented in the driver, which provides a set
of system interfaces being called by user programs. These functions are time con-
strained, such as the transmission, reception and frames forwarding of frames, timed
sending of Beacon frame, etc. On the other hand, the functions of neighbor manage-
ment, authentication and encryption, and route maintenance are implemented in user
programs.

12.4.1 Interconnecting Devices

12.4.1.1 Protocol Stack

According to various communication functions, interconnecting devices appeared in
WLAN mesh can be divided into following categories: MP, MAP (mesh AP), and
MPP. All the three kinds of nodes have to be redesigned so that they can support
the interconnection with other networks. Because most functions of WLAN Mesh
are implemented on MAP and MPP, we will focus on the design of the MAP with
Portal.

The framework of the MAP with Portal, depicted in Fig. 12.10, consists of fol-
lowing four modules:

– AP module. This module involves all functions of an AP, which is specified by
IEEE 802.11, including security management, STA management and packages
forwarding.

– MP module. The functions of this module include security management, neigh-
bor management, package forwarding and routing management.

– Portal module. This module is used by an MPP to interconnect with other wire-
less networks.

Fig. 12.10 The framework of MAP + Portal
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Fig. 12.11 The system interconnection model

– Communication middle-layer module. The function of this module is to bridge
AP, MP and Portal in link layer.

The following Fig. 12.11 depicts the interconnection model in the system. In
the MPP, different types of portals take charge of the interconnections with other
wireless networks.

12.4.1.2 Functions of Subsystems

The system is software running on each MP and then adaptively installs correspond-
ing modules on demands. The framework of the MAP + Portal system is depicted
in Fig. 12.12.

Management Subsystem

The management subsystem consists of a user interface module, a portal man-
agement module, a communication middleware management module, an AP
management module and an MP management module. The management subsystem
is separated from other application subsystems, which is helpful for modularly
designing, implementing and configuring the system. So it is very flexible for a
node of the network to be configured to an MP/MAP/MPP.

MP Subsystem

The MP subsystem mainly deals with data forwarding and routing maintaining. Of
all the modules, Neighbor Management module is to control the join and leave
operations of neighbor MPs and maintains all states of accessed MPs. Forwarding
management module submits the data frame to upper layer whose destination is the
local host, or re-encapsulates the data frame according to the routing information
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Fig. 12.12 The framework of MAP + Portal system

from routing management module and delivers it to the lower layer to forward.
Routing management module maintains routing information and responses to the
query of forwarding management module. Security management module provides
several kinds of access methods, which enable the MP be accessed under different
modes. Also, this module provides services of encryption/decryption for frames.
Information query module provides the running states of the MP for the manage-
ment subsystem.

AP Subsystem

The AP subsystem mainly provides the access services for wireless terminals (STA)
in WLAN. It includes an STA management module, a security management module
and an information query module. The STA management module handles the join
and leave operations of wireless STAs and maintains the states of accessed STAs.
Security management module and information query module provide similar func-
tions as the same modules in MP subsystem.

Communication Middleware Subsystem

The communication middleware subsystem is used to bridge different kinds of wire-
less or wired networks in the link layer and it is scalable for future networks. Frames
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are forwarded with uniform message format among different networks. There are
four major modules in the subsystem: data forwarding management module, routing
management module, information query module and security management module.

Routing management module maintains the routing information of Portal/AP/MP
entities connected to the communication middleware, which can support the rout-
ing information query when the data forwarding management module forwards data
frames. Data forwarding management module re-encapsulates data frames, which
will be sent to portal entities or the AP/MP subsystem, and delivers them to the cor-
responding subsystem according to the routing information provided by the routing
management module. Security management module enables the establishment of
security links with other nodes if necessary. Information query module provides the
running states of the communication middleware subsystem for the management
subsystem.

Portal Control Subsystem

Portal control subsystem controls the installation, activation, uninstallation and con-
figuration of different portal modules. It executes the above operations on receiv-
ing commands from management subsystem. The portal control subsystem includes
following modules:

– Command management module. It executes portal control commands of the man-
agement subsystem and sends running states of the subsystem to the management
subsystem.

– Portal management module. On receiving the command of command manage-
ment module, it accomplishes the corresponding operations, such as installation,
uninstallation, configuration and query.

– Active portal database. It is a set of portal modules being in use, and these portal
modules are controlled by the portal management module.

Portal Storage Subsystem

All the portal modules are stored in the portal database by the portal storage sub-
system, which is controlled by the portal control subsystem. When a new access
network occurs, a corresponding portal module should be coded according to the
interface criterion and stored in the portal database. Then the portal control sub-
system can load the new portal module from the portal database if necessary. The
portal storage subsystem includes the portal criterion interface and the portal mod-
ules database.

1. Portal criterion interface. It consists of a portal installing criterion interface, a
portal uninstalling criterion interface, a portal configuring criterion interface and
a portal information querying criterion interface. These criterion interfaces pro-
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vide integrated specifications for multimode access system, and then a new portal
module can be easily extended into the system.

2. Portal modules database. The database supports two kinds of portal modules,
one is the standard portal modules, such as 3G, BlueTooth, and so on; the other is
self-designed portal modules. The latter is aimed at special applications and can
meet some special requirements that the standard portal module cannot achieve.

Algorithms and Protocols Library

The library is an independent module, which can support the communication mid-
dleware subsystem, AP management subsystem and MP management subsystem
with all kinds of authentication algorithms, encryption algorithms, key management
protocols, etc.

Hardware Interfaces

This subsystem contains the distributary/aggregation equipment and the transmis-
sion/receipt interface of network adapters. The former mainly has two functions: one
is the distribution and encapsulation of data frames received from lower layer, and
then sends these frames to corresponding subsystems to deal with; the other is the
encapsulation of frames received from some subsystems with uniform format and
then delivers these frames to transmission/receipt interfaces of network adapters.
The latter also has two functions: first, it sends out frames received from the dis-
tributary/aggregation equipment through hardware interface or vice versa. Second,
it provides a uniform interface for sending and receiving frames, which can screen
the differences of hardware.

12.4.2 Wireless Terminals

This section introduces the multimode security access system for WLAN terminals.
It is based on IEEE802.11b network adapter and can provide the integration of dif-
ferent security authentication protocols. This system can be used in various WLAN
access networks and ensure that wireless terminals adaptively access wireless net-
works with corresponding authentication schemes. Moreover, the system is scalable
and can be reconfigured with a new security access scheme through the plug-in tech-
nology. The framework of the multimode security accessing system of the wireless
terminals is depicted in Fig. 12.13.

The system consists of following functional modules: main procedure module,
authentication module, authentication module scheduler, driver module scheduler,
system control interface and driver adaption layer.
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Fig. 12.13 The framework of the multimode security accessing system

Main procedure module. This module realizes the functions of the user interface,
security management, configure management, log management and abnormity man-
agement in the framework of multimode wireless terminals. Concretely, it should
provide the detection and load of authentication module plug-ins, analysis of con-
figuration log, assignment and release of the resources, and load of different authen-
tication module plug-ins.

Schedule module. The scheduling module completes functions of the schedule
management module in the framework of multimode wireless terminals. Concretely,
the authentication module scheduler achieves the adaptive schedule of authentica-
tion module plug-ins according to the contents of user’s configuration files. When
the access network is changed, the right authentication module is loaded if it has
been configured in the configuration file. Otherwise, the authentication module
scheduler analyzes the access network and selects the right authentication module.

System control interface. This module realizes the functions of authentication
protocol interface in the framework of multimode wireless terminals. The interac-
tion between main procedure and authentication plug-ins depends on the system
control interface, which is a logic interface and partly realized both in main pro-
cedure and plug-ins. It can be divided into register interface, initialization inter-
face, communication interface and functionality interface. The register interface
is concerned with the registration and logout of the authentication modules. The
initialization interface is concerned with the load of authentication modules and
assignment of the resources. The communication interface is concerned with the
communication among different modules. The functionality interface is to call the
different system functions. The system control interface can not only load the exis-
tent functionality modules to the system but also import a new functionality module,
which provides the scalability for the system.
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The system control interface is very important and all the data streams are deliv-
ered through it. So the design of the interface should be very careful to guarantee
the scalability and efficiency of the system.

Authentication module. The authentication module belongs to the authentica-
tion protocol subsystem in the framework of multimode wireless terminals. It deals
with standard authentication protocols and self-designed authentication protocols.
Its scalability is realized through the dynamic link lib (DLL) and each authenti-
cation protocol is designed to be a DLL and coded to be a plug-in. The interaction
between the authentication module and other modules is based on the system control
interface. When a new authentication protocol occurs, it should be coded according
to the interface specification so that it can be compatible by the system. All the
authentication plug-ins are scheduled by the authentication module scheduler.

Driver adaption layer. This module realizes functions of driver adaption layer
in the framework of multimode wireless terminals. For the messages received from
different drivers, this module encapsulates these messages for the authentication
protocol according to the protocol message format. For the messages of the authen-
tication protocol will be sent, this module encapsulates the messages for the driver.
Therefore, this module enables the system to be compatible with other platforms.

The framework of driver adaption layer is depicted in Fig. 12.14. For each
authentication protocol plug-in, there is a corresponding operation set that formats
all drivers supporting the authentication protocol. For example, 802.11i driver ops
is the operation set of 802.11i and driver hostap supports both 802.11i and
WAPI. Then the driver hostap should be formatted by 802.11i driver ops and
WAPI driver ops, respectively.

The scalability of the driver adaption layer lies in the following two aspects. First,
when a new authentication protocol plug-in module is added, the system inserts its
information into the corresponding driver module. If the system cannot find the

802.11i WAPI
Driver Module

Scheduler

Scheduler_driver_opsWapi_driver_ops802.11i_driver_ops

prism54 ... ...hostap

Fig. 12.14 The framework of driver adaption layer
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corresponding driver, it should be assigned by the user. Second, when a new driver
is added, the system registers an operation in the authentication protocol operation
set, which is supported by the driver. Then the driver can be loaded after restarting
the system.

The work flow of the multimode security accessing system for WLAN terminals
has the following five stages that are depicted in Fig. 12.15.

Initializing stage: Once the operating system is started, the network adapter’s
driver is called and the work mode of the adapter is set to hostap mode. Then the
adapter is started and main procedure initializes all modules.

Network scanning stage: After the initializing stage, the system will scan the
assigned or available access devices to attain the required access information, e.g.,
the authentication protocol.

Authentication module loading stage: The system analyzes the information pro-
vided by the network scanning stage and identifies the type of the access network.
According to the type of the network, the schedule module selects and loads the cor-
responding authentication protocol plug-in. At the same time, the schedule module
should record state information of the authentication module.

Network accessing stage: In this stage, the system should complete the authenti-
cation and key management via the corresponding authentication module. Once the
authentication is successful, the wireless terminal can access the network.

Fig. 12.15 The work flow of wireless terminals
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Ending stage: the system should unload the corresponding modules and release
occupied resources. Then a secure channel between the wireless terminal and access
device is established and the normal communication is realized.

12.5 Directions for Future Research

In the future, there will be a multitude of wireless access networks based on dif-
ferent standards and technologies. Then the seamless communication across these
heterogeneous networks would be the basic requirement. Although WMNs-based
network convergence is a very flexible and scalable solution, there are some direc-
tions remaining to be further studied.

Multichannel communication. Currently, the WMN-MSA system is based on
single channel communication mode. To extend the capacity of the network and
improve the efficiency of the communication, the multichannel communication
mode should be adopted.

Evaluation in practice. The WMN-MSA system is a prototype system, so the
evaluation of this system should be carried through in practice.

Enlarging the coverage. The wireless mesh backbone in the WMN-MSA system
is WLAN mesh, so the coverage of the system needs to be enlarged through other
wireless mesh technologies.

Besides, a number of other research issues have unsatisfactory solutions cur-
rently, such as the fast seamless vertical handover, QoS support, secure routing
algorithms and access authentication protocols, the strategies and algorithms of
dynamic bandwidth allocation in heterogeneous networks, trusted and survivable
architecture, etc.

12.6 Conclusions

As a necessary technology in the next generation wireless network, WMN tech-
nologies will draw much more attention. The convergence of different wireless
networks based on WMN is an effective approach. In this chapter, WMNs-based
multinetwork convergence technology is introduced. With the new technology, wire-
less terminals can access heterogeneous wireless networks and Internet through the
backbone WMN using a multimode manner, which helps the wireless terminals real-
ize seamlessly roaming among different wireless networks. Based on the technol-
ogy, a WLAN mesh-based multimode security access system is implemented. The
system is a suite of softwares installed in wireless terminals, mesh access points
(MAPs) and MPPs. It is scalable for the new or self-designed security technologies
without any change to hardware. So it is very suitable for the circumstances where
high flexibility and robusticity are required.
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12.7 Terminologies

1. Network convergence. Converged networking provides an integrated network,
which is provision of wide coverage, high bandwidth, high mobility and low
cost Internet access for network terminals.

2. Multimode access. A wireless terminal can access all the converged heteroge-
neous networks via the access technologies corresponding to the access net-
works. These access technologies can be adaptively selected by the wireless
terminal and access networks.

3. Vertical handover. Vertical handovers refer to the automatic conversion from
one technology to another to maintain communication. This is different from a
“horizontal handoff” between different wireless access points that use the same
technology in that a vertical handoff involves changing the data link layer tech-
nology used to access the network.

4. Seamless network access. Seamless network access leads to continuous phone
calls, interruption during the call will never happen while across network bound-
aries.

5. Mesh point with portal (MPP). An MPP is a mesh point that sits between a
WMN and an external network, such as a cellular network, with some defined
border functionality.

6. MIRAI. MIRAI is a project of e-Japan Plan and it aims at developing new tech-
nologies to enable seamless integration of various wireless access systems for
practical.

7. Doublecast. Doublecast refers to a data stream transmission mechanism that
the proxy sends the stream to the wireless terminal and to the new proxy the
wireless terminal is migrating to.

8. Generic link layer (GLL). GLL provides that old configurations and states of
wireless link layer can be transferred to the new one if the wireless link layer is
designed in compatible and generic mode, thus seamless data transmission can
be realized during the handover.

9. WMN-MSA. WMN-MSA is a security access system for WMNs-based multi-
network convergence. In WMN-MSA, the security access of all kinds of wire-
less networks can be successfully completed as long as the mesh gateway is
designed according to the architecture of this system and the wireless terminal
is installed the corresponding security access module.

10. Plug-in. Plug-in is a computer program that interacts with a host application to
provide a certain, usually very specific, function “on demand.”

12.8 Questions

1. Explain the reasons of the convergence of different wireless networks.
2. What are the design principles of multimode security access system?
3. What entities are involved in MIRAI?
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4. What is doublecast?
5. What are the functions of the dynamic buffering mechanism used in Indulska

and Balasubramaniam’s vertical handover solution?
6. List the steps of handover in GLL.
7. Briefly describe the WMN-MSA system.
8. What subnets consist of the architecture of WMN-MSA?
9. To realize the convergence of different wireless networks, the WMN-MSA sys-

tem should be installed in which kind of nodes?
10. Which kind of functions of WMN-MSA is implemented in the driver and user

program, respectively?
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Chapter 13
Scalability in Wireless Mesh Networks

S. Srivathsan, N. Balakrishnan, and S.S. Iyengar

Abstract Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) is emerging as a prominent technol-
ogy for next-generation broadband wireless networking. They have distinct advan-
tages over current wireless networks and because of the promise they hold, research
and development in this area is progressing rapidly. However, studies in the recent
past have noted that WMNs have shortcomings and the technical issues are being
addressed both in the industry and academia for successful deployment for a variety
of applications.

This chapter provides a detailed survey about scalability – one of the major
deciding factors for any new networking technology to be accepted, deployed and
to evolve continuously. It is now well known that available ad hoc wireless network-
ing protocols are not scalable for WMNs. This chapter discusses the various factors
that impact scalability of WMNs and presents a detailed study of various current
and ongoing research efforts in the different aspects of networking such as net-
work architecture, physical layer, MAC layer and network layer that aim to improve
scalability in large-scale WMNs. Various improvements to existing wireless ad hoc
protocols, wireless sensor network protocols and revisiting of protocol designs from
the perspective of WMNs and scalability are discussed with an emphasis on open
research issues among the protocols. Other aspects in network design and deploy-
ment that aim to improve scalability are also discussed.

13.1 Introduction

A new form of distributed wireless networks called wireless mesh networks
(WMN) looks to be a promising candidate for next generation wireless broadband
networking. It is believed to play an important role in future wireless network
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applications ranging from civilian wireless Internet applications to military and
emergency response applications besides indoor applications. WMNs represent a
paradigm shift away from the liabilities of traditional wireless formats such as rigid
structures, meticulous planning requirements of the wired backbone and toward a
real-time plug-and-play deployment model that is up to the challenge of today’s
rapidly changing connectivity environment. Because of technological advances
and breakthrough approaches, WMNs are poised to make the leap from localized
hotspots to fully wireless hot-zones with building-wide or campus-wide coverage
and even hot regions that span an entire metropolitan area.

WMNs are characterized by inherent tolerance against network failures, rapid
deployment and flexible coverage areas. Its dynamic self-organization and self-
healing capabilities help in lowering the deployment costs and enabling ease of
maintenance. The diverse capabilities and advantages of WMNs have inspired many
industries, sparked interest in many researchers and have led to rapid commercial-
ization in a slew of indoor and outdoor applications such as community networking,
building automation, broadband home networking, high-speed metropolitan area
networks and enterprise networking. They are also appearing in several vertical mar-
kets such as mining, manufacturing, transportation, and other enterprise settings.

Though WMNs have many advantages and have become popular in recent years
for both urban and rural applications, network providers are realizing the issues
associated with it. One of most apparent problem is the scalability of such networks
(often seen in any multihop network) both in terms of increased geographical area
coverage and number of users. Under those conditions, the network has to grow effi-
ciently and cost-effectively. But, as more nodes are deployed and as more users par-
ticipate, the usual advantages of multihop wireless networks begins to fail and would
degrade the performance. The denser the users become, the more will be the cochan-
nel interference that would deteriorate the performance and scalability [20, 24].

This chapter presents a survey of recent advances in algorithms and protocol
design to maintain acceptable levels of scalability for large-scale WMNs and also
gives some insight to some critical factors influencing protocol design. The rest of
the chapter is organized as follows. Section 13.2 discusses background in the area
of WMNs and scalability in WMN. Section 13.3 provides a brief introduction to
similar technologies. Section 13.4 describes in detail about scalability in WMNs.
Section 13.5 mentions about some thoughts for practitioners. Possible future direc-
tions in research and open issues are discussed in Sect. 13.6 and concluding remarks
are given in Sect. 13.7.

13.2 Background

WMNs were originally developed to give soldiers reliable broadband communica-
tions anywhere in the battlefield. It was developed with a set of key requirements in
mind – broadband capacity along with quick deployment in infrastructure-less areas,
quick tear-down, automatic configuration and reconfiguration capabilities without
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Fig. 13.1 An example of military communication using mesh networks. Image source [25]

the need to predeploy large towers or antennas. Every soldier’s radio powered the
network creating an ad hoc interconnected wireless system that increased tactical
situational awareness by adding support for real-time data and video connectivity to
individual soldiers and battlefield commanders [41] (Fig. 13.1).

From military applications, WMNs have gradually trickled into the civilian
space. Initially, it started off for mission-critical law enforcement agencies, fire
departments, emergency medical service providers and other public safety orga-
nizations. In the past, the first responders were limited to voice communications
with a centralized command and control. More recently, the available options have
expanded to text-messaging, satellite video and other forms of communications.
The advent of licensing the 4.9 GHz spectrum for the exclusive use of public safety
agencies and the technological/economical advantage WMNs promise will bring
unprecedented communication capabilities. From public safety applications, WMNs
are now moving into community wireless broadband services to support data, voice
and video [44].

By eliminating the expense of wiring and the impediments involved in that pro-
cess, recent adaptations of existing wireless and switching/routing technologies
have now made WMNs practical and affordable in more situations than ever before.
To achieve this paradigm shift, the wireless mesh takes full advantage of several
proven technologies. The ubiquity of wireless networks due to the cheap and reli-
able Wi-Fi and Bluetooth products have enabled new markets have been developed.
Current wireless networks form isolated communication islands without any inter-
connection among them.

Multimedia data services have grown at a remarkable rate in recent years and
there is considerable demand for such services globally. The increase in demand is
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likely to grow even faster because of advances in multimedia distribution services.
To keep up with this demand and offer acceptable levels of network service, net-
work scalability thus becomes an important consideration for service providers and
hardware/software vendors.

13.3 Similar Technologies

Wireless networking has been around for a long time and there are many tech-
nologies that are being researched, prototyped and deployed in both indoors and
outdoors for many applications. The regular wireless LAN (WLAN) is the most
commonly used technology that uses IEEE 802.11 (a/b/g/n). Wireless sensor net-
works are gradually coming to prominence after years of research. WiMax is yet
another technology where a whole city can skip building infrastructure and jump
onto wireless mobility with high-speed access. Zigbee and 802.15.4 is similar to
sensor networks and is targeted for home networking and HVAC. Other technolo-
gies include Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1), IEEE 802.16 (aka WiMAX) and wireless
personal area networks (WPANS) are some of the current networks that are opera-
tional worldwide.

WMNs consist of a mish-mash of network components such as wireless routers,
gateways, printers, servers, mobile clients (bus, subway, airplanes, etc.), and station-
ary clients. The users could use 802.11x, Bluetooth or any other proprietary technol-
ogy and would not be a bottleneck if properly designed. The router to router links
are wireless and usually the cause for bottleneck. In most applications, the user–
user data flows constitute only a small fraction of the data flow and the majority is
because of the user–internet data flow.

Typically, in WMNs, the nodes are fixed and some are mobile. It relies on some
infrastructure and most traffic that runs through it is user-to-gateway. On the con-
trary, in ad hoc networks, the nodes could be mobile and most of the traffic is user-
to-user. The bandwidth of WMNs is very much greater than what wireless sensor
networks can provide and the nodes in WMNs generally do not have severe energy
limitations like those of sensor networks.

13.4 Scalability

Adoption of distributed wireless network services is becoming prevalent and this
drives the efforts to make such networks grow seamlessly with the addition of new
nodes and new users without any noticeable degradation in its throughput.

It is shown that traffic pattern and topology plays a role in whether a network’s
per node capacity would scale to large networks [32–34, 38]. The authors of this
paper also show that for a total capacity to scale with network size, the average
distance between source and destination nodes much remain small as the network
grows. The analysis by Gupta and Kumar [22] provides an estimate of per node
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capacity in wireless ad hoc network. In that paper, two network models were con-
sidered. The first called arbitrary network model, which has N immobile nodes with
no restrictions on their locations, have different transmission powers and all nodes
have omnidirectional antennas that can either transmit or receive (not both) at a
given time. The authors showed that that the throughput per source–destination pair
is O(1/

√
n) as n → ∞ where n is the number of nodes in the network. The second

model considered is called the random network model, which has additional con-
straints such as random locations, traffic patterns and all nodes use a fixed transmis-
sion power. The total amount of data that can be sent simultaneously for one hop
increases linearly with the total area of the network provided the sender–receiver
pairs are sufficiently separated to avoid interference. This result can roughly be
equated to mesh networks in the sense that when the node density is constant and if
there are multiple hops, the end to end capacity is roughly Θ(1/

√
n logn) for arbi-

trary networks and the end to end throughput at each node is Θ(1/
√

n) for random
networks. This study points to the notion that ad hoc networks are fundamentally
nonscalable, which may not reflect reality. This study was based on the assump-
tion that the nodes communicate at random and that each node is equally likely to
communicate.

Another research study by Gupta, Gray and Kumar [23] presents a new exper-
imental result, which states that the per node throughput decays like O(1/n1.68).
Onur Arpacioglu and Zygmunt J Haas [2] provide theoretical results that demon-
strate the dependencies among the maximum achievable per node end-to-end
throughput, the number of nodes in the network and other parameters of the wire-
less network. They also determine the implications of these dependencies on the
scalability of the wireless network. Their analytical result shows that the end-to-
end per node throughput is Θ(1/n). The authors prove that this throughput scaling
could be achieved even without simultaneous transmissions. Their work is primarily
for peer-to-peer wireless networks such as WMNs and ad hoc networks, but the
results also holds for infrastructure based wireless networks. Their work consid-
ers temporal variation in transmission powers and simultaneous per-node multiple
transmissions and receptions.

The important fact to note is that of scaling relationships: As number of
nodes increases, the load increases and load increases as the communication dis-
tance increases and the total one-hop capacity increases as the coverage of the
network increases [36, 37]. The authors in [22] have also stated that traffic pattern
does impact on scalability. The study in [38] provides a clear idea of how traffic
patterns and locality of the traffic could impact scalability. If the size of the network
increases and if the traffic pattern remains local, that is, if users tend to communicate
within a limited area always (say, a building, or same university), scalability is not
affected. But, in general, it is known that scalability degrades when networks and
users scale up. The question is “by how much” and how this degradation can be kept
to a minimal value. In [28], the authors study the existence of scalable protocols
that achieve the capacity limit of O(1/

√
n) for each source and destination pair

in a large wireless network where the buffer size does not grow as the size of the
network grows. They proceed to show that there is no end-end to protocol capable
of this maintaining this limiting throughput with constant buffer space. The authors
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establish that there exists a protocol that can achieve a slightly smaller throughput
of O(1/

√
n logn) with the nodes having constant buffer space.

13.4.1 Factors Affecting Scalability

There are many reasons for poor network scalability in WMNs. Some of them are
listed below:

• Co-channel interference
• Routing protocol overhead
• Half-duplex nature of radio antennas
• Difficulties in handling multiple frequency radio systems
• Deployment architecture
• Medium access control
• Topology (denseness of nodes, degree of nodes)
• Communication pattern (locality and number of hops)

In the following sections and subsections, we shall see how the above factors play a
role in affecting the scalability of WMNs. Not all the factors are mutually exclusive
and most of them interrelated. Hence, we shall be observing the effects of more than
one factor when we are discussing about the impact of another.

13.4.1.1 Network Architecture

Of the many criteria for a successful deployment of a WMN, the need for a care-
ful analysis and consideration of appropriate deployment architecture is essen-
tial. WMNs can be deployed in flat, hierarchical or hybrid fashion. Typically, for
any emergency deployment, a random flat architecture is used. These architectural
design issues [54] are described in the following subsections.

Modern mesh network requirements have evolved from their military origins as
mesh networking moved from the battlefield to the service provider, enterprise, and
residential networking environments. Today, Internet connectivity is needed more
than local peer-to-peer connectivity. Data sources are primarily resident on the Inter-
net, not on a peer. Also, to cover large areas in a cost-effective way, nodes may be
placed further away from their eventual connection to the wired network, which
implies more relay or “hops” within the mesh until the Ethernet cable (wired net-
work) is reached [13]. Below are the typical wireless network architectures that are
used in a variety of applications:

Flat Wireless Mesh

Typically, in a wired or wireless network, clients are data providers and routers
are used as data forwarders. But, in a flat WMN, all the nodes are seen as peers.
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That is, clients (users), routers, gateways, etc. are all on the same level and there
is no clustering or grouping of nodes in any logical or physical sense. In this sce-
nario, the peers communicate with their neighbors not only for data transfer but also
for transfer of control data that is, for routing, configuration and provisioning and
other application related parameter handshaking. This kind of architecture closely
resembles a traditional ad hoc wireless network. Though this kind of architecture is
simple, it is well known from Gupta and Kumar [22] that such a topology would
not scale well and has the potential to put very high resource constraints. Moreover,
addressing schemes and service discovery would prove to be a major bottleneck
against scalability.

Hierarchical Wireless Mesh

In this kind of architecture, as the name suggests, the nodes are grouped (logically,
geographically, etc.) and form multiple tiers. Each level would have different kinds
of nodes with different functionality (but, also functions as peers) and the lowest of
them all would constitute the users (clients). One of the upper level nodes would be a
router that forms a part of the WMN backbone (or backhaul) network [4,48]. These
backbone nodes do not originate or terminate data traffic like the client nodes, but,
enable the data traffic to reach the next hop by observing the required QoS. They also
ensure that the backbone network is functional under partial network failure. This is
done by rerouting, renegotiating links and discovering new alternate routes in real-
time. This is the key to network resilience [6]. When one or more of the backhaul
nodes fail, the other backhaul nodes would either recompute alternate routes in real-
time (by using reactive routing protocols) or would already have alternate routes in
their routing and forwarding tables precomputed (by those using proactive routing
protocols).

Hybrid Wireless Mesh Network

Hybrid WMNs, which aims to achieve better capacity than ad hoc networks with-
out infrastructure support, uses other wireless networks for communication. This
kind of architecture has (usually) three tiers, which consist of mobile nodes, wire-
less relay nodes and wired access points. It becomes essential, when one considers
scalability, to note that most applications involve traffic flows to and from the Inter-
net in addition to peer-to-peer communication among radio nodes. Furthermore, the
addition of infrastructure nodes to ad hoc networks can reduce the mean number of
hops from source to destination, thereby improving performance when compared to
flat architecture (Fig. 13.2).

Suli Zhao et al. in [56] propose a novel self-organizing hierarchical architecture
for improving performance and scalability and it is compared with two well-known
classes of ad hoc routing protocols – dynamic source routing (DSR) and ad hoc
on-demand distance vector (AODV) and evaluated with flat ad hoc network. They
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Fig. 13.2 A typical hybrid wireless mesh network. Image source [1]

show that their new three-tier hierarchical architecture shows significant capacity
increases and better scalability when the number of forwarding nodes and access
points are increased in the right proportions. They also observe that scaling would
depend on the spatial distributions and the relative densities of client nodes and other
nodes (gateways, backbone nodes, etc.). In [55], the same authors study the scaling
properties of a three-tier hierarchical hybrid wireless network that contains a mix of
mobile nodes, access points, forwarding nodes.

13.4.1.2 MAC Design

The MAC layer for any protocol for WMNs perform the usual function of finding
the channel and using it at the right time. Typically, MAC protocols are designed
for homogenous networks where the radios of all the nodes use a single frequency
to communicate and use omnidirectional antennas. But, in the case of WMNs, the
situation is quite different. The network in heterogeneous, that is, the nodes are
different and the radios and channels used would be different. In such cases, the
MAC protocols must be able to switch among the available channels to quickly
find the unused channel and transmit. Such behavior will improve performance of
the network by avoiding collisions and interference during multihop routing. Mul-
tiple channels would enable a node to transmit simultaneously or enable neigh-
boring nodes to simultaneously communicate without interference and collisions
(Fig. 13.3).

But, designing a good MAC for WMNs is challenging due to many reasons. In
case of multichannel MAC protocols, distributed channel selection is a big issue.
Besides that, the usual issues with wireless MAC comes into picture – Collisions,
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Fig. 13.3 Hidden terminal problem

interference, Hidden Terminal Problem, Exposed Terminal Problem, Deafness prob-
lem (if the nodes use directional or smart antenna). In Fig. 13.1 above, nodes C and
B are communicating with each other initially. Node A is out of the communication
range of C and hence does not hear its signal in the medium and tries to communi-
cate with B. When B gets this signal, there will be collision at B as it receives signals
from both A and C simultaneously. Most MAC protocols have not fully solved the
scalability issue and only partial problems are solved while raising other new prob-
lems. New distributed and collaborative algorithms are being researched to maintain
a high level of network throughput as the networks scales up [1]. Huang and Lai [26]
have shown that scalability is affected by the physical layer also.

Because a MAC protocol’s main task is to provide fair and efficient resource shar-
ing, care should be taken during the design of MAC protocol for WMNs to ensure
scalability. Because conventional MAC protocols may suffer from low through-
put because of interference and collisions during multihop data relay, multichannel
MAC protocols are being considered in recent years. Some of the recent efforts in
designing efficient MACs in terms of performance and scalability are the following:

Use of Directional Antennas

Typically, nodes in a wireless network would have omnidirectional antennas that
have well known disadvantages. Nearby nodes (in the vicinity of the one that is
transmitting) have to remain silent (backoff) until they sense the medium to be clear.
This is the basis of CSMA and this can be seen in Fig. 13.2 Omni Communication
case. Because this idea would prove detrimental to the any dense deployment of
WMN nodes, directional antennas are being investigated currently (Fig. 13.4).

Directional antennas provide a nice way to improve spatial reuse and thereby
have the potential to increase the performance and scalability of WMNs [46]. With
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Fig. 13.4 Comparison between Omni directional communication and communication using direc-
tional antenna. Image source [9]

the use of directional antennas, the antennas of the sender and receiver nodes are
directed towards each other and the gain of the antenna is tuned towards the receiver
and is not uniform in all directions. Because the gain is very little in the remain-
ing directions, the nodes in the vicinity can effectively transmit or receive signals
to/from other nodes without interference or having to wait to capture the medium
for data transmission. This effectively translates into better latency, improved scal-
ability and performance of the network [53]. As the network grows and the number
of users grows, the degradation in the network performance is not drastic like it
would be with traditional MACs. In Fig. 13.2 (direction communication), we see
that for the same topology, the previously silenced nodes are able to communicate
to different nodes because of directional gain and the absence of interference.

Though directional antennas bring lots of promise in performance and scalability,
it also has its own set of unique issues. The hidden terminal problem is manifested
in a different way called “deafness” and due to the high gain, there would be greater
interference along the direction of transmission. Moreover, directional transmission,
which has a high gain in the direction of transmission, introduces new hidden nodes.
This introduction of new hidden nodes would result in increased number of colli-
sions and has the potential to reduce throughput. Therefore, a good MAC proto-
col design to exploit the advantages of directional antennas must strike a balance
between spatial reuse and increased number of hidden nodes (Fig. 13.5).

Multichannel MAC Protocols

Usually, nodes in a network tend to use the same channel during multihop com-
munication. This behavior would degrade the performance as the number of hops
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Fig. 13.5 Deafness problem in directional antennas – Node Z would not get a CTS message from
node X. Image source [9]

increases. Multiple nonoverlapping channel usage is specified in the current 802.11
standards and nodes can use different (preferably orthogonal) channels to facili-
tate simultaneous transmissions. Here, the number of available channels is lim-
ited and the nodes must select the appropriate channel dynamically to enable
spatial reuse.

There have been some recent developments from the standards community to
provide a standardized MAC for WMNs. Because the traditional wireless MAC
(802.11) and related enhancements were geared towards single-hop networks, the
requirement to provide support for multihop networks has become all the more
important to improve the scalability and performance. Developing such multichan-
nel MACs, which utilize the available spectrum to achieve better efficiency, is a
more challenging task than designing a single-channel MAC.

The newly formed IEEE 802.11 task group drafted an initial version of 802.11s
that supports the original 802.11 DCF protocol and the 802.11e EDCA protocol
with some additional MAC features like intramesh congestion control scheme to
alleviate congestion at the mesh nodes, an optional multichannel MAC protocol
(otherwise called CCF, common channel framework) and an optional mesh deter-
ministic access (MDA) scheme, which aims for better quality of service. This ini-
tial draft is being revised for further improvements and added features. In [27],
the authors propose a multichannel ring-based WMN where they design an appro-
priate MAC with distance based rate adaptation with multihop connections. To
maximize the capacity and service coverage, application of mixed-integer nonlin-
ear programming optimization is used. In [29], a novel scheme of integrating the
use of directional antennas and time division duplex (TDD) protocol is used to
direct and coordinate simultaneous transmissions in a WMN. This scheme aims
to maximize spatial and spectral reuse to offer better scalability. This requires a
common timing source such as the one provided by GPS. TDD MAC protocol
will then coordinate precisely directional transmit/receive signals across the mesh
topology.
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13.4.1.3 Routing Protocols

Wireless Ad Hoc networks and WMNs are similar in many ways, but, the architec-
tures and protocols designed for wireless ad hoc networks do not perform well for
WMNs. This is due to the fact that the fundamental architecture behind these two
networks is different, which is due the application, deployment objectives and the
resource constraints. Though both these networks use the same key concept of com-
municating among nodes over multiple hops, the nodes in WMNs are usually static
and those in ad hoc networks are assumed to be mobile. The nodes can be mounted
on rooftops, light-posts, etc. where there is sufficient power supply and these nodes
usually have multiple wireless interfaces to improve the capacity of the network.

Scalability in WMNs is very much dependent on the design of routing proto-
cols that relay traffic from the source to the destination in the most reliable manner
satisfying a set of quality of service parameters under changing environmental con-
ditions and network topology. Such routing protocols are the key to providing the
advantages WMNs promise to have – network discovery, self-configuration and self-
healing capabilities. Because most of the nodes in WMNs are stationary, the focus
of routing algorithms for WMNs is on improving the throughput rather than dealing
with mobility and highly dynamic topology. Such tasks must be accomplished by
the routing protocols with minimal overhead to provide good scalability [49]. The
scalability of various routing protocols and their comparison is given in [50].

There are different types of routing protocols, which are generally categorized
into reactive, proactive and hybrid routing protocols. The reactive types like AODV
would compute the next hop node only when necessary whereas the proactive ones
would already have a next hop neighbor, that is, all nodes would know the next hop
all the time. The reactive protocols would introduce a small delay (even though the
cost of overhead is reduced) for the first packet to get relayed whereas the proac-
tive ones would not have such a delay. In terms of scalability, it can be seen that
the reactive protocols would deteriorate gradually as the number of hops increases.
And, for the proactive ones like OLSR, QOLSR, TBRPF (topology broadcast based
on reverse-path forwarding routing protocol), HSLS (hazy sighted link state routing
protocol), MMRP (mobile mesh), etc., the cost of overhead (in the control chan-
nel) for maintaining the list of routes at each node would be detrimental as the
network scales.

Another class of protocol called hybrid protocols aims to infuse the advantages
of reactive and proactive protocols to achieve better performance and scalability.
This aims at providing a mechanism to adopt proactive routing for nearby nodes
and/or for those routes that are used very often. The reactive mechanism is used for
nodes that further away and for those nodes that are seldom used for data relay.

ad hoc on-demand distance vector routing protocol (AODV) is well-known pro-
tocol that has been studied extensively in the recent past. This reactive routing proto-
col is popular for MANETs and has been standardized in the IETF as experimental
RFC 3561. Adaptations of this protocol have been used for WLAN mesh network-
ing. This protocol employs a straight-forward request-reply messaging for route dis-
covery and uses periodic hello messages to maintain neighbor connectivity. This
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reactive routing protocol reacts quickly to topological changes and updates only
those nodes that are affected, but, it produces a large amount of overhead because
of the flooding of control messages triggered by link failures. Hence, AODV does
not scale well in mobile networks or networks with heavy load, but, seems to be a
good candidate (with some improvements) for WMNs.

Cross Layer Routing

To reduce the interference (and thereby improve performance) in WMNs, the trans-
mission power can be regulated according to the immediate needs. If the transmis-
sion power is high, reliability increases, but at the cost of greater interference and
lesser throughput, which directly translates into poor scalability.

If the routing layer has enough information about the PHY layer, the protocol can
utilize that knowledge to find better routes in terms of bandwidth and other service
parameters.

Several research efforts to improve throughput and reduce routing overhead in
large-scale mesh networks have been made. Weirong Jiang et al. [31] study the effect
of long paths and routing overhead in WMNs and provide a routing scheme (based
on Link State Routing) that uses a carefully computed routing metric (in multichan-
nel routes) and control messaging that is designed to minimize the routing overhead.

It is well known that ad hoc routing protocols in general do not scale well in
heterogeneous networks. Typically, the protocols used in such networks do not dif-
ferentiate among the transmission capabilities or the channel access scheme of the
nodes when they do routing computations despite the fact that many of the nodes
would have multiple interfaces. In [21], the authors observe that the typical OLSR
send out control messages to all the available interfaces and this causes very high
control overhead. The authors propose optimizations to OLSR to limit this overhead,
which improves protocol scalability in large scale heterogeneous wireless networks.

Routing metrics also play a crucial role in maintaining the scalability in WMNs
and several metrics have been proposed [17, 52] and [12]. Draves, Padhye and Zill
in [17] have come up with a new routing metric called weighted cumulative expected
transmission time (WCETT) for multiradio multihop mesh networks. Their scheme
achieves good tradeoff between delay and throughput. This scheme (MR-LSR)
also is built on top of LSR (link state routing) protocol and assumes short paths
where all the hops with the same channels interfere with each other. It is critical
to efficiently choose the right path with the right set of channels along the path to
achieve acceptable levels of throughput and scalability. The authors in [31] pro-
pose a new LSR protocol called timer-hit-use OLSR (THU-OLSR), which aims at
reducing control overhead. Controlling the routing overhead directly impacts the
scalability favorably. In [30], the authors study large-scale WMNs and propose
an interference-aware routing metric called exclusive expected transmission time
(EETT) that selects multichannel routes with least interference to maximize the end-
to-end throughput. It is to be noted that for large-scale WMNs, the end-to-end paths
are very long and the channel distribution has a significant impact on the route per-
formance [31].
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Fisheye state routing (FSR) [45] uses different control message broadcasting
intervals for different routing table entries. This scheme aims to reduce the con-
trol message size and the frequency of transmissions and as a result, this scheme
would scale well to large networks with mostly static nodes. This proactive routing
protocol, which is based on link state routing, maintains a full topology map at each
node (which has certain disadvantages discussed previously). FSR maintains up-to-
date information about nearby nodes and the accuracy of information decreases as
the distance from the nodes increases.

Optimized link state routing (OLSR) [10] is an improvement over the traditional
link state routing protocol to address the issues in wireless ad hoc networks. This
protocol exploits the multipoint relays (MPRs), reduces the size of the control mes-
sages by declaring only those neighboring nodes that are in its MPR selectors. The
concept of MPR is to reduce flooding of broadcast messages by shrinking the num-
ber of nodes that have to retransmit those control messages. This reduces the number
of retransmissions and has significant scalability improvement over regular flood-
ing procedure. OLSR does not scale well because the routing information is sent
to all the nodes in the network irrespective of whether all of them needs it. In [8],
the authors study two predominant routing protocols considered in IEEE 802.11s
(AODV and OLSR) and integrate the advantages of FSR and OLSR to get bet-
ter scalability in terms of traffic loads than AODV. This extension of OLSR called
optimized Fisheye link state routing (OFLSR) reduces routing overhead and also
improves end-to-end latency.

The frequency with which control messages are sent out is critical to scalability
of the network. If the timings of control messages are adaptive, then, it would prove
to be very beneficial for large-scale networks. FSR and OLSR works on constant
control message intervals irrespective of the path chosen, traffic patterns and other
known parameters, which can be exploited. In the case of large-scale WMNs with
relatively few mobile nodes, frequent generation of control messages would create
a lot of overhead, suppress the transmission and reception of useful data thereby
reducing throughput and impacting scalability adversely. This is exactly what THU-
OLSR does. It dynamically adjusts the transmission of control messages and the
theoretical analysis and simulation results show that it performs better than OLSR
in both dynamic/mobile ad hoc network and in static/hybrid WMN.

Dynamic addressing is shown to alleviate the overhead problem as network
scales up. Study in [18] shows that dynamic addressing can enable scalable routing
where each node has a unique permanent identifier and a transient routing address.
The research study examines how dynamic addressing could provide a basis for
scalable routing architecture and presents address allocation, routing and address
lookup algorithms. The inherent problem with dynamic addressing is the binding of
address with topological location. Furthermore, address lookup will also be an issue
and this paper addresses these issues.

In [47], the authors propose an anycast routing protocol that can scale well with
network size. In this study, the authors have used a novel routing strategy using
potential fields (which have been of interest in recent years). The idea is to come
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up with a proper scalar field on the network that assigns a scalar value to every
node in the network where the destinations have the maximum scalar value. The
routing strategy is to route packets to those nodes that have a higher scalar value
that the sender/forwarder. These paths are often called the steepest-gradient paths.
Here, in this paper, every node has a temperature value and packets are routed along
those nodes that have increasing temperature value. The scheme routes data packets
towards an Internet gateway that are modeled as heat sources. This scheme does not
require flooding of control messages, thereby improving scalability of this protocol.
The node that needs to send data packets would only consider the temperature of its
one-hop neighbor. This scheme displays a constant overhead when the network size
is increased (and by keeping the average node degree to be constant). OLSR per-
forms slightly poorer. When it comes to assessing the scalability with node density
(the average node degree was not kept constant, the coverage area was kept con-
stant), the performance of both OLSR and HEAT remained mostly the same, that is,
both their performance slightly degraded as both the protocols (when node degree
increases) had to increase the HEAT beacons or Hello messages, which resulted in
more interference.

13.4.1.4 Effect of Radios

To improve scalability, robustness and performance by reducing interference, a lot
of recent research is in the area of designing nodes with multiple radios and effi-
ciently using those radios for scanning the spectrum and utilize the available spec-
trum. Though it is known that nodes that utilize multiple radios to communicate
on different channels would not experience as much interference as single chan-
nel nodes, it should be noted that the routing protocols must have knowledge about
these extra parameters in looking for the most appropriate route considering the fact
that different channels would have different transmission rates and ranges [16]. This
would affect the way in which shortest path algorithm (or any routing algorithm)
would be implemented as more and more constraints and factors come into picture.

Dual-radio mesh nodes are being studied which have two radios operating on
different frequencies. One radio is used for client access and the other to support
the wireless backhaul. Because they operate in different frequency, they can func-
tion simultaneously without interference issues. However, in this scenario, because
the wireless backhaul is also a shared medium network, it is subjected to the same
problem as a single-radio wireless network that would have contention issues and
will limit the capacity, introduce latency and would not be good for voice traffic.

Mutliradio WMNs (MR-WMN) are actively studied currently to mitigate the
effects of interference, but they continue to face several challenges such as dynamic
management of spectrum resources, efficient management of multiple radio inter-
faces and adjacent radio interference. The multiradio approach eliminates the wire-
less backhaul bottleneck by providing dedicated wireless links for both ingress and
egress traffic. Radios, which are adjacent to each other in close proximity, cause
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interference to other interfaces on the same node. Careful mechanical design of the
nodes and enough separation of antennas or network interface cards are required.

13.5 Thoughts for Practitioners

Though the mentioned issues related to scalability in WMNs have been addressed
or actively pursued in many research papers and in several industries in the recent
past, none of them have been tested in real deployment scenario with large number
of nodes. For example, the MIT Roofnet project [9, 42] is run with around 40–50
nodes. The OLSR setup in Amsterdam consists of about 75 nodes, Dharmasala [15]
with greater than 30 nodes, the Berlin OLSR [5] project has about 180 nodes, and
CuWin [11] project is working with around 50 nodes and more. There are many
commercial deployments from BelAir Networks [7], Tropos Networks [51], Meraki
[39], Mesh Dynamics [40] and other companies. But, we do not have the exact
deployment topology and information regarding their success (or issues they have
faced).

It is evident that a new breed of WMN is needed to solve this multihop dilemma.
The new network needs to employ a modular, radio-agnostic, multiradio, multichan-
nel mesh network system that exhibits superior system backhaul. This will allow for
the deployment of high-performance, highly scalable networks that support real-
time voice, video and data applications.

The density of users translates into issues in determining the frequency spec-
trum allocation. Most WMNs today operate in the unlicensed industrial, scientific
and medical (ISM) and this fact would not be acceptable for certain mission-critical
applications such as disaster recovery, military, emergency response communica-
tion, etc. because the ISM band shares the spectrum with other WLANs and a
range of other wireless devices, which could potentially interfere and aggravate the
scalability problem. Because the skeptics are concerned with the ISM band use for
mission-critical communications, the US FCC has made the licensed 4.9 GHz band
available for public safety and Homeland Security applications [14]. Tropos net-
works [51], Proxim Wireless, Firetide [19], MTI wireless and other vendors have
provided support in terms of hardware and software to realize this effort by FCC
(Fig. 13.6).

Relatively speaking, the WMN concept is still in its infancy though it may be a
sound strategic choice for wireless broadband services for various community and
tactical deployments. Such scenarios would be the perfect battleground for both the
technical challenges WMNs pose as well as the public policy debates over the role
of governments that compete with local DSL and cable providers. Currently, several
deployments have been made commercially by Tropos Networks, BelAir Networks,
Motorola (acquisition of MeshDynamics) [40, 43], FireTide [19], Nortel and other
companies. But, these deployments are not large-scale and use proprietary proto-
cols for their communication. WMNs are in a stage today where potential service
providers would have to decide (based on their short-term and long-term goals) to
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Fig. 13.6 A typical municipality scenario displaying a public safety operation with the aid of data
and video communication by the wireless mesh nodes. Image source [19]

either go with currently available solutions in the market or wait it out until the
technology matures and standards emerge.

13.6 Directions for Future Research

Though WMNs hold a lot promise for the future community wireless access appli-
cations, there are several challenges that needs to be addressed. There are many open
issues in all the layers of networking. Ad hoc communication is constantly evolving
and it is not practical to provide a comprehensive coverage of all the developments
in this subject. We have not covered all the possible factors that impact scalability,
but, many of prominent work in this area are presented with an emphasis on open
issues and future directions. In the following paragraphs, we briefly describe the
challenges that lay ahead in different aspects of WMNs.

In the physical layer, development of new radio technologies that can pro-
vide high data rates under very high interference level is very much wished for.
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Furthermore, radios that are capable of switching among channels at a rapid rate are
also being worked on.

MAC protocol design is very crucial as we have seen earlier in this chapter. Effi-
cient MAC protocols that can work for single-radio and multiradio mesh networks
with high degree of efficiency in terms of channel selection and interference avoid-
ance to improve scalability, throughput and latency. New protocols for dealing with
emerging physical layers such as ultra-wide band and MIMO also need to be devel-
oped. Because WMNs are multihop in nature, the support for directional antennas
is not trivial and the existing solutions are complex. This drives the need to built
simpler, more efficient MAC protocols with multiple radio support that can work
with flexible deployment architectures.

The network layer has quite a bit of work to be done to make WMNs more
efficient and scalable. New routing metrics that aims to be provide higher through-
put, schemes to reduce routing overhead, provide efficient load-balancing and fault-
tolerance are needed.

Transport layer has not been addressed in this chapter for lack of space. There are
existing unsolved issues in this layer and work is being done to improvise TCP for
WMN that aims to improve throughput and provide quick and explicit link failure
notifications.

Besides the issues in the different layers of networking, there are important issues
in some general aspects of network deployment. They include coverage, capacity,
deployment architecture and others. Improvement in the capacity of WMNs (that
use directional antennas and multiple channels) in the face of increased number
of nodes or increased density is another important future direction that needs to
be considered. The initial work on improving capacity and scalability in WMNs
that support multichannels have been studied well in the recent past. Theoretical
modeling and analysis of MAC protocols that support multiple radios is very much
needed for better understanding of the performance, limits and for providing useful
insights for designing better protocols [54].

When the coverage area is increased by adding more mesh nodes in the net-
work, the average path length to the destination increases (if the users do not con-
fine themselves to local communication). As the path length increases, throughput
decreases with every hop in the network. This behavior severely limits the scalabil-
ity of WMNs in terms of network size and diameter. To address this issue, enhance-
ments and refinements to MAC protocols and routing protocols have been studied
extensively and have promising simulation results. However, most of them have not
been put to real-life deployment tests with a very large number of nodes.

13.7 Conclusions

The advent of broadband wireless networking and Wi-Fi is now poised to be the net-
work of choice within both residence and enterprise market, and this advancement in
technology has made it easier and less expensive to provide “triple play” data, voice
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and video communications throughout an entire metropolitan or rural area. This is
evident from the growing number of community wireless mesh projects around the
world. The ubiquity and low cost of Wi-Fi, along with the robust market opportu-
nities continuing to drive its technological evolution, make Wi-Fi mesh networking
the vehicle of choice for many mesh applications.

As WMNs become more popular and their size and complexity continues to
grow, mesh networks that contain multiple hops are increasingly vulnerable to
problems such as throughput degradation, cochannel interference and end-to-end
network latency. Thorough investigation and analysis has proved that single-radio
systems are incapable of supporting WMNs because the capacity decreases almost
by 50% at every hop. The selection of single, dual or even some multiradio mesh
networks will result in a low performance network that will not scale and which
cannot support a wide range of applications.

This chapter presented a survey of scalability for WMNs and the factors that
are involved in affecting the scalability in WMNs. There are active research efforts
both in academia and in the industry to deploy WMNs that efficiently scale as the
network grows both in terms of coverage area and number of users. From the earlier
sections and past studies, it is well understood that there are many challenges that
have to be addressed to enable the rapidly growing interest in WMNs to achieve its
full potential.

For successful deployment and revenue generation, the service providers must
ensure an expandable overall system capacity in terms of number of users supported,
density of users, geographical coverage area, the data rate, etc. In short, scalability
of WMNs is a very important factor in deciding its acceptance and deployment
for any particular application. Also, for multimedia services, the deployed mesh
must be able to support any new services that might be added in the future. A
scalable network provides an economical means of expanding an existing net-
work to accommodate future service upgrades with minimal interruption to service
availability.

The economies of scale would also play a part when deploying large-scale
WMNs by service providers. Despite the fact that they are easy to install and config-
ure, WMNs are not in a stage where the system would scale to meet growth needs at
a reasonable cost. Although a few initial pilot installations would be necessary and
be considered as a fundamental step for any large-scale rollout, scalability is the
most critical attribute that the service providers must ensure. Rigorous testing with
real-life deployment (before they go live) with plenty of test-cases in all aspects
of networking including different architectures for different applications, spectrum
utilization, multiradio efficiency, routing protocols, load-balancing, throughput and
other performance metrics must be at acceptable standards.

When these critical issues are addressed successfully and with the help of better
technologies, (from [3]), “Wi-Fi mesh networks would really have the potential to
bridge the digital divide, foster economic development, increase public safety orga-
nization’s efficiency and effectiveness, and connect communities. This emerging
technology is making it possible, for the first time, to create truly unwired cities.”
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13.8 Terminologies

1. Throughput. Throughput refers to the amount of data transferred from one node
to another in a specific amount of time. Throughput is usually the term that is
used to express performance in communication networks.

2. Latency. The delay involved in transmission of a unit of data from the source to
the destination. Usually, latency degrades as the number of hops to the destina-
tion increases.

3. Scalability. The ability of a network to maintain its performance (throughput,
latency and other QoS parameters) when the network grows both in coverage
area (addition of new nodes) and number of users.

4. MAC. Medium access layer. It is the second layer in the traditional network
layer. MAC protocols ensure that it acquires the wireless channel to successfully
send data packets across the medium.

5. Cochannel interference. Homogenous nodes operating in the same frequency
band and that are sufficiently close by tend to suffer from cochannel inter-
ference. It is the interference caused by another signal operating in the same
channel.

6. Hidden terminal problem. The collision at a receiver node caused because of
a transmission from a third node that is out of the range of another (invisible)
sender node.

7. Exposed terminal problem. This problem occurs when a node is prevented
(because of its vicinity to a neighboring transmitting node) from communicating
with another node.

8. Deafness. When nodes equipped with directional antennas, deafness occurs
when a node A initiates communication to a node B and B doesn’t respond
to A because B is beamformed towards some other node C.

9. Overhead. It is control messages that are exchanged among the nodes in a
network for various purposes like topology change, maintaining connectivity,
exchange of routing table information and more.

10. Backhaul network. In multiradio mesh networks, there is a set of nodes that
interconnects all the nodes in the respective cluster and handles traffic among
backhaul nodes. Such a network (usually operates in a different frequency) that
carries data from the clients is called backhaul network.

11. SINR. Signal to interference plus noise ratio. Typically, in wireless networks,
SINR is used to decide the power level required for transmission. The interfer-
ence here is the sum of the interferences from all the nodes and the Noise is the
ambient noise in the system. Note that there are many SINR models available
in the literature.

12. MPR. Multipoint relays. MPR is a set of selected nodes that forward broadcast
messages during the flooding process. OLSR specification (RFC3626) intro-
duced this concept.
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13.9 Questions

1. Why is WMN seen as a promising technology for future wireless broadband
access?

2. Why is scalability seen as a very important factor in deciding WMN’s successful
deployment?

3. What are the various factors that affect scalability in a typical wireless network?
4. How is the capacity of a network affected at each hop? What is the per node

throughput in a multihop network? What are the various mechanisms that aim
to improve this throughput?

5. What are the advantages of multiradio multichannel WMNs? How is it better
than single-radio systems? What are the challenges involved in using multiradio
multichannel WMNs?

6. How does appropriate choice of routing metrics help in efficient and scalable
routing? Give some examples.

7. What are the advantages of directional antennas over onmi-directional anten-
nas? What are the challenges in using directional antennas?

8. How is latency and scalability affected by using a poor MAC protocol? What
are the reasons that traditional ad hoc wireless MAC protocols are not suitable
for WMNs?

9. How does routing overhead (control message) affect a network’s performance?
What are the current efforts in reducing the number of control messages in the
face of growing number of users and number of nodes?

10. How does the deployment architecture affect the performance of WMNs?
11. Name some important design decisions when considering a complete solution

for WMNs. Choose any common application scenario for your solution.
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Chapter 14
Mobility Management in Wireless Mesh
Networks

Vinod Mirchandani and Ante Prodan

Abstract A viable support of an on-going or a new session for a subscriber on
the move requires an effective scheme for Mobility Management. To this end, an
array of protocols such as MIPv4, MIPv6, HMIPv6, FMIPv6 have been proposed
for the wired Internet. Unfortunately, the wireless connectivity in the wireless mesh
networks (WMNs) gives rise to several issues that limits the direct applicability of
these mobility management protocols for the wired network. We have contributed
to this chapter by identifying and explaining these issues and then giving a criti-
cal review of some of the key research proposals made in this area. The literature
review also shows that the proposals offer a limited support for mobility manage-
ment in multiradio wireless mesh networks (MR-WMN). Thus, we have further
contributed, by proposing a scheme to carry out a seamless mobility management
in WMN as well as MR-WMN. We have taken into account the lessons learnt from
the proposals made in the literature. This chapter has been written in a simple way
such that students as well as professionals including those who are new to this area
should be able to significantly benefit from reading it.

14.1 Chapter Overview

Mobility management involves managing two forms of mobility. (1) Terminal
mobility – where the mobile terminal (MT) moves within and across network
domains while continuing to receive access to telecommunication services without
any data packet loss and with a minimum handover delay and (2) Personal mobility –
where the subscriber obtains services in a transparent manner within any network
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and on any terminal, on the basis of subscriber identification and networks ability
to provide the concerned services. Terminal mobility management in the multiradio
wireless mesh networks (MR-WMN) is the area of focus in this chapter.

Figure 14.1 illustrates a simple view of MR-WMN layered architecture that is
composed of key entities. The shaded ellipses indicate the areas, which have been
covered in this chapter.

Internet engineering task force (IETF) has proposed protocols for mobility man-
agement such as: mobile IPv4 (MIPv4), mobile IPv6 (MIPv6), fast mobile IP v6
(FMIPv6) and fast hierarchical mobile IPv6 (FHMIPv6). However, these proto-
cols are more suitable for networks with a wired infrastructure, i.e. the connectivity
between the nodes of the network is wired and wireless connectivity is provided to
the mobile subscriber only at the edges. In contrast, the infrastructure in a wireless
mesh network (WMN) has wireless connectivity among the mesh nodes of the net-
work as well as between the access points and the subscriber. The wireless nature
of the connectivity in MR-WMN gives rise to various issues, discussed in this chap-
ter, which limits the direct use of the above stated wired infrastructure networks
based mobility management protocols. Although, there is no definite solution for
the mobility management problem in WMNs environment, well-established solu-
tions for the wired networks may be used as guidelines. Further, the work published
in literature to date for seamless mobility management in WMN is not explicitly
based on mesh nodes that offer a multiradio connectivity.
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14.2 Introduction

The objective of mobility management is to offer a seamless support of real-time
as well as nonreal-time services for a subscriber who is on the move. Seamless
support refers to obtaining a low handover latency and packet loss. Examples of real
time service that mobility management should support are interactive voice/video
and streaming audio/video whereas nonreal-time service include email, file transfer,
and web-browsing. It will be tightly coupled with quality of service (QoS) so as to
satisfactorily support real-time services under dynamic network conditions.

The support of mobility management process entails the use of suitable solutions
for (1) handover management, (2) location management, and (3) route optimization
[1]. We first broadly define these terms:

(1) The term handover (RFC3753 [2]) refers to the process by which the mobile
terminal changes its point of attachment to the network. Handoff and handover
terms are used interchangeably to refer to the same process. Handover manage-
ment thus deals with maintenance of an ongoing communication session with a
roaming subscriber on the move.

(2) Location management refers to the process of finding out the connectivity loca-
tion of the roaming subscriber’s mobile terminal within the geographical region;
security and authentication information and QoS capabilities.

(3) Simply put, route optimization is the process by which a route is created effi-
ciently between the calling person’s mobile terminal and the called person’s
mobile terminal.

Handover management can be further divided into layer 3 (IP layer) handover
and L2 (link layer) handover.

• L2 handover – It occurs when the mobile terminal (MT) moves out of the
satisfactory transmission/reception range of an access point (AP)/base station,
which triggers an implementation specific mechanism to reassociate with a new
AP/base station. The mechanism for instance could be based for example on sig-
nal to noise plus interference ratio (SINR) or received signal strength (RSS) or a
lack of substantial number of ACKs. L2 handover is illustrated in Fig. 14.2 where
the MT moves away from the satisfactory range of base station (BS) ‘A’ when it
associates with BS ‘B’ and de-associates with BS ‘A’.

Fig. 14.2 Handover concept –
An overview Time

MT

BS- B

BS- A 
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• L3 handover – When the L2 handover occurs the point of attachment of the client
will change. This means that the path of the packets from the correspondent node
(CN) needs to be switched to the new AP/base station. The peer node with which
the mobile node is communicating is termed as the correspondent node (CN) that
may be mobile or stationary. As the process of L3 handover is concerned with a
routing update, which involves layer 3 of the OSI protocol stack, therefore it is
termed as a L3 handover.

Although the aim of L3 handover is to be technology independent, developing
L3 handover independently, i.e. without considering L2 will result in severe per-
formance degradation and considerable increase of handover latency [3]. To reduce
the handover latency, a well-defined co-ordination between L2 and L3 is required.
Ideally, L3 handover should occur concurrently with L2 handover, resulting in han-
dover latency being equal to either L2 or L3 handover time.

There are several issues that need to be addressed by mobility management some
of which are:

• How to cater for both the fast and slow moving subscribers?
• How to address intradomain and interdomain handovers?
• How to address handovers of roaming subscribers between networks of the same

type and those that are heterogeneous?
• How to reduce the signalling load when the mobile terminal experiences frequent

handover across smaller cells?
• How to carry out an effective network discovery and selection with the constraint

of limited battery power in the mobile terminal?

The background information on the mobility management protocols necessary
to understand this chapter is first provided in Sect. 14.3. Then in Sect. 14.4, we
explain the issues because of which the mobility management protocols discussed
in Sect. 14.3 for the wired Internet can not be used directly in the wireless mesh
domain. Following which, we concisely review some of the key mobility manage-
ment proposals in the literature for WMNs and then discuss our proposed mobility
management scheme. The key differentiators between our mobility management
scheme and the reviewed proposals are also stated in the section. The thoughts for
practitioners and directions for future research are provided in Sects. 14.5 and 14.6,
respectively. Conclusions that can be made from this chapter are given at the end in
Sect. 14.7.

14.3 Background

14.3.1 Macromobility Management Protocols

The term macromobility refers to the mobility of a mobile terminal (MT) among
different IP domains (RFC 3753 [2]), for example mobility across different
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sub-networks – such as between the home network and the visited network. Popular
macromobility protocols are MIPv4, MIPv6, FMIPv6, and HMIPv6.

14.3.1.1 MIPv4

Mobile IP [4, 5] is a mobility management solution proposed to resolve the macro-
mobility problem in the wired Internet, where the wireless connectivity is provided
to the subscribers at the network edges. With mobile IP, roaming subscribers enjoy
Internet connectivity in a transparent manner without any manual configuration. The
main motivation behind the creation of MIPv4 was to [6]:

• Enable a user to change their point of attachment on the Internet, i.e. in effect
change their IP address.

• Maintain the existing TCP connection for the ongoing session.

However, the above two points oppose each other because the TCP connection
can only be maintained if the IP addresses of the connection end-points remain the
same. TCP connection information involves a pair of IP addresses of the two end-
points involved in the session and the port numbers. Whereas, a change in the point
of attachment on the Internet necessitates a change in the IP address.

Mobile IP addresses the above explained conflict by allocating two IP addresses
to the MT – a home address and the other is a temporary care of address that rep-
resents the current location of the MT. An association is created between these two
addresses, which is called as binding.

The mobile terminal is identified by its home address (HoA), irrespective of
where it may be attached to the Internet. The HoA is an IP address and is assigned
to the MT permanently based on the network where the subscriber is a resident. The
network of which the MT (subscriber) is a resident is called as the home network.
Any network other than the home network to which the MT may be connected while
roaming is called as the visited network.

The operation of MIPv4 is shown in Fig. 14.3 as well as quickly explained by
listing the key steps involved as explained in RFC 3344 [7]:

• The presence of the foreign and home agent (HA), which are essentially routers,
is made known to the MT by means of agent advertisement messages. Alter-
nately, the MT may solicit an agent advertisement message through an agent
solicitation message. By using the agent advertisement messages the MT can
determine if it is in a home or a visited network.

• If the MT finds that it has moved into a visited network it will obtain a Care-of-
address. This can be obtained from the foreign agents advertisements or can be
provided via a DHCP mechanism.

• While in a visited network a roaming MT is required to register with its home
agent the current care-of-address (CoA) to access the Internet. Optionally, the
registration may occur via the foreign agent.

• Home agent redirects the packets received for the MT while it is away from
the home network, to the current CoA of the MT. The home agent intercepts
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Fig. 14.3 An overview of MIPv4

the packets for the MT and then tunnels them to the care-of-address of the MT.
Tunnelling is essentially the process of encapsulating one IP packets as a pay-
load of another IP packet, i.e. IP-within-IP [6]. The tunnelled packets end point
could either be the foreign agent (FA) or the MT itself, and is finally delivered to
the MT.

• In the reverse direction, the MT can send the packets to the CN directly or via
the foreign agent using the conventional IP routing mechanisms.

Thus in the MIPv4 the home agent routes the packets received from the CN for
the MT outside of its home network. However, packets from the MT to the CN are
routed directly. This results in triangle routing as shown in Fig. 14.3, which is a
major drawback of MIPv4.

14.3.1.2 MIPv6

MIPv6 addresses the above explained issue of triangular routing by means of route
optimization [8] to the CN as shown in Fig. 14.4. (Note: Route Optimization was
defined in the Introduction).

Packets addressed to the mobile host are delivered using regular IP routing
to the CoA thereby offering a transparent, simple, and scalable global mobility
scheme. Even though network support for seamless mobility was not considered
when Mobile IP was originally developed, it finds applicability in the wireless envi-
ronment through the endeavours of Mobile IP Working Group.

A drawback of mobile IP is that in a wireless environment a MT frequently
changes its point of attachment, i.e. performs handovers to initiate or continue com-
munication sessions with other nodes in the network. Because a local CoA must
be obtained and communicated to the HA and the CN after every migration, the
significant latency introduced by the mobile IP causes considerable packet loss dur-
ing the handover period (especially if the home and foreign network are far apart),
rendering real-time data transfer useless until the CN is notified of the new CoA.
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14.3.1.3 MIPv4 and MIPv6 Compared

As MIPv6 was developed after MIPv4 therefore it makes use of the lessons that
were learnt from MIPv4 as well as it shares many features with MIPv4. In particular,
MIPv6 makes use of the mobility features that have been integrated within IPv6. A
short comparison between MIPv6 and MIPv4 is listed below based on RFC3775 [9]:

• MIPv6 does not need the provision of FAs as in the case of MIPv4.
• Route optimisation is key attribute of the MIPv6.
• Route optimization in MIPv6 can operate securely.
• Routing overhead in MIPv6 is reduced relative to the MIPv4. This is because the

packets sent to the MT while away from its home network are sent in the IPv6
routing header rather than IP encapsulation.

• MIPv6 is more robust than IPv4. For example, its operation is not based on any
specific link layer.

14.3.1.4 Motivation for HMIPv6 and FHMIPv6

For MIPv6 (RFC 3775 [9]) it has been found that if the MT is some distance away
from the home network, then it might take up to 100 ms to send the binding update
(BU) after handover. BU essentially binds or maps the assigned IP addresses of
the MT.

This will result in many packets addressed to the MT being dropped during that
period [10]. With smaller cell sizes for high-data rate access, the handover rate will
also increase considerably and the nodes with fast mobility will contribute to the
signalling overhead, causing an inefficient spectrum use. Moreover an increase in
handover decision criteria with divergent user preferences will create bottlenecks
within the networks. Hierarchical mobile IPv6 (HMIPv6-RFC 4140) [11] and Fast
mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6-RFC 4068) [12] have been developed as extensions of the
Mobile IPv6 by the IETF to reduce these conditions by localizing the signalling
traffic within the proximity of the MT.
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14.3.1.5 HMIPv6

Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (HMIPv6 [11]) incorporates a mobility anchor point
(MAP), which is a router in the network that a MT is visiting. MAP essentially
plays the role of a local home agent for the MT. This protocol generally has a mul-
titier system but it can also have a distributed system (RFC 4140 [11]). HMIPv6
facilitates to reduce the signalling overhead and delay associated with the location
updates. This it does by enabling the MT to send a binding update (BU) to the local
MAP, rather than to the distant HA and the CN. Because the MT uses a regional
care of address (RCoA) [13] as its global care of address (CoA) for the domain
and updates the on-link CoA (LCoA) with the MAP after every handover, all local
movement within the domain is hidden from the HA and the CN. The RCoA is an
address on the MAPs subnet whereas the LCoA is an on-link CoA configured based
on the MTs interface. This is more clear from Fig. 14.5 in which the ARs are the
access routers.

The BU essentially binds or maps the RCoA and LCoA of the MT in the MAP.
The HA and CN use the RCoA of the MT to direct the packets to the MAP, which
has the binding information for the MT. The MAP then encapsulates the received
packets for the MT and uses the LCoA of the MT as the destination address. The
reverse process occurs when packets are sent from the MT to the CN. Thus by
localizing the signalling in the form of binding updates to the local MAP handover
latency is considerably reduced.

14.3.1.6 FMIPv6

Fast handover for mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6-RFC 4068 [12]) uses bidirectional tunnels
between new access router (nAR) and previous AR (pAR) to transfer the traffic to
and from the MT while the actions of (1) L3 handover, i.e. the BU to MAP (2)
Binding acknowledgement, and (3) route update (L3 handover) are taking place.
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Fig. 14.6 Bidirectional tun-
neling in FMIPv6. Adapted
from [12]
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This can be used in conjunction with HMIPv6 process or it could be used indepen-
dently. FMIPv6 thus allows a fast handover without the usual signalling overhead
and latency resulting from a typically far away HA.

Even though these macromobility solutions discussed in literature reduce the
handover latency considerably, they fail to address such issues as passive connec-
tivity and paging. This is particularly evident when the subscriber, while registered
in the domain, roams greater distances without initiating a communication session.
It then becomes imperative to know the approximate location of the idle subscriber
and devise a scheme to efficiently search and find (known as paging) these users in
a scalable and timely manner when data needs to be forwarded to them. Such pas-
sive connectivity reduces the load over the radio interface and the core network and
allows preservation of battery power in the MT (Fig. 14.6).

14.3.2 Micromobility Management Protocols

Micromobility refers to the mobility of the MT within an IP domain (RFC 3753 [2]),
for example across different access points/base stations within the same subnetwork,
which could be the home network or the visited network. Some of the commonly
used micromobility protocols are handoff aware wireless access Internet infrastruc-
ture (HAWAII) and Cellular IP.

Cellular IP [14, 15] and (HAWAII) [16, 17] are based on the IP design principles
and have been proposed as possible micromobility solutions optimised to provide
access to a Mobile IP enabled Internet, addressing both passive connectivity and
paging. Some of the features of Cellular IP are that it:

• Employs a hop-by-hop routing mechanism.
• Has soft-state routing cache entries for recently active MTs.
• Can operate at layer two or layer three.
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• Employs a location management scheme of Ethernet switches and has minimal
configuration, thereby easing the deployment and management of wireless access
networks.

Some of the features of HAWAII are that it:

• Employs a two-tier hierarchy.
• Uses path set-up message to establish and update host-based routing entries for

MT’s along the preferred path.
• Assigns unchanged collocated CoA within the domain and assumes some form

of intradomain routing protocol among all the nodes. This makes it inefficient for
bandwidth constrained WMNs.

Both Cellular IP and HAWAII use a gateway foreign agent (GFA) for each
domain, which facilitates to hide the signalling related mobility messages [18]. Both
of these protocols are not appropriate for WMNs as they involve the mobile hosts in
the mesh backbone routing and use host-specific routing protocols. Consequently, it
makes the deployment of the mobility management difficult in the WMN.

14.4 Wireless Mesh Networks Based Mobility Management

In Sect. 14.3, we had given a concise review of mobility management schemes
that are primarily applicable to the wired Internet with wireless connectivity at the
edges. We have conducted an extensive research for mobility management schemes
in WMNs and given a review in this section of some of the key works that we have
identified. Figure 14.7 shows a 802.11 mesh infrastructure to facilitate broadband

GSM

Internet

Mesh Access Point

Wireless Mesh Network 

WiMax Access Network PSTN 

Mesh Portal Node

Fig. 14.7 A simple overview of a multiradio wireless mesh network
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wireless connectivity to the heterogeneous access networks such as GSM, WiMax,
Cdma. The wireless connections in Fig. 14.7 are shown by means of the dashed
lines and the solid lines indicate wired connectivity. Nodes in a WMN are generally
static but the clients may be mobile or static. The root node in the mesh networking
terminology is known as the mesh portal node and is shown in Fig. 14.7.

Each of the mesh nodes, i.e. mesh routers, which also have an access point func-
tionality, is termed as the mesh access point and its internal structure is shown in
Fig. 14.8. The mesh access point node essentially multihops the traffic to and fro
between the access networks and the wired Internet.

To a reader who is not so familiar with the area of mobility management in WMN
it may appear at first that the mobility management protocols for the wired networks
could as well be easily applied in the wireless domain of WMN. As such, we first
state and explain the reasons as to why this is not so to comprehend the issues that
exist in this regard for WMN.

14.4.1 Issues

The principal reasons that limit the use of wired mobility management protocols,
which were described in Sect. 14.3, for a WMN are:

• HMIPv6 implementation needs the construction of a hierarchical tree, which is
relatively more difficult in the unplanned graph topology of the WMNs as com-
pared to a network with fixed stable links. This makes the decision to place the
MAPs relatively more challenging during the network layout at deployment of
the WMNs.

• In a WMN the path between two nodes, which maybe geographically close to
each other, may involve several hops. This could be because there is no direct
wireless connection existing among them.

• The time to transfer the BUs is more or less fixed in a wired topology. Whereas
in the WMN the dynamic nature of the wireless connectivity can easily cause the
time to transfer the BUs to the MAP to vary because of route changes. This will
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have a negative impact on the quality of real-time services such as voice over IP
(VoIP) during the handover phase.

• There is an increased likelihood of signalling packet losses for mobility manage-
ment protocols because of a relatively higher bit error rate (BER) on the wire-
less links.

• The neighbourhood node discovery process that relies on beacons, which is
explained in 802.11k [19], takes up to 100 ms on an average. The neighbour-
hood discovery process could be used for fast handoff but the high scanning time
can have implications on the time to build the neighbourhood node tables.

On the positive side, in a WMN the wireless nature of the links enables the nodes
interfaces operating on the same channel to listen for packets of another neigh-
bouring node. As such, the packets of the neighbouring node can be cached, which
may then be used to offer a handover with a lower packet loss to a MT if it moves
toward the node caching the packets. This can alleviate the handover performance
in WMN. Such an approach has been suggested by [20], which we review further in
Sect. 14.4.2.

14.4.2 Related Works: Literature Review

Reference [21] has shown that in general HMIPv6 has a better performance than
MIPv6 in the wireless domain. The impact of the performance on handover delays
in the wireless domain is influenced by the placement of MAPs, that are used in a
HMIPv6 protocol [21].

To draw a similarity of this problem in the wired domain we consider the case
of placement of domain name servers (DNS) in the Internet. DNS are one of the
most critical part for the smooth running of the Internet. DNS helps to resolve the
domain name such as www.uts.it.edu.au to an IP address. The DNS is an inverted
tree hierarchical structure – this means that the root servers are at the top most level.
Currently there are 13 root servers spread around the world. Below these 13 root
servers are 11 generic top level domains (gTLDs) that help in directing the query
for domain names to the appropriate domains under them.

Several mirrors of the root servers have been deployed around the world so as
to enhance the smooth running of the Internet even when denial of service (DoS)
attacks are directed towards the other root servers. With the aim of reducing the
impact of DoS attacks the process of providing redundant root servers is set to con-
tinue. A lot of studies are being conducted to determine the possible placement of
DNS. This is done by sending probe packets specifically addressed to different root
servers and determining the probe query response time. This would be done for dif-
ferent times of the day and periods. Also, stochastic models of the DNS system are
used to determine the optimal locations of future mirror root servers.

Reference [21] presents a mathematical solution for the placement of MAPs
in a WMNs. The solution in itself seems intractable to translate into real world
WMNs because it relies on the a priori ‘mobility information pattern’ of the mobile

www.uts.it.edu.au
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terminals. However, the main feature that can be extracted and used from the solu-
tion is that essentially the mesh nodes that have a high degree of closeness centrality
are better suited for MAP placement. The term closeness centrality means smallest
average half-round trip delay time to the neighbouring nodes. However, [21] has not
conducted any traffic studies of the visiting MTs through the MAP domain. This
will have a bearing on the number of visiting mobile terminals that could be satis-
factorily handled by the MAPs.

Other possible alternatives suggested in [21] is to collocate the MAPs in the root
gateways, i.e. the networking elements that link the WMN to the Internet. However,
the number of gateways to be used and their placement is left as an open issue.
In general the cost of MAPs is lower than that of the gateways so the number of
gateways to be used should be as few as possible. A possible scheme in this regard
has been worked on in [22, 23]. The other option suggested in [21] is for nodes in
WMN to randomly be selected as MAPs.

So in conclusion the placement of MAPs in the WMN has an important bearing
on the handover delay and in summary the three possibilities of their placement are:

• Use the closeness centrality approach of [21].
• Random selection of WMN nodes to operate as MAPs.
• Collocate the MAPs with the gateways.

Reference [24] claims to be the first work that has been conducted to offer seam-
less services in the WMN. It has proposed a fast handoff for WMN in which the
MTs are transparent to the backbone infrastructure of the mesh nodes, i.e. they are
unaware if its wired or wireless. The transparency feature is in terms of mobility
management protocol – the MTs do not have to incorporate any mobility manage-
ment protocol in their stack. As such they can support mobility in any heterogeneous
network.

Although, the transparency feature is useful but we believe that on the other hand
it will limit the MTs mobility operation in the planned 4G networks, which allow
a service to be provided to a subscriber anywhere and anytime. The 4G networks
will be a mix of wired and wireless networks including WMNs. Many of the wired
networks will use mobility management protocols such as HMIPV6 or FMIPv6.
From this aspect if a transparent MT of [24] can have seamless mobility in WMN
once it moves over to a neighbouring network of 4G architecture it will not be able
to make use of the much advocated mobility management protocols of the wired
networks. The wired mobility management protocols require the MT to have these
protocols incorporated within it.

In S-mesh [24] each client has two multicast groups associated with it – client
control group (CCG) and the client data group (CDG). The nodes in the vicinity of
the MT form a CCG based on the signal strength received from the MT. In effect,
if two nodes determine that they have the same signal strength from the MT then
they can both be part of the CCG. The CCG is essentially a multicast tree so that all
the members of the CCG can keep each other informed of the new nodes joining or
leaving the CCG. The nodes that form the CCG then become members of CDG if
they believe they have the best connectivity to the client. It may so happen that more
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than one node could believe it has the best connectivity in which case the duplicate
packets will arrive at the client because of the multicasting of data packets to and
from the nodes in the CDG. Although this approach will provide for availability of
the nodes for the MT but in this instance the duplication may reduce its efficiency.

Although, the concept of multicasting improves the handover performance in
terms of handover delay and packet loss but it does this at the cost of increase in
bandwidth use. Furthermore, S-Mesh assumes that all the nodes operate at the same
channel whereas in MR-WMN this is not the case. It should also be mentioned here
that the concept of using multicasting to increase the performance of handover has
been reported in IST’s Daedalus project [25] in 1996. The handoff delay obtained
in their implementation was in the range of 8–15 ms with zero packet loss on a
2 Mbps link.

Like S-Mesh, I-Mesh [26] also has the primary goal of a mobility management
scheme with ‘client side transparency’. The drawback of such a feature has been
explained above while discussing the S-mesh approach. Another aspect of I-mesh is
that it demonstrates through experimental results that the performance of handover
latency while using a flat-routing scheme is much better than a traditional layer-3
handover technique such as transparent mobile IP. The layer-3 latency for routing is
faster by a factor of about 3–5 times.

In I-mesh the MT uses probe requests to assess the strength of the channels
from different nodes in its vicinity. Based on the SINR value of the probe responses
received from the neighbouring nodes on each channel the MT then selects the node
interface that offers the best SINR value. The reason that I-Mesh uses probes to
associate with the mesh node instead of beacon signals from the nodes is that bea-
con intervals can often be as high as 100 ms. Furthermore, there may not be any
nodes to associate with on the current channel of the MT. This does not mean that
probing alleviates the handover delay as studies conducted by [27] have shown that
one of the major factors in the handoff delay is the time spent in probing and wait-
ing for the probe responses. In particular [28] have suggested optimising the probe
feature by the use of probing on a small set of channels based on prior knowledge.

In [18] authors have proposed a network-based mobility management scheme,
which they have termed as Ant for WMN. Like I-mesh and S-mesh, Ant also offers
a client side transparency, i.e. no software upgrades are required in the mobile hosts.
Ant aims to decrease the handover latency and packet loss during handoff in the
architecture. It reduces handover latency by a scheme very similar to that of fast
handoff (RFC 4068) by using bidirectional tunnels that are formed between the
previous mesh node and the new mesh node following the handover. The way in
which the new mesh node determines the previous mesh node’s IP address is by
means of a location server or through the neighbourhood mesh node list that each
mesh node creates. The location server maintains a binding among the MT interfaces
MAC address, IP address of the MT interface and the IP address of the mesh node
to which the MT is linked. In [18] packet loss is decreased by the previous mesh
node, which starts to buffer the packets upon detecting the MTs MAC layer de-
association event. The packets buffered by the previous mesh node are the ones that
are sent from the CN and destined to MTs IP.
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The work proposed in [18] has also been implemented in a small testbed of three
mesh nodes with two 802.11b cards each [14], in which it has been shown the layer-2
handover latency to be around 29.1 ms and layer 3 handover latency of 3.4 ms. The
total handover latency realized is thus 32.5 ms, which is good enough for real time
traffic such as VoIP.

Reference [20] also proposes network-layer based mobility management proto-
col. Two types of data caching mechanisms have been proposed in [20] to decrease
the handover packet loss to offer a seamless handoff support in WMN. The caching
mechanisms are useful as in the process of route changes during a handover some
of the packets may get lost. Lost packets may affect the performance of real-time
applications such as VoIP and video or it can decrease the TCP throughput.

The caching mechanisms proposed are termed as En-route and Promiscuous.
En-route caching occurs in the nodes that are in the current flow route. The en-
route node checks the destination address in the data packets and if the destination
node is a neighbour of the en-route node then it will cache the data packets for that
destination. As a result if the MT were to associate with the en-route node then
the handover will result in a low packet loss. Promiscuous data caching occurs in
all the neighbouring nodes that can overhear the transmission between the MT and
the currently linked node. If the MT were to move towards one of the promiscuous
neighbouring nodes and associate with it then the handover process will be seamless.

Reference [20] have conducted experiments over a small testbed of 14 nodes
with the backbone connectivity provided by 802.11a links. 802.11b is used for the
connectivity between the MT and the mesh nodes. The conclusion from the results
of these experiments is that overall the promiscuous caching gives the best results
for packet loss rate and average packet delay.

Although, we acknowledge that the above caching mechanisms will be useful in
a WMN but a reasonable buffer size needs to be estimated. As too big a buffer will
not be useful for real-time applications. Furthermore, in a MR-WMN most of the
connectivity around the neighbouring nodes will use different channels to decrease
the mutual interference. As such, the neighbouring nodes will not be able to overhear
the packets transmission between the MT and the current node. This means that the
cache hits for promiscuous mode caching will be very low. Therefore in a MR-
WMN we believe that en-route caching will be more suitable than a promiscuous
caching.

The increase in deployment of 802.11 based networks coupled with client
devices, such as laptops, palmtops and mobiles phones that can operate over the
WLANs, has created a need to support real-time services for the mobile hosts on
the move. IEEE 802.11 TGr (r-roaming) was created to address the roaming issues
that arise for a mobile client that use real-time applications, which make use of
802.11i (security) and 802.11e (QoS) enhancements. The issues due to 802.11r
and 802.11e arise by way of increase in overhead because of multiple management
frame exchanges. This increase in overhead results in the delays of basic service set
(BSS) transition during roaming, which can be of up to hundreds of milliseconds or
even up to a sec [29].
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In 802.11r the latency during the transition process is decreased by ensuring that
most of the authentication processes are carried out by the MT before it begins
roaming. Furthermore, the 802.11e based TSPEC negotiations are completed during
re-association phase instead of just before data transfer – 802.11r natively supports
802.11e [29]. This enables a MT to roam from one AP to another and support high
quality voice calls.

Handoffs can be of two types – Horizontal and Vertical. As per RFC3753 [2] Hor-
izontal handover occurs when the MT moves among the Access points of the same
technology type. Whereas vertical handover occurs when the MT moves among
APs of different technology types such as between UMTS and WLAN. However, in
some cases if a handover is vertical or a horizontal maybe a bit vague. For example
as per RFC 3753 [2] the handover between an 802.11a AP and 802.11b AP is con-
sidered as vertical even though the access protocol, i.e. CSMA/CA is used in both
the cases. Handovers among heterogeneous networks can be challenging because
they may have different QoS, security and power management requirements. The
emerging IEEE 802.21 standard tries to address the challenges of vertical handover
by means of media independent handover framework (MIHF) [30]. In particular,
the 802.21 facilitates vertical handover through the process of network discovery
and selection. This enables a mobile to connect to the most suitable network based
on operator policies and/or subscribers service profile.

Reference [30] has described the 802.21 as well as carried out experiments that
implement certain aspects of 802.21 framework. The results obtained demonstrate
the usefulness of 802.21 for a vertical handover in which the quality of interactive
VoIP continues to be acceptable.

14.4.3 Proposed Mobility Management Scheme

The objective of our proposed mobility management scheme is to offer a seamless
handoff to the mobile client in a MR-WMN, which was shown in Fig. 14.7. The
mobility management aspects that we have dealt with herein are related to the mech-
anism for handover and location management. Our work currently is not concerned
with the schemes to maintain the QoS and carry out an effective routing during the
handoff process. So these are not discussed in the chapter.

Some of the attributes of the MR-WMN architecture for which we propose the
mobility management scheme are:

• Wireless mesh modes used are independent of any radio technology.
• Mechanisms proposed in the architecture are distributed.
• Power efficient algorithms are used in the mesh nodes.
• Wireless mesh nodes are considered to be stationary and can be heterogeneous.

By heterogeneous we mean that they could be of different wireless technologies
such as 802.11, WiMax.

• VoIP will be the main service offered as it is low cost hence affordable.
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Fig. 14.9 Multiradio wireless mesh network architecture with clients

• WMN should be maintenance free as much as possible – essentially plug
and play.

The WMN is expected to serve stationary as well as mobile subscribers under
dynamic network conditions and offer any type of service. Figure 14.9 shows the
diagram of WMN in which an end-to-end connectivity is provided between two
clients across the WMN.

In the MR-WMN architecture of Fig. 14.9 there are three possibilities of
handover:

• Handover of a client such as Client B from the interface of one MR-WMN node
to a neighbouring node interface in the MR-WMN.

• Handover of the mobile client from one of the access networks to the node inter-
face in the MR-WMN. The access networks use the WMN as a backbone to
interconnect with the Internet.

• Handover of a mobile client within one of the access networks linked to the
MR-WMN.

In accordance with the aim of this chapter, we consider only the handover of the
mobile clients within the MR-WMN. Further, in Fig. 14.9 both the peer communi-
cating clients A and B could be located such that:

• Client A and Client B are both within the MR-WMN.
• Client A could be in MR-WMN and Client B could be linked directly to the

Internet outside of the MR-WMN.
• Client A could be in MR-WMN and Client B could be linked to a node within

one of the access networks of the MR-WMN.

Our mobility management proposal incorporates some of the ideas made by other
proposals and makes it suitable for use in a MR-WMN architecture. In particular,
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we have used some features of IETF HMIPv6, MAP placement solution of [21] and
en-route caching mechanism of [20].

The MR-WMN will be linked to the backbone Internet by means of one or more
root nodes, which in the mesh networking terminology are known as the mesh portal
nodes (refer Fig. 14.7). In accordance with [21] the mesh portal is a prime candi-
date for taking on the role of the MAP. However, we argue that having MAPs only
colocated with the mesh portal nodes may not make an efficient use of the limited
wireless bandwidth connectivity. For example, consider the case where the corre-
spondent node (peer node) happens to be possibly on the same link as the mobile
node or on a link in a neighbouring node.

In such an instance it will be more bandwidth efficient to make use of the closest
MAP rather than sending the data packets through to the furthest away MAP, i.e.
mesh portal MAP. Thus, we propose that the MR-WMN architecture should have
distributed MAPs that operate autonomously of each other.

In our paper [31], we had detailed the initialisation process of channel assignment
in the MR-WMN. It begins by building a spanning tree from a root interface (mesh
portal) that spans an area of the mesh network. The spanning tree nodes we had
termed as the seed nodes, which build a cluster of nodes around itself. The seed
nodes are candidates for MAPs in the MR-WMN as shown in Fig. 14.10.

RFC 4140 [11] allows the overlapping of MAP domains so this means a node
in MR-WMN could potentially be registered with two neighbouring MAPs. The
literature reviewed by us does not indicate any similar approach for a distributed
MAP environment within a MR-WMN.

Alternately, if we used the random initialisation process as explained in [32] for
channel assignment the MAPs could be collocated with the nodes based on a suit-
able election mechanism. For example more MAPs could be located near the hotspot

Root node Seed node Mesh node 

Internet

Cluster

Fig. 14.10 Proposed cluster formation in the MR-WMN – adapted from [31]
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areas or at any other areas based on the discretion of network operator. A suitable
election mechanism could be developed to elect the MAP(s) within each domain.

The other possibility of collocating the MAPs with the nodes would be based
on the closeness criteria of the solution proposed in [21]. The seed nodes of the
spanning tree would satisfy this criteria.

An advantage of having the MAPs sprinkled around the MR-WMN is to carry out
a ‘distance based’ selection of a MAP by the mobile client. For example, if a mobile
client is travelling fast then it will be more suitable for it to register with a farthest
away MAP such as the mesh portal MAP so that it does not need to frequently
initiate new registrations with new MAPs in the administrative domain. This will
improve on the handover performance as the mobile client does not need to inform
the CN of a change in its RCoA address. The process of using MAPs for mobility
management was explained in Sect. 14.3.1.5 on HMIPv6.

Within the MR-WMN the mesh-portal MAP would be used for channelling the
communication between a CN on the Internet and the mobile client in the MR-
WMN or for communication between two clients that may be in different adminis-
trative domains.

14.4.3.1 Location Management

We also propose a distributed database scheme to facilitate the location management
during the call set up phase. Such a location management system will also assist in
the setting up of the VoIP calls. For example, when a mobile client within the MR-
WMN needs to establish voice connectivity or establish a packet flow with another
client it first of all needs to know the node to which the CN (called person) is located.
We can either have a two level or a three level hierarchical distributed database
system. The first level databases would be located at each of the APs in the mesh
nodes. The second level would either be colocated along with the distributed MAPs
(explained earlier) or at the seed nodes. The third level could be colocated with the

Level 1 database 

 (Access Points) 

Level 2 database 

(MAP/seed nodes)

Level 3 database 

(Access portal MAPs)

Fig. 14.11 Distributed data base system for location management
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access portal MAPs. Figure 14.11 illustrates the topology of the distributed data
base system.

The location database entry creates a mapping of the form {CL-IP, CL-Node
interface-IP, CL-LCoA, CL-RCoA}. The following two entries will be used if the
mobile client is in its home domain:

CL-IP: Will help to identify the network interface of the client.
CL-Node interface –IP: Will help to identify the node interface in the MR-WMN
that is linked to the client.

The remaining two entries will be present only when the client is visiting a
domain in the MR-WMN:

CL-LCoA: On-link care-of-address (HMIPv6 Terminology – RFC4140 [11])
CL-RCoA: Regional care of address – Address of the MAPs subnet.

The CN (called mobile’s) location will be determined through database inter-
rogation at successively higher levels. In a distributed database the search is more
efficient than a centralized server because the search can be conducted in a ripple
like fashion. That is the area close to the CN is searched first for the MT and then
the search progressively extends to cover larger distances. Furthermore, a central-
ized server can become a bottleneck and a single point of failure.

The functionality of the distributed database of Fig. 14.11 for location manage-
ment is explained when we walkthrough the operation of establishing a voice call
between the mobile client and the CN in Sect. 14.4.3.3. We also use en-route caching
mechanism proposed in [20], which was explained earlier in Sect. 14.4.2. The reason
for not using the promiscuous mode of caching was also explained in Sect. 14.4.2.

14.4.3.2 An Architecture for Proposed Mobility Management Scheme

An underlying hierarchically distributed structure, as shown in Fig. 14.12 is adopted
to facilitate seamless mobility in MR-WMN architecture in which a Fast Handover
for Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (F-HMIPv6) [33] is incorporated. By combining the
salient features of FMIPv6 and HMIPv6 in the F-HMIPv6, handover latency can be
considerably minimized (even further than FMIPv6).

In Fig. 14.12 the lowest most tier is formed by access points (APs) collocated
within the mesh nodes also called as access routers (ARs). For the sake of alignment
with the IETF terminologies (RFC 3753 [2]), we use the term access routers for
mesh nodes. Access routers are either connected directly to the access points (base
stations) or the access points could be colocated within an access router.

However, unlike the dedicated signalling channels presumed by [34] we con-
sider that the signalling traffic shares the same channel as the data channel. The
ARs within the domain are at the same hierarchical level as the distributed MAPs.
The mesh portal(s) collocates MAP and forms the upper most tier in the domain and
is preferentially used by the mobile nodes that are traveling fast (as explained ear-
lier in Sect. 14.4.3) or by CNs that are directly connected to the Internet as shown
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Fig. 14.12 Mobility management scheme operation in MR-WMN

in Fig. 14.12. Whereas, the lower MAPs in the MR-WMN are used by relatively
slower mobile clients. Compared to other MAPs in the MR-WMN it is almost cer-
tain that the mesh-portal MAPs have a high degree of connectivity to the underly-
ing mesh nodes (ARs). Our random-initialisation process described in [32] ensures
this because the mesh portal nodes need to carry bulk of the traffic between the
Internet and the MR-WMN. All overlapping MAP domains may access the Internet
through the MAPs colocated with the mesh portal nodes. An administrative body
may administer a single MAP domain or several MAP domains.

As it may have been apparent from the overview of HMIPv6 in Sect. 14.3.1.5
a roaming MT is identified by three IP addresses: (1) MT’s home address (2)
MAP’s IP address or Regional CoA (RCoA) and (3) Local CoA (LCoA) assigned
by DHCPv6 enabled AR. The autoconfiguration feature of AP-AR pair would make
it very easy to create connectivity with a mobile client. The ARs can communicate
among themselves through 802.11f based protocols to formulate a list of resources
offered by the ARs in different parts of the MR-WMN. (Note: We make the assump-
tion here that the ARs (mesh nodes) are using 802.11 based radios.) We consider in
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our proposed mobility management scheme of Fig. 14.12 that a routing protocol
such as optimised link state routing (OLSR) could be used in the MR-WMN. A
main reason for considering OLSR is because IEEE 802.11s has advocated the use
of OLSR as one of the two routing protocols in WMNs. The other being hybrid wire-
less mesh protocol (HWMP). IEEE 802.11k [19] based reporting methods could be
used to broadcast the following list:

• Available access technologies (802.11a/802.11b, etc.)
• IP and layer 2 (L2) addresses of the neighbouring APs
• A limited number of QoS parameters for example supported data rate, bandwidth,

video coding rate

If the list is too long to be accommodated in a single frame, it may be broken up
into smaller packets.

As soon as a dormant MT enters a new domain, it listens to the broadcast of
the list. Based on the information provided and L2 trigger mechanism (RSS, SNIR,
etc.), the MT selects a target AP/AR capable of supporting the QoS of the appli-
cation. In the proposed architecture the handover is mobile controlled, i.e. mobile
initiates and controls the handover process. It is not mobile-assisted, i.e. mobile
sends signal measurements to the network and, the network initiates handover, if
any. These definitions of mobile-controlled and mobile-assisted handover are based
on RFC 3753 [2]. Equipped with the L2 information, the MT generates a registra-
tion request that carries MT’s home address to the target AR and the AR assigns a
LCoA to the MT.

Every AR is allocated a pool of IP addresses and offers the functionality of
DHCPv6 [35] in generating unique IP addresses. As in conventional systems, the
administrative body assigns the domain a pool of IP addresses, which is then equally
or by some prior agreement shared amongst all the ARs. The MAP will be informed
by the AR about the new MT within the domain based on which the MAP carries out
a BU to the HA on behalf of the MT. The MAP will also authenticate the MT’s iden-
tity with the HA through a secure mechanism and store the user profile, authentica-
tion, security and charging information in two databases – Home subscriber server
(HSS) and authentication, authorization and accounting (AAA), located at the MAP.
(Note: These two databases are not shown in Fig. 14.12 for the sake of clarity.) Once
registration of the MT is accepted by the MAP, the MT will be configured with the
RCoA and LCoA by means of the registration acceptance message.

A dormant MT, after initial domain registration, can travel greater distances
within the domain without any control signal exchange with other network nodes.
The MT configured with LCoA will listen to periodic broadcasts of AR identifi-
cation after the registration process, even in the sleep mode. Because the LCoA is
valid only within the coverage area of an AR, if the MT roams into the coverage
area of another AR, then it must be configured with a new LCoA.
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14.4.3.3 Mobility Management Operation in the Architecture

We now walkthrough the processes that are shown to occur in the MR-WMN topol-
ogy of Fig. 14.12 by first considering the process of call set-up. To initiate a voice
call for example to a distant CN, the MT makes a call initiation request to the
local AR, which then successively interrogates the different levels of databases, as
explained earlier in Sect. 14.4.3.1 to retrieve the IP address of the node to which
the CN is linked. The interrogation terminates as soon as location information for
the CN is obtained. (Note: Session initiation protocol (SIP), which is used for VoIP
could also make use of location determination technique described in this chap-
ter.) OLSR routing protocol will then be used to route the packets between the MT
and CN assuming first that the MT has registered with the mesh portal MAP of
Fig. 14.12. It must be stated here that the MT will be informed about the exis-
tence of MAPs their distances and other options by means of router advertisements
(Radv). Further details in this regard can be referred to in RFC 4140 [11].

Call reception at the MT involves the CN sending data packets to the MAP by
using the RCoA of the MT assuming that route optimisation is used. The MAP then
de-tunnels the packets and then encapsulates them with LCoA address of the MT.
It then forwards the packets to the AP to which the MT is currently connected but
after successfully paging the MT.

There are three types of handovers possible in our mobility architecture: intra-
ARs, i.e. assuming that the mesh node (AR) has two APs located in it, inter-AR
and inter-MAP. Inter-AR and inter-MAP handovers are the most challenging of the
three. As intra-AR handover is trivial so it is not discussed herein.

During an interaccess router handover that is handover among the APs (AP1 to
AP3 in Fig. 14.12) of two different access routers (AR-1 and AR-2 in Fig. 14.12)
first there will be a context transfer between AR1 and AR2 to enhance the connec-
tion. After this the MAP may bi-cast data packets to both of the APs of these AR’s,
thereby hiding the change of LCoA and local handover process from the distant HA
and the CN, which decreases the signalling traffic. The bi-casting will occur only if
the route set up can be done quickly. In case of heavy load on the network another
possible option is that the previous AR (AR-1) in accordance with FMIPv6 forms
a bidirectional tunnel with the new AR (AR-2) until a layer 3 handover occurs that
is the route update takes place so that the packets are routed directly to the new AP
(AP3) from the MAP. The path of the BU to the MAP by the MT during the hand
over to AP3 of AR-2 is shown by solid line in Fig. 14.12.

During an interdomain handover, i.e. inter-MAP handover as per RFC 4140 the
MT may send a BU (shown by a line in Fig. 14.12) to its previous MAP with its new
LCoA. This will enable the previous MAP to continue to serve the mobile terminal
(MT) in the new MAPs domain. It should be noted that this is possible only when
both the MAPs are under the same administrative domain. Note: Generally, a new
BU to the HA and the CN is required only when there is an interdomain handover,
or a dormant MT roams into a new domain. However, in this instance by isolating
local signalling and not sending BU to distant HA and CN the signalling overhead
can be reduced, which results in a relatively lower handover latency and packet loss.
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This eventually results in a smooth inter-MAP handover where the mobile node
continues to receive packets.

If both the old MAP and the new MAP are not in the same administrative domain
then the MT will need to register with the new MAP and will need to carry out a BU
to its HA and CN as well. Until that time the old MAP and the new MAP could set
up a bi-directional tunnel between them to transfer the packets to and from the CN
and the MT. (Note: RFC4140 has not proposed any solution for this case.)

14.4.3.4 Key Differentiators-Proposed Mobility Management Scheme

The key differentiators between the proposed mobility management scheme and
those of related literature discussed in Sect. 14.4.2 are summarized below:

• We have proposed a layered and modular MR-WMN architecture with clear def-
inition of functional elements and their interfaces.

• We believe that our mobility management scheme is efficient as it incorporates

– Hierarchically distributed structure to reduce the signalling load.
– Distance based MAP selection to cater for both slow and fast moving sub-

scribers.
– Use of 802.11k reporting techniques to determine the attributes of the neigh-

bouring nodes.
– Hierarchically distributed data base mechanism for location management.

14.5 Thoughts for Practitioners

The work presented in this chapter has led us to gather some stimulating thoughts
that we recapitulate and list below:

• The handover performance in WMN can be improved by leveraging the wireless
nature of the links that enables the node interfaces operating on the same channel
to listen for packets of another neighbouring node. As such, the packets of the
neighbouring node can be cached, which may then be used to offer a handover
with a lower packet loss to a MT if it moves toward the node caching the packets.

• Placement of MAPs in the WMN has an important bearing on the handover delay.
• MR-WMN should be able to support both fast as well as slow moving subscribers

efficiently. In this regard, the presented distance based MAP selection is a possi-
ble approach.

• The MIHF [30] of IEEE 802.21 standard facilitates vertical handover by means
of network discovery and selection could possibly be also made use of during
handovers in MR-WMN. It would enable a mobile to connect to the most suitable
network based on operator policies and/or subscribers service profile.
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• In a MR-WMN the wireless connectivity of the nodes will define its topology and
as such a strong correlationship between the mobility management performance
and the topology of the network may exist.

14.6 Directions for Future Research

In this chapter, we have given an insight into as open-area of research for mobility
management in MR-WMN. To this end, we have also proposed a mobility man-
agement scheme for MR-WMN. We believe that the next steps in this research
would be to:

• Evaluate the performance of the proposed mobility management scheme when
two clients are interacting across the MR-WMN while either one of them or both
of them are on the move. The scalability aspects of the scheme would also need
to be evaluated.

• Development of a protocol for QoS aware mobility. This protocol would aim to
provide QoS during handover process and thus facilitate towards an end-to-end
QoS availability in the MR-WMN.

• Evaluation of the implications of real-time services transfer on the asynchronous
services because if priority is unfairly given to real-time services then the asyn-
chronous services transfer may suffer in the MR-WMN.

14.7 Conclusions

This chapter has shown that the mobility management protocols that have been pro-
posed for the wired Internet such as MIPv4, MIPv6, HMIPv6 can not be directly
used in the wireless realm of WMNs. This is primarily because the wireless links
in WMN are dynamic unlike the wired links, which detrimentally affects the trans-
fer of signalling messages that are so crucial to the proper operation of the wired
mobility management protocols. Furthermore, the unplanned graph topology of the
WMN can not be easily used to support a creation of tree that is required for pro-
tocols such as HMIPv6. To get an insight into the methods that have been used to
overcome some these issues we provided an extensive literature review of the solid
research that has been done.

However, our review showed that there are still substantial weaknesses that are
associated with the proposals in the literature, in particular that they will not be able
to efficiently support mobility management in a MR-WMNs. We have thus pro-
posed a scheme for mobility management in WMNs including MR-WMN, which
is based on the augmentation of some the approaches made in the literature and
uses the wired mobility management schemes as guidelines. The details of the oper-
ation of our proposal in a typical MR-WMN scenario were explained. In particu-
lar, we have focused on handoff and location management challenges in mobility
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management. A major contribution that differentiates our proposal from the other
proposals is that our proposal caters well for slow as well as fast moving sub-
scribers. Further, to enable any interested reader to follow the chapter it was grad-
ually approached and useful references and explanations have been strategically
provided within the text.
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14.8 Terminologies

1. Mobility management. A seamless support of real-time as well as non real-time
services for a subscriber who is on the move. Seamless support refers to obtain-
ing a low handover latency and packet loss.

2. Handover/handoff. A process by which the mobile terminal changes its point of
attachment to the network. Handoff and handover terms are used interchange-
ably to refer to the same process.

3. Location management. A process of finding out the connectivity location of the
roaming subscriber’s mobile terminal within the geographical region; security
and authentication information and QoS capabilities.

4. Route optimization. A process by which a route is created efficiently between
the calling person’s mobile terminal and the called person’s mobile terminal.

5. L2 handover. It occurs when the mobile terminal (MT) moves out of the sat-
isfactory transmission/reception range of an access point (AP)/base station,
which triggers an implementation specific mechanism to reassociate with a new
AP/base station.

6. L3 handover. It occurs as result of the L2 handover and requires a routing
update, which involves layer 3 of the OSI protocol stack, therefore it is termed
as a L3 handover.

7. Macro-mobility. Mobility of a mobile terminal (MT) among different IP
domains (RFC 3753 [2]), for example mobility across different sub-networks –
such as between the home network and the visited network.

8. Micromobility. Mobility of the MT within an IP domain, for example across
different access points/base stations within the same subnetwork, which could
be the home network or the visited network.

9. Binding. Mobile IP allocates two IP addresses to the mobile terminal – a home
address and the other is a temporary care of address that represents the cur-
rent location of the MT. An association is created between these two addresses,
which is called as binding.

10. Mesh access point. Each of the mesh nodes, i.e. mesh routers, which also have
an access point functionality, is termed as the mesh access point.
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11. Mesh portal nodes. Multi-radio wireless mesh network (MR-WMN) is linked to
the backbone Internet by means of one or more root nodes, which in the mesh
networking terminology are known as the mesh portal nodes.

12. Horizontal handover. Mobile terminal moves among the Access points/base sta-
tions of the same technology type.

13. Verical handover. MT moves among access points/base stations of different
technology types such as between UMTS and WLAN.

14. Multi-radio wireless mesh network (MR-WMN). In a MR-WMN the mesh nodes
essentially multi-hop the traffic to and fro between the access networks and the
wired Internet. As the nodes have multi-radio interfaces therefore a multi-radio
connectivity is offered in the MR-WMN. MR-WMN offer a higher capacity as
compared to a single radio WMN.

15. Mobile controlled handover. The mobile initiates and controls the handover pro-
cess.

16. Mobile-assisted handover. The mobile sends signal measurements to the net-
work and, the network initiates handover, if any.

14.9 Acronyms

AAA – Authentication, authorization and accounting
AP – Access point
AR – Access router
BER – Bit error rate
BS – Base stations
BU – Binding update
CCG – Client control group
CDG – Client data group
CN – Correspondent node
CoA – Care-of-address
DoS – Denial of service
DHCPv6 – Dynamic host configuration protocol version 6
DNS – Domain name servers
FHIPv6 – Fast hierarchical mobile IPv6
F-HMIPv6 – Fast handover for hierarchical mobile IPv6
FMIPv6 – Fast mobile IP v6
GFA – Gateway foreign agent
gTLDs – Generic top level domains
HA – Home agent
HAWAII – Handoff aware wireless access Internet infrastructure
HoA – Home address
HSS – Home subscriber server
IETF – Internet engineering task force
IP – Internet protocol
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LCoA – On-link CoA
MAP – Mobility anchor point
MIHF – Media independent handover framework
MIPv4 – Mobile IPv4
MIPv6 – Mobile IPv6
MR-WMN – Multi-radio wireless mesh networks
MT – Mobile terminal
OLSR – Optimised link state routing
QoS – Quality of service
RCoA – Regional care of address
RFC – Request for comments
RSS – Received signal strength
SINR – Signal to noise plus interference ratio
VoIP – Voice over IP
WMN – Wireless mesh networks

14.10 Questions

1. What is the difference between a vertical and horizontal handover ? State an
example for each type of handover.

2a. Distinguish between L2 and L3 handover?
2b. What does the term seamless handover mean?
3. Explain the main challenges in the concept of mobile IPv4?

4a. State 3 differences between MIPv4 and MIPv6?
4b. Briefly explain the terms BU, HoA, LCoA and RCoA?
5. Distinguish between the terms micromobility and macromobility.
6. What are the three principal components of mobility management?
7. How does hierarchical mobility management in HMIPv6 help as compared to

MIPv4/v6?
8a. State two issues in wireless mesh networks (WMN) because of which wired

mobility management protocols can not be directly used?
8b. Select a routing protocol from the list below that 802.11s has advocated

for WMN?

a. OSPF
b. RIP
c. OLSR
d. BGP
e. None of the above

9a. What is the purpose of router advertisements (Radv)?
9b. To support terminal mobility within a WMN what additional functionality the

mesh nodes should support?
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10a. How does promiscuous mode caching in a WMN facilitate better mobility
management as compared to MR-WMN?

10b. How do you think that having a distributed database helps to locate a CN or a
MT as compared to having a centralised location management server?
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Chapter 15
Low Latency in Wireless Mesh Networks

Robert McTasney, Dirk Grunwald, and Douglas Sicker

Abstract Multimedia requirements of the 1990s drove wired and optical network
architects to examine how to combine the advantages of packet switching with the
long proven methods of circuit-switching to implement traffic engineering to reduce
variance in end-to-end delay. Methods, such as asynchronous transfer mode (ATM)
and multiprotocol label switching (MPLS), have been used to create virtual circuits.
Because both are mature and proven technologies for wired and optical network
architectures, much research has been done to apply these methods to wireless mesh
networks (WMNs). But as these are applied, optimal performance improvement
eludes WMN designers because of the inherent shortcomings of contention-based
WMNs and the differences between the wired/optical and wireless environments
in the provision of noninterfering unidirectional internodal links. This chapter will
present issues regarding the development of such low-latency WMNs to include
multiple orthogonal channels, virtual cut-through and wormhole switching, physi-
cal layer circuit switch design, and reservation protocols.

15.1 Introduction

Why do 802.11-based Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) provide poor perfor-
mance? To better understand the source of this poor performance, let’s begin by
considering the architecture of these networks. WMNs consist of wireless nodes that
many times take on the combined functions of a single network (wireless broadcast)
interface, router and in many cases also host. Also consider that the network inter-
face accesses a shared radio frequency (RF) broadcast medium commonly using an
omnidirectional antenna. The use of such a shared RF environment provides many
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challenges because of the unpredictable nature of RF channels with regard to recep-
tion and interference range. This lack of control of the shared media makes it much
more difficult to share/allocate bandwidth compared to wired-optical network archi-
tectures.

The WMN application that makes research on these networks appealing is when
a wired network interface is included so the wireless node serves as a gateway into
a wired backbone network. But given this motivation, why do these WMNs provide
such poor performance? Performance is measured with regard to network capacity
in the form of channel utilization and throughput. Li, Blake, De Couto et al. [1]
present simulation results that provide some insight into why 802.11-based WMNs
do not scale well with regard to such performance measures. Their conclusion, based
upon simulation results on single-chain, lattice and random topology networks, is
that these 802.11 based WMNs do not scale with regard to capacity unless the aver-
age distance between source and destination remains small. They show that through-
put decreases significantly as the chain length and number of nodes increases for the
single-chain and lattice topologies. Two reasons are given for this. First the 802.11
media access control (MAC) layer fails to achieve the optimum schedule (based
upon the topology and traffic), because an 802.11 node’s ability to send is affected
by the amount of competition it experiences for the medium. Also, a small but sig-
nificant percent of the time spent unable to send a packet is due to 802.11 distributed
coordination function (DCF) backoff working badly with ad hoc forwarding due to
two-hop interference.

In addition to these findings, Ramanathan in his MOBICOMM 05 paper made the
following argument as to why WMN performance lags behind that of wireline net-
works [2]. “[WMN] operations are hop-centric in that processes are terminated and
re-initiated at every hop. This contributes to the end-to-end delay because of pro-
cessing through the physical, MAC/link, and network layers, re-queuing at the net-
work and MAC layers and recontention for channel access.” The thirst for increased
bandwidth in these networks will result in WMNs operating at higher frequencies
with inherent shorter range. This will result in even more hops from source to des-
tination increasing end-to-end delay through aggregation of the hop-centric delays
described above. As more bandwidth is obtained, higher data rates are achieved,
which means delay has even more of an impact on performance.

How can performance be improved in these WMNs? A review of how perfor-
mance has been improved in wired or optical routing networks may provide some
answers.

Improving Performance in Wired/Optical Routing Networks. Over the past 10–15
years, network architects have begun to adopt mechanisms that make packet-based
networks act like circuit switched networks of the past with improved throughput
and reduced delay. Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) and multiprotocol label
switching (MPLS) can provide these features through virtual circuits (VCs) or LSPs
where packets can arrive on one wired or optical unidirectional interface and be
effectively circuit-switched by departing on another wired or optical unidirectional
interface based upon a predetermined switched setting. The switch is set when the
end-to-end path is established and resources such as bandwidth and buffer space are
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reserved at each intermediate node. Throughput is increased and delay is reduced by
avoiding the processing up and down the communications stack to determine how
incoming packets should be routed to outgoing interfaces.

Why can’t technologies such as ATM or MPLS just be implemented in the cur-
rent wireless environment? In fact, many in the research community have done this
with some success in terms of improved performance. But as traffic increases on
these networks, performance begins to decline because of a few fundamental dif-
ferences between the wired/optical environment and the wireless environment. In
the current wireless environment, particularly in contention-based protocols such as
the 802.11 MAC layer, there is no real ability to implement noninterfering unidi-
rectional internodal links as can be done in the wired or optical environments. The
key problem is that there is still competition for the broadcast medium. Therefore
WMNs can never get the same performance improvements as wired or optical rout-
ing networks when implementing circuit-switching using either (or both) ATM or
MPLS. To overcome this, we believe that wireless networks must behave more like
their wired counterparts.

Making Wireless Wire-Like. Noninterfering unidirectional internodal links can
be provided in a wireless environment to support circuit-switching by implement-
ing orthogonal channels using either one, all, or combinations of time, space, or
frequency multiplexing (keeping in mind that space does not necessarily mean direc-
tional, it also means omnidirectional distance allowing frequency reuse). Given mul-
tiple orthogonal channels, some can be used to exclusively transmit and the others
can be used to exclusively receive simultaneously so that these unidirectional links
could be established between each node. In the wired environment, each orthogonal
channel could be referred to as a separate interface. Because the links are nonin-
terfering, there is no contention for the shared broadcast media and no need for an
802.11 MAC layer. In essence, the multiplexing method(s) used along with schedul-
ing, channel assignment, transmit power, transmit and receive gain now become the
MAC. Given the ability to produce orthogonal channels, all one needs is the switch-
ing mechanism at each node to implement the circuit switched path. By making the
wireless environment wire-like and by implementing a switching mechanism, traf-
fic engineering in a wireless network becomes possible and WMNs become a more
viable and appealing technology.

Wireless Traffic Engineering. The purpose of traffic engineering (TE) is to
improve network performance through more efficient use of network resources and
matching resources better with traffic demands. There is some ability to allocate
nodal resources in the 802.11 environment with regard to quality of service (QoS)
parameters in terms of buffer space and queue servicing (bandwidth) and the 802.11i
standard prioritizes traffic admission on a single link. But as stated earlier, WMNs
could not support QoS requirements or even further, traffic engineering, because of
contention with other nodes also using the shared medium, particularly across mul-
tilink paths. With the shared medium problem overcome through the use of orthog-
onal channels, we would have enough control to really reserve resources to support
traffic requirements, as we do with wired or optical networks. This would make
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traffic engineering mechanisms such as label-switching, proven to work in wired
and optical networks, work in wireless mesh networking architectures.

As in wired label-switching mechanisms, such as MPLS, resource reservation
protocols, such as resource reservation protocol (RSVP) and Label Distribution Pro-
tocol (LDP), are needed to reserve the nodal resources to support a QoS requirement
for a traffic flow. In the wireless mesh environment, they would also need to act as
the MAC by assigning channels provided through frequency, space and/or time mul-
tiplexing for the traffic flow.

15.2 Background

In Raj Jain’s vision paper “Internet 3.0: Ten Problems with Current Internet Archi-
tecture and Solutions for the Next Generation,” he addresses the question “is this the
way we would design the Internet if we were to start it now?” [3]. The same could
be asked of about the current design of 802.11 based WMNs. Since the late 1800s,
circuit-switching (such as with the voice telephone system) provided great perfor-
mance, but not an efficient use of resources. A little less than a century later, packet
switching was fielded and provided better performance for bursty data and efficient
use of network resources. But as the demand for data streaming to support multi-
media applications began to increase over the past 15 years, it has been increasingly
difficult to offer hard quality-of-service guarantees using the reservation protocols
layered on top of best-effort packet networks.

In the wired and optical network architectures, this resulted in implementa-
tions of bandwidth-reservation mechanisms at the PHY layer in the form of label-
switching, using protocols such as MPLS or virtual circuits as provided by ATM.
This same trend of “what is old, is new,” can be applied to WMNs. In the following
subsections, various background materials will be presented to provide familiarity
with the issues involved in applying circuit switching solutions to WMNs so that
traffic engineering is possible. The next section will define Wireless LAN, Wire-
less Mesh, Ad Hoc Networks and Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs). This will
be followed by a discussion of what causes latency in WMNs. This latency will
be reduced through the combination of three methods; unidirectional noninterfer-
ing channels, cut-through and wormhole switching. How these same methods are
implemented in existing wired networks through ATM, MPLS, QoS mechanisms
and traffic engineering will be addressed next. The final section will address exist-
ing mechanisms used to reserve resources and establish paths.

15.2.1 Wireless LAN, Wireless Mesh, Ad Hoc Networks,
and MANETs

First we define a wireless LAN, a WMN, an ad hoc network and a MANET.
Although there are many forms of wireless network standards, we focus on the
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802.11 standards because it is a well know example of a contention-based MAC
protocol:

• Wireless LAN: a wireless single-hop, last quarter-mile to one-mile network, con-
sisting of an access point, usually to act as a gateway to wired services and wire-
less workstations. Commonly referred to in the 802.11 standards as Infrastructure
basic set of services (BSS).

• Wireless mesh network (WMN): a peer–peer, self-organizing, wireless multihop
network. Its topology can be relatively static or dynamic.

• Ad Hoc Network: a network characterized by temporary, short-lived relation-
ships among nodes. In 802.11 standards these are usually referred to as Indepen-
dent BSS networks.

• Mobile Ad Hoc Network, MANET: a peer–peer, self-organizing, wireless, pos-
sibly mobile multihop network. Its topology can be relatively static or dynamic.
The mobile aspect of this term also refers to user mobility throughout the network
as in Mobile IP.

The scope of this discussion concentrates on WMNs that are relatively static, in
the geographic sense. If this network was supported by current 802.11 hardware,
whether it be 802.11 a, b, or g, it would have to be supported by either a reactive
routing protocol such as ad hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV) or dynamic
source routing (DSR), or a proactive protocol such as optimized link state rout-
ing (OLSR). The routing protocols are necessary to allow the network topology to
be determined so that traffic can be forwarded hop-by-hop from the source to the
destination. Also, 802.11 provides a medium access control (MAC) layer that is a
contention-based multiaccess protocol, which allows every node within interference
range to compete for the common shared medium (channel).

Taking all of this into consideration, it is evident that nodes in wireless mesh
architectures take on the functions of host and router usually with only a single
broadcast interface. This is the challenge and reason why 802.11-based (and similar)
WMNs do not perform well. The next subsection will expand upon this observation.

15.2.2 Latency in Wireless Mesh Networks

Ramanathan made the following arguments as to why MANETs performance lags
behind that of wireline networks [2]:

• “[MANET] operations are hop-centric in that processes are terminated and re-
initiated at every hop.” This contributes to the end-to-end delay because of
processing through the physical, MAC/link, and network layers, re-queuing at
the network and MAC layers and recontention for channel access. The thirst
for increased bandwidth in these networks will result in MANETs operating at
higher frequencies with inherent shorter range. This will result in even more hops
from source to destination increasing end-to-end delay through aggregation of
the hop-centric delays described above. As more bandwidth is obtained, higher
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data rates are achieved, which means delay has even more of a negative impact
on performance.

• The wireless physical layer is designed for single-hop (to support wireless LAN),
not relaying (to support wireless mesh). The physical layer must be redesigned
so that relay is a primitive process to avoid the chain of receive-store-process-
queue-forward-contend.

Our initial findings through OPNET simulation found the aggregated time spent
in the nodal chain of receive-store-process-queue-forward-contend was approx-
imately 11 ms [4]. By using an OPNET relay switch model [5] to implement
label-switching, the chain was reduced to receive-forward with a nodal delay of
approximately 0.2 ms (a 55-fold improvement). These findings are not far off from
Ramanathan’s findings during analysis of his similar architecture [6]. He proposes
that in the next 3–5 years a 10,000 node network would at most experience 100 ms
roundtrip delays. This calculation is made given the diameter of such a network to
be 140 hops with an average per hop latency of 0.35 ms. He also states that latency
in current MANETs is typically 8 ms per hop. The actual times differ by a factor of
2.5, but an increase in performance still remains (in Ramanathan’s analysis about
22-fold).

With these results, there is definite motivation to pursue this performance
improvement and the question becomes “how can a fresh physical layer design
be developed to support circuit-switching?” The issues involved include multiple
channels, circuit-switch design (FFTs and IFFTs), virtual-cut through and worm-
hole routing and their application to WMNs, low latency wired solutions, QoS,
traffic engineering and resource reservation protocols.

15.2.3 Unidirectional Noninterfering Channels

The purpose of a unidirectional noninterfering channel is to transmit traffic from a
transmitting node so that it can be received by an intended receiving node without
interfering with other nodes. These one-way noninterfering channels can be derived
in the wireless environment by using frequency, space and/or time multiplexing (or
combinations thereof).

15.2.3.1 Frequency Multiplexing

Traditional frequency division multiplexing consists of dividing up a portion of the
radio spectrum and transmitting and receiving on different radio frequencies sepa-
rated by guard bands to avoid interference. This method of frequency multiplexing
does work but is very inefficient because of the amount of the total frequency spec-
trum being used and the overhead of the necessary guard bands that support no
traffic at all.
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An alternative method was developed in the 1960s to chop up a single large
frequency channel into multiple noninterfering or orthogonal subchannels. This
method is referred to as orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM). In
the simplest terms; at the modulator/transmitter, multiple coded signals for each
subchannel create a composite waveform through the use of an inverse fast Fourier
transform (IFFT) and at the receiver/demodulator, a fast Fourier transform (FFT)
is used to extract each of the subchannel signals. IEEE 802.11a and 802.11g use
OFDM to provide higher data rates by dividing the data traffic evenly across the 48
subchannels using a single modulation/coding scheme (BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM or
64-QAM) chosen based upon the channel conditions and then modulating the sub-
channels into a single OFDM channel. IEEE 802.16 uses OFDM with time-division
multiplexing to provide time slots, called OFDM-augmented (OFDMA), to allow
for further subchannelization of an OFDM signal.

The future use of OFDM that contributes to this research is that OFDM subchan-
nels could serve as individual low-speed channels instead of aggregating all of the
OFDM subchannels to serve as a single high-speed channel. With the addition of
future technologies being developed today, such as MEMS-based Hi-Q filters [7] to
reduce receive signals from being overpowered by simultaneous transmit power in
the same band, it may be possible to send traffic on some subcarriers while receiving
traffic on others simultaneously without interference, thus providing unidirectional
noninterfering channels.

15.2.3.2 Space Multiplexing

As radio signals travel through space, they degrade. In other words, the signal to
noise ratio (SNR) will decrease over distance [8]. This implies that these signals
have a certain range beyond which the signal is unusable for passing traffic between
a transmitter and receiver. Commonly referred to as path loss, this loss in free-space
is dependent upon the frequency of the radio wave. The equation for free space path
loss (received power Py,PathLoss in Watts at receiving node y) is

Py,PathLoss = PxGxGy(λ/(4πdx,y))2, (15.1)

where λ is the wavelength of the transmit signal (equals speed of light divided by
the frequency) in meters, dx,y is the distance in meters between transmitter x and
receiver y, Px is the transmit power of transmitter x in Watts, Gx is the transmit gain
and Gy is the receiver (y) gain.

The signal can also be reduced by walls, other obstructions or windows, but also
boosted by antennas and amplifiers. TotalLoss in dB can be calculated as

TotalLoss = PathLoss−ObstacleLoss−LinkMargin+RXantennagain. (15.2)

Given all of the above, this understanding of the RF environment presents the space
aspect of unidirectional noninterfering channels. Suppose there is a transmitter node,
and a receiver node separated by a distance d, that allows for a high enough SNR
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Fig. 15.1 Representation of
reception distance. Node x is
transmitting. The reception
distance is dr

(3) so that unidirectional traffic can be transmitted from sender to receiver (see
Fig. 15.1). This distance dr, is referred to as the reception distance. In this case, both
transmitter and receiver are using omnidirectional antennas. If there are no other
transmitters in the area, a noninterfering unidirectional link has been established
between these two nodes.

SNR = Py(x)/Pthermalnoise (15.3)

The variables for the SNR equation (15.3) are Py(x), the receive power (Watts) of
transmitter x at the receiver y and Pthermal noise, the background noise (Watts), which
is calculated based upon a receiver noise figure, Boltzman constant, temperature and
bandwidth. If the free space path loss is being used to estimate the receive power of
transmitter x received by the receiver y, Py(x) = Py,PathLoss.

Suppose another transmitter, z, is transmitting at the same frequency at a dis-
tance from the receiver, y, so that the receiver can receive the new transmitter’s
signal, but far enough away from the sender that the sender could not detect it (if
it had a receiver receiving at the same frequency) (see Fig. 15.2). With both trans-
mitters transmitting on the same frequency at the same time, the receiver detects
both signals but is unable to discern the data from either transmitter because both
transmissions interfere with each other. This is an example of the “hidden node
problem.”

Up to now, we have basically been presenting issues with regard to a node’s
reception range and its affects upon a receiver. There is another element that must be
taken into account when considering space multiplexing in a wireless environment
and that is the interference range.

A node’s interference range can be thought of as further than the reception range
(too far for a receiver to successfully receive a transmission) but close enough that
it could interfere with a receiver receiving a transmission from another node that
is within that node’s reception range. This is depicted in Fig. 15.3. dr is the recep-
tion range and di is the interference range. When taking into account the interfer-
ence range along with the reception range in the space dimension, a meaningful
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Fig. 15.2 The hidden-node problem

Fig. 15.3 Reception distance versus interference distance

measurement to determine if a transmission can successfully be received is signal-
to-interference-noise ratio (SINR). SINR (4) differs from SNR (3) in that it accounts
for the interference-noise along with the background noise in calculating signal-to-
noise ratio.

SINRy = Py(x)/(Py,thermalnoise +Py(z)) (15.4)
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The maximum interference range of a node, y, can depend on multiple variables. If
just taking into account the free space path loss model (1) the following variables
could be considered:

• Distance between transmitting node x, and the intended receiver node y
• Transmission power, transmitter gain of node x
• Transmission power, transmitter gain of the interfering node z
• Receiver gain of node y
• Minimum allowable SINR by node y (SINRmin)

Determining SINRmin is dependent largely by the data rate and ultimately by the
modulation used to support that data rate. A rule of thumb is that the faster the data
rate, the higher SINRmin required to receive a transmitted signal with a minimal bit-
error-rate (BERmin). BERmin is determined by the BERmax that an error-correcting
code (ECC) can tolerate and still provide an error free data at the receiver. If no ECC
is used at the receiver, then BERmin is 0.

For example suppose nodes x and z have a transmit power of 22 mW (Px and
Py = 0.022) and are using QAM-64 with a data rate of 54 Mbps with no ECC with a
SINRmin of 22.5 dB. The transmit frequency is 2.4 GHz. The distance between nodes
x and y (the intended receiver) is 195 m. Also assume the thermal noise, Pthermal noise,
is −95dBm. The maximum interference range of node z upon node y successfully
receiving 0.0 BER (because of no ECC) data rate by node y from node x would
be approximately 26 km. If all of the parameters above are the same, except a more
SINR tolerant modulation is used to support a lower data rate, say QPSK supporting
a data rate of 18 Mbps (SINRmin of 14 dB), the maximum interference range of node
z upon node y successfully receiving 0.0 BER would be 1.05 km.

Suppose that the transmitters were far enough apart from one another spatially
and that the transmit power, receive power and receive antenna gains along with
interference noise tolerant modulation schemes supporting lower data rates could be
adjusted so that they could not interfere with one another. They could each transmit
to different receivers on the same channel, establishing noninterfering unidirectional
links through channel reuse (see Fig. 15.4).

Allowing for channel or frequency reuse by reducing interference by spatial dis-
tance is one example of space multiplexing. Another is the use of directional anten-
nas to control the direction a transmitted signal will travel. Some of these antennas
are physically designed to direct a signal based upon where the antenna is pointed,
such as a Yagi antenna. Others, such as phased array antennas, can be directed elec-
tronically through phase shifting of an array of antenna elements.

Channel reuse is one aspect of space multiplexing that will be used to provide
noninterfering unidirectional channels to support this research. Directional antennas
can also be used to contribute.

15.2.3.3 Time Multiplexing

Time Division multiplexing involves assigning precoordinated periods of time when
various transmitters can transmit traffic over a frequency. A schedule of when each
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Fig. 15.4 Example of channel spatial reuse. Both nodes x and y are transmitting and have reception
range of dr and interference range of di. Both nodes x and y can be transmitting on the same
channel to receiving nodes e and f , and g and h, respectively because the other transmitting node’s
interference ranges are not within range of their intended receivers

transmitter can transmit can be derived so that multiple transmitters can use the same
frequency with no interference. If receivers know the schedule they would know
when to listen in on the frequency to receive their traffic. This results in another
method to provide noninterfering unidirectional channels.

15.2.4 Cut-Through and Wormhole Switching

Current WMNs are hop-centric. Packets are received, stored and then forwarded
at every intermediate node from the sender to the destination. This method is usu-
ally referred to as packet-switching or store and forward. It causes inherent delay
because the packet is received completely at each intermediate node, buffered, pro-
cessed, and then forwarded to the next intermediate node (see Fig. 15.5). The total
delay for an n hop routed path for a packet is

[n(p+(L/DataRate))]+ [(n−1)×ProcDelay], (15.5)
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Fig. 15.5 Packet, cut-through and wormhole switching delay

where L is the length of the packet (header and payload), p is the propagation delay,
DataRate is the data rate of the transmission, and ProcDelay is time spent processing
the packet before forwarding it.

A way to reduce the latency of these mesh networks is to adopt a modified cut-
through switching or wormhole networking approach. Either of these methods could
be implemented using the frequency switch proposed above. Cut-through switching
is possible by pre-establishing the path from sender to destination by setting each
of the switches so that packets are effectively cut-through as they arrive. This elim-
inates the processing time if the outgoing subchannel decision is based upon the
incoming channel. In optical networks, this is the method used because there is no
option to buffer photons. If the switching decision is made based upon the header,
the processing time is significantly reduced compared to the processing experienced
in store and forward packet switching. A calculation of the delay experienced with
cut-through packet switching can be seen in Fig. 15.5. The delay experienced with
cut-through packet switching is

[n(p+(HeaderLength/DataRate))]+ [(L−HeaderLength)/DataRate]
+ [(n−1)×HeaderProcDelay], (15.6)

where HeaderLength is the length of the packet header and HeaderProcDelay is �
ProcDelay.

Wormhole switching is another method used to reduce the latency. Packets are
further broken up into flits. The flit is a unit of message flow control. Actually,
wormhole switching is just cut-through switching using flits. By using this method
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a packet is pipelined through the network to the point that during the packet’s tran-
sition through the network it is physically spread across the network, portions of it
either propagating among intermediate nodes or residing temporarily in buffers (see
Fig. 15.5) [9, 10].

The movement to cut-through or wormhole switching from the current store and
forward wireless mesh architecture would reduce end-to-end delay significantly. But
there are a few challenges to implementing it in the wireless environment compared
to the wired or optical environment.

15.2.5 Low-Latency Wired Solutions: ATM and MPLS

Cut-through switching is well known in the wired or optical world. Since the early
1980s, ATM switching technology was driven by the need to cut down on latency to
support multimedia transmission requirements through virtual circuits (VC). ATM
switching provided high-speed networking. But with the popularity of Internet and
TCP/IP-based applications throughout the 1990s, it was evident that IP routing,
though slower, was not going away. The disjoint use of ATM switching to provide
the high-speed backbone to support IP routing was the trend. As the 1990s began to
come to a close, the networking community was searching for ways to map the IP
architecture on the ATM networks. The result was (MPLS) [11].

MPLS is a label-switching protocol that integrates layer 2 switching with layer 3
routing. An MPLS network consists of edge devices known as Label Edge Routers
(LERs) and Label Switching Routers (LSRs). A mesh of unidirectional paths,
known as label-switched paths (LSPs) are built among the LERs so that packets
can enter the network at an ingress LER and be transported to the appropriate egress
LER. As a packet enters the network, the ingress router determines which forward-
ing equivalence class (FEC) the packets belong to. Packets that are to be forwarded
to the same egress point in the network along the same path are said to belong to the
same FEC. Packets belonging to the same FEC are forwarded with the same MPLS
label [12].

Figure 15.6 presents an example of how packets are forwarded using MPLS. Host
1 transmits two packets to its local router (LER A) with one packet addressed to H3
(Host 3) and the other addressed to H2 (Host 2). Each LER and LSR has an already
established label switch table that has entries to support unidirectional paths from
Host 1 to Host 2 and Host 1 to Host 3. These settings are set by a path establishment
or LDP. When the packets arrive at ingress LER A through local interface “in,”
the header for each is read, a next-label is appended to the header and sent on the
appropriate output interface based upon the label switch table entry. The same steps
occur at each intermediate LSR until the packet is received at the egress router
where the last label is stripped so that the original header remains and the packet is
forwarded to its destination host.

The advantage of label-switching is that no time is spent at each router determin-
ing the next hop in the route, because only the label is read to do a quick look-up
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Fig. 15.6 MPLS example

for the outgoing interface and append the next label to the original header. Cut-
through switches facilitate this kind of switching method. Also, as long as noninter-
fering unidirectional links are possible for the internodal links, label-switching can
be implemented.

By having the ability to direct traffic through explicit paths and also be able to
reserve nodal resources of buffering and bandwidth (in terms of controlling the out-
going service rate through statistical multiplexing), traffic engineering is possible.
This will be discussed in more detail in the next subsection.

15.2.6 Quality of Service and Traffic Engineering

With the ability to circuit switch traffic through explicit paths, label-switching pro-
vides the missing mechanism to traffic engineer and provide actual QoS to WMNs.

QoS defines the traffic requirements for a traffic flow to support a session. It can
be defined in terms of bandwidth, end-to-end delay, jitter (delay variance), packet
loss, and priority or class with regard to traffic from other sessions. Providing a
level of QoS, requires the translation of traffic requirements into quantifiable nodal
and link resources that must be reserved to meet the traffic requirements. These
nodal resources are the buffer space used for queuing traffic and the bandwidth,
which is a combination of the node’s buffer service method and rate along with the
link bandwidth to support the service rate. The link bandwidth resource can also be
thought of in our paradigm as the channel assignment and the maximum bandwidth
it can support.

Traffic Engineering uses QoS mechanisms to achieve the goal of improving net-
work performance (increased throughput, decreased delay) and make better use of
network resources by better matching them with the traffic demands. This requires a
global view of the network topology and knowledge of all of the traffic requirements
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upon it to determine which routes should be used to meet these requirements. This
goal leads to some interesting challenges. The first is a global view of the network
topology, which in WMNs must be constantly updated because of link changes as a
result of noise or mobility. The second is a complete inventory of resources that are
available and which are reserved. These include channel assignments, nodal buffer
space and queue servicing method and rate. Third is gaining knowledge of the traf-
fic requirements. These each can be addressed by a combination existing ad hoc
routing protocols, QoS mechanisms, and resource reservation protocols. The next
discussion focuses on resource reservation protocols and their interaction with rout-
ing and QoS mechanisms to meet these challenges.

15.2.7 Resource Reservation and Path Establishment

Resource reservation protocols are required to implement traffic engineering by
reserving the nodal and link resources of the network to meet the QoS require-
ments of the traffic. These protocols are used to establish an explicit path for traffic
to flow from ingress node to egress node. They require some knowledge of the net-
work topology to establish the path. This knowledge usually comes from the routing
protocol at the network layer. The resource reservation protocol (RRP) also interacts
with multiple layers of the communications stack from the session down to the phys-
ical layer (considering the circuit switched label-switching paradigm proposed).

15.2.7.1 Determining the Network Topology Using Ad Hoc Routing Protocols

Resource reservation protocols interact directly with the network layer routing pro-
tocols so that the reservation protocol messages can be routed from the ingress node
to the egress node. In our paradigm where label-switching is supported by multi-
ple channels (or subchannels), interaction with the routing protocol is necessary to
calculate the total network topology in the form of local link states among paired
nodes. This is necessary to calculate channel assignment interference graphs (dis-
cussed later in this chapter).

There are many ad hoc routing protocols available for use in WMNs. Overall they
can be separated into two categories, reactive and proactive. Reactive protocols do
not take the initiative for finding a route to a destination until the route is requested.
The route query is discovered “on-demand” by flooding its query through the net-
work. This results in reduced control traffic overhead at the cost of increased latency
in finding the route. Examples of reactive protocols are AODV [13], DSR [13] and
temporally-ordered routing algorithm (TORA) [14]. Proactive protocols are based
on the periodic exchange of control messages. Some messages are sent locally to
enable a node to know its local neighborhood and some are sent throughout the
entire network. This permits the exchange of the whole network topology among
all nodes in the network. The advantage of proactive protocols is that they can
immediately provide the required routes when needed. The cost is more use of the
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bandwidth for its control messages. Examples of proactive protocols are destination-
sequenced distance vector (DSDV) [13], source tree adaptive routing (STAR) [15],
and OLSR [16].

Given that determining the total network topology is a requirement to calculate
channel assignment interference graphs, a proactive ad hoc routing protocol is the
better choice for our use.

15.2.7.2 The Functions of a Resource Reservation Protocol

The basic functions that a RRP performs are:

• Path Establishment: This involves either label-distribution among Label
Switched Routes (LSRs) and/or setting internodal circuit-switches.

• Resource Reservation: The reservation of internodal buffer space and link band-
width. This is usually a combination of buffer space, queuing service method and
rate, and channel assignment.

• Path Tear Down: Once the resources and path are no longer needed to support a
traffic flow and its QoS requirements, the path must be torn down (labels released
and circuit-switch settings reset) and the resources must be released (buffer space
and channel assignment).

15.2.7.3 Two Existing Resource Reservation Protocols: CR-LDP and RSVP

Two resource reservation protocols in existence are constraint based routing – label
distribution protocol (CR-LDP) and RSVP [17]. Both are commonly used in wired
and optical networks. Below are descriptions of their operation:

CR-LDP. Figure 15.7 presents an example of independent control for down-
stream on demand mode of LDP. (1) LER A requests a label from label switched

Fig. 15.7 CR-LDP example
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router (LSR) C to support a path from Host 1 to Host 2. (2) LSR C selects the label
“4,” makes an entry in its own label switch table for the label assigned to input inter-
face x “x:4,” and distributes the label “4” back to LER A. LER A enters the label
into its label switch table as the label assigned to output interface y “y:4.” (3) LSR
C requests a label from LER D to support the path. (4) LER D selects the label “7,”
makes the entry in its own label switch table for label “7” assigned to input inter-
face x “x:7,” and distributes the label “7” back to LSR C. LSR C enters the label
into its label switch table as the label assigned to output interface y “y:7.” LER D
also realizes that Host 2 is local, and makes the entry for its local output interface
“out:H2.”

CR-LDP, in addition to the steps for LDP above, reserves the nodal resources
required to support the traffic flow’s QoS requirements in LER A, LSR C and LER
D as the label requests are made.

RSVP. RSVP is a receiver-based RSVP. Messages that come from the receivers
along the path are used to make the reservation. This allows for better support of
multicast flows that are diverse or dynamic.

RSVP flows are identified by destination IP, destination port, and in some cases
also source IP and source port. When RSVP is used to distribute labels for an LSP,
the flows are identified by the labels. The QoS requirement for the flow is identified
by the flow specification (flowspec). The flowspec is passed to the routers along the
flow’s path for examination so each router can identify if the resources are avail-
able to determine if the reservation can be made. RSVP with extensions for Traffic
Engineering (RSVP-TE), uses labels to identify flows and allows for flows to be
established from ingress to egress routers instead of from source host to destina-
tion host.

Figure 15.8 presents an example of how RSVP establishes a path to support a
traffic flow. (1) An application at host 1 requests an RSVP path be established for
a traffic flow with host 2 as the destination with a specific destination port and a
specified flowspec. This request results in the sending of a PATH message from host
1 to the next hop in the path to the destination (provided by the routing protocol).
The next hop, Router A receives the PATH message, identifies the destination IP

Fig. 15.8 RSVP example
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and port and has the routing protocol calculate the next hop. Router A also makes an
entry in its PATH state table identifying the flow by its destination IP and destination
port (and also possibly the source IP and source port), the IP of the previous hop
(Host 1), and the flowspec for the traffic flow. (2) It then copies the PATH message
it received and sends it to the next hop (Router C). PATH state table entries are made
for the flow with Router A as the previous hop. The same actions take place for step
(3). (4) The path message is received by host 2, which determines it is the destination
after examining the destination IP and destination port. (5) Host 2 then sends a
RESV message to Router D. Router D examines the flow identifiers in the RESV
message (destination IP, destination port, and possibly source IP and source port)
and refers to its PATH state table to see if it has a matching path state. Once finding
the matching path state, it establishes a Reservation State and reserves the resources
identified in the flowspec and then copies and sends, step (6), a RESV message to
the previous hop listed in the PATH state. The same actions occur at Router C and
A, step (7). After Host 1 receives the RESV message from Router A (8), it realizes
that all resources have been reserved along the route and it begins sending the flow’s
traffic.

The above example is an optimistic one and assumes the resources will be avail-
able at each node along the route. If a node determines that it can not support a
traffic flow, it sends a PATH ERROR or RESV ERROR message to the sender of
whom it received the PATH or RESV message and either alternative routes can be
attempted to establish the flow or it can travel back to the source host to notify the
application that the flow can not be supported.

For networks that are dynamic in nature, RSVP uses a soft-state method. Path
states and reserve states are only held for a specified period of time. PATH and
RESV refresh messages will have to be periodically sent to maintain the path
(extending the timeout period). When it is determined that the flow is no longer
needed, PATH TEAR and RESV TEAR messages can be sent to delete the path and
reservation states at each of the routers and release the reserved resources.

RSVP Styles. Having a separate reservation for every flow at every node can
consume resources very quickly in heavily loaded networks. Because of this, there
are three different reservation styles provided by RSVP (see Table 15.1).

Table 15.1 RSVP reservation styles

Reservation style Description

Fixed filter Resources are reserved per particu-
lar flow

Shared explicit Resources are reserved for several
specific flows at once, allowing
those different flows to share the
reserved resources

Wildcard filter Resources are reserved for a gen-
eral type of flow without specifying
the flow precisely; all flows of this
type share the reserved resources
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15.3 Related Work

This section will present practical issues associated with the integration of traffic
engineering (TE) and its supporting mechanisms into wireless mesh networking.
We will begin with an overview of TE, which is used to improve performance by
matching resources with demands. To implement TE in any networking architec-
ture, mechanisms must be integrated into the networking architecture to support it.
Related work regarding the resource management of buffer space and bandwidth is
presented in the areas of channel assignment, QoS and scheduling. It is followed by
a survey of resource reservation protocols used in both wired and wireless network-
ing architectures.

Next, the efforts of applying circuit switching to wireless networks using ATM
and label-switching will be presented. This will be followed by work on multichan-
nel wireless mesh next hop routing where multiple radios are used to provide multi-
ple channels to a WMN. After that, will follow recent work by Ram Ramanathan on
the use of orthogonal multichannel wireless mesh physical layer circuit-switching to
provide ultra low latency WMNs. We will close with a presentation of systems-level
work on wireless traffic engineering.

15.3.1 Traffic Engineering Overview

The goal of network traffic engineering is to improve performance (increase
throughput, decrease delay) and make more efficient use of network resources
by better matching the resources with the traffic demands. The first step is to deter-
mine the topology of the network and the state it is in with regard to internodal link
bandwidth and nodal buffer space. Next, the traffic demands must be quantified with
regard to the traffic load entering and leaving the network. The service constraints
must also be quantified in terms of throughput, latency, jitter, . . ., etc. The traffic
engineering challenge is, given the topology and traffic demands of the network,
which routes should be used to meet the service constraints? [18].

Many mechanisms are needed to support traffic engineering. First, resource man-
agement of the network in terms of link bandwidth and buffer space to support a
certain level of QoS must be possible. Next, the ability to reserve these resources
through resource reservation protocols must be available. Additional mechanisms
can be used to reduce the amount of delay by eliminating the need for intermediate
node routing processing time through methods such as label-switching and circuit-
switching.

Defining the service constraints is another critical aspect of traffic engineering.
With all of the mechanisms in place to reserve and control the resources of the
network, they cannot be reserved correctly if the traffic requirements can not be
quantified and translated into the QoS mechanism settings such as buffer size, band-
width allocation, priority, etc. to support a minimum throughput or maximum allow-
able delay.
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Determining what resources must be reserved to support a defined set of traf-
fic requirements is difficult in a static wired or optical network backbone environ-
ment where the topology is relatively unchanging. In a wireless environment, traffic
engineering is even more challenging with a constantly changing network topology
because of the radio frequency environment and also nodal mobility.

15.3.2 Traffic Engineering Mechanisms

To implement Traffic Engineering in any network (whether it be wired, optical or
wireless), the network architecture must be designed with mechanisms to support
TE. These mechanisms include resource management, scheduling and reservation
protocols.

15.3.2.1 Resource Management

To traffic engineer a network, you need the ability to allocate resources for each
nodal link to support the flow. In a wired or single-channel wireless network this
usually just consists of allocating bandwidth and buffer space. The common term
associated with allocating these resources is QoS. The resource that needs to be
allocated and managed in a multichannel wireless network is channel assignment;
not only to avoid common channel interference and loops, but also to allocate band-
width. Once the ability is in place to allocate these QoS and channel assignment
resources, it is possible to optimally schedule their settings over time to support
traffic requirements.

Channel Assignment. Optimal channel assignment scheduling for broadcast
wireless networks (both single and multichannel) has been and continues to be
an active research area. Ramanathan and Lloyd [19] discuss broadcast scheduling
where links between stations are scheduled to avoid primary and secondary inter-
ference. They develop their own channel assignment algorithms for each kind of
scheduling based upon experimental investigations that show that radio networks
can be adequately modeled by planar or close-to-planar graphs. Based upon this
they show that radio networks modeled by trees can be scheduled optimally and
planar networks can be scheduled near optimally.

Not only can channel assignments be made to avoid interference, but they can
also be made to support expected traffic loads. One example is the Hyacinth central-
ized channel assignment method [20, 21]. Their argument is that most past research
efforts that exploit multiple radio channels require modifications to the MAC pro-
tocol and do not work on commodity 802.11 hardware. They propose one of the
first multichannel multihop wireless ad hoc architectures that can be built using
existing 802.11 hardware where each node has multiple 802.11 NICs operating on
different channels. Their channel assignment method uses a greedy algorithm that
takes into account some element of load balancing and link bandwidth budgeting
where they assign channels based upon which ones currently have the least chance
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of interference and the most available link bandwidth. Another difference in this
method is that they are not implementing unidirectional links. Each 802.11 link is
bidirectional, using the 802.11 multiaccess MAC. Even with the lack of noninter-
fering unidirectional links, Hyacinth is able to increase total network goodput by
a factor of up to 8 compared to current 802.11 based single channel architectures.
If unidirectional links were supported, total network goodput could be increased
even more.

Both of these previous works are centralized algorithms. Work on fully dis-
tributed algorithms began with Ma and Lloyd [22]. They developed a fully dis-
tributed algorithm for broadcast scheduling (FDAS) that provides interference-free
time-slot scheduling with no global network information needed. Information is
only needed with regard to its one and two hop neighbors. Another distributed
method of channel assignment was applied to OFDMA based wireless ad hoc net-
works [23]. The authors presented a distributed algorithm for OFDM subcarrier
(channel) allocation based upon dividing the network into clusters and superclusters
and using a polling and allocation algorithm to allocate the channels. This work
did not attempt to build an optimal schedule as much as provide the best wireless
backbone connectivity.

Plenty of other research has been done in this field. Overall, the idea is to get the
maximum channel use (and reuse) to optimize spectrum efficiency. The problem is
getting the pool of channels to assign within a wireless network. Multichannel meth-
ods, such as Hyacinth, requires multiple radios, which becomes impractical. Gener-
ating orthogonal channels using a single channel radio using modulation techniques
such as OFDM or CDMA may be another method.

Qos. QoS is the set of service requirements that must be met by the network
while transporting a packet stream from a source to its destination. QoS metrics that
guarantee a set of measurable prespecified service attributes to users in terms of
end-to-end performance are delay, bandwidth, probability of packet loss and delay
variance (jitter) [24]. The two tangible (controllable) resources that can be allocated
at a node are bandwidth and buffer space. Flow service requirements can be identi-
fied at the packet level by various types of service (ToS) tags that give some kind of
priority to the packet (such as from highest to lowest priority; interactive voice, inter-
active multimedia, streaming multimedia, excellent effort, standard, background,
best effort). When a packet arrives at a node, the ToS tag can be accessed from the
IP header to determine the amount of bandwidth and buffer space to be allotted for
packets with that ToS classification. When the bandwidth and buffer space resources
run out, packets are simply dropped.

Adaptive resource scheduling strategies have been developed based upon the
classification of packets to manage bandwidth and buffer space. Valeroso et al. [25]
presents such an algorithm used within a wired broadband ATM/ISDN network that
adaptively reserves resources for three classes of packets depending upon network
performance, allowing the system to adapt to changes in the network traffic load.

With the popularity of using label switching architectures to traffic engineer net-
works, such as MPLS, more methods have been developed to support QoS require-
ments. MPLS supports QoS requirements through ToS classifications on application
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or session traffic flows. The two methods developed are IntServ (Integrated Services)
and DiffServ (Differentiated Services). IntServ consists of applications specifying
the traffic that it will inject into the network, the TSpec, and the level of QoS it
would like to receive from the network, the RSpec. Two different service classes
that use the TSpec and RSpec are identified for IntServ, guaranteed service and con-
trolled load. Guaranteed service provides a hard guarantee to an application in terms
of bandwidth and delay. Some of the TSpec parameters key to setting the hard bound
to this guaranteed service are peak rate, maximum packet size, burst size and token
bucket rate. The RSpec parameter important to the guaranteed service is the service
rate or the amount of bandwidth to be allocated to the flow. By identifying these
characteristics of the traffic flow, the traffic bandwidth used by an application that
generates data at a variable data rate and the maximum delay can be calculated.
Controlled load simply tries to ensure that an application receives service compara-
ble to what it would receive if it were running on an unloaded network or adequate
capacity for the application (no calculated hard bounds as with guaranteed service).
DiffServ divides traffic into a small number of classes and allocates resources on a
per-class basis. The class of traffic is marked directly in the packet in the differenti-
ate services code point (DSCP). The DSCP is checked at each hop (router) and the
queue placement and priority is determined for that node (the Per Hop Behavior,
PHB). One could think of IntServ as identifying the needs per application session
and DiffServ as an aggregation of the needs of individual applications into a few
common classes [11, 12, 26].

Scalability is the appeal for DiffServ, because IntServ QoS requirements are
based upon application or session demands (per-flow basis). DiffServ is suitable
for data-driven or control-driven traffic requirements because QoS requirements are
based upon aggregate traffic classes that can be determined by monitoring the traffic
at ingress or egress nodes or by service-level agreements, SLAs.

Similar mechanisms to support QoS were being applied to ATM wired and wire-
less networks. As TCP/IP based applications became more common and gained
popularity, it became more apparent that ATM networks would be used to forward
IP datagrams. MPLS provided a way to map the IP architecture onto ATM net-
works and similar traffic engineering network mechanisms could be used to provide
QoS [11]. A relevant example of this is the Rapidly Deployable Radio Network
(RDRN) QoS Architecture [27]. The RDRN included a high capacity wireless ATM
backbone, which supported a cellular like ATM radio network for mobile users. An
application specifying its service requirements from the RDRN QoS Architecture
would do so with a flow descriptor. The flow specification and filter specification
make up the flow descriptor. The flow specification holds two different components:
the QoS that is requested by the host (similar to the RSpec in IntServ) and the traffic
that will be generated by the host (similar to the TSpec in IntServ). The filter speci-
fication was simply a label, (source IP, source port, destination IP, destination port,
and protocol), used to identify which flow descriptor is bound to which application
session.

In 2000, the first Flexible QoS Model for wireless MANETs, FQMM, was devel-
oped [28]. The developers of this model took into account the scalability, signaling
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and router problems of implementing IntServ per-flow QoS models with some of
the advantages of using DiffServ per-class models in the MANET environment.
Their decision was to allow highest-priority traffic to use per-flow provisioning of
resources while all other priority traffic would use per-class provisioning. Recently,
a newer version of this same idea, a hybrid QoS model for mobile ad hoc net-
works (HQMM) [29], was proposed with a change in the per-flow provisioning from
IntServ to INSIGNIA [30]. The major improvement here was INSIGNIA’s use of a
soft-state reservation protocol versus the hard-state protocol which FQMM used.
Extending MPLS traffic engineering mechanisms has also been proposed to support
QoS for Mobile IP [31, 32].

After reviewing these QoS models for MANETs, one has to realize that these
were implemented in an omnidirectional broadcast with multiple access environ-
ment. Guaranteeing reserved bandwidth in this environment is extremely difficult,
because bandwidth over the single channel cannot be controlled by a node because
neighbor and two-hop neighbor nodes also compete for the same bandwidth. How-
ever, if a wireless ad hoc or mesh network existed where noninterfering chan-
nel assignments could be bound to each flow-link along with the list of required
resources, these QoS models could experience considerable performance gains.

15.3.2.2 Scheduling

Scheduling is a method used to divide up the bandwidth by determining when vari-
ous competing queues of traffic can be serviced/transmitted and for how long.

The RDRN uses time division multiple access (TDMA) scheduling to divide
bandwidth between edge nodes and remote nodes. There are no real specifics here
except that remote nodes (as many as 64) arbitrate for the available bandwidth of a
particular beam formed by an edge node [33].

802.16 provides QoS algorithms for its point-to-multipoint (PMP) mode, the
last-mile solution, but no QoS algorithms exist for its mesh mode [34]. Cao et al.
[35] propose a QoS mechanism using 802.16’s mesh mode coordinated distributed
scheduling. During distributed scheduling, request and grant of channel resources
(time slot scheduling) are delivered by mesh distributed schedule, MSH-DSCH,
message among nodes, while every node sends its available channel resource table
to neighbor nodes with MSH-DSCH messages. Requesting resources is basically a
3-way handshake; request, grant, ack. To achieve QoS features in the Mesh mode,
the authors have designed a simple slot allocation algorithm for determining a rea-
sonable transmission time by looking up the channel resource table after receiving
a request and returning the detail of slot occupation. Their change to the algorithm
involves setting two threshold check points to implement proper QoS (if the thresh-
old is met, the network is not congested and treats all traffic equally; if the threshold
is not met, pass high-priority traffic, send error messages to low priority traffic).

Significant work has been done in scheduling. But schedules can be developed
and optimized only if the traffic requirements are known a priori.
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15.3.2.3 Reservation Protocols

With the mechanisms in place to manage resources at the node and link levels,
protocols are now needed to reserve these resources to support a traffic flow with
certain QoS requirements. These end-to-end protocols are usually transmitted hop-
by-hop from the source to the destination (and sometimes in the reverse direction)
to establish unidirectional paths with resources reserved at every node in the path
to provide the QoS required by a traffic flow. These protocols can be categorized in
terms of establishing a hard state where resources at each node are released through
a deliberate tear down of the path (initiated by either the source or destination), or
a soft-state where resources are released when a time-out value expires. Soft-state
reservation protocols require refreshes to keep the nodal resources reserved for the
duration of a traffic flow. Because of the nature of these two different categories of
reservation protocols, hard-state protocols usually support relatively static backbone
link networks and soft-state reservation protocols support dynamic link networks.
Another design feature usually included with these protocols is the ability to adapt
to changes in the network topology in terms of self-repairing paths when they are
broken.

Hard State Versus Soft State. Hard state resource reservation protocols support
static backbone link networks. Soft-state resource reservation protocols sup-
port dynamic link networks. An established resource reservation protocol (RRP)
in the wired and optical world is RSVP [17, 36]. The initial purpose of RSVP was
to request specific QoS from the network for demand-driven traffic specified using
the IntServ method. It is a hard-state protocol that requests resources to support a
unidirectional flow by sending PATH messages in the forward direction (establish-
ing a soft-state at each node) and then reserving the resources by sending a RESV
message in the return direction along the same path (establishing a hard-state at each
node). In addition to reserving resources at each node, RSVP has been extended to
support label distribution and label switching protocols such as MPLS and overall
traffic engineering. It also has been extended to support DiffServ [37].

Lee et al. [30], Mohopatra et al. [24], and Chlamtac et al. [38] provide an example
of a (soft-state) flow management protocol designed to support flows in a dynamic
mobile ad hoc network. The key component is INSIGNIA, an in-band signaling sys-
tem that supports fast flow reservation, restoration and adaptation algorithms that
are specifically designed to deliver adaptive real-time service in mobile ad hoc net-
working environments. Dynamic environment network state management is based
on soft-state. The authors believe that the soft-state approach is more applicable to
ad hoc networks because mobile soft-state relies on the fact that sources send data
messages along the existing path. In other words, subsequent reception of a data
packet at a router is used to refresh the soft-state reservation. The RRP fielded for
the RDRN is based largely upon the INSIGNIA design [39].

Xue et al. [40] argues that a combination of soft-state and hard-state reserva-
tion should be used to avoid the waste of extra reservations that are experienced
with INSIGNIA. INSIGNIA establishes flows by sending a flow request message
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with the first and each following packet to establish and maintain the reservation in
node along the path. Periodic feedback is supplied by QoS reporting packets that are
received out-of-band (along different routes) back to the sender). The QoS reporting
packets facilitate application flow-control when QoS resource availability changes.
When a bottleneck occurs, reservations change from real-time, requiring a maxi-
mum bandwidth, to best effort with a minimum bandwidth. This results in unusable
reservations in the nodes preceding the bottleneck that will not be released until the
time-out value is reached. Adaptive reservation and pre-allocation protocol (ASAP)
requests path establishment and maintenance with SR (soft-reservation) messages
in-band with the initial data packet and periodically with the data packets that follow.
To reduce extra reservations, HR messages are sent out-of-band from the destination
node along the path to the receiver to establish a hard-reservation, notify the sender
of any changes in QoS availability along the path and also update/release any extra
reservations should they exist in any node along the path.

An example of a hybrid hard/soft-state MAC layer reservation protocol for
802.11-based mesh networks is presented in Carlson et al. [41]. The authors present
an end-to-end reservation signaling protocol to support QoS in an 802.11-based
mesh network that operates in the existing MAC layer. The distributed end-to-end
allocation of times slots for real-time traffic (DARE) protocol supports QoS by
reserving time slots in nodes in a completely distributed manner. DARE reserves
time slots in all nodes along the route between the source and destination of the
real-time flow. Real-time traffic is transmitted only during these time slots so that
the traffic can be relayed by each node along the path. Allocated time slots are pro-
tected from interference by adjacent nodes that are not part of the path by having
those nodes abstain from transmitting during the time slots. The MAC DCF and
DARE are used in parallel with data packets coming from nonreal-time applications
using CSMA and real-time application packets using DARE. Their study shows that
DARE provides constant throughput along with low and stable end-to-end delay for
a reserved real-time flow, even for high loads. In contrast, 802.11e enhanced dis-
tributed channel access (EDCA), a priority based QoS scheme, only yields higher
throughput for low network loads.

Adaptive Path Management. Considering that even a relatively static wireless
backbone network is susceptible to noise and outside interference, it is unavoidable
that the topology of these networks does change over time. In a dynamic mobile
wireless network, even more so. Because of this along with the limited amount of
bandwidth the network can support, it is inherent that resource reservation protocols
must have the ability to adapt to this changing environment.

Liu and Rachudhuri [42] devised a braided-path method to establish a primary
and alternate (backup) label switched path for wireless ad hoc networks called label
switched multi-path forwarding. When a break in the primary path occurs, the wire-
less ad hoc label switching (WALS) protocol forwarder tells the IP layer to send
route error messages back to the source of the path based upon the routing protocol.
The source then initiates a new flow. The authors also present a method of detect-
ing and suppressing unnecessary duplicated copies of a data packet in multipath
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forwarding (preventative duplicate filtering). Though this is applied to a layer 2.5
label switched path forwarding method, the same idea could be applied to label
switching at the physical layer.

Instead of the reservation protocol establishing primary and backup paths,
another alternative is to recover from a link or node failure by linking the upstream
and downstream nodes around the point of failure with the intervention of the
ingress or egress routers. Flexible MPLS signaling (FMS): provides such a flexible
rerouting method in a mobile dynamic network [43]. FMS uses the underlying
routing mechanism to establish the alternate path.

Chi-Hsiang, Moutftah and Hassanein [44], propose a graphical reservation
scheme for mobile ad hoc networks (GRACE). GRACE uses geographically static
cluster heads in regionally defined cells to provide a backbone for reservations to be
made. Clusterheads are elected when mobile hosts move in and out of a cell area. If
a current clusterhead has to move, another is elected to take its place and databases
holding the status of the nodes in its geographical region are transferred. This allows
paths to be maintained geographically as intermediate nodes move in and out of a
geographical area. An interesting idea that could be applied to a network supported
by a large number of wireless nodes.

The resource reservation and adaptive path management protocols mentioned
above do work, but they only reserve resources using existing QoS mechanisms
available to WMNs. What they do not address is the reservation of channel assign-
ments, which are needed in this kind of networking architecture to provide nonin-
terfering unidirectional links to support traffic engineering. Work on this problem
ties the existing research on channel assignment and resource reservation protocols
together.

15.3.3 ATM-Based Wireless Networks

The demand for wired digital packet networks to support data, voice and video
traffic drove the development of packet network technologies to support circuit-
switching. One of the successes of this period is ATM. It combines the best attributes
of packet-switching and time division multiplexing, by using short fixed length cells
(53 bytes) with abbreviated headers. The headers would be used at the ATM switch
to forward the packet to a particular port. ATM is connection-oriented so these
switch settings would be based upon a flow establishment (virtual circuits), which
includes QoS requirements defined for the flow. The QoS requirements would be
supported at each switch by determining when competing cells queued for an out-
going port would be released. A logical next-step to implement label-switching in a
wired environment was to use ATM as the switching technology. The same can be
said for label-switching in the wireless environment.

The rapidly deployable radio network, RDRN, developed at the University of
Kansas in the late 1990s/early 2000s is an example of using ATM switching tech-
nology to provide QoS in a wireless environment [27, 33, 39, 45, 46]. The RDRN
consisted of edge nodes (EN), which could be used to establish a wireless ATM
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network, and extend a wired ATM network. The ENs could also provide user ser-
vice at remote nodes (RN). ENs forming the ATM wireless backbone were intercon-
nected with high-speed (10 Mbps) radios and directional antennas. EN to RN links
were established using low-speed (5 Mbps) radios with multidirectional antennas
with the EN transmitting at one frequency and each RN transmitting on an different
frequency. The network topology was maintained out-of-band by a separate broad-
cast orderwire network.

The work on RDRN included reservation protocols, adaptive path management
and topology change management and though the ATM backbone architecture was
bulky, the overall idea met with considerable success. QoS and actual traffic engi-
neering could be provided in this wireless environment by ATM and its inherent QoS
scheduling mechanisms, but they were all provided at layer 2 and higher. Delay was
still inherent because of the header processing and forwarding table lookup. Pushing
the switching technology from the upper layers down to the physical layer was (and
still is) where more performance gains could be made.

15.3.4 Broadcast Wireless Mesh Layer 2.5 Label-Switching

With the consumer fielding of low-cost, readily available wireless (WiFi) technol-
ogy, IEEE 802.11 has become a mature and proven standard. Because it has features
to support wireless mesh networking through its Independent BSS configuration,
considerable research has been conducted on how to get IEEE 802.11 to support
QoS. This has resulted in various recommendations to modify the standard to sup-
port broadcast wireless mesh label-switching at layer 2.5.

Acharya, Misra and Bansai [47, 48] present a layer 2.5 label-switching protocol,
data-driven cut-through multiple access (DCMA). The authors argue that the IEEE
802.11 medium access scheme was designed implicitly for receiving or transmitting
a packet, but not for forwarding operations. To support forwarding operations and
label switching, they modify the 802.11 RTS and ACK frames to include the next
hop MAC address and label along with implementing label switching tables in the
network interface card (NIC). This allows follow-on packets for a traffic flow to be
forwarded through the network without delay caused by referencing of the routing
information at the higher layers. This method provides a significant improvement
in the forwarding of packets in a wireless network, but still the label forwarding
information is accessed at layer 2.5 in the NIC card.

Another example of a layer 2.5 wireless mesh label switching protocol using
MPLS is Lilith [49, 50]. Though the design addresses the integration of routing and
label switched path (LSP) establishment, maintenance and optimization, along with
throughput results showing how this method positively impacts the ability to do
wireless mesh traffic engineering, it does not address the media access problem in
the wireless broadcast environment.

The problems with implementing label switching at layer 2.5 is that inherent
delay still exists because of processing up to layer 2.5 at each intermediate hop and
also there is still contention for the multiple access medium. If the switching element
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could be pushed down to the physical layer, the processing delay could be reduced,
thus reducing the end-to-end delay. Also, if the MAC could be noncontention based
and the network architecture designed so that there is no interference, the intern-
odal links could become unidirectional and wire-like. This would allow for wired
solutions that support actual QoS, such as MPLS, to work on WMN architectures.

15.3.5 Multichannel Wireless Mesh Next Hop Routing

Other research to implement QoS and Traffic Engineering in a wireless mesh archi-
tecture was to use multiple IEEE 802.11 wireless interfaces per node. This could
allow for multiple channel assignments throughout the network to reduce channel
interference and contention across the network at the MAC layer.

Hyacinth, a novel multichannel WMN architecture built using IEEE 802.11 tech-
nology was proposed by T. Chiueh, A. Raniwala, R. Krishnan and K. Gopalan
[20, 21]. Each Hyacinth node has multiple 802.11 compliant NICs, each of which
is tuned to a particular radio channel. Channel assignment decisions are based upon
reducing the amount of channel interference or contention for the multiaccess broad-
cast medium and also to balance the traffic load across the network. By using this
technique, they could establish a WMN with an increase in total network good-
put by a factor of up to 8 compared to the conventional 802.11 single-channel
mesh network architecture with each node having just 2 NICs operating on different
channels.

Though the performance improvement was significant and the design supported
the use of existing commodity hardware, this method is not the optimal way to
improve WMNs. First of all, there is still competition for the medium. The Hyacinth
channel assignments support multiple bidirectional links between nodes and the
802.11 MAC is required to deal with the contention. Their channel assignment algo-
rithm provides better performance by reducing the interference (compared to that
found in a single-channel architecture) and load-balancing. The next inefficiency is
caused by the processing time to store and forward packets as they are relayed from
one wireless interface to another. If more NICs were added to each node to support
noninterfering unidirectional links more performance could be gained because even-
tually the contention caused by interference could be defeated, but the nodal pro-
cessing time would still remain. Also adding more NICs becomes cost prohibitive.

15.3.6 Orthogonal Multichannel Wireless Mesh Physical Layer
Circuit-Switching (Virtual-Cut through, Wormhole Routing)

The processing delay imposed by layer 2.5 label-switching and multichannel wire-
less mesh next hop routing still contributes to the overall end-to-end latency in
WMNs. Early computer network researchers, such as Kermani and Kleinrock [9],
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and interconnection network researchers, such as William Dally [51–53], also found
this be true in network architectures of the time. Ram Ramanathan’s analogy of
describing this store-and-forward method as like a “subway design that has passen-
gers get off at every intermediate station enroute to their destination, go outside the
station, get in line for a fresh ticket, wait all over again for the next train and board
it” presents the inefficiency of this method quite well [2].

In [2], Ramanathan proposes that the conventional IP stack will not be able
to adequately support high-bandwidth requirements of MANETs. His approach
is to use circuit-switching (virtual cut-through, wormhole routing) to support
such requirements. He provides a more detailed explanation of his approach in
Ramanathan et al. [6]. He proposes using orthogonal channels at each node to
provide circuit-switched paths from end-to-end. To support this he developed a
path set up mechanism, path access control, PAC, and a switching mechanism,
relay oriented physical layer, ROPL. PAC is an RSVP-like mechanism for reserving
resources (floor) multiple hops at a time. ROPL is a cut-through relay that pipelines
bits through the receive and transmit chains at the physical layer (a cut-through
relay mechanism).

15.3.7 Wireless Traffic Engineering

Though much previous research has been done on developing mechanisms to sup-
port traffic engineering in WMNs, little has been published on wireless traffic engi-
neering.

De Greve et al. [54] and Greve et al. [55] present a wireless traffic engineering
solution for distributing internet service from various gateways to trains by estab-
lishing a wireless backbone network. The wireless nodes have multiple wireless
interfaces that can be assigned different radio channels. They propose techniques for
improving the throughput within this wireless backbone network by the intelligent
distribution of neighbor mesh nodes over the available amount of wireless inter-
face cards and distributed techniques for minimizing link interference by assigning
different communication channels to the physical interfaces. Basically, they choose
the paths that can support the traffic flow that minimize the number of senders inter-
fering with the path. Though an interesting method, the authors worked within a
reduced problem space because train routes and their schedules are predictable,
which means the traffic requirements are predetermined.

15.4 Thoughts for Practitioners

Improving performance in WMNs can be summed up as follows:

• The goal is to reduce the internodal processing time when packets are forwarded
from one node to another until they reach their destination.
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Fig. 15.9 Building blocks for an improved performance wireless mesh network architecture

• One way to reach that goal is to implement methods similar to those used in
wired or optical networks, such as label-switching.

• The QoS mechanisms to reserve buffer space and bandwidth are already in place.
• Implementing label-switching in these networks using the existing 802.11 MAC

is not a good fit because there is still contention for the common broadcast
medium and there is still processing time involved even in layer 2.5 label-
switching solutions.

• Implementing label-switching down to the physical layer completely reduces
processing time, but it requires MAC involving the use of multiple channels pro-
vided by frequency, space and/or time multiplexing (or combinations thereof).

• Resource reservation protocols to establish traffic flows would not only have to
reserve nodal resources to meet QoS requirements, they would also act as the
MAC by assigning these channels to set up non-interfering unidirectional intern-
odal links throughout the network architecture. Such reservation protocols would
cross multiple layers of the communications stack, including those involved with
routing and session control. Also, a common network control path would be
required in order for these protocols to work (probably the same path used by
the routing protocol).

These findings support the combination of methods that serve as building blocks
for a low latency WMN architecture (see Fig. 15.9).

15.4.1 Circuit-Switch Design Using FFT/IFFT

As part of Ramanathan’s remarks as to why MANETs’ performance lags behind that
of wireline networks, he proposes that the physical layer must be redesigned so that
the relay is a primitive process to avoid the chain of receive-store-process-queue-
foreword-contend. By just working within the frequency domain and considering
the OFDM modulation technique, the relay function as part of the design of the
physical layer can be supported by implementing a frequency-switch. The organi-
zation of such a switch is presented in Fig. 15.10.
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Fig. 15.10 Integration of the frequency switching into an OFDM-based demodulator/modulator
transceiver design (relay implemented in the physical layer)

The OFDM demodulator/modulator could integrate such a switch between its
FFT (demodulator side) and inverse FFT (modulator side) so that the transceiver
could switch incoming traffic from one subchannel to another subchannel, realizing
the relay function of the node at the physical layer (see Fig. 15.10). This design also
allows for the node to act as a sender or terminator (destination) of traffic by sending
and receiving frames to and from the higher layers.

15.4.2 Applying Cut-Through and Wormhole Switching
to Wireless Mesh Networks

Cut-Through and wormhole switching have been implemented in wired, optical and
interconnection networks for some time now. The traits of these architectures facil-
itate these methods of switching quite well. Because the wireless architectures are
not so wire-like, there are a few challenges that must be overcome to implement
these switching methods in wireless networks.

What are the traits of wired, optical and interconnection networks that facili-
tate cut-through and wormhole switching? First of all there is no contention for
the wired or optical unidirectional link between two nodes. Also, there is no inter-
ference among links. This is quite different from wireless architectures, especially
single-channel wireless broadcast architectures. Every node within interference
range competes for the same broadcast medium (or single channel). If cut-through or
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wormhole switching were implemented in such a broadcast architecture, the packets
or flits would be blocked or collide as the traffic increases because each node would
be competing for the shared medium. Methods of making wireless networks wire-
like through noninterfering unidirectional channels are discussed in a few of the
previous subsections on Unidirectional NonInterfering Channels and Cut-Through
and Wormhole Switching.

Before these switches can actually be used to route packets or flits through a net-
work, they must be set to support the end-to-end traffic flow or path from sender
to destination. When the path is no longer needed, the switches must be reset so
they may be used to support other paths. Path establishment and tear down proto-
cols are needed and these are discussed in more detail in the following subsections
Low-Latency Wired Solutions: ATM and MPLS, QoS and Traffic Engineering, and
Resource Reservation and Path Establishment.

15.4.3 Wireless Resource Reservation Protocol Issues
in the Wireless Circuit-Switching Environment

A number of issues arise when trying to apply such resource reservation protocols
in a wireless multiple channel circuit-switching environment. Below are some of the
issues that are encountered during development.

Path Dependency Issues. As paths are set up and torn down over time in such a
networking paradigm, dependencies occur based upon the current paths established
in the network and the new path to be established or next path to be torn down.
These dependencies between the paths that must remain and the path added or torn
down, require switch settings either be changed or remain the same. This requires
the path to be added or deleted to have a knowledge of what existing paths it will
intersect that also has its destination (or egress node) in common.

Managing Channel Assignments in a Multichannel Omnidirectional Broadcast
Environment. Assigning channels in an omnidirectional broadcast environment
using multiple channels requires a considerable amount of management to avoid
interference and possible loops. To illustrate some of the inherent management
issues, I will begin presenting a notional wireless cut-through switch design and
present the mechanics of channel assignment as part of a multiple path establish-
ment scenario.

Figure 15.11 provides a functional diagram of a possible cut-through switch
design integrated into the existing 802.11 wireless communications stack. This
design has two transceiver interfaces. IFO is a standard 802.11 multiaccess MAC
channel used for out-of-band signaling to support a resource reservation protocol
(RRP), in this case similar to RSVP, used to assign switch settings to the “Cut-
Through Switch.” The second transceiver interface is an OFDM signal, in this case
with ten subchannels to support cut-through switching. The “Cut-Through Switch”
can be set to perform the following functions:
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Fig. 15.11 Notional wireless cut-through switch functional diagram

• Cut-through from one incoming channel to one of the other outgoing channel
(acting as a cut-through relay)

• Forward to the higher-layers a flit or packet destined for this destination
• Forward a packet from the higher layers with destination assigned to cut-through

to an outgoing channel

The assumption given is that the OFDM subchannels can transmit on some sub-
channels and receive on the others simultaneously.

In section Unidirectional Noninterfering Channels, noninterfering unidirectional
channels were presented. The channel assignment scenario depicted in Fig. 15.12
shows the channel assignments made to support three traffic flows. Channels are
provided through frequency multiplexing with spatial reuse. The transmit power set-
tings for each node provide only horizontal and vertical neighbor link connectivity.
Each node has the cut-through functionality in Fig. 15.11.

Given that the internodal link topology is provided by the routing protocol, an
interference graph is calculated for each internodal link channel assignment. These
graphs are calculated to ensure that a channel assigned to support an internodal link
causes limited interference to other internodal link channel assignments. Because
we have to provide unidirectional links, the interference graph is a directional graph
and it is based upon the following two-hop algorithm:

• “N” transmitting node
• “A” neighbor to “N” all links (N,A)
• “B” neighbor to “A” all links ((N,A),B)
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Fig. 15.12 Channel assignment scenario

• Conflicts

– Any ( ,N) pair: a node can not receive on a channel on which it transmits
– Any (A, ) pair: a neighbor node can not transmit on that channel (possible

collision)
– Any (B, ) pair: hidden-node, possible loop could develop

Once the interference graph is calculated, the remaining noninterfering channel
assignments per internodal link must be tracked. This information is based upon
the internodal link channel assignments that have already been made to support
existing paths in the network. Every time a channel assignment is made, the channels
available list per link must be recalculated based upon the updated link channel
assignments and the interference graph. All nodes in the network must be able to
refer to a current version of this list to make channel assignments.

For example in Fig. 15.12, Path Node 19 to Node 7 has been established with
the channel assignments made for each internodal link and the RRP begins to estab-
lish the Path Node 7 to Node 19. Channel 0 is assigned to the internodal link Node
7 → Node 26 and Channel 3 is assigned to internodal link Node 26 → Node 22.
Why can’t Channel 0 be assigned to link Node 22 → Node 20? Because it could
interfere with link Node 7 → Node 26. Also it would cause a loop because Node 26
also receives on Channel 0 and cuts-through any packet destined for Node 19. This
would result in a loop that would continuously generate duplicate packets destined
for Node 19. It is also the reason why Channel 1 cannot be assigned for this link.
Why can’t Channel 2 be assigned for link Node 22 → Node 20? Because it would
conflict with link Node 54 → Node 21. Node 21 also receives on Channel 2, which
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is in interference range of Node 22’s transmission. Channel 3 can not be chosen
because Node 22 receives on this channel. These checks would be made by ref-
erencing the link channel assignment list. More complex loops would also require
loop detection algorithms that require knowledge of all neighbor node link channel
assignments. Regardless, Channels 4–9 are available for assignment for this link.
Which channel should be chosen? Should it just be the next available one (Channel
4) or one of the others? Could this decision have an impact on available link chan-
nel assignments in the future? Yes, it could. If there is knowledge of the ordering
of paths to be established and torn down (along with QoS requirements), optimal
channel assignment schedules possibly could be calculated to support the paths.

Now, suppose that this channel assignment scenario had more paths already
established, to the point that link Node 22 → Node 20 had no channels available
(a real possibility). The RRP could attempt to route through another neighbor node
with an available channel assignment for that link. If routing through another neigh-
bor node was not possible, it could send an error message to the previous node and
try another route. Avoiding routing loops is another issue that would have to be dealt
with. These are a few features that must be part of the RRP design. Another prospect
should be considered. Could there have been a more optimal channel assignment
algorithm or schedule that could have avoided this state of “no channel assignments
available for a link” from occurring?

The above example dealt with establishing a path. What about tearing a path
down when it is no longer needed? Consider another example using Fig. 15.12.
Suppose all three paths in the Channel Assignment Scenario have been established
and then the application at Node 3 notifies the RRP that the Path Node 3 to Node 19
is no longer needed. Node 3 would begin by releasing its own resources to support
the path, along with releasing the channel assignment of Channel 1 to support the
link Node 3 → Node 22. Upon the release of Channel 1 for this link, the channel
assignments available list per link is recalculated based upon the updated current
link channel assignments. Node 22 then releases the resources that supported the
path, but it does not release the channel assignment for link Node 22 → Node 20,
because Path Node 7 to Node 19 is still being supported. To realize this, Node 22
must be aware of all paths each link channel assignment is supporting. This means
that path dependencies for each link channel assignment according to cut-through
destination must be tracked.

Scheduling. The previous two paragraphs touched on this subject. The goal is to
try to schedule resources over time optimally to maximize utilization (throughput)
in the network. What are the resources that need to be scheduled? They are chan-
nels, bandwidth, and buffer space. Channels are constrained not only by the hidden
node problem but also by each node’s interference range. Bandwidth and buffer
space are constraints per node for each channel. When you run out of any of these
three resources, no more additional traffic flows can be supported until nonconflict-
ing resources are freed up. If the traffic requirements are known up front or able to
be predicted, an optimal schedule of resources could possibly be calculated.
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15.5 Directions for Future Research

To understand the research deficiencies in improving the performance of WMNs,
we must summarize the work as a whole and determine if it makes a contribution
to each of the methods that serve as the WMN architecture building blocks shown
in Fig. 15.13. Figure 15.14 presents each area of related work presented in this sec-
tion and graphically shows each of the building blocks it contributes to (the blocks
darkened in black).

Below is a narrative explanation of Fig. 15.14:

• Channel Assignment: Work on centralized and decentralized channel assign-
ment algorithms are presented in [19–23]. The assignment of orthogonal non-
interfering channels is essential because this allows for the actual allocation of
bandwidth for WMNs. Ensuring that the channels are noninterfering based upon
allowable SINR is a challenge and continues to be an active research area. The
idea is to get the maximum channel use and reuse to optimize spectrum effi-
ciency.

Fig. 15.13 Building blocks for an improved performance wireless mesh network architecture

Fig. 15.14 Summary of current work
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• QoS: Much mature QoS research techniques are available as a result of wired
MPLS and ATM implementations. [11, 12, 24–26] Initial wireless ATM QoS
solutions are presented in [27]. QoS models for MANETs were implemented in
a multiple access omnidirectional wireless broadcast environment. Buffer space
is a controllable nodal resource [28–32]. But bandwidth in this environment is
much more difficult to allocate because of neighbor and two-hop neighbor nodes
also competing for the same medium along with interference nodes transmitting
within interference range.

• Scheduling: Scheduling is a method used to divide up bandwidth by determin-
ing when various competing queues of traffic can be serviced/transmitted and
for how long. Using scheduling as method to deal with the interference prob-
lem especially in these low-latency WMNs using multiple channels is an active
research area.

• Resource Reservation Protocols: Considerable research has been done on wire-
less resource reservation protocols that reserve resources using existing QoS
mechanisms to allocate buffer space and bandwidth [17,24,28,30,36,37,40–44].
They do not allocate bandwidth through channel assignment. They also were not
designed to support circuit-switching at the physical layer. These features are
essential to low-latency WMNs.

• Wireless ATM: Though the RDRN [27, 33, 39, 45, 46] did use a RRP similar to
INSIGNIA, using high-speed radios and directional antennas for their backbone
links and low-speed radios with scheduling for their local links, ATM technology
provides switching at layer 2 and not at the physical layer. But layer-2 solutions
still have inherent internodal delay that have increased internodal delay compared
to PHY layer switching solutions.

• Wireless Layer 2.5 Label-Switching: These protocols modified the contention-
based MAC layer to implement label-switching at layer 2.5 (not the physical
layer) [47–50]. Because of this they to have inherent internodal delay.

• Multichannel Wireless Mesh Next Hop Routing: With regard to channel assign-
ment, Hyacinth assigned different channels to provide bidirectional (not unidi-
rectional) internodal links and still used the 802.11 MAC layer [20, 21]. The use
of channel assignment was to reduce contention while still using the existing
MAC. Also, interface switching was not implemented in the physical layer.

• Wireless Traffic Engineering: A multichannel 802.11-based WMN was used to
extend wired service to train riders [54, 55]. The authors used a combination of
node placement, channel assignment and routing to reduce interference in this
contention-based wireless environment. Packets were relayed using a store-and-
forward method at each intermediate node. Published work on practical applica-
tions of Wireless Traffic Engineering is lacking and will continue to be an active
research area as wireless traffic engineering mechanisms are developed to prop-
erly control and optimize the allocation of RF media.

• Orthogonal Multichannel Wireless PHY-Layer Circuit-Switching: Comments on
Ramanathan’s and Tchakountio’s work [2, 6] are below.

Notice that only one work contributes to each of the building blocks, Ramanthan
and Tchakountio [6]. In [2], Ramanathan proposes that the conventional IP stack
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will not be able to adequately support high-bandwidth requirements of MANETs.
His approach is to use circuit-switching (virtual cut-through, wormhole routing) to
support such requirements. He provides a more detailed explanation of his approach
in Ramanathan et al. [6]. He proposes using orthogonal channels at each node
to provide circuit-switched paths from end-to-end. To support this he developed
a path set up mechanism, path access control, PAC, and a switching mechanism,
relay oriented physical layer, ROPL. PAC is an RSVP-like mechanism for reserving
resources (floor) multiple hops at a time. ROPL is a cut-through relay that pipelines
bits through the receive and transmit chains at the physical layer (a cut-through relay
mechanism).

All other work contributes one or more portions of the architecture, but none as
a whole. The lack of tying all of these methods into a single architecture is what has
been missing and is being explored now.

15.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have considered the question – why do 802.11-based WMNs pro-
vide poor performance? To better understand the source of this poor performance,
we identified the shortcomings associated with the architecture and protocols of
these contention based networks. Such networks make use of a shared radio fre-
quency (RF) broadcast medium and commonly employ an omni-directional antenna.
This creates many challenges particularly because of the unpredictable nature of
RF channels with regard to reception and interference range. Together these issues
make it more difficult to share/allocate bandwidth compared to wired-optical net-
work architectures.

We then considered the question – how might we combine the advantages of
packet switching with the long proven methods of circuit-switching to implement
traffic engineering to reduce variance in end-to-end delay? To address the develop-
ment of such low-latency WMNs, we described an architecture that exploits multi-
ple orthogonal channels, virtual cut-through and wormhole switching, physical layer
circuit switch design, and reservation protocols. Such an architecture has the poten-
tial to reduce nodal processing delay and interference, which can improve utilization
and performance (i.e., delay and jitter) for WMNs.

15.7 Terminologies

1. Cut-through switching. A low-latency switching method where a receiving node
immediately begins transmitting (forwarding) the packet header and payload
after the packet header is read and the next hop is determined. This implies
that the initially received part of the packet is forwarded before the remaining
portion of the packet is received.
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2. Label switching. A low-latency method of forwarding packets through an inter-
mediate router based upon a short path label header and router quick look-up
table to determine the packet’s outgoing interface.

3. Latency. The difference between the time a packet, frame or flit departs a send-
ing node and arrives at a destination node.

4. Quality of service. The traffic requirements for a traffic flow to support a session.
It can be defined in terms of bandwidth, end-to-end delay, jitter (delay variance),
packet loss, and priority or class with regard to traffic from other sessions.

5. Resource reservation protocol (RRP). A protocol required to implement traffic
engineering by reserving the nodal and link resources of the network to meet
the QoS requirements of the traffic.

6. Traffic engineering (TE). The use of QoS mechanisms to achieve the goal of
improving network performance (increased throughput, decreased delay) and
make better use of network resources by better matching them with traffic
demands.

7. Unidirectional noninterfering channels. A communications channel that can
support a one-way inter-nodal connection between two adjacent wireless nodes
without disruption caused by other transmitting nodes.

8. Wireless local area network (LAN). A wireless single-hop, last quarter-mile to
one-mile network, consisting of an access point, usually to act as a gateway to
wired services and wireless workstations.

9. Wireless mesh network (WMN). A peer-peer, self-organizing, wireless multihop
network. Its topology can be relatively static or dynamic.

10. Wormhole switching. A low latency switching method similar to cut-through
switching except that the packet data payload is divided into smaller payload
elements called flits. Each flit has a significantly smaller header (sometimes
referred to as a label) than the packet header. Each flit is forwarded immediately
after the smaller header is processed and the next hop is determined.

15.8 Questions

1. Based on the description of the work by Li, Blake, De Couto et al. [1], multihop
performance is limited both by intrinsic properties of RF propagation and also
by the 802.11 MAC protocol. What attributes of an 802.11-based wireless mesh
network lead to poor performance? What attributes of RF propagation lead to
poor performance?

2. Given the data rate for each of the nodes in the six node chain topology shown
in Fig. 15.15 is D, what is the effective data rate across the six node chain for a
continuous stream of packets departing from node A with a destination of node
B in terms of D? Each of the nodes have the interference range = reception
range (one hop distance) as shown in the diagram. Also, each node broadcasts
omnidirectionally on the same signal channel, using a contention-based MAC
protocol such as 802.11.
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Fig. 15.15 Six node topology (Question 2)

3. What are some of the attributes of a single-channel wireless omnidirectional net-
working architecture versus a wired architecture that make it more of a challenge
to implement a label-switching protocol?

4. Calculation of reception range and maximum interference distance: Suppose
transmitting node x has a transmit power of 0.12 mW (milliwatts) and is using
qam-16 with a data rate of 36 Mbps with no ECC with a SINRmin of 18.5 dB.
Assume Pthermal noise is −95dBm. Assume transmitter and receiver gains at both
1.0. The transmit frequency is 2.4 GHz.

a. What is the maximum reception range to an intended receiver, node y, assum-
ing the free space path loss model?

b. Assume that the distance between node x, the transmitter, and node y, the
intended receiver, is the maximum reception range as calculated in part a
minus 1 m. If an interfering node, node z, is also transmitting with a trans-
mit power of 0.12 mW (milliwatts), what is the maximum interference range
of node z so that it can interfere with node y’s reception from node x (given
the initial transmit power and modulation scheme of node x)?

c. How does interference range affect channel reuse in any network topology?

5. Given the following multichannel wireless node functional design (Fig. 15.16),
and WMN topology and state (Fig. 15.17); what channel assignments can be
made for the following ordered full-duplex paths with only five orthogonal chan-
nels (Chan 0–4):

First N14 → N13
Second N17 → N22
Third N10 → N25

Multichannel node functional design description (see Fig. 15.16):

• IF0 is a single-channel omnidirectional broadcast interface used only by the
routing and resource reservation protocols. Consideration of the attributes of
this interface does not factor into this question.

• Relay consists of 5 orthogonal channels (0.4) used to support circuit-switched
(cut-through) data paths
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Fig. 15.16 Multichannel wireless node functional design (Question 5)

Fig. 15.17 Wireless mesh network topology (Question 5)

– The cut-through switch is set up to explicitly listen on certain receive channels
(to the left of the switch in the figure) to support paths by the reservation
protocol.
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– Packets are forwarded from the listened to receive channels to outgoing chan-
nels (on the right of the switch in the figure) if the destination of the packet is
assigned to that outgoing channel.

– If a packet is received on a listened to receive channel and the destination is
the current node, the packet is forwarded to the higher layers.

– If a packet is received on a listened to receive channel and the destination is
not the current node or assigned to an outgoing channel, the packet is dropped.

– If a packet is received from the higher layer by the cut-through switch it is
forwarded to an outgoing channel assigned with the same destination as the
packet. If packet destination is not assigned to an outgoing channel, it is sent
out interface IF0.

– Each orthogonal channel (when transmitting) broadcasts omni-directionally.

WMN topology description (see Fig. 15.17):

• The first two channel assignments for N14 → N13 have been made in the
diagram.

• Reception distance is one hop distance (vertically and horizontally, not diag-
onally). Interference is also one hop distance (vertically and horizontally, not
diagonally).

6. Given the paths you established as part of your answer in Question 5, if the cut-
through delay at each node is 0.5 ms and the data rate of each orthogonal channel
is 1 Mbps, what is the throughput and delay for standard 160 byte packets for
each of the paths. Assume that packets are generated in such a way that no packet
arrives at any node at the same time (this takes nodal queuing problems out of
the question).

7. What is the problem with the channel assignments shown in Fig. 15.18 to support
the full-duplex path N14 → N13. Hint: four channel assignments are causing
loops to occur; which ones are they?

8. Consider a WMN using a single channel omnidirectional wireless node archi-
tecture using contention-based (802.11 style) MAC. If you were attempting to
implement nodal mechanisms to support QoS in terms of the resources of intern-
odal bandwidth and buffer space using such an architecture, which resource
would you not be able to allocate and why?

9. Given the WMN topology in Fig. 15.19 and the multichannel wireless node func-
tional design described in Question 5 and shown in Fig. 15.16 with the exception
that there are only four orthogonal channels available (channels 0–3), establish
the following full-duplex paths in the order below so that a QoS max delay of six
hops is not exceeded:

First N11 → N24
Second N18 → N21
Third N10 → N25

• Given a packet payload size of 300 bytes, header size of 32 bytes and a data
rate of 54 Mbps, what is the delay experienced from sender to destination
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Fig. 15.18 Channel assignments to support full-duplex path N14 → N13 (Question 7)

Fig. 15.19 Wireless mesh network topology (Question 9)
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according to the diagram in Fig. 15.6 for packet switching with a nodal pro-
cessing delay of 10 ms and cut-through switching with a header processing
delay of 0.5 ms? Suppose the payload could be sliced into 100 byte flit with
a reduced header size of 8 bytes and the same existing data rate, what would
be the delay experienced from sender to destination for wormhole switching
with a flit-header processing delay of 0.2 ms? For all calculations assume the
propagation delay is so small it is negligible (approx 0).

• In a multichannel WMN, when the RRP makes the channel assignment to sup-
port cut-through paths, is the RRP performing the functions of MAC (that was
traditionally done in contention-based WMNs at the MAC data-link layer)?
Why or why not?

• What are the advantages and disadvantages of using a hard state versus a
soft state RRP in a wireless environment? Cite existing examples of existing
wireless RRPs to support your argument; such as INSIGNA, ASAP, etc.
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Chapter 16
WiMAX Metro Area Mesh Networks:
Technologies and Challenges

Ahmed Iyanda Sulyman and Hossam Hassanein

Abstract MIMO-OFDM technology has emerged as a compelling high-speed solu-
tion for the next-generation wireless networks. The IEEE 802.16 standard-based
WiMAX system will deploy MIMO-OFDM technology in the broadband wireless
access (BWA) and backhaul markets that otherwise depended mostly on proprietary
solutions. Standard-based solutions result in inexpensive devices and encourage
large-scale deployments, bringing down the cost of the technology to end users,
yet making it profitable for service providers and equipment manufacturers. Of
the two deployment modes specified in the WiMAX system, mesh mode is cur-
rently optional while point-to-multipoint mode is mandatory. In this chapter, we
present an overview of the PHY and medium access control (MAC) layer technolo-
gies deployed in the WiMAX system and examine the prospects and challenges of
mesh operations using them. One of the main impediments for mesh operation in the
WiMAX system is that network operators operating the system in licensed spectrum
are not keen to provide separate radio channels for access and mesh relay services,
as this reduces the numbers of users serviced per spectrum allocation. We discuss
in this chapter, an interesting alternative approach that uses the concept of MIMO-
multiplexing relaying at each mesh node to provide different links for the access and
mesh relaying services on the same radio channel. This approach is cost-effective,
and encourages more widespread WiMAX mesh network deployments.

16.1 Introduction

Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) is a new broadband
wireless standard offering interesting wireless alternatives to a number of tradi-
tional wired and wireless technologies suited to its long-range wireless broadband
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connectivity. WiMAX is the commercialization of the IEEE 802.16 standard, an
evolving standard initiated by an IEEE working group, named 802.16, formed in
1998 and tasked with the goal of producing a new metropolitan area networking
(MAN) protocol. In June 2004 following a series of activities, the working group
won approval for the latest wireless MAN standard known as IEEE 802.16–2004
standard [10], specifying the physical layer (PHY) and medium access control
(MAC) protocols for fixed broadband wireless access (BWA). Unlike its wireless
local area networks (WLAN) complement, the new wireless MAN targets long-
range broadband applications and thus chooses features and technologies to address
this need [1,5]. WiMAX forum is an alliance of network operators, equipment man-
ufacturers, handset vendors, chip makers and other players in the Telecom industry.
The forum was formed in April 2001 and tasked with the responsibility of promoting
conformance and interoperability of products based on the IEEE 802.16 standards.
To this end, it establishes testing labs, defines and conducts interoperability tests,
and awards vendor systems a “WiMAX Certified” label upon successful testing of
their products. Thus the WiMAX forum takes after the approach pioneered by the
Wi-Fi alliance for the IEEE 802.11 WLAN systems, to ensure Worldwide interop-
erability of WiMAX Certified equipments and it is hoped that this will stimulate
similar mass deployments recorded by the WLAN industry.

Fixed wireless solution is the genesis of the WiMAX technology, targeting the
so called “last mile” wireless access, as well as the “middle mile” microwave back-
haul applications. Two operating modes have thus been specified in the WiMAX
system: Point-to-multipoint (PMP) mode, where a backbone of base stations con-
nected to the public network services many fixed subscriber stations situated in the
coverage zone of each base station, and mesh mode, where WiMAX mesh network-
ing protocol is used to route data from source to destination via multiple relaying
over WiMAX mesh nodes communicating in point-to-point modes. Mesh network-
ing mode is currently an optional feature, with many benefits for the WiMAX net-
work operators when supported. Perhaps the most compelling of these benefits is
the potential to use mesh relaying to provide a cost-effective range extension beyond
the coverage of a base station. There are two main mesh architectures: Infrastruc-
ture mesh and ad hoc or client mesh. In infrastructure mesh, customer premises
equipments (CPE) do not relay packets, only the WiMAX base stations have packet
relaying capabilities. Backhaul mesh networks are examples of such infrastructure
mesh. Client mesh-enabled WiMAX network on the other hand allows both the
CPE and the base stations to relay packets and thus brings the full benefits of mesh
architecture to the WiMAX system. Infrastructure mesh has the advantages of better
security, network performance predictability, and easier management over the client
mesh. As the WiMAX technology gets widespread support from major merchant
chip vendors such as Intel, Nokia and Motorola, and with the participation of most
of the major radio access network (RAN) vendors, strong economic motivation for
the provisioning of mobile and personal broadband services that will extend broad-
band access to users in transit, spurred a new flavor of the WiMAX system. This
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ignited a series of activities in the IEEE 802.16 working group culminating in the
ratification of the IEEE 802.16e-2005 standard in December 2005, and its even-
tual publication in February 2006 [11]. The IEEE 802.16e-2005 standard addresses
the PHY and MAC layer changes necessary to support mobility, and is referred
to as the mobile WiMAX extension of the WiMAX technology. Devices manufac-
tured to this standard will support both fixed and mobile services. Mobile WiMAX
will allow users to take broadband access with them every where they go, enabling
“internet in the pocket” and other mobile data applications, in addition to mobile
voice, video, and multimedia services. Personal and ubiquitous broadband services
enabled by mobile WiMAX will drive high demand for the WiMAX industry, rem-
iniscent of the effects of cellular system on the telephone industry. As WiMAX-
enabled hand-held devices become more pervasive and their technologies mature,
the case for engaging them in mesh relay operations will become stronger. WiMAX
mesh network-enabled handhelds and CPEs deployed in homes and offices, will
soon be widespread enough to cover significant portions of cities and metropolis,
and could be employed to provide cost-effective mesh relay links for users outside
the range of existing base stations. Network operators and service providers would
then take advantage of the long-range broadband connectivity, and the reliability
of such WiMAX mesh links, to deploy metro-scale mesh networks where WiMAX
mesh nodes provide the core links, connecting WiMAX, Wi-Fi and other broadband
users to the core network.

In this chapter, we examine the prospects and challenges of metro-scale WiMAX
mesh networks—both fixed and mobile network deployments. A number of articles
have discussed the protocols and architectures for wireless mesh networks [2,4]. No
article however has yet examined the WiMAX technologies to discuss mesh oper-
ations using them. Therefore unlike existing articles on mesh networks, here we
focus on the technologies deployed in the WiMAX system and examine the plight
of mesh operations using them. Avenues for realizing WiMAX mesh operations that
is cost-effective and comparable to the PMP mode using these technologies are then
explored. One of the main impediments so far for WiMAX mesh network deploy-
ments is that WiMAX network operators are not keen to dedicate half or more of the
costly radio spectrum to providing capabilities for the optional mesh mode, which
is a requirement if the current dual-radio and multi-radio wireless mesh networks
approach are employed in the WiMAX system. For example, the dual-radio broad-
band solutions developed by Motorola and other vendors use 4.9 GHz radio for mesh
relay, and 2.4 GHz radio for access service [15]. Here we discuss an interesting alter-
native to this approach that uses the concept of MIMO-multiplexing [7] at each mesh
node to provide the multiple links for access and mesh relay services on the same
radio channel. This is a cost-effective solution for network operators operating the
WiMAX system over licensed spectrum, and its deployment can help pave way for
a possible convergence of electronic circuit designs for the PMP and mesh modes in
the WiMAX system, encouraging wider-scale WiMAX mesh network deployments.
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16.2 Background

16.2.1 WiMAX Deployment Modes

There are two deployment modes supportable by WiMAX devices, PMP and mesh
modes. PMP mode provides access services, while mesh mode provides backhaul
and client mesh services. Application of access services, using PMP modes at
WiMAX base stations, is fairly diverse. These include delivery of broadband to
enterprises and homes, which can be used for high-speed internet access, cable TV
distributions, fiber optic roll-offs, etc. Backhaul service on the other hand is focused
around the provisioning of high-capacity long-haul wireless links for transporting
voice and data from cellular towers and Wi-Fi hotspots. These services are currently
provided using a combination of ADSL (asymmetric digital subscriber line), cable,
leased lines, and a number of proprietary solutions developed by the vendors in
the respective market. WiMAX provides an opportunity for an efficient and cost-
effective solution for these services. Applications of client mesh services include
information delivery systems for public safety services (police, fire departments,
etc.), information delivery systems for public transport services, and public internet
access among others. All WiMAX certified products will support the PMP modes as
mandatory functionality, while mesh supports are currently optional. One of the pri-
mary reasons for this distinction is that the PMP and mesh modes currently use non-
compatible MAC layer protocols and different PHY frame structures. Figure 16.1 a
and b illustrate respectively the frame structures for the PMP and mesh modes. In the
PMP mode, the downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) bursts transmissions are detached,
while in the mesh mode DL/UL separation is achieved using time division duplexing
(TDD). Thus vendors hoping to provide both access and mesh capabilities on their
devices (base station, BS, and subscriber stations, SS) are faced with the difficult
tasks of cost-effectively implementing these two systems together on their units.

16.2.2 WiMAX Mesh Networks

Architectures: There are two main mesh architectures that can be employed in
the WiMAX system: Infrastructure and client mesh [2]. Figure 16.2 illustrates the
infrastructure and client mesh architectures for a metro-scale WiMAX mesh net-
work, where WiMAX mesh nodes (BS, CPEs, etc.) provide the wide-area mesh links
connecting WiMAX, Wi-Fi and other broadband users to the core network. There
are two broad realizations for mesh links in the WiMAX system, depending mainly
on the antenna technology employed: logical and physical mesh. Logical mesh use
omnidirectional antennas at each mesh node to form logical links to the neighboring
devices. These links are considered logical because the hardware configuration does
not change for different links to neighboring devices. Physical or directed mesh on
the other hand is a form of mesh where substantially directional antennas are used to
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create physical links. Mesh nodes may steer an antenna toward other nodes, or it may
use beamforming to create a narrow beam directed toward intended nodes to create
the physical mesh links. These links are considered physical because the hardware
configuration changes (via beamforming or switching for example) to form differ-
ent links with different neighbors. The narrow beams employed in the physical mesh
links significantly improve the carrier-to-interference (C/I) and improve frequency
reuse, which gives high spectral efficiency, but at the expense of increased com-
plexity. While the logical mesh is well specified in the 802.16 standard, physical
mesh is comparatively still being developed. Data exchanges among mesh nodes
using the logical mesh is based on the concept of neighborhood, where a reference
mesh node identifies other nodes in its immediate neighborhood (one-hop neigh-
bors), extended neighborhood (two-hop neighbors), and multi-hop neighbors, as
illustrated in Fig. 16.3. This neighborhood definition is then used to realize suit-
able multi-hop data exchange protocols [2, 6]. Our focus in this article is not on
the details of those data routing/scheduling protocols, but rather on the technologies
behind the mesh relaying operations in the WiMAX system.
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Data forwarding options: There are two broad data relaying (or forwarding)
options applicable at mesh nodes in WiMAX mesh networks: Amplify-and-forward
and Decode-and-forward options. In the amplify-and-forward option, a mesh node
simply amplifies the received RF signal and then forwards it, without having any
knowledge about the content of the signal. This relaying option puts less process-
ing burden on the mesh nodes and therefore is often preferable when complexity
is an issue. In the decode-and-forward option, mesh nodes use appropriate digi-
tal signal processing techniques to process the received waveform digitally. The
resulting digital signal is then decoded to retrieve the original message bits, and
re-encoded again for retransmission (or forwarding). This relaying option adds
extra processing complexities and delays at mesh nodes, and allows the relaying
nodes access to the content of the transmitted signal, raising some security con-
cerns. Nodes using the amplify-and-forward options are also sometimes referred to
as RF repeaters, while those using the decode-and-forward options are known as
PHY and MAC repeaters as the increased signal processings required for the decod-
ing process before forwarding involve significant PHY and MAC-layer operations.
In the following, we examine the main features and technologies deployed in the
WiMAX system closely, and discuss the prospects and challenges of these mesh
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relaying operations using those WiMAX features and technologies. The discussions
are applicable to both the logical and physical mesh, except where otherwise stated.

16.3 Thoughts for Practitioners: Technologies and Challenges

In this section, we present an overview of the PHY and MAC layer technologies
deployed in the WiMAX system and examine the prospects and challenges of mesh
operations using these technologies. One of the main impediments for mesh oper-
ation in the WiMAX system is that network operators operating the system in
licensed spectrum are not keen to provide separate radio channels for access and
mesh relay services, as this reduces the numbers of users serviced per spectrum
allocation. We discuss in this section, an interesting alternative approach that uses
the concept of MIMO-multiplexing relaying at each mesh node to provide differ-
ent links for the access and mesh relaying services on the same radio channel. This
approach is cost-effective, and encourages more widespread WiMAX mesh network
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deployments. The issues raised and discussed provide valuable guides for practi-
tioners (system designers and network operators) planning mesh supports in their
WiMAX networks.

16.3.1 OFDM Transmissions

OFDM is a multicarrier transmission technique based on frequency-division mul-
tiplexing (FDM), where different portions of the frequency spectrum, known as
subcarriers, are used to simultaneously transmit multiple signals in parallel. In an
FDM system, the original high-rate data stream, of rate R, is divided into N low-rate
substreams, each of rate R/N. The substreams are independently modulated onto
different subcarriers and transmitted in parallel on the same frequency band. Each
subcarrier is separated from adjacent ones by a guard band to ensure that the sub-
carrier spectra do not overlap, this allows room for transmit/receive filter transitions
and avoid inter-carrier interference (ICI). At the receiver, the subcarriers are demod-
ulated by passing the received multicarrier symbol through pass-band filters tuned
to the different subcarrier frequencies, and the transmitted signals on each subcar-
rier are recovered. The drawback of high-speed transmission using the traditional
FDM system is two fold: One, filter banks have to be implemented at the transmit-
ter and receiver. This significantly increases the complexity of the CPE and makes
the scheme unattractive economically. Two, the spectrum is not efficiently utilized
because of the need to use guard bands to separate the subcarriers as illustrated in
Fig. 16.4. OFDM system addresses these two problems while keeping the benefits
of multicarrier transmissions, by choosing the N subcarriers orthogonal (perpen-
dicular in mathematical sense) to one another. The orthogonality of the subcarriers
allows them to be spaced much closer to one another than in the FDM system. Thus
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Fig. 16.4 Illustration of 256OFDM and FDM systems
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the required bandwidth compared to an FDM system is greatly reduced, resulting
in high spectral efficiency for the OFDM system. At the transmitter, N orthogonal
waveforms can be generated using an N-point inverse discrete Fourier transform
(IDFT). The subcarriers are then modulated with the data to obtain the time-domain
OFDM symbol to be transmitted. Before the OFDM symbol is transmitted, a cyclic
prefix (CP) is inserted in the time-domain OFDM waveform. The CP is the last
part of the OFDM symbol, copied and appended to the beginning of the waveform.
This helps to combat inter-symbol interference (ISI). ISI is eliminated if the length
of the CP is at least equal to the maximum spread of the multipath channel. At
the receiver, the CP is first removed and the data transmitted on each subcarrier
is extracted by sampling the spectrum of the received OFDM symbol at Δ f spac-
ings. This operation can be accomplished using the discrete-time Fourier transform
(DFT). In practice, inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) and fast Fourier trans-
form (FFT), i.e., IFFT/FFT pair, are used for implementing OFDM systems as they
provide efficient and easy way to generate large number of orthogonal subcarrier
waveforms, and are mathematically equivalent to the IDFT/DFT pair. FFT chips
are commercially available at low price-performance points, making technologies
relying on them cheap, efficient, and therefore attractive. In Fig. 16.4, we illustrate
an example of 256OFDM in 802.16-2004. The OFDM symbol consists of 192 data
subcarriers, 8 pilot subcarriers and 56 nulls (28 nulls on one side, 27 on the other,
and one null used as DC subcarrier). In its most basic form, each data subcarrier
could be just on or off to indicate a one or zero bit of information. However, either
phase shift keying (PSK) or quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is typically
used to modulate the data subcarriers in order to increase the data rate. Pilot sub-
carriers are used for channel estimations, while null subcarriers are used as guard
bands and DC subcarriers.

Example 16.1. OFDM symbols of length 4μs each, containing 0.8μs of CP, are
transmitted over a wireless channel with root-mean-square (RMS) delay spread
στ = 500ns, and maximum excess delay τmax = 1μs. (a) Estimate how many sam-
ples in the received OFDM symbol sequence contains ISI (assuming a clock rate of
20 MHz), (b) suggest adequate length of CP required to eliminate ISI in the received
OFDM symbol sequence.

Solution:

(a)

• Time-domain sampling rate for received OFDM symbol = 20MHz
• Number of samples per OFDM symbol = 20×106 samples s−1×4×10−6 s =

80 samples
• Number of samples per OFDM symbol corrupted with ISI = 20×106 samples

s−1 × τmax = 20 samples

(b)

• RMS delay spread, στ gives estimate of the average delay spread of the chan-
nel. However some multipath components (reflections) will arrive delayed
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Fig. 16.5 Illustration of chan-
nel spread and the resulting
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longer than στ . Maximum excess delay τmax, gives time of arrival of the last
significant multipath component. Thus, no multipath component will arrive
after τmax for a given OFDM symbol transmitted over the channel, as illus-
trated in Fig. 16.5 [14].

• Therefore to avoid ISI, CP ≥ τmax ≥ 1μs.

Challenges for mesh relaying using OFDM transmissions. WiMAX is a high-power
(long-range) transmission system. Therefore high power amplifier (HPA) used in
the WiMAX system will be operated at high-efficiency operating point close to the
saturation point in order to optimize the power efficiency of the system. OFDM
time domain waveform however consists of varying signal levels within a symbol
duration T . This is the composite signal representing the addition of large num-
ber of subcarriers, each with different amplitude and phase. When such signals are
passed through HPA operating at high-efficiency operating point, severe nonlinear
distortions are introduced in the signals. To reduce the level of nonlinear distortions
introduced in the transmitted signal, amplifier operating points are usually reduced
(or backed off) from the peak-efficiency operating point (saturation point) [16, 18].
High amplifier backoff results in less distortion but inefficient use of the power
amplifiers. For mobile nodes, this translates to a significant reduction in battery life
because RF amplifier stage accounts for 60–70% of the total DC power consump-
tions of modern communication devices. Low backoff on the other hand optimize
the power consumption, but signals are more severely distorted. In OFDM transmis-
sions, a combination of low backoff and appropriate signal processing techniques to
reduce the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) of the time domain OFDM wave-
form before amplification is used in practice [6,16]. Depending on the PAPR reduc-
tion technique employed however, transmit filters at the output of the HPA, required
to reduce out-of-band spurii to legal level, restores the peaks in the amplified OFDM
symbols. Thus PAPR reduction may be needed at each mesh node before the symbol
is re-amplified and forwarded, as illustrated in Fig. 16.6. For OFDM transmissions
in WiMAX mesh networks therefore, relaying nodes would be required to do some
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indepth processings, beyond the level of the simple amplify-and-forward, before
they can carry out the forwarding operation. This tends to limit relaying options in
WiMAX mesh network to the more complex decode-and-forward relaying method
at each mesh node. Thus security issues associated with this relaying option must
be given proper attention in WiMAX mesh networks.

16.3.2 Subchannelization

The access method for 802.16–2004 OFDM PHY is TDMA, while 802.16e-2005
uses the concept of suchannelization to employ OFDM transmission as a multiple
access scheme. Subchannelization is a tool designed to improve the uplink (UL)
performance and/or balance the UL and downlink (DL) budgets in mobile network
deployments where government regulation and need for cost-effective CPEs cause
link budget to be asymmetrical –with the UL range/resources very limited. However
the benefits of subchannelization in fixed network deployments were also realized
and it was subsequently included in the 802.16–2004. Sixteen subchannels were
chosen for the 256-OFDM PHY for fixed access. With 192 data subcarriers in the
system, each subchannel consists of 12 data subcarriers. Users are assigned one
or more subchannels at any time instant based on need and resources availabil-
ity. Increased UL budget is achieved because a subscriber station (SS) can con-
centrate its power into a few subcarriers in the assigned subchannel, achieving a
power gain (hence link budget gain) per subcarrier of 3 dB every time the number of
excited data subcarrier is halved. For the 802.16e-2005 for mobile access, OFDMA
(orthogonal FDM/multiple access) option, 32 subchannels were chosen. With these
configurations, link budget gains of 10 log10(16) = 12dB and 10 log10(32) = 15dB
are achieved in the UL for the fixed and mobile applications respectively (though
implementation losses will reduce the gains realized in practice), if one subchannel
is assigned per user. In fixed access networks, the maximum number of subchan-
nels that can be assigned to a SS in the UL can be fixed in order to provide some
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guarantee on subchanneling gain [6]. For mobile access networks however, link
asymmetry warrants more flexible DL/UL resources usage. Subchannels assigned
to user thus has to be variable, from the smallest to the highest available, in order
to allow users to effectively tradeoff mobility for performance gains. In high mobil-
ity conditions, using small subchannels provide gains that can help overcome the
harsh channel conditions due to user mobility, whereas in low mobility conditions
more subchannels can be assigned to increase throughput. This concept can also be
extended to mesh relay supports. When relaying functionality is to be supported,
extra subchannels to provide the transmission links required for this operation can
be assigned to the mesh node as illustrated in Fig. 16.7. Using this approach how-
ever, CPE will tradeoff mesh capabilities for access services throughput, but the
advantage is that mesh relaying can then be implemented as a supportable func-
tionality on top of the PMP mode. Also, it should be mentioned that this option for
mesh support is applicable only to the decode-and-forward mesh relaying option,
and may require that the transmissions of bursts for SSs, in Fig. 16.1 be aligned for
the access and mesh relay services, which can be realized given ongoing efforts for
compatible PMP and mesh modes.

Example 16.2. Estimate the subchanneling gain for a 256-OFDM system, with 16
subchannels in the system, if 4 subchannels are assigned to each subscriber station.

Solution: subscriber station excites 4/16 = 1/4 of subchannels. Therefore, sub-
channeling gain = 10log10(4) = 6dB.
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16.3.3 OFDMA and SOFDMA

In an OFDM-based system, all subcarriers in an OFDM symbol is used by a single
user. In OFDMA however, many users share the FFT carrier space in an OFDM
symbol, each user transmitting on the sub-channel(s) assigned to the user. Thus
OFDMA uses OFDM transmission for multiplexing of data streams for multiple
users in the DL and for multiple-access in the UL, using frequency separation of
users. Scalable OFDMA (SOFDMA) brings additional benefits over OFDMA as it
scales the size of the FFT to the channel bandwidth in order to keep the subcarrier
spacing (and consequently OFDM symbol period) constant across different channel
bandwidth. In the IEEE 802.16e, FFT sizes supported are 2,048, 1,024, 512, and
128. System vendors can choose small or large FFT size depending on the intended
channel size. The benefits of SOFDMA in mesh networks are similar to those in the
PMP networks. By fixing the subcarrier spacing and symbol period, the basic units
of physical resources (time and frequency) is fixed. Therefore, the impact to higher
layers is minimized when implementing systems with different channel bandwidth.
This reduces system complexity and helps to facilitate interoperability for systems
implemented in different regions. The scheme also helps to retain robustness over
multipath ISI for different channel bandwidth, and results in higher spectrum effi-
ciency for wide channels or cost reduction for narrow channels. Subchanneling is
available in both 256OFDM and SOFDMA and can be exploited for “seamless”
mesh support as explained above. However the added benefit of SOFMDA lies in
the scalable (fixed) FFT size it uses which facilitates uniform implementation of
such mesh support across different systems.

16.3.4 Diversity Techniques, MIMO and Adaptive Antenna Systems

Diversity: Diversity technique is a method by which the receiver is provided with
multiple copies of the transmitted signal, each of them received over independently
fading wireless channel. Diversity technique rely on the fact that with M indepen-
dently fading replicas of the transmitted signals available at the receiver, the proba-
bility of an error detection is improved to pM , where p is the probability that each
signal will fade below a usable level. The link error probability is thus improved
without increasing the transmitted power. Recently, the use of diversity technique at
the transmitter side also gained wide attentions, and has resulted in the consideration
of the more general case of multiple transmit-multiple receiving antennas or MIMO
systems. Space-time codes, a coding system combined with MIMO antenna, then
gained wide attention.

MIMO systems: The two options for MIMO transmissions in the WiMAX stan-
dard are space-time codes and multiplexing. For space-time codes, both space-time
trellis codes and Alamouti space-time block codes are specified. However, it is
the Alamouti space-time block codes that has yet been implemented by vendors
due to its reduced complexity (even though space-time trellis code has better link
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performance improvements). In the Alamouti scheme designed for two transmit-
ting antennas, a pair of symbol is transmitted at a time instant, and a transformed
version of the symbols are transmitted in the next time instant. At the receiver, the
decoder detects the four symbols transmitted over two time slots and processes them
to obtain 2-branch diversity gain. Thus the Alamouti scheme achieves full diversity,
with a rate-1/2 code. For the multiplexing option, the multiple antennas are used
for capacity increase. In this option, original high-rate stream is partitioned into N
low-rate substreams and each substream is transmitted in parallel over the channel,
using different antennas. If there are enough scatters between the transmitter and
the receiver, the channel delay for the multiple copies of the transmitted signals
received for each of the substreams at the receiver, will be adequate to allow MIMO
detection algorithms like zero-forcing, MMSE (minimum mean-square error), or V-
BLAST (vertical Bell labs Layered Architecture for space-time codes), to separate
the substreams. Thus the link capacity (theoretic upper-bound on the throughput) is
increased linearly with min (N, L). The link capacity is given by

C → m log2 (1+SNR) , m = min(N,L) (16.1)

where N is the number of transmit and L is the number of receiving antennas. When
MIMO transmission is combined with OFDM signaling (MIMO-OFDM), an excit-
ing high-speed solution is achieved.

Example 16.3. Compare the link capacity of the following MIMO-multiplexing sys-
tems deployed in WiMAX networks: System A with N = 8 transmitting and L = 2
receiving antennas, and System B with N = 4 transmitting and L = 4 receiving
antennas.

Solution: For system A: C → 2 log2(1 + SNR), whereas for system B: C →
4 log2(1 + SNR). Thus, system B has higher link capacity despite having fewer
numbers of combined transmitting and receiving antennas.

MIMO-multiplexing relaying for WiMAX mesh networks: One of the main chal-
lenges for metro-scale mesh network deployments is related to capacity scaling. In
a full mesh mode, a mesh node act as a mesh router as well as a client access (data)
node. Therefore the link capacity is split between mesh relaying and client access
services. In the first generation of mesh products, one radio is used for both the
relaying and client access services. The performance of such system thus degrades
severely as more nodes enter the system, due to more congestions and contentions
at each relaying node. It turns out that the relaying traffics take most of the available
bandwidth because of the broadcast nature of the relaying protocols, starving the
access service. The later generations (second and third generations) of mesh prod-
ucts address this problem by providing separate radios for the relaying and access
services. For example in the Wi-Fi WLAN system, typical dual-radio configuration
use one radio channels, 2.4 GHz radio, for local access and another radio channel,
5 GHz radio, for mesh relaying. Multi-radio system use one radio for local access
and two or more radios for relaying, with the multiple relaying channels provid-
ing QoS differentiation. Since the mesh interconnection is performed by separate
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radios operating on different channels, local wireless access is not affected by mesh
forwarding and can run at full speed. This significantly improved bandwidth and
latency performance of both mesh relaying and access services. However for the
WiMAX system where operations in the licensed spectrum have been actively pur-
sued [11], this implies cutting the over all system capacity in half for the dual-radio
system since a service provider must divide its allocated spectrum into two, one
for access links, and the other for mesh relay links. Also for the multi-radio sys-
tem, it translates to cutting the capacity by 1/K, where K is the number of multiple
links (relay and access) created. This is one of the major challenges facing mesh
supports for systems operating in licensed spectrum. Here we illustrate the use of
MIMO-multiplexing option at each mesh node to address this challenges. MIMO-
multiplexing option creates multiple links on the same channel. For example, a 2×2
multiplexing system can provide dual-multiplexing links on the same channel at
each mesh node, one for transmitting data streams for client access and the other
for transmitting data streams for relaying service as illustrated in Fig. 16.8. At any
time instant during a receive mode, the mesh node is capable of simultaneously
receiving mesh relay data stream from source node S1 as well as client access data
stream from source node S2. Also during a transmit mode, the mesh node is capable
of simultaneously transmitting mesh relay data stream to destination node D1 and
client access data stream to destination node D2 as illustrated in the figure. Simi-
larly, a 4× 4 multiplexing system can provide quadruple-multiplexing links on the
same channel at each mesh node, one for client access and the other three links for
providing differentiated QoS relaying services. Figure 16.8 illustrates the capacity
achievable at each mesh node using such multiplexing relaying. 2×2 (N = 2, L = 2)
MIMO-multiplexing system doubles the link capacity, which can be split between
access and mesh relaying services, while 4× 4 system almost quadruple the link
capacity. Notice that the result displayed in this figure assumes independent data
streams on each antenna, which can belong to different sources such as access and
mesh relaying services. Therefore, MIMO-multiplexing wireless mesh network pro-
vides an interesting alternative to the conventional dual- and multi-radio wireless
mesh network, where multiple (access and mesh relaying) links are created using
costly radio channels. Using the MIMO-multiplexing mesh relaying approach, the
overall capacity of the WiMAX system with access and mesh support is similar
to that of the access-only WiMAX system using single antenna at each node, with
the optional MIMO-multiplexing at each mesh node providing the extra capacity
required to provide the optional mesh forwarding functionality when needed. Such
system architecture is cost-effective, it facilitates convergence of PMP (access) and
mesh mode component designs, and thus encourages more widespread WiMAX
mesh network deployments.

Adaptive antenna system (AAS): For mesh relaying involving mobile nodes,
adaptive antenna technologies can be used to track the location of the intended user
as they roam about the mesh network. AAS is a beamforming technique that adap-
tively directs the directions of the beams in the electromagnetic wavefront to the
intended user device, while directing the nulls to other unintended user devices. This
operation results in directed mesh links, with strong link budget gains to support
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Mesh relaying using MIMO multiplexing
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Fig. 16.8 MIMO-multiplexing relaying at WiMAX mesh nodes

mesh services. The potential drawback for AAS however is that beams tend to get
blurred (or scatter) in Non LOS propagation conditions, which is typically envisaged
by most WiMAX mesh network deployments. AAS however does gives significant
link budget gains in LOS conditions.

16.3.5 Forward Error Correcting Codes and Automatic Repeat
Request

Forward error correcting code (FEC) allows the WiMAX MAC layer to detect errors
introduced during the transmissions of frames over the air link. FEC is usually com-
bined with interleaving to spread the errors over many transmission blocks, max-
imizing the chance that the FEC is able to correct the error in each block. There
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are three methods of FEC specified in the WiMAX system; Reed-Solomon concate-
nated with convolutional code (RS-CC), block turbo code (BTC), and convolutional
turbo code (CTC). RS-CC is mandatory, while BTC and CTC are made optional
due to their complexity, even though they provide 2–3 dB better coding gain than
RS-CC.

When the errors in a MAC SDU block is beyond the correcting capability of the
FEC, an automatic repeat request (ARQ) algorithm is invoked to effect the retrans-
mission of the lost or corrupted block. 802.16 MAC uses a simple sliding window-
based approach, where the transmitter can transmit upto a negotiated number of
ARQ blocks (MAC SDU blocks) without receiving acknowledgement (ACK). The
receiver sends ACK or NACK (negative ACK) to indicate which MAC SDU blocks
was received or lost, and the transmitter slides the window forward for every ACK
received. When ACK is not received (or NACK received), the transmitter keeps
transmitting until the end of the current window, after which it re-transmits the
unacknowledged or lost MAC SDU blocks. This is the selective repeat (SR) pro-
tocol. For the 802.16e, a hybrid ARQ (H-ARQ) has been included as an optional
feature. There are three types of H-ARQ, classified based on the manner in which
they handle the re-transmissions. Type I H-ARQ re-transmits lost or unacknowl-
edged blocks using chase combining in which the old erroneous block is stored at the
receiver and compared with the re-transmitted copy. This helps to increase the prob-
ability of successful decoding at the FEC block during the re-transmission attempts.
Type II/III H-ARQ use incremental coding rate to ensure successful decoding at the
FEC block during the re-transmission attempts. These ARQ and H-ARQ schemes
are optimized for single-hop transmissions (or PMP mode). For multi-hop wire-
less relaying applications in WiMAX mesh networks, hop-wise use of the cyclic
redundancy check (CRC) in these ARQ schemes can be explored [12]. In ARQ
schemes, a transmitted packet is accompanied with CRC bits attached to it from
the source node, to detect errors in the received packet. Thus each mesh node in a
WiMAX mesh network first check the CRC bits of the packet it receives, to con-
firm error-free reception, before forwarding the packet. If the CRC bits indicate that
the received packet is erroneous, the packet can be discarded. This is termed the
zero-retransmission policy [12]. However, a number of other re-transmission poli-
cies can be adopted, depending on latency and re-transmission overhead considera-
tions. These include the infinite re-transmission policy where the transmitting mesh
node re-transmits the packet repeatedly until the transmission is successful, the finite
re-transmission policy (tagged truncated ARQ) where the packet is discarded only
after jth transmission failure, and a number of probability-based re-transmission
policies [12]. Eventually, only error-free copies of the packet get relayed to the des-
tination. If the packet is correctly detected by the destination node, with ACK feed-
back at the source node, the source node slides the window forward and continues
to transmit other packets as in the SR protocol used in the PMP mode. If all relaying
links are bad at any particular transmission time, the destination will not receive the
transmitted packet, and after a timeout period expires it will send a NACK mes-
sage back to the source node via its relay links. In such transmission failure sce-
narios, there are two re-transmission options that could be employed. A relaying
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node which has correct copy of the packet can re-forward it, or the source node
can be requested to re-transmit the packet. If amplify-and-forward relaying option
is used, H-ARQ and FEC parameters used at the source nodes will be maintained
at mesh relaying nodes. However if decode-and-forward relaying option is used,
these parameters can be modified during the re-transmissions at the source as well
as relaying nodes, to enhance the chance of successful re-transmissions.

16.3.6 Adaptive Modulations, Power and Coding Rate Control

Adaptive modulation allows the WiMAX MAC layer to adjust the signal modula-
tion rate depending on the channel or radio link quality [3, 17]. When the channel
quality is good, the MAC layer chooses the highest modulation rate, e.g., 64QAM,
giving the system the highest throughput. When the channel quality degrades, the
MAC layer reduces the modulation rate, e.g., 16QAM, reducing the throughput.
In practice, adaptive modulation and coding rate control are used in conjunction
with power control. When a link degradation arises, the transmitted power is first
increased to provide link budget gain, until it reaches the maximum permitted. If
the received signal quality does not improve, then the coding rate is reduced. Extra
redundancy is added to provide more coding gain for better error correction per-
formance. If the received signal quality still does not improve, then the modula-
tion rate is reduced as a last resort (as this significantly affects the throughput than
others). Similar (reverse) process is also followed when link quality appreciates.
For WiMAX mesh networks using the amplify-and-forward relaying option, mesh
relaying cannot exploit adaptive modulation technology because relaying nodes are
not able to decode the contents of the received OFDM symbols to retrieve the mod-
ulated data and re-modulate them at higher or lower rate, in order to increase or
reduce the transmission rate (or throughput) of the mesh streams in response to link
quality condition. However for mesh networks using the decode-and-forward relay
option, adaptive modulation and coding rate control can benefit the mesh relaying
operation as mesh nodes can decode the mesh data streams and adjust the coding and
modulation rate, depending on the forwarding link quality. For example in Fig. 16.9
a relay node R decodes a data stream originally transmitted from the source node S
using 16QAM modulation, and re-modulates the data stream using 64QAM as it has
good channel quality to the destination node D that can support this modulation rate.
This results in fast and efficient use of the mesh links. In general for M-QAM mod-
ulation, the number of bits transmitted on each subcarrier n of an OFDM symbol
can be approximated as:

rn = log2(1+ γnPn), (16.2)

where γn = channel-gain-to-noise ratio for the subacarrier, and Pn = transmitted
power.

Power control is applicable in WiMAX mesh operations in two ways: One, when
mesh nodes are relaying data, they are regulated to transmit only the minimum
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required power to achieve successful reception at the receiver. Two, when mobile
mesh nodes do not have mesh relay (or access service) data to transmit or receive,
they go on sleep modes to save battery life.

Example 16.4. Estimate the achievable data rate increase (bits transmitted per
OFDM subcarrier) for the second hop transmission in a two-hop relay system,
given that the channel-gain-to-noise ratio per subcarrier for the second hop trans-
mission roughly doubles the channel-gain-to-noise ratio per subcarrier for the first
hop transmission.

Solution: For the first hop transmission: r1
n = log2(1+ γnPn), whereas for the sec-

ond hop transmission we have: r2
n = log2(1+2γnPn). Thus,

r2
n − r1

n = log2 (1+2γnPn)− log2 (1+ γnPn)

≈ log2

(
2γnPn

γnPn

)
= log2 (2) = 1bitss−1 Hz−1.

(16.3)

Thus, doubling the channel-gain-to-noise ratio roughly adds extra bits s−1 Hz−1,
assuming constant transmitted power.

16.3.7 Other Issues and Challenges

Scheduling and resource allocations: WiMAX standard specifies two forms of
scheduling for the mesh mode: centralized and distributed scheduling [13]. In cen-
tralized scheduling, a base station, BS, controls all channel accesses. A subscriber
station, SS, with data to transmit requests bandwidth from the base station upon
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which the BS grants access to the channel based on availability. In distributed
scheduling, the SSs negotiate bandwidth among themselves with similar request-
grant procedure as in centralized scheduling. The distributed scheduling is further
divided into two, coordinated scheme in which nodes elect a coordinator to provide
BS-like functionality, and uncoordinated scheme in which scheduling decision is
shared among all nodes. The details of these scheduling disciplines are left unstan-
dardized in the WiMAX system, giving vendors opportunity to differentiate their
products. This presents some challenges for mesh operations among WiMAX nodes
from different vendors, with different scheduling disciplines implemented and the
nodes are expected to interrelate to carry out multihop data scheduling in a mesh
mode. This will especially be fairly challenging in client mesh where BS infrastruc-
ture is not available.

Resource allocation mechanisms pursue efficiency in resource usage interms of
power consumption, interference rejection, or capacity provisioning. For mesh net-
works, the need to balance out the allocation of these variables (i.e., ensure fair-
ness) among mesh nodes in the network while at the same time provide nodes the
needed resources for mesh relaying operations when and as needed, posses another
challenges.

Handoff considerations: A cell in a mesh network is a collection of mesh nodes
that are associated with the same coordinated scheduler (distributed and/or central-
ized), and a mesh network is the collection of cells, where nodes may arbitrarily
associate with cell of choice. Handoff procedures transfer the radio resources of
mobile mesh nodes from the coverage of one cell to another, as they roam about
the mesh network. Both hard handoffs, where a mobile node’s current connection
with the serving cell is broken before new connection is established, and soft hand-
offs, where the mobile node is connected to the new cell before breaking connec-
tion with the current serving cell, are supportable [19]. Handoff consideration in
mesh networks faces the challenges of lack of comparable signal strength to ensure
successful handoff for all the different varieties of nodes that may be involved
(e.g., low-powered Wi-Fi and high-powered WiMAX nodes). Also, since handoff
consideration in mesh operation is not based only on PHY channel quality but also
on the upper-layer metrics such as congestions at the network layer, handoff laten-
cies are very high compared to the PMP mode as the computations of these metrics
involve several updates at mesh nodes.

16.4 Directions for Future Research

OFDM technologies and mesh networks: As discussed in Sects. 16.3.1, 16.3.2, and
16.3.6, decode-and-forward relaying option for the OFDM-based transmission in
WiMAX mesh network allows more efficient use of transmit amplifier, facilitates
the use of subchanneling for mesh supports, and optimize mesh relay link utilization
through the use of adaptive modulations. Thus future research works is expected to
give significant attention to decode-and-forward relaying option in OFDM-based
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transmission systems, with the aim of addressing issues such as security, privacy,
etc., in order to ensure that performance quality adequate for the need of WiMAX
systems is maintained when using this relaying option.

MIMO technologies and mesh networks: Antenna technology is central to the
success of wireless networks, especially the WiMAX system where superior link
quality performance is targeted. In Sect. 16.3.4, we have explored various MIMO
antenna technologies specified in the WiMAX system namely: space-time codes and
MIMO-multiplexing. We then introduced the concept of MIMO-multiplexing relay-
ing for mesh support in the WiMAX system. This scheme provides cost-effective
means of providing mesh support on top of access service in WiMAX networks
operating over licensed bands. Given that this solution for mesh support is attrac-
tive from a cost perspective, it is expected that future research will explore the idea
in a wider sense, such as its applications in IEEE 802.16j where the principle can
be employed to provide different simultaneous relay links to different destinations
on the same radio channel, in a dedicated relay system. Practical implementational
issues associated with this solution is also expected to be subject of future works.

Apart from MIMO antenna system, the use of AASs (or beamforming) in
WiMAX network has also gained significant attention recently. While future
research will continue to address traditional problems such as angle-spread, scat-
tered beams, etc., that reduce the gains of beamforming solution in schemes like
directed mesh, there will also be significant interest on the use of beamforming-
based space-division multiple access (SDMA) for capacity increase both in access
and centralized mesh configurations in WiMAX networks [9]. Thus, future research
works on beamforming technologies in WiMAX mesh networks will also feature
significant exploration of the beamforming solutions.

Scheduling and resource allocations: As explained in Sect. 16.3.7, resource allo-
cation mechanisms pursue efficiency in resource usage in terms of power consump-
tion, interference rejection, or capacity provisioning. Future research on scheduling
and resource allocations in WiMAX mesh is also expected to address the issue of
optimization of the use of these variables at WiMAX nodes supporting both access
and mesh services, such that an existing performance bench mark for access ser-
vice is not significantly violated when providing resources for mesh supports. This
would be a network-wide optimization problem.

16.5 Conclusions

This chapter discusses metro-scale mesh networks using the WiMAX standard. The
technologies deployed in the WiMAX system are closely examined to discuss the
prospects and challenges of mesh operations using these technologies. We highlight
the challenges facing mesh operations with OFDM signaling, and the prospects of
using subchannelization and MIMO-multiplexing for mesh networks. It is shown
that MIMO-multiplexing relaying at WiMAX mesh node can be used to provide
different links for access and mesh relaying services on the same radio channel. For
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WiMAX systems operating in licensed spectrum where the use of the conventional
dual- and multi-radio mesh networks will result in reduced numbers of users per
spectrum allocation, MIMO-multiplexing mesh relaying becomes an attractive and
cost-effective solution that can encourage more widespread WiMAX mesh network
deployments. Other technologies such as ARQ, adaptive modulation and coding,
and power control are also discussed and the challenges presented by multi-hop
mesh relaying operations using these WiMAX technologies are enumerated.
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16.6 Questions

1. Using Fig. 16.1, explain the network entry procedures for WiMAX subscriber
stations supporting both access and mesh services.

2. (a) Given an FDM transmission system with guard band 2 kHz, and subcarrier
channel bandwidth of 4 kHz each, how many subcarriers can be accommodated
in a system with a total of 9 MHz spectrum available. (b) If OFDM transmission
with frequency-bin spacing of Δ f = 2kHz is employed for this system, estimate
how many subcarriers can be accommodated in the system.

3. Given two WiMAX systems, system A with 10 MHz channel, and system B
with 5 MHz channel, use illustrations to explain the benefits in employing
SOFDMA rather than OFDMA, for these systems.

4. For a WiMAX system employing the 256-OFDM with 16 subchannels per sym-
bol, evaluate the link budget gain for an uplink transmission with: (a) all sub-
channels excited, (b) half of the subchannels excited, (c) quarter of subchannels
excited.

5. A WiMAX operator uses subchanneling to provide access and mesh relaying
services multiplexed on a 256-OFDM transmission, where half of the excited
subchannels in every OFDM symbol transmitted are dedicated to mesh relay
services. Assuming that 1/4 of the subcarriers in each OFDM symbol transmitted
in this system are normally excited for an access-only service, but the operator
increases this to half for combined access and mesh supports, in order to keep
the access throughput constant. Estimate the loss in access link budget for this
approach.

6. A WiMAX equipment manufacturer implemented 2-branch receiver diversity
for the uplink transmission in their WiMAX system, alongside subchanneling
solution where one subchannel is assigned per user for the OFDMA option of
2,048 subcarriers per OFDM symbol (with 32 subchannels in the system). The
company claims that practical tests reveal that these two solutions yield a total
link budget gain of 12 dB. Analyze this claim theoretically, and comment on the
reasons for any discrepancies.
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7. Explain the main distinguishing feature of OFDM and OFDMA options in the
WiMAX system.

8. Wireless channel capacity is fundamentally limited by SNR. For the single
input-single output (SISO) system, the capacity is given by C = log2(1 +
SNR) bits s−1 Hz−1, while for the MIMO system the capacity is given by
C ≈ N log2(1 + SNR) bits s−1 Hz−1, where N is the smaller of the number
of transmitting and receiving antennas. (1) For the SISO system, estimate how
much the transmitted power must be increased to go from 1 to 11bits s−1 Hz−1.
(2) Design an N×N MIMO system to achieve same increase in capacity without
increasing the transmitted power.

9. Given that MIMO-multiplexing relaying option is used for mesh support in
a WiMAX network deployment. Each wireless hop transmission in the net-
work employs MIMO-multiplexing system with configuration M = 4, L = 4,
where M is the number of transmitting and L is the number of receiving anten-
nas. Suppose mesh relaying services, when supported, are assigned N (where
N ≤ M,L) antennas throughout the network. Let N = 2 (i.e., 2 × 2 MIMO-
multiplexing links dedicated to mesh relaying services), (a) estimate the achiev-
able access link capacity per hop, when mesh supports are provided, (b) calcu-
late the achievable access link capacity when mesh supports are not provided,
(c) estimate the data rate loss to access service per hop, with mesh supports.

10. For the binary symmetric channel with multi-hop relaying over n cascaded
channels [8], shown in Fig. 16.10, the error-rate performance of the system

is given by Pn = 1
2 [1−

n
∏
j=1

(1−2pi)], where pi is the error probability of link

i, i = 1, . . .,n. What effect does multi-hop relaying has on the error-rate perfor-
mance of MIMO-multiplexing system (assuming that relaying nodes employ
decode-and-forward relaying option)?
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Chapter 17
Scheduling and Call Admission Control
A WiMax Mesh Networks View

Daniel Câmara and Fethi Filali

Abstract This chapter discusses the problem of providing call admission con-
trol (CAC), scheduling and band reservation for wireless networks. It presents the
importance of such procedures focusing mainly on WiMax mesh mode networks.
The chapter also classifies some of the most known proposals presented in the liter-
ature to solve the scheduling and CAC problems for this kind of network. Differently
of some other standards, in the IEEE 802.16 standard the scheduling and CAC pro-
cedures are mandatory. No node in the network can communicate, even in the mesh
mode, without having the transmission previously scheduled. In this way scheduling
becomes one of the most important processes to achieve spectral efficiency and, in
consequence, to increase the network capacity.

17.1 Introduction

In the last years wireless mesh networks (WMN) have been attracting a huge amount
of attention from both, academia and industry. Indeed, WMN is now emerging as a
promising technology for broadband wireless access [2,6]. One of the main reasons
for this sudden popularity of WMN is their inclusion in many of the IEEE wireless
standards and in special the IEEE 802.16 [22]. The addition of the mesh mode to
the IEEE 802.16 standard brought a series of advantages for these networks. Among
them we can cite nonline-of-sight (NLOS) capacity, higher network reliability, scal-
ing, throughput and availability [35].

However, to become really useful and valuable for the applications running on
top of them, the WMN must to provide some level of quality of service (QoS). To
fulfill this requirement, mainly for WMN environments, radio resource management
(RRM) techniques play a major role [1]. RRM is the term used to identify a series
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of strategies and algorithms employed to optimize the use of the radio spectrum and
wireless networks limited resources. RRM techniques include frequency and/or time
channel allocation, transmission power, access to base stations, handover criteria,
modulation schemes, error coding schemes [47]. On behalf of [1] RRM policies,
along with the network planning and air interface design, in deep, determine the
QoS network performance at both individual user and network level.

This chapter focuses on the problem of providing call admission control (CAC),
scheduling and band reservation for the mesh mode of IEEE 802.16 networks
[22, 29] also known as WiMax networks. Although these mechanisms are manda-
tory for IEEE 802.16 networks, the standard just specifies the signaling protocols
and messages structure. The transmission scheduling control algorithm is left unde-
fined. This makes the standard open to accommodate extensions and improvements.
However, this also may lead, in the future, to incompatibilities among vendors’
proprietary solutions.

For future readings, among many other works related to this one, we may high-
light the survey presented by Kuran and Tugcu [29] in general emerging broadband
wireless technologies. For a survey in general mesh networks the Alkydiz et al.
work [2] presents a good overview on many aspects of the mesh networks, dis-
cussing how these aspects affect the entire network stack. The problem of CAC
mechanisms in general is discussed in [1]. A broad view of the problem of dis-
tributed medium access control for mesh networks can be found in [12]. Zhao
presents consistent view of the problem of distributed coordination in mesh net-
works in [39]. For a deep discussion, more specifically for 802.16 mesh networks
centralized scheduling algorithms, see [15]. In [36] Redana and Lott present an anal-
ysis of the overhead caused by the control messages on the IEEE 802.16 mesh mode
and show that, for multihop networks, the centralized approach have a better perfor-
mance than the distributed one. For an analysis of the times involving the phases of
the distributed scheduler mode see [7] and [9].

The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 17.2 explains bet-
ter what is CAC and scheduling. After that, Section 17.3 presents an overview of
the CAC and scheduling process for WiMax mesh mode networks. Section 17.5
presents a possible classification for CAC and scheduling proposals and classifies
some of the most well known proposals of the literature in accordance to the pro-
posed taxonomy. Sections Ideas to Consider and Open Issues, presents, respectively,
some of the most interesting techniques of the previously classified approaches and
some possible directions for future researches on the field.

17.2 Background

This section presents a deeper discussion of what is CAC and scheduling, showing
the importance of such mechanisms for the performance of networks in general and,
in special, for the WiMax mesh mode.
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Fig. 17.1 The radio resource management model [1]

As shown in the Fig. 17.1, the CAC procedure is responsible for granting/denying
access to the network. The decision of which connections are accepted and which
one are not, is based on predefined criteria, taking into account the network status
and the requirements of new calls. The admitted calls are then controlled by other
mechanisms of the RRM, such as the schedule. The schedule is the RRM process
that decides which one is the best moment to grant bandwidth for the admitted calls.

Just considering only throughput, ignoring any other QoS parameter, the schedul-
ing problem is proven to be an NP-hard problem for multihop wireless networks
[24, 27]. This means that if the number of nodes, or links, in the WMN increases it
becomes computationally impossible to find the optimal scheduling solution. So, in
this context, suboptimal scheduling solutions, with lower complexity, are acceptable
and even desired for mesh environments.

CAC and scheduling play a central role in the WiMax networks and it is not
only because they are mandatory, their importance is far beyond that. They indeed
provide a number of important features to the network. Among such features we
can highlight: network signal quality, call blocking, dropping probabilities, control
of packet delay and transmission rate guarantee. CAC and scheduling mechanisms
have been extensively studied for both wired and wireless networks. However,
because the intrinsic characteristics of the medium, the application of these tech-
niques for wireless environments is much more challenging than for wired ones.

We need to remember that, by principle, the wireless medium is a broadcast one
where, at any time, a number of different stations are addressing the channel con-
currently. The main problem with this is that, if concurrent transmissions occur in
the same carrier frequency at the same time, this may result in mutual destruction
of the transmitted signals. Unfortunately the interference range is greater than the
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Fig. 17.2 Different ranges in the nodes communication

transmission one. The receiver can only decode or sense the message if the signal-to-
interference-and-noise-ratio (SINR) is above some level. For example, in Fig. 17.2,
node D can have its signal jammed by the signal sent from B to C and may not
be able to actually decode the signal. The interference range means that any trans-
mission made from A, which is in the interference range, can damage the signal
between B and C. These different ranges can lead to a number of different scenar-
ios, among them the hidden and exposed node problems, common in IEEE 802.11
networks. For WiMax networks, scheduling and CAC are the techniques used to
avoid the interference problems. However, regardless the claims that WiMax net-
works are free from such problems, Zhu and Lu [48] show they can also occur in
WiMax environments.

17.2.1 Reasons to Use CAC and Scheduling

Among the main reasons to use CAC and scheduling schemes we have guarantee
of the signal quality, guarantee of transmission rates, decreasing in call dropping
probability, possibility to observe packet level parameters, maximization of rev-
enues, prioritization of services and fairness in the medium access.
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• Signal Quality: CAC schemes guarantee the signal quality once they ensure that a
new connection will only be accepted if the network can afford it. The scheduling
intends to organize the nodes and decrease the network interference.

• Transmission Rate: CAC schemes ensure that the network can offer, at least, the
minimum rate required by a given communication and the scheduling observes
that the promised transmission rate is really achieved.

• Call Dropping Probability: Dropping an ongoing call is normally much more
troublesome, from the user point of view, than blocking or delaying a new call.
In this way CAC mechanisms are normally used as a control switch to limit new
calls in favor of ongoing calls or handoffs.

• Packet-Level Parameters: CAC schemes can be used to evaluate if a new call
will damage the network performance observing packet-level QoS parameters,
e.g., packet delay, delay jitter and throughput. The scheduling may also use such
information to improve the quality of the connection.

• Revenue-Based CAC: Each new call in the network may bring some kind of rev-
enue to the network. CAC schemes may be used to evaluate such benefits and
costs for new connections and decide which calls are more interesting to accept
and keep.

• Prioritize Some Services/Classes: Some classes of services may have priority
over others. CAC schemes can, for example, be used to give priority for traffics
that represent better revenues for the network operators. The schedule can also
beneficiate such traffics in the resources allocation in detriment of others.

• Fair Resource Sharing: Even seeming contradictory, regarding the two previ-
ous items, the fairness exists if it is based in some predefined parameters and
observed among traffics in the same classes and among different classes.

17.2.2 Aspects to Observe

There are some aspects that good CAC and scheduling schemes should observe.
Among the most important ones we have: channel utilization, fairness, end-to-end
delay, throughput and QoS support.

• Channel Utilization: The greater the channel utilization the better, once it repre-
sents the fraction of time used to transmit user data packets in a given period.

• Fairness: Traffic flows, with the same QoS level, should gain equal chances to
use the wireless medium. However, mainly in highly loaded situations, internal
scheduling polices may lead to unfairness. This, as a network behavior, is nor-
mally undesirable and should be avoided as much as possible.

• End-to-End Delay: This aspect refers to the elapsed time between the generation
of a packet at the source station and the correct reception of the packet at the
final destination station. The delay performance relays on protocol capabilities
of avoiding collision and exploiting spatial reuse. It relays also on the protocol
efficiency of channel access and achieved fairness.
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• Throughput: Throughput is the volume of user data transferred between two sta-
tions in a given period. Throughput is one of the most widely used performance
metrics. The schedule and CAC algorithms are considered better than others if
they help to increase the throughput.

• QoS Support: CAC and scheduling schemes are considered as part of the MAC
layer protocols. However, they should be able to understand and consider the QoS
preferences of the upper layers flows, guaranteeing their specific requirements,
such as throughput, packet loss ratio (PLR), packet delay and jitter requirements.

17.2.3 Scheduling Types of Service

The IEEE 802.16 standard defines five different scheduling types of services: unso-
licited grant service (UGS), real-time polling service (rtPS), extended real-time
polling service (ertPS), nonreal-time polling service (nrtPS), and best effort (BE).
Table 17.1 summarizes the main characteristics of these five types of services.

Unsolicited Grant Service – UGS: Designed to support real time data streams
where packets are generated in a fixed data rate. For example, VoIP connections
without silence suppression. The mandatory QoS parameters for this service are
Maximum Sustained Traffic Rate, Maximum Latency, Tolerated Jitter, Uplink Grant
Scheduling Type and Request/Transmission Policy. Once the rate is constant, if
present, the Minimum Reserved Traffic Rate parameter should has the same value
as the Maximum Sustained Traffic Rate parameter, once the data rate is constant.
The grants for this service are issued periodically and without any explicit request.
The main advantage of this is that it eliminates the overhead and the latency of the
subscriber station (SS) issuing for new grants for this specific traffic.

• Real-time Polling Service – rtPS: The Real-time Polling Service is designed
to support the same kind of traffic that UGS does, but with variable data rate,
e.g., MPEG video. The mandatory QoS parameters are Minimum Reserved Traf-

Table 17.1 Services and their main parameters and characteristics

Characteristic
Scheduling
type

Max
sus-
tained
traffic
rate

Min
reserved
traffic
rate

Max
latency

Tolered
jitter

Traffic
priority

Request/
trans-
mission
policy

Piggy
back
request

Bandwidth
stealing

UGS M O M M X M NA NA
rtPS M M M O M M A A
ertPS M M M M M M A NA
nrtPS M M X X M M A A
BE M X X X M M A A

M – Mandatory, O – Optional, X – Not Available, A – Allowed, NA – Not Allowed
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fic Rate, Maximum Sustained Traffic Rate, Maximum Latency, Uplink Grant
Scheduling Type and Request/Transmission Policy. Differently of the UGS flow,
this service offers periodic unicast request opportunities for the SS to adjust the
size of its grants.

• Extended Real-Time Polling Service – ertPS: The extended rtPS service, intro-
duced latter into the standard [23], is a service based on both UGS and rtPS.
For ertPS the flow has some amount of resource reserved in an unsolicited grant
way, but the allocation may change if the SS requests for that. In other words,
the allocation is dynamic and depends on the needs of the SS, but when set it
works as the UGS type. The key service information elements are the Maximum
Sustained Traffic Rate, Minimum Reserved Traffic Rate, Maximum Latency and
Request/Transmission Policy. The extended rtPS is designed to support real-time
service flows that generate variable size data packets on a periodic basis, such as
Voice over IP services with silence suppression.

• Non-real-time Polling Service – nrtPS: The nrtPS is designed to support delay-
tolerant data streams consisting of variable-sized data packets that require vari-
able data grant on regular basis. File transfer protocol (FTP) is an example
of application that could use this kind of service. The mandatory QoS param-
eters for this scheduling service are Minimum Reserved Traffic Rate, Maxi-
mum Sustained Traffic Rate, Traffic Priority, Uplink Grant Scheduling Type and
Request/Transmission Policy. The advantage of this kind of service is that it can
support data streams even in very saturated network conditions. The mesh base
station (BS) provides SS the opportunity to request bandwidth using unicast and
contention period. In addition, piggyback request opportunities are also available.

• Best Effort Service – BE: Best Effort service intend to be used for any other kind
of traffic that does not have any significant QoS requirements and that can be
handled on a space-available basis, e.g., http and e-mail traffic. The mandatory
QoS service flow parameters for this scheduling service are Maximum Sustained
Traffic Rate, Traffic Priority and Request/Transmission Policy.

17.3 WiMax Mesh Mode Overview

The WiMax mesh mode, introduced in the standard by the IEEE 802.16a amend-
ment [21], supports two different physical layers: WirelessMAN-OFDM

TM
, operat-

ing in a licensed band, and WirelessHUMAN
TM

, operating in an unlicensed band.
Both of them use 256 point FFT OFDM TDMA/TDM for channel access and oper-
ate in a frequency band below 11 GHz.

Even though the standard permits both time division duplex (TDD) and fre-
quency division duplexing (FDD) as access scheme, for the mesh mode only the
TDD is allowed [22]. This means that the uplink and downlink transmissions share
the same frequencies and, doing so, they must to occur at different times. However,
for IEEE 802.16j, the relay networks upcoming part of the standard some people
proposed the use of FDD [42].
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The Mesh frame is divided into control and data subframes. There are two types
of control subframes: schedule control and network control subframe. The network
control subframe provides basic functionality for network entry and topology man-
agement. The schedule control subframe controls the transmissions. The scheduling
is done negotiating minislots ranges for the traffic demands of each link. All the
communications are done in terms of the links established among nodes. All data
transmissions between two nodes are done through one link and the QoS is pro-
visioned over links on a message by message basis. Upper layer protocols are in
charge of the traffic classification and flow regulation.

17.3.1 Scheduling Policies

In Mesh mode all transmissions must to be scheduled, not even the Mesh BS can
transmit without having its transmission coordinated with other nodes [22]. To orga-
nize the medium access, the standard defines three different schedule mechanisms:
coordinated centralized scheduling, coordinated distributed scheduling and unco-
ordinated distributed scheduling. These three schedule policies can be either used
alone or together in the same network.

According some authors the centralized schedule should be used for external
traffic and the distributed schedule for intra network traffic [8, 13]. This came from
the fact that the centralized schedule trusts in a mesh BS, which is in last instance, a
backhaul responsible for act as gateway between the internal and external network
traffic. Table 17.2 presents the messages used by the CAC and schedule mechanisms
in the WiMax mesh mode.

Table 17.2 Mesh MAC management messages

Message type Name Description Connection mode

39 MSH-NCFG Mesh network
configuration

Broadcast

40 MSH-NENT Mesh network
entry

Basic

41 MSH-DSCH Mesh network
distributed
schedule

Broadcast

42 MSH-CSCH Mesh network
centralized
schedule

Broadcast

43 MSH-CSCF Mesh network
centralized
schedule
configuration

Broadcast
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17.3.2 Centralized Scheduling

For the centralized scheduling, the mesh BS schedules all network transmissions,
even the mesh BS ones. The resource request and the mesh BS assignments are
both transmitted during the control portion of the frame. The centralized scheduling
coordinates the transmissions and ensures that they are all collision-free. Once the
BS has the knowledge of the entire network, it is typically more optimal using the
spectrum than the distributed forms. Algorithm 1 [5] defines the downstream trans-
mission ordering for MSH-CSCF, or MSH-CSCH, messages, being the upstream
transmission ordering the same, but in the reverse order.

//Downstream MSH-CSCF or MSH-CSCH messages use the following algorithm
Begin {

The mesh BS initiates the frame;
Collect the eligible children of the mesh BS, with hop count equal 1;
Order them in by their appearance in the most recent MSH-CSCF packet;
Transmit in accordance to the established order;
If (The message does not fit entirely in a subframe)

Fragment the message; While (Exists eligible nodes) {
Increase the hop count by one;
Ordered nodes by their appearance in the MSH-CSCF packet;
Transmit in accordance to the established order;
If (The message does not fit entirely in a subframe)

Fragment the message;
}//while
If (A node’s order requires it to transmit immediately after receiving)

Insert a MinCSForwardingDelay delay;
}//Begin

Algorithm 1 Centralized scheduling control transmit order algorithm [5].

The MSH-CSCH message has two variants, MSH-CSCH Request and MSH-CSCH
grant. With the MSH-CSCH Request each node estimates and reports the level of its
own upstream and downstream traffic demand to its parent. This demand comprises
also the demands reported by the node’s children. With the MSH-CSCH Grant the
mesh BS propagates down, through the routing tree, the levels of flows and grants
to each node in the network. Figure 17.3 shows an example of message flow for the
centralized schedule.

All MSH-CSCH Grant messages contain information about all network grants,
because all nodes need the complete information for the schedule computation.
Upon receiving any message in the current scheduling sequence and assuming that
nodes have up-to-date scheduling configuration information, any node is able to
compute locally the schedule for all transmissions, including its own. Besides the
mesh BS, a node should not transmit any downstream centralized scheduling packet
without receiving a MSH-CSCH message from a parent. Also, a node should not
send any centralized scheduling packets, if its MSH-CSCF information is outdated.
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SS0 SS1 SS2 Mesh BS

1 - MSH-CSCF

2 - MSH-CSCF
(rebroadcast)

3 - MSH-CSCF
(rebroadcast)

4 - MSH-CSCF Request
5 - MSH-CSCF Request
(rebroadcast SS0+SS1) 6 - MSH-CSCF Request

(Cumulative SS0+SS1)

8 - MSH-CSCF Grant
(Cumulative SS0+SS1+SS2)9 - MSH-CSCF Grant

(Cumulative SS0+SS1+SS2)

7 - MSH-CSCF Grant
(Cumulative SS0+SS1+SS2)

Fig. 17.3 A message flow example for the centralized scheme

In terms of eligibility to send and receive MSH-CSCH messages, all nodes are
eligible to retransmit the grant schedule, except those with no children. For trans-
mitting MSH-CSCH grant messages, all nodes with children are eligible. For
transmitting MSH-CSCH request messages, all nodes, except the mesh BS are
eligible.

17.3.3 Distributed Scheduling

In both distributed scheduling mechanisms, coordinated and uncoordinated, all the
stations in the two hop neighborhood must to have their transmissions coordinated
to avoid collision. The coordinated distributed scheduling uses the control part of
the frame to transmit its own traffic schedule. Both schedule schemas, centralized
and distributed, may coexist at the same time at the same network.

The uncoordinated distributed scheduling is a simpler version of the distributed
scheduler and may be used for fast ad hoc setup of schedules in a hop-by-hop
basis. The uncoordinated schedule is basically an agreement between two nodes
and should not cause collision with the data and control traffic scheduled by the
coordinated schedules. Both coordinated and uncoordinated distributed scheduling
employ a three-way handshake to setup the connection.

The first message in the three-way handshake is a MSH-DSCH request. The
transmission is scheduled using a random-access algorithm among the “idle” slots
of the current schedule. If the attempt was unsuccessful a random backoff is used
to avoid new collisions. Figure 17.4 shows schematically the messages in the dis-
tributed schedule three way handshake.

The MSH-DSCH Grant can be issued by any neighbor that listens the MSH-
DSCH Request. The grant message contains the list with the subset of the resources
awarded. The first granter node may start its grant transmission in the immediately
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Fig. 17.4 Distributed scheduling three way Hand Shake

following base-channel idle minislot. More than one granter may also respond the
request.

The requester node sends the same received MSH-DSCH Grant message in con-
firmation. Doing this the requester’s neighbors became aware of the grant awarded.
The grant confirmation is then sent in the first available minislots following the min-
islots reserved for the grant opportunity of the last potential granter.

17.4 Network Configuration

Two more messages, responsible for create and maintain the network configuration,
may be transmitted in the network control sub frame: mesh network configuration
(MSH-NCFG) and mesh network entry (MSH-NENT).

A new node that wishes to join the mesh network needs to wait until listen a
MSH-NCFG message. When the new node receives this message it is able to estab-
lish the synchronization with the mesh network. In truth it should decide which node
will be the best sponsor for its communication, so the new node may wait for more
than one MSH-NCFG message to arrive. When the sponsor node is chosen, the new
node sends though the sponsor a MSH-NENT message to the mesh BS with its reg-
istration information. The sponsor node then establishes a quick schedule, through
the uncoordinated scheduler process, and communicates it to the new node. The new
node confirms the schedule and sends the required security information. Finally, in
the last step, the sponsor node grants the new node the access to the network.

17.5 Taxonomy

This section presents a possible classification for the proposed algorithms for CAC
and scheduling for IEEE 802.16 networks and also frames some of the most impor-
tant works of the literature on this classification. Figure 17.5 shows a diagram with
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Fig. 17.5 Proposed classification for WiMax mesh mode CAC algorithms

the topics used in the classification and Table 17.3 presents how some important
works fits on the classification. The aspects observed are: operation mode, design
level, channel awareness, spectrum reuse, type of traffic and QoS observed.

As Fig. 17.5 shows, one proposal can, and indeed should, present more than one
of the observed characteristics. It is perfectly possible to have, for example, a pro-
posal that has a centralized approach, with cross layer design, that try to maximize
the number of active links and that observe QoS parameters. Actually this is exactly
the case of the proposal presented in [43]. However it is important to highlight that
the topics presented here are, by no means, an extensive list, in special in what con-
cerns the QoS support aspects. The values present in the classification are just some
of the more common used to distinguish the algorithms. Other classifications can be
found in [1, 12].

• Operation Mode: The operation mode reflects if the proposal focuses in the cen-
tralized or distributed mode of the standard. In the centralized approach all the
scheduling and CAC decisions are made in the mesh BS. Without a central coor-
dination, distributed approaches are more challenging than centralized ones. All
the communications in the IEEE 802.16 networks must to be synchronized. It is
important to notice that the synchronization problem is considerably harder in
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Table 17.3 Classification of literature proposals

Proposal Operation
mode

Design
level

Channel
aware

Spectrum
reuse

Type of
traffic
consid-
ered

QoS
aspects
observed

[36] Distributed MAC No No No No
[30] Centralized MAC No Yes Yes Five types

of service
[34] Distributed MAC No No Yes Priority

channels
[17] Distributed MAC No Yes Yes Yes
[18] Centralized MAC No Yes Yes Yes
[13] Dist/Central MAC No Yes/No No No
[26] Centralized MAC No Yes No No
[41] Centralized Crosslayer No No No No
[20] Centralized MAC No Yes No No
[31] Centralized Crosslayer Yes Yes Different

rewards
for dif.
connec-
tions

QoS and
Non QoS
connections

[40] Centralized Crosslayer No No Yes UDP
and TCP

Yes

[46] Centralized Crosslayer No No No Yes
[11] Centralized Crosslayer No Yes No Yes
[25] Centralized MAC No Yes Yes Yes, all

the classes
[8] Centralized Crosslayer No Yes Yes TCP

and UDP
No

[43] Centralized Crosslayer No Yes No No
[14] Distributed MAC Possible Yes No No

a distributed environment. Both schedules can be running simultaneously inside
the network, using different messages and configuration slots. Although this is a
standard and expected organization for slots, even explicit in the standard [22],
the work of Cheng et al. [12] shows that the avoidance of such division may lead
to better performance results.

• Design Level: The conventional protocol stack requires different protocol layers
to be transparent to each other. This normally leads to simpler and more scalable
implementation and operation for protocols. Unfortunately, this design approach
does not necessarily lead to an optimum solution for wireless networks [2]. The
CAC and the scheduling mechanisms are normally agreed to be part of the pro-
tocols from the MAC layer. However, some proposals have interfaces to receive
information from other network layers and such information may influence the
protocol behavior, in the MAC layer. Because the unreliability and relative vul-
nerability of the wireless links the crosslayer approach may lead to better results.
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• Channel Awareness: The channel awareness aspect is related to how the pro-
posal treats and perceives the communication channel. Some approaches treat
every communication as occurring in one single communication channel, oth-
ers allow the communication to be divided into different frequencies. The use
of multichannel communication allows more than one communication to occur
at the same time, into different frequencies, even among neighbor nodes. The
OFDM technology, used in the WiMax mesh mode, permits nodes to transmit
different messages into different subcarriers. This makes the scheduling problem
more interesting and effective in avoiding collisions and increasing the network
capacity. However, the allocation of frequencies makes the scheduling problem
even harder. Other point to observe is that to use multifrequency the scheduled
channels must to be orthogonal to avoid interference. Considering that, one must
be aware that part of the available frequency spectrum is lost.

• Spectrum Reuse: Some protocols permit, even incentive, the spectrum reuse as
a mean to increase the spectral efficiency. On the other hand, consider possible
just one transmission in the whole network at a time, even though the standard
permits spectrum reuse.

• Type of Traffic: Some protocols make distinction among the kinds of the traffic
they are handling, whereas others do not. The differentiation normally targets the
possible QoS traffics presented in Sect. 17.2.3.

• QoS Aspects Observed: Some scheduling and CAC mechanisms observe QoS
aspects to enhance and improve the network behavior. The observed QoS aspects
may be in terms of the quality of the flows, e.g., throughput and delay, or may be
in terms of fairness of access medium for the calls. We also consider the use of
other techniques, such as interference minimization, also as a QoS aspect. Again,
a proposal may present more than just one of these aspects.

Table 17.3 presents some of the most known proposals for CAC and scheduling for
IEEE 802.16 networks classified in accordance to the proposed taxonomy.

17.5.1 Comparison of Some of the Main Existing Proposals

Each one of the existing proposals has its own objectives and mechanisms, there-
fore any comparison among the strategies is, in principle, unfair. Some of the works
just want to test one aspect of the IEEE 802.16 Mesh mode CAC and scheduling
problem, whereas others try to go further and really implement the mechanisms in
the terms the standard proposes. Without implementing all proposals and compar-
ing them within the same parameters and conditions it is unlikely that any one can
affirm, without any shadow of doubt, which one is the best. Indeed, some works,
like [16] that implemented some different proposals, have consistent results com-
paring the performance of the implemented ones. However, here our purpose is to
present a summary of the most relevant ideas to guide future works on this field. The
comparison, summarized in Table 17.3, is done in architectural terms and based on
the taxonomy purposed on the beginning of the section. This comparison does not
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intend to show which proposal is the best or even the most complete one. In our
opinion it is more interesting here to observe the proposals and try to evaluate how
to use all the different techniques they present to improve the network performance.

17.6 Thoughts for Practitioners

As stated previously, no communication is allowed in WiMax networks, if not pre-
viously scheduled. This means that, more than correct and well designed, the CAC
and scheduling mechanisms must also be fast and computational efficient enough
to process all the network traffic. In addition to this, the scheduling problem in
multihop networks is proven to be NP-hard [24, 27]. Because this, some optimal
techniques normally present also an alternative heuristic, not optimal, to solve the
problem [17,31,46]. In the real world, suboptimal solutions may be the only way to
apply scheduling and CAC techniques to mesh networks.

The fairness is another interesting issue and, probably, one of the most diverse
aspects among the proposed methods. The fairness is in truth an umbrella that
accommodates many different definitions. However, it is commonly agreed that
some kind of fairness is valuable for the network [19]. A peculiar, although inter-
esting fairness approach, dynamic fairness, is introduced in [8]. The concept of
dynamic fairness seems to be more interesting for the link unstable mesh network
context, even though in the general case neither hard nor dynamic fairness is wel-
comed. Other simple and efficient ideas related to fairness, like the establishment of
threshold for different class of services presented in [25, 34, 44], can also be inter-
esting and even applicable in conjunction to other different techniques.

Many of the proposed approaches also proved that the interference is a real
problem that must be treated carefully. The proposals to handle the interference
vary in many senses and can use, for example, a conflict graph [17] or a conflict
matrix [26]. For TDMA like approaches the techniques can be the constructing bet-
ter routes [11, 20, 36, 43] or dividing the spectrum [31].

Mainly for the centralized scheduling, it is agreed by many of the proposals that
the creation of a scheduling tree is the best approach [8,11,17,20,30,31,40,41,43].
If we consider the OSI seven layers model [3], the creation of this tree rooted at
the mesh BS is routing and, in truth, part of the job of the network layer. In this
sense such proposals present a crosslayer design. Such kind of proposal normally
presents really good perspectives and seems to be a good direction for new proposals
to follow.

The standard itself [22, 23] defines a series of different types of services, pre-
sented here in Sect. 17.2.3, to be used by the applications. These services are con-
sidered by some approaches [12,30] in conjunction to their particular characteristics.
Some of the approaches, more than just consider differentiation among the different
services, also consider during the scheduling and CAC a reward for connections [31]
or nodes [26] served. One of the main objectives of the CAC and scheduler in these
approaches is to maximize the reward of the network. It is important to notice here
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that this really may provide better quality to the nodes in the privileged classes,
but can be very unfair to other classes. We need to keep in mind that the available
amount of resources is always the same. Sometimes to present gains some tech-
niques may penalize some users. This must be done really carefully to avoid rash
unfairness.

The standard states that the grants, even for centralized approaches, should be
done hop by hop. Normally the approaches distribute the grants exactly in this way,
but some proposals go little beyond that. In [30], for example, it is proposed that
each node should be represented by n different virtual nodes, being n the number
of different services. This intends to make easier the manipulation of the scheduling
and the grants distribution among the services and nodes.

17.7 Directions for Future Research

The WiMax mesh mode is a good and valuable approach, but it is still a young part
of the IEEE 802.16 standard and presents a lot of room for improvements. In this
section we will discuss some topics that, in the best of our knowledge, were not
explored deeply enough yet for this kind of networks.

A number of parameters must to be set to reach good protocol performance,
e.g., holdoff exponent, periodicity of MSH-NCFG messages. Some consistent work
has been done analyzing the network performance, but more works exploring these
parameters are needed and surely enough would represent a valuable contribution
to the field. The holdoff exponent value, for example, strongly affects IEEE 802.16
performance [35] and not many works have explored this.

The characterization of the traffic distribution on the mesh network is also impor-
tant, not only for network simulation purposes, but also to be used in the design of
newer and better algorithms. Some authors, when analyzing and validating their
protocols just use poison or normal distribution to generate traffic. Also in [45] is
argued that wide-area network traffic is much better modeled using selfsimilar pro-
cesses [32]. However, for WMN, the traffic distribution and patterns for the different
QoS services is still to be studied, at least in deeper way.

Some works present good results working with orthogonal channel allocation
for IEEE 802.11 mesh networks [28]. This kind of technique could be even easier
applied in WiMax networks, but, again, little has been done exploring this field. The
frequency reuse is another topic that may be important for Mesh networks, and that
has been studied for PMP (Point to Multi Point) WiMax networks [4], but not for
the mesh mode.

A new working group is studying the problem of relay networks, the IEEE
802.16j, that is a problem very near to the mesh networks one. In the best of our
knowledge, up to now no schedule or CAC mechanisms were proposed to such net-
works. Apart from that, could also be interesting to study the mix of both networks,
IEEE 802.16 mesh mode and IEEE 802.16j, for example, adding some relay points
in the mesh network [45]. This can open new opportunities for scheduling and rout-
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ing, where new algorithms can take advantage of the relay characteristics to help the
network performance.

So far, in the best of our knowledge, no work on CAC or scheduling for WiMax
mesh mode makes use of adaptive power allocation (APA) to decrease the interfer-
ence in the network. Much more in opposite, some techniques even consider always
node at full power transmission [40]. Some work on this field, using APA and CAC
mechanisms have been studied for PMP networks [37,38], but no work addressed it
for WiMax mesh networks.

Mixing networks, many different standards address mesh as a valid architec-
tural topology, e.g., IEEE 802.16, IEEE 802.20, but so far no work addressed the
interconnection of such standards. Some people explore hierarchical approaches for
CAC for CDMA networks [10]. The general idea could be also applied to IEEE
802.16 mesh mode, as well the cluster based reservation, explored in [33].

We observe also that no technique so far considers mobility, even though mobil-
ity being a key aspect for WMN. Indeed, there are no guarantees of how the actual
methods will behave in face of mobility. New and efficient procedures must be
designed to handle handoffs and the constant position changing in the network
topology.

Some techniques approach the scheduling and CAC problems using simple
heuristics. However, could be interesting to see how to apply more sophisticated
artificial intelligence techniques to solve the scheduling problem, once it is a NP-
hard one.

Some techniques propose reward for connections schemas, which can be used
as indicative of revenue, but up to now no one discussed about the billing in such
networks. No one likes to talk about it, but who and how one will pay for the access
for WiMax networks and how this will influence the CAC mechanism is not fully
comprehended yet. Cheng et al. present in [12] a list of open research issues on
CAC mechanisms for wireless networks in general, and truth also valid for mesh
networks. A good discussion about important emerging trends and future research
issues for CAC mechanisms can also be found in [1].

17.8 Conclusion

This chapter presented an overview of the CAC and scheduling schemes for IEEE
802.16 mesh mode standard. The literature presents many CAC and scheduling
algorithms for many different kinds of networks, including WiMax ones. Some of
these algorithms are even suited to very specific networks and situations. However,
for the general case, the broader and fairer the algorithm the better it is considered,
once normally one hopes to use the same algorithm in a broad range of situations.

IEEE 802.16 is still a young standard and CAC and scheduling mechanisms for
it are not fixed yet. As this part of the standard is open for different implementations
this represents an opportunity for research. Comparisons of different schemes and
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the proposition of innovative algorithms are always welcomed by those who work
on this field.

17.9 Terminologies

1. CAC – Call admission control. Comprehends the mechanisms to decide if a new
call is accepted or not.

2. Scheduling. The decision of when the previously accepted calls will have their
share of resources.

3. RRM – Radio resource management. identify a series of strategies and algo-
rithms employed to optimize the use of the radio spectrum and wireless net-
works limited resources. CAC and scheduling are examples of such strategies.

4. Wireless mesh networks. Kind of wireless network without a fixed structure and
where the nodes that provide access are also wireless nodes.

5. Mesh BS – Mesh base station. Network node that has the responsibility of con-
centrate and organizes the network. Normally is a network backhaul.

6. Backhaul. A node that has connections with both wireless and outside network.
7. IEEE 802.16. IEEE standard that define the communication for broadband wire-

less networks.
8. WiMax – Worldwide interoperability for microwave access. An initiative to

ensure the IEEE 802.16 compatibility and interoperability among different
implementations and even promote compatibility with other broadband stan-
dards, mainly the HIPERMAN, the European standard.

9. QoS – Quality of service. Term used to identify the need for a differentiated kind
of traffic from a call. CAC and Scheduling are examples of mechanisms used to
ensure that the calls will maintain the desired/requested QoS level.

10. MAC – Medium access control. part of the network stack, in the IEEE standards,
that defines topology dependent access control protocols.

17.10 Questions

1. Explain what is scheduling and its importance to Mesh networks.
2. Discuss about three reasons to use CAC and scheduling algorithms.
3. Comment three of the points to observe about CAC and scheduling algorithms.
4. Explain, with your own words, each type of service defined in the IEEE 802.16

standard.
5. Consider a medical application that permits a doctor to perform an online non-

presential surgery. Which type of service would be more suited for this kind of
application and why?

6. It is possible for applications that use BE, as a connection type, to have more
bandwidth than those that use other mechanisms?
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7. Chose one of the algorithms from Table 17.3, explain it, summarize its main
advantages and disadvantages and check its classification in accordance to the
taxonomy.

8. Propose a new scheduling algorithm that respects the IEEE 802.16 specification
and classify it in the taxonomy.

9. Analyze your algorithm and evaluate its strong and weak points, verify for
which kind of traffic and network it fits better.

10. Why if you force all communications in the network to occur in a scheduled
way do you tend to avoid problems such as hidden and exposed terminals?
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Chapter 18
The Symbiosis of Cognitive Radio and Wireless
Mesh Networks

Brent Ishibashi and Raouf Boutaba

Abstract Although wireless mesh networks (WMNs) have quickly been success-
fully deployed, the dual usage of wireless communication makes them very resource
dependent. Proposed cognitive radio (CR) concepts appear to be a good solution to
provide WMNs with additional bandwidth and improved efficiency. In addition, we
believe that applying CR to WMN can be very beneficial to CR, speeding the devel-
opment and acceptance of the technology.

18.1 Introduction

Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) would, of course, benefit from additional wire-
less bandwidth. In fact, a WMN’s dual use of wireless communication for both user
access and data transit places additional strain on a already scarce resource, com-
pared to other wireless networks (such as WLANs). To date, most mesh systems
have been designed to use unlicensed spectrum, particularly the 2.4 GHz band used
by IEEE 802.11 b/g. As this spectrum is unlicensed, it is also heavily used – not
only by other 802.11 devices, but also by a wide range of other devices, including
cordless phones, remote controls, and even microwave ovens.

However, obtaining additional spectrum is very difficult. Under the current sys-
tem of spectrum allocation, spectrum is strictly allocated, with only a few small
pockets that are unlicensed. This leaves two options: either use (along with a large
number of technologies and users) the unlicensed spectrum, or obtain (at great
expense) spectrum to dedicate specifically to a WMN. For a technology such as
mesh, both options are potentially very limiting to the applications where it can be
deployed.
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There are however indications that the system is changing. Many of the play-
ers responsible for spectrum allocation have acknowledged the need for a more
advanced, more dynamic system – a system that makes better, more efficient use
of available bandwidth. A concept has emerged of a radio system the gathers all
available information about its environment, then uses this information to determine
the most effective way – when, where, and how – to communicate. This concept is
cognitive radio (CR).

Cognitive radio is currently only a concept, an eventual goal for intelligent wire-
less communication. However, as a general concept, it incorporates many ideas,
from many existing research fields. In fact, one of the driving forces behind the rise
of the CR concept has been the increased resource demand of new types of wireless
networks, including mobile ad hoc networks, and wireless meshes.

However, not only will the development of CR technology benefit WMNs, but
WMNs can potentially contribute greatly to both the development and implementa-
tion of cognitive radio. Although CR is envisioned as universal wireless technology,
not one bound to any particular network structure, specific characteristics of WMNs
suggest that WMNs could be a great facilitator of the technology.

As a result, the paths of WMNs and cognitive radio appear to be closely inter-
twined. In this chapter, we will present an overview of CR work, focusing on how it
relates to WMNs.

18.2 Background

18.2.1 Radio Communication

In this chapter, although other types of wireless communication exist (microwave,
visible light, acoustics, etc.), our discussion will be confined to radio communica-
tion. Radio communication uses a transmitter to encode information and generate
radio waves. These electromagnetic waves occurring at low frequencies, in the range
of 3 Hz to 30 GHz, propagate through the air. A receiver is used to detect and decode
the signal.

The characteristics of radio waves are very important in the wireless world. The
transmitter creates a wave with a certain power. However, as the wave travels, it
attenuates, reflects, and refracts. The characteristics of transmission are dependent
on the frequency used. Although lower frequencies (below ∼10GHz) will pass
through some obstacles, higher frequencies require a clear line of sight. All of this
complexity makes modeling the wireless environment extremely difficult.

At the receiver, the signal quality must be great enough to allow the signal
to be decoded. To properly receive the transmission, a sufficient signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), or signal-to-interference-plus-noise (SINR) must be achieved. Unfor-
tunately, there is a great deal of radiation within the radio spectrum, both naturally
occurring and generated by transmissions. The required SNR is dependent on the
characteristics of the antenna, receiver, and the encoding scheme used.
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In today’s world, many radio devices are often operating in close proximity to
one another. This makes interference between devices extremely troublesome, as
two transmissions may mutually interfere with each other, preventing one or both
from being properly received. The devices may be using the same network or tech-
nology, or could have entirely different purposes. A system for controlling who uses
spectrum – where, when, and how – is required to ensure communication can occur
effectively.

Fortunately, the radio spectrum can be shared along three dimensions – fre-
quency, time, and space. The total spectrum space is large relative to the needs
(and power capabilities) of individual devices/communications. Therefore, commu-
nications only use a small band (frequency range). Different bands can be used
simultaneously. Wireless resources are also completely renewable, so individual
transmissions can be made one after another. Finally, because of the attenuation
properties of signal propagation, spectrum can be reused geographically, if the dis-
tance between devices is great enough that signal interference is low enough relative
to signal strength (that is, the required SINR is maintained.

18.2.2 Spectrum Allocation

To ensure that wireless spectrum is used and shared effectively, the resource is
tightly regulated. Regulatory bodies set out rules on what, where, and how spec-
trum can be used, and who can use it. The system that has been developed relies
principally on frequency-division. Spectrum is sub-divided into frequency bands,
and allocated to particular uses or users. Geographical divisions also occur, because
of both political borders and regional requirements.

In the USA, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) [2] is a government
agency responsible for regulating wireless spectrum. The canadian radio-television
telecommunications commission (CRTC) [3] has similar responsibilities in Canada,
and similar agencies exist in other countries. In addition, the international telecom-
munications union (ITU) [4] and its Radiocommunication subcommittee (ITU-R)
is a UN agency responsible for coordinating spectrum allocation worldwide. The
ITU-R works to coordinate spectrum allocation internationally, to allow certain
technologies to use the same spectral bands throughout most of the world, as well
as to avoid major interference problems across international borders.

The current allocation of frequency bands has been arrived at as a result of a
number of different methods for allocating spectrum. Many frequencies have been
allocated to, or reserved for public service uses (e.g., governmental, military, or
emergency services). Some frequencies are allocated because of their historical
placement – as technologies are developed, they use a particular frequency. As the
technology is adopted, it becomes increasingly difficult to change the allocation,
even if technology advances no longer require that band to be used. Certain fre-
quencies have been allocated for open use – these unlicensed bands (such as the
2.4 GHz band used by 802.11 b/g) can be used by any user or technology, as long as
certain power rules are met. The Canadian spectrum map can be found in [67].
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Most regulatory bodies now favor the spectrum auction as the method of choice
for allocating new frequency bands [5]. The FCC has conducted spectrum auctions
since 1994, with spectrum licenses granted to the highest bidder. The auction system
replaced the previous “best public use” method, where applicants were required to
demonstrate that their proposal would deliver the most benefit for the public. After
obtaining a spectrum license, the licensee is given exclusive use of that spectrum,
subject to the conditions of the license (e.g., location, power constraints).

18.2.3 Spectrum Usage

Although the current system of fixed spectrum allocation and spectrum auctions is
straightforward, it suffers from a few problems. Most notably, with the ever-increasing
numbers and types of wireless devices, new spectrum is becoming increasingly scarce.
Bandwidth is becoming increasingly expensive, and difficult to obtain. However,
studies of existing spectrum usage have yielded an interesting result.

Spectrum is vastly under-used. Although certain frequencies, in certain locations,
are heavily congested, studies have shown that the overall spectrum is remarkably
quiet [6]. For example, measurements were taken at six locations. Overall spectrum
usage was only 5.2% (averaged over the six locations), and although certain bands
were heavily used in some areas, even the location with the highest occupancy had
a total use of only 13.1%. This means that, despite the incredible value of wireless
resources, they are to a large extent wasted. This is to be expected to some extent –
usage is dependent on need. However, in some cases, overall spectrum use was
quite low, despite the fact that certain bands were very heavily used. In these cases,
wireless demand was clearly present, confined to a small band while other spectrum
is idle.

Because of the historical nature of the allocation system – the long life of spec-
trum licenses, the current allocation may not be ideal. Many older technologies
make inefficient use of their resources. However, there is a large investment in exist-
ing technologies, making replacement undesirable.

18.2.4 Change

In 2003, the FCC charged a task force with looking at the way spectrum allocation is
performed. The Spectrum Policy Task Force (SPTF) investigated ways to evolve the
“command and control” approach to spectrum regulation [7]. In their report, the task
force acknowledged the inefficiencies of the current license system. They found that
current spectrum policy could not keep up with technology, and identified the need
for a new system that allow better use of the existing spectrum resources. In partic-
ular, they identified the need for the new system to be more dynamic, responding
better to changes in usage and to new technologies.
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18.3 Cognitive Radio

As the regulatory agencies were acknowledging the need for a more dynamic sys-
tem or resource allocation, a concept had emerged within academic literature. This
concept incorporated many different ideas from several research fields. Although
unrealizable in the short term, it caught on as a unifying vision of how a future radio
device might behave. This concept is cognitive radio.

18.3.1 What is Cognitive Radio?

The term “cognitive radio” is generally credited to J. Mitola. It first appeared in
1999, in an article coauthored by G.Q. Maguire [8]. This was followed by Mitola’s
PhD dissertation in 2000 [9]. The dissertation described a language for describing
and communicating the characteristics of a device’s radio interface. In the work, he
used the term “cognitive radio” to describe a device that used its awareness of its
environment to intelligently choose the best parameters to use for its own commu-
nications.

The concept of applying intelligence to communication is not a new one. Pattern-
ing wireless on the characteristics of human conversation has long been a topic of
research. However, the identification of the CR concept is indicative that the under-
lying technology has reached a point where such a system is becoming realistic.
Several key factors point in this direction.

First, there has been an incredible boom in wireless networks and devices. With
the near ubiquity of WLAN access, it is easy to forget that the IEEE 802.11 standard
is only about a decade old [10]. Even the popularity of cellular phones is relatively
recent, even though the first commercial networks were deployed almost thirty years
ago (1979). However, today, many locations are serviced by variety of different
wireless technologies and service providers.

Second, this boom has increased interest in wireless research. New types of
wireless networks, particularly multihop networks such as mobile ad hoc networks
(MANETs) and sensor networks have made the scarcity of wireless resources abun-
dantly clear. A huge number of new protocols were proposed to improve the effi-
ciency of communications, especially routing [11] and MAC protocols [12]. In
addition, this work revealed a need to consider cross-layer information in protocol
design.

Third, technological advances have made software-defined radio (SDR) possi-
ble and increasingly capable [13]. SDR allows the behavior of the radio to be con-
trolled by software, rather than in fixed hardware. This goes beyond basic parameter
configuration, to allow control over all aspects of the radio interface, including fre-
quency, modulation, power, and medium access control. SDR allows a device to
switch between different network technologies, using a single physical radio. SDR
focuses on specifying architectures and the wireless interface, an important compo-
nent for building CR devices [14].
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With these factors coming together, it was becoming possible to realistically envi-
sion the cognitive radio concept. CR is a future technology, a target towards which
research will progress. However, before this goal can be achieved, a large number
of issues must be addressed. Many of these issues have been studied in the context
of various types of networks, including WMNs, however, all of this work must be
brought together within the CR view. Bringing CR to fruition will require devel-
opmental work in engineering, architectural design, protocol development, network
management, and applications, not to mention overcoming regulatory obstacles.

18.3.2 Key Characteristics of a Cognitive Radio

The development of cognitive radio will need to take advantage of many different
technologies to succeed. By its nature, CR must allow new technologies to coexist
with current devices. However, as a long-term goal, many of these new technologies
are still in their infancy; others may not even have been conceived yet. With this in
mind, this section attempts to give a picture of CR as it is currently envisioned.

18.3.2.1 Advanced Interoperability

The CR will take advantage of advanced technologies to have significantly greater
capabilities than current radio interfaces. Current work on antenna technologies:
antenna arrays, MIMO, and adaptive beam-forming give some idea of what might
be expected, with advances in digital signal processing allowing radio devices to
gather as much information as possible [15–17]. Ultrawideband radio (UWB) is
also a possibility for using the medium without adding significantly to overall inter-
ference levels [18]. However, as technologies progress, different devices will have
different capabilities, and one of the goals for cognitive radio is a system for all
of these devices to operate effectively within the environment. As previously men-
tioned, at least the first generation of CR devices will have to coexist with existing
noncognitive wireless technologies.

18.3.2.2 Frequency Agility

CR devices are envisioned to be highly flexible in the way that they send and receive.
In addition to MIMO (Multiple in, multiple out capabilities), they will be frequency
agile, being able to dynamically adjust the frequencies and bandwidth of their trans-
missions. This functionality is envisioned to go well beyond the basic capabilities of
SDR however, with the adaptive ability to fill fragmented spectrum holes as required
by the current radio environment. In addition, a CR will require a much better abil-
ity to detect different types of transmissions, including those spread over a range of
frequencies [19].
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18.3.2.3 Awareness

This ability to detect transmissions will give the CR a greatly improved ability to
gather information about its radio environment. The ability to sense and measure
channel conditions, throughout the spectrum, is only the beginning. The CR will rely
not only on current information, but will also retain a memory of its environment
[20]. It will therefore also need improved systems for maintaining this information.

Not only more aware of its surrounding, a CR will also have an increased level of
selfawareness. This includes awareness of its hardware, applications, user charac-
teristics, and particularly its goals. For example, knowledge of the application may
provide traffic characteristics and requirements [21].

18.3.2.4 Cognition

The CR uses its awareness of the environment to make decisions on how to best meet
its operational goals. The gathered information is analyzed to determine the optimal
set of parameters for each communication. The CR must decide what transmission
must occur – to whom, on what network – and when and how the transmission will
occur. Because of the very large number of variables, both in terms of awareness and
decisions, the CR decision-making process will have to be fairly advanced, with the
ability to adapt and learn [20].

The collected awareness will be stored to maintain a memory, and modeled to
predict future conditions. Prediction may take the form of sophisticated pattern
recognition of cycles or trends, or the simple recognition of poor conditions, with
the expectation that future conditions will improve. A CR that senses, stores, and
uses its awareness effectively should have an advantage over less capable devices.
It will develop a better strategy to be used in competition with other nodes [22].

18.3.2.5 Collaboration

By its nature, radio communication is dependent on collaboration. At the minimum,
sender and receiver must collaborate, however in reality the open nature of the wire-
less medium demands that far more nodes must be involved. The CR must consider
the interactions between not only different nodes in its network, but in all networks –
in fact, the CR’s abilities allow it to choose to interact with different networks.

18.3.3 How Cognitive Radio Changes Spectrum Management

The CR’s envisioned capabilities differ considerably from any previous radio inter-
face. Its awareness and cognitive abilities allow it to be very flexible and dynamic.
Although it would be possible for a CR to operate within the current spectrum rules
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(i.e., fixed band allocations), the true benefits may come from the combination of
CR development and changes to spectrum management.

Open Spectrum is one of the first major works considered to address the cog-
nitive radio concept [23]. An Open Spectrum Policy (OSP) has been proposed so
that available spectrum can be more fully used. Recognizing the need for incumbent
technologies to continue to function correctly, researchers have proposed different
methods for CR devices to use the same licensed frequencies – while still avoiding
interference with existing devices either spatially or temporally.

The IEEE 802.22 Working Group is addressing this approach, looking at ways
to share the frequencies occupied by broadcast television [24]. Several approaches
have been proposed for re-using this spectrum. First, over-the-air TV bands cur-
rently have guard bands between the reserved channels. These guard band frequen-
cies are not used – they are designed so that adjacent TV channels do not interfere
with each other. As a result, a CR could use these gaps, as long as it could control
its signal so that it does not cause any problems for TV receivers. A second option
relies on technological improvements giving CRs far greater sensitivity and signal
processing ability than existing devices. Cognitive radios can then communicate at
transmission powers and ranges that are low enough to avoid interfering with TVs.
Third, if a CR can determine when and where there are no users of the primary
(incumbent) technology, it may be able to make full use of the spectrum [25]. IEEE
has also established a Standards Coordinating Committee on Dynamic Spectrum
Access Networks. SCC41, continues the work of the P1900.X standards develop-
ment committee [26], and is currently developing guidelines for the use of dynamic
access throughout the radio spectrum.

Open spectrum illustrates the important ability of cognitive radio to share spec-
trum with existing technologies. In allowing a CR to use licensed spectrum, it capi-
talizes on previously wasted bandwidth. The CR must always ensure that it does not
interfere with spectrum usage by the primary user. However, even this contravenes
current spectrum allocation rules and licenses.

Therefore, changes to spectrum management are required to make cognitive
radio a reality [27]. At the minimum, certain spectrum licenses must be made avail-
able for spectrum sharing according to known methods, as in the example of 802.22.
However, with regulatory agencies considering major changes to spectrum alloca-
tion, a dynamic system could better match the flexibility of CR.

Different proposals exist as to what form a more dynamic spectrum allocation
system might take. These include shorter-term licenses (and more frequent auc-
tions), licenses allowing for secondary cognitive use while maintaining primary user
rights and priority, and a fully dynamic spectrum market. The latter option presents
the most flexibility, with the ability to buy, sell, trade, or lease spectrum rights. For
example, if a spectrum licensee decides that it will not fully use its bandwidth, it
may arrange with another party to temporarily lease the extra resources.
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18.4 Applying Cognitive Radio to a WMN

The nature of WMNs makes them prime candidates for applying cognitive radio.
In this section, the characteristics of WMNs will be discussed, and the potential
benefits of CR considered.

18.4.1 WMN Characteristics

WMNs are designed to provide wireless network access to user devices. However,
rather than requiring a wired connection to each access point, mesh access points
(MAPs) are interconnected wirelessly. This greatly reduces the cost of deploying the
network, and allows additional flexibility in the placement of nodes. User devices
communicate with a MAP via an access link. The traffic is then forwarded through
the mesh, from MAP to MAP, via transit links. This multihop forwarding delivers
traffic to a gateway, nodes within the mesh that possess an additional interface to the
Internet. This network structure is depicted in Fig. 18.1. Some traffic may also flow
between two WMN users – this peer-to-peer traffic does not need to pass through the
gateway, staying within the mesh. However, most traffic is likely to occur between
a WMN user and a second endpoint elsewhere on the Internet [28].

Both the access link and the transit links operate via wireless communication.
Although the gateway link could also be wireless, most works to date have assumed

Fig. 18.1 A wireless mesh network
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it to be wired. Many works have also considered the access and transit links to
operate over separate wireless interfaces and on different channels. Typically, the
transit network is the limiting factor in a WMN. Several things contribute to this:
first, the wireless medium is openly shared, requiring traffic from multiple links
to share the same bandwidth; second, multihop forwarding requires a single traffic
packet to be transmitted multiple times to reach its destination; third, the presence of
the gateway tends to accumulate traffic in its region, as most traffic flows either to or
from the gateway. Therefore, the nodes and links surrounding the gateway not only
carry the most traffic, but also interfere with each other so that this large volume of
traffic must share the available bandwidth [29].

Added to this is the fact that existing MAC protocols do not make efficient use
of the wireless channel. The IEEE 802.11 DCF is most frequently used in WMN
works. However, the CSMA mechanism of DCF is designed primarily for use in
WLANs. In multihop wireless networks, the floor acquisition model of the RTS-
CTS mechanism results in each link requiring a large number of neighboring links
to remain silent. This limits the network’s ability to re-use the medium and have
transmissions occur simultaneously [30].

Some existing WMN products use directional antennas within the transit network
to alleviate some of the interference and medium re-use issues. For example [31],
uses directional antennas to communicate between MAPs. This, combined with the
use of multiple channels, allows multiple links to operate simultaneously. However,
even in this case, the throughput capacity of the network is limited by the ability of
the gateway to send and receive through its transit interface.

18.4.2 Benefits of CR to WMNs

18.4.2.1 Providing Additional Bandwidth

The ability to use any spectrum that is not being used could greatly improve WMN
performance. A WMN could cover a large geographical area, however unlike a cel-
lular network, the area is covered in relatively small pieces. The far smaller coverage
areas and close proximity of adjacent MAPs mean that transmissions can occur with
much lower transmission power. As a result signals are much more localized.

Areas where frequencies are not being used could exploit these channels, pro-
viding the WMN with valuable additional bandwidth. If the WMN is intelligently
deployed, especially by placing gateways and their resulting congestion in areas
where the most spectrum is usually available, then the network capacity could be
significantly improved. However, determining such a deployment could be compli-
cated, as frequency use could be transient. Transient frequency holes that could be
used by the WMN would result in a highly variable network capacity, making QoS
delivery challenging.
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18.4.2.2 Rebalancing the Access and Transit Network Bandwidth

Without requiring full CR capabilities, a WMN could use CR techniques to make
better use of the wireless channels available to it. Using a technology such as
802.11, several equal-sized channels can be used (three non-overlapping channels
in 802.11b/g). However, if both the access and transit links use the same technology,
the transit network has far lower throughput capacity than an individual access link.
The access channel is under-used, as the transit network is incapable of handling the
total traffic if every MAP fully uses its access link.

Numerous works have considered the use of multiple channels and/or multi-
ple interfaces within a multihop wireless network to increase the network through-
put capacity. Multichannel MACs must co-ordinate which nodes should use which
channels, and when. One option is to use a fixed control channel [32]. Nodes
request resources on the control channel, then switch to an alternate channel for
the transmission of data. Other approaches assign home channels to nodes [33]. To
contact a particular node, a sender must switch to that node’s channel.

Nodes with multiple interfaces can use different channels simultaneously. In [34],
each MAP has two transit interfaces. One is used for the uplink (towards the gate-
way), while the other handles the downlink (away from the gateway). Other schemes
may have additional network interfaces (k-NICs) to use additional channels. How-
ever, as shown in [35], adding interfaces selectively within the network can yield
similar improvements by alleviating the bottleneck.

A similar result can be gained using CR. The ability to dynamically allocate and
use frequencies allows for more bandwidth to be allocated in the bottleneck regions.
Even without additional bandwidth, a redivisioning of the channels assigned to
access and transit would result in an increased capacity, as well as a more complete
use of all channels (Fig. 18.2).

18.4.2.3 Changing the Nature of Gateways

If every MAP is a CR node, they already have the capability to use the equivalent of
an additional interface. With wireless technologies such as IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX)
emerging [36], it could be possible to also use wireless for the gateway link as
shown in Fig. 18.3. All WMN nodes would then only require a power connection. It
would also allow a much larger number of gateways to be placed within the network,

Fig. 18.2 Balancing the
access (dark) and transit
(light) networks – wasted
access bandwidth is shaded
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Fig. 18.3 Wireless gateway links feeding mesh gateways

which would reduce both the distance traffic would need to flow, and the number of
nodes served by each gateway. This architecture would also allow for greater path
redundancy and possibly the opportunity for a node to exploit multiple gateways
simultaneously to maximize throughput.

18.4.2.4 Multiple User Technologies

With a CR interface, MAPs could possibly support user devices utilizing a variety
of different wireless technologies. For example, although user devices may even-
tually have a full CR interface, a large number of legacy devices already exist.
The CR could allow these devices to continue to be used to connect through the
WMN, by offering that technology among its modes of access. This does create
some complications however, as it will require an understanding of how different
technologies work together and interfere with each other [37].
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18.5 CR Research

Clearly there is a lot of work to be done to take cognitive radio from its current
vision to a usable technology. As a long-term goal and a combination of a number
of components, one of the keys will be to find ways to allow intermediate techno-
logical advances to enter mainstream use before the completion of a fully capable
cognitive radio. This is particularly true for CR, because of the nature of current
spectrum regulations. In this section, we address some of the key research areas for
CR, considering the existing work and what advances must be made in order for CR
to be realized.

18.5.1 Transmission

Perhaps one of the most difficult areas to predict in terms of future progress are
the characteristics of physical antennas and transceivers. It is therefore a major
challenge to create a technology such as CR that must adapt and incorporate these
technologies into the system. Although current research and developments give an
indication of some of the capabilities of the next generation of PHYs, the CR archi-
tecture will have to be extremely flexible.

However, researchers are beginning to explore the limits of the capabilities for
radio techniques. Works on information theory are starting to develop a picture of
how much usable information can be encoded on a channel using different tech-
niques. For example, ultrawideband communication (UWB) spreads a communica-
tion over a very wide frequency band [38]. To avoid interfering with other nodes
operating with those frequencies, it uses a very low transmission power. Therefore,
a UWB receiver can detect the short-range transmissions, while it contributes very
little to the overall noise floor experienced by other nodes. Information theory works
are finding the capacity regions for these works – the theoretically achievable rates
for multiple transmissions within the same frequencies [39, 40].

UWB, directional antennas, multiple-in multiple-out (MIMO), and frequency
agility are all examples of current research areas that are likely to become (and
in some cases already are) part of next-generation wireless communication systems.
As digital signal processing techniques (and processing speed) continue to improve,
these technologies will mature. However, at this point it seems likely that different
devices will continue to have different capabilities, depending on hardware factors
such as processors, memory storage, physical size, and power supply.

18.5.2 Awareness

Building awareness is a key function to cognitive radio. However, there is a huge
volume of environmental data that can be collected, and not only must it be col-
lected, it must also be shared with others as appropriate.
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In current wireless technologies, data collection is typically very simplistic. Con-
sider two common systems. In a cellular system, medium access control is typically
centrally controlled. It is aware only of its own clients, and only requires knowledge
of the frequencies it controls. An 802.11-based WLAN is slightly more complicated,
with the clients required to sense the medium under the carrier-sense multiple access
(CSMA) scheme. Only a limited memory is maintained, as captured by the backoff
scheme.

Previous works have shown that extending this awareness even a little can be
quite difficult. Even spectrum sensing is much more difficult, when wide spectrum
is considered. The dynamic nature of the wireless medium also causes problems.
For example, several works on MANETs and WMNs have attempted to evaluate
the quality of links between nodes [40, 41]. Small changes in position, the physical
environment, or environmental noise, can often cause major changes in the achiev-
able link quality. Therefore, knowledge must exist, not only about the received sig-
nal, but also about the source, so that further results can be extrapolated.

Mitola’s original work on CR addressed this point. The radio knowledge rep-
resentation language (RKRL) was designed to allow devices to represent informa-
tion about their radio characteristics [9]. Sharing this knowledge allows other radios
to adapt their own communications, whether to communicate with the device, or
to avoid interfering with it. Another concept, Interference Temperature, was pro-
posed as a metric for estimating the cumulative interference energy at a receiver
[42]. However, the concept behind this work was determined to be “not a workable
concept” and investigation by the FCC was terminated in May 2007. An alternative
approach appears in [43], where the spectrum resource is divided into virtual cubes,
with the dimensions of the cubes representing time, frequency, and power.

For CR, one special type of awareness involves knowledge about primary spec-
trum users. The location and activity of these users is important, as CRs must
avoid interfering with them. Primary users can be either active (transmitters or
transceivers) or passive (receiver only). CR devices can detect active primary users
by sensing the medium, although an idle user could be missed. However, passive
users are problematic. As receivers (e.g., a television), passive users do not transmit
any signal. Therefore, a CR must rely on other information to reveal the presence of
a passive user.

This is an excellent example of how a CR must combine information from a vari-
ety of sources to understand its complete radio environment. Different approaches
could be used for identifying a passive primary user. One option is to maintain a
database of user locations and characteristics that CRs must check before using cer-
tain frequencies [44]. Frequencies that may have passive users (or even idle active
users) would be considered required knowledge for all CR devices. Another option
would be to protect a passive user with a simple CR device, responsible for notifying
other CR nodes of the user’s presence [45].

A CR should be aware of network load and application conditions. This knowl-
edge may be required for several networks – both networks the node is involved
in, as well as others that affect the radio environment. Gathering this information
could be expensive. Active techniques such as probing may yield better informa-
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tion, however passive techniques have less impact on the network. For a CR, its
sensing capabilities should allow it to rely heavily on passive sensing – gathering
information by overhearing it.

18.5.3 Sharing Information

Nodes can also gather information by sharing with other cognitive radios. Because
of differences in location, configuration, and history, different nodes will have a dif-
ferent set of collected knowledge. Communication between CR devices can extend
the knowledge a node has about its environment beyond what it can obtain on its
own. Certain information (such as location) may only be attainable based on collab-
orative sensing, where several nodes share and combine their information.

If we consider location determination, one approach is to incorporate a GPS
receiver into each device. However, this has limitations in terms of cost, complexity,
size, and usability. Although GPS functionality may eventually be included within
the capabilities of a CR – a GPS receiver must have far higher sensitivity than cur-
rent radios – alternative solutions are being investigated. A number of variants of the
problem exist, from locating mobiles in a conventional WLAN [46], to establishing
a complete map of positions in an ad hoc network. The amount of information used
varies, from received signal strength [47] to simple connectivity [48].

If all nodes can determine signal strength, why would they choose to use only
connectivity data? This illustrates one of the problems faced in sharing spectrum
data between nodes. Two receivers, depending on their own characteristics, can
obtain very different measurements. Therefore, although an individual node may
have more detailed information, to combine it, the information must be reduced to
a form that is mutually compatible.

In addition, systems must be able to control or limit the information that is
exchanged, or else the communication process could overwhelm resources. There
is a huge volume of data that could be collected. In fact, even relatively simple
exchanges can overwhelm a dynamic network, as has been seen in the propagation
of routing information in MANETs [11].

The field of sensor networks has yielded considerable work that is closely related
to this problem. Sensor networks are designed to gather information, but inherently
filter it as it is communicated to the necessary location within the network [49]. Sen-
sor network protocols are also designed to be lightweight, minimizing the resources
required for them to operate. However, many sensor network protocols focus on
relaying information to a sink node, whereas communication within a CR-based
network could have to be more distributed, depending on the network topology.

18.5.4 Decision Making

The cognitive radio communication process is very different from a conventional
wireless interface. The conventional process is very linear, modeled on a protocol
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stack. For example, consider a basic WLAN device. An application generates pack-
ets. Routing determines the destination for the packets, and sends them to the appro-
priate interface. The network interface uses the medium according to a predeter-
mined MAC protocol (e.g., the 802.11 DCF), then transmits the packet according to
the interface’s specifications and configuration. By comparison, the CR interface is
decidedly nonlinear.

In the CR, all parts of the communication must be decided. This includes what
to send, as well as where, when, and how to send it. All aspects of the communica-
tion are part of the decision, and are governed by the user preferences and goals –
including whether or not to communicate at all. All of these decisions are closely
interrelated, and cannot be made independently of one another.

The CR decision-making process can be viewed as the ultimate destination for
work on cross-layer protocols. Cross-layer protocols have been popular in recent
years for MANETs, where it was realized that considering network conditions such
as routing and congestion in medium access decisions can yield improved perfor-
mance [50, 51]. CR takes this to the extreme, utilizing all available information in
all communication-related decisions.

18.5.4.1 What to Send

The decision of what to send is typically beyond the scope of the wireless interface.
Data is simply passed to the interface with the expectation that it will be transmitted
according to the communication protocol. A CR can decide to communicate now or
wait until later, or adjust the traffic according to the characteristics of the network
and the wireless resources.

Adaptive applications are an example of network conditions impacting on what
to send [52]. A QoS-sensitive voice application might adjust its sound quality (e.g.,
sampling rate, stereo/mono) to match the available resources of the network. An
adaptive web client might reduce image resolutions (or not load images) if it is
using a low bandwidth connection.

18.5.4.2 Where to Send it

The flexibility of a CR allows it to connect to different networks. This ability is
similar to some existing devices that have multiple interface cards, although the
CR will have the ability to connect to any available network. This may be used to
allow vertical handoff [53], depending on network coverage, or simply to choose the
preferred network. This may be dependent on cost, availability, congestion, or QoS
[54]. The CR could even make use of different networks for different traffic types.

In addition to network choice, the CR must also consider the routing of traffic.
For single hop wireless networks, this is reasonably simple, although the CR should
be able to make full use of mobility management techniques as it moves between
access points, to ensure optimal handoffs [55]. For multihop networks, the routing
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process may be far more complicated. The CR may even consider whether or not
a route is established in determining whether or not a particular network should
be used.

18.5.4.3 How to Send

The question of how to send depends heavily on the decision of where to send.
Depending on the network chosen, many or all of the communication parameters
will be predetermined by the technology being used. However, in other cases – for
example in a MANET made up of CR nodes, or even just an ad hoc connection
between two devices – the communicating nodes have to choose the appropriate
parameters based on the current environment.

This is where the full flexibility of cognitive radio appears. The cognitive radio
can choose each parameter for the communication to best fit the environment it is in.

18.5.4.4 When to Send

There are two aspects to the question of when to send. There is the question of
medium access control. The MAC determines when (combined with how) to access
the medium for each communication. We will cover this in more detail in the spec-
trum management section. On a larger time scale, having knowledge of past condi-
tions and a model of future conditions may create a scenario where best effort traffic
is not necessarily sent immediately, as quickly as possible. A CR may predict that
conditions will improve, because of more available resources, a lower price, a par-
ticular network, etc. In this case, it may choose to delay the communication, waiting
for the preferred conditions.

18.6 Thoughts for Practitioners

With the current spectrum allocation system, the medium access method is depen-
dent on the technology deployed in each particular band. Even technologies oper-
ating in unlicensed spectrum use specific channels, and then use a MAC protocol
to negotiate traffic within that channel. With the importance of the MAC proto-
col, a large quantity of wireless research has been devoted to improving the MAC
protocols, especially the 802.11 DCF. Numerous works have addressed adding pri-
ority mechanisms, handling multiple channels, using directional antennas, utilizing
cross-layer information, and much more.

However, as the move towards cognitive radio allows, and likely requires, the
reconsideration of the allocation system, we now consider the types of system that
could emerge, and some of the key issues that must be dealt with.
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The simplest approach would likely be to continue with the current system with
only minor changes to allow additional dynamic access within spectrum holes.
Under the condition that primary systems must be fully protected, cognitive radio
usage would be strictly limited to scenarios such as 802.22’s use of the TV broadcast
bands. Each proposed system could be thoroughly tested within each band under
consideration.

However, it appears that regulatory agencies are prepared to implement greater
changes than this [56]. Therefore, more dynamic systems are being created. The
proposals vary in three major ways. First, on what time-scale should spectrum be
allocated? Second, should a centralized or a distributed approach be used? Third,
should access be scheduled or contention-based?

For the first question, long allocation periods are good for licensees, particularly
if they need to deploy infrastructure. Long periods allow them to invest in their
network, with the security that they will have the resource for a certain length of
time. However, this creates a system that is less dynamic, and less responsive to
change, resulting in inefficiencies. Shorter periods are more flexible and responsive,
at the expense of stability.

There are several possible solutions to this question. One option to address this
instability would be to use short licenses while giving a priority to renewing an
existing license. This would allow an operator to obtain a license and deploy infras-
tructure, with a reasonable expectation that they can maintain the license as long
as the spectrum is adequately used. Another approach would be to have a system
of variable-length licenses, with extended licenses being granted as required. In the
extreme, with fully cognitive nodes, even a system with fully open spectrum could
be envisioned.

The question of centralized versus distributed is dependent on the length of
licenses. For very short leases, the fully centralized approach of a single regula-
tory body would be overwhelmed. Similarly, a highly distributed system would be
unnecessary for very long leases. In reality, some type of hybrid or hierarchical sys-
tem is likely. Consider the spectrum server solution presented in [57]. In this system,
clients request resources from a centralized server, which allocates spectrum. Sim-
ilarly [58], presents a framework for real-time spectrum auctions. To scale, these
systems would likely require many servers, with extensive coordination, however
they can be effective at avoiding conflicts in spectrum allocations.

The fully distributed case is in fact the question typically considered in medium
access control, where individual nodes or links must obtain a spectrum opportunity
to communicate. At this scale, spectrum allocation can be very fine, with resources
allocated for single flows or even single packets. With allocation handled at this
level of precision, no additional MAC protocol would be needed. In [59], a dis-
tributed allocation scheme is presented where groups of nodes bargain with each
other for spectrum access. With the geographical limitations of wireless commu-
nication, distributed decisions become quite natural. However, the difficulty lies in
knowing how the decision affects more distant nodes.

Scheduled or contention-based? This is an interesting question for dynamic spec-
trum. Although the opportunistic nature of contention seems to lend itself naturally
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to the task, the inefficiency of contention-based approaches seems contrary to cogni-
tive radios goals. However, this inefficiency arises predominantly from the expense
of the contention process relative to the length of the communication. Although
WLANs typically contend for a single packet transmission opportunity, a more flex-
ible spectrum license could be more feasible.

Scheduled spectrum allocation could be very efficient, with very little spectrum
wasted. The challenge lies in creating this schedule, whether centrally, or in a dis-
tributed manner [60]. In part, the cost of scheduling resources is dependent on the
dynamics of the nodes. As seen in MANETs, high mobility, or highly variable traf-
fic requirements require frequent changes to the schedule, increasing the cost of
computation and communication.

One proposal for spectrum management has been to facilitate the concept of a
secondary spectrum market [61]. The concept allows the current allocation system
and spectrum rights to be maintained, while making better use of wireless resources.
Many current licensees object to dynamic spectrum access and the Open Spectrum
concept, as it infringes on their spectrum, a resource that they may have acquired at
considerable expense. A secondary market would maintain the rights of the primary
spectrum license, and in fact allow the licensee to make additional profit from their
residual resources [62].

A secondary market involves the primary licensee re-leasing any residual band-
width that they cannot use. Consider a cellular provider with a set of frequency chan-
nels. The provider must have sufficient resources to avoid blocking incoming calls
and to keep call dropping due to handoff to a minimum, even during busy periods.
During low periods, there is a large amount of residual capacity that goes unused.
A secondary market allows the provider to lease this residual capacity to another
provider, if required. This can ability can be used to effectively pool resources, lead-
ing to a dramatically improved level of QoS [63].

One further area of spectrum management requires consideration. Enforcing
spectrum rights is already difficult under the current system, and dynamic spectrum
usage further complicates it. Currently, spectrum is protected primarily through reg-
ulation and control over radio emitters. In the US, the FCC approves radio-emitting
devices only after extensive compliance testing, to ensure they operate as required,
without generating harmful interference. Detecting transmissions from unautho-
rized users is important, as they may impact on QoS and, in the case of intrusions,
may present a security risk [64].

Dynamic spectrum necessitates an integrated enforcement solution. Mechanisms
for secure devices have been proposed, so that devices were ensured to observe
proper channel etiquette to transmit [65]. It has also been suggested that this eti-
quette could be captured within a channel license, which could be limited in dura-
tion to ensure their eventual expiration [66]. In addition, the sensing capabilities
of a CR suggest that a distributed approach to detect rogue transmissions could be
created [67].
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18.7 Directions for Future Research

The development of CR could be a long process, however WMNs present several
characteristics that could assist in bringing CR technology, or at least some parts of
it, to use much sooner.

18.7.1 Static Core Topology

The relatively static nature of the WMN could greatly simplify CR systems. This
effect has already been seen in the development of WMNs from MANETs – by
removing the mobility, routing overhead is reduced and the technology becomes
feasible. For CR, the fixed network changes the problem of collecting awareness
of the network’s surroundings. The WMN nodes provide a static frame of refer-
ence against which environmental data can be collected. Although mobile users and
external interference sources may change throughout the life of the network, the
WMN can establish normal values and possibly even identify periodic or predictable
behavior.

18.7.2 Spectrum Information Collection

The WMN also presents a distributed infrastructure to collect spectrum data at a
large number of locations. Interference levels are most important at the destina-
tion rather than the source, so to ensure harmful interference is not created, a CR
system will need to be able to check levels at several sites. The presence of many
user devices may also assist in the process, as CR-capable devices may assist in
this detection process – in essence operating as sensor nodes (Fig. 18.4). It will be
important to develop systems for collecting this data and maintaining it in a rele-
vant form.

18.7.3 Traffic Awareness

As the primary traffic pattern in a WMN is focused to and from the gateway, knowl-
edge about network traffic is fairly easy to obtain. The gateway is in a position to
learn about traffic either by observation or reservation. Collecting information about
other MAP-to-MAP flows in the network will require additional communication if
this information is needed for network-wide resource management decisions.
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Fig. 18.4 CR devices act as sensors to gauge interference levels

18.7.4 Data Distribution and Decision Making

After the data is collected, it must be shared to ensure that the appropriate nodes have
access to it. The structure of the WMN suggests that these decisions can be initially
limited to within the mesh infrastructure. Although the WMN may receive sensing
data or send control instructions to mobile devices, the processing and decision-
making could occur solely within the mesh itself. This could greatly reduce the
scope of data distribution.

18.7.5 Spectrum Monitoring and Policing

In order for cognitive radio to be initially accepted by policy-makers, it is extremely
important that primary spectrum rights be protected. Using the sensing capabilities
of the WMN, the WMN may be able to collaborate to detect users and determine the
location of illegal transmissions. For users that violate spectrum policy, the WMN
could also play a role in actively policing the action by denying or reducing that
user’s future service, through fines or pricing premiums, or by reporting the violation
to the authorities.
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18.8 Conclusions

Changes are coming to wireless communication and spectrum management. The
explosive increase in wireless use has made them necessary. Fortunately, wireless
technology has also matured sufficiently to the point where such changes are possi-
ble. The concept of cognitive radio can now serve as an ultimate goal to guide future
research.

The implementation of cognitive radio will play an important role in the con-
tinued development and deployment of WMNs. Although WMNs have enjoyed
remarkable success, they are, by their nature, very demanding of wireless resources.
CR brings to WMNs the potential to exploit a large quantity of unused bandwidth,
and the flexibility to improve the efficiency of communication.

In this chapter, we have provided a high-level view of what a cognitive radio is,
and how it will operate. However, CR represents a major change in thinking, and
will require the development of a large number of different technologies to achieve
its goals. Although many of these technologies are under exploration in various
fields, their combination into one CR system will be a tremendous task.

It is our view that although WMNs will benefit from CR, cognitive radio tech-
nology may benefit as much or more by being used for WMNs. WMNs have cer-
tain characteristics that constrain some of the problems that must be faced by CRs.
In particular, the fixed infrastructure could provide a framework for gathering and
maintaining information about its environment. The WMN structure fits naturally
with both centralized and distributed approaches, which can be used in creating and
enforcing spectrum allocation policies.

Despite the promise of cognitive radio, it faces many obstacles to obtaining
authorization from regulatory bodies. However, we believe that by developing CR
in conjunction with WMNs, a deployment, at least within a limited spectrum region,
could be achieved much more readily. With both technologies benefiting from this
relationship, a successful demonstration could suppress concerns about a new spec-
trum paradigm, and pave the road for the full realization of cognitive radio.

18.9 Terminologies

1. Cognition. The functions and processes of intelligence. These include learning,
inference, decision-making, and planning. The development of knowledge.

2. Cognitive radio. The accumulation and use of knowledge about all aspects of
the wireless environment for the purpose of intelligently deciding how to most
effectively exploit wireless resources.

3. Software defined radio. A radio that is implemented in software rather than
hardware, allowing for a far greater degree of control and re-configurability.

4. Frequency agility. The ability of a radio device to use a variety of different radio
frequencies.
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5. Unlicensed spectrum. Radio spectrum frequencies that are allocated for open
use. These frequencies can be used by any device as long as they follow certain
power and interference constraints.

6. Open spectrum policy. Policy advocating an increase in the openness of spec-
trum allocation. This includes not only the increase of available unlicensed spec-
trum, but also the opening up of existing licensed spectrum, possibly through
cognitive radio techniques.

7. Regulators. Decision-making bodies responsible for the management of spec-
trum resources, e.g., the FCC in the USA or the CRTC in Canada.

8. Spectrum auction. One of the common methods for allocation of spectrum
resources. A spectrum auction involves the release of a block of frequencies
by the regulator. Parties submit bids to obtain a license for those frequencies.

9. Spectrum license. The right to dictate the usage of a particular set of frequencies.
The license is granted to the licensee by the regulator.

10. Fixed spectrum allocation. The current system of spectrum allocation whereby
each frequency channel is assigned to a particular purpose. Any changes occur
via the regulatory process, usually over very long periods of time.

18.10 Questions

1. Explain how wireless resources can be both scarce and under-used.
2. Wireless spectrum has become a very valuable resource. Compare spectrum to

two other natural resources in terms of renewal, scarcity, usage, overuse, etc.
3. List and describe three pros and three cons for an existing spectrum owner to

open their resources to CR.
4. Compare current wireless communications to human speech. How are they sim-

ilar? How are they different?
5. How does cognitive radio change the comparison in Q4?
6. How would using a wireless technology such as WiMax benefit a WMN?
7. Use a simple example to show why a WMN with equal channels dedicated to

the access and transit links cannot fully use its available bandwidth.
8. Can one node detect a spectrum violation under the current system?
9. Can one node detect a spectrum violation in a CR system?

10. What systems do you think are necessary for implementing a secondary spec-
trum market?
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Chapter 19
Construction and Evaluation of a Wireless Mesh
Network Testbed

Alexander Zimmermann, Martin Wenig, and Ulrich Meis

Abstract Wireless mesh networks (WMN) are supposed to provide flexible and
high-performance wireless network access for large indoor and outdoor areas,
e.g., community networking and metropolitan area networks. However, these claims
are mostly substantiated by simulation studies only as real testbeds are inflexible and
associated with high maintenance effort. In this work we present a hybrid, i.e., partly
real and partly virtualized, WMN testbed. This provides a high degree of realism
while still allowing the flexibility known from simulations. In addition to the archi-
tectural discussion we present measurement results from our testbed highlighting
the optimization potential of small protocol parameter changes.

19.1 Introduction

Over the past years, one approach has received a great deal of attention: mobile ad
hoc networks (MANET). In spite of massive efforts in research of MANETs, this
type of network has not yet seen mass-market deployment. The low commercial
penetration of products based on MANET technology is due to the very restricted
application scenarios. However, the masses demand for versatile networks providing
them high bandwidth and access to the Internet [3]. To make MANETs useful for the
mass-market some changes to the common definition of MANETs are mandatory.
By relaxing one of the main constraints of MANETs, “the network is made of user
devices only and no infrastructure exists,” a new class of networks emerges: wireless
mesh networks (WMN) [1, 3].
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Regarding the research activities in mesh networking, the majority of prior work
has relied on simulation based evaluation only because simulation offers a con-
venient combination of flexibility and controllability. However, simulation suffers
from the fact that the gained insights are difficult to transfer to reality since it is
too complicated to model the complex nature of wireless multi-hop networks in all
details. On the other hand the WMN testbeds that have been deployed, e.g., MIT
Roofnet [2] or Microsoft Research’s testbed [10] provide a high degree of realism,
but are inflexible in terms of scenario creation, repeatability, and controllability.

In this chapter we describe and evaluate UMIC-Mesh.net, our alternative
approach to study WMNs. UMIC-Mesh.net is characterized by a hybrid architec-
ture, consisting of a real testbed and a virtualized environment. The virtualization
allows the development, validation, and testing of software as if it was executed
on real mesh nodes, but in a more repeatable and controllable way. The newly
developed software can afterwards be executed and evaluated in the real testbed
without any modifications. The results and conclusions gained by the evaluation can
be easily transferred into the real world, since the testbed provides a high degree of
realism. To the best of our knowledge our testbed is the first that combines a real
testbed and a virtualized environment to study WMNs.

The performance evaluation of our testbed shows that the choice of parameters of
well-known protocols has a big impact on the overall mesh performance. We argue
that there has been little research in the community on how to set these parame-
ters, or on analyzing the impact of these parameters on the performance of a mesh
network. Especially the impact of parameters of routing protocols and the usage of
routing metrics are not sufficiently researched. For example in the case of the opti-
mized link-state routing protocol (OLSR), only few conference papers can be found
about parameter tuning in the digital libraries of IEEE [8, 12, 14] and ACM [28]. It
is our belief that we need a much richer understanding of the relevance of different
protocol parameters to network performance.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 19.2 gives a com-
mon definition of WMNs. Based on this, we motivate our solution to investigate
WMNs. Section 19.4 presents our testbed in detail. The performance evaluation is
presented in Sect. 19.5. Previous work is surveyed in Sect. 19.6. The thoughts for
practitioners are given in Sect. 19.7. Section 19.8 outlines the directions for future
research. Finally, in Sect. 19.9 we draw some conclusions.

19.2 Wireless Mesh Networks

Several different definitions of WMNs and their relation to MANETs have been pro-
posed in literature which, in some parts, even contradict each other [1, 24]. There-
fore, a definition of what shall be understood by the term WMN in this work is
presented in the following together with main characteristics of WMNs.
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19.2.1 System and Network Architecture

Figure 19.1 depicts a hierarchical and layered architecture that integrates various
approaches and, thus, helps to identify the main parts of a WMN. This view is more
general than that usually presented insofar as that other approaches often leave out
some layers, e.g., they consider only clients without routing functionality [3].

The top level consists of backbone mesh gateways connected to the Internet by
wire and providing wireless Internet access to the second level entities, the so-called
backbone mesh routers. Both, gateways and routers are installed at certain fixed
positions and form the wireless, meshed backbone of the WMN. The wired Internet
connections are not considered to be part of the WMN, i.e., the WMN itself is com-
pletely wireless. The lowest level contains mobile user devices, the mesh clients.
They are subdivided into two groups: routing mesh clients and non-routing mesh
clients. Routing mesh clients communicate among each other in a multi-hop fash-
ion, thus forming a MANET with gateways connected to the WMN backbone. Non-
routing mesh clients associate with mesh routers in the same way as conventional
IEEE 802.11 clients do with wireless access points (AP).

The hierarchy achieved by the distinction between clients and routers promotes
the utilization of multiple radios for mesh routers and gateways, separating the traf-
fic in the backbone from the one of the clients. Routing and configuration tasks are

Wired Connection

Backbone
Mesh Gateways

Backbone
Mesh Routers

Routing
Mesh Clients

Non-routing
Mesh Clients

Wired Internet
Backbone

Wireless Mesh Connection

Wireless Access Point Connection

Fig. 19.1 Architecture of wireless mesh networks
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assigned to mesh routers in order to unburden mesh clients that are probably power
constrained because of their inherent mobility. Furthermore, the WMN has got a
spontaneous and dynamic character as mesh clients can leave at any time and new
clients may arrive at any time.

19.2.2 Network Characteristics

The presented architecture of a WMN leads to several characteristics that are quite
general and many of them also hold for other views of WMNs.

• Wireless: WMNs must cope with the limited transmission range and the poten-
tially high loss rates due to packet collision and fading of the wireless channel
during the transmission.

• Multi-hop: WMNs use multi-hop routing, i.e., a WMN node forwards traffic gen-
erated by nodes which are not within its direct transmission range.

• Redundancy: The wireless backbone of a WMN provides redundant links
between backbone mesh routers, backbone mesh gateways, and mesh clients,
which makes the WMN more resistant against node or link failures.

• Mobility: A mobile client can change the mesh router it connects to and the
dynamic multi-hop routing will ensure that the traffic is still correctly forwarded
to its destination.

• Dynamics: All nodes have to establish the network spontaneously (self-
organizing) and to maintain their connectivity continuously (self-healing). Leav-
ing or newly joining nodes cause topology changes the network must adapt to.
Nodes must reorganize their routes, invalidate paths that are not available any-
more and include new paths that have become available. Additionally, the WMN
should pass configuration information to new nodes in order to reduce or remove
the need for user intervention (self-configuring).

• Infrastructure: The backbone infrastructure built by backbone mesh gateways
and routers is almost static. As these nodes are less limited with regard to power
consumption and computing power they can perform routing and configura-
tion tasks.

• Integration: Light-weight and power-constrained clients can join a WMN even
without contributing to the routing service. Therefore, a broad range of devices,
including whole networks, can be integrated into the wireless backbone.

19.3 How to Study Wireless Mesh Networks

When designing a new network protocol, there are several possibilities to evaluate
and validate it: theoretical analysis, simulation, evaluation through emulation or
virtualization, and the direct measurement in a real world testbed. The methods
differ in their level of abstraction in relation to the real application. A theoretical
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analysis has the highest level of abstraction and, in descending order, is followed
by simulation, emulation, virtualization, and finally reproduction in a real world
testbed. The use of simplifying quantitative models leads thereby to a deviating
behavior of the experimental setup. The more parameters remain unconsidered in
such a model, the more inaccurate the evaluation will be [18].

19.3.1 Theoretical Analysis

Performing a theoretical analysis means to use mathematical models to evaluate the
network performance. Queuing theory is one of the most common mathematical
tools in network performance studies. Unfortunately, theoretical analysis of WMNs
is very difficult, since the mathematical constructs get very complex for realistic
considerations; useful mathematical tools do not exist.

19.3.2 Simulations

A simulation environment offers a high degree of control and repeatable results to
the researcher. This is especially useful when studying highly distributed networks
like MANETs or WMNs. During the study of such a network, typically few param-
eters are varied while most remain fixed. This allows to study the effects of certain
parameters on the network performance. Simulation studies are very flexible and the
related costs are normally low.

However, a simulation study has also its disadvantages. The simulation environ-
ment is typically an abstraction of the reality and therefore contains many simplifi-
cations. In the case of mobile and wireless networks, which have a very complicated
and dynamic environment, the simulation environments are far from being realistic.
This leads to results that do not fit with real-world measurements.

19.3.3 Emulation

Emulation is a hybrid study environment that consists of two parts: existing hard-
ware and real network layers or parts, and a simulated environment. Which elements
are real and which are simulated depends on the study goals and may differ consid-
erably. However, with emulation it is possible to increase the quality of the study
environment by making it more realistic.

An important advantage of emulation environments over simulation environ-
ments is the possibility of validation against real traffic. The advantage of emula-
tion environments over real world experiments is the possibility of scaling to larger
topologies by multiplexing simulated elements on physical resources, e.g., network
interfaces [5].
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19.3.4 Virtualization

In general, virtualization environments can be classified into three classes. The first
class is the system virtualization with the virtual machine monitor (VMM) inside the
host system. The virtual machine (VM) simulates the complete hardware, allowing
an unmodified operating system (OS) for a completely different CPU to be run. The
second class of virtualization is also a type of system virtualization, but in contrast to
the previous one, the VMM is underneath the host OS. Thus, the VMM runs directly
on the hardware. In general this allows multiple OSes to run, unmodified, at the same
time. The third class of virtualization is the operating system-level virtualization. It
virtualizes a physical server at the OS level, enabling multiple isolated and secure
virtualized servers on a single physical server. The guest OS is the same OS as the
host system, since the same OS kernel is used to implement the guest environments.

Beside the technical aspects the virtualization offers an adequate tool to evalu-
ate communication protocols. With the aid of virtualization, it is possible to create
several VMs on a single host system. Each VM can run a separate OS and hence
represents an entire computer system. By coupling several VMs over the network, it
is possible to create a whole virtual network of VMs. The most important advantage
of virtualization is that the software development can be done on real machines with
a real OS, and tested on the virtual network of VMs.

19.3.5 Real Testbeds

The seemingly best environment to study network protocols and to conduct exper-
iments in is a real testbed. Typically, this is done by prototype implementations.
The results and conclusions can be easily transferred to reality, since not only the
prototype, but also the testbed represents a high degree of realism.

However, in the case of distributed and mobile networks, it is very difficult to
conduct experiments. The researcher has only limited control over the environment,
since there are many influences from the study environment, e.g., interference with
production networks. Experiments are typically difficult to repeat, and the experi-
ment setups are restricted in size as well as in complexity. It is also very expensive
to conduct experiments in the real world from the hardware point of view as well
as from labor intensity. Last but not least, these kind of experiments are limited to
existing technologies.

19.3.6 Summary

The upper part of Table 19.1 summarizes the evaluation of the presented methods
for studying WMNs. The following parameters are taken into account:
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Table 19.1 Overview of the characteristics of environments for wireless networks

Characteristics Environments

Theoretical analysis Simulation Emulation Virtualization Real testbed

Applicability Poor Low Middle High High
Repeatability – High Low Low Poor
Controllability High High Middle Middle Poor
Maintainability – High Middle Middle Poor
Scenario creation – Simple Middle Middle Complex
Scalability – High Middle Middle Low
Duration – Variable Real-time Real-time Real-time
Cost – Low Middle Middle High

Application – Low High High High
Transport – Low Middle High High
Network – Low Middle High High
Data link – High Middle Middle High
Physical – High Middle Low High

• Applicability: Evaluates the degree of transferability of the results, and conclu-
sions into the real world.

• Repeatability: Rates how straightforward the repetition of a given experiment in
that study environment is.

• Controllability: Assesses the degree of control the researcher has over the study
environment.

• Maintainability: Describes the ability to maintain the environment, i.e., how
much effort is necessary to keep the system runnable.

• Scenario creation: Describes the freedom in creating different experiment sce-
narios in terms of network topology, the number of nodes, etc.

• Scalability: Assesses the feasibility of large scale experiments with respect to the
number of nodes, etc.

• Duration: Describes the experiment time. Variable means that experiments can
be conducted over long periods of time. In contrast, realtime means that experi-
ments are conducted in real-world time.

• Cost: Evaluates the cost of experiments. The cost is related to hardware and soft-
ware costs.

In the case of theoretical analysis we have evaluated only two categories. The
other categories do not restrict the environment, since it depends heavily on the
modeling capabilities of the researcher, e.g., scalability is not an issue here. In sum-
mary, we argue that a theoretical analysis of a complete WMN is not possible,
but can only be done for particular components of the network. This environment
provides a high degree of control and abstraction and at the same time a poor appli-
cability of the results and conclusions. The simulation combines low cost with high
flexibility for different types of network studies. The most important disadvantage
is the limited applicability of results to the real world. The virtualization provides
a healthy tradeoff between maintainability, scalability, and applicability. From our
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point of view, virtualization has some inherent advantages by allowing the develop-
ment and testing of software as if it was executed on backbone mesh routers, but
in a more repeatable and controllable way. It is easy to port the software to the real
nodes of the testbed afterwards.

The highest degree of applicability and therefore transferability of results, con-
clusion, and system environment is given in the case of real testbeds. The main
disadvantage of this environment is its low scalability and the complexity in exper-
iment scenario generation.

When designing experiments to study performance parameters of WMNs it is
important to have an idea which degree of realism can be expected from the study
environments. In the lower part of Table 19.1 we have summarized them with respect
to networking layers. This helps to determine which of the environments provides
the researcher with the required degree of realism. The theoretical analysis approach
does not provide any realistic instances of the network layers. In contrast a real
testbed provides realism on all layers. Simulation typically provides a high degree
on the data link-and physical layer. The upper layers are typically simplified. The
degree of realism in emulation depends heavily on the parts which are represented
by real hard-and software. In the case of virtualization the upper layers are real,
since the virtualized machine and the OS provide all necessary functionalities. How-
ever, if VMs are coupled via a network the physical layer may have low realism, if
both VMs are run on the same physical computer.

19.4 UMIC-Mesh.net: A Hybrid Testbed for WMNs

In this section we present our project UMIC-Mesh.net. The aim of this project is
twofold. From the scientific point of view, the goal is to build a large and scalable
WMN to pursue various networking studies. Considering real applications, the goal
is to provide the members of the Computer Science Department with an easy way
to get network access.

19.4.1 Motivation for a Hybrid Testbed

As we have seen in Sect. 19.3, there are different possibilities to study wireless
and mobile networks. Before we present our solution to study WMNs, we will
shortly review the software development process to point out the advantages of our
approach. Basically, as known from software engineering, the software development
process is iterative. It comprises developing, distributing, and testing. In the devel-
oping step the realization of new network protocols and tools starts. Implementation
and debugging are made. Subsequently, in the distributing step, the installation of
the implementation and its validation are done to ensure a correct distribution among
all testbed nodes. In the final step, the functionality and performance of the imple-
mentation have to be tested and evaluated respectively. In addition, if any failure
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occurs in one of these steps, debugging information has to be collected and ana-
lyzed. Preferably, the environment for developing and testing should be as close to
reality as possible generally achieved best by utilizing real hardware and standard
software.

All in all, the iterative software development process is a complex and labor-
intensive undertaking. In particular, the distribution of new software versions is a
challenging task, since new versions have to be distributed among all nodes of the
testbed frequently. A hybrid testbed that combines a real testbed and a virtualized
environment offers a solution to the problems mentioned above. The hybrid testbed
allows us to benefit from the advantages of a real testbed but, at the same time, to
avoid its disadvantages.

The separate tasks of the software development process are distributed over the
virtualized environment and the real testbed. On one hand, the virtualized environ-
ment takes over the developing task (implementation and debugging), the valida-
tion, and the functionality testing. On the other hand, performance evaluation takes
place in the real testbed, since a high degree of realism is of great concern to this
step. Thus, there is no need for an accurate emulation of a wireless medium, as for
example in [16], since the virtualized environment is used only for software devel-
opment and functionality testing. Network performance evaluation is solely done in
the real testbed. However, for scenario creation or testing special cases some emu-
lation might be of help (see Sect. 19.4.3).

To illustrate the benefit of the virtualized environment for the software develop-
ment process consider for example that booting a real mesh router may take up to
2 min whereas booting the kernel of a virtualized machine only takes about 20 s.
The same holds for compiling. As the real mesh routers are equipped with hardware
which is appropriate for routing and forwarding only, compiling on the mesh routers
is hardly bearable. In contrast, the virtualized environment may come up with high-
end hardware to enable fast cycling through the software development process.

Besides a more efficient software development process a hybrid testbed offers
a more flexible scenario creation as well. As virtualization allows fast and flex-
ible setup of an almost arbitrary number of nodes, scenarios with many or few
nodes, potentially leaving and joining the network, are easy to achieve. Moreover,
even complicated scenarios in which we realize arbitrary WMN architectures (see
Sect. 19.2.1) are possible by defining which mesh routers operate as gateways or
which mesh clients have their routing functionality enabled. Thus, any mesh proto-
cols, e.g., routing protocols or channel assignment algorithms, can be easily evalu-
ated in different mesh architectures.

19.4.2 System and Network Architecture

Figure 19.2 depicts the general system and network architecture of the UMIC-
Mesh.net testbed. In accordance with the previous considerations that a hybrid
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Fig. 19.2 Architecture of the UMIC-Mesh.net

testbed presents an appropriate environment to study WMNs, the testbed is realized
by using two different components: a virtualized environment and a real testbed.

A main disadvantage of both real testbeds and virtualized environments is the
high maintenance effort. Especially, if there is a failure during an ongoing per-
formance evaluation, the distribution of a new, corrected implementation is still
labor-intensive. To minimize this effort a central server, the so-called meshserver,
is integrated into the testbed. It offers source and drain functionalities. The most
important service of the source functionality is the provision of an OS to all nodes
via the network. Therefore, the basic setup is the same in each node of the hybrid
testbed. The nodes may even share the same kernel including modules and drivers.
Another important service provided by the meshserver is the Internet access, which
is required for the backbone mesh gateways. The drain functionality incorporates
kernel, system message and Simple network management protocol (SNMP) mes-
sage logging, gathering measurement results of the real and emulated mesh net-
works, etc. The central logging enables a quick detection of any problem in the
testbed.

To interconnect the virtualized environment and the real testbed all mesh routers
and virtual machines are connected by a common wired network, the virtual back-
bone network. The term “virtual” emphases the fact that this network is solely used
for booting and configuring the attached nodes as well as for the audit trail pro-
cessing. That means, the clients in the real testbed cannot use it for their data traf-
fic. Thus, their data is forwarded in a multi-hop fashion via the wireless network
interfaces.
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19.4.3 Testbed Realization

The testbed is set up at the Department of Computer Science at the RWTH Aachen
University. The routers are deployed in two four-story buildings which are inter-
connected through a ground floor. All mesh routers are placed in different offices
at different floors. The placement of the routers was unplanned, i.e., no interference
measurements were done. The only constraint was to have a completely connected
mesh. Unlike wireless-friendly cubicle environments, our buildings have rooms with
floor-to-ceiling walls and solid wood doors. Thus, in order to realize a completely
connected mesh, three routers were distributed across every floor. The nodes are in
fixed locations and did not move during the experiments reported here.

19.4.3.1 Hardware

The real testbed part consists of 51 identical mesh routers. Each backbone mesh
router consists of a single board computer (SBC), two identical IEEE 802.11a/b/g
wireless network interfaces based on the Atheros AR5213 XR and two omni-
directional antennas. The SBC is an ALIX.3C2 board [20]. While the first network
interface card (NIC) is reserved for router-to-router communication, the second one
handles the router-to-client communication. In order to clearly separate these com-
munication types, the first NIC operates in IEEE 802.11 g channel 1 and the second
one in channel 11. Both cards transmit at 100 mW and operate in a non-standard
independent basic service set (IBSS) mode ahdemo [19]. This solves the tendency
of the IBSS mode to form partitions which have different basic service set identifiers
(BSSID) despite having the same network identifier. Such partitions made it impos-
sible to reliably operate the WMN with the IBSS mode. All mesh routers share the
same extended service set identifier (ESSID) pair, that is one ESSID for channel 1
and one ESSID for channel 11.

The virtualized environment consists of 7 Core 2 Duo PC with 2 GB RAM. With
this amount of RAM it is possible to run about 10 VMs per host.

19.4.3.2 Software

One goal of the UMIC-Mesh.net implementation is to achieve a central configura-
tion. For this reason a single OS image, a standard Ubuntu Linux distribution, is
provided to all nodes via network by using the network file system (NFS) protocol.
To enable network booting we deploy a combination of EtherBoot and PXELinux.
The vital parts of this process are to get an IP configuration and a kernel to boot. The
central audit trail processing is realized by a combination of logging (syslog-ng) and
monitoring (NET-SNMP).

To implement the WMN architecture in the real testbed we employ the WLAN
driver madwifi-ng [19]. The nodes in the virtualized environment are driven by
the VMM XEN [29]. To emulate the multi-hop behavior in the virtual testbed a
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combination of the packet filtering and advanced routing features [15] of the Linux
kernel are used. At the core, we deploy a virtual private network (VPN) on top of
our wired virtual backbone. For this, the generic routing encapsulation (GRE) [11]
tunneling protocol is utilized. It emulates a broadcast medium on top of an exist-
ing network by using a multicast address for its broadcast traffic. To control the
communication between all participants of the network, standard packet filtering as
provided by iptables is employed. There is no need to emulate a wireless medium in
the virtualized environment, since it is used only for software development and func-
tionality testing and not for performance evaluation. However, if the functionality
testing requires a wireless medium behavior, e.g., wireless packet loss or additional
delay, it can be realized with NetEm [13].

Currently, the DYMO [25] and OLSR [27] routing protocols are employed. We
made this choice since these protocols are typical representatives of the two routing
philosophies in MANETs: reactive and proactive routing.

19.5 Performance Evaluation

Obviously, the employed hard- and software significantly affects the performance
of a WMN. Similarly, the configuration parameters of the deployed software and
protocols have a big impact on the overall mesh performance. However, there has
been little research in the community on how to set these parameters, or on analyzing
the impact of these parameters on the performance of a mesh network. Especially the
impact of routing parameters and the choice of routing metrics are not sufficiently
examined.

To demonstrate the importance of a study regarding these parameters we discuss
two scenarios concerning the OLSR routing protocol [6]. We focus our research on
an excerpt of parameters instead of presenting an extensive evaluation to show that
small changes may have a big impact on the overall mesh performance. In particular
we evaluate the influence of OLSR HELLO and topology control (TC) message
emission intervals. As performance metrics we use throughput, average hop count,
and average packet loss.

19.5.1 Optimized Link-State Routing Protocol

Before we discuss the measurement results in detail we will first give a rough intro-
duction on how OLSR works. OLSR is a link-state routing protocol that periodically
advertises the links in the network. It optimizes the link advertisement process by
reducing the amount of advertised links and the number of nodes advertising them.
HELLO messages are periodically sent by all participating nodes to become aware
of one-hop and two-hops neighbors. To make the sensing of links more robust to
small changes in wireless connectivity a node computes an additional link quality
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value for each discovered neighbor. The link hysteresis decides on the validity of
the link state of a detected neighbor. Multipoint relay (MPR) nodes are selected by
each node in the network (called MPR Selector) as the minimum set of one-hop
neighbors that allow reaching every two-hop neighbor throughout the nodes in the
MPR set. MPRs are the only nodes generating and forwarding TC messages which
advertise the links between MPRs and MPR Selectors. Nodes calculate their rout-
ing tables based on their local neighborhood tables and the topology information
received by the TC messages.

The OLSR.org implementation uses the loss rate of OLSR messages to calculate
the link quality instead of using link layer information (e.g., signal-to-noise ratio or
the number of link layer retransmits).

19.5.2 Methodology

Table 19.2 shows the plot of our performance evaluation. There are four parameter
sets. In this Scenario we varied the OLSR HELLO and TC message emission inter-
vals. This study aims at establishing a better understanding of the impact of these
parameters on the end-to-end performance.

To reflect the different wireless characteristics we conducted measurements over
a number of different paths (see Table 19.3). We picked these particular paths as
they exemplify different challenges for wireless transmissions. The two buildings
E1 and E2 each consist of two shifted aisles. The aisles are connected via a staircase.
Paths which connect two aisles therefore have to pass this area consisting mainly of

Table 19.2 Scenario Parameter Sets

Parameter set 802.11g Broadcast rate Routing metric OLSR emission interval

HELLO (s) TC (s)

1 1Mb s−1 Hop Count 2 5
2 1Mb s−1 Hop Count 4 5
3 1Mb s−1 Hop Count 4 10
4 1Mb s−1 Hop Count 6 10

Table 19.3 Selected paths for measurements

Path Building Floor Aisle Side

3 → 1 E1 4–4 Same Same
26 → 25 E2 1–1 Same Opposite
30 → 31 E2 2–2 Different Same
34 → 27 E2 3–1 Same Same
26 → 2 E2–E1 1–4 Different Same
34 → 16 E2–E1 3–1 Same Same
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concrete walls. Connections on the same aisle and same floor merely are obstructed
by drywalls. The two buildings are connected via two routers on the ground floor
only. Paths between these buildings therefore are relatively long and always have to
pass this bottleneck.

Each measurement consists of a ping test and a f lowgrind (see Sect. 19.5.3) test.
The ping test yields the packet loss ratio and the average hop count, the flowgrind
test measures TCP throughput. The ping test sends 50 maximum transmission unit
(MTU) sized packets (1464 bytes) at a rate of five packets per second. The flowgrind
test runs a simple one-way bulk-data TCP flow lasting 15 s with the TCP congestion
control NewReno TCP.

To cope with environmental influences (e.g., other WLAN sources, Bluetooth
devices, etc.) the following approach was taken: one measurement was run sequen-
tially over all mentioned paths. This pattern was repeated for 30 times to take a
decent sample. After such a sampling run, the parameter set was changed, OLSR
was restarted and allowed to even out the new routing for 10 min. A certainly better
approach for coping with environmental influences would be to allow more frequent
changes in the parameter set, e.g., to cycle through the parameter sets for each path.
But as OLSR needs time at the magnitude of 10 min to follow a change in its param-
eters, this approach is unfortunately intractable.

The setup of the mesh routers was as follows: vanilla Linux kernel 2.6.16.19,
madwifi-ng 0.9.3 [19], and OLSR 0.5.0 from the OLSR.org project [27]. All soft-
ware was configured as default except for the settings shown in Table 19.2. A further
exception was that we set tcp no metrics save= 1 to prevent the kernel from
gathering long term performance statistics which could cause test runs to influence
each other.

19.5.3 Flowgrind

To evaluate the TCP end-to-end performance we deploy our measurement tool flow-
grind [26]. Flowgrind features some unique characteristics which are of use when
exploring the idiosyncrasies of WMNs. Most important, it allows to split the data
and control connection, i.e., for negotiating test setup and transmission of statistics
flowgrind may use a different connection (over a potentially different route) than
for the actual test data. This is beneficial to ensure test robustness, especially when
testing over noisy links, as the amount of data traversing the control connection is
non-negligible. In the UMIC-Mesh.net testbed the virtual backbone is exploited to
handle this control connection.

Moreover, flowgrind constantly reports on not only throughput but also on round
trip time, inter-arrival time and a number of Linux kernel variables revealing the
status of TCP connections (e.g., congestion window, slow start threshold, number
of bytes unacknowledged in the network, etc.). For all other features which are of
less use for this work we refer to [26].
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19.5.4 Measurement Discussion

In this measurement we analyzed the influence of the OLSR HELLO and TC mes-
sage emission intervals. Figure 19.3 shows the results of the throughput measure-
ments. It is quite obvious that the standard parameter set leads to poorer performance
compared to all other parameter sets. The highest performance gain is achieved by
doubling the HELLO interval from 2 to 4 s. This performance gain increases with
the hop count. For example the throughput between the nearby nodes 26 and 25
increased by 13% whereas the throughput of the long path 30 → 31 increased even
by 120%. Moreover, as seen in Fig. 19.4 the average packet loss shows a significant
decrease for all paths. Further increase of the HELLO interval does not show the
same decisive effect. One has to conclude that the OLSR messages cause a non-
negligible amount of interference and thereby lower the overall performance.

Figure 19.5 shows that even the average slightly decreases, especially for 3 → 1.
It is likely that the lesser protocol overhead causes the link quality of some links
to raise above the hysteresis threshold. Figure 19.5 further shows a bias towards
less deviating hop counts for longer emission intervals. This seems natural as fewer
OLSR messages presumably result in fewer route changes. It is important to note
that all 51 nodes, i.e., not just the nodes on the considered paths, contribute to the
routing overhead.

Hence, the OLSR message emission intervals in WMNs have quite some opti-
mization potential. However, the maximum possible gain by prolonging these inter-
vals is not clear and remains subject to further studies.
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19.6 Related Work

In this section we present some WMN testbed projects. We will discuss their goals
and the software and hardware on which the mesh nodes are based on. The dis-
cussed list of projects is not exhaustive. The objective of this section is to show
the various interpretations of WMN and the different implementations rather than
to compare the performance evaluations conducted in the different testbeds. As
Table 19.4 shows the testbeds may vary fairly and thereby comparison is hardly
possible anyway.

19.6.1 Existing Testbeds

The MIT Roofnet project [2] consists of 37 nodes based on PCs running Linux and
the Click modular router [17]. Each node has an IEEE 802.11b NIC and an omni-
directional antenna. All nodes run on the same channel. The goal of the project is to
provide Internet access to students. There are a total of four Internet gateways. The
Roofnet mesh routers distribute IP addresses via DHCP. The employed routing pro-
tocol is SrcRR, which is similar to dynamic source routing (DSR). An own header
is used to carry IP packets, thus introducing the roofnet layer (RL).

Microsoft Research works on a community mesh network. A community mesh
network allows the residents of a neighborhood to share existing Internet gateways.
The focus is on capacity and range enhancement, multi-path multi-hop routing [9],
and recently on feasibility studies of mesh networks for all-wireless offices [10].

The University of California at Santa Barbara runs a mesh network project called
MeshNet [22]. In MeshNet each router has two Linksys WRT54G wireless devices.
One device is used for routing within the WMN and the other for managing the
router. The routers run OpenWRT and a modified version of the ad hoc on-demand
distance vector (AODV) routing protocol that uses a reliability-based routing metric
instead of minimal hop count.

Table 19.4 Overview of wireless mesh network testbed projects

Project Nodes 802.11 Software Routing Roaming Config MANET
Layer Protocol

MIT Roofnet 37 b/g Linux, CMR RL SrcRR – × –
Microsoft 21 a/b/g Windows CE MAC MCL – × ×
USCB MeshNet 25 a/b/g OpenWRT IP MCL – × –
Purdue 32 a/b/g – IP AODV – × –
Georgia Tech 15 b/g – – AODV,OLSR – – –
Carleton Univ. ?? a/g μClinux IP – – × –
Hyacinth 10 a Windows XP – OLSR × × –
UMIC-Mesh.net 51 a/b/g Linux IP DYMO,OLSR × × ×
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The Purdue University has a WMN project called Mesh@Purdue with 32 nodes
[21]. The routers are small form-factor desktops equipped with two wireless and
one wired NIC. The latter one is used for management purposes. The goal of the
project is first and foremost to provide Internet access. Besides, the research group
works on modifications of AODV and OLSR.

The Georgia Institute of Technology runs a WMN project with 15 nodes [1].
The goal of the project is to study various performance metrics of WMNs, e.g., the
effects of inter-router distance, backbone placement and clustering. Furthermore,
existing protocols are re-investigated to review their performance in the testbed.

The Carleton University runs a WMN project in which each mesh router is
equipped with two wireless NICs [4]. One is used for the communication within
the WMN among the wireless mesh routers and the other is used for the communi-
cation with the clients. The WMN provides Internet access to the clients. The mesh
routers are running μClinux and a quality of service (QoS) enhanced OLSR [7]
as the routing protocol. To provide clients with addresses DHCPv6 is used. Thus,
the WMN deploys only IPv6. If clients need to access an IPv4 network, e.g., the
Internet, the packets are tunneled.

Hyacinth [23] is the WMN project at the State University of New York. Each
mesh node is a small form-factor PC running Windows XP and is equipped with
three IEEE 802.11a NICs. The nodes obtain an unique IP address from a global
DHCP server, which is placed in the wired network. Each mesh node acts also as
a local DHCP server and can assign IP addresses to mobile stations. To this end
each mesh node receives an IP address range from the global DHCP server. Further-
more, roaming of mobile stations is supported, since all mesh nodes act also as a
home/foreign agent like in Mobile IP (MIP).

19.6.2 Summary

The testbeds are summarized in Table 19.4. All information originates from the
respective project websites. The routing column denotes at which network layer
the routing is done and which protocol is used. A checkmark in the roaming col-
umn indicates that mesh clients can move around through the mesh without loosing
connection. Config shows the capability to configure clients (and possibly routers)
automatically. Finally, the column MANET is checked if the architecture is able to
integrate independent MANETs into its routing.

Currently, the largest testbeds in terms of numbers of nodes are MIT Roofnet with
37 nodes and UMIC-Mesh.net with 51 nodes. All testbeds deploy IEEE 802.11 com-
pliant technology. This holds for the communication among the mesh routers as well
as for the communication between these routers and the mesh clients. Four projects
perform routing at IP level, three projects at MAC level, the remaining projects do
not reveal how they route. AODV, DYMO, DSR, and OLSR or variants are used
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as routing protocols. Most projects do not allow roaming of mesh clients; only
Hyacinth and UMIC-Mesh.net do. Similar, independent integration of MANETs is
only supported by two projects, Microsoft’s Mesh Connectivity Layer (MCL) and
UMIC-Mesh.net.

19.7 Thoughts for Practitioners

When contemplating the idea of running a WMN testbed there are a few things to
consider. First of all, you should realize that besides covering the purchasing costs
you will have to deal with the labor intensive tasks of installation and maintenance.
Should you aim for a hybrid testbed like the UMIC-Mesh.net these tasks will be
reduced but not eliminated.

Depending on your requirements on the testbed’s topology, the planning phase
can also take a non-negligible amount of time and resources. However, the most
important decision you are going to be faced with is most likely the choice of
node hardware, i.e., which platform, what kind of non-wireless connections (LAN,
USB), how much processing power, and last but not least what kind of wireless
NIC and how many of them should the nodes have. How programmable the wire-
less NICs are will determine what kind of experiments you can run in your testbed,
i.e., down to which layer of the protocol stack you can influence node configuration.

Finally, an important decision will be whether you are going to install the nodes
at fixed locations and rely on a permanent wired network connection. This deci-
sion largely depends on your scientific interests but will greatly affect your main-
tenance efforts. Requiring a permanent wired connection reduces your flexibility
in node placement and raises installation costs but will greatly ease monitoring,
software distribution and measurement as we have outlined in Sect. 19.4 about the
UMICmesh.net. If done right, it will also ensure that node configurations will always
be synchronized, thereby eliminating a major source of error in measurements.

19.8 Directions of Future Research

The performance evaluation shows that multi-hop wireless networks have big poten-
tial. However, as the evaluation shows further there are subtle difficulties when con-
figuring WMNs. In our measurements we could show major performance gains
coming from very small parameter set tunings. In detail, we showed that simply
changing the routing control message emission intervals has non-negligible effects
on the overall performance of the WMNs. Further effort is needed to investigate the
trade-off between slow network state propagation and message overhead. Ideally a
routing protocol would adapt its emission intervals to the network conditions.
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19.9 Conclusions

Nowadays, the study of wireless multi-hop networks is mainly based on simulation.
Although simulations provide researchers with many advantages like low cost, flex-
ibility, and controllability they also have disadvantages. The prime disadvantage is
that simulation results may have limited applicability in reality as simulations over-
simplify. Maximum applicability is attainable by real word testbeds. However, they
are expensive, do not scale, and are complicated to maintain. A possible solution to
this dilemma is to build a hybrid testbed like UMIC-Mesh.net. It consists of a wire-
less mesh networking testbed and a virtualized environment. The former ensures a
high degree of realism while the latter provides us with a flexible environment for
fast protocol development and variable scenario creation.

19.10 Terminologies

1. Backbone mesh gateway. A mesh router with wired Internet connection.
2. Backbone mesh router. A mesh router that is installed at a fixed location and is

therefore part of the backbone.
3. Emulation. Analysis of a system by duplicating its operation with a different

and usually simpler and/or smaller system.
4. Flowgrind. A network testing tool that generates and analyzes TCP streams.
5. Hybrid testbed. A hybrid testbed combines a classical network testbed with vir-

tualized nodes.
6. Mesh client. A node that’s driven by a mesh user, possibly taking part in mesh

routing (routing mesh client) or not (non-routing mesh client).
7. NetEm. NetEm is a Linux kernel extension that allows the adjustment of the

characteristics of network links; e.g., by introducing artificial loss.
8. Simulation. Analysis of a system by simulating its components and their inter-

actions, usually with the help of a simulator.
9. Software development process. The software development process comprises all

the steps from the intent to develop a piece of software up to its realization.
10. Testbed. A network testbed is a collection of nodes that can communicate with

each other and is used to analyze the behavior of the network or parts thereof.
11. Theoretical analysis. Analysis of a system with mathematical tools.
12. Virtualization. Abstraction of the physical resources of a single system to allow

several virtual systems to run on one actual system and use these resources
concurrently.

13. Virtualized environment. A system that acts in a virtualized environment is pre-
sented with an abstract notion of the actual resources of the underlying system;
thereby these resources can be reused by several virtual systems.

14. XEN. XEN is a virtualization system and hypervisor originally developed by the
University of Cambridge.
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19.11 Acronyms

ACM Association for computing machinery
AODV Ad hoc on-demand distance vector routing protocol
AP Access point
BSSID Basic service set identifier
CPU Central processing unit
DHCP Dynamic host configuration protocol
DHCPv6 Dynamic host configuration protocol for IPv6
DSR Dynamic source routing
DYMO Dynamic MANET on-demand routing protocol
ESSID Extended service set identifier
GRE Generic routing encapsulation
IBSS Independent basic service set
IEEE Institute of electrical and electronics engineers
IP Internet protocol
IPv4 Internet protocol version 4
IPv6 Internet protocol version 6
MAC Medium access control
MANET Mobile ad hoc network
MCL Mesh connectivity layer
MIP Mobile IP
MPR Multipoint relay
MTU Maximum transmission unit
NFS Network file system
NIC Network interface card
NID Network identifier
OLSR Optimized link-state routing protocol
OS Operating system
PC Personal computer
QoS Quality of service
RAM Random access memory
RL Roofnet layer
SBC Single board computer
SNMP Simple network management protocol
TC Topology control
TCP Transmission Control Protocol
VM Virtual machine
VMM Virtual machine monitor
VPN Virtual private network
WLAN Wireless local area network
WMN Wireless mesh network
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19.12 Questions

1. Which parts belong to the infrastructure of a wireless mesh network?
2. What is the difference between Routing and non-routing clients?
3. Name at least three characteristics of WMNs.
4. Name at least two possibilities to study WMNs and one advantage and disad-

vantage.
5. Name two routing protocols applicable to WMNs.
6. What are some of the benefits of a hybrid testbed?
7. What are the basic types of virtualization?
8. What can be the benefits of a central server in a wireless testbed where all nodes

are connected by wire?
9. What do our OLSR measurements with varying message emission inter-

vals show?
10. What are the benefits of the flowgrind measurement tool?
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